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E are best fitted to serve

the present age, and to

live intensely in it, by
living also above it; by

seeing it as one golden moment in God's
eternity and ours. We can afford to have
our heads, hearts, and hands full of this

world's affairs only when we can come
to them each day as winged creatures

who can ascend and descend at pleasure,

and who have no other care but to learn

and to do their earthly errand. We
shall make sure of the best things the

age has to offer, and at the same time
be best protected against its disorders,

distractions, and dangers, by simply
standing in our proper place, throwing
our own life into the common lot, join-

ing hands with all that work for good,
keeping our garments clean, and facing

all men and events without fear, and in

"the spirit of power, of love, and of a

sound mind."

CHARLES GORDON AMES.

SAN FRANCISCO
NOVEMBER, 1907
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We ask from every reader of the

Pacific Unitarian the most attentive

reading of what we are about to write.

They will doubtless have read the

"Frank Statement" appearing at the

head of the editorial column in the last

number. We propose to set forth here

in fullness the facts which were there

but hinted at, and in view of them, to

make a strong and direct appeal to the

friends of the paper.

The Pacific Unitarian was started in

August, 1891. by the Onward Club of

the First Church, San Francisco, and
for fifteen months bore the name of

The Guidon. Fifteen years ago this

month it assumed its present name and

form. From its beginning until now it

has been an invaluable aid to the cause

of Liberal Christianity and of high citi-

zenship on the Pacific Coast. Month by

month without interruption it has gone

into hundreds of homes, bearing a mes-

sage of wholesomeness and sanity, and

the teachings and inspirations of a

sweet and reasonable faith. It has been

the valued organ of intercommunication

between our churches, and has done

more than can be estimated to build them

up, keep them together, and make them
feel the senses of a common cause.

It has been more read, we have reason

to believe, than religious papers are wont

to be. It has been praised throughout

the denomination and in foreign coun-

tries, and has been frankly envied for

its excellence by members of other de-

nominations. Many from many quarters

have testified that no better religious

paper is published anywhere.
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Through all these years, summer and

winter, in good times and bad, its guid-

ing spirit, its unwearied supporter, and

at times its sole sustainer, has been its

founder and editor, Mr. Murdock. Ex-

cept for the tireless co-operation of Rev.

George W. Stone, who for several years

served both as business manager and as

assistant editor, and whose retirement

was chronicled in the September number,

the paper has had only the most irregu-

lar and sporadic assistance from the

ministers in the field, and still less from

the laymen. We speak not to blame,

but to state the bare facts. With per-

haps one exception, no hand was lifted

to assist the editor in the last number;

and always one of the busiest men in San

Francisco, with large private interests to

claim his attention, and with many pub-

lic duties to perform, he has of late held

one of the most responsible offices, that

of City and County Supervisor.

Nor has the financial side of the paper

been much better carried on. Its obli-

gations to the publisher have often been

months in arrears. At the present mo-

ment it is indebted to him by the sum of

over five hundred dollars; and its pres-

ent income falls short of its expenses by

over thirty dollars. We need hardly say

that the editor has never received the

slightest pay for his services. He has

done fifteen years' labor on the paper

out of pure and devoted love for the

cause.

It became clear a month ago that

neither the editorial nor the financial

side of the paper could be longer sus-

tained unless prompt and generous

assistance were furnished. In the emer-

gency the ministers living near San

Francisco have taken the responsibility

of appointing three of their number as

an editorial committee, who shall co-op-

erate with the editor in conducting it

until the Pacific Unitarian Conference

meeting in the spring shall provide oth-

erwise. The paper was about to come to

an end, to the great and lasting regret

of many. The committee is determined

that it shall not die, but live, and be

better sustained than ever. To this end,

we are taking the following measures, in

which we appeal to every friend of the

paper for immediate co-operation.

As for the editorial side of the paper,

Mr. Murdock will continue, as before,

to be managing editor. His editorial

pen will still furnish our readers the

best that the paper will bring them to

read, and he will have charge of selecting

matter from outside sources and of the

make-up of the paper. Rev. Earl M.

Wilbur will assist upon the editorials,

in which other writers will be asked to

share their part from time to time. Rev.

Clarence Reed will have charge of con-

tributed articles, and will solicit them

from writers in our various churches.

Rev. William D. Simonds will conduct

a Sunday-school department ; Mr. Wil-

liam Maxwell will continue to furnish

his valuable book-reviews; and Mrs.

Presson will edit the Notes from the

Field. By such a division of labor,

which the editors will ask their brethren

to share with them, it is believed that its

burdens will fall lightly on all, while the

range of the paper will be increased.

For we wish to make it more than ever

represent the whole Pacific Coast, in the

editorial columns, in the news items, and

among the contributors, and thus to ap-

peal more than ever to all our churches.

The financial side of the situation is

less easily met, and it is even more ur-

gent; but it will be met, in one way or

another. Income and expenditures must

be made to balance, or better, within the

next two months. This can be done by

reducing the size of the paper, removing

its cover, lowering its quality, or omit-

ting certain numbers,—or by all four to-

gether. We hope, and we believe, that

we shall not be compelled to adopt this
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course, although we shall do so relent-

lessly, if necessary. The alternative is to

increase the present income, and it is

precisely here that the friends of the pa-

per who read this article can give their

personal help. First: Through an in-

creased subscription list. In some of

our churches there are very few subscrib-

ers whatever, and in all of them there are

many persons yet who would subscribe

if properly approached. There will be

few readers of this word who could not

get subscribers among immediate friends

or neighbors, and thus do both them and

the paper a benefit. Second: Through

a guarantee fund of cash payments from

persons of means who wish to see the

paper continued, and who are willing to

support it in that way. We doubt

whether there is a purely religious paper

in the country that does not have to be

assisted in some way other than from its

normal income. A few gifts of $100,

$50, $25, $10, and $5 would solve the

problem at once, and would be a very

fruitful use of missionary money. Third:

Through advertisements from our

friends.

We appeal to those that read these

lines to do what they can at once to carry

out the suggestions we have made. But
we do not mean to let the matter rest

here. The committee is approaching the

problem in detail through the various

ministers and Alliances; and we are con-

fident that they will co-operate so wil-

lingly, and that their efforts will be

responded to so heartily, that in our New
Year's number we shall be able to an-

nounce that the whole problem has been

successfully met, and that the future of

the paper is again perfectly assured.

W.

The managing editor wishes to ex-

press his satisfaction and his gratitude

for the steps taken by the ministers of

the churches in and around San Fran-

cisco to resuscitate the Pacific Unitar-

ian. The paper is the adopted child of

the Conference, but its original parents,

as is often the case under such circum-

stances, have never completely surren-

dered control and the adoption has been

nominal rather than actual. The love

of parents for their offspring is not nec-

essarily wise, and sometimes it stands in

the way of the child's best interest, The

excuse that a course pursued has been

well-meant does not go very far at best,

and when it is obvious that poverty of

any character forestalls health and

growth it would be a misguided parent

who would not rejoice at Opportunity

when she stretches forth her hands in

relief.

If any misconceptions have existed,

thin- have been swept away. The editor

will have the help he has needed—but

hesitated to ask for. The ministers will

give the help they have been willing to

give but have hesitated to offer. The

publication will have more breadth, more

variety, more general interest, and con-

sequently, it is to be hoped, more sub-

scribers, and therefore solvency and

self-respect.

We need constantly to remind our-

selves of the truth, so dearly and power-

fully enforced by Jesus, that the only

true test is the fruit. Especially is this

applicable to religion. We are all apt

to be sure that our own views are the

most praiseworthy. We pride ourselves

on our liberality, and on our freedom

from superstition and credulity. We are

in constant danger of standing in the

shoes of the ultra religionist of apostolic

days who thanked the Lord that he was

not as other men. To be sure the posi-

tion is reversed. He felt that his ortho-

doxy showed his superiority. We are

inclined to think that our freedom from

conventional belief shows our superi-

ority.
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But if the life is not the true test

what is? The real value of religion

surely rests on what it does for us, or

what we do for it. If we are not made
better men, if we are not more patient,

more trustful, more determined to be

right in spirit and its manifestations, if

we are not inspired with loyalty to God
and love to our fellow-men, can we be

sure that our religion is genuine? If it

leaves us seekers for self and devo-

tees of comfort and enjoyment can we
feel satisfied that we have any real faith ?

And if we treat our religious connection

as merely a source of satisfaction can we
claim to have the right relation with

God? If we make no sacrifice, give no
service, show no vital interest, can we
flatter ourselves that we have any reli-

gion at all ? If we merely use it, and do

nothing for it, we show no respect and
loyalty, and prove that we either fail to

appreciate it or are untrue to its spirit.

May it not be that the main source of

the wonderful growth of Christian Sci-

ence is in the prominence given to love

and the faith it inspires? Intellectually

it seems weak. It blinks at facts, and
its philosophy is to many of us mean-
ingless jargon, but there is something

that satisfies the multitude and that in-

spires them to do. Due allowance may
be made for the readiness of many to

take up anything that is new. The prom-

inence given to practical results in the

way of improved bodily health accounts

for a large popularity, but there must
be something more to account for the

hold it has on all sorts of people. Is it

not wiser to try to ascertain its source

of strength than to ridicule what we can

not understand ?

As a protest against materialistic con-

ceptions, as an encourager of the use of

the healthy mind, it is certainly admira-

ble. Its apparently blind devotion to the

clever woman who has guided and ap-

propriated its growth is inexplicable.

The passing of the line that separates

faith from credulity, and the sacrifice

of human life to preconceived theories

presents a grave question of control, but

one that time will naturally settle. It

certainly offers a field for sympathetic

and impartial study, and should invite

our approval and use of all that is help-

ful and good.

Right belief is important, but the pur-

pose that controls the life is at best

equally so, and the heart more than

the head inspires the purpose. Love

and truth unite to form the highest

human type, but love is the more essen-

tial. Better error in the mind than

coldness in the heart. Intellectual

weakness may cause misdirection of well-

meant efforts, but a heart unstirred to

sympathy puts forth no efforts. Christ

centered his gospel in love, and there it

must stay. Dogmas and superstitions

that have held it back are melting be*

fore the rising sun of reason and intelli-

gence ; they are the unessentials, but the

citadel of the heart is undisturbed, and

if in our pride at escape from theological

misconceptions we overlook the source of

religious life, we sadly err, and our last

estate is worse than our first.

It does one's heart good to read what

meetings were held in Boston at the
'

' In-

ternational Congress of Religious Lib-

erals." When large expectations are

more than realized, rejoicing is in order.

Delegates from all over the world, and

from many communions, and many
more than were looked for, meet-

ings so large that overflows were the or-

der, large supplies of printed matter

exhausted by unexpected demand, streets

filled with multitudes interested in relig-

ion,—it can scarcely be credited.
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The Christian Register has given

generous reports, and the various ad-

dresses were of a high order and dis-

tinctly inspiring. With the proper at-

titude of hosts, the American attend-

ants largely gave way to those from

abroad.

Very happy on the opening night was

the division of the message of the angel

heralds, when Rev. Thos. R. Slicer

spoke on "Glory to God," Dr. Hale

on "Peace on Earth," and Booker T.

Washington on "Good-Will to Men."

Elsewhere we print two fine hymns
written for the Congress—one by Julia

Ward Howe, and one by our own Rev.

Frederick L. Hosmer.

We could fill our columns many
times over with most readable extracts,

but to select gems is a bad taste, when

the supply is large.

The Boston Unitarian Club sus-

tained its high traditions by a dinner

given to the foreign delegates at the

Hotel Somerset on the evening of Sep-

tember 26th. Rev. Samuel M. Croth-

ers, D. D., was the toastmaster, and he

filled the duties full, so that there was

much delightful bubbling over. The

speakers were many and good,—Mr. H.

Bowring Lawford, of London; Miss

Mary Richmond, of New Zealand;

Prof. 0. E. Lindberg, of Sweden;

Frederick Maddison, M. P., of Great

Britain ; Rev. Abraham Rihbany, Syria

;

and Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of Chi-

cago. C. A. M.

To believe in God is to believe enough

in good to build our lives out of it. To
serve God is to do our day's work hon-

estly, lovingly and in a divine spirit. The
true religion consists in the sanctifica-

tion of the common task and daily toil,

the glorifying of our commonplace rela-

tionships—to do right, to be kind, to

walk in the light of the eternal verities.

We are affronted, at times, by the very

simplicity of great moral and spiritual

facts. For one reason or another we get

the notion that the most potent forces

must be attended in their operation with

more or less display. There is a linger-

ing desire in us all for the dramatic. A
religion that comes to us clad in every-

day clothes we are a little shy of. We get

our ideas of religion confused with tem-

ples and smoking altars and incense and

solemn litanies. But these things do not

constitute the heart of religion. They

are the mere accidents and incidents that

have grown up around certain phases of

it. But a religion for common men must

be so simple that the least of us can un-

derstand it, and the lowliest of us can

lay hold upon it.

For the important thing in the world

is not religion, but men. And religion is

to make men. It has no other purpose.

The great God is not anxious for his

little meed of praise and worship. He
is no Haman at the gate, waiting for nod

of recognition from every passerby upon

life's highway. Religion is not a duty.

It is an opportunity. It is not something

to make us right with an angry God. It

is something that brings us to the fullness

of our divine possibility. The whole end

and aim of religious teaching and of re-

ligious systems and of religious services

is the making of men. And the man is

more than any system or any creed or

any ritual.

Religious forms, then, are simply in-

cidental. To make them the essential

element is to miss the heart of it all.

What doth God require of thee? To do

justly, to love mercy, and to walk hum-

bly with thy God—to be a certain kind

of man, to live a certain kind of life.

Temples, ceremonials, litanies, worship,

whatever in the system of religious or-

ganization may aid in becoming this kind

of a man and in living this kind of a life

claim your allegiance, but only so far

as they do contribute to this end. They
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do not exist for themselves. The most

solemn ceremonies and the most sumptu-

ous ritual are as nothing, if, as we leave

the altar and face the world's work

again righteoueness and love and justice

are not the dominant notes in our life.

It is all vanity, this playing at religion,

if the great end for which any true relig-

ion strives is lost sight of. No man has

done what is required of him when he

has joined a church, when he attends its

stated worship, and when he contributes

to its financial needs. It is only when

he is becoming more of a man, truer in

his daily life, broader in his sympathies,

more sensitive in his conscience, more

alive to the great spiritual forces that he

is meeting the divine demands upon him.

Neither church nor creed can take the

place of character. Pious sentiment and

theological acumen are not of necessity

virtues. We judge trees by the fruit

on them, not by their leaves; and we

judge men by their daybook and ledger,

not by their professions or by their pray-

ers.

This simple creed—to do justly, to

love mercy, and to walk humbly with

God—may seem too simple to some. It

may be simple, any religion that would

be universal must be simple, but it looms

large when a man comes to put it in prac-

tice, and it is just the kind of moral

tonic that is needed in these days. If

there ever was a time when something

was needed to develop a higher standard

of public and private integrity, that time

is now. If there ever was a day when
men needed to be taught the value of the

basic virtues, that day is now. Our whole

life is eaten with dishonesty and debased

with graft. The moral standards by

which every man in public and private

should test his living and measure his

motives, have become warped and false.

We need sorely to lay hold on this simple

but vital creed, and to get it bedded in

the conscience that the great God is seek-

ing honest, scpiare, loving, spiritually

minded men, rather than worshipers, or

pietists, or creedmongers, or theological

doctors. B. E. H.

When Kev. E. J. Campbell, of the

City of London Temple, began to preach

upon his "New Theology," and when he

presently published a book with that

title, he did what would scarcely have

caused a ripple of excitement upon the

theological surface, had he lived and

written in America. There was nothing

noticeably "new" in his theology, even

if it was new in the City Temple. It

had been proclaimed for a long genera-

tion, at least, by scores of Unitarian

preachers in England; and he defended

himself from the charge of Unitarianism

only by disclaiming a form of that doc-

trine which has been obsolete for two

generations. There was nothing even

dangerous in his new doctrine, so mild

were its heresies. And yet it set all re-

ligious England into a ferment of excite-

ment. Every minister in the United

Kingdom preached for or against the

new doctrine; it has adopted an organ

and organized a movement and held

a summer school.

In Germany, too, a couple of years ago,

a minister in the state church, Pastor

Frenssen, wrote a novel entitled "Hilli-

genlei. " (It is in the Pierce Library,

translated as "Holy Land.") It had a

religious purpose, and its most notable

chapter contained the hero's construc-

tion of the life of Jesus, presented with

beautiful reverence, yet in modern, hu-

manized, comprehensible form. In

America the book might have been

widely read, but it certainly never would

have been disputed about. Even yet the

religious press seems not to have discov-

ered it in translation. But in Germany

it aroused a perfect fever of controversy.

Every issue of every religious paper for

a year had something pro or con about
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"Ililligenlei," and the pamphlet litera-

ture growing out of it would have filled

volumes.

In America, however, for better or

for worse, it is impossible to arouse such

keen interest over theological matters.

A man in any religious position may say

as startling things as he will, but few

pay any attention to them for long, and

no one starts a public controversy, or

would be attended to if he did. The

offender may rarely get tried for heresy,

but even his trial excites only a languid

interest. This may at first sight seem

a sign of religious apathy in America as

compared with England and Germany;

and yet we think not so. In a country

with an established church a departure

from established doctrine seems almost

like an attack upon the state. Every

patriot must rush to arms. But in

America where freedom of opinion in

both politics and religion has so long

been the rule, no one is alarmed

if strange doctrines are put forth.

They will either become current or

die out according to their merits; and

if they are deemed untrue, the "con-

spiracy of silence" is the most ef-

fective conspiracy that can be formed

against them. And the result is, or

ought to be, that truth is the sooner

separated from error, and that r"eligious

people, devoting less time to defending

a theology, have more energy left for

the service of relision. W.

The meetings of the International

Council in Boston justified all expec-

tations. The attendance was very large

throughout. Some five or six thousand

crowded the new Symphony Hall for

the opening meeting, when Dr. Slicer,

Dr. Hale, and Dr. Booker T. Wash-

ington spoke, the Handel and Haydn
sang, and the great congregation united

in Mr. Hosmer's true and beautiful

hymn. A thousand or two were turned

away from this opening meeting, and for

several other meetings larger halls than

had been provided were procured, and

in several instances "overflow meetings"

were arranged for. The whole week's

work was wonderfully organized. The

hospitality of the American Unitarian

Association and of the New England

friends was abounding. The spirit of

the various meetings and occasions was

capital. There was nothing cheap or

flippant or thin. Freedom, genuineness,

dignity, and power were manifest

throughout. The pilgrimages to Con-

cord, Cambridge, Plymouth, and Hing-

ham were happily conceived and fittingly

crowned the feast.

In some ways the two most significant

utterances of the week were the ad-

dresses of Rev. George A. Gordon and

Abbe A. Houtin, the former of the or-

thodox Congregational communion, and

the latter a Roman Catholic.

Dr. Gordon's address was one of sev-

eral designed to set forth the develop-

ment of religion and church under

the free institutions of America. His

subject was "Faith as Affected by Free-

dom." No clearer and nobler vindica-

tion of freedom as necessary for genuine

and full religious development was ever

uttered. Such words as these are mem-

orable :

'

' The higher the human interest,

the greater must be the demand for in-

tegrity in the treatment of it. Religion

involves man's life with his kind and

with God, for time and for eternity.

Man should therefore be free to live

that life, free to think the thoughts that

it inspires, free in his whole treatment

of it. Authority does not necessarily

mean insincerity; traditional compulsion

does not certainly imply dishonesty
;
yet

it is favorable to both, and insincerity

or dishonesty in. the treatment of any

important interest is a grievous wrong,
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in the treatment of an interest of su-

preme importance it is a calamity. . . .

The treasure of the race is to be com-

mitted neither to authority nor to free-

dom, but to character."

Abbe Houtin is a figure of extraordi-

nary interest. Intellect, moral courage,

disinterestedness, and the utmost sim-

plicity and unaffectedness are apparent

in his bearing and speech. He read his

address in English. But inasmuch as

he had never tried to pronounce English

until within two weeks of that time, he

was obliged to speak very slowly and

with careful articulation. Even so it

was difficult to follow him. For those

who could catch his words, however, it

was like witnessing the nailing of the

thesis upon the door. Listen to this,

from one of the most learned and cour-

ageous Soman Catholics of the present

age, and think what such words must

mean for the future of organized relig-

ion in the world :
'

' The Pope has before

him something which he will not be able

to arrest, This is the popularization of

history. With this penetration of his-

toric knowledge among the people, the

present crisis will become increasingly

radical and more terrible. But con-

fronting this papacy are no longer the

humble, respectful, timid men of former

time. The new generation is, above all,

infatuated with logic and sincerity. . . .

Sapped in its historical bases, the Soman

church will, like other orthodoxies less

marked, be obliged to disappear or adapt

herself to new religious conceptions. . . .

Sather than extend a hand to justice,

she embraces fatality.
'

' Or listen to the

burning words with which he closed:

"Sons and heritors of the reformers of

the sixteenth century, you see begun in

the church of Some a religious struggle

better instructed and more radical than

that of Wycliffe, of John Huss, of Lu-

ther, and of Calvin. Great is our dis-

tress who see crashing down upon us the

ancient and venerable palace in which

we believe ourselves housed. For you

who have never considered the ecclesias-

tical institution of Some to be the whole

of the church, and have held its action

to be often only a tyrannical oppres-

sion—for you there is nothing surpris-

ing in our destruction, our sufferings,

and the struggles which we must encoun-

ter. Your fathers and you, even you,

have known the same vicissitudes, and in

the sweat of your brow and the tears of

your heart you have reconstructed for

yourselves religious shelters where you

live in peace and full of energy for the

service of God and of humanity. In our

present anguish your experience remains

our encouragement and our hope."

If the people of the Unitarian churches

will more and more preach and prac-

tice the supreme values of religion, their

churches will increasingly appear to be

the normal and logical and happy home

of religious liberals the world over. That

the liberal religions from all church con-

nections accepted our hospitality for

these meetings involved no superiority

or patronage upon our part, and no hu-

miliation or compromise upon theirs. At

future sessions of the International

Council the hospitality of other bodies

and congregations that have found free-

dom without losing religion or their his-

toric connection will be accepted on the

same basis by Unitarians. And mean-

while the religious world will learn -to

take Unitarian churches for what they

really are. It is a slander upon our or-

der of churches to declare that religious

freedom in the present day is necessarily

homeless. Just as it is a slander upon

religious freedom to suppose that she is

any the less herself for having a house

where she is truly and legitimately at

home.
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And yet there are those, especially in

other camps than our own, who hold

and utter the delusion that the work of

the so-called Unitarian churches is done.

It will be time enough to talk of that

when the Protestant Orthodox body

shall have approximated Dr. Gordon's

position, and when the Roman Church

shall have approximated Abbe Houtin's

position. Meantime it is not inconceiv-

able that the Unitarians as a body will

come to appreciate more deeply and

practice more effectively some of the neg-

lected values in the so-called orthodox

communions.

For we still sometimes find a Unita-

rian who makes a fetich of freedom, ap-

pearing to forget that it is only one

among other mutually constitutive fac-

tors of perfect living. It is only a good

and great thing by merit of that to which

it is subordinate,—viz. : life, character,

religion. Freedom is the condition an-

tecedent for true fellowship, for true

thought and research, for true preach-

ing; but it cannot take the place of

these positive and vital things of the

spirit.

It will be a long step toward the ec-

clesiastical millennium when every

church, whatever its characteristic mes-

sage and work, perceives that creeds

and arbitrary intellectual and moral au-

thorities are hindrances rather than

helps; that in America they are anoma-

lous and anachronistic; and that in this

country, as in all countries which approx-

imate our own in civil liberty, the de-

struction of religions error can be post-

poned by creed tests hut not finally pre-

vented. In a free nation and among a

free people religion is put to its supreme
test. Hut only in freedom can it do per-

fect work and win its purest victories for

God and man. W. G. E.

#Otf0.

Rev. Maxwell Savage has returned
from his summer vacation spent in the
East and resumed services in the
Redlands church.

Rev. Bradford Leavitt preached to a
large congregation of the students of
Stanford University on October 13th. In
the evening he filled the pulpit of the
San Jose church.

The Oakland papers are impressed with
the energy of Rev. Christopher Ruess
as Probation Officer. He is tireless and
persistent in caring for his charges, and
seems to satisfy everybody but the po-
lice, who find him too active for their

comfort.

The Outlook Club of San Diego held
a very successful dinner, followed by
speaking and a varied entertainment on
September 27th. Judge M. A. Luce
spoke on "Services and Religion."

At the Alameda Unitarian Club on
October 16th Professor Hugo K. Schil-
ling, of the University of California, de-
livered an address on "Germany as a
Factor in World Politics."

The Unitarian church of Butte, Mon-
tana, has a home of its own, which it

occupied, for the first time on the last

Sunday in September. A generous con-
gregation was in attendance, and good
will and congratulations prevailed. Rev.
Lewis J. Duncan warmly welcomed the
members and friends of the society.

Dr. David Starr Jordan occupied the

pulpit of the Los Angeles Unitarian
church on October 13th. He took as the
basis of his remarks the seventh chapter
of the eighteenth verse of St. Matthew

:

"Woe unto the world because of offenses,

for it must needs be that offenses come

;

but woe to that man by whom the offense

cometh." Dr. Jordan said that what is

generally called manifest destiny gives
no excuse for any person to assist in

bringing to pass the evil which he be-

lieves must come to pass. It is the duty
of every person to resist evil, and in so

doing, the individual gains in strength
for accomplishing good.

Among the delegates to the Boston
Congress was Saichiro Kanda. of Tokvo.
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Japan. Mr. Kanda "was formerly a resi-

dent of this city and constant in attend-

ance at the Sunday-school and church,

in the time of Dr. Stebbins. He is now
secretary of the Japanese Unitarian As-

sociation at Tokyo. He made an instruct-

ive and interesting report of conditions

in Japan, and of the purpose of the

movement to which he is so sedulously

devoted.

The Palo Alto church has lost by death

one of its most valued workers. Mrs. A li-

nes B. Kitchen. At the time of the

earthquake Mrs. Kitchen was one of the

prominent figures in relief work at this

place. She was a member of the

Woman's Club, had charge of the local

branch of the Needlework Guild of

America, was the first president of the

"Women's Alliance, and was a trustee of

the church. A memorial service in her

honor was held at the church on the af-

ternoon of October 6th.

Becnming on October 13th. Rev. Fran-

cis Watry, of Santa Ana. is giving a se-

ries of sermons on "The Fundamental
Teachings of the Liberal Church.

Rev. Clarence Reed, of Alameda, is

giving a series of Sunday-evening lec-

tures on "The Modern Appreciation of

the Bible." at which the audience is at

liberty to ask questions. The attendance

has been unexpectedly large.

Walter Macarthur delivered an ad-

dress before the Men's Club of the Sec-

ond Unitarian church of San Francisco

on October 14th. his subject being embod-
ied in a question propounded to him by
the club: "What ultimate solution does

the trade union propose for the conten-

tion betwen the wageworker and the cap-

italist?" His discourse was of an eco-

nomic character, though in concluding he

deprecated the unions entering politics,

because he believed the workers risk los-

ing thereby that power which they pos-

sess through trade organizations. He
added that what is needed most in San
Francisco to-day is a better and a higher

class of citizenship and honesty of pur-

pose in public life.

Rev. Joseph H. Crooker on October 6th

was greeted with a congregation that

crowded the Boylston Avenue Unitarian
church of Seattle. The topic of his dis-

course was "Applied Christianity," and
was intended to show that mere profes-

sion of faith was nothing without good
deeds. Dr. Crooker will preach at the

Unitarian church the remaining Sundays
in October and later will make known his

decision about becoming permanently
minister of the church. Dr. and Mrs.
Crooker were the guests of honor at a

reception given at the church assembly-
room under the auspices of the Unita-

rian Women's Alliance on October 7th.

Rev. Chas "W. Wendte is soon to re-

visit California as a Billings lecturer

and will be glad to render any service to

any of our churches. He expects to

reach Los Angeles by January 12th and
will remain in the state for about a

month. Mrs. "Wendte will accompany
him. making a visit to her mother in

Oakland. Mr. Wendte is prepared to

give a number of attractive lectures, in-

cluding one on the International Con-
gress. He also speaks entertainingly on
Theodore Parker and his contempora-
ries. His services will be gratuitous.

and our churches will do well to avail

themselves of his generous offer. He
may be addressed at 25 Beacon St., Bos-
ton.

Rev. Fred Alban Weil has accepted a

call to the Unitarian church at Belling-

ham, "Washington. "We have also heard
it rumored (we are unable to verify the

report, but we hope it is true) that the

church at Santa Cruz called Rev. George
W. Stone to be their minister, at a meet-

ing held on October 13th. Mr. Stone
has always been a great favorite at Santa
Cruz, and all friends of our cause there

will feel sure that it is in safe hands if

he accepts the call upon his return from
the East. Mr. Weil, of Bellingham. is

a graduate of the Meadville Theological

School, and comes to this coast after a

successful pastorate with the Third Uni-
tarian church of Chicago. He is no

stranger to the coast, however, having
won his first spurs at Hood River while

yet a student, and at the same time hav-

ing won the heart of Miss Helen Eliot,

daughter of Dr. T. L. Eliot, of Portland.

who has shared his labors and his suc-

cesses in Chicago.
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Contribute).

The Nature of the Beautiful.
By Rev. Clarence Reed.

Life is a search for the truth, the
expression of goodness in the social re-

lations of life and the appreciation of
the beautiful. Truth is discovered by
the reason, goodness through reason and
conscience, and the beautiful through
the reason guiding the emotions.

Beauty has to do with thought, form,
motion, and color. It gives pleasure to

the eye, has a harmony or rhythm in

motion, and the parts fit into an organic
whole, no single part claiming attention

to itself. In beauty there is suggested a
sense of infinity. It is expressed in the

material, but it is not material. It

speaks of the power in the universe that
makes for righteousness, and is prophetic
of the perfection that is the goal of man.

There is remarkable variety in the
forms of the beautiful. The diamond-
colored drops of dew, the snowy meteors
in waterfalls, the dark sea in the morn-
ing overarched with a scarlet sky, the
clouds like watch-fires on the horizon at

evening, the purple haze upon the hills,

the starry vault of the heavens by night,

the song of the lark, the delicate little

purple-fringed bell-like flowers that
grow on the Alps as soon as the snow
melts, the oak with its twisted and
gnarled branches revealing the strug-

gles of years and yet touched with na-
tural dignity, are all beautiful. The
face of a bride making her vow, the
ecstatic devotion of a young mother, the
radiant smiles of a child, the glow of
benediction of thankfulness on the face
of an elderly person for any kindness
are especially beautiful.

• The beautiful is to be seen in the
commonplace and familiar. A locomo-
tive is ordinarily only a machine, but
when it travels along its path of steel

by night, a white plume of smoke rising

from its head, the search-light making a

pathway of silver and flashes of golden
light appearing now and then when the
fireman opens the furnace door make
of it a thing of beauty.
Good manners are the expression of

the beautiful in deeds. A person is well

dressed when there is perfect harmony,
no part of the apparel calling for special
attention. A well-dressed woman is a

symphony in color or in black and white.
In the imitations of the beautiful are

to be seen gaudiness, artificial manner-
isms, and extreme self-consciousness. The
purely external may glitter, but there is

a glare about the glitter. The colors that
have the most worth are not those that
are most brilliant, but the rich, deep, and
delicate colors,—not the brick-red, but
the rose-red,—not the ordinary green,

but the pale gray-green like that to be
often seen on the face of the waters and
in the crevices of glaciers.

The beautiful is an expression of per-

fection. Titian painted the fair young
girl of Venice with a blush of beauty on
her face because every nerve and muscle
of her being tingled with health. Ra-
phael painted the Christ sublimely beau-
tiful because of his physical, mental, and
moral perfection. The most perfect
colors were ground by Michael Angelo
for the frescoes of the Sistine Chapel,
the costliest marble was selected for
Giotto's Tower, the purest alabaster was
none too beautiful for St. Mark's Ca-
thedral, the most beautiful of art glass

windows, paintings' statues, and mo-
saics were made for the churches and
cathedrals in order that they might be-

come fit dwelling-places for Almighty
God.
The architects of to-day are amazed

at the perfection of detail in the churches
and cathedrals built in the thirteenth
century. When in recent years work-
men repairing the pinnacles of the runt'

of the exquisite church of Saint Cha-
pelle in Paris, built in the thirteenth
century, there were discovered ;i number
of the most beautiful flowers carved in

stone that men had not seen since the
church was completed. They were built

for worship of God and not the praise

of man.
* * *

Some Unitarian Cant.
By Earl M. Wilbur.

I" purpose following the suggestion of

a wise friend, to write a series of short

articles on certain forms of cant more
or less current among Unitarians, much
in their harm. They are represented by
certain phrases that we all frequently
hear, which may serve as texts. My dic-

tionary defines cant as "insincerity or

conventionality in religious speech.'' It
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is sometimes supposed to be peculiarly

characteristic of persons whose religion

is of the conservative type. My observa-

tion convinces me that it is quite as com-

mon among liberals, only that it assumes

a different turn of phrase. Cant with

the conservative is often an apparent

substitute for genuine religious experi-

ence. With the liberal it is usually ut-

tered as a substitute for faithfulness in

religious duty. This Unitarian cant is

not always—perhaps not often—insin-

cere; but it always masks a lurking un-

truth. Its phrases pass unchallenged

from mouth to mouth until they are ac-

tually believed as unquestionable. I pro-

pose to' challenge some of them sharply

and to expose the untruth they spread.

Here is the first cant phrase:

"All the churches have grown so lib-

eral now, that there is nothing left for

Unitarian churches to do."
The first thing one might say to this

bit of cant—no month passes that some
slack-twisted brother in the faith does

not say it to me—is that the assumption

with which it starts is not true, and
that hence the conclusion with which it

ends falls to the ground. Not all the

churches, but only some of the churches,

have grown liberal. Not all the minis-

ters, but here and there a conspicuous

one, have thoroughly reformed their the-

ology. It would be all too easy for any
of our ministers, at least, to give so

many instances to the contrary as to

bury this assumption out of sight. "The
emerged tenth.'' to adapt General

Booth's famous phrase, (and we believe

that the proportion is just about cor-

rect), even though it be the most con-

spicuous tenth, can as little stand for

the whole as one swallow can make a

summer. Either is but a herald of what
is to come. And he but poorly under-

stands the power of inertia in organized

religion, of all the factors of civilization

the most conservative, who judges other-

wise.

But let that answer pass. Grant the

assumption true. Suppose that all

churches have become equally liberal.

Why then should Unitarian churches go
out of existence any more than Congre-
gational or Presbyterian. Methodist or

Episcopal? If intellectual liberty were

the only end for which a Unitarian
church exists, they might sing their

"Nunc Dimittis" when that end was
accomplished. But religious liberty is

only a subordinate means to the more
important end of religious and moral
life. As well say that the thirteen Col-

onies might have dissolved their union
when once the treaty of peace with Eng-
land had been signed. As well say that

the slave might lie down and die, when
once his freedom had been won.
No; Unitarians have too often, we re-

gret to say, construed their mission as

simply to demolish an old theology, and
to end with that. But this is not the

end; it is only the beginning; it is only
clearing away venerable obstacles that

the true work of a church may be done.

Our fathers in the faith declared it to

be their purpose to "promote the inter-

ests of pure Christianity." But they
were like the first settlers in a new coun-
try, who have to clear the ground be-

fore they can raise their crops. This is

the negative work of Unitarianism which
many, both of its adherents and of its op-

ponents, have supposed to be its whole
work and to express its whole spirit. We
rejoice to believe that in many quarters

this work is largely, and in some few
perhaps even completely, done. Thank
God ! For the first time in their history

our churches in such happy surroundings
can devote their undivided energies to

the true work of a Christian church, to

bringing in the Kingdom of God among
men. They have a better reason for ex-

isting than ever before, for now they
can work to better purpose than ever

before, in the positive, constructive work
of developing Christian character in in-

dividuals, and of making Christian prin-

ciples dominant in human society.

For fifteen centuries a huge fabric of

artificial Christian dogma was being con-

structed. For four centuries now it has
been crumbling into dust. Our own
churches have had their modest share in

the process. When it is completed all

Christendom will be again sadder over

ages of lost opportunity, but wiser, at

the very point where Jesus began to

preach to men that God was their father,

and that they ought to live like His chil-

dren, and to treat all men as brothers.

Our churches and their members have

by no means all discovered this positive
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mission which they have in common
with all other churches. But how much
they multiply and grow in the more
liberal generation to come will depend
not upon how different they are able to

make their message appear from that of
other churches, but upon how effectively

they appeal to the religious needs of
men, and how vitally they inspire men
with this simple but much-needed gospel.

Unity in Diversity.
By Rev. Edward G. Spencer.

A work of art which appeals to the
mind through the eye embodies features
which determinedly help and incidental-

ly hinder the highest appreciation. The
work is a unity compounded of harmoni-
ously grouped details. The details ex-

ist for the sake of the ultimate total ef-

fect; but if the details be of too obvious
a perfection they divert attention to

themselves with consequent disaster to

the impression which it is the object of
the work in its unity to convey. We
miss the effect of the landscape in our
preoccupation with the obtrusively beau-
tiful detail. "We cannot see the wood
for the trees."

Here is proof of the artists' fidelity to

what he has undertaken to portray. He
has caught not only the obvious, but
the recondite aspects of his subject and
what we see in the picture is no measure
of what is there to be seen. Everywhere
is more to be seen and heard than comes
to us of the largess of munificent Nature.
Seeing, we see not all. The organ of
vision is a gift, but a gift with a condi-
tion attached. Complete possession is

conditional upon exhaustive and fruitful

use of the thing possessed. We see that
to which we were blind when the will to
see incites to persistent effort to develop
what capacity is in us for the higher
and finer perceptions.

Art, if it have any function other than
to please, lends itself readily to this end.
It is one mode of interpretation of tin-

world. Its highest office is to help us
to see what we do not see—to extend
the bounds of our multi verse of various-
ly engrossing details to those of the uni-
verse for the sake of which each detail

has its being, and in focussing which for
our apprehension its effect of beauty is

achieved.

Philosophy and morality move from
different points of approach toward the
same beneficent end. Their object is not
achieved until they have helped us to

discover in ourselves the power of appre-
ciative response to higher moral beauty
and truth than that which the pressure
of our social environment will not suffer

us to ignore. The discovery will be fatal

to our strife-breeding social distinctions;

it will uncover the actual source of the
worth and dignity which we discover in

persons and in classes; it will direct us
to the deep and everlasting identity in

which those diverse excellencies are em-
braced, and in the supreme moral beauty
of which their lesser glories merge and
disappear.

Alike behind the moral beauty of the
individual which attracts, and the moral
ugliness which repels is the deep, abiding
fact of the organic unity of life, and it

is the fact which our advancing moral
apprehension must increasingly take
into the account. Our cheap enthusiasm
over the discomfiture of the vicious must
yield to grave misgivings as regards our
own spotless innocence, and we must be-
come less clamorously righteous before
the revelation that the ugliness of his
vice and the beauty of our virtue are
not exclusively his nor ours. It is in
some sense our vice in him for which
we condemn him, his virtue in us which
we accredit to ourselves.

There is self-condemnation in the share
we claim in the prosecution of conspicu-
ous offenders,—in the prodigies we exe-
cute with the first person plural of the
pronoun. If "we" have the sense of
social responsibility which our use of
this word implies, then are "we" by out-

own confession potent factors in the cre-

ation of those social influences and ten-

dencies which the culprit in the social

pillory focusses to the eye of public
censure and the arm of public justice.

Our social and civic sins and peccadillos
have contributed to produce him, are
contributing to perpetuate his kind. He
is in a measure the product of our cow-
ardice, our truculence, our nepotism, our
sycophancy, our evasion of taxes, our
impatience of civic obligation, our de-
termination to get something for noth-
ing; and the fact is recorded where it

cannot be erased. If "we" are the
judge upon the bench, the witness on
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the stand, the prosecuting attorney,

"we" are also the prisoner at the bar.

Our moral distinctions as applied to

persons and classes have their pro-

nounced element of unreality. The finer

moral sense apprehends it, and perceives

the injustice which it introduces into

our administration of justice, the appal-

ling stupidity which characterizes our

punishment of crime. We need a sharper

accentuation of the eternal distinction

between right and wrong,—an emphasis

that shall go sounding and echoing

through the disused chambers of the

moral consciousness, driving offenders

of all classes and conditions to the tribu-

nal established within themselves.

There they may be taught a truer

principle of classification and censure

may be visited with humility, and pen-

alty inflicted with wholesome quakings

of heart.

Woodland, Cal.

* * *

The Punishment of Crime.
By William Maxwell.

That the laws governing the punish-

ment of crime are silently, almost swiftly

undergoing a transformation wherever

the common law of England or the Code
Napoleon form the basic legal systems

there can be no doubt. But a year or so

ago the practice of England was so modi-

fied that a person convicted in a criminal

court might take an appeal upon a satis-

factory showing on matters of law. Be-

fore that time the findings of a jury were

final, and from them there was no appeal,

save to Parliament. The criminal codes

of France and Italy have been submitted

to change upon change during the past

decade, which have made the commission

of crime not easier, but which have, to a

degree, attempted to ascertain the causes

that have led to the infractions of the

statutes of those countries. Within the

past few weeks Attorney-General Bona-

parte in this country sounded what is

considered by many to be a reactionary

note, when he asserted that all persons

having served sentences for three felonies

should be liable at any time to suffer

summary capital punishment. The pro-

test against this declaration has been suf-

ficient to indicate that there is a fair per-

centage of the people of the United
States who do not agree with him.
The legal text-books divide wrongs into

two classes. These are private wrongs,
or torts, and public wrongs, or crimes.

A crime, to be more specific, is an act,

which, by violation of the law, affects

not only the civil rights belonging to an
individual, but also the public rights and
duties due to the whole community. Un-
der the common law it was held in theory
that the sovereign was the one injured
by the commission of a crime, he repre-

senting the whole community. Hence in

England criminal actions are always
brought in the name of the king. In
America such suits are filed in the name
of the people.

With the accession of "His Gracious

Majesty George the First, Defender
of the Faith and by grace of God
King of England, France, and Ire-

land," etc., there were some two
hundred and eighty-three offenses for

which death might be inflicted upon
English subjects. When in 1760, forty-

six years after George the First

had ascended the throne, his grandson,

George the Third, became the ruler, the

number of such transgressions had
been reduced to one hundred and
sixty-one. Shortly after this the number
decreased with rapidity, until nowT there

are no acts in England that are liable

to the penalty of death, except murder,
piracy accompanied by violence, setting

fire to the royal dockyards, inciting to

mutiny, and treason. In passing, it is

hardly necessary to say that treason is

now punishable by that death of doubt-

ful dignity, hanging, instead of causing

the offender to be dragged through the

streets at the heels of a frightened horse,

as was formerly the established rule,

after which the corpse was hung, drawn,

quartered, and burned, and the charred

remnants thrown to the dogs of the

street to snarl and scramble over. In

this country fewer offenses are subject

to capital punishment than in England,

and the latitude allowed those under in-

dictment is much greater.

In the centuries that have gone, the

manner of inflicting the death penalty

was characterized more by its thorough-

ness than by a desire of the executioners
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to save the sensibilities of those sen-

tenced to die, or the feelings of the pub-

lic at large. Such occasions partook of

the nature of a semi-holiday. When an of-

fender about to be decapitated refused to

place his neck upon the chopping block,

the headsman would either have the un-
fortunate victim seized, and by main
force bound, gagged, and his head laid

under the ax, or else, this failing, the

executioner would literally hack and
chop the condemned to death, converting

the scaffold into a shamble, in full view
of the frenzied mob that congregated to

witness the rigor of the law.

When hanging was substituted for be-

heading public executions lost only such
grewsomeness as attended the shedding
of blood. The prisoner was either car-

ried in, or dragged behind a rough cart,

to the scene of his death, and after being

driven under the gibbet, was made to

mount his own coffin, placed across the

conveyance. The vehicle was drawn from
under the condemned, who was left dang-
ling and strangling in midair. Later,

death was made instantaneous by drop-

ping the prisoner through a trap. This

was considered, when first introduced, a

great concession to mercy. Society has

so far advanced in England and in the

United States that such functions are

conducted with almost, if not, exclusive,

privacy, and the methods employed
where the rope has not been displaced by
the electric current are such that wit-

nessing a hanging is not a tenth so har-

rowing as seeing some hapless pedestrian

run over by an automobile or by an
electric car.

According to modern criminologists,

the history of crime may be divided into

three divisions,—the barbaric, the hu-

mane and the remedial. Under the first

head may be placed the treatment of all

malefactors, in England, at least, who
were imprisoned before the year 1774.

when John Howard induced Parliament
to see that fewer persons be imprisoned
for debt ; that all prisons be scraped and
whitewashed at least once a year, infirma-

ries be provided for the sick, and proper

medical advice and attendance be given

prisoners ; that naked and destitute pris-

oners be clothed at the public expense,

underground dungeons be done away
with, and those about to suffer capital

punishment be allowed more considera-

tion than had been the practice

previous to that time. John Howard
was the first to institute humane
methods in the treatment of felons

of high and low degree. His work
lived after him, and even now there

is much that remains to be done in many
of our prisons along the lines first laid

(low 11 by him. The third stage was ush-

ered in by the eminent Italian criminolo-

gist, Cesare Lombroso, in the year 1872.

As a philosopher, he has been criticised

severely for his exaggerated tendency to

refer all mental facts to biological causes.

Notwithstanding this, his studies and re-

searches mark an epoch in dealing with

the criminal classes. In 1876 Lombroso
demonstrated that in order to effectually

combat crime it is necessary to first un-
derstand the criminal. The wrong-doer
must first be understood before society

can hope to effectually cope with the

wrong. For several years he studied the

criminals in the different penal institu-

tions of Italy, not as social outcasts, but
from the aspect of anthropology. Lom-
broso and his school have always asserted

that the methods of attempting to blot

out wrong by imprisonment and capital

punishment are but the logical outcome
of contemporaneous theories, brutal and
short-sighted. In order to condemn a

man it must be shown that he is guilty,

and in order to prove him guilty he
should be tried under conditions that al-

low scarcely any other alternative to be
reached. Much to the dismay of the

classical school of criminologists, the

positive school asserted that crime, like

insanity, is a disease, and that not in the

Christian Science sense of the term. A
man does wrong through hereditary

transmission, or through the environment
in which he lives. Being so disposed, a

man becomes a criminal under pressure

of circumstances. In order to be a crim-

inal it is absolutely necessary that the in-

dividual should find himself permanently
or transitorily in such personal, phys-

ical, and moral conditions, and live in

such an environment, which become a

chain of cause and effect that ultimately

result in the commission of a crime.

With this as a nucleus, the new school

believes that the ultimate consequences

arising therefrom will be a complete
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transformation of human justice as ap-
plied to that portion of the human fam-
ily that has fallen into crime. It con-
tends that the scientific method will ulti-

mately change penal justice into a simple
function of preserving society from the
disease of crime. Hatred, torture, and
vengeance, the relics of a barbaric age,

will be eliminated, and the wrong-doer
will be considered from the aspect of
sympathy, charity, and kindness.

When an offense against society has
been committed the classical school im-
mediately asks: "What is the name of
the crime? Under what circumstances
was it committed? Is it to be classed as

murder? Is it directed against prop-
erty? The positivists inquire: How is

this? What for? Why did that man
commit such a crime? What led him
into it ? To the one it is a formal matter
in criminal law ; to the other, it is a crisis

in the evolution of a soul.

The adherents of Lombroso are fond
of quoting Bentham's statement, now
more than one hundred years old. He
said that every time that punishment is

inflicted, it proves its inefficacy for it

did not prevent the committal of that

crime. Therefore, the remedy is worth-
less. Before crime is to be considered
from the point of view of juristic phe-

nomena, we must study the causes in all

countries to which the annual recurrence

of crimes is due. To quote the words of

the disciple of Lombroso, Enrico Ferri,

in his interesting book, "The Positive

School of Criminology,"

—

'
' Every crime, from the smallest to the most

atrocious, is the result of the interaction of
these three causes, the anthropological condi-

tion of the criminal, the telluric environment
in which he is living, and the social environment
in which he is born, living, and operating. It
is a vain beginning to separate the meshes of
this net of criminality. . . . There are crimes
which cannot be explained by the influence of
social conditions alone. If you regard the

general condition of misery as the sole source

of criminality, then you cannot get around the

difficulty that out of one thousand individuals
living in misery from the day of their birth

to the day of their death only one hundred or

two hundred become criminals, while the other

nine hundred or eight hundred sink into bio-

logical weakness, or become harmless maniacs,
or commit suicide, without committing any
crime. If poverty were the sole determining
cause, one thousand poor out of one thousand
poor ought to become criminals. If only two
hundred become criminals, while one hundred

end as maniacs, and the other six hundred re-
main honest in their social condition, then
poverty alone is not sufficient to explain crim-
inality. We must add the anthropological and
telluric factor. Only by means of these three
elements of natural influence can criminality
be explained. Of course the influence of either
the anthropological or telluric or social element
varies from case to case. If you have a case
of theft, you may have a far greater influence
of the social factor than of the anthropological
factor. On the other hand, if you have a case
of murder, the anthropological element will
have a far greater influence than the social.
And so on in every ease of crime, and every
individual that you will have to judge on the
bench of the criminal. TT

Instead of looking for conditions pe-
culiar to each malefactor, the classicists

regard all thieves as the thief, all mur-
derers as the murderer. Instead of a
human shape, the jurist sees but a dum-
my, ticketed and labeled in a formal
manner, to be in turn further ticketed
and labeled by him. The one cure for
all crimes is imprisonment. Fines are
reducible to this: So many dollars or so

long in jail. The specific is administered
but the administrator of justice has for-

gotten to study the criminal, and conse-

quently his case is not really under-
stood and the effects of the remedy are
correspondingly problematical.

The positive school recognizes five gen-
eral divisions of criminals. The born
criminal is one disposed to transgress
because of prenatal influences; his is a
congenital predisposition to do wrong.
The insane criminal suffers from some
clinical malformation, usually cerebral;

even 'the existing penal code recognizes

this type. The habitual criminal is one
who has become a wrong-doer through
habit. There is the occasional criminal,

and, finally, the passionate criminal, who
kills for the sake of revenge, hate, lust,

or the like.

The school of Lombroso would pre-

vent criminals by forestalling crime.

Prevention not penalties, suggests the

general lines along which it would seek

to better the race. It would improve
life instead of doling out retributive jus-

tice. Few men do right because of crim-

inal laws. It is equally fair to suppose
that the number who do wrong would
not be increased because of the lack of

them. The man who would commit
theft, rape, or murder to-day would com-
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mit it to-morrow were the penalty ten

times as severe. The man who would
shrink from those offenses to-day would
shrink from them to-morrow even if the

criminal code did not exist. Aside from
arbitrary laws he would be prevented

by his physical and social environment,

which would not urge him in that direc-

tion.

•lust as modern physicians believe more
strongly in preventive rather than in

curative medicine, just so the reformers

of the methods for handling evil-doers

would apply rules of social hygiene

rather than curative hygiene to reach the

roots of criminality. Such methods
have been followed at the Elmira Re-

formatory in New York with marked suc-

cess. Visionary as they may seem on

paper, a few men. have risen equal to the

demands of this new system, and have
demonstrated its feasibility alike to its

critics and defenders.

That such a system has its opponents

is not to be wondered at. To treat the

criminally unfortunate with kindness

and sympathy is an attitude entirely new
to the world, and quite upsets many
race-old theories that have been accepted

as a matter of course. To make all man-
kind literally the keeper of each indi-

vidual is throwing a responsibility upon
even the more highly developed divisions

of the human family that they are not

prone to accept at once, and will sub-

scribe to only after long debating and
much questioning. To say that society

is not avenged until the worst offender is

made fit to take his place in the body
he has wronged, able and willing to as-

sume without reserve every duty of

which his limitations will allow him,

when his better self is so developed that

it crowds out the baser portion of his

being, adds a multiplicity of unending

cares and duties to a world that has

been taught to consider retribution com-
plete and the matter of justice fully

satisfied when the prison and the gibbet

have been allowed their victims. That

such a theory seems like the dream of

impractical visionaries at this stage of

our social development is true, but that

it appears the most real, the most likely

of realization to those whose ideals are

the highest, to those who dare to hope

for the noblest and the best, is a sign

not without its significance.

€brnt0.

The Pacific Unitarian School.

The School for the Ministry at

Berkeley is now well advanced in the

first term of its fourth year. It is occu-
pying its own building this year, and is

much better accommodated than before.

The school-building contains a spacious
office, a library, a class-room, a recep-

tion-room, and ten dormitories, so that

the students are for the first time
brought together under one roof. A
matron is in charge of the home depart-

ment, and the members of the school

thus have a further center of common
life. Four regular and four special

students are in attendance, and corre-

spondence is in progress with others who
are likely to enter at the beginning of

the second term. The library has this

term been enriched by the gift of a

large part of the library of Dr. Horatio
Stebbins, presented by his family; and it

has also received a large collection of

books illustrating the history of Uni-
tarianism in England. Its collection of

the literature of Unitarianism in book
form but also especially in periodicals

and reports, is now believed to be the

most complete in the country. The li-

brarian is collecting materials for a

scrap-book for each church on the Pa-
cific Coast, to contain year-books, pamph-
lets, circulars, programs, calendars, and
similar material showing the history of

the churches. He has already probably
a larger collection of such material for

each church than any of them has for

itself; but he would be glad if any reader
of this would send him additional ma-
terial for- past years, and if ministers

and Alliance officers would send him
what they publish from time to time.

Such a collection will in time be inval-

uable as a record of our movement on
this coast.

Parents in our churches who are send-

ing their sons up to the University are

reminded that the school has rooms at

disposal and would be glad, so far as

its limits allow, to gather Unitarian stu-

dents under ils own roof, where the best

of surroundings are guaranteed, and a

pleasant home life is provided. It is the

ideal of the school, when its new build-

ings are erected, to afford a home for

many or all of the Unitarian students
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at the University. Several contributions

to the building fund have been received,

the first one, it is pleasant to record,

having been made by a student in an-

other theological institution at Berkeley.

Now that the Tuckerman School for

parish assistants has been established in

Boston, it is proper to say that our Pa-
cific Coast school can also furnish, in

connection with the University and the

other schools, not only a thorough train-

ing for ministers, but also training for

those desiring to enter other fields of re-

ligious work, as Sunday-school workers,

minister's assistants, etc. A course of

study covering either one or two years

will be arranged for any one desiring

to pursue it. Several generous friends

have contributed toward a scholarship

fund this year for the first time; but a

considerable sum of money is still needed
before the year's requirements are met.

The school will send out its first class

of two graduates at the close of the pres-

ent year, in May.
#* -* *

The Pierce Library.

The Henry Pierce Library at Uni-
tarian Headquarters is being more used
than ever before. Our ministers. Sunday-
school teachers, and other interested per-

sons anywhere on the Pacific coast are

reminded that the library contains the

freshest and most important literature in

all branches of theology and other sub-

jects closely related to a minister's

work and that books are to be had for

the asking. A complete card catalogue

of books thus far received has been pre-

pared, and by means of it the librarian

will be able to suggest reading on given

subjects to better advantage than before.

The trustees are about to make another

purchase of books for the library, and
would be glad to have suggestions from
interested persons, of the titles of any
books they wish to have purchased. Com-
munications should be addressed to Mrs.

Mary B. Presson, Franklin and Geary
Sts., San Francisco, who will gladly send
a catalogue on request.

£ * *

A. U. A. Annual Report.

The annual report of the American
Unitarian Association, in the form of a

handsome pamphlet of 120 pages, is a

very encouraging publication. It is em-
bellished with many attractive pictures

of new churches and parsonages, and two
striking diagrams illustrating the prog-

ress of the denomination. Within two
years the contributions for immediate
use have more than doubled. The prop-
erty of the Association shows a steady
increase, having doubled in nine years.

During the past year the gifts and be-

quests for increase of endowments have
aggregated $86,000. For the current ex-

penses there were contributed by
churches, societies and individuals

$150,045, and the increase from invested

funds was $39,000. For the California

Relief Fund $25,000 was raised.

The treasurer, in referring to the lib-

eral contributions to the A. U. A., says:
'

' One of the most soothing exhibitions of

church loyalty and devotion lies in the

gift of $400 by the First Unitarian
church in San Francisco. Even the

earthquake and the fire did not quench
the spirit of this active, devoted congre-

gation. All the societies in the Pacific

Department have made excellent show-
ing."

The president's report closes with an
urgent appeal that the churches enter

unitedly and judiciously upon the task

of social regeneration. He says: "The
test of a movement like ours is not in our
doctrinal accuracies, but in our prac-

tical efficiency. Our churches will

prosper only as they quicken and up-
lift. . . . The free churches, as a united

body of Christian people, should be help-

ing to solve the problems of education, of

public charities, of intemperance, of the

care of the dependent and delinquent, of

the administration of justice, of immi-

gration, of international law and peace."

Mr. Wilbur's appeal for the Pacific

Unitarian School for the Ministry ap-

pears in full, and is supplemented by the

hearty commendation of Professor Fran-
cis G. Peabody in the course of his

remarks at the meeting devoted to fra-

ternal greetings to representatives of

the Congregationalists, Universalists.

Friends, and Christians. Speaking of

unity, he said:

"I have just come back from California,

where I was the guest of the dean of an Evan-
gelical Congregational Theological Seminary;
but, when T went to stay with him. T found my-
self in the most agreeable household that in my
experience I ever saw, for there, gathered to-
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gether in one family, were not only the dean
of the Pacific Seminary and hie wife, but two
other deans of theological seminaries and their

wives, the dean of the Unitarian School and the

dean of the school conducted by the Disciples of
Christ. Now there was Christian unity and a
test of it which I submitted to scrupulous
scrutiny and examination. Coulu those three

deans thus live together, maintaining their dif-

ferences of administration and witnessing to

the same spirit, and, still more, could their

wives do so? That home lies in my memory as

the sweetest and most complete demonstration
of the real nature of Christian unity I ever saw.
The only rivalry among those three families was
the rivalry in the pure expression of religious

simplicity and enthusiasm. Each morning one
of these deans led in prayer, and then the three

separated to their different theological schools,

tn teach their different theological doctrines;
and I thought, when I left there, that perhaps
the best motto that could be placed over that

door of hallowed fellowship was the motto of

the Prince of Wales, 'Ich dien' ('I serve').
'

' The trouble about this unity, friends, is

that we do not look for it high enough up. Lit-

tle people, little thoughts, cannot unite. It

needs large ideals and large temperaments to

attain the heights of Christian unity.
'

' Our friend has just described to us the

movement of the various religious denominations
as being up one hill from various sides. Well,

you cannot, have unity of view and fellowship
until you get up toward the top. The roofs of
this unity are not through consent to com-
munions, but they are through the ascent of the

spirit above the underbrush which divides, to the

comprehensive horizon which awaits those who
climb. Below there is division, and one some-
times hardly hears the voices of those who are

proceeding up this height; but, as people rise,

they get together, and, when they get to the top
of life, character, insight, foresight, and hope,

then it is ore view we have there, and that view
is a view all round."

The Hague Conference.

On the 18th of October, the second

International Peace Conference at The
Hague closed its labors. During its sit-

tings it adopted thirteen conventions and
seven resolutions. Of these the ones

that have attracted the most general

interest are the convention declaring the

use of armed force in the collecting or

enforcement of contracted debts due
from one country to another, the resolu-

tion declaring that obligatory arbitration

should be enforced, and the resolution

approving the establishment of a court

for international arbitration.

That the armaments of tlie powers of

Europe were not criticised as to their

size, and their dubious effect upon ar-

bitration along the lines laid down by
the Peace Conference will no doubt

cause it to be censured in many quar-
ters. But the meetings have not been
altogether devoid of results, and there is

reason to believe that in the future

much good will come from its labors. A r-

bitration by compulsion is a decided step

forward. That the methods of a profes-

sional bad-debt collector are to be elim-

inated between nations is also a cause
for ' rejoicing, especially among the

weaker ones. The international court

of arbitration will also do much toward
lessening the likelihood of war, if not by
direct, then by indirect means.

It is a matter of congratulation to the

United States that this country was in

favor of all of the measures that were
passed. The European nations were the

ones that caused the Conference to be
drawn out through several months with
their bickerings over points that to the

American delegates seemed non-essential

and useless.

Below is given in summarized form, a

list of all the conventions and resolu-

tions that met the approval of the Peace
Conference

:

Conventions: 1. The peaceful regula-

tion of international conflicts ; 2. Provid-

ing for an international prize court

;

3. Regulating the rights and duties of

neutrals on land; 4. Regulating the

rights and duties of neutrals at sea; 5.

Covering the laying of submarine mines

;

6. Regulating the bombardment of

towns from sea ; 7. In the matter of the

collection of contractual debts: 8. The
transformation of merchantmen into

warships; 9. Regulating the treatment of

captured criminals; 10. Covering the in-

violability of fishing rights; 11. The in-

violability of the postal service. 12. The
application of the Geneva Confeiv

and the Red Cross at sea warfare ; 13.

The laws and customs regulating land

warfare.

Resolutions: 1. That balloons shall not

be used for throwing of explosives; 2.

A recommendation in favor of obli-

gatory arbitration; 3. A recommendation
regarding the establishment of a court of

arbitration ; 4. A recommendation con-

cerning the limitation of armaments; 5.

The convocation of the third Confer-

ence; ti. The prohibition of unnecessarily

cruel bullets in warfare; 7. The co-

operation of all countries in the build-

ino- of the palace of peace.
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ferlectfD.

Hymns for the International Con-
gress.

Hail ! Mount of God, whereon with reverent feet
The messengers of many nations meet;
Diverse in feature, argument, and creed,
One in their errand, brothers in their need.

Not in unwisdom are the limits drawn
That give far lands opposing dusk and dawn;
One sun makes bright the all-pervading air,

One fostering spirit hovers everywhere.

So with one breath may fervent souls aspire,

With one high purpose wait the answering fire.

Be this the prayer that other prayers controls,

—

That light divine may visit human souls.

The worm that clothes the monarch spins no
flaw,

The coral builder works by heavenly law;
Who would to Conscience rear a temple pure
Must prove each stone and seal it, sound and

sure.

Upon one steadfast base of truth we stand,
Love lifts her sheltering walls on either hand;
Arched o'er our head is Hope's transcendent

dome,
And in the Father's heart of hearts our home.—Julia Ward Howe.

O Pilgrim city by the sea,

In thee we meet on kindred ground,

—

Pilgrims toward better things to be
By one high faith and purpose bound.

The separating seas are crossed,
Each heart is understood of each

;

On this our day of Pentecost
Fade out the lines of race and speech.

One heritage alike we share,

Unspeakable and still more vast,

—

The widening thought, the hope, the prayer,
The nobler life of all the past.

And one the goal to which we press
By toilsome paths as yet untrod,

—

Earth's longed-for reign of righteousness,
The shining City of our God.

O thou through whom our fathers wrought,
From age to age our trust and stay,

Still keep us open to thy thought
And speed us on our pilgrim way!—Frederick L. Hosmer.

* * *

Rev. George W. Stone.

The resignation of the position of

Field Secretary by Rev. George W.
Stone causes very great regret in our Pa-
cific community, and I cannot let it pass

without a tribute to his great service and
an expression of our universal regret.

Mr. Stone has been here seven years,

and during his period of office Unitarian-

ism has made a greater advance than in

any similar period of its history on the

.Pacific Coast. He found here nfteen or-

ganized societies, and lie left thirty, lie

iound fitteen etiurch.es, carrying a debt
of over $b2,000, and he left thirty

churches free from debt. He found us
weak and struggling ; he left us erect and
firm in our position, with four new
church buildings all paid for.

His life training had peculiarly fitted

him for this work. With a burning zeal

for the spread of the liberal faith, he
combined the patient oversight of a busi-

ness man. Ministers are apt not to look

on these things as we men of affairs re-

gard them. Mr. Stone founded no
churches unless he could see a reasonable

prospect of financial support.

He has upheld and strengthened our
conferences, and the spirit he has infused

into them gives them a new life and vigor.

His remarkable organizing power taught

him the need of a local center of opera-

tion on this coast so far removed from
our brethren across the Rockies, and he

increased and strengthened our Unita-

rian Headquarters, which is the source

of inestimable good to us. He wrote and

worked for the Pacific Unitarian, and
has brought it nearer to a position of

self-support than it has ever been before.

As a preacher he was acceptable to our
people wherever he went. He always

maintained from the pulpit that the

value of a life, whether it be that of an

individual or a church, is to be meas-

ured by work and not words. He lived

up to his principles, and his earnest ser-

vice brought him abundant friends.

He was progressive without rashness,

vigorous without excess. No church that

he set upon its feet had ever collapsed.

We shall greatly miss his wise counsel

and broad paternal oversight.

—

Horace
Davis, in Christian Register.

* * *

Historic Pipes in Organ.
An interesting discovery was made

yesterday (says the Palo Alto Times of

September 24th) by Mr. Felix Schoen-
stein, the expert from San Francisco
who has just begun to set up the new
organ in the Unitarian Church. In un-
packing the instrument he found that
two of the smaller wooden pipes were of
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different material and workmanship
from the others, and that one of them
was covered on two sides with handwrit-

ing, so faint as to be almost undecipher-

able. He at once concluded that when
the organ was built (some two or three

decades ago) these pipes had been taken

from a still older organ—a practice not

at all uncommon, since the wooden pipes,

like violins, gain in sweetness and reso-

nance with age. Careful examination of

the inscriptions proved that he was right,

and that at least one of the pipes (the

C pipe) has seen nearly two centuries of

melodious service.

On one side of this pipe is written in

a bold old-fashioned hand, with many
flourishes to the capitals, this legend:

"Put up by Gilbert & Woodbridge, Or-
ganders to His Honor." On the other,

in finer writing, with many of the words
very difficult to read, were these: "Put
up in So. Reading, April, 1832," and
"This pipe was made by Snetzed (?) in

London about 100 years ago and has been
made to sound by Handel and was heard
by George Washington when commander
of the American army at Cambridge."
Since these two last-quoted inscriptions

are in obviously* different handwritings,

the date given in the one is of no value
in fixing the "about a hundred years

ago" of the other. If Handel ever made
it sound, however, the pipe must have
been constructed at least as early as the

middle of the eighteenth century, for

Handel died in London in 1759. This
would make the pipe at least one hun-
dred and fifty years old. If, as seems
reasonable, the two writings were put
on at the same time, but by different

hands, the pipe would be near two hun-
dred years old. From the quaint word-
ing of the inscription first quoted, it is

likely that it was written by the earliest

workmen on it, somewhere in old London.
The use of the title "His Honor" would
indicate that it was not by Gilbert &
Woodbridge, at least, set up in a church.

It is likely that the pipe was made
for an organ used first in London, where
Handel, who in spite of his blindness
continued to play almost up till his

death, may have accompanied one of his

own oratorios on it. Before the Ameri-
can revolution the organ (and this pipe
with it) must have been shipped to Cam-
bridge in Massachusetts, perhaps in the

same way that the organ which now con-

tains the pipe was shipped across 1 1n-

continent—as a gift from an old church
to a pioneer. In Cambridge it must have
been placed in Christ Church, in front

of which, under an elm tree, standing
to this day, Washington took command
of the Continental army on July 2, 1775,

and where he worshiped until in the suc-

ceeding spring he had forced the evacua-
tion of Boston. It is doubtful, moreover,
if an organ would have been desired or

tolerated in the Puritan Cambridge of
that day, in any other meeting-house save
the Episcopalian Christ Church.

This old London organ must have been
torn out to make room for a new one
some time in the early decades of the
nineteenth century, and one, or, possibly

two, of its pipes have strayed into an
instrument for a church in South Read-
ing, a small community not far from
Cambridge. How these ever got into

the organ at Scituate, Massachusetts,
which is now being set up in Palo Alto,

there is nothing to indicate.

Mr. Schoenstein expects to have the
organ in place before the end of the
week, and it will probably be used for

the first time at the morning service next

Sunday. A few minor repairs will have
to be made, as the result of the long
journey, but on the whole very little

damage was done. The instrument, as

has been found in preparing for instal-

lation, was extremely well built in the

first place, and shows its honest quality
now.
The organ is a gift to the Palo Alto

church from the First Parish of Scituate,

to which a new memorial organ has re-

cently been given.

The True Evangel.
Because that men were deaf, and, man to man,
I could not speak, but, inarticulate.

Still felt the burden and the urge of fate,

The strong compulsion of the perfect plan,
From shrine to shrine with eager steps I ran,
Hearkening to every tumult of debate
Until my weary soul was desolate.

Then turned I to the fields where life began

;

And lo! the evangel of the seed has taught
That not through man to God can any rise;

Alone and trusting lie must lift his eyes
Until the light of living truth be caught,
And then will deeds with love and patience

fraught
Through God to man reveal life's high emprise.—Peter MeArthur.
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€hitoren'0 Bfpartmmt.
Conducted by

Eev. William Day Simonds.

In Praise of Children.
'

' A dreary place would be this earth,

Were there no little people in it;

The song of life would lose its mirth,
Were there no children to begin it.

''No little forms, like buds that grow,
And make the admiring heart surrender;

Xo little hands on breast and brow,
To keep the thrilling life-cords tender.

'
' The sterner souls would grow more stern,

Unfeeling nature more inhuman,
And man to stoic coldness turn,

And woman would be less than woman.

"Life's song, indeed, would lose its charm,
Were there no babies to begin it;

A doleful place this world would be,

Were there no little people in it.

"

"If I were to choose among all gifts

and qualities that which, on the whole,

makes life pleasantest, I should select

the love of children. Xo circumstance

can render this world wholly a solitude

to one who has this possession. It is

a freemasonry. "Wherever one goes

there are little brethren and sisters of

the mystic tie."

—

T. W. Higginson.

* £ *

Only a Baby—A Parable.

(Inly a baby hidden in an ark of bul-

rushes amid the flags of the Nile. Only
a young princess going gaily with her

maidens for a plunge in the river. Only
a baby's low cry and the answer of

woman's compassionate heart, and the

child. Moses, is saved from the slaugh-

ter of the innocents. A small matter
this—hardly worth recording in the

wise old book, yet the Egyptian prin-

cess in saving this babe, and in provid-

ing for his nurture and education,

wrought the deliverance of a people.

and with her woman's hand changed
the course of civilization. Many things

in this Avorld we can weigh and meas-
ure : more we can estimate, but one

thing we can never so much as guess.

and that is the possible result of what
we do for little children.

A *ERMOX FROM THE PARABLE.

On every hand is heard a cry of dis-

iivss. almost of despair, touching the

Sunday-school. The great, strong

churches of Christendom admit that the

result of Sunday-school instruction is

meager and unsatisfactory. Many are

ready to say that it is now vain to teach

the old wonder stories of the Bible as

truth and fact. But what shall we give

the child in place of that which progress

compels us to take away. The child-

heart of the world has loved these sto-

ries—not only as stories—but as the

foundation facts of religion. "We can-

not measure the moral influence of

these simple narratives of the Old and
New Testaments, when received as the

very truth of God. They are no longer

so received by either teacher or pupil.

What are we to do? What are we to

teach? What is to become of the Sun-
day-school? A recent writer calmly

suggests that it be abolished as not
worth the time and labor given to it.

Thus is the Orthodox world perplexed

by the problem of the Sunday-school.

Nor are matters very much better

with us in the liberal fold. We have,

indeed, the satisfaction of grounding
our religious instruction upon the truth

of life and nature as we know it, but
how small our schools are. and with
what difficulty interest is maintained.

The weak spot in our whole work is

the work we do for children. All min-

isters feel it, and liberal parents deeply

deplore it. What can be done?
In the first place we can face the

problem just as it is, not overestimating,

or. on the other hand, making light of

what is in truth a very serious condi-

It is not true—as we sometimes
-that the liberal church depends
the Sunday-school for future

growth. The liberal gospel makes its

strongest appeal to the mature mind,

and no matter where or how the child

may have been trained it is always
possible that the charm and sweet reas-

onableness of rational religion will

make its irresistible plea for acceptance.

More future liberals are now attend-

ing the old-fashioned Sunday-schools

than we can hope to enroll. But
this fact, and fact it is I stoutly

maintain, does not excuse us in the

matter of properly training the children

of our own congregations, and in reach-

in cr as early as possible the growing
mind of childhood with that interpre-

tion.

hear-

upon
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tation of life and religion which is staff

and stay to ns of elder years.

The question ever present, and grow-
ing every year more insistent, is just

this—How can we so present the grand
truths of our liberal faith to the child

mind, and the child heart, as to hold
and help the children of our love?

Brothers, can any question touch us
closer? Is there any branch of the work
really more important? Brothers in

the ministry, I appeal to you. We
must lead the way. The burden and
responsibility of leadership we cannot
escape. What are we doing for the

children in our several parishes? Do
we know them? Do they know us?
Are we friends, the best of friends?

How can we get nearer to the little

children that we may help them? What
is your experience?

This new department of the Sunday
School in the Pacific Unitarian is your
department. It belongs to all our Min-
isters, Superintendents and Teachers.

Especially do we desire notes from all

our churches of successful methods of

work. What lessons have you found
most interesting and helpful, what sys-

tem of instruction most fruitful of good,

and what special devices have you em-
ployed for sustaining attendance and
interest ? Please send at once to my ad-

dress in Oakland brief, direct answers
to these, and questions of like nature.

With your co-operation we will make
this department second to none in prac-

tical value to the cause we all love and
delight to serve.

NOTES.

In the Oakland church the minister is

getting acquainted with the children by
means of a ten-minute Sermon-talk
given each Sunday morning, just be-

fore the School closes. The subjects

chosen are such as naturally interest

children. This month the general
theme as written upon the blackboard
(and the blackboard is as useful in Sun-
day as in day schools) is "Stories of

Progress." As a motto we made choice

of Victor Hugo's splendid statement,—
"Progress is the stride of God." With
this text we have traced some of the

wonders of man 's inventive genius, and
the bearing of these inventions upon
the welfare of children. Questions

are frequently asked during the talk,

giving evidence that the children are

eager listeners. If there happens to be
anything good in the matter presented
they are sure to take notice of it. Can
we say as much of our adult hearers?

Very pleasant, too, at least to the

Minister, is the "Children's Hour." On
alternate Thursdays the Minister gives

an hour to the children of the congre-

gation. No stilted program, but just an
hour of good fellowship, with songs,

exercises, recitations, stories, and what-
ever may prove interesting and helpful.

« « «

At Anchor and at Sea.

There is a legend from the dim-lit Past
Of how the first man, seeking out to know
The Why of Life, plucked Wisdom's fruit at

last:

—

Thus came all human woe.

To some that legend is a factor real,

And so their barks are anchored in the bay;
The winds that tell of other scenes, they feel

Are tempting souls away.

Their barks are moored, yet they were made
to sail

;

The waves sob at their sides in deep despair

;

Built for a purpose:—then of what avail

To slowly moulder there.

All souls are not so bound, for some will dare
To question ev'ry wind and ev'ry wave;
To sail and sail and learn:—the birthright fair

That sinless Nature gave.

So when past Death's mysterious shore I glide

Let no calm port tempt me, whatsoe'er it be;
Oh may my yearnings, still unsatisfied,

Find there an open sea. —Sadie C. McCann.
Santa Kosa.

* * *
The following, says the Westminsh r

Gazette, are "genuine and untouched ex-

tracts from the answers to a paper in

General Information set to the pupils

of a large preparatory school": (1) The
modern name for Gaul is Vinegar. (2)
"Double dealing" is when you buy
wholesale to sell retail. (3) "To dog a

man's footsteps" is to set your dog after

him. (4) Common-sense is sense that

you have to think about a bit before you
see it. (5) Peeress is the property of a

peer. (6) Amatory verses are verses

composed by an amateur. (7) Income
is a yearly tax.
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Alameda.—In addition to our regular

morning service and our monthly vesper

service at 5 o'clock, Mr. Reed has lately

instituted a series of lectures for the

first and third Sunday evenings of each

month. The general subject of his talks

is "The Modern Appreciation of the

Bible.
'

' The special topics include
'

' The
Religious and Ethical Ideals of the He-
brew Prophets," "The Love-Stories of

the Bible," "Mankind's Debt to the

Jews," and "The Bible as Literature."

Much interest is being shown in these

evenings, for they provide opportunity

for the free and informal discussion of

many religious and ethical problems

aside from the matter in hand.

The church library continues to be a

source of great pleasure and profit to

the members of the congregation, and,

thanks to Mr. Reed's generosity, is con-

stantly replenished with new and stimu-

lating books.

The Sunday-school presents a flourish-

ing aspect and steadily increasing mem-
bership-list. The work undertaken this

year by the school as a whole will be the

support of a special worker in the Oak-

land Social Settlement. Once in two or

three months the children have a
'

' Rally

Day." to which their parents and friends

are especially invited. A program of

music and recitation takes the place of

the usual class lesson, and the collection

is devoted to the charitable work.

Unity Circle is making constant and
industrious preparation for its annual

bazaar, which takes place in November.
An all-day meeting is held every Friday,

witli a pleasant luncheon in the dining-

room for the workers and their friends

who happen to be interested.

Berkeley (Rev. John Howland La-

throp. minister).—The event of the last

month was the marriage of Mr. Lathrop
to Miss Lita Schlesinger, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Adolph C. Schlesinger, of Oak-

land. This took place on the evening of

October 15th, Rev. F. L. Hosmer and
Dean Wilbur, of the Pacific Unitarian

School for the Ministry, officiating. Rev.

Sydney B. Snow, of Palo Alto, a friend

of Mr. Lathrop in their student days at

Harvard, was "best man." and Miss

Mathes, of Oakland, maid of honor. The
church had been decorated in exquisite

taste by friends,—sprays of white cosmos
being massed about the chancel and or-

gan and flecking the dark wainscoting

and red walls throughout. The attend-

ance tested the capacity of the building;

and as the bridal procession entered, the

whole scene was beautiful and impres-

sive. A reception, confined to the bridal

party and a few intimate friends, fol-

lowed at the Schlesinger home. Mr. and
Mrs. Lathrop will be "at home" in their

cottage, 2247 College Avenue, after No-
vember 15th, on Tuesdays.

On October 20th the pulpit was occu-

pied by Dean Wilbur, and on October

27th by Mr. Hosmer. Mr. Wilbur made
his discourse a presentation of the his-

tory of the new Theological School thus

far, and of its hopes and needs. He
spoke of the lessened attendance at the

theological schools in general during the

last few decades, and expressed his belief

that the tide was about to turn. He
dwelt forcibly upon the opportunities of-

fered in the ministry for a worthy career

of high and much-needed service, espe-

cially to those Mho enter upon it in the

right spirit and properly equipped. It

was evident that he himself held no
cheap estimate of such equipment and
had little regard for "short cuts" to the

ministry; and this he has clearly shown
in his direction of the new school thus

far and in his purposes and plans for

the future.

The Women's Auxiliary of the church

is busily preparing for the annual sale

to take place early in December. The
ladies have adopted a new plan of week-

ly neighborhood circles, to each of which
is assigned some special line of work,

reports of which are to be made at the

general meetings held at the church.

With the recent growth of Berkeley

there is found need of an associated

charities organization. Mr. Lathrop has

been made a member of its official board.

A public reception will be given to

Mr. and Mrs. Lathrop at the church on

Tuesday evening, November 5th. The
Women's Auxiliary have this in charge.

Los Angeles.—Dr. Howard has occu-

pied the pulpit and preached to a good

congregation each Sunday since the

church was reopened, September 1st, ex-

cept October 13th. when Dr. David Starr

Jordan filled the pulpit.
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With Mrs. W. H. Baurhyte, president

of the Women's Alliance, the outlook for

the women's part of the year's work is

very satisfactory. At present much
work is being done in preparation for

a Christmas bazaar, to be held Decem-
ber 6th and 7th

; the place not yet an-

nounced. Thursday is always Alliance

day at the church, and frequently an all-

day session is held, with sewing and
luncheon, and much enjoyable social in-

tercourse. Mrs. S. B. McLenegan is at

the head of the bazaar management.
Mrs. F. B. Long is in charge of the

Current Topics Class, organized under
the Alliance, and which meets the first

and third Thursdays in the church par-

lor. The fifth Thursdays will be devot-

ed, as heretofore, to sewing in aid of the

Orphans' Home.

Oakland.—Rev. W. D. Simonds is

steadily gaining in his hold on the con-

gregation. His sermons are thoughtful

and strong, and are enjoyed by all. The
attendance is increasing every Sunday.
The auxiliary societies— the Women 's

Alliance, the Starr King Fraternity, and
the Unity Club—are also showing re-

newed life.

Mr. Simonds has introduced an inter-

esting feature of instruction and social

advantage in a monthly book review. On
the fourth Wednesday of each month, at

3 :30 p. m., he reviews some recent book
of unusual merit, in the department of

science, philosophy, history, religion, so-

ciology, or noteworthy fiction. Members
of the Women's Alliance and their

friends are cordially welcomed and in-

vited to join in the interesting conversa-
tions that usually follow.

Portland.—The month of October
finds the activities of the church all in

good working order. On the 16th our
Alliance held a very interesting meeting.
Each member paid one dollar into the

treasury, giving an account of how it was
earned, or not earned, in a humorous
bit of verse which proved very enjoy-

able. Later followed a social hour with
light refreshments served by the House-
hold Bazaar Club. The attendance was
large and we welcomed several new
members.
On October 2d Mrs. Abigail Scott

Duniway gave us readings from her
own poems, which were enjoyed very

much. We knew that .Mrs. Dnniway
could address an audience on woman's
suffrage, but we did not know that she

was so gifted in the line of poetry.

Mr. Eliot since his return from the

International Congress has given us two

very interesting discourses on the meet-

ings he attended, the people he met, and
the places he visited. The personal de-

scription was next to enjoying the feast

i nirselves.

B. Fay Mills is holding a series of

meetings in the city. He spoke three

times on Sunday, the 27th, to good

audiences. He will continue the even-

ing meetings for a week.

Santa Barbara.—In response to a

parish letter sent to each member of

Unity Church parish by Mr. Goodridge,

an excellent congregation was present at

the opening of the church on August

.22d after six weeks' vacation. We had

with us quite unexpectedly Rev. L. J.

Marsh, of Lincoln, Nebraska, who gave

us a fine and much-appreciated sermon.

Since then the pulpit has been occupied

by the minister. Although unable to

attend the International Liberal Council,

Mr. Goodridge caught enough of the

spirit of that great gathering to enable

him to preach an enlightening and in-

spiring sermon upon it.

Sunday-school opened on the first Sun-

day in September, and this bids fair to

be the banner year, as the number is

larger than any previous year at this

time, and there are more coming.

Through the generosity of one of its

older friends the school had a most de-

lightful drive and picnic in the beautiful

Hope Ranch, five miles up the coast.

Alliance work is being undertaken

with enthusiasm, and we have welcomed

several new members. We have lost some

of our members by removal from town

during the last year, but we hope to keep

our ranks filled by the coming in of new

people. A large sewing meeting met at

the parsonage on the afternoon of Oc-

tober 18th, at which aprons were made
and light refreshments were served. We
shall have a picnic lunch at Unity Hall

on November 1st. followed by the regular

business meeting and study class.

The Browning Club will begin its reg-

ular sessions on the second Tuesday even-

ing of November, and Mr. Goodridge will
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conduct a Bible class on the first and
third Sunday evenings of the month dur-
ing the winter.

San Francisco—First Church.—Mr.
Leavitt has occupied the pulpit, except-

ing on October 14th, when he preached
at Stanford University, when Rev. J. A.
Cruzan supplied for him, preaching an
excellent sermon on "Who Is the In-

fidel?"

Quite a number of people who have
been attendants at church, but not iden-

tified, as pewholders and members, have
joined the society during the past two
months. Many of the older members
who were driven away by the loss of

their homes in the great fire have not
yet returned to the city, but will do so

when homes are found.
The Channing Auxiliary is evidently

intending that the coming year shall be

the banner. From new and important-

denominational work to interesting pro-

grams, all along the line, much is doing.

A more full account of the work of pub-
lishing will be given in a later issue. The
musical program for the meeting of Oc-
tober was more than enjoyed. It would
have done great credit to professionals

and surely to those much older in experi-

ence. The program for Sunday, No-
vember 4th, will be by Mr. Richard M.
Hotaling, who will give a talk with illus-

trated readings.

The Society for Christian Work has
begun its activities for the winter in

earnest. The morning sessions, held the

days of the regular meetings, find a large

number in attendance preparing aprons
for the sale to be held Saturday, Novem-
ber 23d. The program for the meeting
of October 14th was by Dr. Mary B.
Ritter, of Oakland,—a travel-talk,

—

which proved to be by far the most in-

teresting paper yet heard on customs in

Japan. A musical program is in order
for the meeting of October 28th. For
November the programs are as follows

:

November 11th—"Salaam Mem-sahib,"
by Mrs. H. H. Hart; November 25th

—

"A Summer in Alaska," by Rev. Clar-
ence Reed, of Alameda. It is no wonder
that the rooms are so well filled at each
meeting. The time devoted to business
is made interesting and is of importance
and the programs always good.

Santa Rosa.—Rev. W. T. Hutchins
gave an interesting series of sermons for
the month of October: 6th

—"Popular
Misunderstanding of How Religion Has
Taken Form"; 13th— "How Courts
Take Evidence and How Credulity
Takes It"; 20th—" Seeking a Path that
Really Leads Somewhere."

October 27th, Rev. S. B. Snow, of Palo
Alto, exchanged pulpits with Mr.
Hutchins.
The Starr King Club gave a musicale

October 3d, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George King.
The Sunday-school had a social the

evening of October 11th. The program
carried out by the young people was a
credit to them. After the program re-

freshments were served, and the "grown-
ups" present joined with the children in

merry games.
9 -9 -9

The Glory of Work
There the workman saw his labor taking form

and bearing fruit,

Like a tree with splendid branches rising from
a humble root.

Lookihg at the distant city, temples, houses,

domes, and towers,

Felix cried in exultation : ' ' All the mighty
work is ours.

Every mason in the quarry, every builder on the

shore,

Every chopper in the palm grove, every rafts-

man at the oar,

Hewing wood and drawing water, splitting

stones and cleaving sod

—

All the dusty ranks of labor, in the regiment
of God,

March together toward His triumph, do the

tasks His hands prepare.

Honest toil is holy service; faithful work is

praise and prayer.

—

Henry Van Dyke.

As the insect from the rock
Takes the color of its wing;

As the boulder from the shock
Or the ocean's rhythmic swing

Makes itself a perfect form,
Learns a calmer front to raise;

As the shell, enameled warm
With the prism 's mystic rays,

Praises wind and wave that make
All its chambers fair and strong;

As the mighty poets take
Grief and pain to build their song;

Even so for every soul,

Whatso'er its lot may be

—

Building, as the heavens roll,

Something large and strong and free

—

Things that hurt and things that mar
Shape the man for perfect praise;

Shock and strain and ruin are

Friendlier than the smiling days.—John White Chadwiclc.
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[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be on Inn I through,
the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

x The Message of Man. A Book of Ethical
Scriptures. Gathered and arranged by
Stanton Coit, Ph. D. Boston : American
Unitarian Association. $1.00.

As a literary artist in weaving together
the products of many men's brains, and com-
pletely obliterating his own personality, Mr.
Coit is probably without an equal in modern
letters. Only a man of broad reading, keen
sympathies, and a devout spirit could produce
such a remarkable book as is " The Message of
Man." It may aptly be called a modern "De
Imitatione Christi. "

Vocal and Literary Interpretation of the
Bible. By S. S. Curry, Ph. D. Introduc-

tion by Francis G. Peabody, D. D., Dean of

the Divinity School of Harvard University.

New York: The Macmillan Company. $1.50.

How to properly render the meaning of the

Scriptures by means of the reading-voice, is

the design of Professor Curry. How well he
has succeeded may be judged from the fact

that Doctor Peabody has written an introduc-

tion to the volume in which he unqualifiedly

recommends the work to those who would by
vocal expression help others to gain a deeper
insight into the meaning of the Bible. The
book is intended for serious, thoughtful study,

and not for entertainment. ' ' There is no fixed

method given according to which any sentence

of Scripture may be read, '
' says the author.

"Most passages are capable of many render-

ings, according to the understanding, feeling,

and personality of the reader." This is not

a work of "elocution," neither is it a
'

' speaker, '
' such as have made the lives of

many modern orators existences of horror on the

Friday afternoons of their school days. It is

rather an appeal to the intellectuality of Bible

readers, letting each apply such general rules as

are given as he may see fit, adding to such

application his own intelligent impressions and
individuality. There are no elaborate rules

given for "voice culture" or "modulation";
no stiff drawings showing the appropriate gest-

ure or gestures to accompany each, every, and
all of the emotions, and there are no time-hal-

lowed "examples for practice." Professor

Curry's book is so entirely different from other

books published on this iriiportant but neglected

subject that many readers will no doubt resent

his radical treatment of the theme, until they

have sufficiently familiarized themselves with the

text to find that its author writes with the

wisdom of years and of experience.

The Christian Doctrine of Forgiveness of

Sin. An Essay. By James Freeman Clarke.

Seventh edition. Boston: American Uni-

tarian Association. $1.00.

It was in the year 1867 that this essay was
first given to the world, and despite the general

advancement that has been made since then
regarding the world's attitude towards sin and
its forgiveness, this little volume still holds its

own. As may be readily assumed by those who
are familiar with Clarke's writings, he claims
that a man is justified by works, and not by
faith only. Man has everything to do with the

obliteration of his sins. No power other than
himself can eliminate them from his nature.

Religion and Historic Faiths. By Otto

Pfleiderer, D. D. Translated by Daniel A.

Huebsch, Ph. D. New York: B. W. Hue-

bsch. $1.50.

The author of this powerful work occupies

a chair in the University of Berlin. This vol-

ume was originally given as a series of lectures

before the students of the University of Berlin

in 1906, and the hearty reception they were
accorded prompted Professor Pfleiderer to give

them more permanent form. The essentials of

the world's great faiths are given simply yet

clearly. The method of treatment is that of

the scientific historian throughout. A few words
concerning Professor Pfleiderer, one of the cen-

tral figures at the Congress of Liberal Re-
ligions recently assembled in Boston, may be of

interest.

Otto Pfleiderer is a great German Protestant
theologian and philosopher, and was born near

Cannstadt in Wurtemberg on September 1,

1839. He studied under Baur at Tubingen, for

a short time held a pastorate at Heilbronn,

then became professor of theology at Jena, and
in 1875 was called to the chair of systematic

theology at Berlin, having made his name by a

series of articles on New Testament criticism

and Johannine and Pauline theology, and by
his " Der Paulinissmus, '

' published in 1873.

"Das Urchristentum " was published in 1^ s 7.

and in 1890 "The Development of Theology
Since Kant, and Its Progress in Great Britain

Since 1825," which was written for publica-

tion in England.

He delivered the Hibbert Lectures in Lon-

don in 1885 and the Gifford Lectures in Edin-

burgh in 1894. In New Testament criticism

Pfleiderer belongs to the critical school which

has grown out of the impulse given by Baur.

He is perhaps the leading representative of the

liberal theological movement, and has none of

the dogmatic narrowness that was was at one

time a characteristic of the German school. All

his work shows a judicial tone of mind, and is

remarkable for the charm of its style.

Professor Pfleiderer is now in America. He
attended the Congress of Liberal Religions at

Boston, and will deliver one course of lectures

at Harvard University and another at the

Brooklyn Institute. Be made many personal

friends in America at the time of his visit to

the St. Louis Exposition, where he participated

in the Congress of Arts and Sciences.

A review of "Religion and Historic Faiths"
would not be complete were qo1 a few words of

praise said of the excellent work of Mr. Daniel

A. Huebsch, the translator. It is little enough

to say that his labors could not be improved

upon.
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The Japanese Nation in Evolution ; Steps
in the Progress op a Great People. By
William Elliot Griffis, D. D., L. H. P. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. $1.50.

Dr. Griffis has been a teacher of the Japanese
people for more than forty years, and while
teaching them has not failed to make them the

objects of close study in turn. He is perhaps
better fitted for the exposition of the Japanese
people than any other writer now living, having
been in touch with all of the great men of
Japan for more than a generation. The present
volume differs radically from other works on
Japan, in that it traces the secret of the

nation's superiority to white ancestry, the

Aryan or Ainu stock, the first known inhab-
itants of the insular empire. To this basic stock

have been added the Mongolian and Malay
blood. The book is one of the most scholarly

and valuable on the East that has yet appeared.

How to Conduct a Sunday-School; or,

Twenty-eight Years a Superintendent.
Bv Marion Lawrance. Fourth edition.

New York : Fleming H. Eevell & Co. $1.50.

This is a book that should be read by every
Sunday-school worker everywhere, regardless of
creed or religious affiliations. Mr. Lawrance Las
for more than thirty years been a Sunday-school
superintendent, and during all of that time
he has known that he was alive, and that he
has had a definite, fixed, and predetermined
object to attain. That his suggestions are of
practical value may be safely assumed from
the fact that he has given in this interesting

book those that he has personally tried, cor-

rected if faulty, and retried and retried until

they achieved the purpose originally intended by
Mr. Lawrance. The book gives the residue of

the efforts of a thoroughly active, wide-awake,
and thinking specialist in his line.

Discourses and Essays. Selected from the

writings of William Ellery Channing. Edit-

ed by W. Copeland Bowie. Boston: Amer-
ican Unitarian Association. $1.00.

The selections from Channing 's works given
in this volume are divided into three sections:

First, controversial theology, in which will be
found his famous Baltimore sermon on Unita-
rian Christianity. A few passages containing
local and temporary allusions have been omit-

ted ; otherwise these discourses are given in full.

Second, social questions, containing portions of
his essays on education, slavery, war, and the
elevation of the laboring classes. Third, the

religious life, sermons taken from '
' The Per-

fect Life," a delightful and inspiring book
published in 1S73, thirty-one years after his

death. To these are added a few brief

extracts from various sources. A volume of
these essays will be gratuitously presented to

any minister or to any theological student in the

United States or Canada, upon application to

the American Unitarian Association.

The Origin op the Family. By Frederick
Engels. Translated by Ernest Unterman.
Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Co. 50 cents.

The Frederick Engels whose works and writ-

ings supplement those of Karl Marx is the
author of this little book. It is therefore to be
expected that its purpose is to defend scientific

Socialism by giving a history of the evolution

of the modern family, and this the author has
done in a manner that makes his book valuable
to all who are interested either in social evolu-

tion or in Socialism. The three main forms of
the family correspond broadly speaking, to the

three great stages of human development. Sav-
agery is characterized by group marriage, bar-

barism, by the pairing family, and civilization

by monogamy. Woman is man's social equal
until a certain point is reached between the
transition from the pairing family and monog-
amy, in the higher stage of barbarism, when
man becomes the ruler over woman.
Group marriage is still practiced in some

parts of the world. This is particularly true

in Australia, where a man is looked upon as be-

ing the husband of every woman in the group
to which he unites himself. Under such con-
ditions, the child knows no parent save the
mother, by whom it is reared, and, when dead,
next to whose remains it is buried. The mother
is the sub-center, generally speaking, of the
tribal group.

In the second stage is found the pairing fam-
ily. A man has his principal wife—she is not
a favorite wife—among many women, and he is

to her the principal husband among others. The
marriage tie can be easily broken by either

party, and the children, as formerly, belong to

the mother. In this stage, marital relations

between those consanguinely related become for
the first time unpopular. There is no love, or

at most but little love, existing between men and
women as we are acquainted with that emotion.
Such family life as is to be found under these

conditions is always more or less communistic,
in which most or all of the women belong to

one family, while the husbands come from out-

side families. Woman, even under this loose

sort of domesticity, is more respected than in

more developed conditions.

In the latter stages of barbarism comes the

domestication of animals and breeding of flocks,

disclosing hitherto unknown sources of wealth
and creating entirely new social conditions.

Hunting, once a necessity, becomes a sport.

This wealth is owned by the family. That it

may be properly cared for human slavery is

introduced. The task of obtaining food in such
a social state falls to the man. Among all

savage peoples, man is the hunter, or food-sup-

plier, woman the laborer at home. This nat-

urally gives him the possession of the flocks

and herds, and of the labor of the slaves. As
the herds increase the wealth of the man in-

creases, and this superiority—or, rather, power
—over woman develops correspondingly. In-

stead of children inheriting from the mother,
they now inherit from the father. Engels says

this is one of the most radical changes ever

experienced by human society. The downfall of
maternal law, he continues, was the historic de-

feat of the female sex. The men seized the

reins also in the house; the women were
stripped of their dignity and became the en-

slaved tools of men's lust, and mere machinery
for the generation of children.

This degrading position of women, especially

conspicuous among the Greeks of heroic, and
still more of classic times was gradually
glossed over and disguised, or even clad in a
milder form. But it is bv no means obliterated.
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The monogamous family soon succeeded the

group or patriarchal form of marriage. Its

victory is one of the signs of beginning civiliza-

tion. It has its origin in the purpose of breed-
ing children of indisputable paternal lineage.

This is necessary, as these children are the

heirs of their father. Marriage becomes much
more stable. This was because man preferred
to have it so. Monogamy enters history as the

subjugation of one sex by the other. Out of it,

however, has sprung the modern family, with all

its tender associations, which have come by
degrees, as men and women have enriched their

lives by living for the highest and the best

that their environment makes possible, imper-
fect as it is, under prevailing economic sur-

roundings.
The argument of the book is, that woman will

only he free once more when society has passed
into the state into which socialists say it must
eventually evolve. The social evil, the great
blight of womanhood under present social condi-

tions, will disappear with woman being the equal

of man and of her having the assurance that it

is not necessary to commercialize her body that

she may have bread.

The second half of the book is devoted to a

detailed study of the Iroquois family, the

Grecian family, origin of the Attic State, the

family and state in Rome, and other problems
of a like nature, from which the deductions

forming the chapters in the first part of the

book are drawn.
The translation of Professor Unterman is in

every way satisfactory. Whether one agrees

with the theories of Socialism or not, all who
read this book will thank its translator for

having placed it within the ken of English
students of economics.

Various Publications of Paul Elder and
Company.

It is very gratifying to one whose memory
runs back to when Paul Elder was a pupil in

his Sunday-school, to see from year to year

substantial evidences of development and busi-

ness achievement. The new books of the enter-

prising firm bear the location of "San Fran-
cisco and New York," and at Santa Barbara
there is a characteristically artistic branch. This

year's publications come thick and fast and are

generally interesting. Whatever may be the

literary merit, the dress is of a high standard
and in a marked style, that bespeaks intelli-

gence, care, and taste. A conspicuous instance

of this is

The Sea Fogs. By Robert Louis Stevenson,

with an introduction by Professor Thomas
. R. Bacon. $1.50.

The volume forms number one of a promised
series of ''Western Classics," and is exceed-

ingly attractive in every way. It is a brief

excerpt from '
' The Silverado Squatters, '

' but
with the sympathetic introduction, and a charm-
ing photogravure from a painting by Albertine

Randall Wheelan, makes a rarely beautiful book.

As an example of typography, ornamentation,
and binding, it is worthy of a place in any col-

lection. Tt is a small volume, but so exquisite

that no one need feel apologetic in presenting

it to his dearest friend.

Abelard and Heloise. $1.50.

Almost equal in manner is the edition of the
'

' Love Letters, '
' translated and rendered into

Fmglish verse, by Ella Costillo Bennett. It is

a story worthy of the tasteful manner in which
it is presented, and the introduction shows
plainly how it has taken hold of the translator.

A beautiful frontispiece adds to the value of
the publication.

101 Desserts. 50c.

A very attractive edition of a really good
specialty cookbook. It covers all the good
things that come last at a complete dinner.

Puddings, baked and boiled, Pies, Cakes, Cus-
tards, Creams, Ices, and Fruits. Provision is

made for manuscript recipes or clippings.

Blottentots and How to Make Them. By
John Prosper Carmel. 75c.

A fanciful book for the young. The title

page tells us:

"If you've never made a Blottentot
This book will help you quite a lot."

It reveals unexpected possibilities of blot
development, and the results are often ludi-
crous. It also shows that the effort to find
things new and strange is pretty hard work.

Abbey Classics.
Paul Elder & Co. with commendable enter-

prise are issuing a series of the shorter of the
great English and American poems. No. 1
is Burns' "The Cotter's Saturday Night,"
and No. 2 Milton 's

'
' Ode on the Nativity. '

'

They are printed on fine vellum paper and
bound in flexible Falviano cover at 30 cts., or
in boards and boxed at 60 cts. For those who
aspire to elegance an edition in flexible leather,

boxed, is supplied at $1. They are beautiful
books, and encourage renewed familiarity with
poems too good to be forgotten.

Betel Nuts. 75c.

This clever little book takes its name from
the oriental nut that spices the breath and red-

dens the lips of the natives. It is a collection
of wise and witty sayings from Hindustan, in-

terpreted into English and rhymed by Arthur
Guiterman. They are proverbs, and more than
proverbs, and show that the mind of India is

both nimble and penetrating. For instance:
""This under the rose,

But it 's true to the letter

;

The man thinks he knows,
But the woman knows better."

It is an exceedingly pretty book, printed in

a deep brown on heavy paper, and bound in

buff boards.

A Ball of Yarn— Its Unwinding. By
Robert Rudd Whiting. 75c.

The title page bears appropriately a lyre,

though the dedication to "Ananias, Sapphiia,
Baron Munchausen and some others I know,"
indicates that the spelling is purposely per-

verted. There are four skeins of three yards
each, many of which first appeared in the New
York Sun. They are told by several types of

liars around a stove in the Mansion House at

Oxendale, and they are not calculated for Sun-
day-school libraries where veracity is sought

to be inculcated.
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. "William, were you ever whipped at

school?" queried the visitor. "Only by
the teacher," was the rather significant

reply.

—

Chicago News.

The judge was at dinner in the new
household when the young wife asked:

"Did you ever try any of my biscuits,

judge?" No," said the judge, "I never

did, but I dare say they deserve it."

Bobbie (who has just been to school

for the first time)—But you know,
auntie, they 're awfully strict. Only
fancy, .one of the rules is that no boy is

to speak a word if the teacher can see

him.

—

The Tatler.

A noted Scotch Presbyterian minister

got wet going to church in the rain. Be-

wailing his damp condition to a friend,

the friend replied, "Never mind the wet,

doctor, you will be dry enough when you
get into the pulpit."

A Bostonian died, and, when he ar-

rived at St. Peter's gate, he was asked

the usual questions: "What is your
name, and where are you from?" The
answer was, "Mr. So-and-So, from Bos-

ton"-— "You may come in," said St.

Peter,
'

' but I know you won 't like it.
'

'

One winter's day a very bow-legged
tramp called at a home in Ontario and
stood to warm himself by the kitchen

stove. A little boy in the home surveyed
him carefully for some minutes, then

finally approaching him, he said, "Say,
mister, you better stand back; you 're

warping."

A lawyer had a horse that always
balked when he attempted to cross a cer-

tain bridge leading out of the village.

No amount of whipping or urging would
induce him to cross it, so he advertised

him for sale :
" To be sold for no other

reason than that the owner would like to

leave town."

Her (sighing)—Oh, I met such a love-

ly, polite man to-day. Him—Where was
that ? Her—On the street. I must have
been carrying my umbrella carelessly,

for he bumped his eye into it. And I

said, "Pardon me, "and he said, "Don't
mention it—I have another eye left."

—

Cleveland Leader.

TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

Jesus as Humanity's Ideal.
By J. T. Sunderland.

Religion.
By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.

Faith, Hope, and Love, the Children of
Sorrow.
By Charles A. Allen.

Is Going to Church a Duty?
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Accepting Life's Limitations.
By John Dumont Reid.

Blessed be Drudgery.
By William C. Gannett.

Open Inspiration versus a Closed Canon
and Infallible Bible.
By Charles William Pearson.

A Man's Right to Happiness.
By Charles Edwards Park.

The Growth of Practical Religion.
By Carroll D. Wright.

The Church and the Young People.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

The True Self Is the Best Self. (Short.)
By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Unitarian Principles. (Short.)
By Henry M. Simmons.

The Law of Christ. (Short.)
By Edward P. Pressey.

The Leadership of Jesus. (Short.)
By Frank A. Gilmore.

The Unitarian Church: Its Working Forces.
(For Unitarians.)
By Frederick B. Mott.

Unitarianism and Modern Discovery.
(Short.)
By John W. Chadwick.

Unitarianism as a Character-Builder.
(Short.)
By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

Unitarianism: Religion with Liberty.
(Short.)
By George Batchelor.

Unitarianism as a Religion for Every Day.
(Short.)
By John W. Day.

Unitarian Ideals. (Short.)
By Charles F. Dole.

The Unity of the Spirit.

By Charles A. Allen.

Is the Bible Infallible? (Small.)
By J. T. Sunderland.

The Ladder. (Short.)
By John F. W. Ware.

An Epistle to Unitarians.
By Henry C. DeLong.

Through Narrow to Broad. (Short.)
By John F. W. Ware.

The Cost. (Short.)
By John F. W. Ware.

Church Membership. (For Unitarians.)
By Austin S. Garver.

The Man Who Kept Himself in Repair.
Some Unitarian Opportunities. (For Uni-

tarians.)
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OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the
American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.
Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the
Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building
mei t ing-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.
Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a
book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the
women of the Unitarian churches for mis-
sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.
Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,
Worship, and Service."
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss (Trace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,
Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

< 1 1 1
1 s t to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address c.rrespondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.
Charles H. Stearns.

TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

Our Mission and Our Missions. A Message
to Unitarians.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

The Unitarian Church: Its History and
Characteristics.
By Joseph H. Crooker, D. D.

Human Nature Not Ruined, but Incomplete
By Charles C. Everett, D. D., LL. D.

Liberal Christianity in the United States.

By Samuel A. Eliot, D. D.
Rational Religion the Want of the World

(For Unitarians.)
By Joseph May.

Baptism.
By Leonard J. Livermore.

Zeal without Dogmatism. A Message to

Unitarians.
By Charles E. St. John.

What Do Unitarians Believe?
By Charles W. Wendte.

Unitarianism: What Does It Stand For?
By Edward A. Horton.

Unitarianism: What Did It Set Out to Do?
What Has It Accomplished? What Is

Its Future?
By Edward A. Horton.

What Do Unitarians Believe? (Small.)

By J. T. Sunderland.
The Education of Our Boys and Girls.

By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.
Business Enterprise in Religion. (For Uni-

tarians.)

By Brooke Herford, D. D.
Unitarianism: What Does It Mean?

(Short.)
By Frederick B. Mott.

Living in the Upper Stories. (Short.)

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
A Chivalrous Religion. To Our Young Men
and Women. (Short.)
By Charles F. Dole.

Unitarian Principles and Doctrines.
By Charles H. Brigham.

What'O'Clock Is It in Religion?
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

A Statement of Belief Adopted by the New
Hampshire Unitarian Association.
(Short.)

The Bright Side Out. (Short.)
By Charles F. Dole.

Our Common Christianity.
By Arthur P. Stanley, Dean of West-

minster.
Two Stories of the King. (Short.)

By Charles F. Dole.
Orthodox Views of the Atonement Exam-

ined.
Rv James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Inspiration of the New Testament.
By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Christ and the Creeds.
By John C. Kimball.

Eternal Punishment.
By Thomas Starr King.

The Dav of Judgment.
By Brooke Herford, D. D.
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DEVOTED TO RELIGIOUS TRUTH AND HIGHER LIFE

IF I see a man living out of an
inner spring of inflexible right

and pliant pity ; if he refuses the

color of the low world around
him; if his eye flashes with scorn at

mean and impure things which are a

jest to others ; if high examples of honor
and self-sacrifice bring the flush of

sympathy upon his cheek; if in his

sphere of rule he plainly obeys a trust

instead of enforcing an arbitrary will,

and in his sphere of service takes his

yoke without a groan; and does his

work with thought only that it be
good,—I shall not pry into his closet

or ask about his creed, but own him
at once as the godly man. Godliness
is the persistent living out an ideal

preconception of the Right, the Beauti-

ful, the Good.
MARTINEAU.

SAN FRANCISCO
DECEMBER, 1907
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no one ever dared attack before. This

thing has never been even attempted be-

fore in America. It is well to have in

mind that no sister city can afford to

throw stones, and that some day it will

be seen by all men that out of San Fran-

cisco 's shame and degradation has come

the glory of leadership along a difficult

path of redemption where many another

city must eventually follow.

Now, let San Francisco alone. It

never helps a man nor a community of

men to point continually to the evils of

the past. That was the method of the

great churches of Christendom. They

pointed the world with insistent finger

to the evil record of mankind—they bid

men look at their sins and take note that

they were fallen creatures and miserable

sinners. Dr. Parkhurst said: "The
world, inherently, tends from bad to

worse. History started in this key in

Adam's fall and history has kept steadily

true to this note." That is rankly, intol-

erably false ! And men feel this false-

ness and will not be caught any more

with such methods. Men know that the

true man is not lost; and that the way to

God is through truth to the manliness

within.

This lack of faith in human nature is

the root of all other sins. To lose con-

fidence in the world is to suspect God.

It may be all very well in theory to be-

lieve in God and at the same time to

distrust the world ; but as a matter of

fact the men who believe in men believe

in God. and the most passionate lovers of

God are the most unwavering believers

in men.

Human nature is grand and glorious—
who can sound its possibilities? Let us

preach the rise and the progress of man.

No man ought to tell other men they are

sinners unless he has a promise for them

more splendid than his threat. What we

all want is not so much recital of our

faults and the smallness of our ambitions

and the meagerness of our religion and
the daily display of our selfishness, but

we want an opening-up of our hopes, of

our better feelings, a setting forth of our

good propensities. We want more talk

of the good men do and say, more eager-

ness to discover and charity to see the

good qualities. The home, the state, the

church are sick for lack of men and

women with eyes for the good rather

than for the bad—are ailing because they

lack the prophet who will take up the

faulty, the small, the imperfect thing.

and fill it out with his mercy and his

might. B. L.

It is right to be optimistic. It is n<>|

merely good policy to believe and say

that the world is growing better: it is

a fact which cannot be gainsaid. But the

local application of this great truth is

a very different matter. Personally we
may be growing worse rather than bet-

ter. Our city may be on the down grade.

Before now nations have perished of dry-

rot. That kind of history is likely

enough to repeat itself. "We had better

not fool ourselves with the notion that,

no matter what we do or do not, evolu-

tion will bear us along on a resistless

flood of moral development. Undoubt-

edly mankind as a whole is on the way
upward, but we cannot doubt that there

are many individuals who are moving in

the opposite direction. How many souls

there are dying, dead, rotting in the

midst of all the fullness of life that God

now bestows upon men !

The sensualist, the greedy, the cruel.

the unjust, whosoever loveth and maketli

a lie,—these do not have to wait until

some distant day of judgment. At this

moment the judgment is pronounced, the

fatal penalty is at work.

We rather pride ourselves that we have

cast fear out of our thought of the rela-

tion of God and man. And we are right
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in no longer fearing God as a wrathful

and vindictive ruler. Yet God has given

us no new revelation in regard to the

nature of sin. Its wages are death, just

as they always have been. For every one

of us who realizes the immense possibili-

ties of the human soul for good and evil

there should he a wholesome degree of
•

' dear and trembling" in the working out

of our salvation. God is a loving Father,

hut however much he may love us he

cannot prevent us from choosing sin, if

we will choose it. And he cannot keep

us from killing ourselves with sin, if we

persist in it. That is a divine law which

eannof and ought not to he broken. It

is a good thing for the world that per-

sistent sinners should die in their sins.

They are poison in its veins and must be

cast out. When we shrug our shoulders

and smile at the childish stories of flam-

in u' hell and tormenting devils that

scared some of our ancestors into more
decent behavoir than was quite natural

to them, it is well if we realize that sin

and its death penalty are just as much
facts as ever they were. There is no

need of any bottomless pit below or heav-

enly heights above for the eternal law of

God to work itself out. There is room

enough in the soid of man for sin to earn

and receive its wages of death, and for

righteousness to give eternal life.

B. A. G.

We desire to express our very best

thanks to the friends of the Pacific Uni-
tarian for the prompt and hearty re-

sponse they have already made, many of

them, to our appeal in the last number,

and to that sent by letter. We felt con-

fident that it would be so, and that we
had only to make known the needs of the

paper in order to insure its propel- sup-

poii : and we feel that the results already

following in the short time that has

elapsed between the publishing of the

last number and the writing of these

lines are only the beginning of the real-

ization of all that is desired. The

churches at Oakland, Berkeley, Wood-
land, Santa Barbara, and Redlands have

already increased their number of sub-

scribers in a most gratifying way; and

we believe the other churches are only

waiting to make their canvass complete.

The Alliance at Berkeley has subscribed

a dollar a month toward the sustenta-

tion fund; and if all the Alliances on the

Coast did the same, that in itself would

be almost enough to make things even.

Several friends have sent or promised to

send sums of various sizes toward the

same end; and we are certain that others

will do so as soon as our appeal reaches

them. Best of all, our subscription-list

has been increased within the month In-

considerably more than fifty, with three

quarters of our churches yet to hear

from. We have just been told of a can-

vass made last month by one of our

contemporaries, in a denomination hav-

ing a very large constituency in San

Francisco, which resulted, after the most

diligent efforts, in exactly twelve new

subscribers from this city. This makes

us appreciate more than ever the loyalty

of our own supporters.

We wish also to thank our ministers

and contributors for the willing assist-

ance they have given. A subscriber who

has taken the paper from the beginning

sends us word that the last number was

the very best yet issued. We hope, with

the continued assistance of those whom
we call upon, to make that true of many
a number to come.

We need not remind our friends who

have not yet acted that the task is not

yet done—only well begun; and we ask

especially that our ministers will remem-

ber our request for certain lists of names,

and thai they with the Alliances will

make sure that a regular correspondent

is appointed from every church.
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Senator Beveridge is reported as hav-

ing said some time since that "we are

in a renaissance of the Decalogue in

American commerce. '

' That renaissance

has not yet spent itself, we are glad to

believe: but parallel with it, and asso-

ciated with it, is another renaissance of

the Decalogue in municipal government.

The recent election in San Francisco is

only one evidence of it, though more

impressive to us on the Pacific Coast

because so close to us. Time was when

the Decalogue was a new thing, a great

innovation, perhaps considered a piece

of dangerously radical legislation. Cus-

tom at length made it commonplace. It

was assumed that every decent man kept

the Ten Commandments; and he could

make very scant claim for himself who

could claim no more than that. Atten-

tion and effort were concentrated on

higher aims,-—not the bare decencies and

respectabilities of character, but the posi-

tive virtues and the finer graces. And
then, curiously enough, ensued a stage

when the Decalogue got left behind and

forgotten, as though, instead of being the

foundation-stone of moral attainment, it

had at last become obsolete. Only the

other evening we listened to a man who

has rendered conspicuous services in the

purification of our metropolis speak, with

ail the heartiness of an old Hebrew

prophet, of men considered eminently

respectable who had developed what he

called the "corporation conscience," and

who supported in the business of their

corporations methods and actions that

they would never have dreamed of em-

ploying in their private business. But

when the Decalogue is fully rediscovered,

it will throw its lime-light on all trans-

actions, public and private, associated

and individual. We take courage from

the many signs now to be seen that this

rediscovery is in progress in so many
quarters. There has not for long been

a time when the pulpit had so much

encouragement or so much call to preach

not only the gospel, but also the law

and the prophets. E. E. W.

It is interesting to hear an earnest

Evangelical brother declare that what-

ever reality there is in Unitarianism

seems to him but a pale reflection of his

own position. Undoubtedly this is be-

cause he feels the need of a religion and

a theology visualized in a concrete plan

of redemption. After all, do not most

of us desire concreteness ? As Unita-

rians it is to be hoped that we no longer

hold that the polemic against orthodoxy

is necessary. We have enough to do in

presenting a definite message to those

who already have renounced the old, and

who long for the new in a way they

scarcely comprehend or will admit. It

is for the Unitarian to give all these a

gospel; and it must be a concrete gospel,

as filled with personal appeal in stating

the relations between God and man as is

the theory of redemption through Jesus.

Undoubtedly many of us realize this

need. Then let us ask, as minister or as

layman. "What positive message of real-

ity in life have I to offer, which will

make God real, as in the familiar story

of the evangelist?" At once the answer

is forthcoming that we have no finality

in any system. But we are to be guide-

boards, giving directions upon the high-

way of religious evolution, and ;it le;ist

let this be done explicitly. Let the pio-

neer who takes the highway of Unitarian-

ism have all possible assistance in his

onward and upward climb. It should

not be required that he spend time ex-

ploring, where fairly accurate maps have

already been made. The reality of Uni-

tarianism is measured by the ability of

minister or layman to give our great

affirmations, in which life itself is dis-

cerned as religion, and the essence of

religion is found in character, while
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gaining the deepesl emotions of the heart

with the progress of science. It is not

diffused goodness, or an abstrad God,

lml ;i concrete goodness and a personal

God; thai is to be preached and lived.

By concrete g Iness the fruits of the

tree are apparent, and when the word

"personal" is used in connection with

Deity, it does no1 oecessarily mean an-

thropomorphism. We speak' of abstrad

love, abstrad justice, and the like, and

apply the terms to (Jed; hul it is impos-

sible for us to think of these terms aside

from personality. Until the Unitarian

realizes and preaches the larger con-

sciousness of the universe as a personal

consciousness, and is filled with the fire

and zeal of this convicl ion. there will

not be present a reality which will make

the evangelical attitude itself seem like

a reflection, however unethical and un-

scientific that attitude may be demon-

strated to be. The gospel of Jesus

Christ and him crucified will give way
to the larger and more blessed gospel of

the living God and him glorified, only

when God becomes such a fact in our

daily lives that it is not a question with

US how his gospel shall he preached, but

that we shall hold that woe is unto ns if

we do not preach it. because we are so

tilled with its reality. F. A. W.

The municipal election held in San
Francisco on November 5th was dis-

tinctly encouraging to those who hold

to their faith in democratic principles

in spite of frequent jolts. It demon-
strated the essentia] soundness of the

purpose and the judgment of- the ma-

jority of the people when amused.

Never was there a campaign that ap-

pealed less to surface popularity, or that

was conducted on a higher level of pure

patriotism. It was distinctly the tri-

umph of an issue. ;ind not id' a set of

candidates.

San PrancisCO was on trial, and the

World awaited the verdict. She had

aroused a large variety of emotions in a

comparatively short time. Pity ami

heartfelt sympathy were quickly suc-

ceeded by distrust, and then by amazed

horror a1 the revelations of corruption

and depravity. But when contempl

seemed imminent surprise came, for a

vigorous prosecution forced confessions,

and finally convictions, and the World

was obliged to take notice that in San

Francisco no man was superior to the

law. Even a mayor who had been a pop-

ular idol was convicted by a jury and

forced from office. Then came a mosl ex-

traordinary induction of a good adminis-

tration through a had. Confessed bribe-

takers elected as mayor a man of high

character, who was wholly surprised by

his selection. He accepted the office as

a duty to the city he loved, and selected

sixteen men whom he knew and trusted

to supplant the men who had elected

him. They, in turn, and in the same

spirit, accepted the privilege to serve the

city, and in two months had firmly

grasped the situation and begun vigor-

ous work for the city's upbuilding.

Then came the nominating conven-

tions. Effort to unite on one ticket with

"good government," the one acknowl-

edged issue, failed. The Labor Union

partj wished to redeem its had record.

The Republican convention developed

unreconcilable differences, and when a

separate nomination was forced through

a strong minority, protested and gave

notice that it would not he hound by the

action of the convention. For once the

people showed so plainly that they

wanted the good work begun by Dr.

Taylor and his appointees continued that

the politicians gave way. The Demo-

cratic convention and the Good Govern-

ment League named the same men. se-

lecting the strongest candidates ever

nominated for the city offices, including
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half of the present Board of Supervisors,

being all that felt able to continue

service.

The campaign was clean and dignified.

Little money was spent. The only ap-

peal was to civic honesty. It was sim-

ply a question of ratification or rejec-

tion of what had been accomplished for

the uplifting of San Francisco. The

city had been redeemed. It was for the

voters to determine if she should stay

redeemed, or be handed over to untried

men representing class control or party

supremacy. By an overwhelming ma-

jority they declared for the issue of

citizenship above partisanship. The re-

sult is especially gratifying in that it was

brought about by the common effort of

the independent voters of all parties, the

laboringmen forsaking their party nom-

inee to support a man who by his manly

earnestness and evident sincerity had

won their confidence and trust.

It is much to have regained our own

self-respect and the good opinion of the

world. It is now our task to justify the

hopes of our friends and to show that

we are capable of demanding and com-

pelling a just, honest, and efficient ad-

ministration of municipal affairs.

The financial stringency has spared

few in compelling recognition. Its

causes are apparently sufficiently nu-

merous to justify the declaration that

"Our name is legion." But back of all

the technical explanation of bankers and

professors of political economy rests a

very obvious background on which he

who has eyes to see may read: Im-

moral Finance. Wrong-doing is sure

to reap its due harvest. It may be slow

in ripening, but it is exceeding sure.

When moral considerations are ignored,

and any methods that promise success

are followed blindly, the day of reck-

oning must come. The more prosperous

a community, the greater the induce-

ment to finance that is the devil's own.

Stealing is successful, but it is not safe.

When some things come home to roost

they roost heavily, and something

breaks.

None are so blind as they who will

not see. The most aggravated form of

blindness in the present emergency is

found in those who rest the responsi-

bility on President Roosevelt. That a

courageous man who attempts to stop

a runaway team should be blamed for

the runaway would be less unjust. One

would never think of placing the re-

sponsibility of a fire on the firemen who
turned a hose on the flames. There

have been premonitions that ought to

have been recognized at their full value,

but, as in the days of the flood, we have

gone on confidently fatuous.

Now that the clouds have burst and

we are hunting for arks, we can see

that bawson was not so big a fool as

he sometimes seemed, and that frenzied

finance was a widely ramified disease.

There are no doubt other contributing

causes. We need a better banking sys-

tem, and must not carry so much canvas

when the weather is uncertain; but no

precaution will avail unless common
honesty is the foundation on which all

monetary transactions rest.

However much it may interfere with

business, the law must hold to strict

accountability, and robbery of all kinds

must be subjected to the severest pen-

alty. Things cannot go on as they have.

Some change is sure to come. It is for

the money powers to submit to such

regulation as shall confine their opera-

tion to legitimate ends and reasonable

returns, or to take consequences that

cannot be foreseen, but will surely ex-

ceed in severity any existing or imme-

diately threatened conditions.

C. A. M.
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flotrs.

Rev. Maxwell Savage preached the

Thanksgiving sermon al the union serv-

ices in the Methodisl Church al Redlands
this year.

Rev. Saiehiro Kamla. secretary of the

Japanese Unitarian Association at To-
kyo, spent a IVw days in San Francisco

(it route from the International Council

meetings in Boston to his home in Japan,
and renewed his acquaintance with

friends of other days in the First

Church.

Ministers as well as lawyers differ.

If proof were needed it is supplied by
their varied comments on the position

of President Roosevell on the removal
of the motto "In (Jod We Trust" from
the coinage. Among those who feel that

the President h;is the best of the argu-

ment is Rev. AVm. Rader, Congregation-

alism temporarily tilling the pulpit of

Calvary Presbyterian Church.

The Unitarian Club of Alameda cele-

brated its anniversary by a largely at-

tended ladies' night on November 13th.

The evening was devoted to music fur-

nished by the Minette String (Quartet,

assisted by Mrs. M. E. Blanchard, vo-

calist, all of which was exceptionally
pleasing.

Several hundred guests attended the

reception given on the evening of No-
vember 5th at the Unitarian church,

Berkeley, in honor of Rev. and Mrs.
John Howland Lathrop. The church
parlor was handsomely decorated with
quantities of madrone berries, outlining
alcoves and doorways, and huge baskets
of ferns suspended from the low ceiling.

A generous variety of delicious refresh-

ments were dispensed with a liberal

hand by the Women's Auxiliary, under
whose auspices the reception was given,
and a spirit of even more than the usual
hospitality and g 1 fellowship pre-
vailed among the guests. The pastor
and his bride certainly had ample proof
of the high esteem ill which they are
held by the members of the congrega-
tion, as well as by the outside friends
who were present, and all sorts of good
wishes were extended for their future
happiness.

Among the many encouraging re-

sponses to the frank statement of the

financial needs id' the Pacific Unitarian
one of the most significant is a letter

from .Mr. Thomas Pascoe, of bos Ange-

les, sending an advertisemenl for the

Premont Hotel. We wish to commend
Mv. Pascoe for his approval, and also by

commending Ins hotel to do all in our
power to render some return. Every
good Unitarian who visits Los Angeles

ought to feel obligated to try the Fre-

mont. If he does, he will be very apt

to become a regular pal ron.

Tin 1 Berkeley Unitarian Club held an

enjoyable ladies' night on November
loth. The speakers of the evening were
Mrs. J. W. Orr, president of the Cali-

fornia Club, and Dr. Jessica Peixotto, of

the department of sociology al the uni-

versity. Mrs. Orr dealt with the condi-

tions of the working-girl in San Fran-

cisco and of her especial needs at the

present time. Dr. Peixotto's subject

dealt with various remedies for the con-

ditions as set forth by Mrs. Orr. She

made a strong plea for tin 1 raising of

the general standard of morality for

girlhood and young womanhood. Fol-

lowing the speeches was a general in-

formal discussion along the same lines.

Music for the evening was furnished by
an orchest ra.

In the town of Visalia a careful can-

vass recently disclosed the fact that on

the main street of the town there was
not a single merchant who belonged to

any religious organization. Neither do

any of their clerks attend any church.

Only one lawyer and one doctor in the

town attend divine services. Not a

single county official attends except nit-

on rare occasions, and no newspaper
man seeks inspiration at the church
service. .Manx- of these men contribute

to the support of churches, but leave

their wives to do the church-going.
There is something suggestive of mis-

fortune in such frank paganism. There
must be something wrong with the men
or with the churches, or with both.

Men need spiritual help. They may
not lie convinced of it. or they may not

find what they know they need. Either
fact is to be deplored. Visalia. it is

to be feared, is not exceptional ill its

habits.

The women of Pomona held a rum-
mage sale on November ltth and loth.
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The Woman's Alliance, under whose

auspices the sale was held, is in the

habit of succeeding in its efforts, and

the usual clearing-house exchange of ar-

ticles galvanized into a pleasantly fic-

titious value probably resulted to the

advantage and profit of all concerned.

The board of trustees of the First

Unitarian Church of Seattle has ex-

tended a call to the Rev. J. D. O.

Powers, of Sioux City, Iowa, to become
the pastor of the church. Mr. Powers,

who left Seattle for Iowa after preach-

ing three sermons before the congrega-

tion, gave assurances to the trustees

that he would accept a call if the church

should ask him to become its pastor.

He will remain with his present charge

in Sioux City until the close of the

year, and is expected to reach Seattle

in time to preach on the first Sunday
in January. The trustees extended the

call to Mr. Powers only after the mem-
bers had given a written expression of

their desire to invite him to accept the

pastorate. Mr. Powers is thirty-nine

years of age, is married, and has two
daughters, aged seven and five years.

He has been in charge of the Unitarian
church at Sioux City, Iowa, for the past

six years, previous to which he was the

pastor of the Unitarian church in Ken-
nebunk, Maine. He is a graduate of

the Unitarian Theological Seminary at

Meadville, Pennsylvania. Until his 'ar-

rival the Unitarian pulpit will be filled

by various supply preachers.

Rev. Burt Estes Howard, formerly a

professor in the economics department
;i1 Stanford, and now a well-known Uni-
tarian minister in Los Angeles, was the

special preacher at the chapel of Stan-

ford University on November 10th. He
took as his text the words of Christ to

his disciples when he told them to "love
all men," and dwelt upon the simplicity

of 1 1 lis rule of life. Rev. Mr. Howard
said that the fault of modern religion

was that the different creeds and forms
of worship were unnecessarily elaborate

and that we should return to the simple

teachings of Christ, and that brotherly
love was the true secret of Christianity,

lie said Unit no creed was necessary and
thai all we needed to load a true Chris-

tian life was the simple instructions of

Christ as given to his disciples.

A pleasant social function marked the

opening of the season of the Stud}' Class

of the Women's Auxiliary of Santa
Barbara at Unity Hall on November 1st.

About forty members gathered and
luncheon was served at tables, which
were beautified with autumn leaves in

blending tints. After luncheon and at

the close of the social hour the study
of the afternoon was taken up, "Cur-
rent Events" being the subject.

The Palo Alto church celebrated its

second anniversary by a supper at Fra-
ternity Hall on November 14th. The
large l>an<piet-room, with its high wain-
scoting of burnt wood, was prettily dec-

orated with smilax and red pepper-
berries and autumn leaves, and the

tables with chrysanthemums and
greens. After a brief informal reception

supper was served. The after-dinner

speaking was in charge of Professor
H. D. Gray, president of the board of

trustees, who acted as toastmaster. En-
couraging and happy reports were made
by Professor E. W. Martin, treasurer of

the church. Mrs. Emily S. Karns, pres-

ident of the Woman's Alliance, and
Miss Adele Meyer, of the Sunday-school
and Unity Club. Rev. S. B. Snow, the
minister, spoke briefly of his year with
the church, and Professor M. B. Ander-
son, president of the first board of trus-

tees, spoke of the early days. Professor
Ewald Flugel spoke in conclusion con-

cerning the future of the church.

Rev. George W. Stone, after a de-

lightful visit at Kansas City and a con-

siderable stay at Detroit, has passed
on to Wilmington, Delaware, to visit an-

other son, and will then complete the

parental triangle at Boston. He has
been welcomed to several pulpits, and
in Detroit was obliged to yield to an
urgent appeal for publication of his dis-

course on "The Moral Awakening."
The minister of the church, in return

for services rendered, initiated the stal-

wart visitor into the delights and exhil-

irations of golf, and if he keeps on he
may yet be challenged by the other

bishop, who is reported to have been
a match for the militant President. The
blandishments of the jealous East do
not seem to have turned the head of our
associate. He is still sufficiently sane

to think California is the place to live.
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"William G. Eliot, Jr., pastor of the

First Unitarian Church of Portland,

Oregon, addressed the Unitarian Alli-

ance on November 6th, on the topic,

"Cambridge, Past and Present." Mr.
Eliol has just returned from a trip East,

where he attended the International

Congress of Liberal Religion recently

held in Boston.

The llihhirl Journal, the fine English

quarterly devoted to religion, theology,

did philosophy, is handled in America
by Sherman, French & Company at 6

Beacon Street, Boston, to whom sub-

scriptions should be sent. The invest-

ment <>f $2.50 a year will give any min-

ister the latest and best thought on the

greal topics to which his life is devoted.

The monthly meeting of the Bay
clergy was held at the Hotel Yendome,
San Jose, on November 11th. The sub-

ject assigned for discussion was "Work
omong the Children and Young Peo-

ple." The ministers present were Rev.

Bradford Leavitt, Rev. Clarence Reed.

Rev. .John I lowland Lathrop, Rev. Syd-
ney B. Snow. Rev. Frederick L. Hosmer,
and the host, Rev. J. A. Cruzan.

The Santa Ana church held a success-

ful bazaar and supper on November
15th. The best of good feeling pre-

vailed and a clean $100 was turned into

the church treasury.

Professor W. W. Lovejoy, whose ad-

mission to the Unitarian fellowship is

chronicled elsewhere in this number,
publishes in a recent number of The Pa-
cific "A Statement" explaining why he
has felt impelled to make the change.
The statement is in the kindliest spirit,

and the transfer is made, as it ought
always to be, in either direction, without
bitterness or reproaches on either side.

Dr. Lovejoy is still held by. his late

brethren, and holds them, in the most
affectionate regard.

Rev. J. D. O. Powers, in his sermon
at Seattle on November .'!d. urged that

Unitarians should take on missionary
enterprise and tell the world what it'

stands for. The church is too exclusive

and had refrained from stating its be-

liefs to any except those who sought
the information. It should enlarge its

influence by going among the people

and making known its purpose. He said

that human salvation depends more on
human endeavor than vicarious sacri-

fice. and thai it is what a man is and
does that is of importance rather than
what he believes. He said in this mes-
sage Unitarianism could do a great
service to humanity and recommended
that a more democratic attitude be

taken in presenting it. .

The Salt Lake Herald of November
11th reports at considerable Length a
sermon by Rev. W. T. Brown on the
previous Sunday. His subject was "The
Moral Significance of Jesus to Ortho-
doxy and Liberalism." The concluding
passage expresses its fine tone: "By
the life and deeds of every heroic soul

whom the conscience ol the world to-

day hails as a man of religion, by Hie

unvarying moral, sense of those men
who are known as the founders of re-

ligions, by the career and experience of
*Jesus and of every soul in history who
has borne a moral resemblance to him.
religion is the resolute and heroic insur-
rection against the stifling air of ma-
terialism, is the struggle of men. be
they few or many, be their creed whal
it may, for the translation of moral
ideals into social institutions, for the
overthrow of injustice, be it political

or economic, and the building righl here
on earth of a social order which shall

not affront everv noblesl instinel of the
soul."

It will be good news to the reader- of
the Pacific Unitarian that two of our
best known New England ministers are
to visit the Pacific Coast within
the months soon to come, as lec-

turers on the Billings Foundation.
First will be our old friend. Rev. C.

W. Wendte, who will come in Jan-
uary, probably coming to the South,
and then working northward. He will

have a cordial welcome everywhere, and
our churches are advised to correspond
with him in order to secure dates for

his lectures. In April will come Rev.

A. P. Reccord, minister of the church
at Springfield, Mass. Mv. Reccord is

one of the most active of our younger
ministers, with experience to his credit

in the churches ;it Cambridgeporl and
Springfield, M;iss.. and Newport. R. I.

He has won distinguished success in his
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Sunday-school work, and many of our

churches will doubtless be glad of the

inspiration he can give them in this

important branch of their work. We
hope Mrs. Reccord will accompany him.

She arrived in San Francisco on a pre-

vious journey on the evening of the

17th of April. 1906, and deserves to

have the impressions then made upon
her effaced by more agreeable ones.

To our ministers. Sunday-school teach-

ers, and others interested in the study

of the life of Jesus from the modern
point of view, we wish to recommend a

capital new book. Wernle's "Sources of

Our Knowledge of the Life of Jesus."'

It is by one of the ablest of the younger
German scholars, who writes with ad-

mirable clearness, and in the most inter-

esting way. It will shed a flood of light

upon the meaning and value of the first

three Gospels, and upon the way in

which they may be used as authorities.

In the same breath we ought also to

recommend Warschauer's "Problem of

the Fourth Gospel." which will make
it clear as day why the Gospel of John,

inspiring as it is, when considered as a

book of devotional use. cannot be taken

as a trustworthy authority for the life

or teaching of Jesus. Both books are

to he had from the Pierce Library.

The Pacific Unitarian School for the

Ministry is growing. A new student has

just entered in the person of Rev. E. J.

Kimball, until recently minister of the

Congregational Church at Laurel. Mon-
tana. He is available for pulpit supplies

in the vicinity, and it is not unlikely that

he will soon undertake a new church

movement at no great distance from
Berkeley. lie has been successful in

pioneering work before. Another new
student will enter the school at the begin-

ning of the new year, coming from the

Meadville Theological School.

Rev. W. C. Gannett, of Rochester. N.

Y.. who has a peculiar genius for pre-

paring Sunday-school text-hooks, and for

furnishing them with illuminating and
suggestive questions, has just published

a "Wicket-Gate to the Bible," which is

designed to help scholars or teachers to

understand the background of the Bible

in geography, history, religion, and the

Higher Criticism. II is accompanied by
two charts, one showing in tabular form

the dates of the several books, parallel

with the course of Jewish history, while

the other shows in pictorial form a book-

case with the several books of the Bible

arranged on shelves in it according to

date. The charts are suitable for fram-

ing and hanging on a Sunday-school
Avail, and give one at a glance a clearer

idea of how the Bible grew than many
pages of text would give.

Rev. William Day Simoncls, minister

of the First Unitarian Church of Oak-
land, has commenced a series of Sun-
day-evening discourses on the general
theme, "Lovers of Liberty and Soldiers

of Progress." The first of the series

was delivered on November 10th. on
"Civilization's Debt to Martin Lu-
ther." Following is the complete list:

Nov. 17—"Prophet and Martyr of Free-

dom—Giordano Bruno"; Nov. 21—

-

"Herald of a New Era—Voltaire";
Dec. 1—Musical service under the di-

rection of D. P. Hughes; Dec. 8—"A
Soldier in the Pulpit—Theodore Park-
er"; Dec. 15—"The Century of Charles
Darwin"; Dec. 22—"An Inspired Icon-

oclast—Robert Ingersoll. " Director
Hughes will give a concluding musical
service December 29th. Rev. Mr. Si-

monds announced that this course of

lectures would trace the progress of

the world for the last four hundred
years toward "freedom and truth."
The discourses are in popular vein, in-

tended to reach the people. Music of

high quality has been programmed for

these evening meetings.

* 4> £

Rev. Wallace William Lovejoy. of

the Congregational-Trinitarian ministry,

having satisfied the Committee on Fel-

lowship for the Pacific States, is here-

by commended to our ministers and
(dm relies. In accordance with tin 1 vote

of the National Conference, at the ex-

piration of six months from the date of

his acceptance (November 1. 1907) by
the Pacific States Committee, he will be
received into full fellowship, unless

meanwhile the Executive Committee
shall take adverse action.

Earl M. Wilbur.
Thomas L. Eliot,

Benjamin A. Goodridge,
Committee.
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ContribtttrD.

Christmas Thoughts.
By KV\

. < teorge W. Puller.

"Glory to (iod in the highest,

And on cart h peace among men. '

'

Rabbi Hirsch says that peace is what
was not established by the coming of

Jesus. But it was not tin 4 fault of

Jesus, as the good rabbi would agree.

It was the fault of that type of Chris-

tianity which authorized the chapter-
heading of the second I'salui, where the

psalmist says of the heathen, "Thou
shalt break them with a rod of iron,"

and the chapter-heading tolls us that

this refers to the kingdom of Christ!

No; "that ye Love one another," was
the "new commandment" of Jesus, and
in his gospel, to quote a better psalm,

"Mercy and truth are met together;

righteousness and peace have kissed each
other."

Men had some religion before they had
much friendliness. They first knew each

other as enemies, and God also they first

knew as an enemy. Their capacity for

kindliness awaited development by social

contact, and pure religion awaited the

pure heart. The early religion was con-

fined to a sense of superior powers and
the idea of existence after death. Men
had no solid ground for religion till they

go1 kindliness. Religion normally begins

in love and not in fear; and kindliness

is inseparable from any religious experi-

ence worthy of the name. He that says

he is in the light and hates his brother
is really in the dark; he that loves his

brother is already in the light.

'
' So many Gods,
So many creeds,

So many paths that wind and wind,
But just the art of being kind
Js all the sad world needs."

It was not likely that a new ritual,

another Law, would bring peace on
earth. The ceremonies of the church of

Chrisl were cleaner than most of the
rites they supplanted; but as ceremonial
religion they were open to the old crit-

icisms of psalmist and prophet.

"To obey is better than sacrifice."

"The Lord accepteth not the sacrifices of
sinners,

"But juclgeth every man according to his

works.'

'

"The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit."

"J desire merry and not sacrifice."

"Let justice roll down as waters, and right-
eousness as a mighty stream."
" Is not this the fast that I have chosen:
"To loose the bands of wickedness,
"To undo the heavy burdens,
"And to let the oppressed go tree,

"And that ye break every yoke?"

The Old Testament is full of these

pre-Christian statements of "the Jesus
way. '

'

When ritual is magnified, the many
are sure' to L'orgel that it is only a means
to an end,—that the object of it all is

finer life, character. The great test of
a man's vision of religion is whether he
is able to recognize the beautiful life

when it comes to him as the product of
some system other than his own. It was
difficult for some Of Wesley's followers

to understand why he should publish the
life of a Unitarian as an example of
Christian character.

When right belief is magnified the
many are likely to forget that there is

something more essential. Beliefs are
important, and we live by them. But
intellectual experience is complicated,
and there is a tolerable range within
reason.

We have serious fault to find with a
man's beliefs only when they make him
gloomy and cruel. The protest of Uni-
tarians and Universal ists has been
largely and primarily a moral revolt.

—

a dissent from beliefs which make God
inferior, morally, to some of his creat-
ures; which cast doubt on the cash-value
of human character, and promote bad
feeling among men.
The beliefs, and particularly the prin-

ciples, which we substitute for the old
creeds and the old idea of authority are
cherished by us not only because of a
conviction that they are true, but also

because we see that they are most Likely

to open up a larger life and to promote
good-will among men.
Our most radical belief is our belief in

character. We believe that character is

the thing which oives final meaning to

the universe. There is nothing beyond
it. as ought be implied in the phrase
"Salvation by character," no ulterior in-

terest in seeking it. Perfect character
is (iod. That is what Emerson meant
when he referred to those who spoke
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slurringly of ''mere morality/' arid

added that it was Like saying'. "Poor
God! with no one to help him!"
The teaching of Jesus contains all the

necessary correctives for externalism and
orthodoxy.—two dangers that threaten

every society organized for religious

purposes,—and likewise correctives for

that mysticism which Jesus himself per-

mits.

To withdraw and attend to the devel-

opment of your own soul involves loss of

interest in social matters and diminished

attention to the details of conduct. This

is often acknowledged by the mystic and

accepted as a necessary evil.—or, rather,

as no evil at all. hut wholly negligible in

view of the business in hand, the devel-

opment of a soul. It is, however, cer-

tain that the supreme expression of

religion is love, and the immediate de-

mand of society upon us is for love.

Our obligation, according to Jesus, is

primarily to society, from which we can-

not detach ourselves for any purpose

whatever. And until this obligation is

satisfied, we must not presume to wor-

ship. Under the circumstances of our

common lot, continuous spiritual preoc-

eupation is bound to rob somebody.

Of course the "moral holiday" is

clearly permissible and necessary. We
cannot always stand the strain of the

firing-line. We need the holiday to

make us more efficient in the long run.

And we need the holy-day of private

religion, too.—the self-communion and
self-realization. It was valued by Jesus

and provided for in his teaching. It was

also limited there, and kept within its

usefulness. There is no way of rising

superior to the common life and its de-

mands, no dignity that excuses us.

Amelioration of the conditions under

which we live together is the prime in-

teresl of pure Christianity.—raising the

tone of the whole. Peace and good-will!

Whatever the historicity of the nativity

hymn, no introduction to the religion of

Jesus could be more appropriate.

* * *

By desiring what is perfectly good,

even when we don"t quite know what it

is and cannot do what we would, we are

part of the power against evil—widening
the skirts of light, and making the strug-

gle with darkness narrower.

"Depth As Well As Breadth.'
1

By Eev. J. A. Cruzan.

Too many liberal Christians, compelled
by the facts of science to give up their

old beliefs, turn their backs on the old

faith and stop there. They "are off

with the old.
'

' but have not wrought out
for themselves a new faith. No longer
able to accept the old theology, they be-

lieve nothing, and imagine because they
believe nothing they are liberal. To all

such persons Dr. Hunter, of Glasgow, in

his able sermon before the recent Liberal
Congress in Boston, had a much-needed
message. The sturdy Scotchman empha-
sized the fact that depth as well as

breadth is needed in religion.

It is the taproot that strikes its way
straight down many feet into the earth

which enables the tree to withstand the

storm. It is the truths a man has made
his own, not the errors he rejects, which
make a strong, self-reliant manhood
possible.

There are few greater fallacies than
that embodied in the saying, "It makes
no difference what a man believes if he
only lives right." No one really believes

that. If all men. or even a majority,

held and acted on that principle it would
mean intellectual and moral anarchy.

What men believe is the most important
of all things. The entire structure of

civilization is based on men's beliefs.

"As a man thinketh in his heart so is

he." As the community, the city, the

State, the Nation think, so will these be.

The difference between the Anglo-Saxon
and the Turk, between an Abraham Lin-

coln and a John Wilkes Booth, between
the honest citizen and the grafter, is a

difference in belief.

So. also, it makes a vast difference in

religion what a man believes. Take the

idea of God: Is he the egotistical mon-
ster of Calvinism, who saves the few
elect and damns the great mass of his

children in an endless hell "for his own
glory,"—or is he the loving Father of

all his children? Take the idea of man:
Is he a fallen, lost being, depraved in

his nature, lying helpless under the curse

of an angry God,—or is he the crown of

creation, having struggled, with God's
help, out of animalism and savagery, and
become a good God? Is man a poor,

helpless worm of the dust, with all the
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forces of Nature againsi him,—or is the

universe on his side.' Will i1 make no

difference what a man believes? Will

riot his belief change his whole alt it iide

toward < tod and life .'

The power of belief lias a very prac-

tical application. 1 1 one believes he is

ill. even though it is only hallucination,

"an error of mortal mind," if he holds

that thought intensely and continuously,

his body will yield and become diseased.

< )n the contrary, when the disease is real,

if the mind assumes an attitude of

health, that will be worth more than

drugs. Under that stimulus all the

forces of the body will pally and battle

against the disease. The doctor will get

the credit and the fee, bu1 Nature will

have wrought the cure.

Positive beliefs are the soul's recogni-

tion of the great eternal realities. It is

as impossible to build manhood without

a solid foundation as it is to build a

house. Character must rest down on

greal truths and principles. There must
be depth as well as breadth.

* * *

Lack of Aggressiveness.

By Rev. Paul S. Bandy.

A .Methodist minister informed me the

other day that there is in Boston a

Methodist mission maintained by money
given by individual Unitarians. Asking
why this was the case, he replied that

ministers in the Unitarian fellowship

could not he found having the sort of

aggressiveness to carry on successfully

the character of work that presented it-

self in that part of the city of Boston.

I am not able to verify the statement

made by the .Methodist' minister, hut it

reveals the estimate thai other churches

and observers a1 Large place upon the

Unitarian Church as an aggressive fac-

tor in society.

There is among our thinkers and
writers a vast amoiinl of aggressiveness,

but the result of all this thinking and
writing does not find its way out into a

very Large public, out into the various

avenues of life. There seems to be a

lixed method of procedure, and the

ability to break into this fixed course

of action seems to be an exceedingly

difficull task.

The Unitarian Church has every fac-

ulty with which to do an aggressive

work-. So far as machinery is con-

cerned, we have it in a highly perfected

form. Beading-matter lies most abun-

dantly upon the distributing tables in our
church entrances, and to some exlent it

is carried away and read, but not by a

\cvy Large number of people. And why
are there not a larger number of read-

ers? Simply because a Larger number
of people have not had their minds in-

cited to that end. The people that we
would reach have not been prepared to

read. Their interest has not been
aroused, and people will not read unless

some ground of interest has first been
excited, and the lacking quality cannot

be produced without the human, the in-

dividual touch. The minister, the speak-

ing man, is the one to arouse, to excite

the minds of the masses to an investiga-

tion of our position.

Our church is not alone in this lack

of aggressiveness. The minister quoted

at the beginning of this article criticised

his own church severely for losing the

very essential thing he thought he saw
lacking in the Unitarian Church.

The" need of an aggressive spirit is felt

in all churches. No less a personage

than the Bishop of London during his

late visit in this country urged upon the

clergy a more diversified and direct ap-

proach to men than the stated church

services furnish ; and himself set the

example by preaching on the street.

We have fallen into the rut of the

good old times, when the minister regu-

larly and faithfully broke the bread of

life to the people and left the results to

God. The modern speaking one may not

express his lack of aggressiveness in the

same way, but his actions look very Tike

his brother of old.

Some may not Like the word "mix."
It does not matter: we must mix with

men everywhere, on the street, in the

office, on the car and boat, not simply

to talk nicely along current lines, but

to incite them with interest along the

lines of higher thought and action. We
have become overanxious about the

future life, and some would turn the

church into a Psychic Research Club and
others into something else equally as

impossible, unmindful of the ureal mass

of men and women drifting upon the

sea of Life wilhout chart i^v compass.
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Death of Mrs. Harriet Shepard.

In Kedlands, November 10th. very
suddenly. Mrs. Harriet Shepard, presi-

dent of our Alliance, passed to a fuller

life. "In the passing of Mrs. Shepard a

great power has gone from the higher

life of Southern California. To Unity
Church she was an inspiration and a

faithful helper. Her activities continued

to the last hour on earth, and included

the Day Nursery, the Needlework Guild,

the Humane Society, the Associated

Charities, and civic betterment in gen-

eral, but always having time for personal

helpfulness. No one was more ready to

listen to individual appeals."

To the Alliance our loss is beyond
reckoning. We are at present rallying

our forces to carry out plans for the year
which Mrs. Shepard had already pre-

pared for u>.

Many of us perhaps will try to apply
to our lives the courageous lines of Char-
lotte P. Stetson, which Mrs. Shepard
often quoted as her rule of living :

—

'

' To keep my health

!

To do mv work!
To live!

To see to it I grow and gain and give!

Never to look behind me for an hour;

To wait in weakness and to walk in power!
But always fronting onward to the light;

Always and always facing toward the right;

Eobbed. starved, defeated, fallen, wide astray,

On. with what strength I have!

Back to the wav !

'

'

F. J. H.
* £ g

£Dmts;

The Unitarian Club.

On the evening of November 25th the

Unitarian Club enjoyed its seventy-

eighth dinner in the beautiful white-

and-gold room of the Fairmont Hotel.

About one hundred and fifty members
and guests were present. The subject

under discussion was "The Financial

Stringency," and the interest was
marked. The participants were special-

ists, three being college professors of

economics or finance, and one a banker
of intelligence and ideas. Previous to

the addresses the annual election of of-

ficers took place. The nominating com-
mittee, consisting of the ex-presidents of

the Club, reported in favor of continuing

the present officers and Council. It has

become the almost uniform practice to

give two successive terms (and no more)
to each administration. The report was
unanimously adopted, and the subject

of the evening was attacked with no
delay for speeches of acceptance. Presi-

dent Wheelan alluded to the habit of

financial pinches to come in the autumn,
usually just before Thanksgiving, and
wondered what connection there was
in it.

He opened the question well, and in-

troduced as the first speaker Professor

A. C. Miller, of the University of Cali-

fornia, who made an interesting and in-

structive address of considerable length

on "'Financial Crises in the Past"' that

was listened to with close attention. He
rapidly reviewed the periodical panics

of the nineteenth century, and glanced

at earlier instances reaching as far as

the South Sea bubble. From his review
it was plain that investors to-day had
grown less credulous, since instances

were cited where the English public sub-

scribed freely to corporations whose
objects and character were to be sub-

sequently announced. He showed that

while ten years was the general inter-

vening period, we had latterly length-

ened the time. He analyzed the unex-
ampled era of prosperity possibly now
ending, showing the great industrial de-

velopment, the growth of railroads, the

enormous expansion of capitalization,

and increase of stock valuations, cul-

minating in the recent explosion. With-
out question the immediate cause of the

present stringency was the stock

market. Whether it foreshadows a

general period of business depression.

and was a symptom rather than a cause,

was not easy to determine. Without
doubt periods of stringency are sure to

recur. They are natural results, and
when they come banks are sure to suffer,

and conditions are aggravated when by
reason of unwise management or defec-

tive currency laws they are found un-
equal to the strain. So far as we can
locate responsibility, it seems to rest

with the banks.

The regular recurrence of periods of

depression has caused much speculation

as to possible causes, aside from the

nature of man. Spots in the sun have
even been considered a possible cause.

John Mill formulated a cvcle resting on
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the results of man's natural activities.

Beginning at quiescence, there was re-

covery, improvement, prosperity, extrav-

agance, speculation, greater and greater

expansion, then a break and back to

quiescence. There seems to be something
in the very, nature of modern industry

that involves tlie necessity of a rupture.
There is a strong analogy between earth-

quake phenomena and financial explo-

sions. Constantly increasing pressure

finally results in rupture. Then there

is relief, readjustment, and a period of

quiescence. We ought not to regard a

period of stringency as anything unusu-
al. It is as certain as that individual

greed for gain is sure to overreach it-

self. The interesting question is not
whether we should have crises or not,

but whether we can in some measure
control them or mitigate the awful con-

sequences. The agricultural interests

of the country are enormous, and it re-

quires much money to move the crops.

Short money usually occurs in the fall.

The yield this year is somewhat light,

but prices are high, and it will take as

much or more than ever to move the

crops. The difficulty is aggravated by
the fear of panic. Hanks are supposed
to keep an adequate reserve, usually at

leasl thirty-five per cent in the city

and fifteen per cent in the country. But
under the law money deposited in city

banks is counted as on hand, and the

city banks are allowed to count as part
of their reserve money on deposit in

the greal centers, so that the actual

reserve is often half what it ought to

lie. the same money being counted two
or three times. New York is the best

pjace to sell money. There is always
demand, and immense sums are Loaned
<>n call. ruder these influences Wall
Slreef draws the surplus money of the

country, and when disaster reaches the
-lock- market the whole country suffers.

Such an experience as we are now having
is a natural result and about what we
must expect from men influenced by the

hope of gain. The laws regarding bank-
ing need amendment.
The president spoke briefly of the

stock market in New York, referring to

the statement that the shrinkage in

values had been three billions of dollars.

and expressing satisfaction that business

was going steadily on. lie thought the
banks had handled the Situation with

great ability, lie introduced as the next

speaker Professor A. C. Whittaker, of

Stanford University, who spoke on "The
Relation of Hie Stock- Market to the

Financial St ringency."
Professor Whittaker felt that the de-

cline in stock- values was sufficient to

cause present monetary conditions. It

might be only the approximate cause,

and in a measure sympat hetic, but he did
not feel certain that it meant an end of

the period of unexampled prosperity.

He has made a study of Wall-Street
methods, and he explained how large a
portion of the stocks dealt in was bought
on a margin of one fifth or less. A de-

cline of one tenth might oblige a sale

in open market, and where prices were
not supported by those interested, de-

clines were rapid and losses ruinous. Tin 1

banks of New- York loan freely on small
margins. Last year $397,000,000 were
on deposit in New York banks, and $391,-

000,000 were loaned on call. The pres-
ent stringency results from a stock panic.

It is not necessary to call in the effects

of the President's policy. There are
those who believe that there was a move-
ment among a group of financiers, in-

tended to be punitive in its character,
that looked to lower prices in stocks.

It was certain that when the market
began to recede it did not receive the
support from those interested that was
common. There seemed to be no sup-
port. It was financially possible for a

few men to inaugurate such a general
decline. It might not be morally possi-

ble. If any such purpose was held it is

evident that the movement not away
from them. There seems to be no ade-
quate cause for present conditions out-
side the speculative stock markets.
Taking the last three years, the railroads

have been increasingly prosperous, divi-

dends having increased largely. The
same is true of industrials. The steel

Company made its record year, and the
prosperity of the country is unques-
tioned. The effect of the depression as

shown by failures is also encouraging.
In the depression of 1893 the failures in

one month reached $40.00(1.1 mo. while
ih is year they were but half that amount.
It seems to be properly called a hysteri-
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cal panic. It is plain that the banking
laws should be so amended as to provide

for an adequate increase of actual money.
Business' is endangered by the with-

drawing of the capital needed for its

transaction for the speculative use of

Wall Street.

ADDRESS OF PROFESSOR PLEHX.

The next speaker was Professor C. C.

Plehn. who spoke on "The Currency
Features of the Financial Stringency."

That he might not transgress the pro-

prieties as to time in handling a large

subject, he had reduced his views to

writing and kindly furnishes it in full.

He said

:

""The present financial crisis did not

originate in the defects of our currency
system, serious as those defects are. It

is probable that it has been aggravated
by them and recovery rendered more dif-

ficult. But it is. nevertheless, true that

the subject upon which I have been
asked to speak is more or less of a side

issue.

"Every financial crisis leads at once to

a discussion of currency questions. The
crisis itself appears in the form of a

sharp demand for the means of final

payment. People who suddenly find

that they cannot obtain currency through
the channels open to them in ordinary
times wonder 'where all the money has
gone.' and then call loudly on the Gov-
ernment or the banks to 'create more
money.' This immediately lets loose a

flood of schemes for increasing the cir-

culating medium. Schemes which in or-

dinary times would receive little atten-

tion, or be regarded with that polite tol-

erance which we give to the hobby of a

boor, are now listened to with somewhat
the same eagerness which a very sick

person may give to the tales of cures
wrought by patent medicines in cases
similar to his own. Yet we know very
well that a crisis, like a case of typhoid
fever, must run its course, and only the
soundness of the patient's heart and the
strength of his constitution can pull
him through,

"We have not as yet, in the present
crisis, heard from our friends, the free
silverites, perhaps only because it takes
1

1
o i o-er to coin money than to print it.

But we have heard, almost to deafening.

from several other schemes for money
of the 'cheap and nasty' variety. The
most conspicuous of these is that for

an asset currency offered us in many
slightly variant forms, one. especially

notable one, bearing the name of that

indefatigable propagandist, Congress-

man Fowler, another scarcely distin-

guishable therefrom having the indorse-

ment of no less ponderous a body than
the Hepburn Commission of the Ameri-
can Bankers' Association. This scheme
is somewhat better than John Law's
scheme, but the difference is one of de-

gree rather than of kind. He tried, with
disastrous results, to put all a nation's

property into circulation. This modern
plan is more -modest. It proposes only

to put the bank buildings, the lots on
which they stand, and the sundry other

things which the banks may chance to

call 'assets' into circulation in the

form of bank notes. It is better than
Law's scheme, also, in that there is at-

tached to it a device, whose efficiency is

more or less dubious, supposed to be ca-

pable of preventing overissue, or. in

the words of the Hepburn Commission.
to ensure 'the certain retirement of the

notes when they have fulfilled their pur-

pose in the hands of the public' The
elaborate insistence on the importance
and efficacy of the means of retirement

of this currency speaks eloquently of its

proponent's conviction that, all said and
done, it is not first-class money. I am
sufficiently prejudiced to believe that if

a lot of such money is bad. a little of it

is bad also, and that although we may
possibly survive it, if administered in

small doses, it is better to let it alone

altogether. A man who has amply dem-
onstrated his inability to be temperate
should become a total abstainer.

"It has been pointed out so many, many
times by eminent authorities, whose
voices convince us, except possibly when
we are in that unhealthy psychological

condition peculiar to a crisis, that it is

loanable capital and credits, not mere
money, which disappear during a crisis.

The locking up of gold in safe-deposit

vaults is only a more drastic expression

.of the general imwillingness to lend.

Even an ideal banking and currency sys-

tem cannot in itself avert a crisis, and
one that is too elastic mav intensifv the
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trouble. John Stuart Mill, speaking of

the increase in bank-note circulation at

times iif crisis, said: 'And I think it,

must be admitted thai this increase tends

to prolong the duration of the specula-

tions: that it enables the speculative

prices to be kept up for some time after

they would otherwise have collapsed;

and therefore prolongs and Increases the

drain of the precious metals for expor-

tation, which is a Leading feature of this

stage in the progress of a commercial
crisis; the continuance of which drain

;it last endangering the power of the

banks to fulfill their engagement of pay-

ing their notes on demand, they are

compelled to contract their credit more
suddenly and severely than would have

been necessary if they had been prevent-

ed from propping up speculation by in-

creased advances, after the time when
the recoil had become inevitable.'

''Credit may be used as a supplement
to money, but it must not be used as a.

substitute for money. Bank notes not

tied to coin by an inflexible rule for an

adequate coin reserve are insidious and
dangerous forms of credit. Yet the Hep-
burn Commission asks for a bank-note
issue with an actual coin reserve in the

case of country banks of less than ten

per cent (915-16 per cent to be exact)

and in the case of city banks of only
twenty-five per cent for their own circu-

lation, with not quite four per cent of

the country banks' circulation to enable

them to carry the burden of what the

Commission calls 'the active daily re-

demption' of this credit currency. The
reserves which the law requires national

banks to carry against their deposits

have not proven adequate 'under the

present stress, and yet in the face of

that experience we are asked to accept

an unsecured bank-note issue, ostensibly

to be used exclusively in just such times

of stress, on the very same slender basis

of coin reserve.

"The Commission seems to have been

carried away by the supposed analogy
between a book deposit and a. bank note.

There are, however, some points of dif-

ference. This has been made so plain

by President Iladley that I ask you to

listen to a ipiotation from him: 'In

looking at the advantages of this method
of payment (by check), we must not lose

sight of its dangers: The discounts of

the banks may not merely keep pace with

the growth of business, but exceed it.

If it becomes easy to obtain the accom-

modation at the banks, a Large number
of transactions will be made on credit.

The checks which result from the crea-

tion of such bank credit furnish ;i me-

dium of exchange almosl as efficient as

money. The over-abundance of ;i medi-

um of exchange in this form will make
it easier to gel money than ii was before.

This will tend to raise prices. Where
this process is once begun, it goes on by

its own momentum. When stoves are

worth $10 apiece, ;i bill for one hundred
Stoves can be made the basis of ;i bank
credit of only $1,000. But if the use

of bank credit raises the general price

level, stoves may soon be sold for $12
instead of $10; in which case the nexl

lot of stoves will be made the bnsis for

a credit of $1,200 instead of $1,000. This

concurrent increase of credits and prices

may continue until the liabilities of the

banks become disproportionate to their,

reserves. When the public perceives this,

there is a sudden shock to confidence and
a withdrawal of accommodation, which
causes far greater distress than would
have resulted had the facilities of pay-

ment by credit been less elastic at the

outset.

"'This <l<m<i< r is very much <in<il<r

when bank cr<<Iil takes tJie form of votes

instead of chi cks.
" 'We have thus far assumed that

when a bank discounts a bill it gives as

consideration a credit or deposit accounl

against which checks can be drawn. The
bank may, however, with equal advan-
tage to itself, pay out over its counter a

corresponding amount of notes. In these

notes the bank agrees to pay to the bear-

er on demand a sum of money corre-

sponding to the face value of the note.

From the standpoint of the bank, a note
is exactly like a deposit account. Nine
hundred and eighty-five dollars of notes

imposes on the bank' precisely the same
obligation as $985 of deposits: namely,
the obligation to pay that amount of coin

whenever the evidence of the right to

receive it is presented. But upon the

public the note may have a very different

effect from the deposit account. Credil

given in the form of a deposit account is
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exhausted in a short time, because the

checks drawn against it soon come back

to a bank for redemption. But credit in

the form of notes may remain outstand-

ing for an indefinite period. These notes

may change hands a thousand times be-

fore returning to the bank. Where a

check settles a single transaction, a bank

note of the same value may settle a very

large number.
'

' There are also practical limitations to

the undue expansion of credit in the

form of deposits which are by no means

equally effective in case of notes. If a

bank is tempted to increase its deposit

accounts more than the business of the

community warrants, and tries propor-

tionately to augment its coin reserve, this

process soon finds a natural limit from

the difficulty of getting coin. The peo-

ple themselves, outside of the banks, need

to use a certain amount of coin. If the

banks try to encroach on this amount for

their own purposes, a stringency makes

itself felt. But if the banks are increas-

ing their note issues instead of their

deposit accounts, the people
_
will use

these notes as a reserve in their pocket-

books and let the banks withdraw coin

from actual circulation without observa-

tion on the part of the public. All of

these things make bank notes a more

dangerous medium of inflation than bank

cliecks, even if a proper reserve is main-

tained. This danger is greatly enhanced

by the probability, almost amounting to

a certainty, that in the absence of special

legislation the proper reserve will not be

maintained. In a new country, where

money is wanted, the issuing of notes is

regarded as a patriotic function, which

promotes the growth of the region and

renders it independent of the money-

lenders of older communities. The pres-

entation of bank notes for redemption,

which would compel the banks to keep

a proper reserve, is condemned by an

unwise public sentiment as tending to

injure the growth of local trade. The
bank officials are thus actively encour-

aged to do business with an inadequate

supply of cash. The worst abuses of the

bank-note system have been made with

the connivance, if not with the active

participation, of the communities in

which they were carried out.'
'

' Even though we may not look to any

amendment of our currency laws for a

remedy for situations such as now con-

front us, there are things in our cur-

rency system which need amendment.
Long centuries of experience have dem-
onstrated that nothing cheap makes good
money. Since we have nationally repu-

diated the free silver fallacy, few will

dispute the statement that gold alone or

notes immediately convertible into gold

can constitute good money. Yet of our

whole circulation on October 1st only

forty-two per cent was gold, including

therein the gold certificates, and barely

half, including with the gold the silver

dollars and the subsidiary coins, was un-

questionably immediately convertible in-

to gold under any and all contingencies

which might arise. Practically half our
circulation is composed of four kinds of

money supported by various devices

other than direct convertibility at all

times and under all circumstances in-

to gold. Only by constituting the

Treasury Department of the Federal

Government a quasi bank of redemp-
tion, a function it is ill adapted to

perform, is the parity of our multi-

tudinous moneys maintained. Our cir-

culation is inelastic, the paper portion

of it especially so. A gold circulation

would be more elastic with its ebb and
flow in international trade. But this is

not the worst of the tale. All the people

living east of the Rocky Mountains,
all,—that is, but four out of seventy-six

million people, or nearly ninety-five per

cent of our entire population,—use the

bad half of our national money almost

exclusively in their daily transactions.

I have not seen this referred to in recent

discussions.' But in 1893 the Eastern

banks were unable to meet the demands
made upon them, partly from inability

to pay out to the general public the gold

held in their reserves to meet just such

a condition. The purpose of a bank re-

serve is to meet exceptional demands. It

must, therefore, be in some currency
which the people will accept. The mere
fact that the reserve is better money than
the people use helps little.

"The general direction which reform
must ultimately take seems to me to be

clearly indicated' even by a superficial

analysis of our multitudinous circulating

media. We need gold in actual circula-
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turn and in the pockets of t lie people in

place of paper. We should repeal all

Legal tender laws, with the possible, lint

not necessary, exception of giving gold

coin the legal tender property. Cood
money needs no legal tender act. A legal

tender act is an apology for had money.
We should redeem our greenbacks, treas-

ury notes, and silver certificates, with-

drawing them forever from circulation

as fast as gold can he induced to come in

and take their place, and back up our
national bank notes with an adequate

gold reserve of not less than twenty-five

per cent, supplemented by bond de-

posits. In short, we should go on a gold

basis the country over. Then we can

somewhat more safely arrange for a

more liberal use in times of special

stress of a bank-note currency redeem-
able in gold, never under any circum-

stances to exceed say four times the gold

available as reserve therefore, and un-

der such restrictions as shall ensure as

prompt redemption as that of Bank of

England notes. These are reforms that

cannot be made in a day nor undertaken

at times of special stringency. It will

take years to teach seventy-two million

people, accustomed to paper money, that

gold is really better.

"We must not mistake our own pov-

erty, due to wasted capital and misdirect-

ed efforts, to bad methods of finance,

and the lack of confidence arising from
the discovery thereof, for a scarcity of

gold and silver. 'No complaint,' wrote
Adam Smith, 'is more common than that

of a scarcity of money. Money, like

wine, must always be scarce with those

who have neither wherewithal to buy it

nor credit to borrowr it. Those who have
either will seldom be in want of the

money or of the wine which they have
occasion for.'

"For over three centuries we have
been striving in this country to find

some kind of cheap money. We have
tried very nearly every sort that has
eyr been devised, and we have always
been vexed with a currency problem. It

is time we tried to accumulate by honest

saving the capital and the credit where-
withal to buy or borrow a much-needed
sound money.
"This will not, however, prevent the

recurrence of crises. The origin of a

crisis Jinds an analogy in the origin of

an earthquake. Our California earth-

quake commission said: "The causes of

these movements in general terms is that

stresses are generated in the earth's

crust which accumulate till they exceed

the strength of tin- rocks composing the

crust and they find a, relief in a sudden
rupture.' So a crisis is caused by the

gradual accumulation of stresses and
strains on credit, through the expansion
of business enterprises both good and
bad, until they exceed the strength of

man's beliefs and rational expectations
which underlie credit, and find a relief

in a sudden rupture which shatters credit

for a time.

"Crises seem likely to recur at vary-

ing intervals, so long as hope, which
springs eternal, spring sometimes to er-

ror. If to err is human, crises are hu-
man, and are the consequences of fallible

human nature. Until all our business

hopes are always realized, we shall have
crises. We cannot forestall them by any
mechanical devices affecting the circu-

lating medium any more than we can
forestall physical disease by diluting

the patient's blood with a natural salt

solution (asset currency or clearing-

house certificates). That is a last resort

in desperate eases only. Hut we can
strengthen the patient by building up
his system and filling his circulation

with good red corpuscles (to wit: gold
coin), so that his power of resistance is

greater and his recovery after the attack
will be speedier."

ADDRESS OF MR. FRANK ]?. ANDERSON.

As the last speaker, the president in-

troduced Mr. Frank B. Anderson, vice-

president of the Bank of California, who
made the following "Plea for a Central

Bank":—

We, as a country, have had ten years

of unprecedented prosperity. Specula-
tion and manipulation have been carried

to an extreme; ext ravagance has been the

order of the day, and many of our peo-

ple have not only spent their investment

funds, but have strained, and. in many
cases, exhausted their credit. Exposures
of bad methods have angered the people

and agitation has been carried to such an

extent that public confidence is seriously
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impaired, contracting credit to such a

degree as to embarrass legitimate busi-

ness. 1 shall not, however, attempt to

go over the financial history of tbe past

ten years or to describe the immediate
cause of the present abnormal state of

affairs, as I understand from the chair-

man that he desired a short statement of

the situation and the suggestion of a

cure from a banker's standpoint. Each
locality of this great country has its own
problems, and we have had more than

our share during the past two years; you
gentlemen are familiar with these prob-

lems and nothing can be gained at this

time by a detailed analysis.

The great basic trouble with this coun-

try from a financial standpoint is its

currency system: it has no elasticity, no

"give." and it fails when the need is

most imperative. "We are working under
traditions which have been outgrown.

and which, to a great extent, are based

upon prejudice and fundamental error.

Our banks have no means of relieving

themselves when the demands of busi-

ness and for crop-moving strain their

resources: it makes no difference how
legitimate the demands may be. or how
great the resources of the banks, there

is but one course open when the strain

comes—i. e. contraction—and that course

tends to paralyze commerce, to frighten

the public, and to intensify the trouble.

Our great financial center. New York,

has been having these convulsions every

fall, and they have been growing more
acute each year, until this year there has

been a break-down and we have seen the

banks throughout the country partially

suspend specie payments and resort to

hurriedly devised machinery which every

other country has. as a part of its na-

tional system, in one form or another.

The convulsions in New York fright-

ened timid people and caused tremend-
ous withdrawals of coin and currency
fur the purpose of hoarding. The people

cannot lie expected to know that the

function of the coin and currency is

simply that of a circulating medium

—

something that every one is willing to

take in exchange for what he has to sell,

and that in locking it up he is destroying

the basis of credit, the foundation-stone

of all values. We have had many com-
mittees appointed to solve the question

of currency reform, and the American
Bankers' Association has wrestled with
the subject for several years. The result

of most of the suggestions is that, his-

torically and scientifically, the best solu-

tion is in the establishment of a central

bank (controlled by the Government),
with branches in the main financial cen-
ters; but they state that the prejudice
of the American people against a cen-

tral bank would probably defeat an
effort to establish one. and therefore they
suggest an alternative- measure. Any
other solution is simply adding one more
patch to a system that is all patches.

The experience that we have under-
gone during the past four months proves
conclusively, to my mind, that the time
has come for a radical change. The sen-

timent of the people of this country
to-day is for government control of

everything, and. whilst many conserva-

tive men do not approve of that senti-

ment in its entirety, I believe that all

thinking financial men admit that a cen-

tral bank is the best solution of our
problem, for some solution we must have
unless business enterprise is to be seri-

ously contracted and we are to have a

foil her period of drastic liquidation.

Such a bank need not interfere with the

institutions already established ; it would
be a bank for banks and not for dealings

with the public ; its capital stock should
be subscribed by the banks of the conn-

try: it should have two boards of direc-

tors—one chosen by the stockholders and
one by the Government, the latter com-
posed of the leading officials of the

Treasury Department ; let these two
boards select the active officers of the

bank, and co-operate in its management
(as is done under the German system) :

turn over all of the Government deposits

to this bank and let the government
check against its balances just as any
individual does. Give the bank the priv-

ilege of issuing notes, placing the limit

high enough to answer the demands of

business. Let the bank loan its stock-

holders against good, live trade paper

—

forbid its loaning against stocks and
bonds if you fear that it might thus

encourage speculation—and increase the

limit of its note issue ;is the country

grows. Gonfine its loans, if you will, to

hills receivable based upon products on
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their way 1<> market—we can then move
the crops, and under our presenl system
it is getting more and more difficult to do
so. Our national prosperity is based on
Our Crops, and it is senseless to stick to a

system thai hampers their marketing. It

has been claimed such a hank would gel

into politics. Have we not sufficient in-

genuity to devise a system that will

minimize the dangers of this? Is there

as much danger from thai source as

there is from placing the control of the

distribution of the treasury balances to

the national hanks in the hands of one
man. as it is at the present time? These
deposits now amount to $240,000,000,
and one man has the power to add to or

diminish them and to select the locality

in which to operate, lie has the power
to withhold additional deposits until the

1 rovernmeni has absorbed so much of the

circulating medium as to paralyze com-
merce. We have been fortunate in the

men who have exercised this power, but
they have all been bitterly denounced for

showing favoritism. Even at this time
we feel keenly the refusal to give the

same privileges to San Francisco that

have been given to New York, and yet,

in our hearts, we know that, under the

law, all was done that could be done and
that the action in going to the rescue of

New York was wise, and best calculated

to cure the disease which is sweeping
over the country.

An appeal has been made to the na-

tional banks to take out circulation to

the limit of their capital, and an offer to

release United States bonds held as se-

curity for public deposit, accepting in

lieu thereof, what are usually termed in

the East "savings bank' bonds"— i. e.

bonds which the law allows savings banks

to buy and regrel has been expressed
at the small response. In the first place.

this relief would only help national

banks; in the second place, they do not
own such bonds to any extent, which are
not already pledged, and, therefore,

must either buy or borrow—and there
is no sense in paying from $1,000 to

$1,100 for a bond on which you can gel

$9f)0 advanced, as that would simply de-

plete rather than add to cash resources.

and the ability to borrow bonds, in a

storm like the present one. is almost on
a par with the ability to borrow money.

Bui I ;im wandering from my subject.
The effect of our system is Staring us
in the face; the causes are well known
and it would require months to analyze
them in detail. What we want is a rad-
ical cure

; we want something done thai
will protect the whole people in the
pursuit of their legitimate business,
something that will restore confidence
and save the country from protracted
liquidation. We must, either get a cir-

culating medium which will allow the
business of the country to be carried on.
or we must contract that business to tit

the maximum demand for the medium
which we now have. A central bank
would, in the present emergency, have
been able, by regulation of its note is-

sues, to prevent the great fluctuations in

rates of interest, which not only frighten
our people, but, discredit us in foreign
markets, where at present we have to
look for relief. It would have had the
power to curb speculation and expan-
sion, for its ability to fix the rate of
interest and to issue notes would have
controlled the money market and would
have swayed public opinion at the proper
time. It would have issued its notes to

the banks throughout the country after
passing on the trade paper offered for

rediscount. In other words, it would
have responded to the needs of business,

it would have kept the rate of interesl
steady—raising it or lowering it gradu-
ally according to the pressure- -the re-

sources of the federal treasury would
have been at its command to use in
relieving the entire country instead of

being poured into New York to be held
there againsl all comers. We would have
ceased to suffer from our old-fashioned,

dangerous sub-treasury system, and the

money of the country would have, at all

times, been at the disposal of trade and
commerce, instead of causing contraction
and inflation as it now does. The men
in charge of the central bank, owing to

their being in close touch with business

affairs, would be In ;i position to pro-
ted it from prolonged drain upon its

reserves. This position is not occupied
by the secretary of the treasury himself,
who is now only called upon when the

emergency lias occurred and is under
full headway, and who has to be guided
by the judgment and advice of those who
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appeal to him, and to accept their state-

ment of what will act as a cure.

We now have between eight and ten

thousand banks in this country, each

with its little pile of gold and currency

locked up—an inert mass—held out of

circulation and added to in time of panic

according to the variety of scare which

each executive officer may develop. Un-
der a central bank system these scat-

tered piles of gold, representing the re-

serves of the banks, to a great extent,

would be kept with the central bank,

which would have the power to issue

notes against them. The necessities of

the individual banks would only be for

a sufficient amount to meet their daily

wants; even the problem of balances be-

tween banks could be handled in the

reserve cities by having the clearings

made through the central bank's

branches, adjustments being made by
debit and credit rather than by the

exchange of gold. It is hardly necessary

to enlarge upon the relief which would
come from the release of this great

amount of circulating medium, which is

now locked up and idle. Under the

plans snuucstcd as alternatives for a

central bank the relief offered in no way
releases any part of these individual piles

of gold and currency; in no way offers

any relief except to national banks, and

there are hundreds of conservatively

conducted banks under state system and
many conservative men. who do not ap-

prove of the wisdom or desirability of

forcing the state banks into the national

system; although government inspection

and supervision would be Avelcomed ; and
inspection, supervision, and control

could be exercised by a central bank.

The plans propose that each national

bank shall have the power to issue, up to

a certain percentage of its bond-secured

circulation, notes which bear a gradu-

ated tax; in other words, the individual

bank officer who, for one reason or an-

other, finds that he is overloaned, may
issue credit currency up to a certain

amount. Some plans propose giving the

government a preferred claim on all

assets. This, in my opinion, would be

unfair to depositors, and when the de-

positor understood it he would be

inclined to protect himself. Other plans

say it is not necessary to give a preferred

claim; that the tax will more than take

care of losses through failures of banks,

and I believe it will—that is, if we are

to run along about as we have since the

world began ; but during the past two
years I have learned that the unexpected
sometimes happens and has to be given
consideration.

Tell me, gentlemen, would a system
which allowed you to expand your liabil-

ities to the extent of fifty per cent of

your capital, of your own volition and
when you deemed it necessary, be safer

than one where you had to take securi-

ties before a cold-blooded outfit of bank-
ers and convince them that they were
good before you could make your in-

crease ? The alternative plans still leave

the Government in the business of with-

drawing money from circulation and
locking it up in its safe-deposit box

;

contracting and expanding the circula-

ting medium absolutely irrespective of

the necessities of business. They leave

us with the present reserves of some
eight or ten thousand banks locked up
in as many vaults and idle : they give the

power of issuing credit currency to the

executive officers of these banks with

only such supervision as can be given by
bank examiners, whose work has been

magnificent, but necessarily superficial;

finally, these plans relieve only the

national banks, are admittedly a make-
shift, offered because the people at large

are prejudiced against the establishment

of a central bank. This prejudice, as

you all know, dates back to a fight be-

tween Andrew Jackson, who did lots of

fighting, and the Bank of the United
States. This bank was founded on a

system similar to those which have been

so successful abroad. Jackson took the

government deposits out of the bank and
gave them to state and private banks
throughout the country. A panic came,

most of the banks failed, tied up the gov-

ernment money, and there was consider-

able loss. Something had to be done ; the

people who had condemned the central

bank could not very well suggest another

central bank,—that is, it would have

been bad politics to do so. Therefore,

they conceived the treasury system, un-

der which we are now suffering ; in other

words, they evolved the idea of with-

drawing the money from circulation,
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putting it in a box, and guarding the box
so thai none of it could gel out. The
theory is precisely the one on which
countries, thai we arc pleased to term
uncivilized, proceed in the handling of
their cireulal ing medium.
The American Bankers Association

has recommended a plan for emergency
or asset currency to relieve the annual
strain on the banks at the crop-moving
period and we arc promised Legislation

in Congress lids winter in that di-

recl ion.

The country does not need more
money; what it needs is a better or-

ganization and a strong man to teach
the people that it is their interests

which arc being jeopardized by per-

petuating a system which lias proven
inadequate whenever it lias been put
under a strain. And when the people
understand the question they will de-

mand thai they be given the best sys-

tem obtainable, and will not stand for

any more makeshifts. The bankers arc

mil the men to solve the question; they
are not disinterested; their training

forces them to view ^vory suggested
remedy on the basis of whether it will

prove ;i profit or a loss to the interests

which they represent, and one of their

strongest objections to a central bank
is that it might cause a shrinkage in

the value of their United States bond
holdings. They admit that a Central
bank would be the best and only per-

manent solution, but declare it politi-

cally impossible, referring to the preju-

dices of the people—prejudices which
are based on ignorance of the problem
and which were just as intense against
the national banks a few years ago,

and just ;is intense in some parts of the
country to-day.

The capital employed in banking in

the United States is double that em-
ployed in the United Kingdom, includ-

ing that of the Bank of England, and
yet, owing to the fact that England
has organization, she produces almost
twice the medium of exchange, rules

and exacts tribute from the financial

world, maintains at all times a fairly

uniform rate of interest, and maintains
the only \'vrc market for gold.

In the greal panic of 1837-1838, prac-

tically all of the banks in the United

states failed. In 1857 almosl all of
them did the same thing. In bsT.'i a

greal many failed, and iii the panics of
1890-1893 bank after bank failed and
all the hanks in New York suspended
specie payments. In 1907 we have had
fewer failures, but Hie whole country
has practically suspended specie pay-
ments and resorted to clearing-house
ceri ificates.

During all this time there has been
but one failure in the United Kingdom
--the City of Glasgow Bans ami this
in spite of serious commercial disturb-
ance, including the greal Baring panic.
This failure is said to have been due
to dishonest methods.

It may be common sense to reject
what we admit, is the best solution of
the problem, because our people are
supposed to be prejudiced and because
our congressmen and senators fear their
constituents would not approve, but it

would seem to me better common sense
to show the people that the conditions
which have caused their possessions to
shrink billions and billions of dollars
would not have been possible under an
intelligent banking system.
We are told, with many*apologies for

the suggested makeshift, that nothing
can be done except to add one more
patch, and that a paper one ; that the
patch has been carefully prepared and
will tit and do its work nicely up to a

certain limit; that perfection is not
claimed for it, but Hint something must
be done, and that the proposed plan is

better than nothing. Personally, I

doubt this last statement, and believe
that if the Governmenl gives the na-
tional banks the power to issue $150,-

000,000 emergency currency, that it will

lead to more inflation, to an emergency
ending in another and a worse disaster,

and that the people of the country will

pay the bill—as usual. We are told
that the new money will seek- immedi-
ate redemption because competitors
will see to it that it is ret ired in order
that they may issue their own bills at

a profit, but no champion has appeared
to speak for the ingenuity of the issu-

ing bank in keeping its bills out of the

redemption agency when the prize is

profil Tor his bank', and I assure you
that the opportunities are great. Fur-
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thermore, it is admitted that when any
bank has pushed out all of its own bills

the desire to retire its neighbors' disap-

pears, if the demand is such -as to make
it convenient to use them.

Great stress is laid on the fact that

the new bills can be shipped to the

redemption centers at the expense of

the issuing bank, but the fact tnat the

present bond-secured note can be ship-

ped in the same way and yet stays out

seems to be lost sight of. The new
currency cannot be legally held as part

of the reserve of a national bank

—

neither can the present bond-secured
note, though it is so held to a large

extent, and nothing is said of the fact

that state banks, trust companies, sav-

ings banks, and private banks, which
exceed in number the national banks,

—and in many cases are closely affili-

ated with them,—might find it con-

venient to carry a large amount of the

new currency as part of their reserves.

New York banks, which attract coun-

try banks' deposits by paying interest,

are to be protected when the fall de-

mand for currency comes, by these

credit or emergency notes; in other

words, the emergency is to occur each
fall, but no one seems to call attention

to the fact that no country bank is go-

ing to issue this currency and stand the

tax as long as it has balances in New
York which are only drawing two per

cent interest, and that, therefore, the

task of issuing the new currency will

fall on the New York banks, and under
the proposed plan their quota is less

than one third the proposed issue.

Why, there is an element in the bank-
ing situation to-day that would seri-

ouslv strain the proposed relief.

The Government has $240,000,000 on
deposit with the national banks, and
will have a much larger amount when
it gets through with the proposed issue

of $100,000,000 three-per-cent certifi-

cates and $50,000,000 Panama bonds.

and if an emergency should arise under
which the Government should need its

funds, we would soon have all the

emergency money out, all of the new
elasticity a dream of the past, and a

now bankers' convention planning to

put another patch on the so-called sys-

tem ; and in my opinon this will happen

anyhow without any aid from the
United States Government, for the rea-

son that, if it is profitable for so many
institutions to increase their deposits
by paying three per cent, it certainly

will be profitable to issue asset cur-

rency and to find a vray to keep it out
of the redemption agencies.

We have money enough, and the best

proof is that almost half of what we
have is locked up in the United States
treasury, state, city, and county treas-

uries, and in the vaults of our twelve
thousand banks as reserves, and we
still get along fairly well, except in

times of panic when the impression is

given that we have an insufficient

supply.

Give us an intelligent system that

will place this locked-up money in the

hands of a great central institution

with the powder to issue notes as busi-

ness -and commerce demand them, and
the problem will be solved.

The Pacific Coast apparently has had
no attention in the hearings before the

Bankers' Convention or the Committee
on Currency and Banking at Washing-
ton. Our people won't use currency

;

they want gold. Our banks cannot pay
currency over their counters (except in

times like these), and the first appear-

ance of this new credit currency on this

coast would be notice that the banks
were under a strain, and a panic would
follow. The friends of the new cur-

rency admit that it must, in no way, be

different in form from the present

national bank notes, or their clients

would refuse it, and it would have the

same effect as I have said its appear-

ance on the Pacific Coast would have;

in other words, the public must be de-

ceived and the bill must circulate under
false colors. No one seems to have
thought of the interest taken by a

banker in his competitors' statements

and of his casually telling his friend

that so-and-so's bank must be over-

loaned, or feeling a strain because he is

issuing emergency currency and there

is nothing in the situation to justify it.

The news that the banks have reached

a point where they are drawing on their

last resources will soon reach the public

and oause uneasiness which will accel-

erate the demand, and the limit of the
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possibilities of the issue is small com-
pared with the great demand of the

country.

Gentlemen, we do not want more
money ; we waul to gel rid of some that

we have, especially the cheap varieties

thai are injected into Our system, and
particularly the proposed variety which
will get into our circulation and en-

courage inflation of credits, specula-

tion, and extravagance, while insidi-

ously working to drive out the real

money which we possess.

We want a central hank that will ac-

cumulate gold and gradually withdraw
from circulation the many varieties of

currency which we now have, substitut-

ing its own notes as the demands of

business and commerce require. In

other words, gentlemen, we want to

bring the banking business on a Uni-
tarian basis.

I thank you. Mr. Chairman and gen-

tlemen, for your patience and attention.

No apology is offered for the large

space in this issue devoted to the dis-

cussion of the financial stringency be-

fore the Unitarian Club. The subject
is of very great importance, and the pa-

lters printed express the convictions of

men whose experience and study make
them of value.

* * *

Proverbs from Hindostan.
The Good are two, 1 dare be sworn,
Ami one is dead, and one unborn.

What's in the soul the sword of sorrow shows.

"(» Allah, take Hie!'' prayed Ram Chunder.
Above him crashed and rolled the thunder.
"Now now," he cried in fright and sorrow;
"Not QOW, O Lord!—I meant to-morrow."

Can Love devise

Thai Love shall not be seen I

Way, Eyes meet eyes
Ami Love slips out bel ween.

They find life sweet
Thai Earn and Eat,
Ami they will earn
That Love and Learn.

Knowledge? Know each other.
< loodness .' Love thy brot her.

By diverse creeds we worship, thou and I.

The ear of One alone receives our prayer.
Each turns his face in longing toward the Bky
To see his secret soul reflected t here.—From "Bet, I Nuts"—Paul Elder # Co.

Ct)tlDrcn'0 ©rpartmmt.
Conducted by

Rev. William Day Simonds.

Phillips Brooks's Christmas Carol.

The earth has grown old with its burden of
care,

lint at Christmas it is always young.
The heart of t lie jewel hums lustrous and fair,

Ami its soul full of music breaks forth on the
air,

When the song of the angels is sung.

It is coining, old earth, it is coming to-night
On the snowflakes that covered thy sod.

The feet of the Christ-child fall gentle and
white,

And the voice of the Christ-child tells out to-night
That mankind are the children of God.

On the sad and the lonely, the wretched and
poor,

The voice of the Christ-child shall fall;

And to every blind wanderer open the door
Of a hope that he dared not to dream of

before,

With a sunshine of welcome for all.

The feet of the humblest may walk in the field

Where the feet of the holiest have trod.

This, this is the marvel to mortals revealed
When the silvery trumpets of Christmas have

pealed,

That mankind are the children of God.

How the Fir Tree Supplanted

the Oak.
The legend of St. Boniface and the

first Christmas tree has been beauti-

fully told. The scene lives before us—
the wintry night, the swelling' hillock

crowned with the great oak-tree; the
"Thunder Oak.'' sacred to the pagan
god Thor; the tongue of ruddy flame,

the fountains of ruby sparks from the
great fire kindled near tin 1 altar at its.

foot, the curved ranks of white-clad
warriors, women and children facing
the altar, the hoary high priest and
kneeling child— the victim doomed to

die by the blow of I he hammer, a sac-

rifice to Thor. the Hammerer.
Then the coming of Boniface, the

blow from the hammer turned aside by
the cross, the rescue of the hoy. the fall

of the oak from the mighty blows of
the saint, the story of -lesus simply told,

and how sin. not human life, is the sac-

rifice he asks.

"And here." said Boniface, as his

eyes fell on a young fir-tree, standing
straight and green with its top point-

ing toward the stars, amid the divided
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ruins of the fallen oak, "here is the
living tree, with no stain of blood
upon it, that shall be the sign of your
new worship. See how it points to the
sky. Let us call it the tree of the
( Jhrist-ehild. Take it up and carry it

to the Chieftain's hall, for this is the
birth-night of the White Christ. You
shall go no more into the shadows of the
forest to keep your secret rites of shame
and cruelty. You shall keep them at

home with laughter and song and rites

of love."

Thus did the pagan oak, whose roots

were fed with blood, fall before the fir-

tree, which points to the stars.

The Happiness One Gives.

If I were to select a text from which
to preach a Christmas sermon to chil-

dren, I think I should choose this say-
ing taken from the French, "The hap-
piness which one gives is that which
renders one the happiest."

Christmas as a mere gift-giving and
gift-receiving festival is not very im-
pressive. Many believe it to be <£ posi-

tive injury, economic and moral. Too
often it burdens the family with debt,

and affords an excuse for harmful dis-

play and extravagance. Even in the
churches it is sometimes an occasion
when children are covertly bribed with
gifts to attend "our Sunday-school."
The increase in membership during the
Sundays immediately preceding Christ-

mas is evidence of expectation that re-

ligion will pay well at least once a year.

And without very much thought of the
evil we are doing, we go on satisfying
that expectation. Enterprising chil-

dren—-the financial lords of the future
—frequently manage to secure member-
ship in several schools and are on the
front seats at Christmas-tree exercises.

And this folly goes on year after year.

Is it not time to give the children some-
thing better. to do than to, gaze with
hungry eyes upon a tree loaded with
gifts? Spppose we give them this year
;i taste of the happiness that comes
from helping others. The joy of bring-
ing the light and comfort of Christmas-
cheer to I lie lonely and poor.

A little girl was saying her evening
prayer not long since in a mansion
where luxury reigns. It was after this

fashion, in the utter frankness of child-

hood :

—

"I saw to-day upon the street a lit-

tle girl hungry and cold, but it isn't
any of my business, is it, God? I saw
a boy standing bare-footed in the snow,
looking so wretched and cold, but it

isn't any of my business, is it, God?"
In our lawful anxiety to shield our

children from all that is unpleasant and
ugly, is there not grave danger that Ave

shall be fitting them for the life of the
Pharisee, who sees the wrong and sor-

row of the world with no better prayer,
offered or lived, than "It isn't any of
my business, is it, God ? '

'

The happiness which one gives is that

which renders one the happiest. Truer
words cannot be found in -any language.
Near a certain large city is a bridge

which might well be called the "bridge
of sighs." From its central arch many
a mad soul has flung itself unbidden
into eternity. One night a poor man in

the extremity of grief walked rapidly
toward that fatal arch, determined to

end all in the mad plunge so many had
taken—a plunge that wes known to be
a veritable "leap to death."
Suddenly he stopped. A cry ! The

cry of a babe. Stooping, he found be-

neath the shadow of heavy timbers a

little waif left to die alone on the

bridge. He took the child in his arms.
He would carry it to a place of safety,

and then come back, and end this

cursed business of living. The warmth
of his body quieted and comforted the

child, and its tiny hands began to

search for the face of its unknown bene-

factor. Long before he found a place

of safety for the child a new interest

in life dawned upon this desperate man.
The touch of baby hands had saved him
from a suicide's fate. Life was worth
living as long as he could care for and
add to the comfort of a single human
being. Saving a child he had saved
himself from despair and death.

The happiness which one gives is that

which renders one the happiest.

An Ideal Christmas.

As 1 awoke on Christmas morning
there seemed to stand beside my bed a

tall and stately angel. Seeing clearly
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the beautiful, the kindly radiant face,

] was not afraid. "Come," said the

angel, "and I will show you a world

where Christmas joy is unclouded by

the wrongs and woes of earthly Life."

A moment's space, and swiftly, yet

without weariness, we were passing

through the streets of a great city. The
angel must have touched my eyes.

granting me new range of vision, for

nothing was hidden from our view; ye1

I saw not upon the right hand or on

the left the hovels of the poor. "Is

there no poverty in this great city?" I

asked. With a smile, and such a smile,

the angel replied, "Poverty was abol-

ished long ago. It was a foul evil, the

parent of many a crime. In this good

commonwealth it is unknown." At this

1 felt a new and strange delight, for

never yet a Christmas day but some shad-

ow of the world's dark want had fallen

on my path.

I looked again, and yet again, on either

side <>f the well-kept streets for the gau-

dy fronts of palaces of vice. Not see-

ing these, I asked, "Are there here
nu dens of infamy, no soul-destroying

haunts of drunkenness and crime?" I

thought in look and voice I detected

faint traces of impatience as in one who
recalls unwillingly dark deeds long for-

gotten.

"In all our city not one. These be-

longed to the savage age of man. Prog-

ress swept the last of them away ages

ago."
Wondering, and almost in excess of

joy. at thought of deliverance for my race

so great and blessed. I began to study
the faces of men, women, and children

in the multitude about me. What a rev-

elation! Innocence! I had fancied I

knew the meaning of that word, but the

cherub faces of these children gave to

the dear old word new beauty. I have
heard men call the human form and face

divine, and so they are when not de-

formed by poverty and evil. How long
I looked into eyes thai bore do evidence
of fear or pain, I know not

;
but. at

length, a couple in serene old age stood

before Surprise forced ye1 one more
question to my lips, for such sweet peace
I had never seen reflected from face of
man or woman. Doubting fearing thai

the answer might brine: me rude awak-

ening—I asked, "Is there no death in

all this goodly city, no heart or home
where Christmas joy is but a mockery .'"

"No death," said the angel, "as yon

are wont to think of death." True, in

the fullness of years, men pass painless-

ly to the higher life; but Cod's heaven

is so near a sinless world that the

ascended ones seem always near us, and
Ave wait, in gladness of faith our own
departure."

I do not understand the cause of a

certain faintness which overcame me as

the angel thus made gracious answer to

my eager question. Perhaps the reve-

lation was too great for mortal strength.

I heard the angel gently whisper, "It is

enough." Then came a strange sensa-

tion as of falling from some lofty em-

inence, and I—awoke.

I have pondered long upon this dream.
Was it, indeed, a dream? Or was it

vision and prophecy?

* * *

jfielD $ote0.

Berkeley.—The reception given by
the church to Mr. and Mrs. Lathrop on

the evening of November 5th. upon their

return from the wedding journey, was
largely attended and was altogether a

very pleasant affair.

The girls and younger women of the

church also gave an informal reception

to Mrs. Lathrop on the afternoon of Sat-

urday, November 23d, the company num-
bering nearly one hundred and fifty.

On Saturday evening. November Dth.

the Berkeley Unitarian Club met at the

new Masonic Building, wherein the

town has found at last a fitting place for

such meetings. This was "ladies' night,"

and the Large banquet-room was an at-

tractive sight. Mrs. J. W. On-, presi-

dent of the California Club. San Fran-
cisco, spoke upon "Young Girls' Work
in San Francisco"; and Miss Peixotto,

assistant professor of sociology in the

state University, spoke upon "The Girl

and the Labor Market." The addresses

were of special interest and appeal. The
after discussion look mainly the form
of questions to the speakers, eliciting

further information upon various points

touched upon. Mr. W. II. Payson pre-

sided, and Professor Senger, secretary of

the Club, was also a genial host.
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The monthly preaching of the more
advanced students of the new Divinity

School was resumed for the season on
the evening of November 1st. at which
Mr. Vernon M. Cady conducted the

service.

The union Thanksgiving-day service

under the direction of the local Feder-
ation of Churches, was held at 11 o'clock

in the Greek Theater. The morning was
ideal for such an out-door service, and
the attendance was large. The sermon
was by Rev. I. X. McCash, of the Chris-

tian Church, the latest accession to_ the

local group of ministers. Other min-
isters shared in the service, the opening
prayer being assigned to Mr. Lathrop.
The annual sale, under the direction

of the Women's Auxiliary of the church.
will be held on Thursday and Friday.
December 12th and 13th. This is al-

Avays made a pleasant social occasion, as

well as a benefit to the Auxiliary's
exchequer.

The annual meeting of the church,
held on the evening of November 15th,

was well attended.

Los Angeles.—On Sunday, November
10th. Eev. AY. M. Jones occupied the

pulpit of the First Unitarian Church,
Dr. Howard being at Stanford Univer-
sity. The weather was threatening, and
consequently the congregation was not
large.

Sunday, November 17th. was bright

enough to bring out a good audience to

greet Dr. Howard on his return. The
sermon was from the text,

'

' The kingdom
of Cod is within you," and was delivered

with Dr. Howard's usual earnestness.

Four new members were received into

fellowship, several other applicants being

unable to be present.

These are busy days for the members
of the Woman's Alliance in their prep-
aration for a bazaar to be held Decem-
ber 6th and 7th. The all-day meetings
each Thursday in the church parlors

have been well attended, and all seem
much interested in the success of the

undertaking. Thursday, October 31st,

being a "fifth Thursday." the lime-hon-
ored program of sewing at the Orphans'
Home was observed. Besides this work,

the Maternity Hospital, si ill referred to

as "the experiment." is receiving needed
attention, and its founders are well con-

vinced that it is destined to grow from
its present small dimensions into an insti-

tution of great possibilities. At present

it is supported by voluntary contribu-

tions and the proceeds from a continuous

rummage sale, conducted by a few faith-

ful workers in the Alliance, and which
is open to customers each Monday. It is

held in a room in the vicinity of the

Maternity Cottage. A substantial dona-

tion of new garments was gratefully

received recently from the Needlework
Guild.

The Young People's Society last year

made a Christmas donation to the poor

children of this neighborhood (the East

Side), and have already announced their

intention of repeating the program this

year on a larger scale.

PiEdlands.—With the return of our

pastor. Mr. Savage, from his vacation in

the East, we feel the renewed interests

in our church work. The sermons we
especially note as most invigorating, giv-

ing us much food for earnest thought.

It is the custom in Redlands to hold a

union service in one of the churches on

Thanksgiving Day and to ask one of the

ministers to conduct the service. This

year the service will be held in the First

M. E. Church, and Mr. Savage will

preach the sermon.

We are exceptionally fortunate in re-

taining our solist. Miss Chevrier, who is

also instructing a number of our young
ladies for the choir. We appreciate her

success in this venture, which greatly

adds to our service.

Sax Jose.—The First Unitarian So-

ciety of San Jose begins to feel anew
the joy of life after its long period of

struggle and discouragement. Under the

leadership of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Oru/.an

a new era of hope, confidence, and pros-

perity is inaugurated. The congrega-

tion is steadily increasing, and a mem-
bership growing of sincere and earnest

people, rather than the former ever-

shifting audiences of those who came to

hear "some new thing."

.Mi-. Oru/.an was the host at a dinner

given the second .Monday of the current

month, to the Unitarian ministers aboul

the Bay. The topic for discussion was

"Young People and the Sunday-

School."
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The Sunday-school under Mrs. Cru-
zan's care and leadership is flourishing

beautifully, numbering aboul fifty pu-
]>ils. A new library is the latesl

achievement.
The society is especially favored in

having so much musical talent. This has
made the choir one of the besl in the

city. Professor Fickenscher and .Mrs.

Cruzan-Piekenscher, of Oakland, have

been mosl generous in lending assistance.

Their recenl concert, given for the benefit

of the Ames Alliance, was one of the

rarest musical treats ever given in San
dose.

An especially gratifying event was the

recent forming of the Unity Club, as it

was a spontaneous move on the part of

the young people, and for the avowed
purpose of serving as an auxiliary of

the church. At their latest meeting they

were addressed by Maurice Connell, tin 1

noted Arctic traveler, who gave a very

graphic account of his trip with the

Greely Expedition, of which he is one

of the six survivors.

The Ames Alliance members are pre-

paring for a bazaar to he held early in

December. A late success of the Alli-

ance was a Hallowe'en party. The mem-
bers personated witches and hobgoblins
in such a weird environment of blue

light, silence, and mysterious pastures as

to make the audience thrill and creep

duly. And witches' broth was served,

made after the favorite recipe of a fa-

mous cook.

Sax Francisco.—First Church.—On
the lasl Sunday of November Mr. Leavitt

preached a Thanksgiving sermon on the
text "Praise ye the Lord." In his in-

troductory remarks he spoke of present
church conditions, which he said were
far beyond what he had expected ;i year
ago. He had thought that at least two
years would he required to reach the

degree of strength now manifest in both

church and Sunday-school. He alluded
also to a recent searching investigation

on the part of the authorities of the

building and its sanitary conditions, in

which it was pronounced perfed in every
way— i El he few buildings so warmly
commended.

The Society for Christ i;in Work held

its annual sale on the afternoon of No-

vember 23d. It was given without any
special publicity, and no urgenl appeal
was made, Little being expected under
existing financial conditions; bu1 the ;( i-

tendance was good and the sales beyond
the hopes of the projectors. Over $350
Was netted.

The Sunday-school is steadily regain-

ing its strength and interest, the infant

departmenl being especially strong. Sev-

eral successful entertainments have been
held, and preparations are being made
for a ( Jhristmas festival.

At the November meeting of the Chan-
ning Auxiliary there was ;i Large attend-

ance to listen to Richard Hotaling in a

series of readings. -Mr. Hotaling ran

the gamul From grave to gay, tragic,

poetic, and humorous, each and all being
artistically presented. The program for

December nth will consist of a piano
solo, by Mrs. David Hirschler; readings,

hv Mrs. Alice B. May Sexton ; song cycle,

"The Perfect Year" (Matthews), by
AI iss Ellen Page; and a dramatic sketch.

"The Other Woman." by .Mrs. Squire
Varnick Mooney and .Mis. Gage.

* j£ *

38ooh0.

This department conducted by William Maxwell.

[All books reviewed in the PACIFIC Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may bo ordered through,
the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cab]

The Spinners' Book of Fiction. Collected by
the Book Committee of the spinners ' Club.

New York and San Prancisco: Paul Elder
& Co. $2.00 I. el.

Tin' must satisfactory attempt ever made to

gather the representative short stories of the

representative writers of Western fiction is set

forth in the Stunners' hook of nearly four hun-

dred pages. Such writers as Gertrude A.ther

ton, Mary Aust in. ( iera ldine Bonner, Mary Hal
leek Foote, Eleanor Gates, .lames Hopper, .lark

L Ion, Bailey Millard, Miriam Michelson, W.
(

'. Morrow, frank Norris, Henry Milner Ride-

out, Charles Warren Stoddard, [sobel Strong,
Richard Walton Tully, and Herman Whitaker
have contributed. The illustrations are by such
well known artists as Uillie V. O'h'yan, May-
rard Dixon. Albertine Randall Wheelan, Merle

Johnston, E. Almond Withrow, and Gordon
ROSS. 'the initials and decorations have been
done by Spencer Wright. The book is printed
for the fund of which Miss 1 na D. Coolbrith
is to he t he beneficiary.

'I he Unitarian Headquarters holds itself in

readiness to supply, on immediate notice, all

orders for this book placed with it. The ex-
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ceptional typography and the unusual binding
make the volume exceptionally suited for a
holiday present.

THE AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIA-
TION PUBLICATIONS.

Below is given a short review of the autumn
publications of the American Unitarian Asso-
ciation. The books are of the highest literary

merit, remarkably cheap in price, although
printed in faultless style. They may be or-

dered through the Unitarian Headquarters, cor-

ner Geary and Franklin streets, San Francisco.

The Democratic Ideal. By Milton Reed. 75
cents net (postage 6 cents).

A calm, rational, dispassionate survey of the
democratic methods of government, with an in-

dication of those respects in which the American
people are not living up to their highest prin-
ciple, but pointing out in a reasonable spirit

the simple truths needing recognition to hold
the Republic in its course of apparently trium-
phant democracy. The author idealizes the
American spirit and American traditions, and
looks beyond the temporary expediences of our
over-feverish days.

The Immortality of the Socl rsr Texxyson
axd Browxixg. By Henry Jones, Profess-
or of Moral Philosophy, University of Glas-
gow. 40 cents net (postage 3 cents).

Tn this analysis Professor Jones seeks to show
that, so far as the religious or other conceptions
of the poets serve to make the world more in-

telligible and man 's purpose more rational, they
share the same right to convince that belongs
to the most secure of all human sciences.

The Bible: What It Is axd Is Not. By
Joseph Wood. $1.00 net (postage 8 cents).

Although the author modestly makes no pre-
tense of having done anything original, the book
is original in that it contains all that is val-

uable in the light of modern criticism, sys-

tematically arranged and expressed in popular
language. The book is a compact manual answer-
ing many questions of doubt and difficulty, with-
out the hazy ambiguity and elaboration of
learned but somewhat baffling treatises.

The Water Star. By George II. Badger. SO
cents net (postage 7 cents).

Out-of-door essays in which the ways of
nature are drawn upon as parables to illustrate

moral and spiritual lessons, and to impart the
courage and optimism which human nature, as
the nobler counterpart, should likewise reflect.

The freedom of the open air and the unfettered
spirit breathes through the pages of this little

volume, and one closes it with refreshed and
stimulated courage.

THOMAS Y. CEOWELL PUBLICATIONS.
What Is Worth While Series (six new vol-

umes). Beautifully bound booklets. 12mo.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. 30
cents net each (postage 5 cents addi-
tional).

"The Battle of Life." By Eenry Van
Dyke. One of the most popular recent ad-

dresses of this well-known lecturer and writer.

"The Good Old Way." By Henry Van
Dyke. A second address by this author which
is worthy of close attention.

"Glimpses of the Heavenly Life." By J. R.

Miller. An inspiriting sermon on the sure

proofs of immortality.
'

' Growth without End. '
' By Johanna Pir-

scher. This strong essay is unique in having
been published first in Germany, and then
given English form when its author came to

American to enter the faculty of Wellesley
College.

"The Heart of Good Health." By Annie
Payson Call. A striking survey of a subject

which must appeal to every person high or

low.
'

' The Spiritual Care of a Child. '
' By Anna

R. B. Lindsay. The author of "What Is

Worth While" here discusses practically a sub-

ject which is very close to the heart of every
mother. W. M.

The Soul of the Bible. Arranged and edited
by Ulysses G. B. Pierce. American Uni-
tarian Association. $1.25 (by mail, $1.40).

One of the most valuable publications of the

year is this daring attempt to present in a
reasonable compass the soul, or heart, of that

much-neglected book—the Bible. Rev. U. G. B.
Pierce, the author, is well remembered in Cali-

fornia. Before being called to Washington he
was settled at Pomona, where he did excellent

work. He has been very successful in Wash-
ington, and is recognized as one of our strong
and vigorous preachers. In this book he has
retained what he considers essential in both
the Old and New Testaments and the Apoc-
rypha, while grouping passages that illustrate

or emphasize the truth or thought involved. At
first it seems strange to find a passage from the
Epistles fortifying a selection from Genesis,

but when the unity is felt and the continuity
of thought is found its purpose is seen to be
wise. It makes the Bible a decidedly more
readable book in the family, and it will en-

hance its value in the pulpit, as selections bear-

ing upon a selected subject are so grouped that

irrelevant text will not weaken the effect.

The task involved in an arrangement of this

kind would daunt an author not interested

deeply in the purpose and fortified with faith

in his ability to master difficulties. Mr. Pierce
has succeeded in the praiseworthy end he sought,

and has contributed a valuable addition to re-

ligious literature.

The Source op Our Knowledge of the Life
of Jesus. By Paul Wernle. American
Unitarian Association.

The Association has rendered a valuable

service by presenting an English translation of
this late work by Professor Wernle, of Basel.

It is a clear statement of the results of tech-

nical theological research into the absorbingly
interesting question, "Who and what was
Jesus?" It sifts a mass of testimony and pre-

sents in definite outline a much clearer idea of

the great personality. While we may not

know so much of Jesus as we thought we did,

we shall feel much more confident of what
remains, and we shall find it enough. The
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book is divided into four divisions: Source Ma-
terial outside the Pour Gospels; Out Four
Evangelists; The Synoptics; The Source of the

Synoptics. The difference between the Synop-
tics and John are found irreconcilable. ''The
difference in the portrait of Chris! may be
formulated in a word here man. and there God.
. . . Every attempt to combine or reconcile this

JeSUS and the Jesus of the Synoptics can only
serve to expunge and destroy thai which is

powerful and mighty in each \s an his-

torical SOuree John must make room for the

Synoptics. .lesus was such as the Synoptics

depict him, not such as lie is displayed in

John."
The whole tone of the booh is constructive

and reassuring. Toward the close be says: ''The
nearer we draw to Jesus in the tradition, the

more does all dogmatic theology recede; we
behold a man who, more than any other, by Ids

clear word, makes us understand ourselves, the

world, and God, and who goes, with us amid
t ho needs and struggles of our time as the

truest friend and guide in whom we may rely

for comfort."

MOKE PAUL ELDER PUBLICATIONS.
An attractive instalment of new publications

has found its wav to the editorial table since

our last issue. Without prejudice to the others,

we would mention as the most striking—
"Doggerel Dodgers, designed for den dec-

oration.'' They are much better than their

name would promise. Alhertine Randall Whee-
Ian has done many clever things, but in this

series of six witty designs she has taken a
forward step that brings her into the front rank
of purveyors of humor. Caldecott never did
better work either in humorous eoncentioii or

spirited drawing. Her animals are alive with
human suggestions, and good art and rollicking

fun go hand in hand. The sketches are pre-

sented in three forms—a ''Calendar of Jolly

Good Fellows," boxed, at $1.50; vellum mount-
ed, !•'._. by 11. either in separate envelopes or
boxed, at $1.50; ami in postal-card size for 30
Cents, or on calendar form for ."ill cents.

'"The Case of Summerfield '

' ($1.50) is a
new volume in the Western ('lassie Series. It is

a reprint of a striking story by "Caxton" (W.
II. Rhodes), published in j.871, when it startled

the Pacific <'oast and aroused much discussion.

It was bo realistic ami apparently plausible
that many were deceived, and really feared that
the end of the world w;is imminent. It is a
capital short story, and worth preserving in its

present attract i\ e form.
"The Quite New Cynic's Calendar." (7.1

cents.) Every year it seems as though the

possibility of further working of the lead id'

twisted aphorisms with a cynical application

was small, but the industrious sinners keep
at it. and the output shows little if any depre-
ciation. Some "f the offerings are labored ami
far-fetched, aid son f them are surprisingly
good. It at leas) shows what can be accom-
plished in any given direction by persistently

trying. Here are a few random samples:
''Peace that passeth all understanding — the

Hague Conference." ''Too many Cooks spoil

the tour.'' -''It's darkest before pawn.''

—

''All the world shoves a shover. ' ' ('.A.M.
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Perhaps the most valuable Lesson which

the departing year has somewhat un-

sparingly rubbed in is that of enduring

hardness. And if there was any lesson

we wore particularly needing, it was just

that. Prosperity had made us soft. Ex-

travagance was striking down with great

disintegrating power. Everything was
too easy, and Spartan virtues were grow-

ing stiff from disuse.

But pendulums swing and bubbles

burst, and when the simple life is not

chosen it has a way, which is less agree-

able than beneficial, of forcing itself

upon us.

.V certain amount of hardness is indis-

pensable in a well-regulated life. Our
Xew England forefathers had so much
of it that their characters were sometimes

over-baked, but they erred on the safe

side, and their descendants have wholly

overcome any disproportionate indul-

gence in severity of thought or life.

To endure demands strength, and en-

during develops strength. When fortune

smiles and all is fair, life is pleasant

and the days speed merrily on. It is

good that we have such experiences, as it

is good that the sun shines from the

cloudless sky. But storms have their

place in the great scheme of things, and

night is as beneficent as day. Sorrow

alternates with joy, and suffering is

often the matrix that holds a gem of

priceless worth.

Xo life is complete that knows only

enjoyment. Childhood is entitled to

freedom Erom care, and tin 1 sunshine of

protection and love, but prolonged it

ends in weakness—a hot-house plant with
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no strength of fiber. Adversity is a harsh

schoolmaster, but may be much more

kindly than he seems. His value lies in

how we take him. If we can bring' our-

selves to see that he has something that

may be good for us, and not rebel be-

cause we do not like him, he soon becomes

tolerable, and may be even valued as a

friend. Half the lesson is learned when

we admit that Providence is under no

obligation to give us uninterrupted hap-

piness and prosperity. We have no right

to expect no disappointments and no

hardships. We must learn to take the

weather as it comes, and success and fail-

ure as in a great measure beyond our

control. We shall be wise if we concern

ourselves quite fully to purposes and ef-

forts and accept results without com-

plaint.

The world needs men—men who ripen

and grow strong with life's experiences,

its buffetings as well as its smiles; men
who do things, with hope and courage,

who bear defeat bravely, and who bear

prosperity modestly.

The weakling feels wronged that Suc-

cess does not mark him for her own. He
who has achieved manhood accepts what-

ever comes, rejoicing in all that brings

happiness and "enduring hardness as a

faithful soldier of Jesus Christ."

We need to hold firmly to the signifi-

cance of the parable of the lost sheep.

The one stray is temporarily more im-

portant than the whole safely folded

Hock", but the sheep business as a whole

is really to be judged by the neglected

majority.

We pick up the morning paper and
find columns or pages devoted to the one

defaulter, and are tempted to forget that

several million men have passed the day
without a dishonest thought. We learn

that one banker has been false to his

trusl and that the savings of thousands

have been swept away in wild and wicked

banking, and distrust toward all is quick-

ened, and hundreds of sound and scrupu-

lously managed banks are surveyed with

suspicions that spring up like mush-

rooms. It is a time for sober reflection

and earnest determination to resist temp-

tation to judge unjustly. We must not

lose faith in man because a few men now
and again go wrong. Banking is a legiti-

mate and beneficent business, and those

who hold it to high ideals and conserva-

tive methods must be sustained. There

must be discrimination and condemna-

tion or commendation, as the case de-

mands.

One lesson, not so vital, may well be

learned. The desire to increase returns

from interest must not be allowed to out-

weigh consideration of safety. A very

slightly increased rate of interest de-

clared by the disgracefully managed
bank whose collapse has so shaken San

Francisco induced many people who it

would seem ought to have known better

to place their savings with men they

knew little of, rather than with others

whom they knew, and whose management

was beyond suspicion. There are some

instances in life and business where the

best is the most economic—regardless of

cost or return. C. A. M.

January is the month which ushers in

the New Year. And with it comes the

time of reconsideration, the time of tak-

ing account of our moral and religious

stock.

Liberals, in general, think much of

and often use the saying of Jesus, "To
this end have I been born and to this

end am I come into the world, that I

shall bear witness to the truth." A tre-

mendous saying, calling for a tremendous

doing on our parts. But, do we do it?

If we did, what a new year it would be!

With such a dream before me, which

will not be realized this year or next

(but that doesn't make any difference
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to the glory of the dream I, I would like

to s;iy a word as to one stumbling-block

which hinders <v<n lh< liberal from real-

izing that dream. This stumbling-block

is the old mistake of separating religion

from life, or of making religion only a

part of life. "An old, an obvious mis-

take, well outgrown," you might say.

But 1 say it is common to-day, and

among liberals far more common than

we carelessly suppose. If all Unitarians

took up that one fact seriously, and

preached and practiced in opposition to

all the varying forms it assumes, the year

1908 would bear large and goodly fruit.

There's no need to pay attention to the

Pope's "Encyclical against Modernism."

There are other and less noticeable ways

in which this mistake works among us.

We still need to know that not this or

that spot, not this or that act of Phar-

isaical outward righteousness, not this

stated prayer or that stated word, not

conformity to the traditional law or cus-

tom of a church make religion

!

Jesus still could say to us: "Do these

outward things if you wish and if you

think they help, but beware lest they

hinder you from realizing that religion is

life." The old, bigoted idea that religion

is a one-day and a one-place observance

should die. It dies hard. People still

look on church-going as a religious duly.

People still feel a subtle satisfaction on

their way home from church, as if the

week's slate were cleaned and God were

satisfied. People still abound of whom
Professor James says: "Their manner of

portraying and looking on religion tends

to be aloof from morals, aloof from hu-

man needs, something that might be

worked out from the mere word 'God' by

a machine of wood and brass, as well as

by ;i man of flesh and blood."

Such are wrong, while those are right

who see that Life, every corner of it

(dark or bright, soiled or clean), is the

true realm of religion.

This country nerds to practice the

truth that a man cannot be religious on

Sunday who on Monday puts material

prosperity ahead of private or public

morality. No man is religious who preys

on his fellows on Saturday and prays for

them on Sunday. The ethics of a man's

religion has no root when that man has

a differing code of ethics for his business.

Women can apply this rule to their lives.

A man or woman cannot be unmanly

or unwomanly six days and then on Sun-

day become religious just by occupying

a certain few hours of time and a certain

few feet of space. For religion is not a

separated pool of warm, sunlit water ly-

ing high among the rocks on the beach of

life, where you can go once in a while,

when so inclined, and bathe and feel

clean of spirit and content of soul.

Religion is the sea, and when its tide

comes in it inundates and obliterates all

such separate pools wherein mistaken

folk have too long thought to take their

immunity baths from the common obli-

gations of daily life.

As the moon lifts the sea above its nor-

mal level at certain seasons, as winds lift

it into waves at certain hours, so we

are lifted at times by religious feeling

and waves of emotion. But we do not

gauge the true level of the sea at such

special times; so with us, the level of our

religion must be measured when the sea-

son of uplift and the winds of emotion

have died down and are past. Religion

is life, and it shows itself in any man by

the conduct which it dictates or inspires.

Let our work in the new year be to

show that religion is no separate realm

apart from daily living, and that no one

is any more religious in church than he

or she is at home or at work.

Such action may help people to real-

ize that all of life can be made religious

in the only true and sacred sense, when

men will walk relying on (iod and Self.

M. S. S.
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There is a deal of wholesale criticism

of men and of classes of men in the

world, which is cheapened and rendered

worthless by our ignorance of the causes

contributory to the conditions with which

we find fault. There is a vast amount

of political and social evil existent in all

our large cities, because we have made it

impossible, by our neglect of the ordi-

nary laws of political and social develop-

ment, for any other conditions to exist.

There is a mighty and vital element in

what we call the "lower wards'" of every

community, which is either latent.—not

from choice, but from compulsion,—or

else seeks an outlet in ways that threaten

the welfare both of the individual and

the body politic. There is being injected

into the social and civic life of our towns

and cities a huge mass of foreign immi-

grants, for the absorption of which, into

the social and political corporation, no

adequate provision has been made. And
because Ave see this great element, trans-

lated from one form of government to

another, uprooted from one type of social

life and planted in another with ap-

parently few points of similarity: be-

cause we find them imbued with the ideas

of their race and of their former train-

ing: because we see them clinging to

their old traditions, in which they have

been schooled through long generations.

and responding but slowly to the strange

new environment in which they have

been placed,—we stand aloof from them

and complain that they do not bear the

fruit of democracy at once. The old

attitude of the taskmasters of Egypt,

forcing the Hebrew slaves to make bricks

without straw, is reproduced afresh in

onr relations with these foreign peoples

who have taken up their dwelling-place

among us.

There are in the "lower wards" of all

our cities a mixture of tongues equal to

that which gathered about the disciples

on the day of Pentecost. Greeks and

Italians, Mexicans and men from the

Russian Steppes. French and Spanish,

Portuguese and Huns. Syrians and

Swedes, Armenians, Chinese, Japanese,

and a scattering of other nationalities

jostle one another, forming a great med-

ley of races and types. These alien peo-

ples form a practical problem. They are

here, in the very midst of us. Whatever

view we may hold as to the desirability

of a restricted immigration does not go

to the question before us with respect to

this element, which is on the ground and

must be dealt with. They are on the

road to citizenship. "Whether they shall

become good citizens or bad citizens de-

pends more on the sort of condition we
allow them to develop in than we are

wont to admit. It takes more than the

state-given privilege of casting a ballot

to make a man fit to vote or intelligent

enough to support an issue. The for-

eigner must not only feel that he has a

share in the government, but he must be

made to feel that he has a stake in the

social life of the community before he

can rise to the measure of good citizen-

ship.

We, then, as a community, have a task

of no mean proportions to grapple, with

respect to this strange element that is

thrust into our political and social life.

We have certain grave duties to perform

toward them before we can justly expect

from them the fruits for which we have

a right to look from citizens of the re-

public. And one of the very first duties

which we owe to these alien peoples is to

understand them and to come to a fair

appreciation of their point of view. The

cavalier treatment usually accorded to

foreigners is not particularly conducive

to the establishment of faith in our good

intentions or of confidence in our sin-

cerity. With a characteristic contempt

for everything that does not bear the

American stamp upon it. we belittle cus-

toms that are associated with very old
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and vriT dear traditions. We ignore

elements in the lives of these
i

pie,

which, if properly conserved and judi-

ciously handled, might well be made the

base of a sound political and social edu-

cation. With ;i supercilious sense of

superiority, we pass by vital instincts

which have played ;i mighty part in the

development of these stranger folk, and

by so doing we fail to utilize the most

potenl factors and forces in their polit-

ical and social assimilation. We lump

them together tinder a slurring title, and

speak of them as "Maps" and "Chinks"

and "Greasers" and "Dutchmen" and

"Dagoes," till a oame thai had once

been the pride of their life becomes a by-

word ami a hissing, and a history that

runs back to days when our own was as

yet unheard of, is made a sign of re-

proach and a jest in the mouth of the

scornful. Plow can we expect the devel-

opment of civic pride in men from whose

memory we try to uproot that natural

growth uf patriotism which springs from

respect for the achievement of one's fore-

bears.' How can we look for the fruits

of citizenship when we stifle the very

root out uf which a sturdy and sound

civic loyalty grows? It is the height of

foolishness, in our dealing with our for-

eign population, to attempt to induct

them into practical citizenship while

ignoring their daily experience, or to try

to create an enduring structure of civic

patriotism which shall ignore or deny all

their past. The fruits of patriotism do

not thrive in an environment of preju-

dice and ridicule. B. E. H.

One of the saddest things in our pres-

ent-day life is the manner of dealing

with criminals. Little appeal is made to

their better nature, and the punishment

society inflicts upon them nearly always

results in confirming them in a life of

crime.

The records uf our criminal courts

OUghl to produce a greater feeling of

pity than of horror. When we come in

contacl with crime of any sorl we feel

that the person committing it cannot be

in a normal condition. .Moral sickness is

as self-evident as physical sickness, and

should be dealt with as patiently, lov-

ingly, and wisely as a whole-souled phy-

sician would deal with the irrationality

of ;i diseased mind. The soul of the

criminal (if if could be analyzed as is

the body i might well be shown to be

suffering from a disease, which, however

abhorrent, makes such a one as Legiti-

mate an object of pity as one would be

whose body is while with leprosy. The

law judges him by his overt acts; but

surely Cod, who knows the shattered

condition of the moral nature, the warp-

ings of the mind, the pitiful lack of

spiritual control, who sees all that lies

beneath the surface, will deal with infi-

nite patience and tenderness with such.

The prayer of the dying Christ was,

"Father, forgive them, they know not

what they do." Does not this apply to

every sin that is committed? Could we

ever commit any sin if we knew what wc

were doing? We see people of great in-

tellectual power, cold-bloodedly, calcu-

latingly, doing evil. Could they do it if

the intellectual and moral nature com-

prehended the blight and misery that

must result? May not one be brilliant

mentally and yet be ignorant morally?

And when we condemn such, would not

our condemnation be turned to pity if

we could see the sickness of the soul that

causes such a one to sin .'

If our system of penology could be

made to treat the criminal as a sick- soul

in especial need of loving care, treat him

not as a moral outlaw but as a child of

Cod, who musl be won hack to a normal

position of usefulness to society, not only

to punish but to cure him. our peniten-

tiaries would be changed from breeders
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of crime into hospitals of redemption;

and one of the greatest problems that

face society to-day would be largely

solved.

If we believe in the inherent nobility

of human nature, that belief must be ex-

tended to the weakest as well as to the

strongest. Even the degradation of a

Jean Valgean would respond to divinely

guided kindness. The appeal to the good

that is in all men would be effective when
made as the Christ made it, in loving

sympathy, and not in cruel judgment.

If every man is a child of God, then it is

our divine duty "'to stand by him and

help him live up to the high privileges of

his birthright." G. H. R.

Preacher-like, my thought springs

from a text, an obscure text in the Apoc-

raphal book of Eidras. "And he an-

swered me and said. "Thou dost not

hasten more than the most high ; for thy

haste is for thine own self, but he that is

above hasteneth on behalf of many.' ' :

The virtue of patience is almost unknown
to the American people. The virgin re-

sources of a vastly wealthy land have

made this country respond to the slight-

est demand upon it. The inhabitants

have witnessed the spectacle of the

amassing of great fortunes in a few years

by men of ability ; they have seen Europe

dump the hordes in here who have had

but to knock to find plenty of employ-

ment ; and. altogether, the immediate

response of America to the desires and

hopes of men has created a false con-

ception of the processes of history. The

possibility of getting rich quick has bred

in Americans the belief that they can get

anything else quickly, and so many of

them would take us by leaps and bounds

into an ideal state of human society.

We are unencumbered by ancient tradi-

tions that act as a drag upon progress,

but we are also without the lessons which

such traditions teach as to the nature of

progress. The sudden conversion theory

is made to seem possible and natural by

our economic experience, and we are al-

most ready to cry. "Before this genera-

tion shall pass away, ye shall see."

A study of the evolutionary process

throughout history, however, reveals

clearly enough that the way of progress

is ever one of compromise. An ideal is

conceived and definitely outlined, and

then contact with the world of fact blurs

the edges. Always the prophet must

stand ready to see his fair vision dis-

torted, as in the process of incarnation

it strives to accommodate itself to a body.

There is ever the promise that ultimately,

the vision having possesesd the body, it

will shape the form to its liking, but that

is a slow process of ages—one for which

we need infinite patience.

Socialism in Europe is learning this

lesson, as is pointed out by Professor

Gilman in a recent number of the M< nd-

ville Bulk tin. and social reformers in

America will have to learn it. It is

curious how American devotees of Social--

ism feel that those who are not numbered

among them are opposed to the end for

which they strive. They fail to recog-

nize as fellow workers those who would

adhere more closely to the slow historic

process of compromise.

-Air. John Graham Brooks, in a recent

address in Berkeley, ably advocated the

historic process of social evolution, and

pleaded for the cultivation of patience.

Any one who heard him could not fail

to feel that it is perfectly possible to

combine a deep enthusiasm for social

reform with a consciousness that the end

can be realized only by a very laborious

process. Give government control a fair

trial. Have the patience to try constant

modifications of the present order before

you launch the country on the risky ad-

venture of a new order which has not
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foundations buill ou1 of pasl experience.

This wag the substance of what lie bad

to say. Such prophets are whal we need

more than any others men who combine

ardor with patience, men who can stir us

to a sense of our social responsibility and

at the same time teach us to maintain

our enthusiasm for ;i long and tedious

task.

It is doubtless true that Christianity

derived its initial force from the enthu-

siasm thai Looked to the immediate com-

ing of the kingdom. Had Jesus said,

"Go forth to labor, and after thousands

of years yon will see the kingdom coming

with power and glory," Hew would have

had the hearl to set out. And yet twen-

tieth century men ought to he in this

respect superior to the men of the first

Christian century, that they can hold an

ideal end with enthusiasm, all the time

knowing the way of history. Individual-

ism breeds impatience, hut a conscious-

ness thai the most high hasteneth on

behalf of many ought to breed infinite

patience. J. H. L.

TO OTJE FRIENDS.

It is three months since we made "A
Frank Statement" concerning the Pa-

cific Unitarian, and two months since

we laid its affairs in detail hefore its

friends, and solicited their support in the

existing emergency. The paper was then

about $500 in arrears, and was incurring

a monthly deficit of aboul $30. Since

then our friends have made cash contri-

butions amounting to $330.50. These

have come in amounts from a dollar up-

wards, from individuals in various parts

of the country, and from several of the

Alliances on this coast. We have also

received some one hundred and fifty new

subscribers and one or two new adver-

tisements. The result is thai al the hour

of writing the paper is considerably less

than $1<M) in arrears, ami we hope that

by the time these lines are read the ac-

coiint will be square. For this splendid

response we again thank- our good

friends.

As we intimated last month, however,

the task is not ye1 completed. While We

now have a paid subscribers' lisl of about

1,025, the expense of publishing and

mailing exceeds the regular income by

about $25 a month. If this should be

allowed to go on, we should by-and-by he

as much in arrears as before; and that

is not for a moment to be considered.

But two alternatives are open, therefore,

which can be adopted. The one is to re-

duce the size and quality of the Pacific

Unitarian, or to omit one or two sum-

mer numbers. The other depends upon

the new subscriptions and the contribu-

tions to a maintenance fund which we

receive within the next month.

As fewer than half of our coast

churches or alliances have yet responded

to our appeal, we hope the latter alterna-

tive will be the one we can follow.

These lines may serve as a reminder:

A dollar a month additional from each

of the churches on this coast would solve

the question permanently. E. M. W.

Recipe for a New Year's Cake.

Take two quarts of the flour of com-

mon sense; sift thoroughly, mixing in a

teaspoonful, or so, of the salt of humor
and half a spoonful each of the cream of

civility and the soda of independence.

Stir in a sufficient quantity of the milk

of human kindness to make a firm

bul smooth batter. Break four eggs

(Plymouth Rock preferably) and beat

the whites of pluck and courage till they

are stiff. The yolks of patience and per-

sistence may be treated with gentleness.

Flavor with a smile. Stir with vigor

till you accomplish your purpose. Bake

slowly in an oven of even temper and

serve with justice or generosity, as the

occasion may demand.
Frosting is no longer called for by

Unitarians.
( JHARLES A. MftjRDOCK.
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Our esteemed contemporary of the

ajregational church on this coast,

the Pacific, has lately been experiencing

its own share of the difficulties that

beset the modern religions newspapers.

We are glad to know that the question,

which for a week threatened to be acute,

whether the paper should not suspend
publication altogether, has been an-

swered in the negative : and that plans

are in progress which bid fair to place

the paper on a sound basis. Long may it

prosper.

The San Diego church held its Christ-

mas festival on December 23d, the vari-

ous branches of the church joining in the

exercises. Rev. Chas. W. Wendte is ex-

pected to preach on January 12th.

A conference of Universalist and Uni-
tarian churches is announced to be held

at the First Universalist Church. Pasa-

dena. January 1-ith and 15th. Rev.

Chas. W. Wendte, of Boston. Mass., will

preach the conference sermon on the

evening of the 14th.

Rev. Isaac Francis Porter, of the Uni-

tarian church in Sherborn, Mass., occu-

pied the pulpit of the Seattle church
during December, pending the arrival of

Rev. J. D. Powers, who has been selected

as the successor of Mr. Simonds.

The Woman's Alliance of Los Angeles
held a Christmas sale in the parlors of

the Alexandra Hotel on December 6th

and 7th. Among the other sources of in-

come was the proceeds of a fine painting

presented by Mrs. M. E. Evans and sold

at auction.

The Unitarian Club of Berkeley held

its thirteenth annual meeting on Decem-
ber 12th. The year has been very suc-

cessful. The full membership of 250 has

been maintained, and the waiting list is a

guarantee for the future. Twenty-three
meetings have been held during the year,

and the treasury showed a balance of

$21S and no debts.

Mrs. George 1). Everett, a life member
of the National Alliance, and president

of the branch in Dover, a suburb of Bos-
ton, has recently arrived in Oakland,
where she will spend the winter with her

sister, Mrs. J. G. Lemmon, and her son,

Charles G. Everett, of Berkeley.

At the meeting of the Woman's Alli-

ance of Redlands on December 11th. Rev.
Maxwell Savage spoke entertainingly on
the writings of Rudyard Kipling. These
delightful lectures given by Mr. Savage
at the women's meetings are proving
popular, insuring a large attendance. At
the end of the program tea was served

by the ladies and a social hour enjoyed.

The ladies of Santa Barbara defy all

the adverse power of superstition out-

raged. They held a Good-Luck fair on
Friday, the 13th of December, and it

turned out a complete success. Many
dainty and artistic articles were sold, and
a supper in conclusion was much en-

joyed.

The Unitarians of Oakland are already
planning for a banquet in entertainment
of their first minister. Rev. Charles W.
Wendte. who will visit them in January.

The Bellingham Ministerial Associa-

tion has refused to admit Unitarians to

its sessions, but the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association, whose board of direc-

tors are members of the evangelical

churches, and full membership in which
is only open to members of the evangel-

ical churches, invited Rev. F. A. Weil to

address its men's meeting last Sunday.
Secretary Wright took this action on his

own initiative, in spite of the objections

of some of the trustees, finding support
in his action in an article in a recent

number of The Outlook, by Lyman Ab-
bott, in which that noted divine said he
considered it about time the Young
Men's Christian Association abolish the

evangelical church requirement and ex-

tend its helpful membership to all young
men. regardless of their religious beliefs.

A cordial letter from Slandyssue.

South Wales, invites us to exchange with
"Yr Ymofynydd," which we are kindly

informed is to be translated "Tin In-

quirer." It is the only Welch Unitarian

magazine. The editor attended the Bos-

ton Congress, and expresses himself as

anxious to know more of the good work
being carried on over on this side. We
gladly acceed to the flattering request.

We may not absorb much intelligence

from the paper if it looks like its name,
but to wrestle with pronouncing the

words will reconcile us to some of the

lesser absurdities that characterize the

English language.
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Rev. James II. Boughter, of Eureka, is

interesting himself in the matter of a

Juvenile < lourt, and the protection of the

young who are in clanger of being made
criminals. In a recenl address he said :

Reformatory institutions and industrial

schools alone will no1 solve the problem.
A Juvenile Court and a thorough system
of probation, such as provided by the

laws of California, are the only rational

methods. Every moral, social, fraternal,

and religious body should assist in

spreading the contagion of the present

agitation until public sentimenl shall

crystallize in the most humane, intelli-

gent, effective, progressive, and philan-

thropic action toward these youthful of-

fenders.
"'

'I'he Unitarian Club of Oakland was
organized on the evening of December
17th. The membership limit is to be one

hundred. The officers for the first year
will be: President, Colonel John P. Irish;

Vice-Presidents, A. II. Elliott, president

of the City Council, and J. W. Stetson;

Secretary, II. D. Cushing; Treasurer,

Bugh Hamilton. After the organization

Rev. Win. I). Simonds gave an interest-

ing review of the personality of Senator

La Pollete, with whom he is well ac-

quainted, and Colonel Irish talked enter-

tainingly of the " United States Senate."

Toward the praiseworthy object of

new carpets for the social rooms of the

First Unitarian Church of San Fran-
cisco, the ladies of the Society for Chris-

tian Work gave three lunches in Decem-
ber. The rain somewhal interfered with
the attendance, hut rain is ;i small cir-

cumstance to women who have endured
earthquake and fire, and no complaint is

made when the ruin we need interferes

with special plans.

Bellingham, Wash., has recently had
a small ecclesiastical sensation. The
local Ministerial Association, in spite of

protests from some of its members,
adopted a constitution intentionally

framed so as to har Unitarians, on the

ground that "the unusual thoughts of

the Unitarians mighl create discord in

the association." The action caused
much unfavorable comment iii the news-

papers. The secretary of the Young
Men's Christian Association, on the oth sr

hand, invited Rev. Mr. Weil to address

a men's meeting on Sunday afternoon.

whereupon one of the ministers declined
any longer to read Y. M. (

'. A. uotices
from his pulpit.

The Christmas Everybody's Magazirn
has a delightful interview of the ghosl of
Scrooge by our witty divine. Rev. \)v.

Crothers. "Do you know. Scrooge," be
says, •'! sometimes think that it is time
for some one to write a new '( Jhristmas
( !arol,' a carol that will make the world
know how people are feeling, ami some of
tin' host things they are doing these
days. People have go1 tired of the wor-
ship of the Blessed Inequalities and are
going in for- the Equalities." They are

grown shy of patronizing intrusive forms
of philanthropy and are more anxious
that people should have a good chance to

buy their Christmas dinners and pres-

ents for themselves through the equaliz-
ing of opportunities with none of the
sentimental pity that was the hardesl
thing to hear in tin 1 old-time charity.

Mr. Scrooge is scandalized ami ready to

quote the lines aboul

Organized charity scrimped and iced

In the name of ;i cautious, statistical < 'lnist

and argues for the old impulsive way of

scattering pennies to the poor, hut is as-

sured that "there never was a time,

Scrooge, when the message of good-will
was so widely interpreted in action or

when it took hold of so many kinds of
men. . . . It's a wonderful giving, this

giving of one's self, and people do appre-
ciate it. "When you have ministered to a

person's self-respect, when you have con-

tributed to his self-reliance, when you
have inspired him to self-help, yon have
given him something. I wish we had
a new Dickens to write up these reciproc-

ities of friendship that have lost every
touch of condescension," says Scrooge's
interlocutor. "If you arc waiting for

that, you will wait a long time." says

Seroou'e. "Perhaps so." says the humor-
ist, ''hut the reciprocities are here all the

same and they are getting in their

work."

Superstitious belief in omens has

largely passed, hut it is in danger of re-

gaining lost ground. The seven-masted
schooner Thomas W. Lawson was losl on

the English coast on Friday, the thir-

teenth of December, which has set some-

body to studying up the part that the
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number 13 has played in Lawson's ca-

reer. His book has the title of Friday,

the 13th. His vessel was lost on the thir-

teenth lunar month of the year. There

are thirteen letters in the name Thomas
W. Lawson, and thirteen letters in the

name Sun Oil Company, which leased the

Lawson. There are thirteen letters in

the name Scilly Islands. The Lawson
carried cargo of Standard Oil, and met

with thirteen accidents during her brief

career.

A Boston paper says: "Rev. Thomas
Van Ness, in his discourse to the crowded

union service of Thanksgiving Day of

Jews and Gentiles in the new Jewish

Temple on Commonwealth Avenue, enu-

merated the things we had to be grateful

for in our national Thanksgiving. He
found much by going back far enough

—

taking the deep vista of an historical ret-

rospect and the broad view of a philo-

sophical survey of social conditions. Al-

most incredible are the changes of men's

minds on the great subjects of govern-

ments, of social duty, of punishments,

of popular education, and other means

of well-being. The spirit of humanity,

the growth of faith in the right, and of

confidence between men are making a

new world. Faith he vividly illustrated

for his audience of well-to-do business

men by asking them to take the measure-

ment of the current loss of business con-

fidence in the difference between the

price of the stock of the same corpora-

tion, doing precisely the same amount of

business and paying the same dividends,

at its former price of 212 and its present

price of 95. There was nothing coarse

or unworthy in the quotation of stock

prices in the pulpit, considering the con-

text and the impressive lesson they were

made to carry of only commercial values

of faith in the community. It was con-

vincing to the last degree on that partic-

ular mixed congregation of prosperous

and prominent 'good citizens.' They

might find equally convincing, after that,

the minister's placing at the very top of

the list of things for which we should

return thanks the capacity for 'service,'

the power to feel and to do for one an-

other. The hush in which this was

uttered and received showed that the

sermon had laid its foundations deep and

strong, and that all bowed to the ideal of

'service' as indeed the highest."

Rev. Wm. D. Simonds, of Oakland, on
the evening of December 15th, lectured

on Charles Darwin, his discoveries in the

scientific field, their result on thought,

and their reception by the church. Dar-
win was declared to be an agnostic, but
a gentle lover of truth, accepting what
he thought was truth, saying "yes" to

nothing and "no " to nothing. Inforcing
the beauty of a candid life on all the

world until at the time of his death he
came to be accepted as the greatest

thinker of his day, and was buried in

Westminster Abbey with the solemn rites

of the church. "He established," con-

tinued the Rev. Mr. Simonds, "the the-

ory on which our church is founded,
showing that character, and character

alone, determined the destiny of man. '

'

Rev. Charles W. Wendte has planned
a very busy schedule for his midwinter
visit to California. It runs (provision-

ally) somewhat as follows: January
12th, morning, Los Angeles; evening,

San Diego. January 14th, Union South-
ern California Conference, Pasadena

;

and within the week at Pomona, Red-
lands, and Santa Ana. January 19th,

Santa Barbara. January 26th, morn-
ing, Oakland; afternoon, Alameda.
February 2d, morning, First Church,
San Francisco ; evening. Second Church,

San Francisco. February 9th, morning,
Palo Alto ; evening, San Jose. The above

are all preaching engagements. Besides

these, Mr. Wendte will be given a recep-

tion by the Channing Auxiliary on Feb-
ruary 3d, and will speak at a dinner of

the Unitarian Club of California and
lecture before the School for the Minis-

try on dates not yet fixed. Mr. Wendte
will be available for lectures on the fol-

lowing subjects: "A Transcendental

Ministry of Thirty-seven Years," "The
International Federation of Religious

Liberals," "Thomas Starr King," "The-
odore Parker and Some of His Contem-

poraries, " "Dr. Tuekerman and Utilita-

rian Philanthropy.
'

'

The Young People's Union has issued

an attractive desk calendar which com-

bines utility and sentiment. It is called

"The Peace Cry." It has a fair-sized

blank leaf for each day and fitting quo-

tations, ranging from Plato to William

Jennings Bryan. It sells at 50 cents,

and can be ordered through Unitarian

Headquarters.
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A New Year's Symposium.

GREETING FROM THE ATLANTIC
TO THE PACIFIC.

The old year has been one of real

gains for our cause. 1 wish we could all

know the story of the hopes, the strug-
gles, and the substantial attainments of
brave bands of the brethren in many
cities of our land; of our loyal follow-

ers in Jacksonville. Florida, whore a lot

has been purchased and a substantial

edifice i> now in process of erection
;
of

Greal Falls, .Mont., where the faith and
hope and pent-up power of many barren
years is blossoming forth into accom-
plishment under the Leadership of Rev.
John Maliek; of Urbana, Illinois, where
professors and students of Hie University
of Illinois, Id by Rev. Albert H. Vail,

are forming a church which shall be an
awakening and regenerative power. No
one of us ean properly estimate the out-

come of such promising beginning, and
these are simply samples of the many
centers of Unitarian influence, from New
London. Conn., across the country to

Palo Alto. Cal., from which come encour-

aging, cheering words.

Your association in your name mate-

rially aids ninety-seven churches and
missionary movements. ( !ould I but con-

vey the meaning of this co-operative en-

terprise in terms of faith and hope and
quickening power. T should be doing yon
a distinct service.

The churches on the Pacific Coast have

a well-sustained and honorable part in

this common work for the spread of our
faith.

Now for the new year of 1908 ! What
is it but a vast, fresh opportunity for

service in this high undertaking of

bringing the modern man into human
conscious relation with the divine, to

strengthen in him those things which

fail not though the earth be destroyed.

Brave men and women of the Pacific

Coast, be assured that we of the Atlantic

follow your accomplishments with pride.

Your wise policy of church extension.

your rapid recovery from the great ca-

tastrophy of this generation, and, most

of all. your wisdom and generosity in

s-i-iirelv planting the Pacific Theological

School,- these all seem to be of the kind

of large things which grow native in

your soil. We congratulate you and
heartily rejoice with you. Bu1 know,
too. that we of the Eas1 a iv of the same
spirit. We are pressing on to fresh vic-

tories. This commanding faith of ours,

(iod helping us. shall find a happy home
in the hearts of thousands who i d iis

comfort and its cheer, and during this

year of l!)l)S you and I will labor in the
one spirit for this blessed end.

.May T wish you a happy year in this

service. There is something profoundly
magnificent in having a greal religion to

love and to give to others.

Wm. Channing Brown.
25 Beacon Street, Boston-

.

DO SOMETHING.
The success of Unitarianism depends

on what it accomplishes for the benefit of

humanity. "By their fruits ye shall

know them." Intellectual correctness

will not make up for lack of heart.

We've got to do something.
sax Francisco. Horace Davip.

NEW YEAR'S MESSAUE.
The allowance of one hundred words

is hardly enough in which to say all the

encouraging and inspiring things thai

might be said for the people of our Coast

at this time. And so. instead of saying
these things myself, I shall rest content

if I may direct as many as possible to

a sure source. It is no other than this

very periodical—the Pacific Unitarian.
For many years now it has been a never

failing current of life and power. May
it continue to live and work for many a

year to come! And to that end let us

all strive to support it more generously
and to extend its influence more faith-

fully. \V. (I. Eliot. Jr.
Portland, Our..

GOD WILL LEAD.

As we recall the things that have
"happened" to iis during the past year,

we shall do well to take back that hasty

word and say, rather, "The eyes of the

Lord my God have been upon the region

of life through which I have just

been traveling. Nothing has 'happened'

there. All has been under his wise and

kind control."

And the larger events in the history
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of the nation and the world! As they
pass again before onr eyes, looking back
over the year, how can we help crying

out, "Lo, here is the finger of God! Lo,

there is the outnaskmg of his power!"
With joy and good courage we look

forward to another year of life. God
will lead. If we follow, we shall find

it "a way that goeth upward." In his

companionship we shall enrich our souls.

In the works of righteousness, truth, and
Love that he is preparing we shall be

privileged to do onr part.

Benjamin A. Goodridge.
Santa Barbara.

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT.
New Year's is a season of both retro-

spect and prospect. Dr. Hale's familiar

motto is only a half truth. We are chil-

dren of memory as well as of hope.

True, it is not well to live in the past;

but every well-ordered life is lived in

Large measure from it. and thereby girds

itself with strength and courage and
joy. Bunyan's Pilgrim was right in car-

rying his burdensome pack behind and
not before, to be had constantly in sight.

Bnt for the red-letter days, the inspira-

tions, the lessons, the friendships, the

achievements vouchsafed us amidst

whatsoever of conscious shortcomings.

we may wisely feel and say with Words-
worth,

—

"The memory of our past years in me doth
breed

Per] etual benediction."

Berkeley. F. L. HOSMER.

COURAGE.
My word of cheer is this: After

spending thirty earnest years in the

evangelical work of the Congregational
body, my deepest convictions and sincer-

est devotion are given now to work in

the Unitarian fellowship. Coming into

this work so late in life, I expect only to

be Located where my faith and good-will

arc tnosl severely tried. Here at Santa

Rosa we have just such a test. Bnt I

believe the Pacific Coast is to be won for

a rational, cosmic basis of truth, and for

the most comforting theistic belief. I

hope to taste the joy of the triumph of

this grander view of Cod and humanity.
[ counl il a joy already to be in this

work. William T. Hutciiins.
Rosa.

A HYMN OF CONSECRATION.
This thought makes life more glorious
Than any thought to me:—

That thou hast need of each of us
As we have ueed of thee.

Eternally thine arm is bared
To subject unto thee

All wayward wills that have not shared
Thy love of equity.

And as, while adding day to day.
Thy hosts, O Lord, increase,

With ours, thine anguish fades away
In the great hope of peace.

Our visions, then, we'll cherish still.

Our best desires renew,
For with each consecrated will

Comes peace again in view

:

Peace to the sons of heaven or earth.

Who hear from far thy call

:

Peace that means the longed-for birth

Of thee as all in all.—John Howland Lathrop.
Berkeley.

ACTION DISPELS DOUBTS.
Are yon troubled with doubts and

fears as you face the new year ? We get

little light on- our lot by sitting still and
puzzling over it. No man has ever

thought out an adequate answer to his

doubts. But when we turn to work
among men we find that where no argu-

ment explains, action explains. The
problems of life are solved by the work
of life, and God may be found not more
in the sky than in the dust, npt more in

dnbow arching oyer great achieve-

ments than in the common duty well

done. If yon have tried other expedi-
-. now- try this, and see if more doubts

are not answered by living right than by
thinking cleverly—see if the Cod yon
search the heavens for is no1 beside you
all day lone, "missed, in the common-
place of miracle."
Sax Francisco. Bradford Leavitt.

THE IMPORTANT CONSIDERA-
TION.

The New Year faced by those who live

in the city still struggling bravely to re-

pair the losses of the event of April,

and its aftermath of assorted evils,

does iid1 wear a particularly smiling

face, though her visage is not repulsive.

She seems lo he waiting To sr in what
spirit we will meet her. And isn't that

spiril the most important consideration.?

It is noi bountiful gifts, or boundless op-

portunity, or sharp trials thai really
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count; it is what we do with them, and
that depends upon the spirit thai is

within us. The besl we can wish for the
New year is wisdom to know what is the

besl to do and be, and strength to follow
in the appointed way.

Charles A. Murdoch:.
Sax FbaNCISCO.

CHEEB FBOM A LA V.MAN.
I am glad to send a New War's greet-

ing to the Pacific Unitarian; whether
it will be a word of encouragement de-

pends on the point of view.

To those who measure success by num-
bers, religious experience by degrees of
emotion, the elevation of character by
tlir height of the church steeple. Our
rainbow of promise may seem dim. Al-

most every other denomination will show
a larger record and a brighter outlook- in

these respects than our own. Our num-
bers seem indeed pitifully small for the

magnitude of our work. This is one
point of view.

I have been reading lately Mr. Roose-
velt's "Winning of the West," an in-

spiring story of the little hand of

"borderers," who hlazed a trail into

the unknown, look possession of new
empires, for the Republic, and when the

world caught up moved on into the next

trackless wilderness. The Unitarian

body i> of that pioneer character and
type ; ever in a state of change, and ever

ready to abandon its intellectual base,

whenever it becomes untenable in reason.

Such a movement will always have com-

paratively few followers; the majority

find il mor unfortable to stay in the

beaten paths, in the security of the pre-

vailing opinions of the day.

This is the other point of view, and

recognizing this aspect of our movement.

the fiit ure is full of promise and encour-

agement.
The Unitarian word and work are

making a greater impress upon the re-

ligious thoughl of the day than ever

before, and the world is surely moving
towards our liberal ideals; it has already

"discovered" and taken possession of

our pioneer camps, while our small army
has moved on and is still in the van.

And in the meantime, the old spirit of

hitter controversy has disappeared, and
the spirit of mutual understanding, sym-

pathy, and co-operation is taking its

place. In its true sphere and function
our church is stronger and is accom-
plishing greater things for the worship
of < lod and the service of man than ever
in its history.

Yt s, the new year is full qf promise.
encouragement, and opportunity for the
I unitarian cause. W. II. Payson.
Berkki.kv.

TIIK VITAL QUESTION.
The vital question that presents itself

to many men to-day is as to whether
they have lost faith in tin- superstitions
of the past without gaining a truer and
more vital faith. It is better for men to
believe in the old rigid orthodoxy than
for them to define life as consisting in a
selfish struggle for material things. Our
age needs a deeper belief in the power
mi the universe that makes for righteous-
ness, a definition of success in terms of
service and sacrifice, and an effort to ex-
press goodness, truth, and beauty in the
common relations of life.

Alameda. Clarexu: Reed.

BREADTH AND DEPTH.
Some streams run narrow and shal-

low: some spread out and are broad ami
shallow; others run broad and deep.

So it is with men and won, mi. Some
move in narrow, shallow channels, be-
tween the hanks of bigotry; others over-
flow those banks, and think because they
have spread out that they have done
wondrous things,—but they have no

b : while others flow ever onward
betv i en the restraining hanks of < lod.

broad and deep deep with the waters of
life which they draw unto themselves
from countless tributaries of the uni-
verse alone' their way.

Like which sort of si ream would yon
besl resolve to he in this coming year.'

The answer is plain enough to see. But
to l>< that answer in daily life takes
sf rength, courage, hope, and love.

I ei ns resolve to he restrained by noth-
ing except the hanks of l lod. am! to draw
unto ourselves all goodly streams of life,

to free the long-choked well-springs of
our clearer nature and move forward
with depth and breadth from day to

day. Maxwell Savage.
Redlakds.
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A NEW-YEAR PRAYER FOR THE
COAST-LAND.

God, we in child-like intellect mark
time with years as we dwell in eternity,

and do now recognize another nnit in

the calendar of the century. As thou

dost well know, we are sojourners upon

the coast-land that joins the East and

the West, in this, one of thy glorious

worlds. It is the home of the snow-clad

mountain and virgin forest, bordering

the great sea. Thou hast made us as a

gateway for the people, through which

many pass who would be about their

Father's business, either in the market-

place or when they go down to the sea

in ships. We pray thee, then, that all

our works this coming year may be ful-

filled witli the thought of thee in the

heart, as wo take another step of life, in

thy life, into the larger life, which ever

;i waits us beyond the snow-clad peak and

virgin forest and the great sea, in the

land of the "over there."

. Fred Alban Weil.
Bellingham, Wash.

CALL TO YOUNG MEN.

The best New Year's message I can

send to Unitarians on the Pacific Coast

is a call for their sons to consider the

great opportunities of the Christian min-

istry. Within the next twenty years at

least a hundred openings for competent

men in our Pacific Coast pulpits are

likely to occur. Shall we have to send

Mast for the men, as in the past, or shall

we find our religious and moral leaders

in the next generation among our own

choicest and ablest sons? The oppor-

tunities for religious service, moral influ-

ence, and public leadership which King,

Stebbins, Eliot, and Fay found at the

beginning of their ministry, wait for the

righi you ns men to-day.

Berkeley. Eare Morse Wilbur.

* * *

The Headquarters Fund.
[Continued from page 264, in July number of

Pacific Unitarian.]

Amount acknowledged in Pacific Uni-

tarian for July $633 00

Women's Alliance of First Congrega-

tional Society of New Bedford, Mass. 25 00

$658 00

Catherine Graupner Stone.
Mrs. George W. Stone,

2614 Warring Street, Berkeley, Cal.

Ehf Pulptt.

"Is Not This Joseph's Son?"
By T. L. Eliot, Portland, Ore.

With the text, "They wondered at his

words of grace, and said, 'Is not this

Joseph's son'?'" I propose to consider
the Unitarian's faith in Jesus—and ap-
proach in so doing a truth which is to us
of sublimest meaning—yet that for al-

legiance to which we endure most
reproach. The character of Jesus, his

personality, Unitarians regard as the
inestimable heritage of the world: and
we think the greatest injury which comes
from wrong doctrines concerning Jesus'

nature, is that they impair the true im-

age of his character. Unitarians recog-

nize in Jesus, not the second person of

the Trinity, incarnate in a human soul,

but the life of a truest man in com-
munion with God's will. Our short for-

mula is, "Jesus by his word and life

proved human nature to be divine."

Jesus is that Son of the Father and
brother of all mankind, who of moral
right can hold the loving discipleship of

the whole human race, and under whose
leadership chiefly God is uplifting the

entire world. The inspiration and im-

mense impulse given to the world in the

life of Jesus, we believe to have been

primarily and always the faith, the be-

lief in his real humanity—the confidence

that all he said, did, suffered, and
aspired to is a human experience, a hu-

man discovery of the riches of goodness,

love, and truth in God by the channel

of obedience and filial trust. And why
do we emphasize this truth ? Why do we
resist a statement of the nature of Jesus

which separates him from essential

humanity? I pass by, for the present,

the evidences which are found in his own
words and the express spirit of his life.

There is evidence enough in plain scrip-

ture, if we but read it intelligently, with-

out preconceived prejudice; but I nowT

rather would seek the reasons based on

the very consciousness in you and me,

and the unity of the universe, in which

we are. Does not the unity of the uni-

verse require us to believe that all moral

and spiritual growth is alike? For ex-

ample: In physical things, the unity of

nature brings us the conviction that the

law of gravitation is one—its formula

and method the same in Sirius as on our
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earth; and the spectrum of the light of
Sinus, light which takes years to travel
here, evidences the same laws of chem-
istry and optics which affect matter in
our laboratories. Faith in the unity of
law is the absolute postulate or basis of
all knowing. Is there no such unity of
law in spiritual life, in questions of iden-
tity, consciousness, merit or demerit, will

and reason? .Must not goodnes3, in or-

der to be goodness, always have the same
quality oi growth, overcoming the limi-

tations of sense, subduing temptation,
asserting the will in noble choice.' Now
.lesus's life, in the gospel, is a record of
such a growth, choice, and victory. Does
not its very ground of approval, however
pre-eminent he was, consist in the fact

that it was life under the same condi-
tions, the same laws, as other human
life.' May we not go further, and say
that the very honor of Jesus 's pre-emi-
nence is due because his was life under
the same conditions and laws as other
human life? But suppose, as has been
the deep error of Christian history, that
we assort a different law for the life and
growth of Jesus 's character. Suppose
that we assert that his very nature wTas

altogether different from yours and
mine? What if we claim a superinduced
nature—the Godhead indwelling (not by
a law of possibility which applies to hu-

man nature as such, but) only in Jesus,

constituting him infinite God and man

;

then what becomes of character in Jesus,

and of his whole experience? Is it any
longer really like man's, or can it throw
any light on human destiny and human
nature as such? By the very terms of

such a definition of Jesus, must not

human consciousness in any man be a

different thing and supply a different

problem of existence to that of Jesus?
When we dismiss mechanical ideas of sal-

vation, when we believe with the Apostle

who said. "Be not deceived, lie that

doeth righteousness is righteous, even as

Christ is righteous;" when we recognize

no other law of the universe for goodness
than becoming good, must we not then

believe -lesus's experience to be veritably

like ours, and under the same conditions,

if indeed that experience is to help us.'

For help us it only can through the ave-

nues of hope and confidence, inspiring

our own moral purpose, awakening aspi-

ration prophetic to every man of the

things God 1ms prepared for those who
love him. But if Jesus's essential nature
was different in kind fr ,m that of those
he called his brethren, ind whom he in-
vited to he children of God; if while he
so called on us to be like himself, he
knew there was a distinction as wide as
the universe between his life plan and
that of any other man. what a mockery
his invitation becomes! As though an
eagle should invite a blind worm to fly!
Do you not perceive, in that instant 'in

which you set up such a difference as
a supposed glorification of the Christ,
that the real .Jesus is lost — his savin-
example is gone?
And having lost his real example,

there was left to the church a new prob-
lem, to show how Christ shall save men,
and the answer soon provided was a
doctrine of substitution. Jesus, as man
and God, says theology, saves us by im-
puting his righteousness to us. What
else was left hut mat .' According to the
scheme, human nature was a failure

—

God c'me on earth as a man, and lived
a perfect life—then somehow, in dying,
agrees to impute his "God righteous-
ness" to any one who will accept it! If
you will but think seriously—righteous-
ness or badness is the one thing that
cannot come by substitute; the conse-
quences of good or evil may fall on
others, but character—think candidly

—

how can that be "imputed"—how can
one be righteous except as he has been
and done right? See how inextricable a
web of unreason the system of especial
incarnation and substitution leads to!
And all to adjust us about the supposed
fixed point, that it is impossible for man
as such, for human nature per se, and
under the orderly grace of God, to be-
gin the life of righteousness and -row in

goodness. But what if we reverse all

this, and see in Jesus himself the perfect
human life, the proof that man can be-

come God-like—the realized type of hu-
manity? What if we credit his own
words when he called on his disciples to

realize the same divine presence thai he
did: what if Ave credit him witli the
faith thai the poorest form of sinful

humanity still bears the divine image,
and may arise and go to the Father: At
one stroke are we not rid of the phan-
tasm of imputed righteousness, and born
into an almost incredible hope? [ncred-
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ible indeed, had not Jesus believed it.

Incredibly incredible, had he not lived
out his own faith ! But as certain as the
sun in heaven—to him who interiorly ap-
prehends Jesus and his gospel. He did
indeed come to save mankind. He came
to save us from skepticism, from unbe-
lief in ourselves. He came to make dis-

eovery for us of the measureless treasure
and dignity of the immortal soul, and
be made this discovery for us, by making
it in himself. ''Believe that you are a
<chiJd of Cod. and live like one!" is his
message. "All things are possible to him
that believeth." Now when we read the
•.story of Jesus thus, and realize it as a

Veritable human experience, he becomes
the source of moral inspiration to the

whole race. His method becomes the

typical method. He is. in a profound
and spiritual sense, the way. the truth.

and the life. Believing in him as real,

his experience is felt to be real, and it

means something that stirs the very
depths in us when he says. "Follow me."
Are we indeed created as Jesus, in the

very elements of our nature ? Is God
our Father, in the same sense as he is

his? Does the universe stand pledged by
immutable law to answer to our faith in

degree and kind as it did to his ? Is the

law of moral growth, of spiritual in-

crease, the same for us as it was for him ?

Is the same law of exultant service, of

companionship with God. of love like

God's, given to us as an invitation, an

allurement, that was given to Jesus ? So
Ave reverently, triumphantly believe.

We believe it because Jesus believed it.

because it explains for us so much more
than any other conception of the moral

universe. AVe believe it because it is

worthy of God. We believe it because.

when once interiorly and lovingly appre-

hended, it is a truth, immeasurably af-

fecting and personal, drawing us. if I

may so speak, to the very bosom of infi-

nite love, in an abandon of trust. That
the God and Father of Jesus is our God
and Father, ready in all the plenitude of

a universe to be our lover and friend, is

indeed an infinitely affecting truth.

And here it is that the right apprehen-

sion of Jesus 's experience has vital sig-

nificance. Tn a different tone from that

of the Nazareth people, we may ask the

question, "Is not this Joseph's son?"
Did not one of our mortal race find God

so dear, so faithful, so true a lover ? Did
not one such grow from trust to trust,

and receive the very fullness of the di-

vine intent in man into his breast? And
does he not tell me that his is in verity
the path, the law of the spirit for every
one willing to enter it? And that the
Father of the universe answers each
trust and effort by the omnipotent laws
of grace and nature; that there is a
heavenly conspiracy of truth with the
true, and of love with the loving ?

Tell me, friends, does not such a con-

ception bring thoughts too deep for
tears ? For myself, under an inconceiv-

able burden of gratitude and adoring
reverence. I can say that it seems to

answer to the very springs of my being.

It is a justifying faith. I mean it ad-

justs itself so simply, so grandly, to all

else I know and see of the universe. It

is interpreter of so much that dimly stirs

my heart, and answers my thoughts, as

I look out or in, upon the solemnity, the
mystery, of life. I exult to feel this

conception of the religion, the experi-

ence of Jesus, fit to the unity of the

universe. I exult with tenderest thank-
fulness—not with pride—to see this

larger faith displacing the provisional

one. It is rising outside of our body in

the great minds of England, India, Ger-
many, and America. I rejoice, and be-

lieve that Jesus rejoices in that hour,
which is coming and now is, when the

world shall enter upon the real meaning
of his experience, and receive from it

a springtide of moral enthusiasm, mas-
terful, and passionately deep. I exult,

yet as one humbled under the gift—that

the trust of such a truth is committed in

part to us, of the spirit, in hope that as

Jesus 's ministers we may impart it to

others. And I yearn for the day when
our loved church throughout this land,

when Unitarians in name, shall have
awakened to all the meaning of this

trust. Surrounded by the thick columns
of orthodoxy, driven in on ourselves,

forced to a defensive attitude, fiercely

watched and misinterpreted.-—our ad-

justment to a God-given mission has

been, oh, so difficult, so warped to poor

human weaknesses, and has fallen far

short of the inherent inspiration of con-

viction—not but that the record, human-
ly speaking, has had luminous places

and prophets and martyrs, but we
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have been cumbered, half emancipated,
"dwelling in tents." Now, "the city

that hath foundations" is nearing lis.

There has been a transition period in

which jealousy of ourselves, and fear of
being misunderst I by others held us
back from preaching the person of Jesus
as the rock of our faith. Many of our
ministry.— especially those who came to

us from other folds,—by a mental re-

action were timid of using language—so

often abused—the language of devoted
faith and discipleship to Christ. That
language our ministers forbore to use,

because in the world's sense and hearing
it was thought to mean their meaning

—

an idolatrous one.

Bui we arc nearing our own truth, ap-

prehending it and realizing that the per-
son of Jesus of Nazareth, his human
personality, is the key and inspiration of

our mission: that we are called to be
prophets in the new dispensation—new,

ye1 eternal, and which was ever waiting

for discovery—the dispensation in which
the "world is fiod's scripture, and his

son is mankind;" a dispensation of

which Jesus, truly appprehended, is in-

deed the great TTigh Priest—the human
Jesus, whom we may love and reverence

forever, because he first made entire

proof of our nature, and found it like

God's.

* * *

It is not what the best men do, but

what they are. that constitutes their tru-

est benefaction to their fellow-men. Cer-

tainly, in our own little sphere, it is not

the mosl active people to whom we owe
the most. Among the common people
whom we know, it is not n ssarily

those Who are busiest, not those who,

meteor-like, are ever on the rush after

some visible change and work. It is the

lives like the stars, which simply pour
down on us the calm light of their bright

and faithful being, up to which we look,

and out of which we gather the deepest

calm and courage.

—

Phillips Brooks.

£ * «

In life's small things lie resolute ami great

To keep thy muscle trained; knowest thou
when Fate

Thy measure take? or when she'll say to thee

"I find thee worthy; do this deed for me?"
—Jnmrs Bussel Lowell.

Contributed.

Greatness Immortal.

[An appreciation of the Unitarian benefac-
tors on the Pacific Coast, whose unfailing
generosity and unobtrusive philanthropy will
continue i<> live and work,—in church, in school,
in home, ami in hospital,—long after their lib-
eral souls shall have gone in their reward.]

True greatness immortal on earth here I."low
Is .oily for those who, with hearts all aglow,
And full of compassion, themselves will efface,
By helping the world and uplifting the race.

Greal minds are immortal, and Cycles of time
''an never diminish their luster sublime;
Por truth is their passion,—ideas aflame
Illumine their pathway to undying fame.

Great thoughts are immortal, incarnate in acts,
Embodied in mercy, attested by facts;
By wisdom and forethought in splendor they

shine,

A light ever burning on memory's shrine.

Great hearts are immortal, whose throbbings of
love

Are prompted by impulses sent from above;
With fitting regard for humanity's need-.
Administer richly by heavenly deeds.

Great means are immortal, if laid up in trust,
Divinely protected from robbers and rust,

—

In temples of learning, and healing, and prayer,
Where values received divine signatures bear.

Great gifts are immortal to help and to bless,
In saving the lost and relieving distress;
For healing the sick and for teaching the young,
The praise of the givers shall ever be sung.

Great deeds are immortal, away through the
skies.

Like incense eternal, to glory they rise;

Pervading the temple of mortals below,
With fragrance of blessings tha ssly

flow.

Great lives are immortal; but only the gi

Are kindly remembered,—at all understood:
Their service to mankind forever endures,
And many an ill their beneficence cures.

Great SOUls are immortal; the rich ami the poor
Alike in this harbor their vessels ma\ moor,

—

A haven of honor for doing their best.

In working for others, and waiting for rest.

True goodness immortal, unfettered by cv<,:\.

Unfeigned in motive, unselfish in deed,
Obtains the reward it supremely deserves,
From God and from man, whom it faithfully

sen es.

—J. G. Bought cr.

[nstead of complaining thai the v<^-

has thorns, T congratulate myself that

the thorn is surmounted by roses, and
that the bush bears flowers.—Jou&rTi.
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Some Unitarian Cant.

By Rev. Earl M. Wilbur.

II.

"Unitarians don't need to go to church

as the orthodox do." This is another

rather common form of Unitarian cant;

and it corresponds to the definition I

gave in the previous article,—i. e. it is

used as a substitute for performing reli-

gious duty, and, I may add, for taking

advantage of religious privilege. It

means different things in different

mouths; but often this: that the liberal

religion taught in our churches has so

emancipated those who accept it from
their old fears or superstitions, that the

motives that once would have made them
regular attendants at church no longer

appeal to them ; or again, that Unitar-

ianism has taught them to think for

themselves, and to rely more upon them-

selves in their religious life, and less

upon the teachings of the minister, or

the influences of the church. So far,

so good. We may be glad if our faith

frees men from fear that once drove

them to church in order to save their

souls, or emancipates them from religious

superstitions, or makes them strong and
self-reliant rather than feeble and de-

pendent in spirit. That is in itself a

great service for a religious faith to

perform.

But is that all a church can do for a

man ; is that all a church—even a liberal

church—stands for in a community: to

set men free and let them run wild ?

On the contrary, a church that does

only that is almost a disintegrating force

in a community, teaching men to pull

separately rather than pull together.

For, as I said in the previous article,

freedom is not an end but a means ; and
the test of its value is the use to which
it is put. The difference between the

freedom of liberal government and the

uncharted freedom of anarchy is that in

the latter case it ends in nothing but
disorder, while in the former it is used

to secure the freedom of others, to per-

petuate it, and to develop the full nature

of the free man. That is precisely what
a free church ought to do: it ought
through those already emancipated to

help free others, to extend freedom as

widely as possible, and above all to

develop the spiritual nature of those who
would have been more or less starved
without it.

And this prescribes two compelling
reasons why Unitarians should be not
less regular and faithful in public reli-

gious habits than those who hold an-
other form of faith. First, the prob-
abilities are that they still need as

much as any the inspirations of religion

in order to realize the highest excellence
of personal character. When fear as a
motive has departed,—and we are by no
means the only ones that are no longer
under its shadow,—there still remains
the higher, the highest possible, motive,
urged by Jesus, "that ye may be sons
of your Father who is in heaven."
There is still the constant temptation
or tendency to fall short of our highest
ideals; and a corresponding constant
need of clearing our vision and renewing
our inspirations. No man ever becomes
or can become so liberal as to be beyond
the need of a church which by its ser-

vices can furnish him these ; and the

less one realizes his need, the more urgent
his need is sure to be. It is the very
affectation of spiritual self-conceit for

one to say, "I do not need to go to

church," unless he understands that all

a church can undertake to do for him
is to save his soul from future fire.

But even if one were such a saint

that the church could raise him to a

higher level, there is still the question of

the community and of the place of the

church in it. Are churches needed?
Are they a wholesome influence, individ-

ually and socially? The answer to this

question binds every one that believes

in the mission of churches to support
them—not by money alone, for money
alone makes no church; but in one's

own person. And the man who forsakes

the church as soon as he has got out of

it all it can do for him. proves that

his religion has made him miserably

selfish.

« * *
BuiM a little fence of trust

Around to-day;
Fill the space with loving deeds.

And therein stay.

Look not through the sheltering bars
Upon to-morrow;

God will help thee bear what comes
Of joy or sorrow.—Mary Frances Butts.
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The Second Church in Boston.

The Second Church in Boston, which

was the second church established by the

Puritans, and was known in pre-

revolutionary times as the "Old North
Church," was rounded, and the first

house of worship huill in North Square,

in 164!). It is one of our earliest and
most historic Boston churches, with a

record that dates far back into colonial

times. The first house of worship in

North Square was burned in 1676; re-

built, 1677; taken down for fuel by
British troops. lTTo. The society occu-

pied the New Brick in Hanover Street,

1771), till it was demolished, 1844. The
new church in Hanover Street was dedi-

cated in 1845, and sold in 1849. Freeman
Place Chape] was purchased in 1850;
sold in 1854. The meeting-place of the

Church of the Saviour in Bedford Street

was purchased in 1S54; the land was sold

in 1872, and building carefully taken

down. The present edifice in Copley

Square (dedicated September 17, 1874)

is built from the same materials and
upon the same design, and therefore not

only largely represents, but in appear-

ance and arrangement is, the church as

it was in Bedford Street.

The Second Church has had a long' list

of celebrated ministers, whose inspiring

words and brilliant deeds form part of

the history of New England. Its minis-

ters have been, ill the order of succession :

John Mayo, Increase Mather, Cotton

Mather, Joshua Gee, Samuel Mather,

Samuel Checkley, Jr., John Lathrop,

Henry Ware, Jr., Ralph Waldo Emer-
son, Chandler Robbins. Robert Laird

Collier. Edward A. Ilorton, and Thomas
V;m Ness, the present minister, who was

installed in April, 1893.

The silver communion plate <>f the Sec-

ond Church is one of the oldest and most

valuable in New England, including,

among its many pieces, a baptismal ba-

sin of 1706 and a flagon of 1711. By the

side of the communion table stands the

chair once used by Rev. Col ton Mather.

The service of worship of the Second

Church is flexibly liturgical, based on

Martineau's "Ten Services," with choir

and congregational singing.

The religious and benevolent activities

of the church include the work of the

Ladies' lieiievolenl Society, garment-cut-
ting (eight hundred to a thousand pieces

of work a year), work for the "Home for

the Destitute" (now Gwynne Temporary
Home), and the Children's Mission. In

1855 the ladies added to their list of in-

stitutions to be helped the Mariners'
Home, deciding to be responsihle for the

care of one of the rooms to be thereafter
known as the '"Second Church Room."
In 1899-1900 the following institutions

were heneficiarics: Gwynne Temporary
Home, Bulfinch Place Church. Parker
Memorial, Children's Mission, Morgan
Memorial. "The Second Church Branch
of the National Alliance of Unitarian
and Other Liberal Christian Women" is

another active organization, whose object

is to quicken the religious life of Uni-
tarian churches, and promote missionary
and denominational work. The Post-

office Mission distributes Unitarian books
and other publications, and also a quan-
tity of magazines and illustrated period-

icals, these going mainly to the Southern
States. The Second Church department
of the South End Industrial School is

the department of dressmaking and mil-

linery, mending, and sewing, and is in

charge of a professional dressmaker. Be-

sides two classes on Saturdays of girls,

none under twelve years, of age, there

is an adult class of women on Wednes-
day evenings. The South End Indus-

trial School is an institution supported

by certain of the Unitarian churches of

Boston and vicinity. It has for its object

"to provide industrial training for poor
boys and girls." These boys and girls

are taught printing, carpentering, draw-

ing, cooking, sewing, and other useful

trades.

The Sunday-school of the Second

Church is in session from tin 1 fourth

Sunday in September to the first Sunday
in June, inclusive, yearly. It has kinder-

garten and primary departments. Sun-

day preaching services at the usual

hours') are well attended and helpful.

Dr. Van Ness is recognized as a strong

and scholarly preacher. He holds very

high rank in the Unitarian denomination.

The following is an abstract of a recent

able sermon on "The Purposeful Life.*'

from John iv: 34—"My meat is to do the

will of him that sent me. and to finish his

work":—
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"The animating motive in Europe and
America in the first years of the nineteenth

century -was a movement toward freedom. To-

day there is a marked tendency toward abridg-

ing the liberty of the individual. Private judg-

ment, individual initiative, is not wanted.
'

' Confining our attention to our own social

and religious sphere, let us ask: How stands

it with us, personally? Has the time come to

curb our religious thinking, to limit the literary

fields through which we can safely wander, to

restrain our social activities'? In short, has

society become too complex? Shall we return

to a niore primitive type of society and find

peace" of mind under barer and simpler con-

ditions?
'

' Now, what we need for real soul satisfac-

tion is not to go back to a primitive state of

society, but to go forward to an even more

highly evolved one. Life is not simplified by

bareness. Simplification of life comes not

through elimination, but through purpose.

Strength of purpose makes one cool and col-

lected, makes one seize only on those objects

which further his purpose, makes one contented

and happy. The trouble with our age is not

so much its absence of simplicity as its absence

of purpose. When we know what we want, and
:

. that, then the many advantages and oppor-

tunities offered by twentieth-century civilization

will be as s, many servants to assist us in our

endeavor.
"What shall be our purpose in life? To do

the will of God and to accomplish his work.

What society needs to-day is a new insistence

on the individualism of Jesus, a stronger em-

phasis on his ideals, a clearer vision of what

he strove to be and do. In short, we need to

have the mind of Christ within ourselves."

—Zion'.s Herald, Sept. 1, 1907.

* £ *

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OX
TUBERCULOSIS.

The International Congress on Tuberculosis

will meet in Washington a. year from now.

From a humanitarian as well as a scientific

viewpoint the influence of the gathering will

lie incalculable, as the Congress will bring

together the most eminent workers from every

pari of the world now engaged in the fight

against tin' white plague, who will direct at-

tention not only to the gravity of the problem,

but to the hopeful possibilities of its solution.

That the problem comes close to the lives and

the homes of every one of us, is shown by

llio fact that more than one tenth of all deaths

occurring in the civilized world and about one

fourth of nil dmths between the ages of 20

and 45 y< due to tuberculosis.

1 1 will chit;,- oi; for three weeks, beginning

September 21s1 and continuing to October 12,

L908, public discussions of the tuberculosis

problem, led by the most eminent authorities

on this subject, in this and oilier countries.

Official delegates will be present from nearly

all civilized countries. There will be a course

of thirty special lectures to winch all members
of the Congress and the general public are in-

vited.

The Congress will be divided into seven sec-

tions, giving ample scope for the participa-

tion of both scientific and lay members.
There will be a great tuberculosis exposition,

in which one can see what is going on, the

woidd around, in the campaign against tuber-

culosis.

There will be clinics and demonstrations
throughout the whole period of three weeks,
giving medical and lay delegates object lessons

in this subject.

There will lie very valuable publications, of
which the Transactions will be the most im-
portant. The transactions of the last Con-
gress are published in three volumes. The
proceedings of this Congress will require four
volumes. These are free to all members of

the Congress who have paid their membership
fee ($5).
The cost of the Congress will far exceed the

revenue derived from fees. This cost will be
provided for by the National Association for

the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis,

which will invest a large sum ($100,000) in the

project.

The American membership should number ten
thousand persons. There are two classes of
members—full members, who pay a fee of

$5, and associate members, who pay a fee of

$2. and have all the privileges of membership,
except the right to vote and to receive the

printed volumes.
All correspondence should be addressed to

Dr. John S. Fulton, 810 Colorado Building,

Washington, D. C.

* * *
To-Day.

Why fear to-morrow, timid heart .'

Why tread the future's way.1

We only need to do our part

To-day, dear child, to-day.

The past is written ! Close the book
On pages sad and gay

;

Within the future do not look,

But live to-day—to-day.

'Tis this one hour that God has given;

His now we must obey

;

And it will make our earth his heaven
To live to-day—to-day.

* £ A

A New Year's Answer.
1 asked the Xew Year for some motto sweet—
Some rule of life by which to guide my feet;

I asked and paused, it answered low:

"God's will to know."

" Will knowledge, then, suffice, Xew Year."'
I Cried ;

But ere the question into silence died

Tht^ answer came: "Nay, this remember, too:

"Gods will to do."

'•ice more 1 asked: ''Is there still more to

tell?"
And once again the answer softly fell:

"Yea, this one thine', all things above.

"God's will to love."—Bertha ShasU r.
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CljttDrrn's Department.
Conducted by Rev. William Day Simonds.

ANGELS OF CHILDHOOD.
The mj stery of unfolding life

[a more than morning's 'lawn,

Than opening flower or crescent union,

The human soul aew born.

Before life's sweetest mystery still

The 1 1
1

- : f it in reverence kneels;

The wonder of the primal birth

The latest mother feels.

We oeed love's tender lessons taughl
As only weakness can

;

God liat h' liis small interpreters

;

The child must teach I be man.

We wander wide through evil years,

( )ur t-\ es of fail h groTi dim;
Bui be is freshesl from his hand
Ami nearest unto him.

Ami haply, pleading long with him
For sin sick hearts and cold,

The angels of our childhood still

'I he Fat her 's face behold.

< )f such t he kingdom. Teach t hon us

») Master most divine,

To feel the deep significance

( >f t hese \\ ise words of t hine.

.

—

John Greenleaj Whittier.

A SUCCESSFUL SUNDAY-SCHOOL.'
Our good friend and brother, Rev.

William <i. Eliot, of Portland, sends us

the following aecount of the Sunday-
school connected with the Church of Our
Father, of which he is minister.

The Sunday-school meets in the morn-
ing, al 9:45. This hour, with wry few
exceptions, approves itself to all. New
pupils entering the school are expected

to fill oul an enrollment record, giving

name, age, grade in day-school, names of

parents, and the names of all other chil-

dren in 1 he household. At the same t ime
parents are requested to insisl upon reg-

ularity and punctuality. A kindergar-

ten is held durum the hour of service

for the smaller children, for the double
purpose of teaching them and enabling

their parents to attend church.

The teachers meel once in two weeks
with i he superintended Tor the prepara-

tii £ the lessons. All have access to an
excellent reference library. This year
the subjeel of study is the life of Paul,

following last year's study of the life of

JeSUS, using Mr. Hall's lessons, which,

however, are only in the teachers' hands.
The superintendent prepares a lisl of

questions and answers upon the lessons

for the children. Upon these they are

given a written examination.
A magic lantern is used whenever nee

es3ary tor purposes of illustration. So-

cial gatherings arc held two or three

limes ,-i year, either lor the school, groups
of classes, or for individual classes. A
week or two of camping i- greatly en-

joyed by the older hoys and girls.

I me Sunday a month is •• Red Le1 ter

Sunday.*' observed with special exercis

appropriate to the Sunday nearest to

some significanl anniversary as t'hrist-

mas, Thanksgiving, or Washington's
Birthday.

Mr. Eliol writes: '"I think just to say

of the school th;it the children work
when they work and j>I<i/i when they

play, that the discipline of the school is

as good as the discipline of day-schools,

that the hoys are ;is much interested as

the girls—one class of hoys has been per-

fect in attendance For ten Sundays in

succession.—and the teachers are more
faithful than the pupils. The school

numbers between eighty and ninety, in

addition to an adult class numbering
aboul twenty. The school possesses a

library of aboul eighl hundred volumes.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PLAY.

The foregoing account of a successful

Sunday-school-—successful because of its

really doing things that are worth doing—will doubtless he of interest to all our
superintendents and teachers. \\V select

for comment one phrase of Brother
Eliot's report -that "The children work
while they work and play while they

play." We imagine litis last statemenl
would have seemed only a short while

ago quite out of place in a report of this

kind. What has the Sunday-school, or

church for that matter, to do with the

children's games? [ntelligenl provision

is evident ly made in the Portland school

for socials, parties, class gatherings, for

the kindergarten, and the annual camp-
ing season. It is JUS1 as evident that this

is only a part, and a subordinate part,

of the work- accomplished; bul it is

included as necessary and legitimate.

Is this in the line of progress .' Is it

scientific .' To the writer hut one answer
is. or can he. "sound and sane.

"

Proebel, the "Discoverer of Child-

hood," bases his educational philosophy
upon the significance of play. Of him
it litis been said that "no man ever looked
so deeply into 1 he secret work-hip of a

child's soul and so successfully disCOV-
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ered the means, and the application, for

a development of the young mind in ac-

cordance with Nature's laws." And
centuries ago Plato wrote: "From their

earliest years, the plays of children ought
to be subject to strict law. For if their

play and those they mingle with are arbi-

trary and lawwless, how can they become
virtuous men. law-abiding and obedient?
On the contrary, when children are
early trained to submit to law in their

play, love for these laws enter into their

souls with the music accompanying them,
and helps their development."
And this truth Shakespeare expresses

in the lines

—

'
' 'T is well to be amused.
But when amusement doth instruction bring,
'Tis better."

It must l>e legitimate for the church as

a working body to provide for the play
hour under conditions that promise the
greatest good to the child.

To many of us in childhood the sermon
to which we were compelled to listen was
an infliction, and the Sunday-school a

joyless duty imposed upon us by our eld-

ers. It was not attractive enough to hold
a free child. Can we make our schools
so interesting, so pleasant, so profitable,

in this coming year of grace 1908, that
the children will seek them of their own
free will and purpose? Or. if not quite
that, join in the Sunday-school activities

with as good heart as in the best day-
school. Why should not instruction in

religion be as welcome to the child as
instruction in arithmetic or science?

If the Sunday-school is dull, it is be-
cause we are dull ; it is because we have
little interest either in religion or in chil-

dren. Among the good resolutions of
the new year, let us give this an early
place.

—"I will cultivate in my own
heart, and help others to do the same, a

living, loving interest in the children of
my church and community."

NEXT YEAR'S LESSOXS.
Anxious superintendents and teachers

are doubtless already considering the
problem of lessons for the new year.
Perhaps the following suggestions by
Rev. Thomas Van Ness may prove help-
ful.

The lessons outlined by Mr. Van Ness
are somewhat along the line of those ex-
cellent nature studies prepared some

years ago by Rev. A. W. Gould, though
of broader scope.

1. The Sheltering Home, with special
reference to the care of the plants for
seeds, animals for their young, the nests
of birds, the holes and dens for foxes
and wild animals. This series is in-

tended to give the children the idea of
the larger home.

2. The Loving Father. This course is

intended to show to the child that in na-
ture provision is made for -its various
wants. The autumn crops, the fruit of
the trees, coal in the ground for heat,
the ever-present electricity for lighting,

stone, sand, and wood for building pur-
poses.

3. The Biography of Jesus. This course
is intended to give the child a simple
life of Jesus, with reference to the stir-

ring events.

4. The Well-Rounded Life. Under
this course use illustrations of men and
women who characteristically exhibit
some special virtue as obedience, truth-
fulness, perseverance, and the like, and
connect these virtues with certain events
or teaching in the life of Jesus. Thus
incidentally the pupil is learning some-
thing of the precepts of Jesus.

5. The Teaching of Jesus, specially in
the parables.

6. Struggling Up, or Paul and the
Apostolic Age, particular emphasis being
placed upon the attempt of Paul to put
into practice the precepts of Jesus.

7. Struggling Up, or heroes and patri-
archs of the Old Testament, emphasis be-
ing laid on their weakness, as well as
strength, so as to bring out moral dif-
ferences.

8. Struggling Up, or the attempt to-
day to put the precepts of Jesus into the
life and institutions of modern society,
concrete examples being taken such as
Charming, Parker, Emerson, Wendell
Phillips, and the like.

BRIGHT SAYINGS OF CHILDREX.
An English bishop, in offering an

orange to a little boy. said to him:
"Now, ray little man. I shall give you

this orange if yon will tell me where God
is."

"My lord," answered the hoy. 'Til
give yon two oranges if you tell me
where he is not.'*
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A deaf-and-dumb boy, being asked the

same question which Pilate put to Jesus:

"What is truth.'" answered by drawing
a straighl line mi tlic blackboard; then,

in answer to "What is untruth?" he

drew a crooked line If he had had the

power of speech he could not have an-

swered better.

A little girl, who was taught to pray
regularly for her relations, ended her

prayer one night by saying, "0 Lord. I

wish you would make these people pray
for themselves; I am so tired of praying
for them."

It must have been a brother of this

dear little girl of which the following
story is told : "Mamma," said he. "when
you go to town, buy me a whistle, and
let it he a religious whistle so that I can

play with it on Sunday."

"Lulu," said a mother to her little

girl, who was making a great deal of

noise, "you are a mistake: you should

have been a boy.
'

'

Lulu mused a little over this, and then

gravely answered: "No, mamma; for

God never makes a mistake."

"Well, my child," said a strict parent

to his little daughter on returning from
church, "what do you remember of all

the preacher said .'"

"Nothing," was the timid answer.

"Nothing?" said he. gravely. ''Now,

remember, the next time you go to

church you must tell me something he
says, or you'll have to stay indoors and
study your catechism."

Next Sunday the little girl came home
all excitement.

"I remember something, papa." said

she.

"Well, what did the preacher say?"
"He said," she cried, delightfully,

" 'Now a collection will he taken up.'

* * *

Teacher (after explaining the charac-

ter of the Pharisee)—And now. what do
we mean by a "hypocrite"? Pupil—
Please, miss, a man wot says he is wot he

is n't, but he ain't.

—

Punch.

First Man—We have eleven kittens at

our house, and I've named them all Peter
Pan. Second Man—How's that? First
Man—They are never going to live to

grow up.

—

Brooklyn Life.

JftdD fiotrs.

BbllingHAM.— During the two mouths
of his pastorate in Bellingham, Rev. P.

A. Weil has succeeded iu inspiring the
church with much of his own healthy
enthusiasm, and the outlook for the com-
ing year is most encouraging. The pas-

tor has just been joined by his wife and
little soli.

The Alliance has had 110 meetings since

last spring, hut with the beginning of the
new year the work of the organization
will he resumed.

The Young People's Society has met
regularly, even during the temporary
suspension of church services, and is one
of the strong factors in the upbuilding
of the church.

The special Christmas service, which
was held on December loth to accommo-
date the students of the State Normal
School, was attended by the largesl con-

gregation in our history.

In response to an invitation from the
city Y. M. C. A., Air. Weil recently gave
that body an inspiring address on "The
Joy of Living."

Los Angeles.—Dr. Howard ha- been
preaching a series of strong sermons on
"Personal. Social, and Municipal Re-
sponsibility." On Sunday, December
22d, the Christmas sermon was from
the text. "The Place of .Jesus in Modem
Religious Life." Before the sermon he
made a strong appeal for support for

the Unitarian Maternity Hospital, meet-
ing with an encouraging response.

At 2:30 p. m. on the day i December
22d), the Young People's Society of the
church, with their friends, assembled at

the Utah-Street School, on the East Side,
to brine' Christmas cheer to the children
of that neighborhood, who come largely
from Russian and Mexican families.

With the aid of teachers of the school

and two policemen a semblance of order
was maintained, and the children, num-
bering certainly over six hundred for

the school has 530, and there were great
numbers of others too young for school i.

were marshalled in single or double tile.

as the case might be. past Santa Clans
and his numerous assistants, who had
their hands full in distributing the gifts,

which included over 250 pounds <>\' candy
in bright cornucopias. 100 horns. 200
dolls, besides a great number of miscel-
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laneous toys, books, and garments,—all
labeled, to save trouble and to secure
proper distribution. Of course, the sup-
ply ran out

; it would have if there had
been twice as much, for it was very
easy for some of them to run home with
their gifts and again join the ranks for
a visit to Santa Clans. But, on the whole,
it was thought to be very satisfactory!
The very youngest person taking part in
this day's Christmas festivities was the
baby whose birthday it was, in the Ma-
ternity Hospital, in the immediate neigh-
borhood.

^

The Sunday-school is to hold their own
Christmas entertainment in the church,
Friday evening, December 27th, at which
time a good program will be presented.
The Christmas bazaar of the Woman's

Alliance was held December 6th and 7th,
in the beautiful banquet hall of the Ho-
tel Alexandria, and proved a great suc-
cess, notwithstanding the fact that both
evenings were rainy. Over five hundred
dollars will be realized, though the exact
amount is not yet known. It enabled the
Alliance, at their December business
meeting, to vote the sum of five hundred
dollars to the use of the trustees.

( Uklaxd.—The first series of Sunday
evening lectures has proved unexpected-
ly successful. Audiences upon each
evening have been larger than the regu-
lar morning congregation, with one ex-
ception. The lectures closed Sunday
evening, December 22d. with the largest
congregation that has gathered in the
church since Mr. Simonds' pastorate
began. A new series of Sunday-evening
lectures will begin upon January 19th.
It is hoped that these will be even more
successful and profitable.

_Upon Tuesday evening, December
17th about forty men of the congrega-
tion met and formed the Unitarian Club
of Oakland, electing Colonel John P.
Irish president.

Sunday. December 8th, twenty-four
new members were received into the
church fellowship, and a very pleasant
reception was given the new' members
upon the Tuesday evening following.

In general it may be said that all de-
partments of the work are moving even-
ly and strongly. The ladies of the con-
gregation held early in December a verv
successful fair. They are planning

many important activities for the fu
ture.

By vote of the church society Jan-
uary 26th has been selected as the date
tor the installation service of the ores
ent minister. Rev. Charles W. Wendte
will preach the sermon, and the church-
es around the bay will be invited to
participate.

Palo Ai/ro.-The month at Palo Altohas been comparatively quiet as far as|;mrch activities go, everybody beingbus3 getting ready for Christmas, orgeparmgfor absence during the holi-days. The Alliance has held its regular
meetings, and made some ante-Christinas
sales of work. Early in the month he
ladies contributed $50 from their treas-ury to the church organ fund, thus al-most completely wiping awav a deficit

sen/
f" C°S

q '? installing the instrument^ from Senate Mass., in the autumn,the Alliance also has subscribed for sev-
eral copies of the Pacific Unitarian foruse m its missionary work

Rtw+rS8*? exc
'

nan^d <>" December
8th with the Rev. Charles Reed, of Ala-meda, and on the 15th acceeded to the
general request of the American Peace
Society by preaching a sermon on the
subject of "International Peace "

Christmas was observed bv special
services on the 22d, in which the Sun-
day-school took part.

PORTLAND.^-The church event of themonth was the ( ihristmas bazaar given by
the ladies of the Alliance from 10 a ai to
10 p. m. on December 4th.

During the year the ten bazaar clubs
spend an hour or so each week preparingmany beautiful and useful articles, which
they offer for sale at this time. Besides
the money value these articles represent
the social meetings are enjoyed very
much, and are yearly bringing their
members nearer to fellowship "

There
were tables laden with home-made dain-
ties in fancy-work, candy and cookery
there were aprons and rugs, both useful
and beautiful, dolls of all kinds and
growing plants ready for Christmas
blooming. During the day short-order
refreshments were served to several hun-
dred. The proceeds were nearly six hun-
dred dollars, and as many articles were
donated the net profits were very com-
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plimentary to the ladies in charge. .Mrs.

R. s. Greenleaf was the chief manager,
and to her all accord much praise.

During Hie month .if December, Rev.

William Gr. Eliot, Jr., will give a series

of sermons upon the subject. "The Rule
of Jesus in the Heart. .Mind, and Con-
science of Man." The sermons given
are spoken of with much appreciation
by many who have heard them.

Mr. W'allis Nash spoke to an inter-

ested audience on December 5th. He
explained in an able manner the princi-

ples and plans of the Christian Co-
operative Federation.

Redlands.—The most successful of

the "Men's Club Suppers" was given in

the church parlors on the evening of

December 10th. covers being laid for

fifty-six members and guests. Ex-Sena-
tor R. M. Bulla, of Dos Angeles, was the

speaker of the evening. His subject,

"Ethics of Politics," was deeply inter-

esting to both the members of the club

and some of our prominent business

men. Lively discussions followed the

address, making the occasion a most en-

joyable one.

Mi-. Savage has in view other promi-
nent speakers for the remainder of the

year, and feels this part of the church
work most beneficial.

The regular Alliance meeting of De-
cember 11th was notably larger than
usual. The readings from some one of

the poets, which Mr. Savage has been
giving at these meetings, have been both
highly entertaining and instructive.

During the pleasant hour spent in this

way the ladies are employed in sewing

garments for the needy poor.

The annual Christmas entertainment
for the Sunday-school takes place on the

evening of December 26th. Each year
some novel form of entertainment is

given, making the festivities most enjoy-

able affairs for our little ones.

The Bible class, under Mr. Savage, has

taken up the study of the "Prophets"
for this winter's work. Those attending

find the study of deep interest.

San Francisco—First Church.—The
event of the month was the line Christ-

mas service on December 22d. The
church was tastefully decorated, the

augmented Choir sang excellent music.

old and new. with tine spirit and in

admirable manner. Mr. Leavitl was at

his best and held a large congregation in

breathless interest. The first half of his

sermon was as fine a presentation of the
position in history and in world influence

of Jesus Chrisl as could be imagined,

reverent, sympathetic, searching, clear

in statement, and felicitous in expression.

In the latter half he sharply criticized

church aims and shortcomings, urging
that religion should be more vitally con-

cerned with life, and make the bringing
in the kingdom of heaven its one end.

It could not shirk the burning questions

of the day by claiming that they were
political and economic and uo1 religious.

It was not concerned with the selfish sav-

ing of souls, but with character-building,

and active participation in every move-

ment for building up on earth the king-

dom of Cod.

The Christmas festival of the Sunday-
school was held on the 23d. The pri-

mary department assembled at 5 o'clock

for games and supper, and at 1 :'.\^ the

school exercises began, followed by a

play, "The Night before Christmas."
The December meeting of the ('ban-

ning Auxiliary was well attended, and
the program was one of the best for

the year. On January 6th ]\Iiss Mary
C. Dickerson, instructor in bionomics at

Stanford University, will give an illus-

trated lecture on "Nature Study."

4 4 g

A Missourian Scot.

A Scotchman went to London for a

holiday. Walking along one of the

streets he noticed a bald-headed chem-

ist at his shop door and inquired if he

had any hair-restorer.

"Yes, sir." said the chemist. "Step
inside, please. There's an article I can

highly recommend. Testimonials from
great men who have used it. It makes
the hair grow in twenty-four hours."

• - Aweel." said the Scot, "ye ean gie

the top o' your heid a bit rub wi't, an'

I'll look back the morn an' see if ye're

telliif the truth."— Windsor Magazine.

* g *

What is a communist .' One who has

yearnings
For an equal division of unequal earn-

ings*. — The Corn Law Rhymer.
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This department conducted by William Maxwell.

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,

the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

Among the books soon to be issued from the

press of Little, Brown & Company is one by
Lilian Whiting, entitled "Italy, the Magic
Land." A book of poems by Arthur Stringer

will also lie published by the same house for

the holiday season. W. M.

"The Spinners' Book of Fiction." ($2.00)
The Spinners ' Club of San Francisco presents

this choice collection of tales of adventure, ro-

mance, and humor by California writers, in-

cluding Gertrude Atherton, Jack London, Bailey
Millard, Mary Austin, James Hopper, and
Charles Warren Stoddard. There is wide va-

riety and general excellence. It is a beauti-

fully conceived and executed piece of bookwork,
and very attractively illustrated in quadri-

colored designs by Western artists.

Syllogisms. Paul Elder & Company. $2.00.

The book bearing this rather unattractive
name is a compilation of excellent selections

from the Bible and from general literature—

-

prose and poetry—arranged under each day in

the year. It is a very beautiful book and will

be helpful and inspiring to those who follow

it. It is also handsomely illustrated with repro-

ductions of fine paintings by acknowledged
masters. The range of selection is large, and
one is almost sure to find a number of his

favorite passages embalmed in this attractive

form. It is a very suitable gift for the new
year.

Liberal Christianity; Its Origin, Nature,
and Mission. By Jean Reville, Professor

in the Protestant Theological Faculty of

the University of Paris. Translated bv
Victor Leuliette, B-es-L. (Paris), A. K. C.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. $1.00.

The chapters of this book were originally a

series of five lectures given in 1903 in Geneva
at the request of the Union Suisse du Christian-

isme Liberal. The author modestly disclaims

to teach anything new, his sole aim being to

collect into a co-ordinate whole the essential

principles of liberal Christianity. The growth
of the radical element in Protestantism is

traced stage by stage. The book is not con-

troversial, but distinctly scientific in its method
and its tone.

Life's Enthusiasms. By David Starr Jordan,
President of Leland Stanford Junior Uni-
versity. Boston : American Unitarian As-
sociation. 80 cents.

The American Unitarian Association has re-

cently published these two booklets, whose size

is no indication of their ethical value. One is

by the president of America's oldest institu-

tion of higher learning; the other, of the

youngest institution of like character. Presi-

dent Eliot presents four essays on Franklin,

Washington, Channing, and Emerson. They
are condensed in expression, broad in sug-

gestion, and summarize the influences of those

great Americans in shaping the political, moral,

and intellectual trend of the republic, and by
their lives and ideals in framing American
ideals.

Dr. Jordan makes a plea for preserving the

ideals of youth, and carrying them into the

more prosaic years of middle life and of old

age. Reading and memorizing good literature

he suggests as a powerful factor in achieving
this much-to-be-desired end.

Primitive Traits in Religious Revivals. A
Study in Mental and Social Evolution. By
Frederick Morgan Davenport, Professor in

Political Science at Hamilton College. New
York : The Macmillan Company. Price

$1.50.

Professor Davenport has attempted in this

book, and most successfully, to illustrate Har-
nack's proposition that religion has its secrets

but no mysteries. The word '
' revival '

' is used
not in its broad Lutheran or Puritan sense, but
in the narrower signification, which has grown
up in recent centuries, of a particular method
and a particular exoerience. The writer

demonstrates that in all genuine religious re-

vivals there are primitive traits which need
elimination or modification in the interest of re-

ligious and social progress. The problem in the

matter of religious revivals is not the stifling or

diminishing of spontaneous spiritual emotion,

but the putting of such emotion under full ra-

tional control. It is not the purpose of the

author to lessen the convictions that fasten

themselves upon the souls of men with the de-

velopment of the sense that man bears certain

relations to something outside of and beyond
himself, but to direct that tide of feeling into

channels that will nourish and develop a thirsty

soul, and not everwhelm it.

The religious revival is essentially a form of
impulsive social action, says Professor Daven-
port in the opening words of the first chapter of

his interesting book. Often such movements
have assumed a magnitude that sociologists

classify them as examples of "sympathetic
likemindedness. '

' Likeminded people are those

whose mental and nervous organizations re-

spond in like wavs to the same stimuli. Such
stimuli finds its best field in a population sus-

ceptible to suggestibility, imitativeness. imagi-

nation and emotion. These are traits that are

common to all mankind, but in just the pro-

portion that thev are not held in check, does

the religious revival find its best field. This is

no criticism against likeminded people. It is

the unprejudiced statement of certain facts.

Likeminded people are not as a rule well

under the governance of their inhibitory cen-

ters. With them suggestion, imitation, imagi-

nation pass swiftly into the revival, the political

meeting, or the bloodthirsty mob frantic to

Ivneh the object of its hate. The crusades were
the outcome, according to modern psychologists,

of this phenomena of likemindedness. Peter the

Hermit, at the instance of Urban the Second,

traveled throughout Europe depicting the calam-

ity that had befallen Christendom in the fall of
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the Holy Sepulcher. Religious feeling, then, as

BOW, is groatlv increased by tin- mass meeting
Of men and women in a psychological ''croud.''

The modern camp-meeting is an example of

this.

After considering the ghosl dance of the

North American Indians, the religion of the

American negro, the Scotch Irish revival in

Kentucky in 1S00, and the Scotch- Irish revival

in Ulster in 1859, the author weighs the re-

ligious awakening in New England that origi-

nated with Jonathan Edwards in 17.v>. lie was
not a hopeful man, in the sense that he cared to

look upon the brighter side of things. He and
his followers Bang hymns of which the follow-

ing lines are a sample

:

"My thoughts on awful subjects roll,

Damnation and the dead.

What horrors seize a guilty soul

Upon j dying bed !

'

'

Edwards chose such titles as these for his ser-

mons: "Sinners in the hands of an angry
God," "Wrath upon the wicked to the utter-

most," "The eternity of hell torments," "The
Justice of God in the damnation of sinners,"
'

' The torments of the wicked in hell no occa-

sion of grief to the saints in heaven,'' and
"Wicked men useful in their destruction only."
These sermons abound with such descriptions

—

usually growing with the reflected light of an
unquenchable hell—of the fate of the wicked as

are contained in these lines: "You have often

seen a spider or some other noisome insect

when thrown into the midst of a fierce fire, and
have observed how immediately it yields to the

force of the flames. There is no long struggle,

no fighting against the fire, no strength exerted

to oppose the heat or fly from it. Here is a

little image of what we will be in hell, except

you repent and fly to Christ."
After Edwards had bent his bow New Eng-

land fell into a religious lethargy from which
it did not awaken for more than fifty years.

About the same time Wesley, in England, stirred

the feelings of the people. His preaching was
characterized by the peculiar reflex phenomena
exhibited by his converts. They fell in fits,

often fainting and lying insensible for hours at

a time. Many appeared to be in great physical

as well as mental agony. Occasionally one so

seized would die while in this abnormal state.

Wesley's sermons were for the most part of

effect among the poorer classes, such as the coal

miners. Like General Booth, more than a cen-

tury later, he made it his object to reach those

who until his time were considered not worth
saving. Those who were most strongly moved
by Wesley's words were grossly illiterate. If

his sermons were not cheerful, they at least

served to fasten moral responsibility upon a

class who until that time had known it not.

Later in life Wesley became much more mod-
erate in his views and in his methods of ex

pression. He Beemed to realize, after years of
revivalism, that emotion unattended by reason

or a rational control of the feelings was un-

satisfactory iii its results. It would be unfair

to Wesiev to say that he entirely abandoned his

fervor, for he did not, but he did subdue it.

About the year 1 S 7t> Dwight L. Moody and
Ira I). Sankey began a series of revivals

in the United States that Bpread from city to

city with amazing rapidity. M ly was the

genius of these great gatherings. He was a

man of superior constructive ability, as was
shown in the closing years of his life, when he

placed upon secure foundations i he Bible School

at Chicago, as well as several humanitarian or-

ganizations at which he was the head. Moody
divested religious evangelism of its irrational

fear, and laid emphasis upon the h.ve of God.
Sankey 's BOngS also abounded with this theme.

These BOUgS were c-li:i r;i<-t crisi i<- of this move-

ment, and resulted in that species of hymology
now commonly known as ''M ly and Sankey
tunes.'' They made little pretense a1 sense or

melody, but were identified by animation and
movement, often suggesting that secular style

of music now so much in vogue "ragtime."
Psychologists have more thai, once declared that

Moody's power lay in his hypnotic ability.

Added to this, he made every one in the differ-

ent cities he visited do something towards help-

ing his cause, if it were no more than to ask

three others to attend his meetings. This gave

countless numbers a sort of proprietary h

in Moody and his work. Suddenly, while seem-

ingly at the zenith of his labors as an exhorter,

Moody made a remarkable change. Instead of

longer appealing to the emotions, he began a

system of personal instruction. He founded the

school above referred to. His chief interest

seemed to be to make carefully balanced, well-

rounded, thoroughly trained teachers of religion.

Mr. Davenport says the time will come when it

will be admitted that Moody's educational work
at Northheld outweighs many times his work

as a revivalist. Pure physchic impressions cut

very little figure in his school. There was work

and study and plenty of mental effort there, but

little or no emotion. There was no such thing

as ungoverned religious feeling.

The religious revival is plainly going into a

decline in America. One reason is that we look

upon sin very differently from tin 1 way our

fathers did. Sin is now considered as but good

out of place, or good in the making. Such an
attitude does not permit of "the awful convic-

tion of sin." During the past twenty five years

the number of schools in the United States has

increased several hundredfold, and with this in-

crease has come a marked change in tin 1 mental

preferences of the people. There is a national

decline in church-going, but there is no national

decline in morals. The generation of to-day

makes its religion a part of its daily life, in-

stead of a semi-occasional affair, or a matter for

Sunday morning.

The Social Unrest. Studies in Labor and

Socialist Movements. By John Graham
Brooks. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany. *1.50.

The meaning of the words '' social Ul

says the writer of this book, varies with the

mood of its user. To one it augurs the ap-

proach of swift footed evils; to another each

individual struggle foretells the birth of a

more robust society. 'there has never 1 n a

time in the history of the Western World
when there has been so much dis-an-'

with existing conditions as now. Contradictory
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as it may appear, with the increase of civiliza-

tion there is a concomitant increase of the

spirit of uneasiness in the social body. Primi-
tive races are everywhere fairly content. How-
ever hard or pinched their lot. however galling
their condition, these things do not become to

them sources of chronic agitation. The passing
of Japan from the life of a comparatively sim-
ple

|
eople to one influenced by "the divine dis-

content'' of Occidental life is illustrative of
this. Like the nations the Japanese have taken
as models, their progress during the last half-

century has carried with it its own dis-

quietude. Xo age has ever done so much for
intellectual opportunity as our own. and yet
never before has critical discontent been so

captions and all-persuasive as at present. Not-
withstanding assertions to the contrary, one
thing that enables popular dissatisfaction to be
si i freely expressed is the comparative ease with
which the common people of to-day make known
their sense of injustice. A Roman strike was
followed by hanging six thousand strikers be-

tween Rome and Capua. Another reason is the
general increase of education. Educate women,
and they think. When they think, they demand
the ballot-box and political equality. These
are two of the many reasons that have in this

period lead the poorer classes to complain
against the rich. The inequalities of wealth
and social position have brought about the only
thing that could be expected, two great civic

divisions, each suspicious and distrustful of the
other. Mr. Brooks believes that the realiza-

tion of the socialistic aspirations of the indus-

trial world, when realized, will have much to

do with solving present perplexities. At the

heart of all socialistic conceptions is some
idea of equality. At the core of the larger

labor movement is the race longing for a so-

ciety in which at least the spirit of equality
shall lie realized. Most radical remedies are
only means to this end. Beyond, and deeper
than all the machinery of social reconstruction,

is the master passion of democracy. This ideal

democracy does not mean that the highest and
the lowest must indiscriminatelv fraternize with
each other. Inequality and diversity of gifts

are being more and more recognized, and with
progress they seem to deepen. It is the aspira-

tion of democracy, no matter by what name it

may lie called, "to multiply life's chances."
The best of socialistic writers demand but this,

and not "that society lie reduced to a least

common denominator." Mr. Brooks defends
no particular school of socialism. What he
pleads for is a realization of the best that
every socialistic theory stands for, by which
all men may be free and equal in fact as well

as in platitudinous precepts. '
' To work slow-

ly and painfully toward this end is a possi-

bility that need not be deferred. The sacrifices

that it requires are the surrender of many
things that are now our vexation and our curse.

Some abandonment there would have to be of
a stiff and contemptible class pride; much
yielding of dominating temper: some shattering
i'f idols where doting worshipers pay homage
to the meanest symbols of social inequality. We
shall survive the deprivation. They are losses

which 7nake no man poorer, but rather add to

the riches of us all.
'

'

A System of Ethics. By Friedrich Paulsen,
Professor of Philosophy in the University
of Berlin. Edited and translated by Frank
Thilly, Professor of Philosophy in the Uni-
versity of Missouri. New York: Charles
Scribner 's Sons. $2.50.

Xo treatise on ethics that has appeared in re-

cent years is so admirably fitted for introducing
the beginner to this study as is this remarkable
work of Professor Paulsen. The book was not
written for those who are skilled in philosoph-
ical distinctions and trained to philosophical
thinking, but rather for those who are inter-

ested in the problems of practical philosophy,
and who are in need of some one to guide them
in solving the same. The fundamental questions
of ethics are discussed in a manner that cannot
fail to attract the student and encourage him
to reflect upon moral matters, which, as the
translator says in his preface, "is the greatest
service that any book can hope to render him.
Many books on the principles of ethics, instead
of quickening the thought of the inquirer, dead-
en and repel, and the average intelligent reader,

whose questioning mind might have been led

to a continued consideration of moral questions,

is forever deflected from that subject. Too
often such books speak of things of which the

reader has no knowledge, in words that he can-

not understand. This is to be regretted, for

if any science has a message to deliver to the

people of this country and age, it is certainly

the science of conduct. The work is divided

into four books. The first is a history of ethics

from the time of the Greeks to the present.

This review is said to be one of the ablest and
most fascinating surveys of the subject ever

written. The second examines the fundamental
questions of ethics and answers them, in a man-
ner indicating the author's clearness of vision

and soundness of judgment. The third is full

of practical wisdom, and applies these principles

to our daily conduct and defines the different

virtues and duties. The fourth book is socio-

logical and political in its nature, and deals

with the '
' Forms of Social Life. '

' The work
is characterized throughout by a sane, healthy,

common-sense optimism. Professor Thilly has
shown himself to be a most devoted translator,

and the author is to be congratulated upon hav-

ing so sympathetic a student. This volume is

one that will be of direct assistance to min-
isters, teachers, and those whose duty it is to

shape and form the minds of others in matters

of conduct as well as being one of much value

to the inquiring and thinking reader.

Autobiography axd Diary. By Elizabeth P.

Channing. $1.00 net (postage 14 cents).

A daily record of over thirty years in a

long and active Christian life, the story of

which "cannot fail to promote reverence for

the deep and true things of the spirit and love

for things high and holy, as exemplified by
her own sweet and patient spirit.*' '"If the

reader is helped, through the experiences here

recorded, toward fuller spiritual life, to a
closer realization of the value of clear think-

ing and sincere feeling in things religious, such
result would lit 1 the reward most d^sir*' 1 n« a

recompense for the labor of writing." W. M.
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Theodore Pabkeb's Wobks. Century Edition.

American Unitarian Association. Per

nine, $1.00.

The association is doing a fine thing in pub-
lishing this fin lition of the works of 1

dore Parker, edited by G 'ge Willis Cooke.
Let no one conclude from the I >\\ price thai the
dress is unworthy. As matter of fact, the books
are fine examples of modern workmanship well
printed by the University Press, well bound, on
good paper, and comprising five hundred pages
or more. The

| rice is supposed to represenl
cost, and is kepi low for the purpose of encour-
aging large sales, giving profil to the readers
and not to tlic publishers.

Three volumes so far have been issued.
''Tli.' American Scholar" is a collection of

Parker's more scholarly and critical essays.
The title of the initial essay, first used as a

college address, is given to the whole volume,
which comprises eleven in all, including studies
of Emerson, Channing, and Beecher, and reviews
of Prescott's "Conquesl of Mexico," Hil-
dreth 's

'

' United states. '

' Macaulay 's
'

' History
of Civilization," and Buckle's "History of
Civilization," concluding with an essay on
German literature.

They exemplify his kindly admiration for
men, and the breadth of his human sympathy,
but with these his keen critical powers and his

passion for truth.

In his essay on Emerson, he notes the fact
that it took twelve years to sell five hundred
copies of "• Nature," his first book. He styles

Emerson "the most American of our writers;
the most republican of republicans; the most
protestant of the dissenters." He assigns him,
as a writer, the highest place since Milton, and
finds the effect of his writings profoundly re-

ligions. "Christian in the best sense of the
word.

'

'

Of Channing he says: "He had a talent for
religion, and so was fitted to become an expo-
nent of the higher aspirations of mankind in

his day and in times to come. . . . Timid and
self-distrustful, slow of inquiry, and cautious
to a fault, always calculating the effect before
fraternizing with a cause, he had the most un-

flinching confidence in justice and in truth, in

man's power to perceive and receive both."
His final conclusion is: ''His life was emi-
nently useful and beautiful. He died in good
season, having a memory that will long be
Messed.

For Beechei hi' has great regard: "A great-

hearted, eloquent, fervid, live man, full of re-

ligious emotion, of humanity, and love. No
wonder he is dear to the people of America."

Every page of the book is readable from its

sympathetic judgment, its fearless criticism, and
the lucid and admirable manner in which he
finds expression."
"A Discourse of Matter Pertaining to Re-

ligion'' is a carefully revised and verified re-

production of Parker's famous "Discourse"
first published in is 11. which passed through
four editions in the ensuing fifteen years. This
final issue is edited by Thomas YVentworth Hig-
ginson, who contributed a preface. In the

preface to the first adition Parker expresses
its object, which also very completely expresses

his life purpose, as follows: " It is the design
of this work f<. recall men from the transient
shows of time to the permanent substance of
religion; from a worship of creeds and empty
belief to a worship in the spirit and in life.

... I have not sought to pull down, hut to
build up; to remove the rubbish of human in-
vention from the fair temple of divine truth,
thai men may enter its shining -ale. and lie

Messed now and forever."
The five "books" that constitute the vol-

ume are enlargements of lectures delivered in

Boston v bile he was yet a country minister in

Wesl Roxbury lief,, re he became fan a as a
greal preacher and a leader in the reform ve-

ments of his day. They treat ,,f religion in
general, of inspiration, of Christianity, of the
Bible, and of the church. They have stood the
test of over half a century in a remarkable
manner. Religious thought has grown up to
them. Put not outgrown them, and Parker is

still a leader among ,,ien.

"The World of Matter and the Spirit of
Man. " This volume contains Parker's [at

discourses of Religion, including a number not
heretofore published in any edition ,,f his works.
The volume is edited by George Willis Cooke.
It gives first place to the famous lecture on
"Transcendentalism" published by the Free
Religious Association in 1876. Then follow
seven sermons on the various conceptions of
God, the Delights of Piety, and Beauty in the
World of Matter, which have been previously
printed. Following these is a group of six
sermons which were among the last he wrote,
and are regarded as the most important and sat-
isfactory statement of his later convictions ever
made. They have not heretofore been pub-
lished, and will be welcomed as showing how
completely Parker kept abreast with advancing
thought. The final chapter of this volume is
devoted to an essay on the "Theological and
Philosophical Development of New England."
The complete publication will comprise fif-

teen volumes, and they may l,e purchased sep-
arately as they appear. It is safe to say that
for value and attraction to any one interested
in any phase of religious thought there never
has been anything to approach this offering.

His Wipe. By Warren Cheney. Bobbs, Merrill
Company.

Mr. Cheney has added another book to his
series illustrating life and character in the
Far North. It is perhaps the best of them all,

being especially fortunate in presenting a very
noble type of woman and a strong consistent
hero, who bears much suffering with simple
Unquestioned submission, finally making good
deliverance. Tt is a good and interesting story
well told, a haunting mystery being ever pres-
ent, but not intrusive, with no hint of solution
till the dosing chapter. The minor characters
are well drawn, and the local color see us con-
sistent, with the merit of being very unlike the
here and the to-day. Mr. Cheney has demon-
strate,! his gift as a story-teller, lie has a good
literary style and should now show that it is

not dependent on a lit t le known land and a for-
eign race for place and characters. C. A. M.
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&parfes.

The kindergarten children are strug-
gling with the alphabet. "Who can tell

what comes after G?" asks the teacher.

Silence reigns. Again she questions,

"Doesn't any one know what comes
after G?" Then Carleton raises his

hand. "I do." he says. "Whiz. Gee
whiz. "

—

Woman's Home Companion,

"That man is so honest he wouldn't
steal a pin," said the admiring friend.
'

' I never thought much of the pin test,
'

'

answered Miss Cayenne. '

' Try him with
an umbrella!"

—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

Joseph Chamberlain was the guest of

honor at a dinner in an important city.

The mayor presided, and, when coffee

was being served, the mayor leaned over
and touched Mr. Chamberlain, saying.

"Shall Ave let the people enjoy them-
selves a little longer, or had we better

have your speech now?"

Peggy—"Now, will you listen to me
while I tell you the plain truth, Reggy ?

Reggy—I'm all ears, Peggy. Peggy—
That's just what I was going to say, only
I should have put it differently.

—

Illus-

trated Bits.

A physician writes to the London
S/-i ctator that he was recently attending
a patient whose husband came to see him
concerning her condition, and greeted
him with the words. "Mr. Irving, do you
think there is any need for any unnec-
essary anxiety about my wife?"— TTo-

man's Home Companion.

Prior to the last solar eclipse the

colonel of a German regiment of infantry
sent for his sergeants and observed

:

"There will be an eclipse of the sun to-

morrow. The regiment will meet on the

parade grounds in undress uniform. I

will come and explain the eclipse before
drill. If the day is cloudy the men will

meet in the drill shed, as usual." Where-
upon the sergeants drew up the following
order of the day :

'

' To-morrow morning,
by order of the Colonel, there will be an
eclipse of the sun. The regiment will

assemble on parade ground, where the

colonel will come and superintend the

eclipse in person. If the sky is cloudy.

the eclipse will take place in the drill-

shed."

—

Transatlantic Tales.
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Unitarians.
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Semi-detached Unitarians.
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Rational Spirituality.

By George Croswell Cressey, D. D.
Keep the Bible.

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.
What do the Evangelical Denominations
Hold in Common?
By William H. Lyon, D. D.

Religion Its Own Evidence.
By George Batchelor.

Religious Habits.
By Thomas R. Sheer.

The Making of a Soul.
By George A. Thayer.

Ideal Substitutes for God.
By James Martinean, I). D., LL.D.

The Relation Between Ethics and Religion.
By James Martinean, D. D., LL.D.

The Religious Education of Children.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

God. By Samuel R. Calthrop, D. D.
Modern Biblical Criticism.

By Crawford H. Toy, LL.D.
The Mind of Christ.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.
Unitarianism.

By Rush R. Shippen.
Co-operation for Holiness.
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The Unitarian Church in its Relation to
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The Unitarian Attitude Towards Theology.
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The Growth of Christianity from the Mus-
tard Seed. By Thomas G. Milsted.
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Address correspondence to the Secretary,
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President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
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Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.
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. ., _
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Africa. This force last year treated

nearly half a million patients in these

lands; practically all of them with no

other hope of sympathetic and scientific

treatment.
'

' The Congregationalists

have thirteen hospitals for women and

three for lepers. The Baptists and

Methodists accomplish a work propor-

tionately large and important. In a hos-

pital in Persia there were eighty-three

cataract operations in a year. In Ping-

to, China, a Baptist physician treated

7,000 patients in the year. In Canton a

hospital for the insane received 150 new

patients last year. In some Chinese cities

four fifths of the male population above

sixteen years of age have acquired the

opium habit, and there is no native treat-

ment that relieves them of its thralldom.

A physician in Formosa extracted 21,000

teeth in a. year. The native treatment

for toothache was to hit the tooth suf-

ficiently hard to kill the worm supposed

to cause the pain. In China there is a

superstition that if any one dies in bed

his ghost will haunt the house. The dan-

gerously ill one, therefore, is placed on

the floor, while deafening gongs are

beaten to drive away the spirits of evil.

In Fusan a helpless invalid had not

known the cleansing virtue of water in

twenty-six years. While waiting in the

reception-room he overheard a descrip-

tion of a place called heaven. He was

given a bath and a cot with clean linen

;

as his head sank into the first pillow

that he had ever seen, he turned to the

nurse and murmured, "Is this heaven?"

In North America there is an average

of one doctor for every 625 people ; in

China the proportion is one to about

2,500,000. When Dr. F. II. Taylor went

to the province of Ho-nan, he was the

only scientific physician south of the

Yellow River, among twenty million

Chinese.

An encouraging feature is the appre-

ciation of training-schools for assistants

and nurses. The Union Medical College

of Peking has a faculty of twenty-one

instructors, with a five-years' course.

The young natives are exceedingly loyal

and become valuable helpers. Mr.

Forbes says that these American physi-

cians are doing more to disarm Oriental

prejudice against Westerners and West-

ern ideas than the entire diplomatic and

consular service. He asks if the Amer-
ican Medical Association, with all the

wealth represented by its members, ever

suggested sending one or fifty of its

members to Africa or China for unmixed

humanitarian work. He adds, "The
commission held by these outgoing phy-

sicians reads in this way, 'He sent them

to preach the kingdom of God and to

heal the sick,' and it is simple justice

to say that they are executing their two-

fold task in a way that is both effective

and inoffensive."

This work is being done at great per-

sonal sacrifice. The physician's average

salary is one thousand dollars a year

—

not sufficient to surround his family with

even the ordinary comforts of life,—yet

he is constantly declining positions of-

fered him by the native governments.

They go among an alien race, to a lonely

life, and either leave wife and children

behind or take them where there are

none of the comforts of cultured society,

no schools for the children, and only

dark-skinned playmates.

It is good to think that such things

are being done, and in full recognition

of the truth that "by their fruits ye

shall know them" can we afford to look

down upon the denominations who,

whatever else they believe, have the

grace to believe it worth while to sup-

port work of this character .' C. A. M.

Wars do not result in unmixed evil.

The brave deeds of soldiers and sailors

in the cause of liberty should be held in

remembrance. Progress in the realiza-
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tion of the highest national ideals is

largely the record of the heroic deeds of

soldiers fighting for liberty and truth.

Who preserved the liberty of Greece

from the tyranny of Persia • The mes-

sages of the poets, philosophers, and

orators exerted a greal influence in the

development of Greek ideals, but the

soldiers at Marathon and Thermopylae,

and the sailors at Salaniis preserved

their national independence. Who gave

the Israelites possession of Palestine.'

The prophets spoke of their manifest

destiny as a nation, but the land was won

by warriors led by Joshua. Gideon, and

David. Who made Home a world

power? Not Virgil, Cicero, and Horace,

but Eloratius, Pompey, and Julius Caesar.

Who beat back the Mohammedans? Not

priests and monks, but Richard the Lion

Heart with his battle-ax, and Charles

Martel with his sword. Who overthrew

the power of the Inquisition? Not Bru-

no, Galileo, or John Huss, who suffered

persecution at its hands, but the brave

soldiers of Holland led by William of

Orange. Who destroyed the cherished

doctrine of tyranny called the divine

right of kings? Scholars pointed out the

logical weaknesses in the theory, but

Cromwell's brave Ironsides performed

the work. Who made American inde-

pendence possible ? The eloquent appeals

of Patrick Henry and John Adams
helped, but it became a fact through the

American Army as led by Washington.

There is a remarkable similarity be-

tween the Unitarian idea in religion and

the American idea in government. 'We

believe in freedom in religion and the

inhei'ctil divine worth of man. The

American idea stands for the kingship

of man and the possibility of realizing

personal freedom. According to the

Unitarian idea each man is a prophet,

law-giver, king, and priest, while the

real American boasts not of an aristoc-

racy separate from the rest of the peo-

ple, nor a history that reaches back to

primitive civilization, nor cathedrals

hoary with age and traditions; but pro-

claims the greatness Of real manhood.

The American idea says that nobleness

is not something to which a man can

be born, but it must be won by personal

achievements; nor can justice be real-

ized through promises in a constitution,

but in the every-day relationships of

man to man. The eternal laws are best

expressed not in the written statutes of

man, but are engraven on his soul. The

grcattiess of man is determined by his

brain power, moral character, and emo-

tional strength.

The man of supreme worth never for

a moment loses his self-control and never

is extravagant or frenzied in manner.

He is never carried off into ecstacies, nor

swayed completely by his emotions. He
accepts sorrow believing that it is an ele-

ment in the total of human experience;

bears pain as far as possible without

complaint; and looks into the depth of

human life and the soul of the universe,

declaring love is the essence of all real-

ity. While he fails to understand the

reason for many of the inequalities of

life, still he believes that a thread of

divinity runs through all of life, and

therefore he seeks for that which abides

amid the passing show of things. True

greatness and goodness is calm, having

conquered Tear, caring neither for the

applause nor the hatred of the crowd.

C. R.

"We Unitarians and other Liberals"

as a rule and habit have our faces to the

future. It is a good rule and a glorious

habit, until habit and rule break over

the noble principle which the Greek

sages so loved, of "Nothing too much."

Dean Wilbur is giving us all some good

cuts on "Unitarian Cant." We suggesl
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the Cant against the Past as an excellent

theme. In "facing the future," as a

rule and habit, shall we at the same

time have no face for the glories of

the past, no sense of gratitude for its

achievements, no reverence for its sub-

lime examples and martyrdoms, no

measure of its intellectual giants, no

perspective for its mountain lights and
shadows, no "evaluation" of its vast per-

manency of gifts to mind, to conscience,

to experiences, and to aspiration?

We have been looking over, lately,

some of the great classics of Greece

—

among them the Phredo, the Symposi-

um, the Republic, of Plato; the Ethics

and Poetics, and Politics of Aristotle

and Thucydides; and have ceased to

wonder at what Sir Henry Maine says

:

"To one small people it was given to

create the principle of progress. That

people was the Greek. Except the blind

forces of nature, nothing moves in this

world which is not Greek in origin."

No one will suspect Maine of not facing

the future. His contributions to the

working principles of modern civiliza-

tion have been epoch-making, and yet he

gives such measureless tribute to think-

ers who died twenty-three centuries ago

!

True, they had neither steam nor elec-

tricity harnessed, neither telescope nor

microscope, knew nothing of the germ
theory of disease, had not so much as

heard of some of our modern "holy

ghosts and ghostesses, "—yet were "hun-

gerers and thirsters after perfection."

and. to repeat Sir Henry Maine, "cre-

ated the principle of progress."

Therefore, our educators, philoso-

phers, artists, statesmen,—yes. and men
of science,—must reckon with Greece be-

fore they are worthy to face the future.

They are "one winged" without the

past, not only for cultural purposes, but

for final principles and methods.

And Ave commend to our ministers

and people that they form the habit of

facing the future through the eyes of

the great Past, as well as through their

own eyes. Are we in any danger of

over-reverence for tradition or homage

to antiquity? Does not our danger and

"canting" lie in the other direction?

One of our gratitudes as a denomina-

tion on this coast should be that we are

modestly attempting a school for the

training of the ministry—which, inci-

dentally, may also train lay workers,

pastors' assistants, and Sunday-school

teachers. The founders entertain the

hope that it will prove a "school of the

prophets," and of scribes instructed in

the kingdom, "bringing forth things

new and old." If the standard can be

kept high, and one after another the men
and women schooled there bring forth

fruitage, both from the harvest of the

past, and the inspiration of the pres-

ent, they will be worthy "to face the

future. " The instructors, leaders, proph-

ets, needed for this burning age are

men who have known the master intel-

lects of all other ages, whose experience

shall be wrought out together with all

other great experiences, and when such

shepherds lead, the pasturage and

living water will always be at hand.

T. L. E.

Rest, true rest, for the human soul

is essentially different from bodily rest.

It calls for a new set of principles. In

seeking spiritual refreshment, we must

look for awakening rather than sleep.

"Rest is the fitting of self to one's

sphere;" not to halt on the way, nor to

wish for Nirvana, but to learn the secret

and the joy of going on; not to chafe at

the moral order, nor to hope that Ave

may rise above it, but to scpiare our

liA'es by it and to learn to love it: not

to seek excuse from love,—from the

great sympathies that attend all creat-

ures and are rooted in the central heart

of things,—but to accept love as the
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divine saviour, the final judgment, and

the eternal life. He who halts upon the

way and asks for nothingness beyond

makes room for a life of sadness and a

philosophy of despair. He who breaks

the law, even that good may come, must

harbor misgivings that will not be

stilled. And he who explores the mys-

tery of God and human destiny by any

other guiding line than love must end

in gloomy creeds, in selfish hopes, and

restless modes of life.

Many are satisfied with a religion to

be looked at. Many are ready to give

adoration, but not to give themselves,

—

their thoughts, their emotions, and their

conduct. One effect of a religion to

look at is that attention is diverted from

the religious meanings of every-day life.

God is seen only in the olden story, the

venerable symbol, .or the holy writ.

Revelation has stopped.

A practical religion is one that is use-

ful when we most need it, that is not

made up merely of solemn forms and

exquisite ceremonies, but one that works

when we face a crisis in our lives and

have to be serious. By practical religion

T do not mean morality and benevolence.

Religion cannot live without these. But

conduct may be scrupulously correct,

thinking may be painfully logical, be-

nevolences may be even prodigal, and yet

the very thing be lacking in them all

which is distinctively religious. The

man may know nothing of that uplift

which led Jesus to cry, ".My Father

worketh even until now. and T work!"

and made Kepler exclaim, "My God, I

think thy thoughts over after thee!"

—

which puts a heart into our morality and

lets our thinking cheer and warm us. as

well as enlighten us. Practical religion,

according to Jesus, is summed up in love

both to God and man. There are dif-

ficulties in the way of love to God that

we can remove only by learning to find

(iod in our oeighbor and in ourselves.

The practical in religion is that which

wakes the soul, which gives us the mean-

ings of life, and fills us with the purest

motives.

Martineau speaks of the man who,

"like Simon of old, graciously conde-

scends to ask the Lord Jesus to dine."

In the Middle Ages, men were perfectly

frank about it; they used to tell the

Lord in prayer that, if he did not grant

their petition, they would no longer burn

candles for him. In our time, they be-

come patrons of a church when they find

one that pleases them ; and the churches

compete for patronage, with amuse-

ments, hand-shakes, and a vague gospel

designed to be both "safe" and liberal

at the same time,—but withal to offend

nobody! The prophet of Nazareth pre-

sumed that his followers would have to

take up the cross, and the early church

offered death to the faithful. The true

call of the church to-day is for volun-

teers to enter the moral conflict, fur-

nished with the inspirations of religion

;

and the message of the pulpit needs to

be free, honest, reasonable, positive.

There is no final merit in believing,

in itself. We do not need to believe a

great amount of things, nor to believe

things that are not in vital relation with

us. We do not need to believe, for any

sentimental reason, the faith of the

fathers, or that which was held in the

beginning. We do not need to believe

things because the majority believes

them. AVe do not need to believe things

that make no appeal to our reason, and

we do not need to believe anything un-

ethical, lint we do need to believe that

life is real, thai there is truth, that we

can grasp truth progressively, that rea-

son is our guide, that the known moral

order is ultimate, and we are free to

choose the right. G. W. F.
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A letter recently sent out by the Pres-

ident and Secretary of the International

Council of Unitarian and other Liberal

Religious Thinkers and Workers speaks

of the recent meetings at Boston, and of

their distinguished success. It speaks

of the emphasis in the meetings as laid

"on the great abiding affirmations of the

liberal faith rather than its incidental

denials," and says of the speakers as

"more concerned to demonstrate the re-

ligiousness of their liberality than the

liberality of their religion." That is fine-

ly put, and it deserves to be written in

large letters as a motto for our churches

and their leaders. The liberality of the

liberal churches has been sufficiently

demonstrated. It is so generally taken

for granted that no one calls it in ques-

tion. It no longer requires special em-

phasis. The question is, How far have

they remained religious? The only ad-

vantage of liberality in religion over

bondage is that by it the ends of re-

ligion are more perfectly secured. The
crucial question as to a church is, How
far it answers to man's religious aspira-

tions, quickens their higher natures, and

inspires moral conduct among them. The
future of liberal churches of whatever

name will depend solely upon their spir-

itual and moral effectiveness, without

which their freedom will avail them

nothing. We believe, of course, that

absolute mental liberty guarantees this

result to the highest possible degree.

The challenge before our churches is to

demonstrate to a more or less doubting

world that it is so.

Much is said or written in these days

about the pulpit being subservient to the

wealthy pew; and much more is charged

in words, or suggested by innuendo, than

is true. One clerical critic of the pulpit

is credited with declaring that nowadays
no one can afford to bo a preacher un-

less he is either independently rich or

independently poor. The implication is

that otherwise, if he displease the rich

by his preaching, they will withdraw

their support ; and that thus feeling him-

self at their mercy he will aim by his

preaching to curry favor with them, at

the expense of sincerity.

But is the independently rich minister

any better off, after all? His financial

problem is removed to be sure ; but is his

opportunity as a prophet of God any

more free? He is still as dependent as

before upon the degree to which he can

make his message acceptable to those

who come to hear him. He may preach

as radical a religious or social doctrine

as he will, and now be sure of his bread

and butter; but he is not sure of his au-

dience. He can not force them to come

and hear him, unless he gives them a

message that they regard as wholesome.'

He may say unwelcome truth, and say

it so plainly and so often as to empty

his pews; his conscience will doubtless

feel relieved. He may even think he

deserves a confessor's crown. But what

of it? The purpose of preaching is

secured not by driving men away in im-

patience or anger, but by persuading

them through patient and persistent rea-

soning. The pioneer of Unitarianism in

the Mississippi Valley was in a commu-
nity strongly tinctured with slavery. He
was severely reproached by Eastern

friends for not taking radical Abolition-

ist ground. Had he done so he would

have easily satisfied a short-sighted con-

science, would have been compelled to

resign his church, would have won much
praise as a sufferer for his convictions,

and would soon have been settled in a

comfortable New England parish, where

the majority were already Abolitionists

;

but his field of influence in St. Louis

would have been surrendered. He chose

a slower, less theatrical, more patient,

and more effective course. He stayed

where he was, preached the word to his
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people as they were able to have it, never

crowded his convictions npon them pre-

maturely or offensively, yet always kept

his ideals in view, and pushed toward

them as fast as opportunity offered. The

result was that Long before the war came

on he had won his congregation solidly

to his own point of view; and he was

credited by one of the Union generals

with having done more than any other

two men to save his State to the Union.

E. M. W.
* * £

$>OtC0*

It affords ns great satisfaction to an-

nounce that Rev. George Whitefield

Stone has returned to the Pacific Coast.

He is making a visit in Santa Barbara,

but will soon be in Santa Crnz, where
his friends will greet him warmly and
welcome him to the pulpit of the

church. The call was signed by the

entire church membership, and was too

strong to be resisted.

The annual meeting of the Santa Bar-
bara church held on Jan. 14 was full of

encouragement for the past and earnest

plans for the future. A Unitarian Clnb
is one of Mr. Goodridge's plans for the

new year. The business meeting was
followed by a parish supper.

Rev. Charles W. Wendte addressed the

Pacific Unitarian School for the Minis-

try and a company of invited friends

on January 23d on "A Transcontinental

Ministry," and told in his inimitable

way the story of his thirty-eight years'

service Eas1 and West. He afterwards

met the ministers of the vicinity and the

visiting committee of the school at lunch-

eon, a1 which Dean Wilbur spoke of the

school and its problems.

The 31st annual supper of the S;in

Diego church was held on Jan. 21st and
Rev. Vj. R. Watson was unanimously
re-elected minister of the church £or the

ensuing year.

All reports made were most grati-

fying and showed a very prosperous

year. That from the committee which
has the matter in charge of arrang-
ing plans for the erection of the new

church on the east side of Sixth, street

just south of Cedar, was to the effect

thai final arrangemenl will have been

made as soon as certain pieces of

property owned by the society are sold.

It is expected that this will be accom-

plished shortly and thai actual construc-

tion will begin within the next few
months.

Rev. J. C. Bou- liter of Eureka has re-

signed as minister of the church. The
trustees adopted resolutions expressing

their regret and commending him
warmly.

One wdio is accustomed to flowers

blooming out of doors the year around,

finds it hard to believe that in the Stale

of Massachusetts 15.000 men are em-

ployed in ice cutting during the winter

while 30,000 more go to neighboring

states in the same employment. In a

normal winter employment is given to

7,500 men in shoveling snow in Boston

streets, the city alone usually expend-

ing $200,000 in keeping its streets

clear of snow. This year it has been

warm and thousands are out of em-

ployment contributing to the large army
of unemployed.

The trustees who have charge of the

plans for the chapel which the Unitarian

Society will soon erect in Bellingham,

have virtually decided npon the site for

the structure. As now planned the

building will be erected on the south-

east corner of Forest and Cedar Streets.

Money to purchase this lot is practi-

cally at hand, and soon after its purchase

work will be started on the chapel.

The plans of the building committee

also include the erection of a parish

house and assembly hall on the same
lot, the last to be used for social meet-

ings and other gatherings for which the

church would not be suitable. The plaus

of the pastor, Rev. Fred Alban Weil, in-

clude an extensive program of church

work, aside from the Sabbath services,

and in order to carry this work out sat-

isfactorily the extra meeting hall will

he needed.

" .Men and Women- the Home and the

Club" was the subject of a sermon

preached by Rev. Bradford Leavitl on

.Ian. 19. .Mr. Leavitt said that having
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an establishment did not create a home,
nor did the mere having of children.

"It is two souls together that do
this," he said, "and a man's first duty
is not only to have a home, but to

Live in it. Most bachelors prefer the

club home, which within limits is a

good thing—socially, and some cases

financially; but constant club life has
the effect of decreasing the number of

marriages, and the decrease of marriage
in any community is a sure sign of in-

creasing immorality. Every man should

marry as soon as he can support a wife.

"The club, as a social institution, is a

capital thing, but when it stands for

terrible looseness of certain classes in

ways of thinking and living and feeling

men do not need to leap into sin
;
they

can quietly slip into it. And this will go

on so long as a man's social position

serves to condone his vices. There is a

day of judgment for us as surely as

there was in Babylon if these things are

not taken seriously. Women can save

the land—if they will—for the price of

a virtuous woman is above rubies."

The women of the Seattle church have
found a novel means of raising money.
There is an indebtedness on the church
organ, and they want it off, so they are

moving on all their friends, old and
young to bring pennies. They want an
even mile of them.

It takes sixteen pennies to make a foot,

or 84,480 pennies to make a mile. Each
100 pennies makes a fraction over two
yards on the mile. The value of a mile

of pennies is $844.80.

The Sunday school is starting into the

race early. The superintendent has

promised to get a penny for every penny
raised by the children. The children

plan to raise $50 in pennies, which will

<jive them a start of 312y2 feet on the

mile, and with their superintendent's

5,000 pennies they will have a start of

625 feet.

The Women's Alliance, which is to

have charge of the penny social, prom-
ises 1n have strong boxes in readiness

for the horde of pennies which are ex-

pected to be contributed. "Besides wit-

nessing the start of the mile race, the

spectators will hear a musical and lit-

erary program. Games and a social

evening are also planned.

A "round the bay" meeting of all

the nearby Alliances will be held in the

parish rooms of the First Unitarian
Church, corner of Geary and Franklin
streets, Saturday, February 15th. Those
attending will bring a box luncheon,
which will be served in the dining-room
at 12:30 p. m. Mrs. George D. Everett,

president of the Alliance of Dover,
Mass., will be the guest of honor, and
will address those present on matters
pertaining to Alliance work.

The annual meeting of the Santa Rosa
church held Jan. 8th was largely at-

tended and unusually interesting. One
pleasant feature was the announcement
that the church is out of debt and there

is money in the treasury. Not much
to be sure, but enough is as good as a

feast.

Dr. McComb of Emmanuel] church,

Boston, in a recent address said:

The need for a fuller application of the

gospel of Christ is clamant. Around us
is a vast mass of suffering as real as and
far more intense than pain inflicted by
physical causes. From souls held fast in

the fetters of some vicious habit, or sunk-

en in neurasthenic misery, or overbur-

dened with griefs inflicted, it may be, by
the cruelty of others, there goes up a cry

for deliverance, for redemption from an
intolerable bondage. Must the church
stand by dumb and helpless? Or strong

in the faith of the Savior, and equipped
with the resources which modern science

gives her, may it not be hers to say to

the children of iniserv and melancholy,

"In the name of Jesus Christ, be free

from thine infirmity, be at peace with

thyself, be master of thy soul."

Rev. Benjamin Fay Mills, who recently

resigned his pastorate of the Los An-
geles Fellowship, has entered upon his

duties as minister of the Greater Fel-

lowship and will begin a tour of the

country with a series of meetings in San
Francisco.

Rev. J. II. Crooker, president of the

Unitarian Temperance Society, put some
plain truths very strongly at a recent

meeting in Roxbury, Mass. He said

:

'

' The saloon is the mother of all miser-
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ies. To live, the church must crush the
saloon—the school of crime organized
by piratical bauds of politicians for mu-
nicipal plunder, whose corrupting power
operates a1 every ballot box and in every
council chamber, and whose ruinous in-

fluence peaches into every court room
and legislative hall.

"The white plague is being suppressed,
and rightly, but the plague of intemper-
ance is the blackest scourge of the human
race, whose microbe is carefully and suc-
cessfully propagated in every saloon.

"If the church meddles in politics
there is a hue and cry, but representa-
tives of the liquor traffic hold many a
politician in thrall, make and unmake
laws, trample statutes into the dust and
swarm like vultures about every legisla-

tive hall."

Rev. Burt Estes Howard, in a recent
sermon on the parable of the sower, said:
"Too much stress has been given to the
sower, too little to the conditions. Better
to call it 'the Parable of the Soils.' Any
fool can sow seed in a careless manner
everywhere. Many fools have done this.

The description is of an industrious sow-
er, not of a sensible farmer. The wise
farmer would have prepared the soil.

The church has spent too much time
cleaning up after the devil (to use a
figure of speech), too little in cleaning
out the devil. It has taken this parable
for a shield for doing only a little scav-
anger work in a world needing so much."
He gave a parable of his own as follows:
"A company migrated to a certain sec-
tion of country. There were in them the
strong, the weak, the halfway between.
The strong seized the top of the hill, the
weak settled down in a marsh with mi-
crobes and snakes. When these last be-
gan to have numerous afflictions, those
on the heights began to pray for them,
their brothers, and finally instituted a
drug store. Al last God's fool came
along and said: 'Why not drain the
marsh?' It was explained to him that
such a course would hurl business, as by
this time there was a revenue. .Mean-
while the microbes giggled and the snakes
were busy. Why does the church pray
over only the wrecks that come out of the
saloon while the saloon remains undis-
turbed?"

On the evening of Jan. 26th Rev. C.

Calvert Smoot, of the Second Church,
San Francisco, spoke on "The Cod of
Science."

"The old notion," he said, "that light
•"id heat and the animals exist only
for man is the product of the shallow
thoughl thai has brought orthodox re-

ligion into conflict with the conclusions
of all serious thinkers. Instead of that
being so, we are the product of all these
things. The eye is not the occasion of
light, bill is the result of Light. Hunger
is the result, and the product of the
thought thai there is food to supply man.
"The story of the creation of the

earth is contrary to scientific knowl-
edge of the origin of life. Not only
has man's physical being been the re-
sult of evolution, but his ideas also
have evolved, subject to the material
conditions under which man has lived.
Man's idea of God has always been a
projection of himself. The man who
is good, kind and tender, looks on God
as being the same, to an infinitely

greater degree. When you point out to
such a man the evil, the misery, and
the injustice in the world, he will say
that it is inscrutable.

"I believe that we should liberate
the human mind by showing that
changes in man are brought about
by the changes in environment. We
should teach the beautiful religion of
humanity, which makes man the fellow
of his fellow man."

The recently completed home for
working boys, which is a much-needed
adjunct to the Boys and Girls Aid So-
ciety of San Francisco, has been named
the "Charles R. Bishop Annex," in ac-

knowledgment of his many acts of gen-
erosity toward the society. It will form
a sort of graduate department where
boys who prefer to work in the
city rather than on a farm in the coun-
try, can have a. good and wholesome
home under supervision but with les-

sened restraint, and on terms within
their reach.

The new library building in New York
City, now nearly completed, is said to be
the mosl magnificenl structure on the
continent and one of the greatesl library
plants in the world. It will cost $7,000,-
000. and fronts Fifth Avenue extending
from Fortieth to Forty-second street.
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The building contains 300 rooms,

vaults and halls. The total floor space,

exclusive of the cellar, is about 375,000

square feet, or nearly nine acres. The
great library of Congress, in Washing-
ton, contains 326,195 square feet, or not

quite eight acres, of floor space.

The library represents the consolida-

tion under one roof of the John Jacob

Astor, James Lenox and Samuel J. Til-

den libraries, which were given to the

city of New York, and were united in

1895 as the New York Public Library.

The Unitarian men of Palo Alto or-

ganized a club on the evening of Jan.

21st. After a supper at Fraternity Hall

at which over thirty interested men were

served the evening was devoted to the

consideration of the Municipal and Po-

litical Situation in San Francisco, Su-

pervisor Murdock introducing the dis-

cussion. After the repast and before

the speaking the club was formally or-

ganized by the adoption of a constitu-

tion of admirable brevity, vesting the

management of the club in three direc-

tors, one of which is the President and
another the Secretary.

Morrison I. Swift who is leading the

unemployed of Boston, and who lately

invaded Trinity church, with the result

of securing a liberal contribution the

following Sunday, was formerly a resi-

dent of San Francisco, and on one

occasion was the guest of the Unitarian

Club, where he was invited to speak

on Socialism, of which he is an earnest

and apparently honest advocate.

* « «

If you are looking for free salvation

yon need not go to the Unitarian church

for it. I warn you frankly that it has

no such offer to make. It has no scheme
by which you can go in a bankrupt sin-

ner and come out a rich saint. It has

no "presto change" salvation by which
heaven is won for eternity by a moment's
yielding to evangelistic urging. To win
your way into any heaven you must
work your way into it. Neither gold nor
goodness can be picked up without cost.

If a man manages to crawl into heaven
without paying the price, he will crawl

ou1 again, lie will be happier elsewhere.—Paragraph Pulpit.

ContributcD.

For the Pacific Unitarian.

What the Minister* Taught Us on

Easter Day, April 6, 1890.

'T was this lie said—That we must be
All that our inmost hearts believe.

That naught avails—to only see
And say we do the truth receive.

But hearts must feel, and hands must work,

And live the truths, for others' needs;

Nor sacrificial duties shirk,

But aim for holier words and deeds.

And more he said,—but this I drew
From all his words of wisdom given

:

To live the higher, holier law
Of Christ, would make this earth a heaven.—Louisa M. Pratt.

* Beverend Horatio Stebbins.

* * *

Some Unitarian Cant.

By Rev. Earl M. Wilbur.

III.

'

' It does n 't matter what you believe,

if you only do right." By this most
common bit of cant many an indolent

Unitarian excuses himself, on the one
hand from thinking seriously on re-

ligious epiestions, and, on the other,

from giving his children the guidance
they have a right to expect in their own
attempts to think on the greatest themes
that will ever come to them. The state-

ment is so clearly true that there seems
no gainsaying it ; and yet, while seeming
only to say that right conduct is more
important than correct belief, it says in

effect, by implication, that belief is not

important at all, and it reaches this mis-

chievous end by adroitly begging the

very question at issue. "If you only do
right "—yes, to be sure; but do you do
right with equal certainty, whatever
you may believe? This is the very
point : Whether a man 's belief has any
effect upon his conduct, or anything to

do with it.

Let us test the question in another
Held. Suppose that forty-five years ago
one had said, "Oh, it doesn't matter
whether you believe slavery is wrong or

the Union is worth preserving, if you
only fight on the Union side." Of
course not; but where did the men fight

who believed iti slavery and in secession?

The Union army was nol made up indif-

ferently of pro-slavery and anti-slavery
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men; the men in it were all Union men,
and they were in it because they be-

lieved heart and soul in the Union and
in freedom. The war was fought, on
both sides, because of the way men 6c-

lieved about an abstract principle in

government.

Or, suppose you say to your son as

he enters college, "My son, it won't
matter whether you believe drunkenness
is a vice to be strenuously avoided or a

social pastime to be occasionally in-

dulged in, provided you practice total

abstinence." Would you rely upon such
an equivocal truism as that to keep your
boy strong in face of temptation, or

would you not try rather to fix his con-

victions—bis beliefs—about temperance
as firmly as possible?

Yes, our canting friend might say.

But these questions have something to

do with conduct, and so it is important
bow one believes about them. Precisely;

and so do many religious questions have
something to do with conduct, and it

matters bow one believes about those as

well. Not all questions that have di-

vided men's thoughts in religion, to be

sure; some of them are abstract specu-

lations, difficult to bring into relation to

life at all; some are intrinsically trivial;

some are beyond the possible range of

human knowledge. It does not matter
bow one believes about these, if he only
does right. It hardly matters, except

for his intellectual satisfaction, whether
he believes anything about them at all.

Whether God exists in three persons or

in one; whether true baptism is by
sprinkling or by immersion; whether
there were two Isaiahs or only one,—no
man is made better or worse by bis belief

on these questions, though they have
rent churches by controversy. It is to

beliefs on such points in religion that

our cant phrase refers.

Bui there are others that are not
purely speculation, but intensely prac-

tical. Is God a being to whom we have
any personal responsibility? Is man
capable of really free moral action, or
are bis actions predetermined by God?
Is his nature normally good or normally
bad? Is the character of Jesus suscep-
tible of imitation, or was bis human
nature an illusion.' Dors our future
welfare depend on our professions, or

on our characters? These, and a hun-
dred other questions on which men dif-

fer have something to do with conduct.

We cannot say of one of them, "I should

act precisely the same if I believed one

way about Ibis, as if I believed the other

way." They are practically worth com-
ing to an opinion on, if one is to choose

his conduct, and to let it be guided by
bis reason.

A vast number of people, it is true,

do not think, and cannot be said to have
any real belief's, either in religion or

otherwise. Their conduct springs out of

the inertia of habit, or is shaped by
custom; but the "beacon lights of his-

tory" have ever been those who thought
questions out to the end. and acted ac-

cording to their beliefs; and so far as

religion has anything to do with conduct,

it will still matter vitally how men
believe about it.

* * *

Concerning Aggressiveness.

Palo Alto, Cal., January 1, 190S.

To the Editor of the Pacific Uni-
tarian.

Dear Sir: Is it too late to refer to an
article that appeared in the December
issue of the Pacific Unitarian ? If not,

i beg permission to say a word about
one point in Mr. Bandy's stimulating

paper on "Lack of Aggressiveness." In
the opening sentence he quoted a Meth-
odist minister as authority for the state-

ment that a Methodist mission is

supported in Boston by individual Uni-

tarians, who cannot find in their own
fellowship ministers of sufficient aggres-

siveness to carry on work of the kind

required in that part of the city. Mr.

Bandy very wisely added that be bad
not been able to verify the statement,

and with this saving clause proceeded to

use it as illustration of the estimate

often placed on our body by outside

observers.

Without discussing the justice of the

estimate, I think that I am able to cor-

rect the information given Mr. Bandy
by bis Methodist friend. The mission

to which he referred is undoubtedly
Morgan Chapel, which for a good many
years has been doing effective work in

the South End of Boston. This insti-

tution is one of five maintained by the
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Benevolent Fraternity of Unitarian
Churches in Boston, an organization
which through philanthropy, education,
worship, and free church privileges at-

tempts to supply a Unitarian ministry-
at-large to the city. Morgan Chapel
differs from the others, however, in hav-
ing been founded through a bequest
from a life-long Methodist, who, having
observed the work of the Benevolent
Fraternity, decided to have it adminis-
ter the funds and assume direction of
the institution which he endowed. He
made provision, naturally enough, that
the active head of the chapel should be
of his own denomination,—a provision
which has been strictly carried out. It

is a striking tribute to the real liberality

and freedom of our church, that this

man of different connection should have
placed such a trust in its keeping, and
that it should be able, without change in
constitution or surrender of principle,

to accept and successfully maintain the
trust.

Though I unfortunately have no re-

port of the Benevolent Fraternity at

hand, I have no doubt that Mr. Bandy's
informant was right in declaring that
individual Unitarians have contributed
to this foundation. Nearly seventy-five

years ago it was chiefly Unitarians who
came to the rescue of the Methodist
Father Taylor in Boston, when his

chapel was about to sell over his head
for mortgage, and built him a Bethel in
the seamen's quarter of the city, where
for more than forty years this preacher
of unique genius conducted his great
mission for sailors. It would be surpris-

ing if our teaching did not lead to gen-
erous, uncalculating giving, in broad
disregard of denominational lines.

Very sincerely yours,

Sydney B. Snow.

There 's never a rose in all the world
But makes some green spray sweeter;

There 's never a wind in all the sky
But makes some bird wing fleeter;

There 's never a star but brings to heaven
Some silver radiance tender;

And never a rosy cloud but helps

To crown the sunset splendor;

No robin but may thrill some heart,

His dawn like gladness voicing;
(loil gives us all some small sweet way
To set the world rejoicing.—Selected.

€tocntsu

Visit of Rev. Charles W. Wendte.
The many friends of Mr. Wendte, up

and down the coast, have enjoyed his

apostolic visit. The "Billings Founda-
tion" is a fine thing in many ways,
enabling preachers, and also congrega-
tions, to get rest and change. When it

brings back old friends it calls for added
respect and gratitude. Mrs. Wendte ac-

companies her husband and they have
endured many receptions without appar-
ent suffering.

They came into California by the
southern door, but as long as they finally

reach the living room, it doesn't matter.
Just what the itinerary was need not

be dwelt on. Mr. Wendte has been
generous in addresses all along. He
was in good time to take part in the

Union Conference at Pasadena on Jan.

.
14th ; spoke in Pomona on the 17th. He
preached at Santa Barbara on the 19th.

Arriving at Oakland he took part in the

ordination of Rev. William Day Sim-
onds over his old Oakland church on
Jan. 26th. On the afternoon of the 27th
he addressed the Channing Auxiliary,

and in the evening he was the gnest

of honor at the Unitarian Club dinner
at the Fairmont. On the following

evening he was banqueted by the Starr

King Fraternity of Oakland. At this

fine meeting Col. Irish presided, and
addresses were made by Mr. C. J. Wood-
bury, Rabbi Friedlander and others. On
Feb. 2d he occupied Mr. Leavitt's pul-

pit, preaching a fine sermon on the

Gospel of Kindness. In the evening he

spoke on Thomas Starr King at the

Second Unitarian Church, and on Mon-
day afternoon addressed the Society for

Christian Work. He spoke at the Berke-

ley Unitarian Club, at the Alameda
Church, and elsewhere, pleasantly taking

up the dropped threads and bringing his

old-time friendship up to date.

The years that have elapsed since Mr.

Wendte left us have treated him kindly.

He has the same elastic step, the same
cheerful smile, the same flow of kindly

and sonorous speech. He has seemed to

enjoy meeting those who knew him in

the long ago, and recalling early experi-

ences. His wide experience and associa-

tion with men make valuable his ready

responses on all sorts of occasions.
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Installation at Oakland.

A memorable service in the annals of
the First Unitarian Church of Oakland
was held on Sunday evening, January
26th, when Rev. William Day Simonds,
who lias been minister of the church since

the beginning of September, was form-
ally installed. The congregation present
filled almost every seat in the larue audi-

torium, and included besides the mem-
bers of the Oakland church, past and
present, many visitors from neighboring
churches. The music was of its usual
standard of excellence, rendered by the

chorus choir which has for so many years
been under the direction of Mr. D. P.

Hughes. The anthems were the familiar
'

' How Lovely Are the Messengers !
'

' and
the "Jerusalem" solo and chorus from
Gounod's "Gallia."

In the pulpit, besides the minister of

the church, were Rev. John Howland
Lathrop, of Berkeley, who offered the

Invocation; Rev. Frederick L. Hosmer,
of Berkeley, who read the Scripture
lesson, and whose Installation Hymn,
never before printed, appears elsewhere

in this number; Rev. Charles W.
Wendte, of Boston, founder of the

church, and its minister for the first ten
years, who preached the sermon; Dean
Karl M. Wilbur, of the Pacific Unitarian
School for the Ministry, who offered the

Prayer of Installation ; Rev. Bradford
Leavitt, of San Francisco, who broughl
greetings from the churches; Col. John
P. Irish, who responded on behalf of

the church; and Rev. Clarence Reed, of
Alameda, who pronounced the benedic-

tion.

Air. Wendte's sermon was from the

text Hebrews x:25, "Not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together as the

manner of some is," and was a clear

presentation of the reasons which justify

the existence and urge the support of

the church in the present age.

Mr. Wendte declared that people of

to-day were asking, not what is the di-

vine origin of the church, but what ser-

vice does it render, and on the basis of

service they were making their estimates

of the church's worth.

To many, he declared, the church
would seem to be useless, as they pre-

ferred to pass their Sundays out of it.

In fact, said the speaker, church-goers in

all denominations are declining in num-
ber.

"The unchurchliness of our day," he
con) limed, "is exceptionally "Teat and
needs to be arrested." lie argued for

the continued existence of the church on
the ground that man would always Eeel

the impulse and need of religious ex-

pression, but made no claim of divine
right or supernatural origin or sanction

for it. lie admitted that the church, as

it is to-day, had defects, but declared it

the greatesl of civilizing forces.

"In the first place," said Mr. Wendte.
"the church stands for public associated

worship. All healthy religious feeling
seeks to express itself. The soul must
needs voice its yearning and love in song
and prayer and testimony. It is possible

that you individually may not care or

need these. Then you are an exception
among men, for where there is one phil-

osopher in religion there are a hundred
poets; where one soul is fed by silent

meditation on sound themes, a hundred
need the stimulus and glow of associated

worship.
'

'

Colonel Irish, always a welcome and
willing speaker at the gatherings of the

church, made a short address full of in-

spiration and good cheer; and Mr.
Simonds in his closing words did much
to increase the high esteem in which his

congregation already hold him. He re-

ferred to the difficulties of the task he
had undertaken, and to an intimation

made by some one that he would not

stay long when some more tempting op-
portunity offered.

"But," said he, "I believe that this

church can't stand any more short pas-

torates, and 1 here make my profession

of faith, that if you will stand by me
I will stay with you; and there isn't a

church large enough nor a salary biu:

enough anywhere in the country to make
me leave this church before we have fully

accomplished the task we have under-
taken, and have established it again so

firmly that there shall be m> reasonable
doubt as to its future.

"Let us meet our difficulties together;

let us bear our burdens together; let us

win our triumphs together; and when
we have realized our hopes T will never
say that this is 'my church, and my work.
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and my victory,' but 'our church, our Unitarian Club of California.
work, our victory.'

'

The Oakland church is now full of

confidence and activity again, and the

feeling- was general that the services of

the evening set seal to a new era of

strength and prosperity.

[Sung for tbe first time at installation of Kev.

William Day Simonds, Oakland, January 26th.]

Installation Hymn.
[Tune: St. Gertrude.]

Forward through the ages,

In unbroken line,

Move the faithful spirits

At the call divine:

Gifts in differing measure.
Hearts of one accord,

—

Manifold the service.

One the sure reward.

Forward through the ages,

In unbroken line,

Move the faithful spirits

At the call divine.

Wider grows the kingdom.
Reign of love and light

;

For it we must labor.

Till our faith is sight.

Prophets have proclaimed it.

Martyrs testified,

Poets sung its glory.

Heroes for it died.

Forward, etc.

Not alone we conquer,
Not alone we fall;

In each loss or triumph
Lose or triumph all.

Bound by God's far purpose
In one living whole,

Move we on together

To the shining goal!

Forward, etc.—Frederick L. Hosmer.

* * *
To be misunderstood even by those

whom one loves is the cross and bitter-

ness of life. It is the secret of that sad

and melancholy smile on the lips of great

men which so few understand; it is the

crnelest trial reserved for self-devotion

;

it is what must have oftenest wrung the

heart of the Son of Man; and if God
could suffer, it would be the wound we
should be forever inflicting upon Him.
Tie also—He above all—is the great mis-

understood, the least comprehended.
Alas! alas! Never to tire, never to grow
cold; to be patient, sympathetic, tender;

to look for the budding flower and the

opening heart; to hope always like God;
to love always—this is duty.

—

Amiel.

The seventy-ninth meeting of the

above organization was held at the Hotel
Fairmont, San Francisco, on the evening
of February 27th. From the printed re-

port it appears that during the year
twelve members resigned and five died.

An equal number were elected from the

waiting list, so that the limit of two
hundred is still maintained, and the

waiting list is not exhausted. The Club
treasury holds $1,021. The new year,

therefore, begins auspiciously.

The meeting was virtually a reception

to Eev. Charles W. Wendte, who as a

young business man of San Francisco
became a convert to the Unitarian faith

through the ministrations of Thomas
Starr King. After completing his

course at Meadville he preached in sev-

eral Eastern pulpits, and then returned
to the Pacific Coast, first as Field Agent,
later founding and ministering for a

number of years to the church in Oak-
land.

Since its inception, in 1900. he has
been Secretary of the International Con-
gress of Unitarian and Other Liberal

Religious Thinkers and Workers, and he
was asked to speak of its work. This he
did in a very interesting and entertain-

ing manner.

ADDRESS OF REV. CHARLES W. WEXDTE.
The congress was organized eight

years ago, the suggestion for an inter-

national body of this character coming
from a meeting of liberal men in Boston.

A plan for an organization was prepared
by representatives from various coun-

tries and nationalities, and, although the

name is very cumbersome, the articles

upon which it is founded are of the

simplest character, consisting of two
articles, the first of which states the

object of the organization—that of unit-

ing the liberal religious thinkers of the

world, regardless of church affiliation,

nationality, or any religious adherence

—

for the advancement of the world in

freedom and its betterment by higher

and nobler thinking and living. The
second paragraph simply names twelve
men to constitute a body to arrange for

the meetings of the organization.

The first meeting of this body, to

which all liberal thinkers were invited

from all parts of the world, individual
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invitations being: sent to all whose ad-
dresses could lie secured. \\;is held in

Loudon, and thai there should assemble
at this gathering seven hundred men and
women, moved by the same spirit, actu-

ated by the desire to advance liberty in

the world, was the first of the great sur-

prises which have come from the meet-

ings of this congress. At the first session

sixteen different nationalities were rep-

resented and thirty religious fellowships.

There was diversity of gifts and opin-

ions, but community of spirit. The
meetings were largely attended, Essex
Hall, where the first gathering was held,

proving too small. The Unitarian peo-

ple of England are drawn mostly from
the great middle class of that country

—

largely the merchants, lawyers, doctors,

and other professional men. It is a

numerically small body—365 churches.

Their numbers would entitle them to but

four representatives in Parliament,

whereas there are twenty-four having a

place there.

The second meeting (in 1903) was
held in Amsterdam, Holland, where
there are about 1,700 members of the

Liberal Union, as the branches of the

liberal church are known in that little

country. Of 1,400 congregation of the

Dutch Reformed Church 400 are practi-

cally on a Unitarian basis. There were
more than 1,000 delegates to that meet-

ing, representing sixteen nationalities

and forty different religious fellowships.

The Remonstrants were well represented;

also the liberalists, who are called Mod-
erns. Four tongues were used in the

addresses.

The next meeting was held in Geneva,
where John Calvin was for twenty-six

years preaching and characterized at the

time as the "Protestant Pope," and it

was there that Dr. Minot J. Savage
preached that most wonderful discourse

from the pulpit of John Calvin, in the

great St. Peter's Church.
There has been a great change in re-

ligious thought in Geneva. This was
Strikingly manifested a few years ago
when the theological descendants of

John Calvin erected a monument to the

memory of Servetus. At this meeting
many distinguished men participated

—

Pere Hyacinthe, diaries Wagner, and
others of equal renown. The meetings-

were of great interest.

Tin- last meeting was held in Boston,

in September of last year, where there

were ninety-three religious fellowships

represented, besides many uoi affiliated

with any religious body, church, or Beet.

There were enrolled 2,391 members, who
paid their membership fees, besides the

thousands attending the exercises but
not joining the organization. The meet-

ings wen- vrvy largely attended. On one
occasion 4,000 people gathered to hear

Dr. Hale, Booker Washington, and
others, and as many more were turned
away. Unitarians learned what it was
to have overflow meetings. The enthu-

siasm was great and the finest spirit pre-

vailed. There has been no meeting so

significant since that of the Parliament
of Religion at Chicago.

In conclusion, he alluded to the Club
he addressed as representing the same
inclusive and liberal spirit, and urged
its members to continue in cultivating

broad and generous conceptions of re-

ligion.

Mr. Joseph Hutchinson, first vice-pres-

ident of the Club, presided, introducing

Mr. Wendte in a manner that placed

him and the company completely at ease.

As the second speaker he introduced
Father Sullivan, of the Menlo Seminary.

He spoke of his frequent visits to the

Seminary, and of the hospitality and
kindness always accorded him. He told

the speaker that he was to feel free to

speak on any subject he chose, but had
assigned him "The Attitude of the

Church toward Liberalism." Father
Sullivan was most cordially welcomed by
long-continued applause. He spoke as

follows :

—

ADDRESS OF FATHER SULLIVAN.

I am here to-night to speak on "The
Church and the Modernist, or Liberalist

of To-day," within her fold. This nar-

rowing of the subject announced will

keep me within reasonable limits. 1

must be explicit and yet brief, for the

time assigned must not be exceeded. It

will be my endeavor to present simply

and clearly the three following points:

1. AVhat does the church regard as her

office? 2. What in virtue of the duty

imposed by this office has she censured

in the extreme wing of modernism? and
•".. What will be the result of her action?
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In the Bishop of Home the Catholic

world recognizes the successor of St.

Peter and the one ordained by God to

command and to teach. As Peter was
constituted by Jesus Christ not only to

be the foundation of the church, but also

to be the "confirmer" of his brethren,

the Supreme Pontiff, being- the successor

of Peter and vicar of Christ, inherits to

the full his office of "confirmer" of his

brethren. As Cardinal Newman puts it,

"Like Peter, he is the vicar of his Lord.

He can judge and he can acquit: he e&n

pardon and he can condemn ; he can

command and he can permit ; he can
forbid and he can punish. He has a

supreme jurisdiction over the people of

God."
There is, moreover, a divine power

helping him in his office' of teacher and
shepherd of the universal church, and
all Catholics, be they bishops or priests

or laity, bow down before his decision.

The church is conscious that she is the

guardian of the truth taught by Jesus

Christ and of her mission to fulfill his

command, "Teach all nations whatso-

ever I have taught you," and this con-

sciousness of the office of guardian, con-

firmer, teacher, which obtains to-day. is

self-identical with her consciousness in

centuries past.

In these days we have been passing

through a time of many questionings and
acute discussions. Even among Catho-

lic thinkers there have been difficulties,

and sometimes doubt, in sifting the piled-

up stores of knowledge which modern
means of discovery and modern methods
of study have added to the treasury of

learning. It is not surprising to find

that mistakes have been made amid the

crowd of new facts and the rush of new
ideas.

And in her late decrees, the church has

pointed out and censured what she

considers errors on the functions of au-

thority, of written revelation, of apos-

tolic tradition, of dogmatic integrity and
unity, and of the development of doc-

trine. She goes to the origin of the move-
ment and indicates a double influence

—

the religious philosophy on the one hand
and the positive ^cirnees on the other.

These two influences have not been iso-

lated, but have reacted one on the other,

until their currents are mixed. The

former with its two conceptions: one
concentrating all religion in a sentiment
of piety, of adoration, of confidence in

God, regards creed or belief as only an
accessory element. The other is the au-

tonomy of conscience to the exclusion of

all exterior authority, whether it be that

of the Bible or that of the church. The-
ories of this kind are contrary to the

church's position, and have consequently
been condemned. In regard to the lat-

ter, or the positive sciences, there is not
nor is there intended to be a body-blow
at scientific research and its latest and
most approved methods. While research

holds faithfully to its field of action

there can be no complaint, but when its

conclusions are not the legitimate out-

come of its premises, but are intrusions

upon the domain of dogma, then the

church feels it incumbent upon her to

object. Take as an illustration the fa-

mous text of St. James, '

' Is any man sick

among you ? Let him bring in the priests

of the church, and let them pray over
him, anointing him with oil in the name
of the Lord" (James v:14).
The exegite after a careful study of

this text may justly conclude that for

him the passage does not state that Jesus
Christ instituted the sacrament of ex-

treme unction. No one will censure such
an assertion. But when a step further

is taken and the declaration made,
"Therefore Jesus Christ did not estab-

lish any such sacrament," the teaching
body of the church steps in and pro-

nounces such a conclusion false, as not

being contained within the given prem-
ises; and knowing it to be subversive of

her body of truth, condemns it and pro-

hibits her children from accepting it.

This is but an example of what is cen-

sured. It would be out of the question

to take up the many points touched upon
in the various late papal documents, and
they would lead us too far afield. But
it may be asked. Is the Pope or the

church competent to point out scientific

error? Is not the position of Pius X,
who lays no claim to scientific training,

and his advisers, who agree to stigmatize

as erroneous the published investigations

of Abbe Loisy, a life-long student in the

field of the scriptures and of dogma, very
much like that of a jury of common
laborers, however honest and intelligent
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they may be, who were to sit in judg-
ment on the scientific merits of the phys-

iological tests of a Liepzig specialist .' In

other words, an unprofessional jury un-

dertakes to pronounce judgment upon
the merits of expert scientific testimony.

It. would be so if we had here 'a per-

fect analogy. The Roman jury does not

pretend to pronounce sentence upon ex-

pert scientific testimony, but rather up-
on the \r\-y commonplace moral effects

which are certain to result from the

teaching of such testimony if spread
broadcast among those who are not qual-

ified to discriminate between a scientific

hypothesis and an ascertained fact. She
deals with the value of the results as-

sumed as demonstrated by the individ-

ual scientist, not with the correctness

of the process by which he may have
reached them. That even the most
learned and conscientious of scientists

should rob a Christian mind of the mo-
tives of credibility upon which divine

revelation rests, and give him in return
nothing but the assurance of individual

talent and labor, is admitting a principle

which subverts the fundamentals of sane

evidence, unless we relinquish the testi-

mony of revealed religion entirely.

To confine ourselves to the application

of this test of the justice of the censures,

we would find it indeed difficult to select

a more representative body of educated
and liberal-minded judges than the com-
mission appointed to examine the theo-

ries and doctrines of the modernist sys-

tem—fifty men, heads of academies, re-

ligious orders, besides thirty consultors.

archirists, ten cardinals, and two years'
work.

In her own domain the church must
remain judge. And the preservation of

faith and morals through religious dis-

cipline is eminently the province of the

church. The commission or jury is

nothing more or less than the church's
board of health in the moral order. It

examines the poisonous products of the

modem inventions which the intellectual

enterprise of scholars throws upon the

market, or into the streams of popular
education. It Warns the citizens of

the religious commonwealth, which the

church represents, and it forbids under
censure the pollution of public places, or

the manufacture and sale of noxious

products that would infect the moral
liealt h of her subjects.

The papal decrees, while giving a list

of adulterated food products, the result

of scientific experiment, cannot he dis-

cussed as popular documents, nor read

as a newspaper article in sections ami a,

though each point, of the censured sys-

tem, so fully analyzed, were in itself and
apart from ils context censured and were,

moreover, precisely analyzed instead of

rather generally indicated. This way of

reading and understanding such official

documents must quite inevitably mislead,

as the attack in the Edinburgh Review
of October last clearly shows. The writ-

er had been grossly mistaken on the pas-

sages in the Encyclical directed against

the "theological symbolism" of the mod-
ernist. The reviewer failed to see that

the passages he referred to did not, by
themselves, adequately bring before the

reader the particular point in which the

modernist view had exceeded the ortho-

dox theology; they only indicated the

modernist position in general terms; but
the point where it did exceed was inti-

mated later on in the Encyclical. And.
moreover, this point is just the one on
which St. Thomas and Cardinal Newman
have carefully guarded themselves.

There is no danger whatever of any
passage being pressed to the conclusion

contemplated by the Edinburgh reviewer

in a Catholic theological seminary, and
this is the practical test.

The censure of a manner of expressing
a great principle which ignores a theolog-

ical distinction really based on defined

truth may easily be taken as a censure of

the principles itself. Parts of the En-

cyclical will be greatly misunderstood
by non-Catholics as to their object, em-
bodying as the Encyclical does to an
extreme extent traditions, language, and
thought in which some of the points id'

conflict contemplated are very far re-

moved from those of oui- present-day

controversies in England and America.
And, too. the tendencies and doctrines

of this new system are prevalent, we
gather, in Italy and France.
The documents, as 1 have said, are not

popular. They are addressed principal-

ly to the episcopate, to the members of

the clergy, to those whose business it is

to interpret them as specialists and then

to give their teaching to the faithful.
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The decrees are disciplinary measures
issued by the church's teaching authori-

ty (Magesterium) for the guidance of

those who profess allegiance to her doc-

trine and discipline. The object is to

serve, on the one hand, as a check to the

unguarded defenders of novel theories

which trench upon the domain of faith

and morals, and, on the other, as a guide

to the consistent Christian who may find

himself in doubt about the safety of doc-

trines that appeal to him by their plausi-

bility, yet rouse his suspicion by their

novelty and apparent divergence from
established truths and principles, as hith-

erto interpreted by tradition.

The immediate purpose is not to in-

struct theologians, but to safeguard the

faithful. The less-gifted and indiscrim-

inate reading public is apt to be indoc-

trinated with tenets, the reasons, mo-
tives and merits of which it cannot

grasp or fairly judge of. Hence any
attempt to subject the different proposi-

tions to the straining process of analysis

would frustrate the straightforward in-

tention of the Sovereign Pontiff.

What will be the result of the church's

position ?

The initial error of what afterwards

became heresy has been in many cases,

according to Cardinal Newman, "the
urging forward of some truth against the

prohibition of authority at an unseason-

able time." Irresponsible speculation

too easily results from the exasperation

which is generally associated with an at-

titude of resistance. Something of ra-

tionalism ensues, a temper different from
that of reverent and earnest inquiry.

Views ultimately subversive of Christi-

anity may be the final tendency. Neglect

of this danger has led in the past to

some excesses which have called for cen-

sure.

The act of the Holy See stands out as

a solemn warning against this danger
in the future works of Catholic writers.

They realize that the truths, which some
of the writers whose views have now been
censured stated at the outset cautiously

and well and with wide and grateful ap-

proval from Catholic theological thinkers

and the sanction of authority, are not

necessarily lost to us. They feel with
Lagrange, who says: "Sane criticism has

nothing to fear from sane theology. The

true theologians see with pleasure our
work; but one need not speak to them
of essential changes in dogma, of books
which had been true in the past but are

so no longer; one need not limit the in-

spiration of the canonical book or de-

clare that it is in fact compatible with
formal error, nor suppose that God
teaches positively myths and legends
without reality. When we are in accord
with them on those principles, they will

willingly admit our critical apprecia-
tions.

'

'

Present restraint from the public dis-

cussion of sane problems raised by the

new sciences, which must ultimately be
dealt with, will avoid what is even in-

tellectually a great evil from the point

of view of Christian thought—rational-

istic liberalism. Their attitude will be
that and should be that of St. Thomas
toward Aristotle. Who ever closely reads
his commentaries on the philosopher and
then compares them with the text of

Aristotle is struck by the character

of his method, at once so bold and
sure. No Catholic philosopher has more
energetically affirmed the distinction of

science and of faith, but none has been
more careful to keep his scientific re-

searches in contact with his faith.

Does the church's one sole hope of

salvation lay in accepting the solutions

which the extreme liberalists have pre-

pared for her? Is the one single gate by
which she may escape from untold evils

just the one which the modernist now
holds open for her?

She is too ancient and too experienced

in the battle between Christ and the

world to be disquieted by their words
or alarmed with their timidity. She
knows that the deflecting voices who un-
dertake to teach her and her chief pas-

tor how to fulfill their duties hardly

ever fail to come to her gravely with
those solemn warnings as to her impend-
ing destruction in the event of her re-

fusing to be docile to their suggestions.

It has been so all along the line of her

history.

Even within the last century one sees

the periodicity of such movements. The
opening of the century had been pre-

ceded by Jansenism, with its powerful

following, its appeal to democratic

church government, its deadly hatred of
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scholasticism, its persistent evasion into

the realm of mysticism, and its allure of

high spirituality.

Some thirty years later came the move-
ment of De La Mennais, with the bril-

liantly fallacious system of apologetic
and those optimistic projects of recon-

ciling the church wit 1 1 the world, which
found expression in the Avenir. Twenty-
three years mure, and we have the fas-'

cinating philosophy of Gioberti, who
drew towards him so much that was best

in the intellectual life of Italy and
charmed so many with those dreams of

faith and science walking amicably
hand in hand. Some ten years later, and
we have Giinther, with a powerful
phalanx of German thought at his back,

attempting to conciliate faith with all

that was best in the Hegelian philosophy.

Thirteen years later, and the church was
confronted by the school of Dollinger,

who labored pathetically to cement the

dissident forces of liberal Catholicism of

Europe into a solidarity of opposition to

the Catholic church in the Vatican Coun-
cil. All these movements of deflection

have drawn upon themselves the

church's correction and condemnation.

But in so doing- they one and all have ut-

tered the same portentous prophesies

—

that the church must inevitably succumb
to the advancing progress of the day
unless she adopted their counsels and
accepted their nostrums.

The path of the church is strewn with

the graves of such opponent forces, while

she herself treads the path of the cen-

turies and passes triumphantly on.

There is nothing in the modernist
movement which will mark it as being
in any way above its predecessors. It

comes uttering the same old tales about
it> followers being legion in every land,

and its having the future for its in-

heritance, and the salvation of the

church being dependent on its accept-

ance.

While not forgetting for a moment
either the excellent motives and the laud-

able zeal for research with which several

of its leaders have entered into its cause,

or the toll for truth to be levied from

their errors, we feel that the movement
compares in many ways less favorably

with its forerunners.

It has something of the astuteness.

but neither has nor can have anvthing

like the numbers or influence of Jansen-
ism, It has no writer like Pascal, nor
has it the prestige of the saintly scholars
of Port Royal. It has produced no genius

comparable with De La Mennais, and its

erudition is far short of that of Dollinger
and those men who joined hands with
him in the abortive movement of 1870.
The church is indeed quite alive to

the deadly nature of the heresies of the

extreme modernists, and to the necessity
of discipline, but she knows with calm
assurance of faith and age-long ex-

perience what is the beginning and the

end of it and of every other attempt to

subvert the church or shake the Rock of
Peter.

In conclusion he expressed his appre-
ciation of the courtesy extended him,
and assured his hearers a warm welcome,
should they visit the beautiful spot
where he lived.

There was on exhibition in the dining-
room a fine bronze bust of Horatio Stel>-

bins, D. D., the work of Mr. Pea no. and
Mr. Horace Davis, who had known him
long and intimately, was asked to speak
of his work and personality. Mi-. Davis
spoke with great earnestness and deep
feeling, substantially as follows:

—

ADDRESS OF MR. HORACK DAVIS.

Yonder bust, with its striking likeness

of Dr. Stebbins, recalls to my mind many
occasions in which he has sat in this

company and joined our discussions, and
it carries me back still further—some
sixty odd years—to the time when we
were together in college. After that L

saw but little of him until we met on this

coast, when, for thirty-five years. I was
closely connected with him until his final

departure; and I confess freely my debt

to him—a debt I can never repay.

In passing through life yon meet with

many people, and here and there is one

whose life is closely interwoven with

your own, and in after years, as you sit

and muse over the past, a vast throng

of figures, surging across your vision

like the ghosts in a magician's mirror,

the ureal mass of them cross the stage

and are lost to sight, but here and there

is one whose life is so closely intertwined

with your own that he becomes part of

your own being. To lose him from your

memory would be losing a part of your-
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self. It may be your mother, whose ten-

der care molded your early youth ; it

may be your father, whose integrity and
wisdom sustained you in your early bat-

tles with the world: it may be your
favorite teacher, who led you out into

the broad arena of the world's history

and gave your soul its noblest ideals.

Whoever it may have been, there are

men and women whose images are always
by you. and to destroy their memory
would be to tear out a part of your life.

Such a man was Stebbins to me. I freely

confess my debt—nothing can ever can-

cel it.

His stern and unflinching integrity is

well portrayed in the bust, but not his

kind and gentle side ; as gentle as a

woman to those in sorrow and affliction,

or to the friend who came to him in

confidence, seeking sympathy and con-

solation.

His rugged, magnificent, rather ag-

gressive intellect is well brought out by
the bronze, but the lines are not fine

enough to suggest his keenness of analy-

sis by which he pierced to the heart of

any problem, like the thrust of a rapier

—quick and sure. How often in conver-
sation he cleared up your vague thoughts
and crystallized into clearness what was
floating dimly in your mind.

Don't you remember that night, many
years ago. when we were discussing the
relations of war and religion? The last

speaker had finished, when Mr. Symmes
said

:

"

" We have not heard from Dr. Steb-
bins tbis evening; he always gives us
something to think about. Won't yon
close the discussion, Doctor?"

The doctor rose slowly, in his some-
what ponderous wav. and spoke some-
thing in this wise:

''My distinuiiished friend on my right

has said there can be no point of affinity

between Avar and religion, because Chris-
tianity means love and sympathy, while
Avar means hate and destruction ; but,

General, will not a deeper look reATeal to

us neAv points of contact? We all love
the soldier—why does all the Avorld ad-
min' the soldier? Is it not for his self

sacrifice? Is it not because he is willing
to give bimself—all he has and all he
is—for his country: and what but tbis

is it that Ave lo\re in the Man of Cal-

vary?"

Thus, in one sentence, he pierced to

the very heart of the question and laid

open to us the point of contact betAveen

the soldier of the battlefield and the

soldier of the Cross.

His ordinary com'ersation Avas quaint
and original—often punctuated by just

such keen thrusts as these.

But his great power lay on the side

of his moral nature, Avhich was inspired
by a noble idealism and lighted up by
a rare spirituality. He loATed his pro-
fession and preached with great power
and originality. In his sermons he
seemed sometimes to move on a spirit-

ual plane above our heads. In his

prayers his lips often seemed touched
by diA'ine fire and he spoke as if he
Avere face to face with God.
But he addressed a much Avider audi-

ence than this Club and his Church.
His whole ministry in this city was one
continuous battle for better morals and
higher social conditions. In the matter
of education, above all the State OAves

him a debt it can neATer pay. When
the Uni\7ersity of California was organ-
ized he Avas placed on its first Board
of Regents to guide the course of the

infant uni\Tersity. It was a critical

moment. The future of the college.

for many years, hung in the balance,

—

should material or spiritual considera-

tions pre\'ail? We were just out of the

pioneer stage of society, eager, active

—devoted to material things,—Should
the new university be tuned in accord
with this condition or should it strike

the harmony of a higher phase of life?

Stebbins fought persistently for the

highest attainable standard and carried

the day. There was bitter complaint for

many years that the university was
pitched far above the range of the

schools—out of their reach—and appeals

were made to faculty, regents, legislature

and governor to come down to a lower
level, but Stebbins held his ground and
Avon the day. Slowly the schools came
up to his standard, and Avho today would
retrace a step ?

We are proud of our university—of

its location—of its fine buildings—of

its numbers—but most of all of its high
standard of culture, surpassing anything
else west of the Mississippi. Noav bear
in mind that in any State the character

of the public schools depends on the
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highest educational institution. The
presence of Earvard means sound public
education for Massachusetts; the stand-
ard of Y*ale determines the position of
Connecticut. And remember, too, that
the average intelligence of the people

depends upon the public schools, then
you will realize the momentous import-
ance of such a man ;i1 the helm—at

such a critical moment. His services

were greater than could be estimated.
The State should erect yonder bust in the
university campus and wreathe it with
Laurel. His church has enshrined his

mime already among her saints, and we,

who have known him in this place, will

honor him ;is a life giving companion and
friend, and keep fresh his memory in

our hearts.
* ^ •©

Union Conference at Pasadena.

The Union Conference of Unitarian
and Universalist churches of Southern
California opened on the evening of Jan-
uary 14th, at the First Universalist

Church of Pasadena, about ten churches
being represented. Rev. S. G. Dunham,
pastor of the Pasadena church, opened
the i ting with a brief address of wel-

come. He spoke of the relation existing

between Unitarian and Universalist

churches, and of their nearness, and re-

ferred to the misapprehension on the

part of some who did not understand
this nearness. "Why, the Universalist

Church was Unitarian twenty years be-

fore the Unitarian Church was born,"
said Mr. Dunham.

Replying, Judge X. P. Conrey, of

Los Angeles, said thai out of the various

existing religious forces, the two liberal

churches having so many things in com-
mon, naturally sympathize. He said the

welcome was much appreciated, as they
knew from past experiences what the

hospitality of the Pasadena church is.

A short devotional service led by Pas-

tor Dunham was then followed by an
address by Rev. Charles W. Wendte, of

Boston, who spoke forcibly on the sub-

ject. "Called to Liberty." He found

the great distinction between the religion

of Jesus Christ and all previous forms
of faith to be that it is a call to liberty.

.The gospel of Jesus appealed to the indi-

vidual reasOn in conscience. The first

disciples so understood and preached his

gospel, 1 > 1 1 1 the next generation fell sadly
hade from this high ideal of spiritual
independence.

In our day the Liberal Christian
church is such a free fellowship of
rational and spiritual believers. Under
its broad charter we have come together
in conference. It has founded in many
an American community congregations
of independent thinkers, courageous wit-

nesses for truth, earnest workers for a
religion that is based on reason, and
made perfect in personal righteousness.
The liberal church recognizes it as its

chief duty to educate its members, young
and old, in the exercise of free thought
in matters of belief; it teaches them to

-

accept no external authority as final, and
to cherish an ever-deepening sense of
their personal moral accountability. In
a word, the liberal church is a body of
free Christian believers, whose central

conviction is that they are called to lib-

erty.

Organization of conference and infor-

mal reception to delegates closed the
evening service.

Rev. Francis Watry, of Santa Ana,
led the devotional services the following
morning, after which came the routine
business of appointing committees and in

hearing brief reports from the churches,
Sunday-schools, and women's societies

included in the conference. Rev. Francis
Watry gave an epitomized report of the

progress in churches. Rev. G. H. Rice
spoke for the young people, while Miss

Theora S. Burnap told of the Woman's
Alliance. The paper of the morning was
read by Rev. Marwell Savage, of Red-
lands, his subject being "Recent Devel-
opment in Liberal Thought." He re-

viewed the general progress of liberal

thought as exemplified in such books as
" Finality of the ( Jhristian Religion," by
Dr. Foster, of the Chicago University;

"Prophet of Nazareth." by Professor

Schmidt, of Cornell; "New Theology,"
of Dr. Campbell.

In the discussion which followed one

of the chief speakers was hYv. .Mr. Small.

of Santa Paula, who made a plea for a

greater exaltation of .lesns Christ in the

preaching and the teaching of the Uni-
tarian and Iniversalist churches.

At noon luncheon was served to the

delegates in the social hall.

"The Relation of Liberal Religion to
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Social Questions," was the subject of

Rev. H. E. Benton at the afternoon ses-

sion. The speaker made a plea for a

greater human interest and a greater,

stronger love of one's brothers in the

world, a more altruistic feeling toward
others, and said that was one of the

strong elements in the liberal faith, and
that, more than anything else, would aid

in bringing about the proper social con-

ditions in the world. The discussion fol-

lowing was led by Rev. E. R. Watson.
Mrs. H. R. Boynton was ill and unable

to be present, but her paper on "How
Shall We Teach Our Children to Be Fer-
vent in Spirit?" which was a most able

and thoughtful one. was read by a friend

and listened to with keen interest and
approbation.

Dr. E. L. Conger, pastor emeritus of

the church, presided at the evening meet-
ing, introducing the speakers. The first

address was by Rev. Benjamin A. Good-
ridge, his subject being "A Positive Lib-

eral Gospel." He said that the liberal

interpretation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ is different from the old one,

which might be considered the negative

interpretation : and that as time goes
on all churches are being drawn closer

to the focal point, the essential and sim-

ple understanding of the gospel, while

the antagonism that has existed between
churches is fast fading away. The
chasm caused by the non-agreement of

definitions is fast filling up.

Dr. C. E. Nash gave a strong address
on the subject "Liberalism and the Mis-

sionary Spirit." He spoke of the weak-
nesses of liberalism and defined the

missionary spirit as the essential element

of the gospel. He said one did not neces-

sarily need to go to a foreign country to

be a missionary, but that the spirit of

the Good Samaritan who gave help to

the one nearest who needed it. was the

true spirit of Christ's gospel. Help the

neighbor nearest. Get* the standing-

ground first and then do what is possible

by the spirit of organization.

Santa Ana was chosen as the next

place of meeting, and officers for the

ensuing year were elected as follows:

Judge J. W. Towner, of Santa Ana,
President ; Judge W. A. Garrett, of Po-
mona. V ice-President : Rev. Francis Wa-
try, of Santa Ana, Secretary; and Dr.

Bessie Peery, of San Diego, Treasurer.

Children's Bepartmrnt.
Conducted by Rev. William Day Simonds.

PHILOSOPHY IX RHYME.
I think God sometimes sends us what we 've

cried for,

Year after year, in vain,

To prove to us how poor the thing we 've sighed
for,

And now beset with pain.
The human heart can know no greater trial

Than comes with this confession,
That the continued sorrow of denial
Was better than possession.

We are like children in our poor unreason,
As we reach after joys

That at the best can please but for a season,
And then are broken toys.

If we would only walk the paths of duty,
Humbly and with thanksgiving,

Our hearts would learn in lessons full of beauty
The secrets of true living.—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

HAPPINESS IX OBEDIENCE.
We have long believed the lax disci-

pline in many Sunday-schools a serious

evil. To permit children to behave in a

manner distressing to others and harm-
ful to themselves, on the ground that we
must keep them in the Sunday-school, is

poor policy, and of doubtful morality.

The training of the child to utter lack

of reverence for sacred places, and the

complete absence of respect for the

wishes and comfort of his elders, cannot
be offset by the careless singing of

hymns, or the occasional reading of a

verse of scripture. The Sunday-school
hour should be cheerful and happy, and
it would be a mistake to forget that even'

here "boys will be boys,"—must be in

fact.—but it is also well to remember
that there is more happiness for the

school, as a whole, in obedience to rea-

sonable regulation than in any amount
of rude conduct ; and we hold that it is

far better to lose an incorrigible pupil, if

it comes to that sad extremity, than to

permit the tone of the school to be low-

ered by actions which would not be tol-

erated a moment in the public schools.

Surely the Sunday-school ought to be as

safe a place, both in morals and manners,

as the day-school.

We find our thought along this line so

well expressed in a little work entitled

"The Dome Training of Children," that

we venture to quote freely from it, be-

lieving that its lessons apply equally well

to the benign authority of the superin-
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tendents and teachers of all well-con-

ducted Sunday-schools.

"Love's sweet influence may not mold
humanity alone; co-ordinate with Love is

law.

"The whole universe is founded upon
law and keyed and attuned to law. For
the child's physical good and happiness,

for the very maintenance of the physical

existence, there must sometimes be coer-

cion, control, authority, exercised against

the child's wish and will, perhaps against

his utmost resistance and struggle. This
all concede. The only question, then, is,

Should authority be used to prevent

physical injury only, or moral harm as

well ? Is lying or swearing or disobe-

dience as great an evil as cutting the

finger or falling downstairs? And, if so,

shall authority be applied to such things

also, to save the child from them against

his will ?

"For those who shrink from the fan-

cied harshness of law-, it may be well to

remark that a child is happier under
steady rule than if uncontrolled. In the

latter case, the limits to the gratification

of his desires are his own weakness and
nature's rudeness, often surprising and
tormenting, and he vacillates between
vague and wild desires and bitter disap-

pointments. Far lighter is the yoke of

parental love and wisdom. Fenced in

thus from the unattainable and injuri-

ous, 'Father forbids,' or 'Mother does n't

allow it,' being impassable barriers, the

child soon finds the pleasures that lie

within the limits, near at hand, innocent
and safe, and with them that rest of soul

that comes to us all when we give up
craving the impossible and reaching

after the unattainable.

"If you would have authority easy

and peaceful, let it be constant and un-
yielding, while considerate and rational.

Then it becomes insensible, like the pres-

sure of thf atmosphere. Fitful author-

ity brings torture, like the aeronaut's

changes from dense to Lighl air. and bach

again.

"When deep love and steady law com-
bine there will be need of very little

severity. There will he far less suffering

than is caused by the scoldings and fret-

tings and hasty punishments of families

where calm authority is unknown.
"Authority must he an early lesson.

In the infant mind Hie capacities of

memory and submission are greatly in

advance of the power of judgment. A
child can hi' taught to obey a plain com-
mand long hefore he can be made to see

the reasons for it. lie should be early

taught that he musl absolutely obey the

simple command of father and mother.

Children, obey your parents in the Lord,
for this is right. That is enough. On
such implicit obedience momentous con-

sequences may depend.
"At a railroad center in England a

switchman stood with his hand on his

lever as twro trains from opposite direc-

tions came swiftly on. He was to throw
one upon a new track, then replace the

switch for the other to go its way. Just
then, to his horror, he saw his boy, ten

years old, standing between the tracks,

just where his practiced eye told him the

trains must pass each other. He knew
that no human being could stand un-

flinching in that narrow space, with the

whirling eddy of air and the blinding

smoke and dust, and he knew that to

stagger there would be death. How
could he see his child slain before his

face? But how could he hurl scores of

other lives to destruction, and be false

to his trust, even to save him ? One way
occurs to him. The boy knew how to

obey. He shouted, ' Tom ! Lie down flat

between the tracks! Right where you
are !' "With firm hand he threw the lever

over, sent the two trains safely on their

way, then ran to where his boy lay still

as death, and caught him up in his arms,

astonished, frightened, but with not a

hair of his head harmed.
"But some one exclaims, with a breath

of relief, 'Oh, well, such emergencies
don't come to many people.' True; but

your children may be in just as great

danger eating green apples under your

neighbor's trees, or in far greater peril

playing with some vile hoys in an adja-

cent alley. Unconditional obedience

mighl save them from both. Such obedi-

ence in the common wear of daily life

will prove itself gold. Such authority,

ao far from superseding love, finds in

thai the righl arm of its power. No
rebuke is so dreaded as the censure of

one dearly beloved. No obedience - so

peaceful as that rendered to one whom
the heart would not displease."

{Several excellent contributions neces

sarily carried over.)
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Berkeley— (Rev. John Howland La-
throp).—A memorial service for Mrs.
Caroline R, Beals was held at the Uni-
tarian church on Sunday afternoon,
January 26th, by her pupils and friends.
Mrs. Beals died a year ago, having then
just passed her eightieth year; and this

occasion was no funeral service, but a
tender and grateful expression of such
of her former pupils as could come to-

gether. Mrs. Beals was a native of
Massachusetts, a graduate of Mt. Holy-
oke Seminary, and afterward a success-
ful teacher. Among her friends were
George B. Emerson. Charles Francis
Adams, and other well-remembered resi-

dents of Boston. Upon the early death
of her husband, a graduate of Harvard,
she came to this coast and followed her
profession for some years in San Fran-
cisco. Of late years she had been a
resident of Berkeley, in the home of her
niece, Mrs. J. L. Scotchler. She was one
of the charter members of the First
Unitarian Church. The services were
simple, and marked throughout by feel-

ing and fine taste. Warren Gregory,
Esq., who in his youth was a member of
Mrs. Beals 's household, spoke in appre-
ciative memory of her character and her
service to the pupils who came under
her influence. Her personality was a
inost important factor and force in her
teaching. She was a woman of superior
culture, of kindly manner, and steadily
noble and efficient purpose. Mrs. James
M. Pierce, a former pupil, sang two fine

selections. Rev. F. L. Hosmer read ap-
propriate selections before the address,
and Mr. Lathrop closed with the bene-
diction. Mr. Harvey Loy, organist of
the church, presided at the organ. Mrs.
Josephine Shute, principal of the Hey-
wood High School, a former pupil, had
charge in arranging the service. All in

all, it was a beautiful and significant

commemoration.
The Pacific Unitarian School for the

Ministry lias recently had an addition of

two students. In the new and larger
house occupied since the opening of

the term) it has much more convenient

quarters. On January 23d, Rev. C. AY.

Wendte gave an entertaining and help-

ful talk on his varied experience in a

ministry of thirty-seven years. The

same day the ministers around the bay
were guests of Dean Wilbur at lunch,
and they also were present to enjoy the
talk and meet the students of the school.

The church goes evenly on. Mr. La-
throp continues his Wednesday evening
class. The Friday vespers at five o 'clock

continue, and offer a pleasant half-hour
of music and quiet meditation and
prayer.

The annual meeting of the Unitarian
Club will be held on the evening of

February 4th. There will be an election

of officers for the ensuing year. The
speakers will be Rev. C. W. Wendte,
Rev. Edward Parsons, rector of St.

Mark's Church (Berkeley), and Mr.
Chester Rowell, of Fresno.

Los Angeles—First Unitarian Church.
—Monday morning, January 12th, the

Rev. C. W. Wendte, of Boston (but at

one time pastor of this church), ad-

dressed the congregation, giving an
interesting account of the several meet-
ings of "The International Congress of

Religious Liberals," of which organiza-

tion he is corresponding secretary. Old
friends welcomed Mr. Wendte gladly,

while all heard him with deep interest.

Monday evening, January 13th, the

"parish supper" was served in the

church dining-room, about one hundred
and twenty-five of the members being
seated at the prettily decorated and well-

served tables. Later in the evening the

annual meeting was held, presided over
by Judge Conrey, president of the Board
of Trustees. Reports were received from
the various organizations of the church
—the Woman's Alliance, the Men's Uni-
tarian Club, the Channing Club, Young
People's Club, and the Sunday-school.
All these reports were encouraging, and
the outlook for the coming year is hope-
ful. Because of the co-operation of the

various branches the trustees were able

to report the church free from debt at

the opening of this new year. Five trus-

tees were elected at this meeting to fill

vacancies on the board.

The church was represented by about
twenty of its members at the Union Con-
ference of [Jniversalist and Unitarian
Churches of Southern California, held in

Pasadena January 14th and 15th.
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Portland, Oregon.—Our beloved pas-

tor emeritus, Dr. T. L. Eliot, with his

wife and infanl son. arrived in Portland

December 24, 1867, and he firsl preached

in the little chapel which had been

erected by the efforts of the small band
of Unitarians then living here, and

which was dedicated on thai Sunday

—

December 29th. And so it came thai on

December '2l\ 1907, which we called our
Christmas Sunday, the father and son.

who had passed their tirst Portland Sun-
day forty years before, stood together

in one pulpit, and the sermon on "The
Grace of God" was the inspired utter-

ance of the same man who forty years

before had given his first message to the

people who have now had forty years of

rejoicing that the grace of God gave
them that youthful and devoted pastor.

Mr. Eliot's subject for January ser-

mons are: "There Is None Good Save
One," "God Is a Spirit" "In Earth
as It Ts in Heaven.'' and "My Father
and Your Father.'' The first two have
set a high mark for the remaining two,

and on the part of the people there is

no doubt that it will be reached.

On Tuesday evening, .January 14th.

the parish held its fortieth annual meet-
ing. Reports were given by officers of

all the branches of church and society

work, and in each was a note of earnest-

ness of purpose and achievement, with

encouragement for the future. The
financial reports were a cause of rejoic-

iiur in that they showed the society com-
pletely free from debt, with all its trust

and memorial funds bearing income for
their specific purposes, and thus srave

hope that the future may he more fruit-

ful in service. The annual election of

trustees for the ensuing three years
resulted in the re-election of Mr. W.
I'olds and the election of t wo new mem-
bers. Mrs. R. s. Greenleaf and .Mr. Wm.
II. Burrage. The last-named seems a

peculiarly appropriate choice.- the son

of two of our charter members, who him-
self was christened in this ehiirch. and
whose honored father was long a trustee

of this society, and with his wife a power
for good wherever they were. It is not

necessary to say that our dear Mrs. Bur-
rage long may she live to bless all who
know her!— is not the writer id' "Notes"
this month

!

To return to the annual meeting— it

was broughl to a beautiful close with a
tend,')- little talk by our I >r. Eliot, who
gave ns a word of warning in the midst

of our self-congratulations on having
escaped some of the pasl burdens of trial

and hardship, reminding us thai pros-

perity also has its hulls, and may prove

a greater tesl of the strength and devoted
service of the church than the days of

adversity. The meeting then adjourned
to aceept the hospitality of the Alliance,

who. through the friendly services of the

Wm. <;. Eliol Fraternity, offered g I

things to eat and drink. It was very

cheering in this social hour to meel many
friends who have recently come among
us, and to feel the spirit of harmony and
£ood will that seemed to prevail among
all who were present.

Redlands.—Rev. Charles W. Wendte,
of Boston. Secretary of the Internal ional

Congress of Religious Thinkers, gave a

most interesting lecture in Unity Church
on the evening of January 16th, the

subject being on the past work of the

International Congress. Those who have
heard Mr. Wendte know that he had a

most appreciative audience, and that

they were indeed privileged in hearing
him in their home church.

San Francisco—First Church.—The
regular meeting of the Society of Chris-

tian Work was held in the church par-

lors January 13th. At the close of the

business the ladies were addressed by
Rev. E. F. Dinsmore. The subject.

"Forming and Reforming at the North
End." was an outline of the mission

work- carried on by the speaker and
others at 631 Pacific Street, where about

250 men congregate nightly.

The annual meeting of the above so-

ciety occurred January 27th, when the

following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Mrs. J. M. Curtis: Treasurer. Mrs.

E. A. Margo: Recording Secretary, Miss

A. Burr. After congratulations t<> the

new incumbents, a reception was ten-

dered Rev. and Mrs. Charles W. Wendte.
who were heartily erected by many old

friends.

The following interesting programs
will be given before the Society for

Christian Work: Monday, February
10th, 3 p.m.. ••Dramatic Reading," by
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Mrs. Lisbeth F. Sweetser ; Monday, Feb-
ruary 24th, Professor H. A. Overstreet,

of the Department of Philosophy, Uni-
versity of California, will address the
meeting-.

The Sunday-school shows a marked in-

crease in numbers, despite unfavorable
weather.

The Junior Church, under the leader-

ship of Mr. Charles Murdoch, has be-

come a great opportunity for students

young or old, and we note many are

availing themselves of it.

During the past month the church
choir has rendered two special musical
services—January 12th, selections by M.
Saint-Saens; January 26th, selections

from the Oratorio St. Paul, Mendels-
sohn.

Santa Barbara.—Since our last re-

port the various activities of the church
have been in good working order. The
Women's Alliance had its usual success-

ful Christmas sale in December, which,
in disregard of superstition, was held on
"Friday the thirteenth." and called a

"Good-Luck Sale." The membership
of the Alliance has been much increased
this year and its meetings of all kinds
have been well attended.

The annual parish meeting, preceded
by a supper, was held on the evening
of January 14th. Mr. Henry F. Spencer,
so long the faithful and honored chair-

man of the Board of Trustees, tendered
his resignation, which was most regret-

fully accepted—not, however, without a

fervent tribute to Mr. Spencer from the
chairman of the nominating committee.
Twelve new members joined the society,

and the whole tone of the meeting was
one of responsibility felt and good cour-

age for the future.

It was our good fortune, recently, to

have Rev. Mr. Wendte with us for a few
days, and he gave a most interesting and
inspiring address on Sunday, Jan-
uary 19th, upon the results of the
International Council, and, on the fol-

lowing Monday afternoon, reminiscences
of Theodore Parker, Starr King, and
other famous men of that period. Both
addresses were greatly enjoyed by all

who listened to them.
Our Christmas festivities were sad-

dened for the older people of the church
by the illness and death of Mrs. John

Louderman, one of our best-loved mem-
bers. She was always a most loyal

supporter of the Unitarian Church, giv-

ing generously of her time and money.
In her will she bequeathed a thousand
dollars to the church and two hundred
dollars to the Women 's Alliance. Would
that her faithful spirit could be be-

queathed to all of us that are left

!

The Sunday-school is having the most
prosperous year for many years. For
the last six years each year has been
better than the preceding one, but this

year there has been a long step in ad-
vance.

The Bible Class, which Mr. Gbodridge
conducts on every other Sunday evening
at the Parish Hall, and the Browning
Club, every other Tuesday evening at

the parsonage, are well attended.

Spokane, Wash.—The Alliance held
its annual fair December 5th and 6th,

and about two hundred dollars was
cleared. The decorations were unusually
attractive, as each booth represented a

well-known college. The ladies served
business-men's luncheon each noon.

In spite of disagreeable weather, there

was a good attendance at the Christmas
celebration of the Sunday-school on De-
cember 23d. Appropriate hymns were
sung by the school, and there was a short

program, including a story by the min-
ister. An efficient Santa Clans assisted

in distributing gifts. The festival closed

with refreshments and a social hour.

Mr. Fuller preached his Christmas
sermon December 22d, on "New Birth-

days of God."
The annual meeting and dinner of

the church was held on the evening of

January 3d, and brought out a large

gathering. The tables were prettily

decorated, and a bountiful repast was
served. Arrangements were made by a

committee of which Mrs. F. S. Merrill

was chairman. Judge Dunning presided.

The reports showed that the church had
raised about $1,600 and the Alliance

nearly $700 during the year. The Sun-
day-school reported an average increase

in attendance of ten. Four trustees were
elected, three of whom were old mem-
bers of the board; the fourth, Mr. F. S.

Barrett, takes the place of C. E. Conner,
Esq., who had served a long time and
declined re-election. After the business
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meeting, Rev. <J. W. Fuller gave a re-

view of Unitarian progress in the past

year, and remarks were made by several

others.

By invitation, a union set-vice was held

on the morning of January 5th al

the Qniversalist Church, the Unitarian
Church being closed except for Sum lay-

school. TJev. A. ('. Grier, of the Univer-
salis! Church, conducted the service.

Rev. E. ( !. Downey, whom Mr. Grier has

just succeeded, offered prayer, ami Mi'.

Fuller preached the sermon, on "What
the Spirit Saith to the Churches." The
auditorium was crowded, and it is

planned to have a similar service at the

Unitarian Church before the end of the

season.

Mr. Puller has received and accepted

the call for another as minister.

Woodland.—The church in Woodland
is pursuing the even tenor of its way,

and we think is accomplishing some good
in the community. I use the term "even
tenor" advisedly, as this little town has

just passed through a very strenuous

revival of the old-fashioned sort, and we
Unitarians have been the recipient of the

crudest grilling imaginable. The gen-

eral opinion, however, is that the result

will be to strengthen us in the commu-
nity. It takes a good north wind to

strengthen the growing tree, and to

send the roots down to firmer founda-
tion, and that is what we think will be
the result with our little church.

Mr. Spencer's sermons are of the log-

ical sort that appeals to the reason as

well as to the heart, and under his min-
istrations we hope to go to the next
annual convention at Alameda with a

good report. We have a well-officered

Sunday-school, and more and more pu-

pils are coming to us. We have just

organized a Unitarian Club to promote
the social side of church life. We have
ordered and now have on the way from
the publisher some new service books of

a late edition. All in all, we believe we
are growing, and are strong in the opin-

ion that this maybe considered a perma-
nent church.

* * *
We are pleased that the department

devoted to news from the churches is re-

ceiving more attention Prom those inter-

ested. Let all embrace their opportunity.

38oofe0.

This department conducted by William Maxwell.

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,

the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

The Fulfilment ok Citizenship. By ten lead-

ers of American thought ami life Boston:
American I'liitarian Association. For free

<list filiation.

Tlie quotations are taken from the public ad-

dresses of the following exemplars of American
citizenship: George Frisbie Hoar, Senator from
Massachusetts; Edward Everetl Hale, author,

ami Chaplain of the United states Senate;

George Dexter Robinson, Governor of Massachu-
setts; Samuel McChord Crothers, preacher and
essayist; Carroll Davidson Wright, United
states Commissioner of Labor, ami President.

of Clark College; David Starr Jordan, Presi-

dent of Leland Stanford Jr. University; John
Davis Long, Governor of Massachusetts. cx-Sec-

retary of the United States Navy; Roger Wol-
COtt, ex-Governor of Massachusetts; George
William Curtis, author and publicist; Charles

William Eliot, President of Harvard University.

Chtjech-Going. An address at the Bi-Centen-
nial of the First Parish in Eramingham.
By Hon. George F. Hoar. Boston; Amer-
ican Unitarian Association. For free dis-

tribution.

That church-going, when not compulsory, but
the outgrowth of the spirit of devotion, is a

profound influence for culture. Among other

paragraphs, the address contains these two,

which may be taken as typical of the rest:—
"I believe that as a matter of literary and

intellectual training, to listen to a chapter of

the scriptures, which, besides all else they are,

are the best example of English style in all

literature, to accustom the spiritual ear to the

sublime utterance of Doddridge, to the lofty

organ-tone of Watts, to the sweet (harm of

Wesley, to listen to a discussion of the things

that be of the spirit, even from a minister of

ordinary capacity,— is the best thing thai can

be done, for at least an hour or two of this

day of rest."

"T do not believe there is any considerable

number of people who would revive or would
maintain any law to compel men to any re-

ligious observance. That is for the individual

conscience, The state is separated, I hope and

believe, forever from the church. The state

can do nothing for the church except to secure

her rights of property, and to secure her from
any interference in the exercise of her legiti-

mate functions. The church as a corporate
body has her rights to her property, as secu-

lar corporations have theirs. The right of the

people peaceably to assemble is as sacred, and
no more sacred, when t hev assemble for worship

Or to take counsel in spiritual affairs, as when
they COme together for political or social ends.

The state must see that neither the church nor

her discioles are molested ill worshipping God
a fter t heir own way.
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Love and Loyalty. By Rev. Jenkin Lloyd
Jones. Chicago: The University of Chi-
cago Press. $1.50 net; $1.66 postpaid.

'

' Printed sermons do not sell,
'

' say the
publishers and the booksellers, yet here is a
volume of pulpit addresses that is brimming
from cover to cover with the age-old hopes,
admonitions, and reiterations of one of the
leading Unitarian ministers of this country.
There are a few exceptions to the assertion of
the people in the book trade, and one of them
is Jenkin Lloyd Jones. He has the rare fac-
ulty of writing sermons that read as well as
they sound—which is saying a great deal for
them. As sermons alone, they are without crit-

icism. Reduced to cold type, they become not
only homilies, but essays of more than usual
merit. They can be read more than once—the
crucial test of the essay.

The sermons in this volume are those that
have been delivered before the confirmation
classes of All Souls' Church, Chicago, during
the" past twenty-five years. Aside from their
value as a contribution to letters, it is inter-
esting to observe how unfalteringly Mr. Jones
keeps to the high ideals of thought and the
exactness of expression he set for himself in his
earlier years. He is a man who never grows
old. All of these addresses are filled with that
overflowing optimism that rises as naturally out
of Mr. Jones's soul as water does from an
artesian well. If the Chicago divine ever has
any dark moments in his life, they do not
creep into his writings.
The book is printed in clear, readable type,

and is substantially bound.

Letters to American Boys. American Uni-
tarian Association. $1.00.

This bright and winning book by "William N.
Carruth, vice-chancellor of the University of
Kansas, is good for any boy or girl, say,
from nine to ninety. It is both witty and wise,
and the manner of it is so simple and direct
that the letters seem as though they might
really have been written by an uncle who had
lived long and thought well and was still a
good deal of a boy. The first letter is on '

' The
Management of Parents"; others touch on
manners, sports, books, teachers, trades, busi-
ness, politics, professions, and about everything
that concerns a boy. It ought to have a
wide sale.

The Hibbert Journal. Boston: Sherman French
& Company. 75 cts.

The January number of The Tlibbert Journal
is of unusual interest. Two articles by Fathers
Tyrrell and Gerard, S. J., dealing from oppo-
site points of view with .the recent Encvcilcal of
the Pope, appeal equally to the Catholic, the

orthodox Protestant, and the Unitarian. Father
Tyrell, it will be recalled, is the priest who a
short time ago incurred the disfavor of the
Vatican, and has since been semi-excommuni-
cated, on account of his severe criticism in the
London Times of the Encyclical, and his daring
espousal of the cause of modernism. In his

Hibbert article, on "The Prospects of Modern-
ism," the reverend father returns to the con-
test. He makes a study of the two Roman

Catholic "mentalities," the one modern and the
other medieval, which are now in conflict for

supremacy in the Latin church and its world
empire. He contends that the seminaries of the
Roman church are '

' institutions of organized
ignorance," and that instead of educating the
men who come within their walls, these institu-

tions are of little or no help to those who would
take holy orders. On the other hand, Father
Gerard brings to the defense of the famous
Encyclical weapons drawn from the theological
armory of ancient days. The interest of this

battle is not a little enhanced by an independ-
ent article by the Rev. L. Henry Schwab, of
Christ Church Rectory, Sharon, Conn., dealing
with '

' The Papacy in Its Relation to American
Ideals." He contends that the ideals of the
Vatican are irreconcilable with the ideals fun-
damental to American democracy and American
institutions.

The ever-interesting problem of the immortal-
ity of the soul is treated by the distinguished

scientist, Sir Oliver Lodge, in the composite
light of modern science and philosophy.

'
' The Sources of the Mystical Revelation '

'

and "The Magic and Mysticism of To-day" are

two related articles, respectively by Professor
George Albert Coe, of Northwestern University,

and Mrs. Stuart Moore, the well-known writer

on religious conventions.
The pressing question of the relation of

religion instruction to religious education is

treated by J. H. Muirhead, Professor of Phil-

osophy in Birmingham University, in a contribu-

tion entitled, "Religion a Necessary Element in

All Education."
An article under the title of "The Religion

of a Sensible Scotsman" is from the pen of
Dr. William Wallace, editor of the Glasgow
Herald, and the best-known publicist in Scot-

land. This is the first of a series of articles

on the religion of sensible men.
The Bishop of Carlisle has a strong article

entitled "The Catholic Church: What Is It?"
Other contributions are '

' The Reasonableness
of Christian Faith," by William Adams Brown,
Professor of Systematic Theology at Union
Theological Seminary: "The 'Jerahmeel' The-
orv and the Historic Importance of the Negeb;
With Some Account of Personal Exploration of
the Country, '

' by Professor Nathaniel Schmidt,
of Cornell University; and "The Alchemy of
Thought," by Professor L. P. Jacks, Editor of
The Hibbert Journal, being the sequel to an
article of his published in the last issue, en-

titled "The Universe as Philosopher."
To American readers at least, the journal has

taken on a new interest since writers on this

side of the Atlantic have become regular con-

tributors.

The Loves op Pelleas and Etarre. By Zona
Gale. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany. $1.50.

A piece of modern idealism that is scarcely

with an equal is this dainty story of a charm-
ing old couple, both over seventy years of age,
whose pastime it is to hunt for lovers, and,
having found them, complete their happiness.
The plot is simplicity itself, a mere thread
upon which the incidents that make up the
romance are strung.
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"I am in love," says one of the principal

characters, "with seeing other people in love.

I would go miles merely to look on two who are
devoted to each other. I look about for them
everywhere." But such activity is needless.

Devoted ones spring up on all Bides, and blos-

som into mutual admiration with the rapidity
nf magic and with supernal grace. Literally,

there is a marriage in each chapter,

—

and
more. Everybody is lovable and happy all

the time. Not the mildest sort of a villain

mars the shining company, gentle and simple,

old and young, urban and rural, humble and
exalted, who inhabit this world "shaped like

a heart.

"

The book is all sunny and fragrant, charm-
ing one with delicious fooling or a smiling

philosophy, never flippant nor yet very serious;

a quaintly beautiful translation of facts into

fancy, like a landscape seen in a Claude Lor-
raine mirror.

The Use of the Margin. By Edward Howard
Griggs. New York: B. W. Heubsch. 50
cts; postage 5 cts.

This is not a pocket guide to Wall Street

speculation that Professor Griggs has written,

as its title might suggest. It deals with the

best means of utilizing the margin of time
that is ours, after spending that part of our
income which we measure in hours and minutes
in our vocations. This neat little book is the

first of The Art of Life Series of which Ed-
ward Howard Griggs is the editor, and B. W.
Heubsch is the publisher. The aim of these

booklets is to illuminate the never-to-be-finished

art of living.

The Outlook for the Average Man. By Al-

bert Shaw. New York : The Macmillan
Company. $1.25 net; postage 10 cts.

Doctor Shaw is one of the most influential

editors in the United States. He is also a
well-trained thinker and observer along eco-
nomic and political lines. He contends that
opportunities are as good now, and even better
than they have been in times past for the

besl men to reach the top, though now, as
then, the elevator is not running. The book is

interesting, suggestive, and stimulating.

WHEBE KNOWLEDGE Fails. By Professor Earl
Barnes. New York: B. W. Heubsch. 50
cts; postage 5 cts.

Where Knowledge Fails is the apt title which
Professor Earl Barnes lias chosen for his book
in the Art of Life Series, edited by ProJ
Griggs. In some sixty neatly printed pages
he discusses the relation and interdependence of
knowledge and faith. He points out the limi-

tations of each, and clears the way for be-
lievers to accept the progress of sciei and
for scholars to embrace a satisfying faith.

Mr. Barnes is clear-seeing and impartial,
and he succeeds in showing both sides of
every picture. His conclusions are sound.
While it is too much to hope that he may
please either the fanatical scientist or the
fanatical religionist, his book will be of in-

calculable value to all who stand between
those extremes.

The author of the above-named book will be

remembered by many teachers in this Stale as

the man who lirst demonstrated to the people of

California thai secondary education had its

pedagogical theories. What the high schools

of California are today is largely due to the

scholarly rationale he so ably expressed and
represented while a professor of belaud Stan-

ford Junior Universitj some fit teen years ago.

Anarchism and Socialism. By G
Plechanoff. Translated by Eleanor Mnrx
Aveling. [ntroduction by Robert RivesLa
Monte. Chicago: Charles II. Kerr & Com-
pany. 50 cts.

That social philosophy, known as Anarchism,
was first promulgated by Pierre Joseph Proud-
hon, a French writer, between is In and 1865.

.Michael Bakunine, his disciple, enlarged upon
Proudhon's theories, and in the year 1872 the

Anarchists of Europe, which until that time
had identified themselves with the rauical wing
of Socialism, at the Socialist Congress in Vien-

na, announced their determination to form a
distinct and separate organization of their

own. Anarchism is the most radical form of
individualism that it is possible to teach. Its

fundamental ideas are "Justice, liberty, and
equality. '

' In the aspiration for the full en-

joyment of these rights. Anarchists have a

common ground with all mankind, but as to the

methods by which they may be gained there

is a great difference. Anarchism holds that

the authority, either of God or of man, is

tyranny, and therefore should not be recognized

unless the individual feels so disposed. The
laws of nature are the only rules that should

be obeyed, nature being the only force superior

to man. All forms of government should be
destroyed, secular and religious, since govern-
nient demands restraint, and restraint is oppres-

sion. In Anarchism, the individual is every-

thing; society is a minor consideration.

Of all schools of philosophy and economics.

Socialism is the most opposed to Anarchism,
says Plechanoff. Socialism holds that the or-

ganic law of society is higher than that of the

individual. Society represents the whole, the

individual but a fractional part of that whole.

The individual, as a part, must be subordinate

to the whole—be forced to act in harmony with

all the various parts, and T bus with society.

Anarchism, from the Socialistic view-point, is

degeneracy, since it would reverl the race to a

state wherein each human being acts and thinks

solely for himself and of himself. This con-

dition has nothing in the whole realm of bio-

logical science to support it. There is no form
of life, either animal or vegetable, that is

always absolutely independent of other forms
of lite. As the scale of life ascends, animals
and vegetables develop not only a more pro-

nounced mutual dependence, but a more marked
interdependence as well. The Anarchist is not

only trying to reach the goal of evolution by
leaving the road of progress and traveling

across lots, but in his haste he is moving to

the rear.
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£>parfes.

Judge (to prisoner just condemned to

death)—You have the legal right to ex-

press a last wish, and if it is possible it

will be granted. Prisoner {a barber)—

I

should like just once more to be allowed

to shave the district attorney.

—

Boston

Globe.

Miss Elderleigh—Doctor, do you be-

lieve that bleaching the hair leads to

softening of the brain? Doctor—No;
but I believe that softening of the brain

sometimes leads to bleaching of the hair.

—Chicago News.

Improving.—Doctor—"Has your hus-

band had any lucid intervals since I was
here last?"

"Well, this morning he kept shouting

you were an old fool and he tried to

break the medicine-bottles."

—

Life.

Supply Cut Off. — Minister— '

' My
dear little boy, why don't you get an

umbrella?"
jokey—"Since pa has quit going to

church he never brings home any more
umbrellas."

—

The Jewish Ledger.

Townc—Yes, Muttley is married.

Didn't you know that? Browne—No;
why he told me he wouldn't marry the

best woman on earth. Towne—Well,

he didn't.

—

Philadelphia Press.

Perfectly Evident.—"Now," said

the physician, "you will have to eat

plain food and not stay out late at

night."

"Yes," replied the patient, "that is

what I have been thinking ever since

you sent in your bill."

—

The Catholic

News.

Doing His Best.—Patient—"What
would vou think of a warm climate for

me?"
Doctor—"That's just what I'm try-

ing to save you from."

—

Denver Cath-

olic Eegister.

"Why was it, my children," said the

teacher with a patriotic moral in her

mind, "that George Washington during

the war with England was so poor that

he had only one shirt to wear and hard-

ly enough to eat?" "I know, teacher,"

volunteered a wise little maid, eagerly
• lifting her hand. "Well, Sally?"

"Please, ma'am, it was because he

couldn't tell a lie."

—

Baltimore Ameri-

can.

TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

Jesus as Humanity's Ideal.

By J. T. Sunderland.

Religion.
By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.

Faith, Hope, and Love, the Children of

Sorrow.
By Charles A. Allen.

Is Going to Church a Duty?
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Accepting Life's Limitations.
By John Dumont Reid.

Blessed be Drudgery.
By William C. Gannett.

Open Inspiration versus a Closed Canon
and Infallible Bible.

By Charles William Pearson.

A Man's Right to Happiness.
By Charles Edwards Park.

The Growth of Practical Religion.

By Carroll D. Wright.

The Church and the Young People.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

The True Self Is the Best Self. (Short.)

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Unitarian Principles. (Short.)

By Henry M. Simmons.

The Law of Christ. (Short.)

By Edward P. Pressey.

The Leadership of Jesus. (Short.)

By Frank A. Gilmore.

The Unitarian Church: Its Working Forces.

(For Unitarians.)
By Frederick B. Mott.

Unitarianism and Modern Discovery.
(Short.)
By John W. Chadwick.

Unitarianism as a Character-Builder.

(Short.)
By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

Unitarianism: Religion with Liberty.

(Short.)
By George Batchelor.

Unitarianism as a Religion for Every Day.
(Short.)
By John W. Day.

Unitarian Ideals. (Short.)

By Charles F. Dole.
The Unity of the Spirit.

By Charles A. Allen.

Is the Bible Infallible? (Small.)

By J. T. Sunderland.
The Ladder. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
An Epistle to Unitarians.

By Henry C. DeLong.
Through Narrow to Broad. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
The Cost. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
Church Membership. (For Unitarians.)

By Austin S. Garver.
The Man Who Kept Himself in Repair.

Some Unitarian Opportunities. (For Uni-

tarians.)
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

The Gospel that Jesus Taught. (Short.)

By Charles A. Allen.

The Main Lines of Religion as Held by
Unitarians.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.

What Think ye of Christ?
By Stopford A. Brooke, LL. D.

Christianity as Christ Preached It.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.

A Word with the Pew; or, Helping the
Minister. By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Semi-detached Unitarians.
By Arthur M. Knapp.

The Unitarian Principles.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Layman's Responsibility for the Church.

By Hon. George D. Robinson, LL.D.
Church-going, Past, Present, and Future.

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.
What is Left after the Questionings of Our

Time? By Brooke Herford, D. D.
Christianity Permanent.

By Francis B. Hornbrooke, D. D.
True and False Liberalism.

By J. T. Sunderland.
Unitarianism and Original Congregational-
ism in New England.
By Edward E. Hale, D. D.

Unitarianism: It is a Positive Faith, and
Rightly Claims Our Loyalty.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Rational Spirituality.

By George Croswell Cressey, D. D.
Keep the Bible.

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.
What do the Evangelical Denominations
Hold in Common?
By William H. Lyon, D. D.

Religion Its Own Evidence.
By George Batchelor.

Religious Habits.
By Thomas R. Slicer.

The Making of a Soul.
By George A. Thayer.

Ideal Substitutes for God.
By James Martineau, D. D., LL.D.

The Relation Between Ethics and Religion.
By James Martineau, D. D., LL.D.

The Religious Education of Children.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

God. By Samuel R. Calthrop, D. D.
Modern Biblical Criticism.

By Crawford H. Toy, LL.D.
The Mind of Christ.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.
Unitarianism.

By Rush R. Shippen.
Co-operation for Holiness.

By Joseph II. Crooker, D. D.
The Unitarian Church in its Relation to
Other Protestant Churches.
By Howard N. Brown.

The Unitarian Attitude Towards Theology.
By Samuel M. Crothcrs, D. D.

The Growth of Christianity from the Mus-
tard Seed. By Thomas G. Milsted.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the

American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the

Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building

meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson:
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.

Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a

book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the

women of the Unitarian churches for mis-

sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer. Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and
commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
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^^^^^k OBLE disappointment, noble self-

denial are not to be admired, not
W even to be pardoned, if they bring

bitterness. It is one thing to

enter the kingdom of heaven maim ; another

to maim yourself and stay without ; and the

kingdom of heaven is of the childlike, of

those who are easy to please, who love and
who give pleasure. Mighty men of their

hands, the smiters and the builders and the

judges, have lived long and done sternly

and yet preserved this lovely character ; and
among our carpet interests and twopenny
concerns, the shame were indelible if we
should lose it. Gentleness and cheerfulness,

these come before all morality ; they are

the perfect duties. And it is the trouble

with moral men that they have neither the

one nor other. It was the moral man, the

Pharisee, whom Christ could not away with.

If your morals make you dreary, depend
upon it they are wrong. I do not say "give
them up," for they may be all you have ;

but conceal them like a vice, lest they
spoil the lives of better and simplier people.

STEVENSON

SAN FRANCISCO
MARCH, 1908
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It is for the use of ministers and others. Catalogues will be mailed on

request.

The Headquarters is a GENERAL INFORMATION BUREAU for

our ministers and churches in this Pacific States Department. All enquiries

will receive careful attention.

MARY B. PRESSON, Manager.

THE PACIFIC UNITARIAN is the official organ of the Pacific Coast

Conference of Unitarian and other Christian churches. It is published in

San Francisco, monthly. Subscription $1.00.

Address ALL communications to
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clubs do it, as a matter of course; and

churches ought to do it, either by appro-

priation, by collection, or by special con-

tributions. Do not leave this to the min-

ister: of course he cannot take the

initiative about it. It lies at the door of

the trustees or of the Alliance, or of some

vigilant individual to see that it is at-

tended to.

Let the delegates come prepared not

only to listen, but to take part. There

are signs that matters will be broached

that will rouse earnest discussion, and

deserve lively interest. There is a grow-

ing feeling that the time has come for

the Conference to do something as a

body. It will be asked to; and every

one's wisdom and judgment will be a

help. There is no question that the hos-

pitality of the Alameda church will be

without stint. But may we make bold to

offer one modest suggestion ? The church

entertaining the Conference is the one

that ought to receive the greatest benefit

from it : and yet we remember at least

one Conference where almost all the most

active women of the church, who would

have been most stimulated by it. were so

constantly occupied with the care for the

noon lunches that they missed nearly all

of the most interesting sessions, and were

too tired to profit by the rest. We hope

the women at Alameda will allow their

hospitality to be so simple that they, too,

can share in the benefits of the meetings.

The newspapers tell us that the motto,

"In God we trust," is to be restored to

the nation's coins. We suppose that,

persons who have been exercised over the

matter will now feel easier about it.

For ourselves, we cannot see that it

makes much difference either way. The

advantage of such an official recognition

of deity, and the disadvantage of pro-

fane playing upon the motto, pretty

nearly neutralize each other. The heart

of the matter is much deeper. There is

some danger that those who have been so

eager to have the motto restored will

think that the nation's duty is now done.

But a nation cannot be made reverent

by declaration ; only by long and persist-

ent effort. The less we insist in words

upon our trust in God, and the more

stress we lay upon acting as though we

regarded him, the better. Heaven forbid

that even the most pious of our citizens

should consider a form of words a sub-

stitute for the fact they express. Now
that we think of it, we do not remember

that Jesus ever expressed any interest in

whether men called him Lord, Lord
; but

only in whether they did the will of

their Father in heaven. The matter

seems much the same with regard to our

coinage. E. M. W.

An "Evangelist," recently conduct-

ing a series of meetings within a hun-

dred miles of San Francisco, declared

with vehemence that if a Unitarian

could go to heaven he would throw away

his Bible.

Amongst the Unitarians within range

of the preacher's voice there was no sign

of a disposition to crowd in where they

were not welcome, and thereby rob him
of the literary prop upon which he

leaned with such manifest misgiving.

They were satisfied with what satisfied

the elect, and not so much as a crumpled

feather disturbed the brooding dove of

peace.

The meetings were what is called suc-

cessful. The usual number availed them-

selves of the opportunity to procure

passports to that bourne whither no Uni-

tarian is headed, and the Unitarians were

Left in the frame of mind of Pudd'nhead
Wilson, who, when he reflected upon the

number of disagreeable people he knew

who had gone to a better world, was

moved to lead a different life.

The preacher could not be accused of
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being a Jonah. The men of Nineveh did

not repent at his preaching; the fulfill-

ment of his prophetic anticipations is

still impending; and he has no occasion

to sit and sulk under his gourd.

Here, as in other more bistorie in-

stances, the preacher "spake more wise-

ly than he knew." He hinted at certain

well-defined and persistent traits of the

Unitarian type. Unitarians are essen-

tially pioneers. They are not marching

through the wilderness, lured forward

by the hope of entering the Promised

Land; they are clearing it. and settling

it, and sowing it with the quick germs

of reason and righteousness, whereof an-

other generation shall reap the harvest

of sweetness and light. They are pre-

occupied with this task, and are less

concerned to rise from earth to heaven

than to demonstrate that there is that in

them which has descended from heaven

to earth. By this service they are not

only contributing to the improvement of

terrestrial conditions, they are also quali-

fying themselves to elevate the standards

of that low realm to which the arbiters

of postmortem destiny have consigned

them.

The limits of this service it is not pos-

sible to define. The denizens of the

evangelistic heaven must wear their joys

"with a difference," because of the

Plutonian shadow beyond its pale, and

the Unitarian by diminishing the black-

ness of that shadow may brighten the

eternity of those who show a singular

aversion to his society.

Father Taylor many years ago ex-

pressed the belief that if Emerson went

to hell he would modify the climate. It

is possible that Emerson and the many
worthy persons of his fellowship who

have followed him have wrought so suc-

cessfully by this time that the sooty

banks of Acheron have had their grimy
surface ploughed under, and have been

made to blossom as the rose.

Whatever objective conditions may at-

tend the two extremes of trans-terrestrial

being, it is certain that they are subject

to the modifying influence of character.

If the makers of the traditional theology

had looked more deeply into the per-

sonality and the influence of desus they

would have discovered intimations of

this truth in his marvelous effect upon

the world. They would have perceived

that he would have had that effect upon

any world into which he might have

entered, even though he had been sen-

tenced thither because of his heretical

beliefs; and they would have been spared

the error and the folly of setting mere

intellectual judgments about him above

regard for his example, and hearty ac-

ceptance of his way of life. Even now,

an adequate appreciation of these things

would reveal to the churches not only the

irrationality, but the utter absurdity of

their doctrine of last things.

The reference to Father Taylor re-

minds us that our itinerant preacher is

representative of little or nothing but

himself. His function here is that of

a peg upon which to hang these desul-

tory observations. What in earlier days

found lodgment in Father Taylor's

heart is an indispensable article in the

furnishing of every contemporary ortho-

dox head, and all the churches perceive,

if they do not emphasize, the power that

resides in the human spirit to make the

worst world better, and to work from

every latest level of betterment toward

a winsome, ideal,—best. E. G. S.

In San Francisco and the bay cities

we are very busy preparing for the re-

ception of the fleet. All endeavor is be-

ing made to raise a fund of $200,000

with which to entertain the 24,000

officers and men who are soon to reach

our harbor. "When one stops to think-, he

naturally asks himself what this prep-

aration for the reception of the fleet
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means,—indeed, he asks himself the

larger question, What does 1he fleet itself

mean ?

It is the year 1908 Anno Domini, and

yet the Christian nations of the world

are vying with one another in building

fleets. One nation builds a war vessel

of a larger type than the others possess,

and immediately they all begin building

larger vessels. The chemists of the na-

tions are constantly in quest of some

more powerful explosive than those in

use, and the inventors are on the alert

for any idea that will result in the pro-

duction of some engine of destruction

more terrible than those of the present.

Is it not really odd when one thinks

of it ? When we remember how long we

have been preaching about the "Prince

of Peace"? It does seem strange when

one sits down and dreams of what the

world might be if men would only be

patient, tolerant, and brotherly; if we

really loved our neighbors as ourselves.

But we are not permitted to dream for

.

long; we are awakened to nnd ourselves

iu the relentless hands of facts.

The United States has not been a bel-

ligerent nation; yet we have had one

year of war to every four and a half

years of peace. It is estimated that 800,-

000 lives were lost in the Civil War
alone! Since the Declaration of Inde-

pendence the United States has spent on

ten wars, including the Indian Avars, $6,-

488,568.672,—or enough to purchase one

hundred loaves of bread for every inhab-

itant of the world to-day! In twenty

years—1886 to 1906—our outlay for

naval purposes increased 700 per cent.

A retired admiral has recently urged the

immediate expenditure of $150,000,000

upon our navy. And yet it is the year

1908 of the Christian Era.

What do the facts signify? Just this:

that war is the result of a clash between

the self-interest of nations, and that the

psychological suggestion of "peace" can-

not be implanted in the minds of men so

long as they believe that at times their

material interests are better served by

open hostilities than by peaceful pur-

suits. If war should eventuate from the

dispute between Japan and this nation,

would its pccasion be the "school ques-

tion" or "immigration"? No, neither

of these ; but the markets of the Orient.

We are a great manufacturing nation,

and Japan is rapidly becoming a great

manufacturing nation, and the captains

of finance of the two nations want the

Oriental markets for their "surplus

products.
'

'

Look back over the wars of the world,

and in the overwhelming majority of

cases an economic issue was the basal

cause,—a king wanted more territory

that he might have larger revenues.

Sometimes we endeavor to drape our

material interests with the flag of patri-

otism, and we are thereby enabled to

fill the ranks with those who have really

nothing to gain by war. But the days

of this deceit are numbered, and the

time approaches when the wage-workers

of the world will reach out the hands of

mutual self-interest across border-lines,

rivers, mountain ranges, seas and oceans,

and grasp the hands of those whom then

they will recognize as brothers. Until

then "International Peace Conferences"

can do little more than discuss the re-

strictions which "civilization" should

impose upon "war." C. C. S.

When a citizen has done a conspicu-

ously generous act and conferred a great

benefit on the community, simple ac-

knowledgment seems so feeble a return

that it is difficult to make it. Its inade-

quacy threatens to stifle it, and when

made it seems a poor thing at best. But

surely it is less likely to be misconstrued

than silence. Your true benefactor is

not dependent on appreciation, and is

inclined to resent praise, but he ought
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not to object to a plain acknowledgment

of benefits conferred and to the com-

mendation of those who would feel

guilty not to speak. Comparatively few

of the citizens of San Francisco are

aware that right at her gates

—

within

about an hour's ride—there has been

spared to her one of the most superb

specimens of forestry on I he face of the

globe. The beauty of Redwood Canon

has been known to a few, but it has been

out of reach of the many and has been

little exploited by the press.

It is indeed fortuitous that one of

the finest groves of redwood trees in the

world rests at the base of Tamalpais,

where it has been undisturbed and is in

its primeval condition. It chanced to

be over a sharp ridge, where hauling was

too difficult to be profitable, and the

amount of timber was too small to jus-

tify a devastating saw-mill, and so it

stands in all its loveliness, on a plateau

through which a fine stream courses,

stretching thence up the ascent toward

Tamalpais. Looking down on it a scene

of great beauty is presented, the slope

covered by thousands of symmetrical

treetops forming a billowy green most de-

Lightful to the eye and the imagination.

Within the grove the vista is very differ-

ent, but equally beautiful. The shapely

bolls stand out clear and sharp, crowned

by dark-green masses of restful foliage.

Across the park-like valley floor are

clumps of fine ferns, and fascinating

undergrowth. The redwood predomi-

nates, but other trees are hospitably en-

tertained—the Madrona, the magnificent

Douglas spruce, maples, chestnut, oak,

firs, and others. All in all, it is with-

out question one of the most beautiful

spots to be found anywhere.

It seems marvelous that it could have

been spared, when there is so little that

escapes, but the spirit of commercialism

was stayed by a combination of circum-

stances. The day of sacrifice, however.

drew nigh. A considerable town had

grown up where a few years ago there

was but the frame of disused mill. .Mill

Valley is a community now, and it

needed additional water. The corpora-

tion fixed its eye on the upper end of the

Redwood Canon as a convenient spot for

a reservoir, and were about to appropri-

ate it when Mr. William Kent, well

known in Chicago, where he has been a

persistent fighter for the city's rights,

and also one of the foremost supporters

of Jenkin Lloyd Jones in his Lincoln

Center enterprise, but who owns a fine

estate in Ross Valley, on another side of

Tamalpais, stepped in and bought the

whole tract of several hundred acres and

presented it to the United States Gov-

ernment as a national park. This will

insure its preservation through rigid

protection, and to San Francisco is guar-

anteed, as one of its most attractive

features, a grove of trees and a moun-

tain-side easily accessible and unsur-

passed in beauty.

Our citizens surely ought to complete

the park by the purchase of a tract that

should include Tamalpais—our great lit-

tle mountain. It is not majestic by

reason of its soaring height, but it is

shaped in the grand manner and stretch-

ing from sea-level all its altitude tells.

It is a fine thing in the midst of

tainted multimillionaires to now and

then meet a man who has money but is

not by it blinded to its real worth, and

who knows what to do with it, Mr. Kent

is a young man, too,—not one who scents

the danger of dying too rich. He simply

sees a great opportunity and is large

enough and good enough to grasp it.

It is not alone the lovely acres he has

given us; it is the encouragement af-

forded by so splendid an act so simply

done. It is not so large a grove as the

State reservation in the Santa Cruz
Mountains, but it is equally characteris-

tic and in a more varied and beaut if id

setting. C. A. M.
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Miss Elizabeth 6. Huidekoper, who
died at Meadville, Pa., January 28th, at

the age of eighty-nine years, had been

for a generation known as "the mother
of the Meadville Theological School."

She had been president of the board of

trustees for fifteen years, and for a much
longer time had been a steady benefactor

both of the school and of many a student.

Her memory will long be cherished by
those who have known her as that of one

of God's saints upon earth. She left

generous bequests to the church at Mead-
ville, the Theological School, the Ameri-
can Unitarian Association, and to several

local charities.

The Unitarian Club of Berkeley held

an interesting meeting on February 4th.

Rev. Charles W. Wendte was introduced

by Rev. J. H. Lathrop. He spoke of

his early life in California, dating from
1861, and gave entertaining sketches of

the people and conditions at that time,

and expressed wonder and satisfaction

at the changes since his departure, sev-

enteen years ago. Rev. Edward L. Par-
sons, of St. Mark's Church, and Chester
H. Rowell. of Fresno, also addressed the
meeting. Professor William Carey Jones
was elected president for the ensuing
year.

Dr. David Starr Jordan spoke at the

Los Angeles church on February 9th,

taking as his theme "An American's Re-
ligion.

'

' Among other things, he said

:

"Yesterday has passed away, to-morrow
is unborn and may never belong to us.

We have to-day, and no day was ever so

inspiring, so glorious, so worshipful.
This is our time to act,—the hour for us
to play our part. It matters not what
the part may be. It is for us to do our
best. 'God's errands never fail.' It is

not for us to cringe or whine, to grasp
or grope, nor to beg any special recom-
pense for days of doubt, despair or dis-

comfort."

The Unitarian Church of Bellingham,
Washington, is considering plans for
building a chapel, and a lot will prob-
ably soon bo purchased.

An Interdenominational Conference
for Church and Guild Workers at State
Universities will be held in Ann Arbor,

Michigan, on March 31st and April 1st

and 2d. The idea of such a conference

originated with some of the men work-
ing in Ann Arbor in connection with

the churches of the city who believed

that an exchange of news and discussion

of methods of work would be helpful.

On the local committee of arrangements
are representatives of almost all the

Protestant churches, including the Uni-
tarian Church. Already the conference

is assuming larger proportions than had
been anticipated, and there seems some
probability that it may become an annual
event. Although the Conference is pri-

marily intended for those doing work in

state university towns, all other persons

who are interested are cordially invited

to attend.. The Classical Conference
meets in Ann Arbor at the same time and
will hold one joint session with the Con-
ference of Church Workers, while the

lectures of Rev. Professor Hugh Black,

M. A., who is to be in the city, will also

constitute part of the program.

A parish dinner will be given in the

social rooms of the First Unitarian
Church, San Francisco, on Friday,
March 13th, at 6:30 o'clock. Judge
Chas. L. Weller will preside. There
will be music and speeches, and it is

hoped there will be a large attendance
of old friends and new friends. The
invitation is extended to members of

the church and congregation and to

workers in the auxiliaries, with their

families.

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones will be wel-

comed on his forthcoming Pacific Coast
visit. He will speak at various points.

So far the only address announced for

San Francisco is before the Channing
Auxiliary on the evening of March
10th, when he will speak on the work
and influence of Henrik Ibsen, consid-

ered from the social standpoint.

The Alameda church, through its

Unity Circle, has completed the changes
in the hall formerly used as a gymna-
sium, transforming it into an attractive

hall to be used for meetings and social

gatherings.

On February 10th Rev. J. D. 0. Pow-
ers, of Seattle, spoke on the topic, "Lin-

coln, Tribune of the Common People."
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"In his utter devotion to human free-

dom in every form of it, he was the
tribune of the common people. He
knew the soil at first hand. He had
rare gifts, but he was rooted deep in

the soil of the life about him and so

completely in touch with it that he di-

vined its secrets and used its speech.
He was a common man expanded to

giant proportions, inspired as few men
have been. Like Burns, he held the key
to the life of his people, and through
him, as through Burns, that life found
a voice, vibrating, pathetic, beautiful

beyond most voices of his time, making
him a consistent and constant advocate
of human liberty from early youth to

the tragic close of his career in 1865,

asking always and everywhere those

questions which are the salvation of

any man and any cause, not 'It is con-

venient : is it expedient?' but 'Is it true :

is it just ; is it right?'
"

The First Unitarian Church of Los
Angeles mourns the death of Mr. Ed-
ward S. Fuller, its talented organist.

He was a young man of great promise
and popular with his fellow musicians.

The funeral services were held from the

church on the afternoon of Februarv
24th.

The ('banning Auxiliary held a very
well-attended meeting on the afternoon
of March 2d. Mrs. M. E. Blanchard gave
a song recital, and Mrs. S. L. M. Plus

contributed attractive monologues. The
Channing is at the front of the clubs

combined for the betterment of sanitary

conditions in the city. It has under its

supervision hotels and apartment houses

for quite a Large district. Mrs. Simpson
reported as to work done, and called for

volunteers for future activity.

San Francisco is in a throe of excite-

meni caused in about equal parts by a

frantic determination to kill all the rats

and to jirranue for a becoming reception

of the fleet. The first praiseworthy pur-

pose is being accomplished, and the

latter, it is hoped, will be confined to

clean streets and a decenl restrainl of

the exuberance of spiril that is ap1 to

make a California welcome somewhal
embarrassing. The sailors should be

given a Chance tO exercise some choice

in the matter of having a good time in

their own way.

The Coming Conference.

My KVv. Sydney I'.. Snow.

The Pacific Unitarian Conference is

to hold its regular annual session this

year in Alameda. The custom of the

Conference has been to meet every sec-

ond year in some city in the central

region of our long territory, going alter-

nately north and south the other years.

Last year's session having been held in

Santa Barbara, the First Unitarian

Church of Alameda, through its minis-

ter, the Rev. Clarence Reed, invited it

to meet there this spring. The Confer-

ence has not met in Alameda since 1896,

when the Rev. George R. Dodson, first

minister of the church, was still settled

there. After this absence of twelve
years, Alameda is preparing to welcome
the Conference warmly, and it is hoped
that the churches will respond with Large

delegations.

The date decided on is Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, March 31st,

April 1st and 2d. This date—a few
weeks earlier than has of late years been
the custom—was found, on consultation

with all ministers of the Conference, to

be advisable on account of the coming of

the fleet, and the various festivities up
and down the Coast attendant on its

coming.

It is desired that this session shall be

distinguished by discussion,—shall be a

real conference of our people on common
interests and problems. To that end the

number of set addresses is comparatively

few, and the time for free discussion has

been made as ample as possible. The
morning and afternoon meetings, on both

Wednesday and Thursday, are to be

given over to matters immediately con-

cerning the work of the churches. At

the first morning session, after organiza-

tion, the Conference will hear reports

from the churches, from Headquarters,
from the Pacific Unitarian, and from

the School for the Ministry. Each
church has been asked to present its

report in writing (limited to three hun-

dred words), through a delegate; or, it'

none attends, through the Secretary

of the ( inference. It is hoped in this

way to hear definitely concerning the

condition of every church in our fellow-

ship on the Coast. At the conclusion of

these reports discussion will be opened
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on two matters of practical interest in

church life
—"How to Increase Church

Attendance" and "Church Finances."

The Rev. William Day Simonds, of Oak-
land, will take the lead in treating the

first-named subject, and Professor E. AY.

Martin, treasurer of the Unitarian

Church of Palo Alto, will lead in the

second-named. Wednesday afternoon

will be given over to the work of the

Alliances. Reports from each Alliance

(limited in the same way as the church
reports) will be heard by the whole Con-
ference during the first part of the after-

noon. At 3 :30 o 'clock, the ministers

will retire for discussion of a paper of

professional interest, by one of their

number, and the Alliances will continue

with conference on problems connected
with their work.

The Thursday morning meeting will

be devoted to a discussion of the Con-
ference itself and its activities. The
work that it has done, or failed to do,

and the work that it can accomplish for

Unitarianism on the Pacific Coast, will

be treated by prominent laymen and
ministers. At the afternoon meeting.

"Modern Methods in the Sunday-
Schools" will be the topic for considera-

tion. There will be three speakers. A
specialist in pedagogics will speak of

"The Application of Child Study to

Instruction in Sunday-School Work"; a

representative of another denomination
will tell how these problems are tackled

among his people: and the Rev. A. P.

Reccord. of Springfield, Mass., a director

of the Unitarian Sunday-School Associa-

tion, who has had marked success in this

kind of work, will speak on "A Model
Sunday-School." There will be time for

discussion of each paper.

The Conference will be opened on

Tuesday evening by an address, and the

Conference sermon will be preached on
Thursday evening. On Wednesday even-

ing the Conference has been invited by
the Unitarian Club of Alameda, an or-

ganization of prominent laymen, to its

resrular meeting in the Unitarian Church,
which will be turned into a reception to

all attending our sessions, lion. John P.

Irish will be the principal speaker.

Ministers and two delegates from all

churches will be entertained by the Ala-

meda church during the session.

Names of those expecting to attend

should be sent to the Rev. Clarence Reed,

Alameda, not later than March 20th,

The Value of a Conference.
By Eev. George W. Stone.

I began attending conferences early in

the seventies, and have kept up the prac-

tice ever since, missing only a few of the

National Conference meetings. Since

1895 my duties required me to attend all

such gatherings, national and local. This

has given me ample opportunities to ob-

serve methods and results.

Conferences are very much alike, no
matter where they are held. As in al-

most everything else, we follow in a
beaten track. We copy those who have
preceded us. Unitarians have been
forced by their intellects and consciences

to blaze a new path in the domain of

theology, but their leadership in progress

is. to say the least, not 'conspicuous in

other fields.

We profess to be progressive in all

things, but we use the same forms our
forefathers used, and regard with sus-

picion, if not alarm, almost every sug-

gestion that a newer and better way may
be found to carry on church or denom-
inational work. It is fair and just. I

think, to classify our denomination
among the conservatives except in mat-

ters theological. This spirit of conserva-

tism manifests itself in our conference

meetings. The first meeting of the Na-
tional Conference was disturbed and seri-

ously obstructed in its work by those who
availed themselves of the opportunity to

exploit some extreme views, and endeav-

ored to commit those present to a plan

and policy with which the churches had
no sympathy. Subsequent meetings ex-

perienced the same difficulty. In self-

defense the conference adopted rules

which compelled all resolutions presented

to pass through a -committee before being

taken up for general discussion. Per-

sistence in this early custom has resulted

in r^akkj*? these meetings "cut and
dried" affairs, with insignificant results

to the denomination, and doing very

little to help aloim1 the cause to which

the churches profess allegiance.

Tt may have been necessary to take

such measures when the conference was
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organized; I am inclined to think it was,

then; surely it is no longer necessary to

have such a rule in any conference. It

is better to endure cranks and bores than
to suppress free speech. We can rely,

unreservedly, upon the good sense of
every representative Unitarian body to

dispose properly of any foolish proposi-

tion that a well-meaning but badly bal-

anced person may offer for consideration.

We earinol afford to create the impres-
sion that n delegate needs to obtain the

consent of some committee or officer be-

fore presenting a subject or views upon
any subject that in bis or her delegate

capacity is considered worthy of discus-

sion. The conference alone is entitled to

determine whether it will or will not

listen to a delegate, and not an officer or

a committee.

The "cut and dried" program has had
a long and patient trial. It has shown
its inability to accomplish results impor-

tant enough to justify it. Committees
have with signal ability endeavored to

prepare a feast of good things for those

who come to the alleged conference. The
excellent mldresses are received with be-

coming appreciation, and the speakers

properly congratulated upon their

efforts. A condensed sermon—a paper
prepared for some special occasion—

a

personal view of some important subject

affecting almost everything else than a

Unitarian church—is pressed into ser-

vice and makes a creditable impression

upon those who listen. This is all good
and reflects credit upon those engaged,
but it is in no sense of the word a con-

ference.

The delegates are usually selected in

the same spirit that pervades the whole
proceeding. Among the notices read by
the minister at the Sunday-morning ser-

vice preceding the conference is one in-

viting the church to send delegates to the

meeting; whereupon the minister invites

the congregation to remain a few mo-
ments after the benediction to select such
delegates. The choice usually Calls upon
some one who has the time and the dis-

position to attend the meeting. Nothing
is said as to any matter likely to come be-

fore the meeting. It seldom occurs to

any one to send persons especially quali-

fied to voice the views of the church upon
the questions of the day. It is perfectly

understood that views are to be voiced

by the speakers chosen by the program-
committee and a single person designated

as one to "open the discussion," (which
he usually does by agreeing with the

speaker in every particular.) He not

only opens the discussion but he also

doses it. because the time has arrived to

take a single shot at some other and radi-

cally differenl subject.

The general effect of all this is to in-

volve the minds of the listeners in hope-

less confusion and to produce a great

variety of sensations, prominent among
which is that of weariness. The real con-

ference begins when the dele-ales tell,

with more or less coherence, what has
happened in their churches during the

past year. When this report consists of

something more than an account of fairs,

suppers, pound-packages, and dime so-

cials it attracts immediate interest and
suggests various and important subjects

concerning which it may be wise and
helpful to confer long and freely. The
actual experience which a church has
passed through furnishes a practical

topic of immediate value. Under this

head the interests of the church, the

Sunday-school, also all the parish organi-

zations, are brought forward and dis-

cussed with a freedom and interest which
can never be reached by any "cut and
dried" program.
When this number on the program is

finished the real conference takes an in-

termission until recess, and is resumed
when the delegates with their hosts and
hostesses gather around the tables for the

collation. When this is ended the con-

ference proper is over, except when some

irrepressible delegate insists upon inter-

jecting into the program some timely but

unwelcome resolution which interests the

average listener much more than the bril-

liant but unnecessary presentation of

some far-away subject which has about

the same relation to a Unitarian confer-

ence that a poetic recitation would have
between the innings of an intercollegiate

game of football.

The value of a conference is very great

when it is a real conference. What we
now call a conference is really a sorl of

intellectual dress parade for ministers

and a few laymen and laywomen who are

not afflicted with writer's cramp or
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troubled with any impediment of speech.

In this, as in so many other departments

of thought and activity, we need to re-

member that it is much more important

to do than to say things. What has been

done, or what has been tried and found
impossible, is of more importance than

any speculation. If we would do effect-

ive work in the saddle we must learn

from the horseman, not from the hobby-

rider.

Fm- one. I believe that every confer-

ence should pass its judgment freely

upon all current issues which affect

morals or religion. The church thai has

nothing to say about public corruption

may be a perfectly good church, but it

belongs to some other world this this. If

Unitarianism is too good for this world it

has no need of conferences. There are

lots of old notions about churches that

have been outgrown. The world is wait-

ing for a church that can and will adapt

itself to modern needs. A conference is

valuable if it will talk about and help

develop this much-needed church.

Under our congregational form of gov-

ernment any church or group of churches

can be adapted to these modern needs.

To do this we must wake up ; must take

our religious and moral lives in our

hands, so to speak, and follow the spirit

wherever it leads us. no matter whether

a runferenee-steering committee does or

does not approve. Let us have for once

a real conference. Let the committee

prepare some subjects for consideration,

provided there shall be time for such

consideration. Let every minister and

every delegate be notified that these sub-

jects will be presented when others of

immediate importance are disposed of,

and that even.' one is especially ap-

pointed to participate in the discussion.

The subjects should be fully stated in

the program and be presented by the

chairman of the program committee in

a three-minute talk.

The opening meeting and conference

sermon is useful, inspiring, and ought

never to be omitted. Too much care and

preparation cannot be bestowed upon

that, but it never should be closed with-

out giving the whole congregation an

opportunity to join in a joyful, inspir-

ing hymn, so familiar that all can sing

it with the spirit and the understanding.

If in these days of stirring moral mo-
tives there is not enough to inspire a

conference, not enough to evolve a spirit

that will keep a conference busy with

its own thoughts, then it is not easy to

see why conferences should be held. A
conference that is truly free, not "cut
and dried," will demonstrate its value

beyond all question.

If the churches are to hold their own
in modern society they must keep up
with the procession of progress. We
ought to be studying the subject of pub-
lic services. TVe cling to old forms old

experiences, old phrases, even when we
recognize that the old meanings have
gone out of them. This is natural: it

is also pathetic, for it illustrates how
much easier it is to readjust our minds
than it is to find new attachments for

our hearts. A new form of service is

needed to express the newer thoughts
about God and his ways. But may we
not say truthfully : Woe unto any man
avIio attempts, alone by himself, to even
outline this new form? This is a good
subject for conferring: in a conference

we may unite in this important task.

vVe are so constituted that we more
quickly discern the work of the Spirit

when it manifests itself through many
different individualities than when it

is confined to one person. The results

obtainable from a conference in which
many differing minds find a common ex-

pression will command the attention

of all.

Yes. there is great value in a confer-

ence, but let it be what its name indi-

cates.

* * *

God Everywhere.
Whore shall I find Thee? Thou the soul of

things.

Whose every being warms to life in thee.

To center filled with joyance born of love.

For just this gift of being
Let me not fare

Ever dependent on thy love and care.

Seeking thee blindly.—whom to know aright

The merest nothing shall reveal within

My soul's own self the primal Paradise.

Thou to my soul the God made ~»«»*"-Ffisi

Becomes my heart the shrine, the iv-i^pie fair.

Where in the silence, blazoned as in light,

I meet thee face to face.—the very air

Pregnant with voices speaks from land and sea

And earth to sky reveals "God everywhere."—21. J. TTeatherbee-Fiee.

in Christian Register.
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The First Conference.

By Rev. T. L. Eliot, D. D.

In the month of June, 1879, the

"Church of Our Father," Portland,

Or., was to be dedicated. Dr. Stebbins
had consented to preach the sermon

; Mr.
.Murdoch" agreed to conic along; and thus

the idea was formed of having a " I'm

tarian Conference," which is the firsl

held, if my memory is correct, as a Coast

Conference.

In reviewing the events of the days, I

am impressed with their great dignity.

The dedication was memorable, if for

the greal sermon alone, and made a full

mark of progress for our cause in the

Northwest. On the same day nineteen

children were baptized, and at the Com-
munion fourteen new members received.

The services of dedication were held at

2:30 p. M., thus permitting large num-
bers from other churches to attend. The
Sunday-school children entered with

Mowers, which were heaped on the plat-

form.

Dr. Stebbins 's text was, "Things Per-

taining to the Kingdom of God," and
included ;i dispassionate analysis of the

great phases of church history—Roman
Catholic and Evangelical Protestant

—

and an eloquent picture of the age of

forethought and comprehensive work for

human Avelfare, under the motive power
of spiritual religion.

On the two following days came the

Conference. Five ministers and four lay-

men, witli Miss Helen Spaulding, took

part, with papers or addresses. The
subjects were as well handled as perhaps
in any later Conference, and the discus-

sions as able. Rev. Mr. Allen, of

Olympia, gave an essay on "Evolution,
Its Bearing on Human Culture, Morals,

and Progress." which struck an ad-

vanced note of scholarship. Rev. E. I.

Galvin, of Walla Walla, took as a theme
"The Relation of the Church to Philan-

thropy and Reform." Mr. W. B. Dan-
iels, of Vancouver, spoke of "Socialism "

and the "Chinese Question." The last

was then a "burning question," and led

to earnest discussion. The essayist's

position was in favor of unrestricted em-
igration. Rev. W. W. McKaig, of San
Jose, gave a paper on "The Relation of

the Pulpit to the Age." Mr. Murdoch
presented the Sunday-school interest.

Miss Spaulding spoke of "The Sympa-
thy of True Religion with All Truth and
Light." There was a brief essay on
"Comparative Religions," which called

forth a very full expression of views;

and the final missionary meeting, in

which all the ministers took part, was
full of inspiring platform addresses.

It is needless to say that Dr. Stebbins,

by his part in the discussions and his

genial and prophetic power, gave lighl

and heat to every hour of the Confer-
ence. It will be remembered that his

visit in 1866 had brought together the

first organization of the Portland
church, of which he was always after-

ward spiritual father. This Conference,
I think, led to tin 1 purpose of regular

yearly Conferences which have been held

ever since.

* * *

Fate, Free-Will, and Destiny.
Fate, in all ages thou hast with terror

Struck the souls of men, and fearful held them.
Yet thou art but a phantasy of the
Mind,—a hallucinatory ghost, born of
Fear, and the darkness of clouded sense. Men
Alternately bless and curse thee, as thou
Art to them, heaven-sent bliss, or of woe,
An emissary dire. So have they the

Bounds of life, cast within the narrowed span
Of shackled ignorance, and rolled it with
The grave-clothes of an errant mind. Think not
That life 's great cause moves at the uncertain

Call of Fortune's fickle smile, casting pain,

And sorrow, like the bounty of a king,

To the favored few, or that its changeless
Law is subject to the caprice of a
God, who in all his ways bespeaks human
Imperfection. 'T is wiser to believe

That a universal destiny all

Things intertwine, that wisdom, in cosmic
Force, unfolds a greater end than first appears.

So Fate, thou art but the shadowed seeming;
As laws abused, and wilful wrong, traced in

Ancestral lines of hereditary
Taint reveal, and such are giant foes to

Compass the paths of men, and their hopes with
Harassing nicin waylay. The future must
The present compensate, and its pain transform
In glorious morn of grander day. Thy
Destiny resultant is of thoughts, and
Actions born in the long-forgotten past.

And thy tree-will is bounden within the
K'eii of thine inherent strength, and knowledge
To break their fetters, and stand erect, a

Man in spite of all. Then sing thy song in

Triumph, and let its notes vie with angel
Choirs, in its celestial harmony. A
Sung id' cheerful praise is better than a

Dirge, and men will sing with thee; but when
Filled with woe, thy company's scarce sufficient

For e'en the croaking frog, who sings his lav

From the mud and the stagnant pool. Life yields

Its secrets, and its sweetness, to those who
Labor, and yet have learned to patient wait.—David A. Lcisk.
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Contribute

The Progress of the World

Toward Peace.

By Eev. Sydney B. Snow.

It has of late been a source of surprise

to me that so few men and women are

really interested in the cause of inter-

national peace. With the horrors and
evils of war as apparent as they are to

the modern mind, and with so many peo-

ple theoretically opposed to it. why are

not great numbers among us heartily

and earnestly at work in the campaign
against it? The main reason is. I think,

that most of these people regard the

cause, for the present at least, as hope-

less: consider the question not an im-

mediately practical one ; believe the ideal

a mere dream of visionaries. They see

the injustice and barbarity of what
Sumner called "The Lynch Law among
the Nations"; they comprehend the

waste of capital and of labor, unpro-

ductively spent in armies and navies

;

they feel (so far as it is possible to

feel, under our indirect and extravagant

systems of taxation) the enormous bur-

dens borne by the people in sustaining

them,—but nevertheless they believe war
to be, even among civilized races, still a

necessity. They believe, in other words,

that its object—the settlement of dis-

putes between nations—can be accom-

plished in no other way than by fighting

or threats of fighting. "The idea of

universal peace sounds good," they say

with a shrug of the shoulder: "but when
all is said and done, we will put our

trust in guns and ships." Such was the

tone even of the very opening address at

the recent Hague Conference, and such

has been the tone of the newspaper press

the world over in commenting on the

work of that conference. But. thank
God that the progress of the world does

not depend on those who are forever

damning unpractical things: thank God
that the visionary ideas are always win-

ning in the end: that the seers—the

dreamers of dreams—are forever con-

quering the world.

Looking at the question without preju-

dice, however, and in the light of con-

ditions as they are now. I think one can

reasonably maintain that it is practical:

that war is by no means a necessary

evil. It is, of course, a fact of common
observation that people move slowly in

the mass; that the mob is always more
uncivilized than any of the men and
women who compose it; that nations

have ever lagged behind individuals in

progress. And doesn't that account for

the anachronism of war at the present

day .' Over large portions of the civil-

ized world people as individuals have
got beyond it,—have discovered that in

their personal entanglements courts and
judges are better deciders than fists and
pistols; as nations, they have merely
lagged a little behind. It is surely a

very reasonable supposition that the

same progress which has brought about
a general disarmament of individuals,

and delegation of the weapon-carrying
function to policemen on their beats,

will in time lead to a disarmament of

nations, with an international police

force for protection of life and property.

Not only is the supposition reasonable,

but there are many signs in recent his-

tory that point to its fulfillment.

More than a hundred years ago Em-
manuel Kant wrote a tractate entitled

"Perpetual Peace." After showing
that the natural state of men living near
each other is one of war. and that a state

of peace has to be created by means of

social organization, he named three con-

ditions (all in the line of organization)

which would have to be fulfilled before

a state of peace among the nations of

the world could be attained. In the year-

1795, when the essay was written, each

of these conditions was, as regards real-

ization, hardly more than a forecast in

the light of history, as he had observed

it; in the year 1908 the first of them
is already practically accomplished, the

second is moving on to accomplishment,
and the third, through awakened public

conscience, is among the immediate prob-

abilities. It will be worth while to con-

sider them a little more closely.

The first that he named was: "The
civil constitution in every state shall be

republican." Under such a form of

government, he stated in explanation,

every citizen of a state contemplating
war would have part in declaring it, and
in this case nothing would be more nat-

ural than hesitation before entering on
so perilous a game. For on the ones who
declared war would rest its burdens—the
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fighting, and paying the piper. "When
the constitution is not republican, on the

other hand, and the citizen is a subject

instead of a voter, war is much easier to

enter upon, because its burdens do not

rest directly on those who make it,—do
not rob their children of bread, swallow

up their savings, or even perhaps spoil

their season's hunting.

It is hardly necessary to recount the

progress that has been made in fulfil-

ment of this condition since Kant's day.

Practically the whole great advance in

republican practice has taken place dur-

ing the last centum. Not only has our
own experiment under a constitution

been on the whole successfully carried

on, but all over South America, Europe,
and even in the conservative East, the

principle of representative government
has been gradually and surely spreading.

Perhaps the result, in checking war, has

not been as automatic as Kant supposed,

but the strong current of feeling in

England against the Boer "War, and in

the United States against the Spanish

and Philippine wars, gives hint of what
a more civilized future may bring forth.

At all events, the responsibility at last

rests on proper shoulders. If we,' the

people, want no wars, we need not have
them ; it is the spirit in us that moves
our legislators and executives to bellig-

erent or pacific attitudes.

Passing on to Kant's second condition,

we find that it was this: "International

rights shall be founded on a federation

of free states." States, like individuals,

said he in explaining, in their natural

condition, unrestrained by outward laws,

are liable to injure each other simply

because of their proximity. Every one
of them, then, ought to demand of the

others (as individuals have done in

forming states) that they enter with it

into a constitution by which each can
be secured its rights. The world unfor-

tunately has not as yet entered into such

a constitution ; but in the hundred years

since Kant wrote his words of insight it

has advanced immeasurably nearer that

result,—so near that we are justified in

thinking it inevitable. When Kant
wrote, there had been absolutely no gen-

eral co-operation among the nations of

the world. But a few years later, in

1815, the Congress of Vienna met to

adjust the questions left by Napoleon's

campaigns; and in the century since no
less than fifty assemblies of a widely

international character have gathered

and deliberated over affairs of common
interest. The figures are gained from a

carefully compiled paper by Dr. True-

blood, of the American Peace Society.

These meetings, at first infrequent (only

six occurring in the first fifty years),

have now become so common that in the

year L906 alone there were five. Not less

striking than their increase in number
is their change in character. All of them
up to 1864 were concerned wholly with
political questions; but since then, with

the rapid development of international

trade and other relations, matters per-

taining to the general permanent inter-

ests of society have been brought to the

front. The postal and telegraph service;

weights, measures, and coinage; sanitary

rules and prisons; sea-salvage; agricul-

ture,-*-such are questions which inter-

national congresses, at the rate of one
a year, have for the past forty years

discussed and successfully regulated.

Some of them—like the Universal Pos-

tal Union, the Pan-American Conference,

and the International Prison Congress

—

have become permanent organizations,

thus emphasizing the lasting inter-

national character of the conditions of

communication, trade, and society which
called them together. Most important of

all, of course, is the international tribu-

nal established by the first Hague Peace
Conference, in 1899,—a court which,

though it has no power to enforce its

decisions, has already quietly straight-

ened out ten or a dozen complicated

tangles. Need I add any further proofs

of the growth of international fellowship

and understanding? The interchange of

professors and students between this

country, France, Germany, and Eng-
land; the Rhodes scholarships; the

spread of Esperanto,—these are only a

few of the means by which the nations

are getting to know each other better.

It is true, indeed, that the second

Hague Conference, held last spring, did

fail to carry this spirit to a logical con-

clusion by organizing itself into a stated

congress, which should unify the now
somewhat scattered international activi-

ties, and possibly later assume the

function of legislation. The unanimous
vote in favor of a third session, however,
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established a precedent almost sure to

lead finally to continuous organization.

But, even without that result, the nations

have already engaged in enough success-

ful co-operation to make Kant's ideal of

a Federation of Free States already

a practical possibility.

Finally, let us look at Kant's third

condition for peace :

'

' The rights of men
as citizens of the world shall be restricted

to conditions of universal hospitality."

And by this he meant not only that a

visitor to foreign soil should have the

right to fair treatment there, but that

he should expect no more than this right

;

in other words, that men should not

impose, by virtue of superior national

strength, on people weaker than them-

selves. Perhaps here our times show
slowest progress; the signs give least en-

couragement. Certainly in our dealings,

and in the dealings of European powers

with Eastern races, the rights forced at

the mouths of cannon have been far

greater than those of even the most gen-

erous hospitality. But widespread feel-

ing of shame on the part of our Western
world indicates the way the balance is

turning. The puzzled attitude of most

Americans concerning the Philippines;

the constant English criticism of British

rule in India ; the world-wide indigna-

tion at the Congo abuses,—all show the

awakening temper of mankind.

Under the three conditions which we
have rapidly reviewed, the philosopher

Kant believed perpetual peace could be

brought about. Even in his own time,

he thought the task practical,—consid-

ered peace a goal whose day of coming,

because of the general progress that

human society had already made, was
near. How much more practical the

task, and how much nearer the goal, to

us who know and share in the advance

already made in the lines which he laid

down ! As citizens of one of the great

powers of the world—as citizens with

full, free voice in its government—every

one of us can take part in bringing about

the great world organization which will,

in time, drive armies and navies from
land and sea.

* * «
Let us have faith that right makes

might; and in that faith let us, to the

end, dare to do our duty as we under-

stand it,

—

Abraham Lincoln.

Jenkin Lloyd Jones.

Jenkin Lloyd Jones, who will lecture

or preach for many of our churches on
this Coast in March, from San Diego to

Bellingham, is one of the best-known

Unitarian ministers in the Middle West.
He was born in Wales in 1843 ; came to

America in infancy; was reared on a

AVisconsin farm; served three years in

the Union Army, and then entered

the Meadville Theological School, from
which he graduated in 1870. After that

he served the Unitarian church at Janes-

ville, Wis., for nine years, and was also

secretary of the Western Unitarian Con-
ference for nine years—the most vigor-

our ones perhaps in its whole history. He
also organized and was secretary of the

Western Unitarian Sunday-school So-

ciety; and in 1878 assisted in establish-

ing Unity, of which he has been editor

for nearly thirty years. Since 1882 he

has been minister of All Souls' Church,
in Chicago. He was secretary of the

World's Parliament of Religions in 1893,

and organized the American Congress of

Liberal Religious Societies, which aimed
to bring together the liberal elements in

many churches. He has never been a

narrow denominationalist, but has done
much to broaden his own denomination
and bring it into relation with others.

He has been an indefatigable apostle of

the application of religion to the affairs

of to-day in reforms, good government,
good literature, and education. In this

extension of his pulpit vocation, he has

been for years one of the University of

Chicago's Extension Lecturers in Eng-
lish. The crowning achievement of his

life he considers the establishment of

"Lincoln Center," a substantial six-

story building in Chicago, which not

only houses his church and its allied or-

ganizations, but is designed to be the

focus for that part of the city of every-

thing making for the higher life of the

people. His visit will be sure to bring
stimulus and inspiration.

* * *
"When you hear of good in people—tell it.

When you hear a tale of evil—quell it.

Let the goodness have the light,

Put the evil out of sight.

Live to make the big world bright.
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American Association Election.

The nominating committee of the

American Unitarian Association in pre-

paring the ballot for the annual election

to be held in .May, L908, seeks the ear-

nest co-operation of our entire fellow-

ship. The committee is governed in its

methods by the by-laws of the Associa-

tion and by the instructions issued to

it by votes of the Association passed at

several annual meetings. The otiicers

annually elected are a president, six

vice-presidents, one of whom at the time
of his election must be from northern
New England, one from southern Ne\i

England, one from the Middle States,

one from the Southern States, one from
the Central West, and one from the Pa-
cific Coast; a secretary; an assistant sec-

retary, and a treasurer. There are also

six vacancies on the board of directors

to be filled for a term of three years,

and four vacancies on the nominating
committee for 1909. The committee is

required to nominate twelve candidates

for the six vacancies on the board of

directors, eight of them from New Eng-
land, two from the Middle and South-
ern States, and two from the Western
States and Pacific Coast; and eight can-

didates for the four vacancies on the

nominating committee, four of them
from points outside of New England.
These candidates should be persons in-

terested in the welfare of our National
Association, and in the case of directors,

it is desirable, when possible, to choose
such as are able to attend some, at least,

of the meetings of the board. The by-
laws require that three members of the

board of directors shall be women, and
that at least sixteen of the officers shall

be laymen.
The committee will welcome all sug-

gestions from individuals, churches, or

conferences which will enable it to pre-

sent a thoroughly representative ticket

for election. The department confer-

ences have been asked through itheir

secretaries to suggest to the committee
the names of candidates for any place
on the ticket, and especially of persons
whom they would be glad fco have repre-

sent their respective sections ;is vice-

president or as director. Suggestions
from other sources will receive equally

careful attention.

Suggestions should be in the hands of

i he committee not Later than March 20th.

Address communications to the secre-

tary.

John 1 1. Edwards, Chadrman.
Mrs. [sabella W. T. Clark.
Clifton M. Gray.
Henry Wilder Foote,

Secr< tary.
A xx Arbor, Mich.

New Books for Pierce Library.

The Henry Pierce Loan Library at
Unitarian Eeadquarters in San Fran-
cisco has lately added the following-

books, which are at the disposal of any
of our ministers or laymen. There is

no charge or fee of any kind, excepting
that when sent by mail postage will be
paid by the borrower.

Adler, A. V. G. Moral Instruction of Children.
Adler, A. V. G. Letters of a Methodist to His

Son.
Armstrong, R. A. Trinity and the Incarnation.
Armstrong, R. A. God and the Soul.
Bacon, B. W. An Introduction to the New Tes-

tament.
Beecher, H. W. Yale Lectures on Preaching.

3 vols.
Billings, J. S. Aspects of the Liquor Problem.

2 vols.
Bowie, B. P. Theism.
Bowie, "W. C. Liberal Religious Thought of the

Twentieth Century.
Bousset, W. What is Religion?
Brooks, Phillips. Lectures on Preaching.
Budde, K. Religion of Israel to the Exile.
Burkitt, F. C. The Gospel History and Its

Transmission.
Burton & Mathews. Principles and Ideals for

the Sunday-School.
Caird, J. The Fundamental Ideas of Chris-

tianity. 2 vols.

Caird, E. The Evolution of Religion. 2 vols.

Carpenter, J. E. First Three Gospels.
Carpenter, J. E. Christianity and the Religions

of the World.
Campbell, R, J. The New Theology.
Chadwick, J. W. Old and New Christian Belief.
Cheyne, T. K. Bible Problems.
Cheyne, T. K. Jewish Religious Life.
Committee of Fifty. Economic Aspects of the

Liquor Problem.
Committee of Fifty. Substitute for the Saloon.
Committee of Fifty. The Liquor Problem, Leg-

islative Aspect.
Committee of Fifty. The Liquor Problem, Pea-

body's Aspect.
Cornill, C. H. History of the People of Tsrael.

Cornill, C. H. Introduction to Old Testament.
Cornill, C. IT. Introduction to the Canonical

Books of Old Testament.
Cornill, C. II. Prophets of tsrael.

Crooker, J. H. The New Bible.
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Ciooker, J. H. The Supremacy of Jesus.

Crotbers, S. M. The Understanding Heart.

Dole, C. F. The Theology of Civilization.

Driver, S. B. Introduction to Literature of Old

Testament.
Driver, S. E. The Book of Genesis.

Drummond, J. James Martineau. 2 vols.

Everett, C. C. Psychological Elements of Be-

ligious Faith.

Fairbairn, A. M. Philosophy of Christian Be-

ligion.

Fiske, J. The Idea of God.
Fiske, J. The Destiny of Man.
Fiske, J. Through Nature to God.

Flint. E. Agnosticism.

Flint, E. Anti-Theistic Theories.

Flint, E. Theism.
Foster, F. H. History of the New England

Theology.

Fraser, A. C. Philosophy of Theism.

Fraser, A. C. Evil and Evolution.

Frazer, J. G. The Golden Bough.
Frothingham, O. B. Boston Unitarianism.

Frothingham, O. B. Transcendentalism in Eng-
land.

Frothingham, O. B. Eecollections and Impres-

sions.

Garrod, H. W. Eeligions of All Good Men.
Giddings, F. H. The Principles of Sociology.

Gould, E. P. The Biblical Theology of the New
Testament.

Gunkel, H. The Legend of Genesis.

Hale, E. E. James Freeman Clarke.

Hall, E. H. Paul the Apostle.

Harnack & Hermann. The Social Gospel.

Henderson, C. E. Dependents, Defectives, De-
linquents.

Henderson, C. E. Modern Methods of Charity.

Herford, B. Anchors of the Soul.

Herford, B. Small End of Great Problems.

Herford, B. Courage and Cheer.

Herman,. W. Faith and Morals.

Jackson, A. W. James Martineau.

James, W. Pragmatism.
James, W. The Varieties of Eeligious Experi-

ence.

Jevons, F. B. Introduction to the History of

EeHgion.

Jevons, F. B. Evolution.

Jordon, L. H. Comparative Eeligion.

Keim. History of Jesus of Nazareth. 6 vols.

Kelley, F. Some Ethical Gains through Legis-

lation.

Kennard, J. S. Psychic Power in Preaching.

Kent, C. F. Origin and Permanent Value of

Old Testament.

Kittel, E. Hebrews. 2 vols.

Loisy, A. The Gospel and the Church.

Maitland, B. Theism and Agnosticism.

Mackye, J. The Economy of Happiness.

Maclaren, I. (Watson). The Cure of Souls.

Mann, N. The Evolution of a Great Literature.

Marti. Eeligion of Old Testament.

Martineau, J. National Duties and Other Ser-

mons.
Mathews, S. History of New Testament Times

in Palestine.

Mead, G. W. Modern Methods in Sunday-School

Work.
Nash, H. S. History of the Higher Criticism.

Neumann, P. W. Jesus.

Otto, E. Naturalism and Eeligion.

Paine, L. L. Evolution of Trinitarianism.

Paine, L. L. The Ethnic Trinitus.

Patten, S. N. The New Basis of Civilization.

Ffliederer, O. Eeligion and Historic Faiths.

Ffliederer, O. Primitive Christianity.

Eenan, E. Life of Jesus.
Eenan, E. The Apostles.

Eobinson, A. W. The Personal Life of the
( 'lergy.

Sanders & Fowler. Outlines of Biblical History
and Literature.

Savage, H. E. Pastoral Visitations.

Selleck, W. C. New Appreciation of the Bible.

Schiller, F. C. S. Eiddles of the Sphinx.
Schiller, F. ('. S. Studies in Humanism.
Schmiedel, P. W. Jesus in Modern Criticism.

Sehurer, E. History of the Jewish People.

3 vols.

Schiirer, E. History of the Jewish People. Sec-

ond Division. 2 vols.

Smith, H. P. Old Testament History.
Spargo, J. Socialism.

Sunderland, J. The Bible.

Sunderland, J. The Spark in the Clod.

Stirling, J. H. Philosophy and Theology.
Tiffany, F. Life of Dorothea Dix.
Toy, C. D. Judaism and Christianity.

Tucker, W. J. The Making and Unmaking of
the Preacher.

Ward, L. F. Applied Sociology.

Ward, James. Naturalism and Agnosticism.
2 vols.

Warner, A. G. American Charities.

Wernle, P. Sources of Our Knowledge of Life
of Jesus.

Wills. A. E. Sunday-School Problem.
Wright, C. D. Outline of Practical Sociology.

Wright, C. D. Some Ethical Phases of the La-
bor Question.

The Headquarters Fund.
[Continued from page 78 in January, 1908,

number of Pacific Unitarian.]
A mi mnt acknowledged in Pacific Uni-
tarian for January $658.00

Branch Alliance, North Meeting-House,
Salem, Mass 10.00

Waltham Alliance, First Parish Unita-
rian Church, Waltham, Mass 5.00

Leominster Branch, First Congrega-
tional Society, Leominster, Mass 1.00

Plymouth Branch, First Parish, Ply-

mouth, Mass. (additional) 5.00

$679.00

Catherine Graupner Stone,
Mrs. George W. Stone,
2614 Warring Street, Berkeley, Cal.

* * *

"Then Mr. Roxley didn't really give

according to his means?" said the min-

ister's wife. "No," replied the minister,

"merely according to his meanness."

—

Catholic Standard and Times.
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Mrs. Almira Flint.

At the Ladies' Protection and Relief

Society, where for many years she had
made her home, .Mrs. Almira Flint died

on February 17th, the twelfth anniver-

sary of the death of her daughter, Almi-

ra T. Flint, who was so well known as

a teacher in the Denman School. Mrs.
Flint was one of the oldest members of

the hirst Church and the third person
to join the Society for Christian Work.
Her interest in it never flagged, and with
keen intelligence she listened to the busi-

ness transactions, and enjoyed the va-

ried programs. To all her friends she

was "Aunty Flint." She frankly, in-

deed proudly, acknowledged her eighty-

six years, hut she had a perpetual foun-

tain of interest in people, particularly

in children. This kept her young in

spirit. The children of the Home would
go to her in their hours of joy, that she

might share their pleasures, and always
with their troubles and sorrows, as they
were sure of sympathy. "Aunty Flint"
will be sadly missed from the Society for

Christian "Work. Every dear one that

goes before but draws the members
closer together, and hallows and endears

our church home.
The funeral services, in the church

parlors, were simple and tender, appro-
priate to the memory of a good woman,
happily at rest. L. M. D.

9 9 9
The sight of a pleasure in which we

cannot. or else will not, share moves
us to a particular impatience. It may
be because we are envious, or because
we are sad. or because we dislike noise

and romping—being so refined—or be-

cause, being so philosophic, we have an
overweighing sense of life's gravity: at

least, as we go on in years, we are all

tempted to frown on our neighbor's

pleasures. People are nowadays so

fond of resisting temptation; here is

one to be resisted. They are fond of

self-denial; here is a propensity that

cannot be too peremptorily denied.

There is an idea abroad among moral
people that they should make their

neighbors good. One person T have to

make good—myself. But my duty to

my neighbor is much more nearly ex-

pressed by saying that I have to make
him happy—if I may.

—

Stevenson.

Che pulpit.

The Highway of Action.

By Kev. Burt Estes Howaol.

"
I being in tin 1 way, the Lord led me."—Gen. xxiv:37.

Eliezer had started out to find a wife

for his 3'oung master, and had been suc-

cessful. Having been successful, he at-

tributes his good fortune to the fact

that the Lord led him. What lie would
have said had Rebecca not put in an
appearance at the well is not a matter
of record. It is safe to surmise that he
would have been prepared for such an

emergency. It is a curious fact that

most of us measure the universe from
the point where we happen to be stand-

ing. Every bit of success is a mark id'

the divine favor, and the Almighty
camps out, by special request, in our
bit of garden patch. It is regarded as

a sign of prime piety to trust in the

Lord for what we have no right to ex-

pect except as the result of our own
exertions, and to lie down supinely on

Providence to help us out of situations

caused by our own folly. There are a

good many people who regard God as

a sort of divine convenience,—as if the

Lord had nothing to do but to tinker

with our little businesses.

Now, as I said, Eliezer was successful,

and whether he was right or not in at-

tributing his success to a special divine

guidance, he showed marvelous good
sense in his method of securing it. For,
yon notice, he did not claim that the

Lord led him until after he had gotten

a fair start on the road that went toward
Mesopotamia. It is just here that this

incident touches your life and mine to-

day. For human experience, you know.

repeats itself, and history is only the

same old story that our fathers and our
fathers' fathers have been telling with

slighl variations in the accents and em-
phases. The point of the matter is nut

that the Lord led Eliezer, but that Elie-

zer was "in the way," he was on the

mad. he was going somewhere, he had

a definite goal that he was trying to

reach. He did not know the young
woman he was to select, nor was he sure

that he would find any young woman
who would meet the requirements, but

he was bound to gel about his part of
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the business, at any rate, and to do his

specific stint, no matter how the enter-

prise came out. He was not worrying

about results. There was something to

be done by Eliezer before the Lord could

lead him, and Eliezer saw to it that his

part of the program was carried through.

Instead of spending his time and ener-

gies in useless prayers for light, he stood

up on his two stout legs and began to

tighten the belly-band on the camels.

That was the best index of his faith.

For what is faith but a willingness to

take moral risks? It is a readiness to

invest a man's time and labor in some
enterprise whose issue, while reasonably

sure, is not a moral certainty. The ele-

ment of reasonableness distinguishes

faith from mere credulity. There is an

attitude toward things which passes in

some quarters for faith, which is noth-

ing but a spineless type of inertia, a

sort of sanctimonious laziness masquer-

ading in the livery of piety. The best

kind of faith is not what a man utters

in his prayers, but what he sweats out

of his pores. There is a mistaken no-

tion among a certain class of well-mean-

ing people that prayer is a kind of labor-

saving device, a scheme for hitching the

Almighty to onr little undertakings;

and that faith means nothing much but

slipping the harness on the neck of the

divine energies. But prayer is a poor

substitute for a pick and shovel, and a

faith that sits squat on the ground, wait-

ing for the Lord to do the hard work,

will soon find itself without bread and
butter. The old saying that "the Lord
helps those who help themselves" has

not lost its force with age. It is amaz-

ing how far a man can go, when he gets

at it in dead earnest, without bothering

the Almighty. In fact, nipety-nine hun-

dredths of the people who pray carry

the answer to their prayers in their own
pockets. A wise old preacher years and
years ago counseled his hearers to

'

' work
out their own salvation with fear and
trembling, for it is God who worketh in

them." God may work in us, but you
and I must work it out, if it ever comes

to anything worth while in human ex-

perience.

One of the most serious of errors is

the confounding of moral distinctions.

Calculation is often mistaken for con-

secration, and figuring for faith. A
man's faith is best shown by his faithful-

ness, and the finest evidence of a man's
belief in a given principle is his fidelity

in applying it to the facts of life. "Not
every one that saith unto me, 'Lord,

Lord,' but he that doeth." To have
faith in a thing is to believe in it enough
to launch out into the deep with it and
share its destiny. It is less a matter of

declaration and assertion and more a
matter of action. "Shew me thy faith

without works," said the Apostle, "and
I will shew thee my faith by my works. '

'

The world is full of religious inverte-

brates who have no positive grip on any-
thing, no definite belief or conduct.
Religion is not a matter of ecstasy, but
of very ordinary and commonplace liv-

ing. As old Archbishop Seeker put it,

it is trying to "bring the bottom of a

man's life up to the top of his light,"

In other words, it is trying to get a
man's action and his idea of what is

right on the same level. And Provi-

dence, if we understand it as we should,

is just the shaping of our life according

to our best thinking and sanest judg-
ment. As Dr. Parkhurst once said:
'

' The farther we get along in the world,

the less men are going to have to say

about special providences and divine

interpositions. God is on the side of

method. . . . We have made great gain

in our doctrine of providence, when we
have learned to feel that there is as

much room for God to work inside of

steady and ordinary events as inside of

startling and spasmodic ones."

It wasn't much that Eliezer did when
he saddled his camels and steered his.

little train out into the trail that led

toward Abraham's old home, but it

carried all the subsequent history with

it. It started the whole line of events

that transpired later and brought back
Rebecca to the tent of Isaac. He did

not know, as I have already said, whether
he could find the young woman or any
young woman who would answer to his

notions of what the wife of Isaac should

be, but he knew this, that the only way
to find out was to go. Slang is poetry

marred in the making. It often contains

a whole philosophy condensed in a single

word or phrase. There is an expression

that one hears just now that puts what
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1 am trying to say in a nutshell. When
there is something before a man that

needs doing and needs doing with a

man's might, we tell him to "go to it."

We stimulate all his latent energies to

rise up to the level of his opportunity,
and grapple the thing, and make it his

own. Thai is what Eliezer did. lie felt

that ii" the work laid out for him was to

he (lone the thing for him to do was to

"go to it," and he did go to it. He
did not make the mistake that a great

many people make of waiting to see

whet Inn- the issue was assured, or

whether he could get through with the

equipment on hand. I notiee that when
one of those great steel giants that haul

the overland trains is puffing and chug-

ging at the head of a long line of out-

going ears the engineer isn't worried as

to whether he has steam enough to run
to the end of his division. What he
wants is steam enough to start. lie will

make steam as he goes. Pie has that

much faith in his engine, and in him-
self. He swings into his seat, grips the

throttle, and heads eastward.

There is a timidity that disqualifies

a man for doing great things. A little

faith is sometimes drowned in a drench
of over-cautiousness. A good many
questions that are obscure at the outset

solve themselves when we get on the

road. Things clear up as we go on. "The
most crooked river will let us out to the

sea, if the boat is pushed into the chan-
nel." I am told that travelers to

Alaska by the coast route find themselves
at times apparently shut in by a dead-
wall of land that lies squarely across the
ship's course, but that as one approaches
the shore the way opens and a sharp
turn shows a clear path. But one has
to go ill err to find the outlet. Nine-
tenlhs of our worry comes from antici-

pating troubles that straighten out as

we get to them. He was a wise man
who said. " Be not anxious about to-mor-

morrow, for to-morrow will take care of

itself. Sufficient unto the day is the

evil thereof." It is the same old story

in another guise. Eliezer and his camels

plodding sturdily toward Mesopotamia.
When Captain Rogers was planning to

cross the Atlantic in a steam vessel,

something that had never been done be-

fore, all the learned societies of England

held meetings and demonstrated beyond
the shadow of a doubt that it could n 't

be done. Rogers believed that it could,

and he acted on his belief. AVhile the
savants were proving by charts and dia-

grams the futility of his quest, the little

Savannah pushed her nose through the
wet seas, and with sublime disregard for
the scientists and the philosophers,

steamed one morning into Liverpool.
"He being in the way, the Lord led
him." Divine providence, or sturdy
common sense, coupled with fidelity to

a great idea,—it's all the same thing.

The point is the man's faith that sends
him out along the way of his best con-
victions. That is divine providence for
anybody.

There is a little pocket in the text, .too,

for those who would like to be of some
use to the world, to the suffering and
distressed, and do not know exactly how.
A large part of the world's work fails

of accomplishment because of the mis-
taken attitude of men toward its prob-
lems. We get our eyes focused on dis-

tant objects, and for that reason over-

look the thing nearest at hand. Most of
the world's work has to be done at close

range. One great difficulty is, as one
has well said, "in trying to solve remote
problems and carry large and distant

burdens, instead of lending a hand to

the first concrete case of distress that
offers. There is no difficulty in getting
into beneficent work if we will take op-

portunity by the handle. To chafe our
hearts against the monstrous problems
of sin and suffering in this city, for ex-

ample, goes, not nearly so far as taking
personal hold of an actual case of

distress and relieving it. Problems are

most easily solved in the field. Things
alter their appearance as we get in

among them; lines grow in distinctness

as we come nearer to them. Act trains

thought, The mind determines the hand
but the hand makes revelations to the

mind also. There are too many philan-

thropic people standing around on the

outer edge of human distress. Doing is

the means of knowing. Action is the

stone on which faculties get whetted for

discernment and accomplishment. We
have not to carry burdens in the mass
The world began to grow happier and
better by the ministry of a man who
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helped people just as and where he

chanced to meet them. The highway
opens out in front of every man's door.

It is always safe to gird the camels and
get onto the road.

'

' I being in the way,

the Lord led me." Trust yourself for

the first thing, and the Lord for the

thing after.

It is the first thing that really counts,

and nobody can do that thing but you.

Get busy. Moral muscle grows by exer-

cise. Don't wait for something to turn

up, but get out and turn it up yourself.

It is the busy man, rather than the ec-

static man, "who is doing the Lord's

work. "Ltiborare est orare,"—to work
is to worship. We are all of us bigger

and better men for "being in the way."
The line of promotion runs along the

highway of action. If you want to be

led of the Lord, don't nestle down in

some snug little corner, where you can

pray comfortably and experience re-

ligious thrills, but get out onto the road,

strike your stride, and take your place

among the world's workers.

* * *

The Religion of Abraham
Lincoln.

[From a sermon by Bev. W. D. Sirnonds.]

"When the really great man appears,

unless separated by too large an interval

from his age, he becomes to his own gen-

eration a king among men. Whenever
there is a dearth of great leaders thought
becomes retrospective. Thus not alone

in gratitude, but by a kind of pathetic

necessity, we call to mind each twelfth

month the splendid services to America,
and to the world, of Abraham Lincoln.

It is no part of my present purpose to

tell the story of that life, always interest-

ing even though in almost every event

known to the reading public. But
rather for a little I would call your at-

tention to what I venture to announce
as the religion of Abraham Lincoln.

We have, I trust, not much confidence

in the "great man" argument as it con-

cerns religion,—certainly not in that

argument as usually presented. It often

happens that the great man was so

trained in youth as to be sadly biased in

all his religious thinking. It is not, there-

fore, of much significance that Gladstone
was orthodox or John Stuart Mill agnos-

tic. It often happens, also, that men of

eminent attainments in other directions

have given little serious attention to re-

ligion. In such a case the well-grounded
conviction of the unknown but serious

student far outweighs the off-hand opin-

ion of the greatest statesman or scientist.

No especial importance can be given to

the views of Lincoln on religion because
he was once President of the United
States, nor even because he wTas one of

the greatest, perhaps the greatest, of our
long line of chief magistrates.

There are, however, considerations

which confer unusual interest, and un-
usual importance, upon the religion

—

whatever it may have been—of one so

highly honored and so dearly loved.

First, it is well to note that there was
an almost entire absence of what is

known as religious training in Lincoln's

boyhood. He grew to manhood in the
freedom of the pioneer West. Church
privileges were wanting. An occasional

wandering and illiterate preacher, some
slight instruction from his ignorant and
wavering father, the Bible to read as he
might choose (happily without those

dreary wastes of intellectual inanity

known as commentaries),—these com-
prised the scanty sources of religious

training in the far Southwest in the first

quarter of the nineteenth century. In
religion, as in other things, Lincoln at-

tended for the most part the "University
of Out-of-Doors. " Nature was his great

teacher. All his surroundings tended to-

ward the development in freedom of his

powerful personality. He had long
passed the first stages of mental imma-
turity before he was fronted by the

claims, or teachings, of the church. He
was able to bring to bear upon the sub-

ject of religion, when he at length gave
it serious attention, a free mind,—and
this is rare.

Lincoln's mature convictions upon re-

ligion are of unusual interest, because

it is known that he possessed a singu-

larly logical and candid mind. Horace
Greeley called him the "greatest con-

vincer of his day"; and this he was, be-

cause his was a mind as naturally rea-

sonable, as nearly unprejudiced, as any
known to history. His power over juries

and judges, over the people and their

chosen leaders, was attained solely by
knowledge and fairness. Thoroughness
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and candor gave him, while yet compara-
tively a young man, the popular title,

"Honest Old Abe."
There was, too, in Lincoln's habit of

thoughl a tendency—not easily overesti-

mated in this discussion—to seek first

and basic principles. Trained to deal

with the Large problems of nature and
life at first hand, he was little influenced

by the weight of tradition, or by the

supposed sacredness of vested rights.

The probable consequences of opinion,

which doth make cowards of those who
live in artificial relations to their Eellow-

uien—that is. in relations of practical

dependence,—seem rarely to have trou-

bled Lincoln. Fearlessly he gave the

world his best thought in the proper
faith that the evils of society can be

cured only by the application of truth

to life. Without entire candor and tru-

est courage the published convictions of

the most gifted of earth are worthless.

One other consideration gives to the

religion of Abraham Lincoln peculiar in-

terest. It is quite beyond dispute that

he was endowed with a most gentle and
kindly nature. He loved the true, the

beautiful, and the good by right of nat-

ural affinity. His gentle soul turned to

mercy as the flowers to the light. What-
ever could suffer commanded his pity,

—

be it bird, or beast, or man. He belonged
to the royal family of the princely-

hearted heroes who love and suffer, who
suffer and love.

It is in evidence that Lincoln brought
to the claims of traditional Christianity

a free mind, a mind candid and courage-

ous, and the unspoiled sanctities of a

gentle nature. It is, in my opinion, a

cpiestion of some real interest as to the

effect produced upon such a mind, upon
such a nature, by the dogmas of preva-

lent and popular Christianity.

Although Lincoln's religious opinions

have been subjected to almost endless

misrepresentation, the fact can never be
obliterated that the Christian system, so-

called, shocked and repelled this child of

nature and of reason. Nor can it be
successfully denied that the first, and not

unnatural result, was to drive this clear

and Logical mind to the extreme of prac-

tical atheism. If anything can be estab-

lished by human testimony, Lincoln's

attitude of hostility toward the funda-
mental dogmas of orthodoxy is undeni-
able. He rejected it all, from the first

superstition to the last delusion. The
Infallible Bible, the Fall of the Race,

the Cod-head of the Man of Nazareth,

the Sacrificial Atonement, a Set ed and
Scanty Heaven, a Huge and Horrible

Hell,—not one of these dismal dogmas
won the assent of his reason and con-

science. His disbelief, added p. his

habitual gloom, and the chill of a scep-

ticism tin lighted by a single ray of re-

ligious faith settled upon his spirit.

How long he walked alone the dreary
desert of unbelief we cannot say, but of

this we can be reasonably assured—thai

some years before he became a national

figure, the teachings of Theodore Parker
had become his inspiration and comfort.

Published in Greeley's Tribune, widely
circulated throughout the New West, the

sermons of Parker came as a holy

evangel to multitudes of despairing men,
and to few with more power and bless-

ing than to the struggling lawyer and
politician, Abraham Lincoln. To such
earnest purpose did Lincoln read and
ponder upon the teachings, religious and
political, of Parker, that many forms of

expression were unconsciously adopted,

and often remind the studious reader of

the measure of Lincoln's debt to the

Boston preacher.

Other influences broadened and mel-

lowed his thought—especially the terrific

experiences of the Civil War—until he

arrived at pretty definite convictions

concerning religion,—large, liberal, and
most charitably held, but positive and
inspiring. As this whole matter is in

grave dispute, I venture three affirma-

tions which, after much study of all

available evidence, I hold true:

—

1. It is impossible to prove that Lin-

coln was an atheist, or agnostic, during
his later years, without demonstrating
at the same time that he was an insincere

man—a man whose real opinion it was
impossible to determine.

2. It is impossible to prove that Abra-
ham Lincoln ever became an orthodox
Christian without demonstrating at the

same time that he was a man of studied

duplicity, and among the most heartless

of mortals.

3. It is evident from Lincoln's pub-

lished writings, and from the testimony

of the great majority of those who knew
him best, that he was a liberal in re-

ligion, holding devoutly to the essentials

of that religion which contents itself
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with affirming that love to God and love

to man is the heart of all faith.

In brief, the proof is abundant and
positive that the great President believed

in a God who in a large way and to large

issues orders the life of men and nations.

In a beautiful farewell address to his old

friends and neighbors in Springfield,

Illinois, given upon the eleventh day of

February, 1861, Mr. Lincoln said: "A
duty devolves upon me greater perhaps
than that which has devolved upon any
man since the days of Washington.
He never could have succeeded except

for the aid of that Divine Providence
upon which he at all times relied, and on
the same Almighty Being I place my re-

liance for support; and I hope you, my
friends, will pray for me that I mazy

receive that divine assistance without

which I cannot succeed, but with which
success is certain.

"

Near the close of the fiercest civil war
of history, Mr. Lincoln wrote a letter of

condolence to a bereaved mother in the

North, whose sons had perished on

Southern battle-fields. It is among the

most beautiful of his writings, and closes

with the solemn dignity of a Hebrew
psalm, but with all the tenderness of a

compassionate heart :—
"I feel how weak and fruitless must

be any words of mine which should at-

tempt to beguile you from a loss so over-

whelming. But I cannot refrain from
tendering to you the consolation that

may be found in the thanks of the

Republic they died to save.

"I pray that Our Heavenly FafJnr
may assuage the anguish of your oe-

reavement, and have you only cherished

memories of the loved and lost, and the

solemn pride that must be yours to have
laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar

of freedom."
Similar quotations from Lincoln's

later speeches, documents, and letters

might be quoted to great length, but to

what purpose. Undeniably he used the

words I have given, and upon occasions

calling for all the sincerity there was in

the man. Undeniably, too, these are not

the words of an atheist, or agnostic; nor
can the orthodox find in them the usual
forms to which his faith gives expression.

A reverent faith in God, who is both
friend and father to his suffering chil-

dren ; a devout faith in prayer as com-

munion, inspiration, comfort ; a tender
sympathy with all who sin and suffer,

—

this, and no other, was the religion of

Abraham Lincoln. We can well believe

that he once declared that when he could
find a church willing to write over its

doors "Love to God and Love to Man"
as the sole condition of membership, he
would join that church with all his

heart.

Let us hope that this master of men

—

gentlest of all the sons of power—he to

whom peace came upon that April morn-
ing so long ago—has found ere this in

the land beyond death that a beautiful

faith never deceives ; that the universe

is just and loving beyond our fondest

dream.
* * *

Mrs. Humphrey Ward, one of the

most active of English Unitarians, is

about to make her first visit to America.
She will arrive in New York in March,
and be the guest of her niece, Mrs. Whit-
ridge, the daughter of Matthew Arnold.

# * «

Mirth is God's medicine. Everybody
ought to bathe in it. Grim care, morose-

ness, anxiety,—all this rust of life ought
to be scoured off by the oil of mirth. It

is better than emery. Blessed is he avIio

has a sense of the humorous. He has

that which is worth more than money.—
Hi nry ^Yard Beech er.

To do something for some one else, to

love the unlovely, to give a hand to the

unattractive, to speak to the uncongenial,

to make friends with the poor and folk

of lowly degree, to add the beauty of

holiness,—this is to make one's life a

thing of beauty, and this is to grow in

grace.

—

Edward F. Feimer.

The sum of goodness is to be in right

relations towards the Father in heaven:
to act as he acts in the world ; to follow

his guidance in the heart; to merge self

in the sense of a Divine Presence; to do
not our own will, but the will of him
that sent us; to love God with heart and
soul and strength ; to love men as also

children of God and so brethren, as par-

takers of the same inspiration and sent

to the world for the same purpose.

—

Gardner, "Exploratio Evangeliea."
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&flfCtCD.

As Others See Us.

Bruce came in the other day and
picked up T/n Christian Register from
my study table.

"Ah!" said he, "you are one of the

Congregational ministers who«filled the

blank sent out by this paper awhile ago,

expressing your willingness to receive

the organ of Unitarianism for one year
free of charge."

I laughingly admitted that he was
right.

'

' Why did you do it ? '

'

'•Well. 1 thought I would like to look

the paper over just to see what our Uni-
tarian friends have to say for themselves.

I want to know how other people look

upon life and its problems, even though
their viewpoint may differ radically

from mine."
" And do you find that your viewpoint

differs very much from that of the Uni-
tarians, as you read their paper?"
"I rather think it does!" I replied,

with some emphasis.

"Well, now, you have been reading
their paper for some weeks—tell us just

what you think of the table they set for

the people."
"To be frank. Bruce. I do not find

many dishes on their table that are very
palatable," was my response.

"There seems to be something left out
—perhaps it is salt. I don't like the

taste of anything except the purely
literary articles. I try to whip Pre-
judice out of the room whenever I sit

down to this Unitarian table, and
just take what they have to offer for

what it is worth. But I cannot make
my palate quiver with an enthusiastic

'that's good.' Almost every dish seems
to have in it nothing much but sweet-

ened sn wdi ist. Tt lacks— life! Now
there was no unloving fling in that word
'sawdust.' I spoke it thoughtfully. I

know some Unitarians whom I love with
a strong affection for their pleasing pres-

ence and nobility of character, and high
qualities of mind and heart. As men
among men they do not seem to lack

—

life. They do not give me the impression
of being sawdust men, by any manner of
means. But as a religious paper among
religious papers this 'organ' of Uni-
tarianism leaves a very insipid taste in

my mouth. It makes a good deal of
the Good Samaritan, but only intellectu-

ally, not practically. It proclaims the
theory of brotherhood, but it seems never
to get right down into the business of
practical brotherliness, to , actually

plunge in among men of sin to seek and
to save that which is lost. It has some
things to say about Jesus, but somehow
there seems to be in it no inspiration to

go out anions-

all classes and conditions
of men in real imitation of the life of
Jesus. Father Dolling, the Roman
Catholic, was found with a couple of
hundred thieves and prostitutes gathered
about him, to whom he was telling the
love of Jesus in the simplest language.
But I do not find anything in Unitarian-
ism, as it is pictured in this paper, that
would inspire anybody to go and do
likewise. My own heart cries out for
something that finds no satisfaction in

the reading of this paper. I don't care
whether people call me 'orthodox' or
' liberal

'
; but I do care for the Christ of

the Bible; and the Jesus of this paper
does not seem to be identical with the
Christ of the Bible."
"You do not get much good, then,

from the reading of this paper," re-

marked Bruce.
"I do not think it has harmed me

at all." I replied. "I am a little surer
now that I know what I am dealing
with, when I think or speak of Unitarian-
ism. It does not attract me, because
I feel that I have deep soul-needs which
it does not satisfy. I want something
that goes deeper than keen reasoning.
I want the Paul vision of the divine Son
of God and Redeemer of the world,
rather than the Unitarian vision of
Jesus. Read this paper for half an
hour, Bruce, and then turn to any of
the Epistles and read there for half
an hour and you will know what I

mean."
"Why do you think this paper is now

being sent free to Congregational min-
isters?" asked Bruce.
"Perhaps," I replied a little sadly.

"a certain editor is right who has said

that 'the parties who pay the bills for
this distribution of their organ must
have a feeling that their money is <roing

into promising ground.' I had a letter

from an old friend of my very early
manhood the other day who is a member
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of another communion, in which he
wrote me something like this: 'I see

Congregationalism is rapidly changing
its hues, which were always rather nu-
merous. 5 So yon se< seei 3 to be a

notion abroad among men that Congrega-.
tionalists have little mind of their own.
that they do not quite know what they
do believe, and that almost anybody who
is branded 'liberal' can bring pressure

to bear upon them and win them, body
and soul. Now that may be true, of

who call themselves Congregation-
alists. but it is not true of the body of

the denomination. The Unitarians had
to leave us once and set up tabernacles

for themselves ; and if there are any in

our ranks now who love to feed on Uni-
tarian viands they ought to go unto
their own and feed there, rather than
stay and put a brand upon us that does
not belong to us. True Congregational-
ism is orthodox, evangelical, Pauline.

better represented by Campbell Morgan
than by E. J. Campbell. It is rooted
and grounded in the first chapter of the

- -
. of John, as well as in the thir-

teenth chapter of First Corinthians. It

glories in the Cross. The Rev. C. Syl-

31 • Home is right when he says: 'To
be logical to the I . national ideals

£ necessity in the deity of

Christ. Some calling themselves Con-
_ tionalists nimht say "Jesus was

divine, and so are we." but that

means the death of Congregational
polity.' A true I _.• rationalist,

Bruce, is not 'promising ground' for

Unitarianism. If there is any such
'promising ground 1

in our ranks it is

out of place—it is to be found in individ-

uals marching under a flag to which they
are not loyal. Our denominational ban-

• < !hrist of the Bible.

not for the Jesus of Unitarianism."
"This is wholesome talk. sir. that you

have been giving me. I like the ring of

it." said Bruce. "But. see here: Do
you think it is quite the right thine
for you to accept this paper as a gift

from its - - rs, and then say what
you have just been saying about it. when
you know that

There's a chiel amang us takin' notes,
An faith, he "11 prent Vm' ?"

"I have been thinking about that," I

replied.-

—

W. X. Burr, in "The Pacific."

£tjr &unDat| School.

Liberal Orthodoxy in England.
[The following article is refreshing both for

its uncompromising candor and for its whole-
some teaching. It is by Eev. T. Ehondda Wil-
liams, a Congregational minister of Bradford,
England, and forms the '

' Christian Endeavor '

'

column of -a recent number of Rev. E. J.

Campbell's "New Theology" paper, the Chris-
tian Commonwealth. The topic assigned for the
young people's meeting for the week was "He-
roes of Faith." with reference to Hebrews
si: 30, and Joshua i: 1-11; and this is what the
writer has to say of it. TVe do not remember
having seen any such plain speaking from such
circles in America.]

The greatest need in connection with
this lesson is to warn young people
against taking their conception either of

faith or of God from such Scriptures.

I well remember a child of my own com-
ing in one day from school and asking
me, "Father, what about this story of

Jericho? Miss [naming her
teacher] says that men went round the

walls and blew in trumpets, and the

walls fell down. I cannot believe it."

"Did you tell your teacher so?" I in-

quired. "Yes," she replied: "but she

told me I must believe it because it was
in the Bible." A few days later this

same child came in and said. "0 father.

I do not like God. " " Why .

"

' "I think
he is most cruel. "" "But what makes
you think so?" " The book of Joshua
we are studying at school."

It was the punishment of Achan at the

time that had impressed her as most un-
just. Yet this absurd and senseless way
of teaching the Bible is going on in

numberless day- and Sunday-schools
throughout this land. Most of the com-
mentaries will not touch these difficulties.

Even the article on "Jericho" in Hast-

gs's Dictionary, which I have just been
reading, tells the traditions as if they

were sober facts, and speaks of the Lord
direr-ting Joshua as if we were to believe

that to-day ! It borders on wickedness,

to put it mildly. Children and young
people should never be allowed to read
the book of Joshua at all without being

supplied with certain points of view
which would safeguard them from the

harm it will otherwise do.

The destruction of Jericho as recorded

in Joshua could only have been done by
rous people in a barbarous age.

'

" They utterlv destroved all that was in
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the city, both man and woman, young
and old, ox and sheep and ass, with the

edge of the sword, and burnt the city

with fire and all that was therein," sav-

ing only an ill-famed woman who had
told a lie for the mutual advantage of
herself and them. All this destruction

is represented, of course, as in accord-
ance with the command of God ! It was
for this sort of work that God gave
strength and wisdom ! It is strange that
any one leading a society like the Chris-
tian Endeavor should turn the attention

of young people to such stories as these

for any knowledge of God, or any inspi-

ration for life. The less they endeavor
after the manner of Joshua, the better.

All nations read the story of their wars
in the same way that the Israelites did.

When they went out to fight, it was
their God who had commanded them

;

when they suffered defeat, their God was
punishing them ; when they won the vic-

tory it was the reward of their God.
The wars of Israel teach us no more
about the real character of God to-day
than the wars of Assyria, and the cruel-

ties of Joshua are just as much to be
abhorred as the cruelties of Sennacherib.
We can learn no more of the will of

God for our life from the victories of
Israel than from the victories of the

Turks. The sooner the better this is

plainly said and acknowledged.
As for the Jericho incident, it is im-

possible to know what the exact fact was.

The story was written hundreds of years
after the event. An easily won victory

would naturally grow into a greater
marvel than it was. Neither the his-

torical fact nor the later representation
of it is of any importance for our life

to-day. The story could, of course, be
read as an allegory, and we could thus
learn valuable lessons from it. But even
then there are much better allegories

in teach the same lessons. We do not
wanl to believe to-day in a God who will

give us other peoples' land at the ex-

pense of driving them out of it, nor in

a ( io<l who will help us in wars of ag-

gression. Let us believe in a God who
bids us stay more at home to do justice

within our own borders. I strongly ad-

vise young people to saturate their minds
with the spirit of the Gospels, so that if

they read the book of Joshua at all they
will know where and how to condemn it.

jficlD $ote0-

Los Angeles—First Unitarian Church.
—The various activities in the church

are moving along in the usual order,

the Men's Unitarian Club and the

Channing Club each holding its month-

ly social meeting and banquet; the

Woman's Alliance busy in the several

directions in which its work is reaching

out. There is something always on

Thursday in the church parlor, and since

the holidays the Current Topics Class is

held in the old order, on the firsl and
third Thursdays of each month. Prep-

arations for the Christmas Bazaar had
made it necessary to suspend these al-

ways interesting meetings for a time.

The class is now under the able direction

of Mrs. F. B. Long.

To supply immediate financial needs

it is proposed to hold a "Food Sale" in

connection with the regular social day
at the church,—the fourth Thursday of

February. Besides all this the work for

the little Maternity Hospital goes on,

and Mrs. Wm. Baurhyte, the Alliance

president, who, with a few assistants, has

worked indefatigably in the interest of

this cause, has brought its aims and needs
before numerous women's clubs and so-

eieties, with the result that much-needed
financial aid is being extended in behalf

of this worthy philanthropy. It is the

hope and fixed purpose of the Woman's
Alliance that from this small beginning
shall grow an institution that will be
far-reaching in its work of alleviating

the miseries of the poor and needy.

On February 9th Dr. David Starr

Jordan occupied the church nuloit, de-

livering an address on "The Religion of

a Sensible American." It was a very
wet day, and the people of Los Angeles
are exceedingly averse to going out when
it rains: yet a commendably large con-

gregation assembled to hear Dr. Jordan.
which shows in what esteem he is held

bv the people of the First Unitarian

Church.
Dr. Howard continues 1 » deliver ser-

mons of unusual power and originality.

The trustees have had quite a number
of these sermons printed in panmhlel
form, and they have been in greal de-

mand for local as well as for more dis-

tanl distribution. Some recent topics

have been. ''Modern Society and Modern
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Sin" and "Dead Gods and Living
Gods."

Portland.—Our Alliance has been fa-

vored with a call from Mrs. Seabury of

Berkeley, vice-president of the National

Alliance for the Pacific Coast. An in-

formal reception was tendered her by
the ladies of the Alliance giving us an
opportunity to meet her personally. She
gave a short address, telling us of the

other societies she had visited on her
trip. It added interest to the occasion

when Miss Spaulding, president of our
Alliance, announced to us that Mrs. Sea-

bury was an old-time friend of hers in

Maine and it was very pleasant for them
to meet in this way on the Pacific Coast.

Our ladies were so encouraged with the

proceeds of the bazaar held in December
that we are planning now for a spring

sale to be held in May.

Seattle.—The members of the differ-

ent branches of the Seattle Society have
already adjusted themselves to the new
regime under Mr. J. D. 0. Powers, and
are working as earnestly as usual. The
annual meeting was preceded by a suc-

cessful dinner, about two hundred being

present.

The Board of Trustees have reorgan-

ized with the following officers : Presi-

dent, Mr. Z. B. Rawson (re-elected)
;

Secretary, Mrs. Harry Stuff; Treasurer,

Mr. J. M. Cunningham ; Chairman Com-
mittee for Music, Dr. Ivan Jansen.

The "Woman's Alliance has given

several pleasant and profitable "At
Homes," the second of the "Mile-of-

Pennies Parties," and a birthday sur-

prise luncheon for Mrs. Powers.
Mr. Powers will conduct a book review

on the fourth Friday of each month. In
January he reviewed Sir Gilbert Par-
ker's latest book, "The Weavers," and
in February, "Brain Personality," by
Rev. W. Hanna Thomson. About thirty

women and three men listened to the
February review, which was most inter-

esting.

Judge A. W. Frater was the speaker
at the February meeting of the Men's
Club. About one hundred heard him
explain the work of the Juvenile Court.
He said that the crying need is a home
of detention, where the young delin-

quents may be cared for. The Club

pledged itself to aid Judge Frater in

every way possible.

The children of the Sunday-school
were given a party on February 22d,

which they enjoyed. Judge Gorham was
elected superintendent at the annual
meeting, and the Sunday-school is very

prosperous.

We of the Seattle Society are pleased

to see by the Pacific Unitarian that

Mr. Geo. W. Stone is back on the Coast,

and we congratulate Santa Cruz.

The Young People's Fraternity has
given a number of informal parties this

winter, and on February 28th was host

at a beautiful Colonial Party, which was
largely attended.

San Francisco—First Church.—The
Society for Christian Work met in the

parlors of the First Unitarian Church
February 10th at 2 :30 p. m. After the

business, Miss Lisbeth F. Sweetser most
delightfully entertained the ladies with

a dramatic reading, in which she por-

trayed versatility and a fine artistic

temperament.
The second meeting of the month.

February 21th, was occupied with many
cases of relief work. At 3 :30 p. m., Pro-
fessor H, A. Overstreet gave "An Infor-

mal Talk on Some Modern University
Ideals,

'

' which was most instructive, and
we hope to hear Professor Overstreet

again.

The Sewing Circle, which meets the

second and fourth Mondays of each
month, at 10 :30 a. m., in the church par-

lors, is one of the happiest gatherings

we have to record. As the workers ply
the needles the busy chit-chat never lags,

and the friendly intercourse of these

meetings has often crystallized into

heart-to-heart affection. At the noon
hour the ladies repair to the basement to

enjoy their basket lunch and hot coffee.

All the women of the church who can
and will sew are welcomed to this circle,

which is ably presided over by Mrs.
Swain.

On Wednesday, February 19th, the

funeral services of Mrs. E. Flint (lov-

ingly called by her many friends Aunty
Flint) were held in the church parlors.

The rooms were fragrant with flowers

and filled with the members of the
Society for Christian Work, of which
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Mrs. Flint had been a beloved member
for over thirty years.

The Around-the-Bay Meeting was held

in the church parlors Saturday, Febru-

ary 15th. It was a delightful day and

a notable gathering of ladies from all the

sister churches, over one hundred par-

taking of lunch, after which they were
entertained by a paper from Mrs. Ever-

ett, who was the guest of honor. Mrs.

Lathrop, of Berkeley, contributed two
charming songs, accompanied on the

piano by her mother, Mrs. Schlessinger.

Rev. Bradford Leavitt instructs an
adult class in the church each Sunday,
twenty minutes before the regular morn-
ing service. The subject of the lesson

February 23d was, "The Infallibility of

Truth"; March 1st, "The Scriptures of

the Orient." This class is open to all

interested.

A parochial dinner will be given in

the parlors of the church on March 13th.

Santa Barbara. — The suggestion

made by Mrs. George W. Stone at the

Santa Barbara Conference in May, 1907,

that the Alliance of each church take

the matter of congregational singing as

a part of its work, has been acted upon
by the Santa Barbara church, and at

every Sunday morning service a group
of the older girls of the Sunday-school
lead the singing, the organist having de-

voted a week-day evening to practicing

with them.

On the evening of February 25th a
reception was given in the parish house
to our dearly beloved friends Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Frost Spencer, the occasion
being the fiftieth anniversary of their

wedding day. Life so well spent as theirs

is well worth the living. Long may they
live to bless us with their presence and
example

!

* « #

May every soul that touches mine

—

Be it the slightest contact—get therefrom
sonic good.

Sonic little grace, one kindly thought.
One inspiration yet unfelt, one bit of courage
For the darkening sky, one gleam of faith
To brave the thickening ills of life

One glimpse of brighter skies bey I the

gal lining mists,
To make this life worth while,
And heaven a surer heritage. —Selected.

iSooUe.

This department conducted by William Maxwell

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,

the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

The Magnet. A novel. By Alfred O. Crozier.

New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company.
$1.50.

Here is a book that is at first puzzling. It is

well written, full of bright, original ideas, set

forth by a man who has a mind that is unde-

niably his own, who touches life at many points,

and who has, before anything else, written a

piece of fiction that will hold the reader from
cover to cover, and yet one puts down the book
with an undisguised sense of dissatisfaction.

The reason is this, or so it seems to the re-

viewer: Mr. Crozier is a lawyer, business man.
politician, and economist. He has .1 broad
sympathy and a catholicity of view that is

unusual. His many experiences have enabled
him to see that there is much in society that

needs remedying, and he has set himself to the

stupendous task of telling his fellowmeu how
he thinks these desired improvements may lie

made realities.

Knowing the novel is our most popular form
of literary expression, Mr. Crozier has, so it

appe'ars, decided to reach the general mi ml
through that medium. But Mr. Crozier has
made this mistake: the novel appeals essentially

to women. They, and not men, have the tine

to read fiction, unless it be something decidedly
out of the ordinary. Any one who has run
the gamut of the editors of the monthly maga-
zines, and, more especially, the literary agents
of New York City, knows that fictitious litera-

ture, whether it be a short story or a novel,

must not fail in this one exaction,—namely, it

must win the feminine heart. Central govern-
ment banks; elastic currency; railroads and
how to run them in the interests of the people;
corporations in politics; the selling of lawyers
and the plotting of corporate crimes; and other
topics of a kindred nature in and of themselves,
are excellent material for the editorialist and
the essayist, but to be successful as the corner-

stone of one of "the six l>est sellers" some-
thing more is needed, and that "something
more" is the atmosphere of romance. It is just

this atmosphere that The Magnet lacks. There
is no atrial perspective of the ideal in Mr. CrO'

zier's work. A spade is a spade ivery page.
It is the art of being a good writer of fiction

that enables one to do this, and this art Mr.
Crozier, apparently, does not pusses.

It was in the year 1835 that Charles Dickens,
that past grand master of Btory-telling, in the
Bleak House, so assailed the high court of

chancery in narrating the never-ending circum-
locutions of Jarndyce and Jarndyce, that he
forever removed the delay characteristic of that
august English tribunal. It is scarcely two
years since Upton Sinclair, in the pages of The
Jungle, did more for the cause of Socialism in

America than a decade of work in other direc-

tions had hitherto accomplished, and brought
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about a revolution in the methods of Chicago
meat-packing. Success in each instance was due
to this: Dickens and Sinclair appealed to the

reasons of their loaders by first soliciting

their emotions. Neither tried first of all to

capture the bald, logical processes of their

publics.

Mr. Crozier is a man of remarkable attain-

ments. He does more things well than most
men ever do one thing, but he has yet to learn

that no man can write a novel just because he

wants to, just because he feels like it, or even
because he feels it ought to be written. To suc-

ceed with a romance, a man has to sit up nights

with it. Heroes may be composites of Thomas
W. Lawson, Old Sleuth, Francis Heney, and
Claude Melnotte, and yet fail in being attrac-

tive and convincing.

The publishers of The Magnet have done all

within their power to make the novel a success.

It is well printed and excellently illustrated.

To those who in the first place are interested

in political and economic discussions, the book
will have a strong imploration ; to those who
read fiction for the purpose of entertainment
primarily, The Magnet will not appeal.

Manual of Style. Being a compilation of the

typographical rules in force at the Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, to which are ap-
pended specimens of types in use. Chicago

:

University of Chicago Press. 50 cts.

This little manual of rules will be found help-

ful to those who are '
' gropers in the laby-

rinths of typographical style." To such it

should have a distinct appeal.

The Republic. By X. P. Andersen. Chicago:
Charles H. Kerr & Company. 50 cts.

The publications of the house of Kerr &
Company are made possible through the co-

operation of the members of the Socialist party.

The books of this firm are sold at cost price to

those who subscribe ten dollars towards the

publishing fund. So far, approximately two
thousand persons have subscribed.

"The Republic" is a fair sample of the

books that come from this press. Like most
of such volumes, it is simply written, in good
English, is free from abuse and vituperation,

and is optimistic in its tone. Mr. Andersen is

a dreamer of better things to be. By socratic

means, he presents those views which to his

judgment will ultimately result in the better-

ment of the human race. The author has made
a careful study of modern social conditions,

and his book is of considerable interest.

MARXIAN Economics. By Ernest Untermann.
Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Company.
50 cts.

"Capital," the great work of Carl Marx,
is said to be more quoted, and less read, by
those who profess its teachings than any other

book, with the possible exception of the Bible.

Into a book of two hundred and fifty pages
Professor Untermann has reduced all that is

vital of the views of Carl Marx. Tt is not a

summary, but an unfolding of the essential

facts of the three volumes that represent the

life teachings of the expatriated German econ-

omist. The theories set forth belong to Marx,
but the form of presentation is Untermann 's.

Ernest Untermann was a teacher in an East-
ern university until his views brought him into

antagonism with some of the other educators
with whom he was associated. Rather than
keep silent, he resigned his position and has
since followed a path that he considers leaves
him unfettered in thought and in speech.

Science and a Future Life. By James H.
Hyslop, Ph. D., LL. D., formerly Professor
of Ethics and Logic in Columbia Univer-
sity. Boston: Herbert B. Turner & Com-
pany. $1.50.

Professor James H. Hyslop, of the Society
for Psychical Research, has in this book pre-

sented the most important results and investi-

gations of that society. Considerable attention
is devoted to the results attained by Mrs. Piper,

of Boston, whose abilities as a medium attract-

ed the attention of Eastern scientists; and other

phenomena of a similar character. Professor
Hyslop regrets that, while men will spend
millions of dollars for polar expeditions, deep-

sea dredgings, and astronomical observatories,

nothing, or scarcely nothing, is spent to throw
light on man's destiny. Men are willing to

admit their origin from the brutes, but take no
scientific interest in attempting to find out, if

possible, what another life, if there be such,

has in store for them.
While there are many mediums who are

frauds, the author declares that there are also

a few who are thoroughly honest in their claims

to be able "to conjure spirits from the vasty
deep." Such, he says, were the manifestations

and sittings given by Mrs. Piper under the close

scrutiny of Professor Hyslop and others. So
impressed were investigators by her honesty,

that Mrs. Piper was taken to England to

exhibit her remarkable powers as a medium
before groups of psychic investigators in that

country. These sittings were so arranged that

if fraud were practiced by Mrs. Piper, she

possessed abilities to deceive, that made dupes
of some of the sanest and most learned men of

science in both America and England.
Professor Hyslop refers to the fact that all

spiritualistic communications deal with trivial

things,—jackknives, skullcaps, and penholders.

He argues that it is not the duty of the scien-

tist to prove whether life beyond the grave is

desirable or not, but whether it is or is not a
fact. "Its being a madhouse or asylum for

idiots would not weaken the evidence for its

existence." Again, nothing but trivial inci-

dents will prove personal identity. Lastly, it

may be argued that all communications of an
intelligent nature between living minds is based
upon a common sensory experience. "Things
are intelligible to us only in terms of our sense

experience, and intelligible only in so far as

it is communicated from one person to another.

The spirit world is supersensible, and without

distinct analogies with our physical world could

not be described to us from 'the other side.'

A supersensible experience cannot be expressed

in sensible terms. . . . The whole problem for

science is the explanation of the facts at any
cost, and it will not halt at their triviality when
seeking an explanation, though it may recognize

that there is an interesting perplexity to resolve

in addition to the proof of personal identity."
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Manifesto de la Komunista Partio. The
Communist Manifesto tr:i nsl;»1 <<! into Es-

peranto. By Arthur Baker. Chicago: Kerr
& Company. 50 cents.

In this edition the English version and the

translation are printed on alternate pages. The
original Communist Manifesto was written in

German, and the English translation, prepared

by Engels, has been used as the basis of this

• lit ton.

American Communities and Co-operative Col-
onies. Second revision. By William Al-

fred lliinls. Chicago: Kerr & Company.
$1.50.

Of the first revision of this work, published

five years ago, Morris Hilquit said in his "His-

tory of Socialism in the United States," it is

"altogether the must elaborate and complete ac-

count of American communities." The present

revision is still more deserving of this praise.

The author has amplified or rewritten many of

the descriptions in the earlier edition, to make
them more complete. He has added accounts

of two new co-operative experiments in Massa-
chusetts, one in Wisconsin, one in Michigan, one
in Georgia, one in Illinois, one in New Jersey,

one in Washington, D. C, two in New York, and
three in California. The number of illustrations

has been doubled, sources of information on
most of the experiments have been added, to-

gether with a full index, in which are included

the names of persons who have founded colonies

or have been prominent in promoting the colony

movement. There are not less than 170 pages
of new matter. Of the newly described colonies

the following will attract the most attention:—
The House of David, at Benton Harbor, Mich.,

with its membership of over seven hundred, and
their peculiar doctrines and customs.

The Roycrofters, of East Aurora, N. Y., of

which Elbert Hubbard of world-wide notoriety

is the founder.

The Helicon Home Colony, of Englewood,
N. J., with its plans for solving the "servant

problem," and making a children's heaven,

founded by Upton Sinclair, author of "The
Jungle."
A Polish Brook Farm in California, founded

more than twenty years ago by Madame Mod-
jeska and her Polish friends, including the au-

thor of "Quo Vndis."
The motif of the purposes of the different

social organizations considered in the book is

perhaps best expressed in a quotation taken
from Edward Everett Hale, which appears on

the title page of Mr. Hinds's thorough and
painstaking study: "Men will not be content

to live every man for himself. In work, in art,

in studv. in trade—in all life indeed—the chil-

dren of God, called by a Savior's voice, will

wish to live in the common cause. They will

live for the common wealth.— this is the mod-
ern phrase. They will bear each other's bur-

dens,—this is the phrase of Paul."

The Fire Divine. By Richard Watson Gilder.

New York: The Century Company. $1.00.

Few American poets hold to as high an ethic-

al ideal as does Richard Watson Gilder. His

last book, "The Fire Divine," is fully equal if

not superior to the many little books of poetry

he lias written that have preceded it. The fol-

lowing poem is suggestive of the general con-

tents of t he volume

:

THE OLD FAITH.

On that old faith [ will take hold once more

—

Now that the long waxes bear me to the shore

Ami life's brief voyage is o'er;

Near is the looked-for land,

—

( me wild leap on the st rand

And the dear souls I loved of old

I shall again behold,

And arms that held in ice. shall hold again.

I n blinding ways of men
Long did J mourning doubt,

Saving, "Into the universe have they gl ui

And shall be lost

In the wild waves of unseen, infinite force;

For nature heeds not all the bitter cost

But rushes on its course

Unto the far, determined goal,

Without self-conscious knowledge, or remorse."

But now the time is come, the test draws near,

And sudden my soul is innocent of fear.

ye beloved! I come! I cry

With the old passion ye shall not deny!

1 know you as I knew
When life was in its dew;
Ah, naught of me has suffered inward change.

Nor can be change essential even in you,

However far the freer spirit range.

Soul shall find soul; there is no distance

That bars love's brave insistence,

And nothing truly dies

In nil the infinite realm of woe and weal;

Throughout creation's bound thrill answers thrill

And love to love replies.

A Practical Guide to Authors. By William

Stone Booth. Boston and New York:

Houghton, Mifflin & Company. 50 cents.

Mr. Booth not only tells one how to correctly

prepare a manuscript for publication, but how
to go about the equallv difficult task of having

it accepted by a publisher. The usefulness of

the little book, which is now in its third edition,

is materially increased by a well-arranged index.

The Tuanual has already passed through several

editions.

Decisive Battles of the Law. By Frederick

Trevor Hill. New York: Harper & Broth-

ers. $2.25.

This is a book of descriptions of those great

legal contests of national importance which

have proven to be of the deepest significance in

the history of our country. Mr. Hill writes

throughout with fairness, brilliancy, and good

judgment, with the eminent impartiality which

becomes him as a lawyer ami a writer upon

law, and at the same time with the vivid touch

that is his as a novelist.

In his foreword Mr. Hill calls attention to

the fact that great legal contests have ttOl in-

frequently foreshadowed national crises in the

United States, and sometimes even determined

tli, in. The records of the courts afford most

illuminating footnotes to history, often reveal-

ing the political and human forces at work upon

events in more dramatic and vivid guise than

any other medium.
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"Do you believe that men and women
should have equal rights?" "Well—

I

used to, but since I've been married
I don't dare to say so."

—

Cleveland
Leader.

He—Have you any fine-tooth combs?
It—No, but we have some fine tooth

brushes.

—

Cornell Widow.

Some people make the mistake of

thinking they are sure just because the}7

are slow.

—

Puck.

Mr. Smith (after ill-tempered speech

by Brown)—Mr. Chairman and gentle-

men, following the example of Mr.
Brown's luncheon, I shall venture to dis-

agree with him.

—

Punch.

Small Boy—Say, mister, dere 's a sign

in yore winder readin' "Boy "Wanted."
Wot kind of a boy does youse want?
Merchant— A nice, quiet boy that

does n 't use naughty words, smoke cigar-

ettes, whistle around the office, play
tricks, or get into mischief— Small Boy
—f4wan ! Youse don 't want no boy

;

youse wants a girl. See ?

—

Chicago News.

Farmer—Somethin' the matter with
the machine? Voice (from under the

auto)—No; I just crawled under here
to get out of the sun.

—

Smart Set.

Willie—I say, father, what is the dif-

ference between "well" and "good"?
Father—I have noticed, my son, that

about the only time when you are good
is when you are not well!

—

Philadelphia
Inquirer.

Terry Casey—What 's the matter,

Jerry? What are you running for?

Jerry Lacey (messenger boy)—It 's all

right, Terry. I'm off duty now.

Little Harold—-Mamma! Mamma—
Yes, child. L. LI.—Do you still tli ink-

that if I ate some of that pie in the closet

it would make me sick? M.—I certainly

do, dear. L. H.—But it did n't.

—

Brook-
lyn Life.

"Biddy," says Pat, timidly, "did ye

iver think o ' marryin '
? " " Shure, now, '

'

says Biddy, looking demurely at her

shoe, "sure now, the subject has niver

entered me mind at all, at all." "It 's

sorry Oi am," says Pat, and he turned
away. "Wan minute, Pat," said Biddy,

softly. "Ye've set me thinkin'."

—

Lon-

don Opinion.

TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

The Judgment Day of the Church.
By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

"Is Not this Joseph's Son?"
By Thomas L. Eliot, D. D.

How to Die.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

The Real Jesus.
By Howard X. Brown.

The B'ible.

By James Freeman Clarke. D. D.
Is Future Punishment Everlasting?

By Samuel C. Beane, D. D.
The Logic of Prayer.

By John Cuckson.
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.

(Translated from the Greek.)
Will Mankind Outgrow Religion?

By Charles G. Ames, D. D.
The Bible in Theology.

By William W. Fenn.
The Perfect Law of the Lord.

By William H. Lyon, D. D.
What the World Wants of Us.

By Charles F. Dole.
The Preaching of the Cross.

By William H. Lyon, D. D.
The Three Stages of Unitarian Theology.

By James Martineau, D. D., LL. D.
The Modern Conception of God. (Short.)

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
The Unitarians.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Faith of Charity.

By Charles C. Everett, D. D.. LL. D.
The Divine Unity.

By Augustus Woodhury, D. D.
The Radical Difference between Liberal

Christianity and Orthodoxy.
By Thomas L. Eliot, D. D.

The Old Motives and the New Motives in

Religion Contrasted.
By Thomas R. Slicer.

Unitarian Christianity.

By Charles G. Ames. D. D.
Experiencing Religion.

By Seth C. Beach.
The Faith of a Free Church.

By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.
The Punishment of Sin.

By John W. Chadwick.
Our Gospel.

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
The Theologv of Unitarians.

By Charles C. Everett, D. D.. LL. D.

Unitarianism a^ a Social Force. (Short.)

By Julian C. Jaynes.
Incarnation.

By William C. Gannett.
Let Us Pray.

By Charles G. Ames. D. D.
The Strict and Normal Humanity of Jesus.

By Joseph May.
The Service of Prayer in the Work of the

World.
By Augustus M. Lord.

The Consciousness of God.
By Charles F. Dole.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

Jesus as Humanity's Ideal.

By J. T. Sunderland.

Religion.
By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.

Faith, Hope, and Love, the Children of

Sorrow.
By Charles A. Allen.

Is Going to Church a Duty?
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Accepting Life's Limitations.

By John Dumont Reid.

Blessed be Drudgery.
By William C. Gannett.

Open Inspiration versus a Closed Canon
and Infallible Bible.

By Charles William Pearson.

A Man's Right to Happiness.
By Charles Edwards Park.

The Growth of Practical Religion.

By Carroll D. Wright.

The Church and the Young People.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

The True Self Is the Best Self. (Short.)

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Unitarian Principles. (Short.)

By Henry M. Simmons.
The Law of Christ. (Short.)

By Edward P. Pressey.

The Leadership of Jesus. (Short.)

By Frank A. Gilmore.

The Unitarian Church: Its Working Forces.

(For Unitarians.)
By Frederick B. Mott.

Unitarianism and Modern Discovery.
(Short.)
By John W. Chadwick.

Unitarianism as a Character-Builder.
(Short.)
By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

Unitarianism: Religion with Liberty.
(Short.)
By George Batchelor.

Unitarianism as a Religion for Every Day.
(Short.)
By John W. Day.

Unitarian Ideals. (Short.)

By Charles F. Dole.
The Unity of the Spirit.

By Charles A. Allen.

Is the" Bible Infallible? (Small.)
By J. T. Sunderland.

The Ladder. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
An Epistle to Unitarians.

By Henry C. DeLong.
Through Narrow to Broad. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
The Cost. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
Church Membership. (For Unitarians.)

By Austin S. Garver.
The Man Who Kept Himself in Repair.

Some Unitarian Opportunities. (For Uni-
tarians.)

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the

American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon

Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

"Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the

Unitarian churches of America. It supports

missionaries, establishes and maintains

churches, holds conventions, aids in building

meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and

devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. "Wilson.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.

Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-

school paper, holds conventions, carries on a

book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.

Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the

women of the Unitarian churches for mis-

sionary and denominational work.

Address correspondence to the Clerk. Miss

Florence Everett.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1SS6.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

iu the heart of the city. Elevated and
commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
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true religion is all one thing

with life, it must include what-
ever belongs to life. Our
Unitarianism can be justified

only as a phase of that greater

movement, "the unitary sweep of all

things human into relation with all

things divine." Pure air and whole-
some food will yet be sacramental;

cleanliness will be baptismal ; an hon-
est day's work will be an acceptable

sacrifice; our breath will be prayer,

and our play will be innocent; our
very flesh will be sweet, healed of the

old disorders of the ages. Then
churches will be as households, and
households as churches; there will

be seven holy days in every week.
"This is the covenant that I will make
with them in those days, saith the Lord:
I will put my law in their minds, and
write it in their hearts ; and their sins

and iniquities will I remember no

CHARLES GORDON AMES.

SAN FRANCISCO
APRIL, 1908
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;ls1 meeting 01 the I liltarian

Club of California Mr, Horace Davis
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many.

A few days after the meeting Mr.

ContfntS. Davis called to pay his respects to Mr.

D. O. Mills, who was visiting California.

Editorials ana" to Mr. Whitelaw Reid. his son-in-

Par-Eeaching Influence 161 law - Mr. Mills was not at home, but M r.

A Live Conference 165 R?i& talked freely on the topics of com-

The World Do Move 161 mon interest. In the course of the con-

Cheap Ministers 164 versation, Mr. Davis asked Mr. Reid if

he knew how Mr. Mills came to make

the splendid endowment of $50,000 for
The Conference 167 tho chair of Mora] Philosophy at" the

Conference Reports 175 University of California. Mr. Reid re-

„ plied, "I think he bad the inclination,
Events

naturally, but he was influenced to put
First Church Supper 179 , ,

'

£ , ,. , TT •. .11
it in that rorm by that I nitarian min-

George Hansen 180 . ,
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ister here in San 1' ranciSCO,-—what was

Selected his name .'
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A Seven-Day Church 182 "Do you mean Stebbins .'
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A. Golden Wedding . 183 "Yes, that is the name—Horatio Steb-

The i 'dipit
bins. He it was who was the direel

Will Mankind Oatgnra Religion! By cans.' of the gift.

Rev. Charles Gordon Ames ... 184 Mr. Davis had always surmised that.

..,,,_ „ this was the case, but Dr. Stebbins never
< hildren a 1 department 18o

boasted of what he had done, dot said a
Notes from the Field 187 word even to so intimate a friend as Mr.

.Sparks 190 Davis that might in any way detract
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from what another had done. The veri-

fication of his suspicion greatly pleased

Mr. Davis, confirming' so strongly what

he had said a few nights before of the

service Dr. Stebbins had rendered the

University of California. Only those

who know what a far-reaching influence

has been exerted by Professor George H.

Howison, the occupant of the chair

founded by Mr. Mills, can appreciate the

value of this special service. Thousands

of young men have been given a broader,

clearer, saner outlook on life, and a

deeper, more abiding faith in the integ-

rity of moral law through the teachings

of one so deeply respected and revered.

Dr. Stebbins was wont to say that the

best investment that a capitalist could

make was to endow a man. With him

institutions were valuable only as they

made possible increased opportunity for

some man or men to help other men. He
believed unfalteringly in the value of

personal influence, especially the uncon-

scious influence exerted by a person of

fine character.

The incident above related is simply

one instance of many of the far-reaching

streams of influence springing from the

mind and heart of the really great man
who ministered to the First Church of

San Francisco and, in a very real sense,

to the State of California for thirty-

eight years. Many individuals could

join with Mr. Davis in confessing how
intimately their lives were interwoven

with his—how largely whatever was best

in them had been led forth by his influ-

ence and his love.

One other instance of influence per-

petuated in an organized form is the

"William and Alice Hinckley Fund,"
established under the will of Captain

William C. Hinckley, who died in 1879.

His wife had died several years before,

and they had no children. He had con-

siderable property and he wanted to do
good with it. He did not know how, and

he asked the advice of the minister

whom he loved and trusted. After care-

ful consideration, aided as to form by

sympathetic attorneys, he prepared a

will that, after providing fittingly for

his relatives and the relatives of his

deceased wife, established a fund in per-

petuity, to be administered by the indi-

viduals who at that time were trustees

of the First Unitarian Church, vacancies

to be filled by joint vote of surviving

trustees and the trustees of the church

at the time the vacancy should occur.

The trustees were given great freedom,

but were to administer the fund in the

furtherance of charity, education, and

religion. The needs of the poor, espe-

cially the aged, the lonely, and the in-

firm, were impressed upon them. A
specific scholarship of $300 per annum
was provided for, but beyond this all

expenditures were left to the discretion

of the trustees.

The will was attacked on the ground

that it established a perpetuity, but the

Supreme Court decided that such a per-

petuity was not against public interest

and was not illegal. Early in 1896 the

administrators turned over to the trus-

tees the capital fund of $52,000. For

eighteen years the interest has been

expended, the total disbursement being

about $-40,000, while the fund now stands

at $58,000.

Through the Society for Christian

Work, the constituted almoners of the

fund, $960 per annum is now being paid

out with the greatest fidelity and care

—

not as mere charity, but as supplement-

ing the personal sympathy and friendli-

ness of the women who extend the help-

ing hand.

How much relief from suffering, how

much sustained self-respect, how much
faith in man and trust in God, has

flowed from this benefaction, who can

estimate? The young men who, by the

aid of the scholarship, have been able to
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complete their course have, in almost

every instance, proved themselves well

worthy of the assistance. One is now a

university professor, one a distinguished

worker in social relief, and many are

successful professional men, able, by rea-

son of 1 his assistance at a critical time,

to give vastly more help and service to

society.

The value of these instances is in their

exhibiting the continued and expanding

growth of influence which we ordinarily

only suspect or assume. What we see

proved helps us to believe more strongly

in much that can never he proved, and

to yive us faith that Providence looks

out for the seeds we sow.

The present number of our paper is

given over to the proceedings of the

Conference at Alameda, which was one

of the most vital and inspiring within

the memory of habitual attendants.

There was manifest a spirit of earnest-

ness and an awakened interest in prac-

tical questions. It was well officered,

and the watchful eye of Mr. Reed, the

church host, seemed to allow nothing

needful to escape. Mr. Snow, as secre-

tary, kept the machinery well oiled and

no jars were noticeable. He brought in

a lawabiding observance of constitutional

requirements, and everything was done

decently and in order.

Mr. Reccord contributed much to the

value of the meeting, speaking wisely

and well. His remarks on a "Modern

Sunday-School," delivered under a

forced draft, showed marvelous ability

as an extemporaneous speaker. The

session was cut short by a carried-over

debate on the Pacific UNITARIAN, quite

spirited, bu1 like the beard of Polonius

too long. Then the assigned topic

the Sunday-school was taken up, and

following two excellent addresses came

the guest of honor, with much to say

and vri'v little time in which to say it.

lie spoke with greal rapidity, no1 a word

was wasted, not a word was misplaced.

He crowded the flying miniiles full of

suggestion, information, and inspiration,

and all united in declaring it to be an

mi* liuonly complete and encouraging

discussion of a mosl important depart-

ment of our work.

The Conference was not in any way

perfunctory. It had a business asped

sometimes lacking on such -asious. It

was serious in seeking real help. It was

alive and awake, and full of purpose.

Reports give little real enlightenment,

as they reveal but the matter and the

form. The intangible spirit must be

felt and imagined, but those' who could

not be present were entitled to as much

as reports can give, and we make no

apology for the space allowed nor for

holding back the number that the re-

ports might be fresh.

Other reports and papers we hope to

<dve in future numbers.

We feel a little like apologizing for

publishing the report on the Pacific

Unitarian, but the interest shown at

the Conference may indicate like interest

in others, and so Mr. Wilbur's kind and

complete report goes in in full. It is

gratifying to find that there are so

many who feel almost violently that our

organ must not die. Let us hope that

their interest will lie further shown in

contributing to its life. Its existence is

the first consideration in point of time,

and that means that four blades of grass

must grow where three grow now. but

fullness of life must follow or existence

is not worth while.

In a memorable trip with Dr. Steb-

bins we once dined at a pretty poor

hotel in the San Joaquin Valley. When

the meat course arrived it was bordered

by potatoes boiled in their own jackets.

The fork made a discouraging entrance

and the knife revealed hopeless soggi-
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ness. Laying it down with a whimsicrl

smile, the doctor said :

'

' Charles, I never

eat a potato because it is a potato."

The significance of this remark fre-

quently recurs. There is no use in main-

taining a denominational paper because

it is a denominational paper. If it is

raw and heavy, it will invite indigestion.

If it is too mellow, it is only fit for

chickens. To be palatable, it must be

sound and ripe, and it must be sub-

jected to an adequate amount of heat.

It is not given to the best of cooks al-

ways to attain the ideal, but in this in-

stance we have the advantage of a good

tuber. We believe our Burbank is un-

surpassed, and that if it is well-cooked

it will be wanted. If therefore it is

not largely eaten, we shall feel that it is

not being satisfactorily prepared, and

shall devote our energies to dishwash-

ing or some less exciting occupation.

Striking evidence that the "world do

move" is just at hand in the shape of

a recent discussion concerning foreign

missions, in which seventeen different

writers and preachers of distinction in

the Congregational Church have given

the motives which impel churchmen of

to-day to seek the "salvation of the

heathen." Not one of these distin-

guished leaders clearly urges that su-

preme motive which only twenty years

ago was thought to be the very "nerve"
of missionary effort. It was the good

fortune of the writer to listen to that

historic "battle of the giants" at Des

Moines, Iowa, when just about twenty

years ago one whole day was given, in

the meeting of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, to

the earnest and solemn discussion of the

question, Can even one of the poor

heathen be saved who dies unreached

and unblessed by the Gospel of Christ?

To admit that any man could be saved

who had never heard of Christ, it was

decided, would cut the "nerve of mis-

sions," and doctors of divinity and pres-

idents of colleges joined in tearful and

eloquent pleading that the faith once

delivered to the saints be maintained in

all its power and purity. Beyond doubt

these men believed that here was a ques-

tion of permanent and vital importance.

Yet fifteen years ago it was decided to

permit men to preach in foreign lands

who were not just certain of the eternal

damnation of all heathen, and now the

whole discussion is forgotten, and the

fate of the heathen after death is not

seriously considered in connection with

foreign missions. Verily, the "world do

move," and with decent rapidity.

At a recent conference in one of the

New England States the suggestion was

seriously made that it is now necessary

to establish a celebate ministry for our

Protestant churches. Salaries are al-

ready ridiculously small, and are stead-

ily growing smaller. It is now, so we

are informed, impossible for large num-

bers of the clergy to maintain even a

moderate sized family. The only remedy

would seem to be either to place one man
over many churches,-—an unsatisfactory

arrangement, for even the poorest church

wants more than the fraction of a min-

ister, — or the training of a celebate

clergy, which it is thought would burden

the churches far less than a married

ministry.

The suggestion is an admirable one.

But does it go far enough? May not a

further retrenchment in salaries be nec-

essary. Would it not be well to train

our theological students in the art of

living on one meal a day? Doubtless

some of them approximate that now.

And when the one-meal-a-day system

was fully established, long fasts might be

introduced, which would still further

reduce the "cost of preaching." And if

all this does not sufficientlv lighten the
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burden perhaps some one could invent a

single garment—ample, but inexpensive

Eor clerical wear, so that with one meal

n day and one garment per year, say,

each church can afford to have its own

minister.

There may be one difficulty with this

solution of the problem, that of finding

men who will submit to such hard con-

ditions. But sonic men will submit to

anything, and possibly the modern

church wants that kind of men. We
shall see. W. D. S.

* « *

An April Thought.

Fair April now showeth Cud's works again,

For legion are blossoms adown the lane,

Aii.l scattered are petals along thy path:

Dost envy her this groat power she hath?

Thru know that thou art blest with powers

That e'er lend cheer to the passing hours;

And, thinking and dreaming that thou art

Spring,

Use thy magic wand, and true blessing bring.

And first, in the gift of powers know
A sunny smile thou canst bestow;

To sorrowing hearts 'twill be as balm:

'T is sunshine that makes the spring so calm.

And gaily as the song of bird,

O! let thy voice be sweetly heard;

'Twill always heal sick hearts and sad:

'T is music that makes the spring so glad.

And all thy deeds divinely wrought
Are blossoms true of thy noblest thought;

They brighten the toiler's weary way:
'T is flowers that make the spring so gay.

And thy magic wand is a loving heart

And patient will to learn thy part,

Ere. thou canst followT this ideal

That Spring in all her works makes real.—Mary Emerson Doble.

That man is perfect in faith who can

come to God in the utter dearth of his

feelings and his desires, without a glow
or an aspiration, with the weight of low

thoughts, failures, neglects, and wander-
ing forgetfulness, and say to him, "Thou
art my refuge, because thou art my
home. '

'

—

George Macdonald.

When a man is sincerely penitent for

his misdeeds, and gives satisfactory evi-

dence of the same, he can safely be

pardoned, and there is no exception to

the rule.-

—

Abraham Lincoln.

Rev. John Rowland Lathrop, of

lie ike ley, preached in the Palo Alto

church on March 15th, exchanging with

Mr. Snow, who spoke in Berkeley.

Rev. William Day Simonds was the

guesl of honor of the St. Andrew's So-

ciety of Oakland on March 12th, speak-

ing entertainingly on "The Mission of

the Men of Mirth."

The project of a seven-day church, so

attractively set forth by Rev. George W.
Stone, of Santa Cruz, has received an

encouraging hand through a gift from

Mrs. Harriet M. Blackburn, by means

of which a large lot in the rear of the

church has been bought for the club-

house site. The church now owns
through from Center to Washington

Street.

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones gave three

addresses before the Unitarian School Eor

the Ministry "Savonarola." "Thomas
a Kempis." and "John Wesley." His

lecture of "Ibsen" before the (manning
Auxiliary was thoroughly enjoyed. Af-

ter the lecture, he was made radiant by

being addressed in the best of Welsh by

a constant attendant of the church who

was horn to the marvelous tongue.

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones was the guest

of honor at a banquet given by the Men 's

Club of the Oakland church on the even-

ing of March 17th, Colonel Irish acting

as toastmaster. The subject of Mr.

Jones's talk was "The Cost of the Fool."

Rev. J. A. Cruzan is spending a few

weeks in Eureka and filling the vacant

pulpit. He seems to have been pleasant-

ly received and to have been favorably

impressed by the city and its people.

Rev. A. P. Reccord, of Springfield.

Mass., the latest "Billings blessing" to

the Pacific Coast, reached the conference

to which he so largely contributed by

way of Southern California. He arrived

in San Diego on March 17th, and was

given an informal reception at the Hotel

Brewster. On the 19th he addressed the

Pomona Society, and . on the 22d

preached in Santa Barbara. On the

29th he occupied the pulpit of the San
Francisco church, being listened to with

close attention while he unfolded the

fundamental truths of religion.
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Rev. Calvert C. Snioot on March 19th

delivered an interesting lecture before

the Parlor Lecture Club of Fresno. His

subject was, "Portia, the Ante-type of

the New Woman."

After traversing the coast from Bel-

lingham southward, Rev. Jenkin Lloyd
Jones left by the way of the last open
door on United States soil. He preached

at Los Angeles on the 22d, on "Paul."
and on Monday evening addressed the

faithful at San Diego. At Los Angeles
he gave a reporter this characteristic

word: "My religious faith is this. That
I live in this world the best I can. Every
day I try to do something to make the

world a little better place to live in. I

don't worry a whole lot about the world
to come. I have faith that the next
world will take care of itself."

The recent campaign for high license

resulted in gratifying obliteration of

ecclesiastical lines. On the evening of

March 8th the pulpit of Trinity Church
was occupied by Rev. Bradford Leavitt

and a Unitarian lavman, speaking on
1

' The Control of the Liquor Traffic.
'

' A
large congregation listened with marked
attention. The vested choir furnished

impressive music, and the dignified serv-

ice was conducted by the assistant to

the Rector, but the only speakers were
the representatives of the heretical sect.

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones made a cap-

ital address at San Jose before the "Pa-
cific Short Story Club." After the lec-

ture he gave his ideas on the temperance
reform to the editor of the Mercury, say-

ing: "I am in favor of high license,"

he said, "in San Francisco and all over

the country. It is a step in the educa-

tion of the people to do without the

saloon entirely. The saloon fight is not

a battle with the appetite for drink or

with the individual. It is a battle with

immense capitalistic and commercial in-

terests. The liquor interests of the coun-

try are more widely distributed and more
closely organized than either the Steel

or the Standard Oil corporations. High
license in the city is a feature of the

great graft prosecution tactics. The
struggle is not being carried on now by

temperance societies or preachers or re-

formers so much as by the taxpayers and
the business interests. I do not know
how it is here, but the strongest influ-

ences for temperance in the Middle West
are some of the railroad companies, who
forbid all their numerous employees to

use intoxicants. If one of them is known
to take a drink he is immediately dis-

charged. Some of the companies have
even shifted payday to Monday instead

of Saturday in order that their men may
not idle Sunday with a fresh supply of

money in their pockets.
'

'

Beginning Sunday, March 8th, the

members of the parish of the First Uni-
tarian Church of Arlington. Massachu-
setts, will celebrate the one hundred and
seventy-fifth anniversary of the found-
ing of the church. At the morning serv-

ice a special musical program will be

followed by a sermon by Rev. Mr. Gill,

the minister of the church. In the even-

ing a sermon will be delivered by Rev.

Prof. G. E.Horr, and his theme will be
"The Baptists." Sunday evening,

March 15th, Rev. Charles F." Carter will

speak for the Congregational ists; March
22d, Dean Hodges for the Episcopalians;

March 29th. Rev. Frederick A. Bisbee

for the Universalists, and April 5th,

Dean Fenn of Harvard will preach on
Unitarianism. As the final act of the

celebration a parish sociable will be held

in the church Friday evening, April

10th.

Rev. Burt Estes Howard is speaking
very plainly about needed reform in our
criminal law, and the seed will fall into

receptive soil. In a late sermon, he said :

"If there is any one trait which seems

to mark the American citizen to-day it

is a fixed disregard for law and a

lack of respect for lawmakers. It

would seem that murder was about the

safest occupation a man could engage in,

in this 'free' land of ours. Perhaps fig-

ures do not mean much, but we can get

an idea of the workings of the criminal

law of this country compared with other

countries, when we note that in Germany
the number of convictions equal 95 per

cent and a fraction, while in the Uuited

States the convictions were one and a

third out of every hundred."
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Mr. Lloyd G. Knight, of the Methodist
Episcopal ministry, having satisfied the

Committee on Fellowship for the Pacific

States, is hereby commended to 6nr min-
isters and churches. In accordance with

the vote of the National Conference, at

the expiration of six months from the

date of his acceptance (March 14, 1908)

by the Pacific Stales Committee, he will

be received into i" 1 1 1 1 fellowship, unless

meanwhile the executive committee shall

take adverse action.

E \kl M. Wilbur,
Thomas L. Eliot,

Benjamin A. Goodridge,

Committee.
# * *

The measure of our children's great-

ness is determined largely by the intel-

lectual streams and the moral tides which

are flowing down the ancestral hills into

the human soul. TTow great is our re-

sponsibility to the intellectual and moral
life of our time in the face of this great

fact. It is not only our duty, but it is

our high privilege to throw all the weight

of our influence into those intellectual

and moral movements which shall so

train our children that they shall give

to future generations ever nobler and
greater men and women, and to each

child its divine birthright. Thousands of

children are not so much horn into life

as they are damned into life. No life is

so low and sunken that it cannot be

raised if we but set free the imprisoned
divine energies there, guide and guard
them till they are strong enough to do
their work alone. Shall we not give as

much thought to the making of a perfect

man as we do to the growing of perfect

corn, to the development of animals'
./. />. 0. Powers.

# * *

The Headquarters Fund.
[Continued from page 144 in March, 1908,

Dumber of Pacific Txitarian.]
Amount :ickno\vlci|ir(><I in Pacific Uni-
tarian for March $679.00

Chestnut Hill Branch, chestnut Hill

Chapel, Massachusetts 5.00
Indianapolis Alliance, All Souls' Uni-

tarian Church, [ndiana 4.00

$688.00

Catherine Gratjpner Stone.
Mrs. George Whitefield Stone,

Santa < !ruz, < 'alifornia.

Che Conference.

Pacific Coast Conference -- The
Twenty-third Session.

On Tuesday, March 31st, the Pacific

Coast Conference of Unitarian and
Other Christian Churches met in the

Unitarian Church, Alameda, for its

twenty-third annual session. Delegates

from some of the more distant churches

arrived during the afternoon, but the

larger number of outside attendants did

not put in tin appearance until the next

day. There was, however, a fairly

numerous company gathered when, at

8 P. m., the assembly was formally called

to order by the president, W. IT. Payson,

of Berkeley.

Mr. Payson, in his opening address,

struck what he said would be the key-

note of the Conference,—work, not for

once a year, but for all the year. Per-

haps, he said, the churches have de-

pended too much on outside agencies for

their work, have not developed a "Coast
consciousness"—a sense of their own
mission. With this word about the pur-

pose of the session, Mr. Payson plunged
at once into a discussion of larger issues.

His theme was the civic responsibility

that rests on those of our household of

faith. It rests with especial weight on

us, he declared, because our Unitarian

religion is a religion of democracy. The
ideas for which we stand are closer than

those of other denominations to the real

ideas of democracy. Rut we have lived

to see democracy trampled on. We have
seen attorneys prostitute their talents,

in service inimical to the State, and to

see bankers faithless to their trusts.

Something of the spirit that animated

the Unitarians of California during the

Civil War—Starr King and his little

band, who saved this commonwealth to

the Union—is needed among us now and
here. We need an Isaiah to rise up and

scourge the people. We as churches and

as a Conference, said Mr. Payson in

conclusion, have a magnificent duty and
a magnificent opportunity. These evils

are only for a time. They will pass. In

the holy of holies of all our hearts are

the ideals of the republic and of our

faith. These are eternal and will not

pass away.
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Mr. Payson then introduced the speak-

er of the evening, the Eev. Augustus P.

Reccord, of Springfield, Mass., Billings

lecturer for the American Unitarian
Association. After giving to the Con-
ference the greetings of the Rev. Samuel
A. Eliot, D. D.. president of the Asso-
ciation, he proceeded to speak with great
vigor, clearness, and interest on his sub-
ject— '

' Unitarianism : Retrospect and
Prospect.'' In a brief and luminous re-

view of our denominational history, he
declared that although as a definite

movement Unitarianism is less than a

hundred years old, yet as an attitude of

mind towards truth it is as old as Chris-
tianity. Ours, he said, is the freedom
with which Christ set men free. Mr.
Reccord traced the course of our church
in New England, dividing it in three
periods,—the affirmative, represented by
Channing; the reconstructive, repre-

sented by Theodore Parker and R. W.
Emerson; and the organizing period, in

which we are taking part. Having
through the years kept our faith fluid,

flexible, and easily adjustable, having
kept pace with the developments of evo-

lution, criticism, and philosophy, our
church is best equipped for the work of
to-day. In it men can be religious with-
out being orthodox, and without being
superstitious. Whether our church does
this work or not depends upon us. upon
our loyalty. The speaker closed with a

plea to all his hearers to go back and
make their own churches powerful in

each community.

Wednesday, April 1st.

The first morning session of the Con-
ference was given over to reports from
the churches, and discussion of church
activities. Reports were heard from all

but five of the twenty-five churches, and
two of these sent in reports which were
read the next day. For convenience
they are noticed here as if given at the

Wednesday session in their proper place.

A brief report from Everett, Wash-
ington, was the first read. With a mem-
bership of somewhat less than forty, the

church is out of debt. Its minister, the

Rev. 0. J. Nelson, is about to leave, but
the church looks forward to continuing
its work on permanent lines, in a grow-
ing city of 30,000 inhabitants, if a

strong, active minister can be found
without too great delay to succeed him.

Reports from both the secretary and
the minister of the church in Bellingham,
Washington, were hopeful in tone. The
Rev. Fred Alban Weil has been minister

since October, taking hold after the

society had been for some months dor-

mant, and has increased the regular Sun-
day morning attendance from less than
twenty to more than forty persons. The
church is given $400 aid by the American
Unitarian Association, and has been
promised money by the same organiza-

tion for a building-lot. In spite of the

aid, however, the members have to raise

about three times as much as formerly,

because of supporting, for the first time
in their history, a minister of their own.
The movement is somewhat handicapped
by local feeling against Unitarianism.

A report from Spokane, Washington,
sent by the minister, the Rev. George W.
Fuller, spoke with enthusiasm of the op-

portunities in that rapidly growing
commercial center, which expects to

reach a population of a quarter of a

million in a few years. The attendance

at church and Sunday-school has been
increased during the year, and the work
along other lines has prospered. The
church has been under heavy burden for

street assessments, however, and owing
to the withdrawal of A. U. A. aid,

amounting to $300, the minister has been
obliged to engage in secular work on
week-days, being excused from all par-

ish work except officiating at funerals.

From Seattle. Washington, the minis-

ter, the Rev. J. D. O. Powers, sent a

report showing that the church is work-
ing at full pressure. Its membership is

more than 650. Its average attendance

at service is 400. The Sunday-school has

an enrollment of more than 200. Its re-

ceipts for last year were nearly $5,000.

The report sent from Hood River, Ore-

gon, was a plea for a minister to take

up the work in a rapidly growing com-
munity, in a church with a new. com-
fortably furnished building, free of debt.

.Mrs. T. L. Eliot, wife of the minister

emeritus of the Portland church, re-

ported for that old and strong society.

The church has an attendance ranging
from 70 in the summer to 300 in the

winter. It raised nearly $6,500 for cur-
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rent expenses Inst year, with nearly

$1,000 more for missionary and chari-

table work. It has a strong Sunday-
school of more than 100 members, with

active Alliance and Young People's Re-

ligious Union. The church is about to

employ an assistant minister.

Mr. Alfred Clement, secretary of the

Alameda church, reported for the first

California church called on by the presi-

dent. The average attendance during
the year has been 60- the amount raised

for current expenses was about $2,600,

with nearly $100 for outside work. The
Sunday-school has an attendance of 50.

Mrs. Haywood and the Rev. E. G.

Spencer reported Tor the Woodland
church. There is an average attendance

at service of 30, and at Sunday-school of

ir> The church raised last year nearly

$900, and the A. U. A. gave $200 aid.

The Rev. W. T. Hutchins reported for

the Santa Rosa church a gain during the

year in interest and attendance. Sub-

scriptions and collections during the

year, however, amounted to less than

$250, with another $100 from rental of

the building and other sources. The A.

U. A. gave $200 aid, which, if continued,

will permit the payment of $40 a month
salary to the minister. If discontinued,

his salary will have to be dropped to $25
a month. In spite of the financial diffi-

culties, however, Mr. Hutchins reported

a brave determination, on the part of

both people and minister, to keep up the

fight.

A report from Santa Cruz briefly out-

line! I the plan for a more extensive work
aboul to be carried out by the Rev.

George W. Stone, who has recently taken

up the pastorale of the church. A large

parish house will be erected, and people

and minister are looking forward to ac-

tivity seven days of every week" in their

new plant.

Report of harmonious and progressive

work", under the leadership of the Rev.

Francis Watry, was received from Santa

Ana.
A aotable year in the history of the

First Church, San Francisco, was out-

lined by Mrs. Lloyd Baldwin in her re-

port. Tn spite of the earthquake and
lire, the church and Sunday-school have

made steady gains since April. 1906. The
Rev. Bradford Leavitt added a few-

words.

The recent decision of the Second

Church of San Francisco to sell its

property and move to a new location was
announced by the Rev. C. C. Smoot in

his report of the year's activities. For
seven or eight years an exodus of sup-

porters has been noticeable in the Sec-

ond Church, but has been especially

marked since the disaster of 1906. Dur-
ing the past three and a half years no

less than thirty-five families, among
them many of the most active workers
and supporters, moved away from the

parish, leaving last year only about

Ihirty-five active members. In spite of

these drawbacks, the church has had an
average attendance of more than 100,

and has raised nearly $1,700 for current

expenses, receiving only $425 aid. It

has, however, been obliged to borrow
$1,000. The church will for the present

hold its services in a centrally located

hall.

San -lose was reported for by Mrs. A.
T. Herman and the Rev. J. A. Cruzan,
the minister. The year has been very
encouraging.

The church in Redlands, which was
represented by the Rev. Maxwell Savage,

its minister, reported an average attend-

ance of 100, with a Sunday-school of 10

members; $2,400 was raised last year for

current expenses, and $250 for outside

work. Its influence in the community
has continued to grow.

The church at Pomona, also repre-

sented by its minister, the Rev. George

Eleber Rice, sent a report showing in-

crease in attendance ( averaging 70 ). and
steady, progressive work by all parish

organizations. Special attention has

been paid to introducing the Paragraph
Pulpit, which has been very successful.

The year was hard financially, resulting

in a deficit of $200, made good by a con-

tribution from the minister. The church

raised $1,800 Tor current expenses, and
was given $200 by the A. l\ A. to paint

its build ini;'.

.Mi-. A. C. McLaughlin, clerk of the

Palo Alto church, reported a year of

rapid growth for this recently organized

society. The church has raised nearly

$1,000 for current expenses, and has

1 n given $1,000 by the A. P. A. It

has been given a pipe-organ by the

church in Scituate, Mass. A club of

men has been successfully organized.
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An encouraging report was sent from
the Oakland church by Mr. Francis

Cutting, one of its delegates. With the

coming of the Rev. W. D. Simonds as

minister, the society has felt the quick-

ening of a new life. Fifty-six new mem-
bers have been received, and the average

morning attendance has jumped from
70 to 250. The evening services have

developed an average attendance of no
less than 350. The sum of $3,500 was
raised for current expenses, with a tem-

porary loan of $1,000 to make up for

deficiencies; but the outlook for next

year promises support sufficient to meet
all needs. A men's club has been organ-

ized.

Although Los Angeles was represent-

ed at the Conference, no report was
given.

A letter from the Women's Alliance

at Fresno showed that the loyalty and
devotion of a few women were keeping
that organization in existence, but that

there was no immediate hope of resum-
ing church services.

A report forwarded from Santa Bar-
bara showed a year of prosperity for

that parish. Ordinary congregations

have been larger than ever, and the

Paragraph Pulpit work has been taken

up. Something over $3,000 was raised

for expenses.

A report for the Eureka church was
made by the Rev. J. A. Cruzan, of San
Jose, who had just returned from a

journey there on behalf of the A. U. A.
The church had raised during the year
more than $800, and had been helped
to the extent of $300 by the A. U. A.
The minister left in January, after

staying less than a year. There had
been an average church attendance of

50, and a Sunday-school attendance of

40. Mr. Cruzan declared that there is

;i fun' opportunity in Eureka for the

right man.
Mrs. AVilliam Wattles gave the Berke-

ley report. Morning attendance at this

church vuries from 150 to 250. Nearly
$3,000 was raised for current expenses.

and $100 was sent as contribution to

the A. I*. A., although in previous years
the A. IT. A. has given the church aid.

A young people's organization lias been

formed, with a membership of 50. The
Sunday-school has about 50 members.

Salem, Oregon, and San Diego, Cal-

ifornia, were the only churches not

heard from in any way. In view of

the general interest aroused by the re-

ports, the president was instructed to

appoint a committee to consider them,

and to make such recommendations to

the Conference as it saw fit.

A brief devotional service, led by the

Rev. John Howland Lathrop, of Berke-

ley, followed. The meeting was then

continued by a talk on "How to In-

crease Church Attendance," by the Rev.

William Day Simonds, of Oakland, who
was introduced by the president as one
particularly well qualified to speak on
this subject. It is hoped that Mr. Si-

monds 's remarks may be published in

full in a later issue of the Pacific Uni-
tarian. Air. Simonds was followed by
Professor E. Whitney Martin, treasurer

of the Unitarian Church of Palo Alto,

who spoke on "Church Finances." Mr.
Martin described very wittily the ex-

periences of a church treasurer, giving

by the way many helpful hints as to

methods by which people may be not

so much asked to give, as presented with

an opportunity of living. Mr. Martin
closed with a plea for more generous
giving to the Unitarian cause outside

the local churches. He instanced one
fairly strong suburban Congregational
church in the East which gives each

year for missionary work a sum nearly

equal to its own running expenses

—something over $7000. He compared
with this the amount sent from the en-

tire Coast hist year to the A. U. A.,—

a

little more than $1600. He said that

if the Conference were to call on the

churches for support, he was sure that

the treasurers, by personal appeals to

the members, could see that it was given.

The hour being so late, there was no
time for discussion of these two papers.

so the Conference adjourned to the

church parlors for luncheon, provided

by the ladies of the Alameda church.
I 'p<»n coming to order again at two
o'clock-. .Mr. Payson turned the chair

over to .Miss Gertrude Soule, who called

for reports from the Alliances. The Al-

liances were almost as fully represented
as the churches, and the reports showed
a year of effective work in all the branch-
es. At the conclusion of the reports
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three interesting papers were read. Mrs.

W. B. Seabury of Berkeley, spoke of

the relation of the Alliance to the

church; Mrs. Robert II. Collyer of San
Francisco gave some helpful suggestions

to Alliances, and Mrs. B. F. Giddings of

Haywards spoke of The Post-office Mis-

sion.

At half pasl three o'clock the minis-

ters retired to another room to hear and
discuss a paper by the Rev. E. <1. Spen-

cer of "Woodland, on "The Unreality of

Death." It is hoped to publish this

beautifully written and suggestive pa-

per in full in a later issue of the Pacific

Unitarian. The meeting, which is ex-

pected to be the first of a continuous

series of annual ministerial conferences

on theological themes, was very suc-

cessful in drawing forth a variety of

views in the extremely interesting topic

treated.

After these two meetings the delegates

scattered for dinner at hospitable Ala-

meda homes, to meet again at the

church in the evening as guests of the

Unitarian Club of Alameda. The Club
combined its ladies' night with a recep-

tion to the members of the Conference,

and the company filled the auditorium
and the adjacent parlor to overflowing.

The evening opened with a musical pro-

gram, consisting of solos and duets by
a tenor and a baritone. The president

of the Club, Mr. Herbert D. Clark, af-

ter a few words of welcome, then intro-

duced as speaker for the evening Colonel

.John P. Irish of Oakland. Colonel

Irish's address, which was full of bright

illustrations and pertinent stories, was
on "The Rocks Ahead of Our Ship of

State." The speaker traced the history

of popular government both in England
and America with frank criticism of its

tendencies in our own land, and compari-
sons with results in the older nation.

Thursday, April 2nd.

The last day's session of the Confer-
ence was called to order a little after

nine o'clock by the president. The dele-

gates began at once on the business be-

fore them, but though things were kept

moving as fast as possible, it was found
impossible to gel through without meet-
ing a half an hour earlier in the after-

noon, and at that encroaching a full hour

on the regular program. The special

committees of the session, appointed on
Wednesday by the chair, were first called

on for their reports. The committee on

credentials and place of meeting—Will-

iam \V. Parker of Santa Cruz*, Mrs. G.

II. Murdock of Alameda, and Rev. S. B.
Snow of Palo Alto—reported that 16

out of the 25 churches of the Conference
were represented by one or more dele-

gates. These churches were: Pell illgha in.

Wash.; Portland, Ore.; Alameda,
Berkeley, Eureka, Los Angeles, Oakland,
Palo Alto, Pomona, Redlands, San Fran-
cisco, First Church and Second Church,
San Jose, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa and
Woodland, California. Nine churches—
Everett, Seattle, and Spokane, Wash.;
Hood River and Salem, Ore., and
Fresno, San Diego, Santa Ana and Santa
Barbara, Cal., were not represented.

Since credentials were presented by the

delegates of only three churches, it was
impossible to report on the exact number
of accredited delegates present, and the

committee strongly recommended that

for another Conference delegates come
with credentials properly made out by
the clerks of their churches.

The committee also reported favorably

of Seattle as the place for the next Con-
ference, Seattle having extended the

invitation last year at Santa Barbara,
through the Rev. W. D. Simonds, and
having renewed it this year through the

Rev. J. D. 0. Powers. There is to be
a great exposition in Seattle in 1909. and
the committee suggested that the ques-

tion of date be left open, pending fur-

ther correspondence with the Seattle

minister and church.

The Committee on Nominations—the

Rev. Bradford Leavitt of San Francisco.

Mrs. William Wattles of Berkeley, and
Mr. Hugh Hamilton of Oakland—then,

through its chairman, presented its re-

port, which was accepted, and the sec-

retary was instructed to cast one ballot

for the officers nominated. The Nominat-
ing Committee found that the annual
election of officers has for some years

pasl been irregular, the constitution pro-

viding for a directorate of twelve mem-
bers, in three groups, each group serv-

ing three years. In order to get back to

this method the committee proposed the

election of twelve members as follows:
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To serve for one year—The Rev. Burt
Estes Howard, of Los Angeles ; William
P. Olds, of Portland, Ore.; W. H.
Payson, of Berkeley; and Miss Helen
Spauldrng, of Portland, Ore. To serve

for two years—Francis Cutting-

, of Oak-
land ; W. H. Gorham, of Seattle, Wash.

;

W. F. Nixon, of Woodland; and Miss
Estelle Shepard, of Recllands. To serve

for three years— The Hon. Horace
Davis, of San Francisco ; the Rev. B. A.
Goodridge, of Santa Barbara; George
H. Murdock, of Alameda ; and the Rev.
Sydney B. Snow, of Palo Alto. These
directors, according to the constitution,

elect the officers of the Conference,
either from among their own number or

from the Conference at large. The
Nominating Committee moved to recom-
mend that the treasurer selected be Mrs.
Mary B. Presson, of San Francisco, and
the recommendation was passed by the

Conference.

The Committee on Reports from the

Churches—the Rev. Earl M. Wilbur of

Berkeley, Mrs. Lloyd Baldwin of San
Francisco, and Professor E. Whitney
Martin of Palo Alto—then made known
to the Conference through its chairman
that in the time at its disposal it could
not adequately consider the church re-

ports, but recommended that this work
be promptly done by the directors of

the Conference. The report was ac-

cepted by the delegates, and the direct-

ors were instructed by vote "to make a

thorough investigation of the needs of

the churches on this Coast, and on the

basis of such investigation to forward
to the directors of the American Uni-
tarian Association, before the annual
meeting of that organization in May. .

their recommendation of the amount of

missionary aid needed by our churches
for the coming year, and the places to

which it be given.

By vote it was decided to postpone
consideration of the report of the Com-
mittee on Resolutions until later in the

meeting, and Dean Wilbur was called

upon to present the report of the Pacific

Unitarian School for the Ministry. This
report, which was followed by enthusi-

astic comment on the part of the dele-

gates, will be found in full in another
part of the current number of the

Pacific Unitarian. When Mr. Wilbur

had finished, the Rev. Mr. Hutchins of

Santa Rosa rose to suggest the need at

the school of a "prophets' chamber,"
where ministers from out of town who
wanted a few days' quiet reading might
stay. Mr. Wilbur replied that such a

chamber was in readiness for any prophet
who came, only there was no bed in it.

An offer of furniture was at once made
by Mrs. Wattles of Berkeley. The Rev.
Mr. Leavitt of San Francisco then called

the attention of the Conference to the

need of scholarships in the school, say-

ing that in his church the women's or-

ganization had already established one
by a yearly gift of $50, which next
year would be raised to $100. Dele-

gates from San Jose, Palo Alto, Berke-
ley and Portland, Ore., pledged them-
selves to do all in their power to raise

funds in their churches towards schol-

arships. On motion of Mr. Leavitt the

Conference formally commended the

school to the support of its members,
suggesting that the best way to express

that support is by establishing annual
scholarships of any sum.

Mrs. Mary" B. Presson, manager, and
Mr. J. Conklin Brown, chairman of the

Headquarters Committee, then reported

for Headquarters. Their reports will

also be found in this issue. Mr. Brown's
statement of the financial condition of

this institution resulted later in a vote

appropriating the sum of $300, to be

raised by the Conference, for its needs.

After a devotional service led by the

Rev. Frederick L. Hosmer, D. D., of

Berkeley, the Pacific Unitarian was
reported on in behalf of a temporary
editorial committee appointed by the

ministers around the Bav, by the Rev.

E. M. Wilbur of Berkeley. Mr. Wilbur
offered certain resolutions which were
referred to the Committee on Resolu-

tions. This report will also be found on
another page of this number.
The Conference then took up the sub-

ject of the morning which, indeed, the

reports had been preparing for: ''The
Mission of the Pacific Coast Confer-
ence." In the unexpected absence of

the Rev. Mr. Goodridge of Santa Bar-

bara, the Hon. Horace Davis of San
Francisco was the only opening speaker.

Mi*. Davis, with great earnestness, called

upon the Conference to shoulder its bur-
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dens. If this Conference is to be of any
pood, he declared, it must do something.

It can work in two ways,—with the

American Unitarian Association, and by

itself in its own local Held. Of course

we want to do all we can in the larger

work, he continued, but three things are

distinctly our own work,—the Pacific

Unitarian, the Beadquarters, and the

School for the Ministry. The Pacific

Unitabian we ought to take up so en-

thusiastically as to put it immediately
on a paying basis. The Headquarters of

course cannot be on a paying basis, and
if we are to continue to have it, we have

got to support it. But, continued Mr.

Davis, there is no question of our not

having it; with such a head of steam as

Mrs. Presson carries we couldn't stop it

if we tried. Mrs. Presson is always

there to help the ministers and laymen
of our churches in every possible way;
there she manages the Pierce Library

;

there she conducts the business of the

Pacific Unitarian
;
there she attends to

the affairs of the Unitarian Club of Cali-

fornia ; there our denominational inter-

ests on the Coast center. Mrs. Presson 's

office is our 25 Beacon Street. We can't

give it up. By means of uncertain gifts

and by using our insurance money—our

capital—the Headquarters has worried
along for the past year. But it must
rest on a more substantial basis in the

future.

This Conference, Mr. Davis declared,

ought to assess itself at least $750 a year

for its bare necessities. Over and above
that we ought to give as much as we
are able to the work of the A. U. A., but
our local necessities are first. "I want
to see our Conference turned into an
active body," said he in conclusion.

After a few words in the same spirit

by Mr. I'ayson, the president of the

Conference, the Rev. Mr. Reed of Ala-
meda spoke with great earnestness for

the cultivation of broader missionary
spirit. He declared that not Only had
the churches failed in doing their duty
by their own local needs, but that in

addition they ought to give much more
freely than they do to the national mis-

sionary organization. The Rev. Mr.
Leavitt of San Francisco, who followed.

spoke also of the i 1 for fostering the

deepest loyalty for the American Uni-

tarian Association, but declared that we
should do everything possible to advance
the cause here, where exists the great-

est opportunity for Unitarian work of-

fered in the country. Mr. J. Conklin
Brown of Berkeley and the Rev. J. A.
Cruzan of San Jose also joined in the

discussion.

At the height of interest in the dis-

cussion il was found necessary to ad-
journ for luncheon, but the delegates

gladly curtailed their time about the

tables to assemble at half-past one and
continue the business of the day. The
Committee on Resolutions—the Hon.
Horace Davis of San Francisco, Mrs. T.

L. Eliot of Portland, and the Rev. E. G.

Spencer of Woodland—having been
given for consideration resolutions perti-

nent to the discussion, was called upon
to make its report.

The first resolutions offered were as

follows

:

Resolved, That we express our entire

loyalty to the American Unitarian As-
sociation, as the oldest and most efficient

missionary organization of our churches
in the country; our grateful recognition

of its continued and helpful activity on
the Pacific Coast, and our purpose to

support it in every possible way for the

advancement of the cause which we
cherish in common.
And since the present vacancy in the

office of field secretary for this exten-

sive and far-distant department has
shown the need of a closer co-operation

between our two organizations, be it fur-

ther

Resolved, That the Conference offers,

through its officers and directors, its

counsel as to needs and opportunities for

missionary 'work in this field, and pledge
its cordial aid in carrying on such work

;

and
Resolved. That for the most efficient

conduct of the work a field secretary,

after due consultation between the offi-

cers of the Conference and of the Asso-
ciation, ought to be appointed at the
earliest possible time.

The resolutions witc carried unani-

mously.

The resolutions offered by the Edi-

torial Committee of the PACIFIC Uni-
tarian were then offered and precipi-

tated a lively debate. The resolutions
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proposed, among" other things, that, for

the sake of economy, the August number
he omitted. In lieu of this the Rev. Mr.
Cruzan proposed that the covers be left

off all the numbers, but that suggestion

met with many opponents, including Mr.
Murdock, founder of the paper. The
general sense of the company being that

in all twelve numbers should be issued,

and in the present attractive dress, the

resolutions were amended by raising the

appropriation of the Conference from
$175 to $250, and leaving out reference

to omission of the August number. The
resolutions as amended, with an accom-
panying provision, instructing the di-

rectors that Mr. C. A. Murdock be ap-

pointed managing editor, as follows

:

Resolved, That the Pacific Unitarian

'Conference hereby formally adopts the

Pacific Unitarian as its organ, and in

so doing undertakes responsibility for its

editorial management and for its finan-

cial maintenance.

Resolved, That the directors of the

Conference be requested to appoint at

once a managing editor, a business man-
ager and an editorial committee of three,

for the Pacific Unitarian, and to make
any suggestion deemed necessary for

their guidance.

Resolved. That the business manager
be authorized to draw upon the treas-

urer of the Conference within the ensu-

ing year a sum not to exceed $250 to

meet any deficit occurring.

The next resolution was passed unani-

mously by a rising vote. It was as fol-

lows :

Resolved, That the Pacific Coast Con-

ference, assembled at Alameda in 1908,

-extend to the Rev. George W. Stone its

thankful appreciation of the whole-

hearted and effective work that he has

done in the past for the churches of this

Conference.

Without any debate the following reso-

lution was passed unanimously

:

Resolved, That we express our posi-

tive condemnation of every form of

venality, corruption and extortion in

public life, and pledge ourselves to do

all in our power to counteract such in-

fluences, and to bring the offenders to

punishment.
Two resolutions in appreciation of

Alameda hospitality were then passed :

Resolved, That the Conference express

its hearty appreciation of the generous
entertainment provided for the minis-

ters and delegates of the Conference by
the members of the Alameda church,

and that the thanks of the Conference
are especially due to the ladies of the

church, whose labors have contributed

so materially to the success of the session

and to the comfort and pleasure of the

visiting delegates.

Resolved, That the hearty thanks of

the Conference are hereby tendered to

the Alameda Unitarian Club for the re-

ception given to the ministers and dele-

gates of the Conference on Wednesday
evening, and that the Conference also

expresses its high appreciation of the

excellent address by Colonel John P.

Irish of Oakland, and the enjoyable mu-
sical program provided by the Club.

The next resolution, offered by the

Committee without recommendation as

to its passage, was not clearly decided on
by a voice vote, but on a division being

called for. it was passed, 46 to 6. The
resolution was as follows

:

Resolved, That we favor the submis-

sion to the qualified electors of the State,

of a constitutional amendment provid-

ing for the extension of suffrage to

women.
A communication from Mrs. C. M.

Cady, chairman of the Post-Office Mis-

sion Committee of the Berkeley church,

laying before the Conference a plan for

establishing lay centers in localities

where are groups of Unitarians too

small to maintain churches, and asking

for aid in getting' the work started, was
read by the Resolutions Committee. The
Conference by vote expressed its sym-
pathy with Mrs. Cady's work, and com-
mended the Alliances to co-operate with

her in every possible way.

A vote instructing the directors to

take measures to raise money sufficient

for the needs of Headquarters, the Pa-
cific Unitarian and the Conference it-

self, was then passed, and the meeting
at three o'clock was able to go on with

the set program of the afternoon.

The subject was "Modern Methods in

Sunday-school Work," and the first

speaker was Rabbi Jacob Voorsanger of

San Francisco. Rabbi Voorsanger re-

counted to the great interest of all pres-
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ent the methods of educating Jewish
children in ancient times. To those

methods, he declared, are due the exist-

ence of the Jewish race and religion to-

day; arid such methods, beginning in the

home and under the constant guidance
of parents, can never be equalled by the

finest Sunday-school instruction.

Rabbi Voorsanger was followed by
Professor C. E. Rugh, of the University
of California, with an illuminating talk

on ''The Application of Child Study to

Instruction in the Sunday-school." The
various stages in the development
of children, and the suitable instruction

for these stages, were outlined and dis-

cussed with clearness and brevity. The
last speaker of the afternoon was the

Rev. Mr. Reccord of Springfield, Mass.,

who told of the successful working of

his Sunday-schools in Newport, Rhode
Island, and in his present church, under
a carefully graded system, with serious

study and examination, comparable to

the wrork in the day-schools. Mr. Rec-

cord also brought the greetings of Pres-

ident Horton of the Unitarian Sunday-
school Society.

The closing meeting of the session was
opened at eight o'clock. Dean Wilbur
of the School for the Ministry was given

an opportunity to present the claims of

his school and its work; and the Rev.

Maxwell Savage of Redlands preached
the Conference sermon. Mr. Savage's

sermon is printed in this issue. The ser-

vice was conducted jointly by the Rev.

Messrs. Wilbur and Savage, and Mrs.

John Howland Lathrop of Berkeley sang
a solo.

* * #

There is nothing in the gospel which
your conscience may not recognize as

that highest good to which secretly it

aspires; nothing which, if you sincerely

desire it, you cannot yourself experi-

ence, and thus recognize it as the very
soul of vonr soid.

—

Sabatier, "Religions

of Authority/' p. 328.

No men living are more worthy to be

trusted than those who toil up from pov-

erty, none less inclined to take or touch

aughl which they have not honestly

earned.

—

Abraham Lincoln.

Conference fteport0.

Annual Report Unitarian Head-
quarters, April, 1907- 1908.

April 1907-1908.

A financial statement of Headquarters
will be given in as few words as possible

as matters pertaining to this part of the

report will be presented later by a com-
mittee duly appointed.

April 1, 1907, Brought
forward $428.35

By Donations 662.10
By Sales 556.93

Total $1,647.38

EXPENDITURES

To Salary $720.00
To Books and S. S.

Material 451.20
To Fuel 68.25
To Stationery 14.90

To P. C. Conference. 25.10
To Office Expense . . 134.95

( Janitor and sundries.)

To Postage, Tel.

and Ex 87.02

Total $1,501.42

April 1, 1908, Balance on hand $145.96

During the past year 11,100 tracts

have been received from the A. V. A.

and about 500 from Eastern Alliances,

publishing the sermons of their own
ministers; 5,822 tracts have been dis- <

trilmted, chiefly for use in vestibule pul-

pits and for Post-Office Mission Com-
mittee work ; 964 copies of " Evi ni OIIh r

Sunday," and the "Christian Register"
have been used in missionary work. No
record has been kept of the- number of

visitors, but it is safe to say that eight

Come now where one came six years ago.

This ratio does not include the callers who
naturally drop in during meetings of

the societies connected with the Firsl

< 'liurch.

The office is open from S a. ML. to 4
1'. M.

The entertainment of visitors should

and does head the lis) of the duties of

the secretary.

Next comes the buying and selling of

books: nearly all of this is done by order.

Then the supplying of Sunday-school
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material—and may I here offer in the

way of an apology, the following ex-

planation for the delays in filling some
of these orders. Only a limited amount
•of stock is kept on hand on account of

lack of room, but the supply consists of

the series of studies being used by the

different Sunday-schools for the current

year. Every effort is made to be as

prompt as possible.

The business end of the publishing of

the Pacific Unitarian has claimed more
time the past year than formerly. A de-

termined effort was made to clear off an
indebtedness, which met with much suc-

cess. The envelopes used in the mailing

of each issue are prepared at Headquar-
ters.

The sending out of the invitations for

the Unitarian Club for the past year and
a half has been no easy matter, as nearly

every member has moved twice and
many are still moving.

The Pierce Library of 300 volumes
comes in for its share of attention.

About 150 books have been added re-

cently. A new catalogue is ready for

circulation.

\Yells Fargo Express messenger is an

almost daily visitor either for the collec-

tion or delivery of parcels. The mail-

carrier rarely ever omits leaving some-

thing from his load, four trips each

clay. Every letter or postal receives

something in the way of a reply. These

letters cover every imaginable request

from asking to locate a long-lost brother

to the most intricate questions in the-

ology. The tracts are of great use here.

Eew days pass without a visit to the

attic to supply the needy with shoes

and stockings, left-overs from the Kelief

work of a year ago. Surely the Uni-

tarian Headquarters could never be

called a quiet place.

Mary B. Presson, Secretary.

Report of the Pacific Unitarian.

1 have the honor, on behalf of the

Editorial Committee, to report for the

Pacific Unitarian.
This publication is now more than

fifteen years old. Whether it has ever

been formally adopted as the organ of

the Conference. I do not know, though

it has often received commendation and

approval in Conference resolutions. But
at all events, the Conference has never
effectively acknowledged or discharged
responsibility for its welfare or even for

its existence, although it has doubtless

contributed for a longer time and more
deeply to the cause which the churches
of this Conference represent than any
other single agency within its history.

It owes its existence and its support,

both financial and editorial, to individ-

ual effort, above all to the unwearied
patience and tireless devotion of its

founder and editor, Mr. Charles A.
Murdoch, who has in recent years been
faithfully supported by Field Secretary
Stone, both in editing and in business

management, and by Mrs. Mary B. Pres-

son in many important but vexing de-

tails. It has never been adequately sup-

ported in either its columns or its treas-

ury; and its editor, whose whole work
for it. be it remembered, has always
been a labor of love, has often been
compelled not only to supply a large

proportion of the excellent matter that

has filled its columns, but also to wait
many months for the money due him as

its publisher.

The present period of the paper's his-

tory begins with the great disaster of two
years ago. That event found the paper
several hundred dollars in arrears: but

during the rehabilitation following, the

paper was placed on its feet, with all

hills paid to date. But by last October, at

the end of the fifteenth volume, a deficit

of about $500 had again accumulated,

and was increasing relentlessly at the

rate of about $30 a month. Moreover.

with the resignation of Field Secretary

Stone, the burden of editing had fallen

entirely upon Mr. Murdoch, who had
prepared one or two numbers practically

unaided. The question was thus forced

upon him. whether it was right, wise, or

even possible to continue publication any
longer. lie was all but ready to abandon
entirely and for good, an enterprise

which our churches and people had al-

ready abandoned to him alone ; and no
one could have blamed him in the least

had he done so.

At this juncture Mr. Murdoch laid the

case before the writer of this report

who in turn brought it to the attention

of the ministers of the vicinity for their
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judgment whether the paper should

longer be continued, and if so, how.

They at once decided that it should

be continued at least until the meeting of

this Conference, and that the Confer-

ence should then be asked to answer the

question more decisively. And to give

their provisional decision effect, they

appointed Mr. Reed, Mr. Simonds, and
Mr. Wilbur an Editorial Committee to

assisl Mr. Murdoch in the mean time.

The committee met at once with Mr.

Murdoch and Mrs. Presson to canvass

the situation and the ways of meeting it.

and have met each month since. They
found the emergency to be twofold

—

editorial and financial. To meet the

former, they divided the paper into five

departments, each assigned to one per-

son, and all under the general manage-
ment of Mr. Murdoch. The editors in

turn have sought the co-operation of

fellow-workers all over the Pacific Coast,

and have been assisted in every case gen-

erously and heartily. It is demonstrated

that the paper can be edited efficiently,

in such a way as to make it truly an
organ of the whole Coast, and that with-

out severely burdening any one.

With regard to the financial emer-

gency, the editor had published a state-

ment in the October number; and the

committee followed this up both by edi-

torials and by circulars and personal

Letters addressed to all the churches and
alliances and to many individuals

throughout the Coast. Here, again, the

response was gratifying, although not so

complete as the committee hoped for.

However, twenty-two individuals (three

in the East, and the rest from ten of the

Coast churches) have contributed, in

sums from $1.50 to $25, the sum of

$132.50 to reduce the deficit; four alli-

ances have contributed $31, either in

cash or in subscriptions to the paper;
and $250 came through President Sam-
uel Eliot. "We hoped to be able to report

to vmi that all accounts were squared
up to the i sting of the ( lonference; but

the best we can say is that the deficit

on April 1st had been reduced to $98.08.

An effort was also made to increase

the regular income of the paper, as well

as to reduce the debl
;
and the subscrip-

tion list has been increased by sevenly-

one, either individual subscriptions or

quantity-subscription taken by alliances.

The number of copies taken in our Coast

parishes to-day is as follows:

—

San Francisco (2 churches) 242

Berkeley 74

Oakland ,; "

Los Angeles 15

Portland 44

Alameda 33

Santa Barbara 28

Pomona 22

Palo Alto 22

Bedlands 20

Seattle 19

Spokane 17

Everetl ll

San Jose 10

San Diego 10

Santa Rosa 10

Woodland 9

Bellingham
Eureka 7

Salem 7

Santa < !ruz 5

Santa Ana 4

Fresno 3

Hood River 2

The total circulation is now 1,088, of

which 929 are personal subscriptions,

122 are subscribed for by alliances, 24

are free, and 13 are exchanges.

If things continue at their present

scale, we estimate (upon the basis of

figures supplied by Mrs. Presson) that

the coming year's receipts and expenses

will be as follows:—

RECEIPTS

Subscriptions $730
Unitarian Club of California.... 250

Alliances 95

Ach i'ii isements 35

Total $1,110

EXPENSES
Printing $1,167
Mailing and envelopes 96

Postage 20

Press clippings 24
M iscellaneous 8

Total $1,315

Leaving a probable deficit of $20."). or

about $17 a month.

We have laid before you sufficiently,

perhaps, the past history, present con-

dition, and future prospects of the

Pacific Unitarian. We assume that

the Conference will decide without dis-

sent thai the publication of it shall con-

tinue. But we express the emphatic

opinion that it would be both bad policy

and bad ethics to let its affairs drift on
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further at the present rate, with a deficit

steadily accumulating, and no assured

means in sight for meeting it. The
paper ought to be conducted, on its busi-

ness side, not on faith but on strict

business principles. Handsomely as its

friends have helped it out of its difficul-

ties, we have no right to ask them to do
so again and again. Receipts and ex-

penses must therefore be made in some
way to balance.

The first suggestion would naturally

be to increase the subscription list: and
that is certainly desirable in itself, for

the paper ought to reach every Unitarian

family on the Pacific Coast. But while

.300 new subscribers would, as the pub-
lisher estimates, make the paper self-

supporting, and while it ought to be

possible considerably to increase the in-

come from advertisements, still we doubt
whether either of these ends is likely to

be realized. There appears, therefore.

to be no escape from the alternative that

either the expense of publishing must be

reduced, or else there must be an in-

crease of income, from other sources

than dollar subscriptions. Let us con-

sider these alternatives.

The expense of publishing can be re-

duced about $190 by omitting the July
and August numbers; about $180 a year
by cutting down the size from 32 to 24

pages; about $156 by leaving off the

cover: about $30 by mailing in wrappers
instead of in envelopes: or various com-
binations of these expedients can be

made. It is for the Conference to say

whether it is willing to have any of these

things done, and if so. which.

On the other hand, the income might
be increased either by raising the sub-

scription price, or by a subsidy from the

Conference. The strictly business-like

method would seem to be to increase the

subscription price sufficiently to meet the

cosl of the paper. But as a raise in

price would almost certainly lose us some
subscribers, it could probably not be

placed ;i1 less than $1.50 and secure the

end aimed at; and to raise it so high we
think would be inadvisable. Moreover,
it must be borne in mind that at the

present time no religious paper except

those of very large circulation is self

supporting. We recommend, therefore,

that the price be kepi at one dollar.

In view of all the facts submitted, we
express the judgment either that the
paper be maintained just as at present,

and that it be authorized to draw on the
Conference Treasury for not to exceed
$250 for the year, to meet any deficit

occurring ; or else that one or more num-
bers be omitted, and the treasurer be
drawn on for a correspondingly smaller

sum. We ask the Conference to express
its decision between these alternatives, or
to authorize some substitute for them.
A report is submitted to the Conference
suggesting how the money needed to

maintain both the Pacific Unitarian
and Unitarian Headquarters may be
equitably apportioned among the

churches and alliances.

The committee has now performed the

duties it temporarily assumed, and in

presenting this report lays down its of-

fice. At the same time it urges the Con-
ference to take explicit action on the

following points :

—

First—Will the Conference formally

and permanently adopt the Pacific Uni-
tarian as its organ, and in doing so,

assume direct responsibility for its man-
agement and for its financial main-
tenance ?

S( cond—If so. will the Conference ap-

point an editorial committee of five,

including a managing editor and a busi-

ness manager, and looking to them to

see that its wishes are carried out in the

conduct of the paper?
Third—In what way does the Confer-

ence recommend that receipts and ex-

penses be made to balance: and what
measures will it take to meet any deficit

necessarily incurred ?

We regard the Pacific Unitarian as

indispensable to the work and welfare

of our churches on this Coast ; we may
all well be proud of the. character and
reputation it has sustained

;
we consider

that its maintenance at so high a level,

and even its continued maintenance at

all. by a constituency of only twenty-five

churches, is almost, if not quite, un-

paralleled in the history of religious

journalism: and we commend it to the

continued support of our people.

Respectfully submitted.

Earl M. Wilbur,
( Ilarence Reed.
W. D. Simoxds.
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First Church Parish Supper.

The San Francisco First Church en-

joys;! reputation; not wholly undeserved,

of being socially conservative. Its tra-

ditions are settled and unchanging, and
it rarely occurs to the controlling pow-

ers to do anything that has not been

done before. It is an open secret that

Mr. Leavitt 1ms Long Longed for a parish

supper, but the staid and dignified

trustees have never kindled with enthu-

siasm, and hence the supper has been

but a dream. Hut this year Mr. Leavitt

turned for motive power to the ladies,

and the trustees were quite willing that

they should realize the dream. Mrs.

Hallidie, Mrs. Presson, and efficient

coadjutors planned for a catered supper
in the church parlors, and sent out re-

turn-postal announcements. Mr. Leavitt

secured Judge Charles L. Weller for

toastmaster, and a pleasant program
of responses and music was arranged.

It was thought that perhaps 150 might
accept the invitation, and when cards

came in bunches, and kept coming, until

240 were to be accommodated, it became
no slight task to provide for them; but

when the evening of Friday, the thir-

teenth of March, arrived and the bril-

liant company filed into the flower-

decked rooms, and filled the tables that

filled them, success was assured.

Of the supper little need be said, for

there was not .much of it, but, supple-

mented with good-nature and real socia-

bility, it sufficed. To expect perfection

and plenty for one dollar is not reason-

able, and Unitarians if not reasonable

are uothing. To serve a hot dinner from
a small basement kitchen is not an easy

task, and no one threw anything at the

waiters for they seemed to be doing their

best.

When the robust appetites were par-

tially assuaged, and uothing more was in

sight. Mr. Leavitt called the assemblage

to order and. with pleasant words, in a

cheerful tone of voice, introduced the

toastmaster. Judge Weller admirably

filled his place, being perfectly at ease.

and apparently made no effort to he

either dignified or funny. Tie kept

things going, and showed greal skill in

introducing good stories that seemed to

lit in. hut when you recalled them you
wondered how.

Before the speaking, Mi's. P. V. Cox,
the popular contralto of the church
choir, san^' charmingly.

The lirst gentleman called upon was
the Hon. Horace Davis, who was asked
to tell why he went to church. lie did
it in a very affective manner, speaking
in a vein of impassioned earnestness, in

acknowledgment of the spiritual uplift

and moral helpfulness that came from
habitual church-going. First he alluded
to the place of the church as a factor
for all thai is best in the community, and
then of its influence on the life of the

individual.

After a brilliant solo by Mrs. Geo. C.

Winchester, the ladies were given an
inning. Mrs. E. C. Simpson, president

of the Charming Auxiliary, was to have
responded to the toast "The Ladies."
In her regretted absence her friend, Mrs.

P. B. Cornwall, with easy grace, spoke
for her. She was witty and bright, and
dared any man to take up her challenge

and fill her time. No one cared to, or

dared to. Mrs. Curtis, president of the
Society for Christian Work, was called

upon to speak of the organization—the

oldest of the church societies. Her re-

marks were few but adequate, and by
their brevity led the toastmaster to re-

mark, "And yet it is said that women
never stop talking."

Mr. Murdock was asked to say some-
thing about "Forty Years in the First

Church.''' lie pleaded guilty to forty-

four, and. not having missed ten percent
of the services, was a standing example
that 2,000 sermons were not fatal. He
indulged in reminiscences of his early

experience, and acknowledged his greal

indebtedness for what the church had
been to him, urging the young men to

take the torch to be handed them, to

keep it brightly burning, and pass it on

in blessing to the generations to follow.

Mrs. M. E. Blanchard sang in beau-

tiful style a contralto solo, generously

responding to a call for more with a

dainty bit of humorous song.

Judge John Hunt, an after-dinner

speaker of note, was next called upon.

Tt had been hoped he might respond to

the toast "Why I Do Not Co to

Church," but he probably found it to be

too serious to he fnnnv. for lie elected
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to speak on "Why I Make No More
After-Dinner Speeches." He proved
that he didn't, by doing it most wittily.

Mr. Leavitt was then called upon, and
spoke from a light heart, for he was
obviously happy over the success of the

first supper. He was gay and serious by
turns, and always bright, and voiced the

apparent sentiment of all when he said

he hoped the affair was the first of a

continued series to be held every year.

In conclusion all joined heartily in

"Auld Lang Syne." Embarrassment
vanished by a bold display of the words

of two verses on the reversible black-

board. * * *

George Hansen.

At his home on Hearst Avenue.

Berkeley, on March 31st, the heart of

a brave and patient hero ceased to beat.

A man of lofty ideals and kindliest feel-

ings, one who had borne great suffering

with cheerful courage, and touched

many souls by his noble example,—he

met the end with the same conquering

spirit that had made his life a blessing

to all who really knew him.

When the Right Reverend J. G. K.

Oberdieck—the father of pomology in

Germany-—celebrated the fiftieth anni-

versary of his ministry the Prussian

government addressed to him, together

with other high acknowledgments of his

services, a letter by which a free college

education was granted to such of his

grandsons as would be willing in after

years to follow up his work of research

in fruit culture. This lot fell to George

Hansen, who had from early boyhood
shown a remarkable interest in pomol-

ogy, and even more in botany, and who
had derived a great amount of prac-

tical knowledge from his famous grand-

father.

Born in 1863 in that quaint old city

of Hildesheim, in Hanover—a place with

beautiful surroundings, its history in-

terwoven with a mass of old legends well

calculated to engender high ideals in a

boy's mind—he completed tin 1 work of

the gymnasium of his birthplace and
then went to Potsdam to take up his

studies in the Royal College for Pomol-
ogy and Botany. Tt is said of him that

there he passed bis final examinations so

very creditably that his professors ex-

pressed to him the conviction that in

the near future he would surely be one
of their number. However, it was his

desire to see something of the world,

that he might broaden his knowledge.
He visited Holland and Austria, and
then accepted a position at St. Albans,
England, where he became specially in-

terested in the culture of orchids. At
the age of twenty-two he was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety of England, an honor not freely

granted to foreigners. Here he started

his work of classifying the orchid hy-
brids—a phenomenal piece of achieve-

ment of which a well-known professor

has said: Only a German could have
had the patience to finish such a task.

This volume was completed by George
Hansen in San Francisco, whence he
had come from England with the inten-

tion of engaging in the nursery business.

He was associated with Mr. Hans Plath,

now president of the California Floral

Society, but the practical part of their

enterprise did not appeal to him ; his

ideal was to beautify and to educate.

He it was who introduced to us flowers

until then unknown to the native born

—

amongst them, as a first venture, the lily

of the valley. After a year's trial of
the nursery business he sold out to his

partner and soon became identified with
the State University at Berkeley. While
acting as superintendent of the Foothill

Horticultural Experiment Station in

Jackson, Amador County, he contracted

an injury to his spine, to which he was
to succumb after fourteen years of suf-

fering. While in Amador County he

illustrated a work published by the State

University, on "California Oaks," and
made a specialty of collecting the wild

flowers of our State in a very extensive

ma iiuer. These collections are now kept

for reference in a number of the largest

universities of Europe. Returning to

Berkeley from Jackson, he settled there

as landscape architect. We well remem-
ber his campaign for public parks, and
especially for kindergartens. His book-

let. "What Is a Kindergarten.''* has

been a guide to many a teacher.

His interest in child-life was intense

and deeply sympathetic. His love for
children was a marked characteristic,

shown in many delightful ways. The-
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story of babyhood as represented in his

one child—his adored Roland—was told

in a series of photographs reproduced

and published several years ago by

Elder & Shepard. For many years, at

Easter, he has distributed to the school

children of Berkeley bnlbs of various

flowers, with directions for their culture.

With these were sent fitting bits of

poetrv, and favorite selections from the

Bible'.

He had fine religious feeling, and a

vein of true sentiment that enriched his

nature, complementing his varied scien-

tific attainments.

He was an ardent lover of Nature, and
revelled in the unsurpassed view from
his home, high on the hills of beautiful

Berkeley.

For many years confined to the house

or grounds, and unable to walk, he

worked on with untiring energy and
great cheerfulness. He was more than

cheerful ; he was happy, and the source

of happiness in others.

He felt and expressed great interest

in the Pacific Unitarian, occasionally

contributing and often lightening the

editorial labors by sending clippings of

jokes that were up to his high standard.

The morning of April 2d was ideally

beautiful, and the group of sympathetic

friends that gathered at the bier of this

truly good and very remarkable man
could but feel as they stood in the rooms
filled with the flowers he loved, or on
the porch draped with the lovely wis-

taria his hands had trained, that it was
a blessed release to one who had borne

much without complaint and smiled

serenely at an affliction that would have
crushed a less trustful soul.

On the occasion of a visit he said, "I
have no feet, but I have wings." His
spirit was superior to physical discom-

forts or limitations. Those who knew
him best were impressed with his growth
—his spiritual development—during his

five years of almost helplessness. With
health and the opportunity he was capa-

ble of compelling, lie would have accom-
plished much, both in the extension nf

knowledge and the pursuit of what
science yields 1<> her devotees. ;md ill

exemplifying beauty and taste in Ids

chosen profession, for lie was an artist

of originality; but it is doubtful if his

life, under circumstances counted the

most favorable, could have been more

helpful, more convincing, and more in-

spiring to his fellow-men than it has

been under the clouded skies of unful-

filled hopes.

His mother, a brother, and his deeply

loved wife and son have much to cheer

them in their loss.

In a quite unusual and deeply char-

acteristic way lie has spoken from his

heart and soul a word of comfort and
cheer. Five years ago he wrote the let-

ter that follows, placing it in the hands

of a friend to be delivered on his death.

Subsequently his specific wishes were
modified. The funeral services were

conducted by two Christian Science

friends and by Rev. J. II. Lathrop. with

the simplicity he would have approved.

The letter was read as expressing his

brave and cheerful spirit, and is printed

as a tribute of reverence and regard, and
for the help it may give to all who are

under the shadow of sorrow.

Berkeley, Cal., March 27, 1903.

Friend—Come, leave your cases for just one

short while. It is a soul on the way to Heaven
that appeals to you. Not for its own sake, for

it is already face to face with its God, but

you are wanted for the sake of those that were
its inmost company while yet in earthly garb.

Put on your hat, and go as you are. Do not

shut your eyes as you ride along. Take a full

view of life and greet every friendly face that

you can get to meet your eye.

Here we are, alongside of my corpse. Press

back whatever tears may wish to steal in and
dim your sight. There is the wife, there the

dear child that God gladdened and redeemed
my soul with. Speak to them like a friend.

You know lots about me, more than thousand
men that spent thousand days with me. Tell

them in just as few words as you ever heard

from my own lips that I am still with them,

still with them as they are eternally with me.

Tell them to raise the curtain of our home and
let the sun in, as only on sunny wings is my
flight henceforth. Tell them to walk in flowery

paths, tor only in color and cheer is my life

to be spent from now forward.

Ami now open your Bible, and read what
you please. Add a few lines for me though,

;iiii| they I"' 1 Cor. xiii. and then my favored

verse since I am myself again—Rev. xxi:7.

Let one sweet sound of heavenly melody with-

out words and one with words be spent in

prayerful devotion.

Now kiss our child, and embrace the brave

and tried soul of a woman, shake hands with

other friends, and now lie hence again. I kept

you long enough. Don't tell anybody where

vim went and whence you come. I thank you.

Sour friend, Ge0 _ Hansen .
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A Seven-Day Church.

The Santa Cruz Sentinel of March 4th
publishes in full the sermon of Rev.
George W. Stone on assuming charge of
the church at Santa Cruz on March 1st.

He began by saying that the ordinary
sermon of installation would be a barren
formality in his case, since he had been
a minister in reserve since the church
was organized six years ago. He should
therefore preach his own installation
sermon. After alluding to the fact that
he was now a parish minister with the
freedom that went with the position, he
outlined what he felt the church should
stand for.

"This church will address itself to the
task of developing the whole man, physi-
cal, mental, moral, religious, and it will

work for that end seven days in every
week, giving to each department such
time and intelligent attention as its abil-

ities will permit. It is not going to be
critical, controversial, or dogmatic, but
it will live from day to day, walking in

the light as it shines on its pathway; fol-

lowing the lines of least resistance

towards the goal of happiness, and doing
this without prejudice or passion, work-
ing for justice, for righteousness, in a
spirit of good-will to men."

After stating the important place as-

signed to worship and to service he out-
lined the result of much thinking over
the needs suggested by present conditions
and proposed a new departure. He said :

1
' The experiment I propose to try is this

:

To establish a church that will close its

doors only at night; to minister to the
daily life of this people, provided this

people will receive the ministrations ; not
only the men and women, but the boys
and girls, and the little children. Not
that all will avail themselves, every day,
of the opportunities offered, but I believe

that the attractions may be made strong
enough to command the loyal attention

of some amongst you, every day and
evening in the week.
"As already intimated, worship is only

one part of church life, and the Sunday
is set apart for that ; the other days will

not ignore religion, but will be devoted to

whatever helps men, women, and chil-

dren to be happy and useful. Nothing
good in itself will be foreign to this week-

day work. Art, science, amusement, the
drama, social life, entertainment, recrea-

tion, all will find a place in the proposed
experiment. We hope to combine the

good features of club life including rec-

reation and entertainment, also the study
and cultivation of art, music, and the
drama. All these interests we hope to

house in a suitable building provided
with the facilities for the use and pleas-

ure of the children, as well as for grown-
ups. This house will have its home room,
its children's room, its recreation room,
its assembly hall, with stage and appur-
tenances, and last, but not least, perhaps,

its dining-room and kitchen.
'

' This is the experiment ; its success

will of course depend upon the degree
of co-operation it receives at your hands.

You will be asked to make it a success

by availing yourselves of the opportuni-

ties it offers to do good to others and
yourselves. The exact terms upon which
these mutual services will be rendered
are for future consideration. At the

very beginning of this enterprise we are

blessed with a baptism of human benefi-

cence from the same gracious and gen-

erous friend that gave us this building

in which we are assembled to-day: Mrs.

Frances A. Hackley. Her spirit is made
to appear in a love that casts no shadow,
when we know that she has never seen one

of you, and does not even know the name
of one she seeks to benefit and bless. It

is a gift to humanity to enable me to

try this experiment, to learn whether
or not a seven-day church can serve the

world in days to come, as the one-day

church has served it in the days that are

past.******
"I do not wish to begin this experi-

ment until you have had time to weigh

it well in your minds. It must remain

with you to determine whether it is

worth while to undertake it.

"Whatever it is, it must be for the

'general good. It is not intended to force

any special theological views nor to

afford an opportunity for personal ambi-

tions or personal interests. It must not

be used to propagate any political the-

ories or the interest of any class or occu-

pation. Class interests and social cliques

are already amply provided with or-

ganizations. It is intended, primarily.
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for those who call this church their

home; but it will have a friendly greet-

ing for those who desire to work with

us through genuine sympathy for the

objects we have in view. ' To do good
unto all, and especially to those of our

own household of faith."

* * *

A Golden Wedding.

Surrounded by loving friends. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry F. Spencer celebrated their

fiftieth wedding anniversary on March
6th at Unity Hall, Santa Barbara, with

a brilliant reception tendered them by
the members of the Unitarian Society.

For Mr. and Mrs. Spencer their lives

have been so full of nobleness and love

that the years have flown lightly over

their heads, and time finds them cele-

brating their golden wedding in the

prime of life. A golden glow of blossoms

decorated the artistic hall. A cheerful

fire blazed on the hearth, and the strains

of sweet music of the orchestra were

heard.

Mr. and Mrs. Spencer were assisted in

receiving by the Rev. Benjamin A. Good-
ridge, pastor of the church, and Mrs.

Goodridge, all of whom stood in a little

bowec of golden-hued acacia blossoms.

These airy blossoms formed a dainty

fringe which bordered the paneled wains-

coting of dark oak about the spacious

room. The mantel was bordered with

lovely yellow daffodils, and the stage was

decorated with a huge basket of mustard
and gracefully arranged bamboo and
palm leaves. Bamboo was also effectively

arranged about the room.
The refreshments were served at a

beautifully decorated round table, at

which Mrs. Lunt served ices, ami Mrs.

Knap]) poured coffee. A huge bunch of

yellow jonquils and sword-fern leaves

formed a splendid centerpiece. The
beautifully Erosted wedding cake, deco-

rated with the monogram of the bride

and groom, was nil by the dainty bride,

who was gowned in a handsome cream
brocade, trimmed with rich Spanish lace.

Gracious hospitality was extended by the

ladies of the church who assisted. Manx-

beautiful toilettes were ill evidence. The
small reception room was filled with the

lovely flowers which had been sent by
many friends. -Santa Barbara Press.

Does the American Woman De-

serve Citizenship?

The American woman has. in a special

sense, deserved the ballot. She has

pioneered a new country and traversed

its deserts, taking a man's place amid

the hardships of its early development.

The motherhood and womanhood of

America has given to the first nation of

the world its most distinguished sons.

and these have come, for the most part.

not from the ranks of wealth, but from

the farms and factories, from the greal

masses and the common people. The
democracy that has no cleavages between

rich and poor, that debars no citizen

from all the privileges of the franchise

and public office, that allows no barriers

on the score of race or creed, should be

as generous to the mothers and daugh-

ters to whom is due in so large a measure
whatever of freedom our nation boasts

to-day, and the great men who have made
this possible.

—

Home Herald.

* * *

Being Good.
Starr King used to say of the Sunday

services of churches that it would be quite

enough to give one Sunday out of ten

to organization, to method, to history;

and thai we ought to give nine Sundays
out of ten to the religion of the Lord's

Prayer, to the religion of "be good."
Indeed, the theologians, so called, are

sadly put to it when in the four gospels

or the Acts of the Apostles they try to

evolve from the words or the deeds of

the Saviour anything whatever of scien-

tific theology or of the methods of church

organization. And. on the other hand.

the founders of the new religions find

that wilhont knowing it, perhaps, they

are citing the words of that well-beloved

Son of God whom the languages of mod-

ern limes call the Saviour of men. Per-

haps we ought to be satisfied thai the

StOne which the builders rejected has be-

come the headstone of the corner. While

the mechanics of religion are still chat-

tering about their forms of government,

il is as true as it ever was that "be good"
and "do good" or "mere morals*' are

the center of the good tidings proclaimed

bv Jesus Christ.

—

Edward E. Bale.
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Will Mankind Outgrow Re-

ligion?

By Charles Gordon Ames.

Outgrow religion? Plainly enough
that depends on what you mean by re-

ligion. If you mean some particular

way of thinking about God and man and
their relations, these are great subjects,

about which we have much to learn

;

and

—

'
' The thoughts of men are widened with the

process of the suns.
'

'

No doctrinal statement is likely to be
a finality. If you mean some particular

fashion of feeling, it is not likely that

the pious experiences of one age or of

one soul will ever be exactly repeated in

another. If you mean the structure and
customs of some particular church, it

seems to be in the order of things that

institutions should come and go like the

leaves of the forest. If by religion you
mean blindness, it is to be hoped that

men will get their eyes open. If you
mean amiable weakness or cowardly and
servile submission to masters, there will

be less and less of these as we grow
in mental and moral vigor, and all

strong souls will break their chains. So
far as our life is obscured by the ugly
shadows of superstition, these will van-
ish with the advance of daylight. And
if by religion you mean false alarm, a

reign of terror which sees an Almighty
Tyrant at the head of the government,
we are already learning to laugh at the

prayers which were only the outcry of

our childish fears.

But what if religion means the inward
impulse and the upward movement of

humanity toward its own perfection?

What if it means all wholeness, whole-
someness. and sweet completeness of our
being? What if it means open eyes,

pure reasonableness, true wisdom, the

finest form of mental power, the most
exalted freedom of the spirit, the recti-

tude of the will, and inmost purity of

heart .' Is not this according to nature?
Is it not the harmony and health to

which we forever aspire? If religion

t) leans the honest endeavor to reach a

complete life by the diligent use of all

helps.— if it is the passion, the principle,

and the power that make for righteous-

ness in the individual and in society,

—

then, if the men of the future are to be

an improvement on the men of to-day,

they will not outgrow religion, but will

grow more fully into it. They will grow
away from the errors which have ob-

scured it, away from the perversions

which have disfigured it, away from the

stupidities which have been mistaken for

it, away from the corruptions which
have dishonored it; but they will grow
ever more toward its holy realities, its

heavenly excellencies, its precious fel-

lowships.

We are not obliged to choose between
a. false religion and no religion at all

;

our choice is rather between the false

and the true, or between the lower and
the higher,—a difference even greater

than that between the candle burning at

an altar and the sun shining in the high
heaven. If there be indeed a Wise
Spirit, working in us and presiding over

the church and the world, Ave shall

surely outgrow much that passes for

religion, and much that is now covered
all over with Christian labels; but this

advance will be along the line of spirit-

ual evolution toward the goal at which
Jesus himself points when he bids us

"be perfect, like the father." We are

to leave behind the religion of unreality,

of sickly sentiment, of self-seeking piety,

which suffocates both love of God and
love of man; we are to leave behind the

religion which builds on disbelief in

human nature, which encourages self-

mutilation, and darkens the daylight;

for every true advance is a result of

human forces obediently working with

the divine, and we must trust and use

our faculties for their proper purposes.

When man loses respect for his own
constitution, his very faith in God is

threatened with insanity. For the con-

stitution of man as God made him, and
the by-laws made in pursuance thereof,

must be accepted as the supreme law of

his life, any traditions or customs to the

contrary notwithstanding.

And we want a religion for common
uses, for home consumption. Pure air

and wholesome food will yet be sacra-

mental : cleanliness will be baptismal; an
honest day's work will be an acceptable

sacrifice; our breath will be prayer, and
our play will be innocent; our very flesh

will be sweet, healed of the old disorders
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of the ages. Then churches will be ;ts

households, and households ;is churches;

there will be seven holy days in every
week. "This is the covenant thai I will

make with them in those days, saith the

Lord: I will put my law in their minds.

and write il in their hearts; and their

sins ;ind iniquities will I remember no
more. '

'

Sweep away all that is irrational in

ci-eeds or obstructive in churches; make
an end of wolfish and sheepish types of

piety and canting forms of philan-

thropy; lead mankind onward and up-

ward into the full, clear lighl of reason

and the large freedom of nature,—and
will religion have disappeared? Only
as the sun disappears when men come
oul of caverns and cellars, and find the

mists of morning swept from the wide
firmament of blue and gold.

Good-by, then, to confusing and mis-

leading echoes of the voice which for-

ever speaks ! Good-by to the worn-out
costumes of dead generations! Good-by
to tiresome routine and cumbrous cere-

monial ! Let us tenderly lay aside the

dear old copy-books wherein we have
scrawled and misspelled the holy words
of faith and salvation. All honor to the

monuments and mile-stones which mark
the majestic march of God in history

;

but our faces are to the future. We do
not desert the heavenly leader; we move
at his orders, toward new and grander
victories.

Poor, rich human heart! say good-by
also to folly and sin; to irreverent self-

will and silly conceit; to worldliness,

animalism, and torpid indifference; to

unbrotherly greed and ill-will; to pro-
fane uses of the day and night. Learn
the truth as it is in Jesus: "that ye put
off' the old man with his deeds, which
are corrupl according to the deceitful

lusts, and that ye put on the new man.
fashioned on the divine pattern, in

righteousness and true holiness." Go
forth to the life of faith, which is the
life id' faithfulness, and to the service

of man. which is the true service of
( !od.- -From an .1. U. A. Tract.

* * *
Mrs. Griggs—The new minister said

he would call this evening. Mr. Griggs—
Then you had better dust the Bible and
turn down a few corners of the leaves.

—

New York Telegram.

ChtlDrrn's ^Department.

[Conducted by Bev. William Day Simonds.]

The Childless Flat Below.
St. Peter sat inside the ^ate

—

\ soul appeared outside,

And knocked upon the golden liars;

"Pray, let me in," she cried.

"When you were on that little ball

Men call the earth,' " said he,

"Yon lived in what is called a flat"

—

"Yes, what of that." said she.

"Yon lived." the saint well! on to say.

"In quiet comfort there;

N ise was made lev night or day
To fill yon with despair."

"
'T is as you say." the woman said.

"And I was free from sin ;

I went to church as Christians should

—

Now, prithee, let me in."

"You hunted round until you found

A flat," St. Peter said',

"Where children never romped below
Nor scampered overhead."

"Ah yes! they barred the children out,"

She answered him. "and that

Was why I took much comfort in

My cozy, quiet flat.

"There were no children there to raise

A soul-disturbing din,

And mine therefore were happy days

—

Now, prithee, let me in!"

"Nay, go down below," he said,

And turned his head and smiled,

"There are so many children here.

They'd simply set you wild!"

"Go down below—far down below

—

You '11 find a place there that

Is just as free from children as

They kept your childless Pat!"—S. E. Kisir. in Chicago Times-Herah

* * «

A Word Practical.

By Rev. J. D. 0. Powers.

Our free Unitarian faith we believe to

be the deepest, most inclusive, and divin-

est in its reach and outlook, because it

comes nearest to those ideals of Jesus

which are universal and eternal. There
is no reason why it should not appeal

just as strongly to the child nature as

the old faith. If it does not, the fault

lies in us. Certainly not in the religion

nor in the children. I suspect that some
of the fault is to be found in the liberal-

ity of the parents; and we, the teachers

and leaders, need to impress upon them
the lesson taughl by Coleridge. He and

a friend were talking upon the subject
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of religion, when the friend said to him

:

"I am not going to make my children go
to chnrch and Sunday-school. I am go-

ing to let them grow up and then let

them choose for themselves." After a

while Coleridge took his friend into a

beautiful garden, rich with possibilities,

and after pointing out what could be
done there with the right cultivation, he
said : "I had intended to set out a straw-

berry bed, but I guess I will not do it : I

will" let it alone and let it grow what it

will." The child life is just like the

garden and our responsibility toward it

is the same. No wonder the Catholic

Church achieves such results!

I was glad to note the recent word on
'

' The Significance of Play.
'

' But it

should go deeper than the surface mean-
ing of the word. Play is anything that

is interesting, and great literature can be
made as interesting as games. It must
be selected to meet the various stages of

a child 's growth ; we should not teach to

second-grade children what we teach to

those of the tenth. Felix Adler, in his

Ethical Culture School, has selected from
all literature those stories and lessons

which are suited to the Kindergarten
Age, the Age of Romanticism, of Chiv-
alry, of Heroism, of Meditation, etc.. and
there is no lack of interest among his

children. The Bible is rich in all of this

literature; we have not mined deep
enough for it yet. This is but a hint of

what we have before us to do, and when
it is done we shall have no lack of inter-

est and attendance in our liberal schools.

Here in Seattle our school is graded,
and as fast as possible we shall adopt the

newer methods of study. Each teacher
is urged to entertain her class in her
home. On February 22d there was a

Washington's Birthday Party for the

school as a whole. These are to be held
three <>r four times a year, and Easter we
are to have a Rally Day. Charts with
"Our Faith" have been placed upon
the walls, and cards containing the
Ten Commandments, the Twenty-third
Psalm, the Lord's Prayer, the Beati-
tudes, and other great passages of the
Bible, have been given the children to

be memorized. The kindergarten class

is doing splendid work, and it is hoped
to extend the privileges of this work
through the hour of church service.

Other classes are also showing a marked
interest and increase, and send greetings

to the other schools of our faith.

Our interpretation of religion is one
of sunshine and joy and inspiration, of

wonderful depth and richness. Is it not
just as easy, and far more interesting,

to lead the child to become a seeker for
the truth in all life, as it is to be a blind

follower of dogmas and creeds which are

outgrown? Shall we not in this year
1908 highly resolve that we shall enter

more fully into this marvelous kingdom
of the child, and in the light of the new-
er psychology and pedagogy and science

direct the divine possibilities which are

there waiting the touch of the master?

* * *

Pilgrim Sunday-School, of the First

Unitarian Church, San Francisco, has
begun the publication of a monthly bul-

letin. The March number announced a

special contribution for the annual sup-

port of the Starr King bed in the Chil-

dren's Hospital. The amount required

was $25. The collection taken was
$17.82. The day following the issue the

superintendent received a letter from a

business man, formerly a pupil of the

school, saying that he wished to enroll

himself as a "chambermaid." He said

he found the definition of the word to

be "one who makes* up a bed," and as

to make up this particular bed would
require $7.18 he enclosed his check for

that amount. He preferred that the

donation be credited to "A Friend," his

name not appearing.

* * *

A Little Child's Prayer.

EVENING.

Heavenly Father, now I pray:
Thou hast loved me all the day;
Love and bless me all the night,

Wake me with the morning light.

MORNING.

Heavenly Father, now it's light;

Thou hast loved me all the night

;

Love and bless me all the day

:

Make me good and kind I pray.—Rev. A. Irvine Innes.

* * 4

The most important part of self-

culture is to enthrone the sense of duty
within us.

—

Clianning.
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Alameda.—On Sunday, March 22d,

Rev. Clarence Reed preached an appre-

ciative sermon commemorative of the

birthday of William Morris, the subject

of the sermon being "William Morris,

the Apostle of the Beautiful."

'Plic work' of the Sunday-school is most

encouraging. The classes are graded and

the work assigned is appropriate to the

different ages of the pupils. At the

close of the lesson Mr. Keed is giving a

series of five-minute talks on "Our
Country." Among the subjects are,

'•Why' We Have Laws." "Why We
Love Our Country," "What We Owe
Our Country," "What Is a Free

Country?"

Berkeley.—Our Berkeley church is

holding well on its way. Following Rev.

(\ W. Wendte's welcome visit, with his

sermon on a Sunday morning, his talk

to the students of the Pacific Unitarian

School for the Ministry, an address be-

fore our Unitarian Club, and another

before the Berkeley Club, of which he

was a member in his Oakland ministry,

we have had a visit, or rather several

visits, from Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones,

of Chicago. Mr. Jones was most gener-

ous of his service, and, though not here

as a "Billings-Fund" lecturer, no one

who has come to the Pacific Coast under
that appointment has rendered more
generous or helpful service. He gave

before the Pacific School for the Minis-

try three lectures, illustrations of the

calling of the preacher and pastor, as

manifested in the lines of Savonarola, of

Thomas a Kempis, and of John Wesley.

These lectures were given in the Unita-

rian church, to accommodate the outside

public. The first was upon a Sunday
evening, and the church was crowded to

the doors: lint even on the week-day

evenings of the other two the church

was well filled.

Mr. Jones also gave a helpful talk to

the students at the school building, upon
his varied experience in a ministry of

nearly forty years.

The church gave an informal recep-

tion to Mr. Jones on the evening of

March 19th, when he spoke, by request,

upon the aims and work" of the "Abra-
ham Lincoln Center." which has been

built up under his leadership in Chicago.

Mr. Lathrop, as in the two years past,

is holding Sunday evening services

through Lent. Mr. Jones's lecture on

"Savonarola" came the first evening;

and sermons by Mi'. Leavitt, Mr. Reed,

Mr. Snioot, and Mr. Simonds follow in

order. Mi". Lathrop himself to close the

course. It is very pleasant to greel and

hear these neighboring ministers, and

the services arc well attended.

Mr. Lathrop recently exchanged with

Mr. Snow, of Palo Alto, whose sermon

and whole conduct of the service will

make him again welcome to our pulpit,

Mr. Jones Spoke to the students of the

University on Friday morning, March
13th, at the regular fortnightly gather-

ing of the students and faculty in Har-

mon Gymnasium.
Mr. Lathrop has recently revived the

Channing Club, an organization of the

young people of the church, which for

the last three years has dropped out.

and meetings of interest, well attended.

are held on Sunday evenings.

Mr. Hosmer goes Fast in April to give

a course of lectures upon "Church
Hymnody" before the Divinity School

of Harvard University.

Los A n G e l e s — First Unitarian

Church.—On March 8th Dr. Howard be-

gan and on March 15th continued a

vigorous sermon on "The Lawless Ele-

ment." which was a scathing arraign-

ment of anarchists, law-defiers. and law-

evaders, and which included in its scope

a great many people who call themselves,

and are so considered by the mass,-..

respectable. It is to be regretted that

this sermon cannot reach all who need it.

Sunday, March 22d, Rev. Jenkin

Lloyd Jones preached to a congregation

thai filled the house. ;i strong sermon on

"Opportunity." as exemplified in the

life of Paid, and in his work at Ephesus.

He found similar "opportunities" for

workers in Chicago and in Los Angeles

in this twentieth century.

Mr. Jones is to deliver a lecture in the

First Unitarian Church Wednesday
evening, March 25th, on "The Three

Reverences."
In the death of Mrs. Sarah Snell

Mathews, widow of Newell Mathews.

which occurred Monday, March Pith, the

Woman's Alliance of the First Unita-
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rian Church, Los Angeles, loses one of its

oldest members and most faithful work-
ers. Mrs. Mathews died after an illness

of only three days, though her health

had for some time been somewhat im-

paired.

Portland.—On Wednesday, April 1st,

our Alliance enjoyed a rare treat, the

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones delivering- to us

his essay on "Browning-." It was so ex-

haustive, so far-reaching, that every one
enjoyed it to the utmost—Browning stu-

dents and those who have looked upon
his poems almost as a sealed book. The
chapel was filled with an audience that

listened with intense interest.

In the evening he delivered his lecture

on "The Better Education"—this to an
audience that filled the church. He
spoke for an hour in his earnest, force-

ful manner, giving us many new
thoughts, contrasting sharply the b< lt< r

with the higher education. It seemed
marvelous, as we thought of all this man
had done, to see him undertaking such
strenuous work—arriving in the morn-
ing, speaking afternoon and evening,

leaving next morning on an early train,

and apparently without fatigue.

On Sunday there was another treat in

store for us—the visit of Rev. A. P. Rec-

cord, of Springfield. Mass.. Billings lec-

turer for the Northwest. He gave us an

excellent sermon on "Three Ways in

Which T nitarianism Meets the Needs of

the Religious World in This Age"—

a

doctrinal sermon, and yet so broad and
comprehensive was his method of treat-

ment that it did not seem like a doctrinal

sermon. What a splendid mission these

Billings lecturers are fulfilling, intro-

ducing the best of our ministers to the

far-off churches, and through their re-

ports introducing the distant churches to

all the older ones.

Mr. Eliot is giving us a series of very
interesting sermons on "The Life after

Death." dealing with it first historically

and later in its scientific aspects. He has
formed a class of adults, taking up the

study of Unitarian teachings with a view
1" church membership. The class is well

attended and much interest is mani-
fested.

Santa Cruz.—The members of All

Souls' Unitarian Church crowded the

parlors of the Pope House, the occa-

sion being the sixth annual meeting of

the society. The following were elected

trustees for the ensuing year: Henry
Willey. William Bartlett, Professor G.

A. Bond, W. W. Parker, and H. W. II.

Penniman. The reports read show the

society to be in a most prosperous con-

ditioii, both socially and financially, with

an outlook brighter than ever before for

the coming year. After the business

meeting the company adjourned to the

dining-room, where a collation had been
prepared by the Woman's Alliance.

President AVilley, of the Board of Trus-

tees, acted as toastmaster. and im-

promptu speech-making was the order

until a late hour.

During the coming year the society

will erect a spacious church clubhouse

upon its Center Street property and land

adjoining, and the many details of the

new plan of church work to be inaugu-

rated were considered in every phase.

Twenty-five members have lately been

added to the church.

Seattle. Wash.—All the societies of

the church have been active during the

past month, each in its own way. The
Sunday-school has arranged for an ad-

dress to the adult class each Sunday
until June, to be given by a professor

of the State University.

The following lectures were given dur-

ing March: "The Origin of the Earth."
by Professor Landis; "The Social Meth-
ods of Jesus," by Professor Daggy:
"Social Progress." by Dr. J. Allen

Smith-, and ''French Dialects: Their

Origin. Extent, and Gradual Dissolu-

tion," by Professor Frein.

The Men's Club has held two meet-

ings. Mr. George Marvin Savage gave

a talk at the first one on "The Over-

looked Quantity." He claimed that

profit belongs neither to capital nor to

labor, but to insurance, the overlooked

quantity. At the second meeting Mr.

George F. Cotterel spoke upon "Direct
Legislation by the People—the Initiative

and Referendum." The Men's Club has

elected 0. T. Erickson president. J. K.
Whittmore vice-president, and M. II.

Van Nuvs secretary.

The Youns: People's Fraternity has

given two informal dancing parties.
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which were greatly enjoyed by old and
young.

About thirty-five ladies beard the min-

ister, Mr. Powers, review "The Wood
Carver on 'Lympus" on the fourth Fri-

day of the month.

The Woman's Alliance gave a lunch-

eon in honor til' Mrs. Overnell, who is

going abroad in June, and who is one

of the mosl faithful workers in the Alli-

ance. The annual Dollar Party was held

with Mrs. J. D. 0. Powers a1 her new
home. This was the largesl dollar party

in the history of the Alliance. The Al-

liance asks one member each month In

visit the Alliance at Everett, "to encour-

age the ladies there in their work," and
hope t<> he of use to them.

Mr. Powers 's sermons. "The Making
of ;i .Man—Physical. Mental, Moral, and
Spiritual," have been entertaining, use-

ful, and uplifting.

Spokane. Wash.—Church attendance

continues to he very good, and the cen-

tral location of our building enables us to

reach many strangers and visitors in the

city. Some of .Mr. Puller's recent ser-

mon topics are: "The Inner Kingdom,"
"Recipes for Leadership," "Spirituali-

ty—What Is It?" "Human Wear and
Tear," "What the Liberal Church Of-

fers to Liheral Wen."
Two of Mr. Fuller's sermons in March,

on Sir Oliver Lodge's hook. "The Sub-

stance of Faith," attracted more than

ordinary attention, and the interest in

the subject was shown by tine attendance

in stormy weather.

A sociable was given March 20th, with

a program of shadow pantomimes, music,

and humorous readings by the minister.

Mr. Fuller has been invited to give an
evening address at the Universalist

Church April 19th, on "Liberal Religion

in Foreign Lands." lie will speak be-

fore the Daughters of the American
Revolution April 29th on "The Truth
About the Pilgrims."

Sax Francisco First Church. —
March has been an unusually busy
month in the First Unitarian Society.

On the first Monday Channing was most
delightfully entertained by Mrs. M. E.

Blanchard in a song recital, and Mrs.

S. L. M. Hus, in several monologues
given in a most charming and realistic

manner.

March 10th, Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones,

under the auspices of Channing, gave
a vt'vy interesting lecture on "Ibsen."
On the second Monday the Society for

Christian Work, after the regular busi-

ness meeting, held a "family confer-

ence," Mi-. Leavitt giving a talk "just

among ourselves." in which he spoke of

many things of interest both in and out

of the church.

On the fourth Monday, the Society

was called to order, and after a few mat-

ters of business were disposed of the

meeting adjourned out of respect to one

of the most active members, who passed

away last week.

March 13th, Friday, came the parish

dinner, which, in spite of the unlucky

date, was a great success, 231 members
of the society and friends being present.

An account of the success appears else-

where.

The Society for Christian Work has

met with a sad loss in the death of one

of its most active members, Mrs. Hadwen
Swain, who has been at the head of the

Work Committee for years, and has al-

ways helped forward in every way the

work of the society. A woman of ster-

ling worth, frank, honest, and with good

judgment and great ability—her loss

will be deeply felt.

On Monday, March 23d, the officers

and directors of the Society for Chris-

tian Work were called together to attend

the funeral services of Mrs. Hadwen
Swain, who died March 21st. after a

very short illness. For thirteen years

Mrs. Swain has been the chairman of

the Work Committee of the society, and

nowhere outside of her own family will

this greal loss he felt more keenly than

by the little band of women who have

spent the whole of two days of each

month making garments for those in

need.

Wherever and whenever work was to

he done in the First Church. Mrs. Swain

was always ready and willing, not only

to do her share, hut her wonderful quali-

ties of mind and heart made her most

capable of guiding others. In truth.

Mrs. Swain was a born leader, and her

judgment was well nigh unerring.

It is hard indeed to take up the bur-

den where this loved one has laid it

down.
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Sparks.

The story is told of an old peasant
woman in Buckinghamshire, England,
wlio. praising her favorite curate to the
rector, exclaimed, "Ah, sir. Mr. Drone
is quite an angel in sheep's clothing. "-

Exchange.

The word "altar" occurred in the
Scripture selection. "What is an altar?"
said the teacher. "A place to burn in-

sects." replied an honest boy. "Who
were the foolish virgins'" brought the

answer from a little girl "Them as did
not get married."

—

Pacific.

What Lazy Means.—Teacher—Bob-
by, what does lazy mean? Bobby—Lazy
means always to want your little sister

to get it for you.

Ix the Department Store.—She—

I

want to see some brussels. He—Yes,
madam. In—er—carpets, sprouts, or

point lace.'

—

London Toiler.

An Alternative.—Fagan—Xixt toime
Oi pass with a loidy. Hagan. ye've got to

remove yer hat. Hagan—And suppose
Oi refuse? Fagan—Then, bedad, ye've

go1 to remove yer coat.

—

Exchange.

What He Wanted.—"You say this

man stole your coat," said the magis-
trate. "Do T understand that you prefer
charges against him ? " " No, yer honor,

'

'

replied the complainant, "I prayfer th'

coat, if it's all the same t' ye, sor. "

—

Philadelphia Press.

He Knew Her. — A private soldier

walking arm-in-arm with his sweetheart
met his sergeant when about to enter a

cheap restaurant. He respectfully in-

troduced her to him :

'

' Sergeant, my
sister." "Yes, yes," was the reply. "I
know: she was mine once."

—

Tit-Bits.

Mistress—Bridget, do you go by the

kitchen clock or the one in the parlor?

Bridget (indignantly)—Faith, an' Oi go
whin it suits me, widout anny regard fer

clocks.

—

Judge.

Nervous Lady Passenger (to deck
hand I—Have you ever seen any worse

weather than this, Mister Sailor? Deck
Hand—Take a word from an old salt,

mum; the weather's never very bad
while there's any females on deck
a-making hinquiries about it. London
Til-lids.
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Unitarianism as a Character-Builder.
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By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

Unitarianism: Religion with Liberty.
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By George Batchelor.

Unitarianism as a Religion for Every Day.
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By John W. Day.

Unitarian Ideals. (Short.)
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Is the Bible Infallible? ( Small, i
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Self-consecration. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
I Am the Way. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
The Unpardonable Sin. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
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By Mrs. Brooke Herford.
How to Be Happy: A Lay Sermon. (Short.)

By Miss M. P. Wells.
The Parley. (Short.)

By John F. W. Ware.
The Results of an Inquiry into the Aims and

Characteristics of Unitarian Preaching.
By Samuel A. Eliot. D. I >.

The Gleaning. (Short.)
By John F. W. Ware.

Our Thought of God. (Short.)

By Charles F. Dole.

God within Us. (Short.)

By Charles V . Dole.

What if We Believe in God.'' (Short.)

By Charles F. Dole.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

God Loves All Souls. (Short.)

By J.uncs Freeman Clarke, D. D.

We Need to Know God. (Short.)

By James Freeman Clarke, I). U.

Stilling the Tempest. (Short.)

By Julian C. Jaynes.

The Temptation. (Short.)

L'.y Julian C. Jaynes.
The Transfiguration. (Short.)

By Julian C. Jaynes.
The Judgment Day of the Church.

By Charles G. Ames, I). D.

"Is Not this Joseph's Son?"
By Thomas L. Eliot. D. D.

How to Die.
By Minot J. Savage, D. 1).

The Real Jesus.
By Howard N. Brown.

The Bible.

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

Is Future Punishment Everlasting?
By Samuel C. Beane, D. 1).

The Logic of Prayer.
By John Cuckson.

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.
(Translated from the Greek.)

Will Mankind Outgrow Religion?
By Charles G. Ames, D. D.

The Bible in Theology.
By William W. Fenn.

The Perfect Law of the Lord.
By William H. Lyon, 1). D.

What the World Wants of Us.
By Charles F. Dole.

The Preaching of the Cross.
By William H. Lyon, D. D.

The Three Stages of Unitarian Theology.
By James Martineau, 1). D., LL.'D.

The Modern Conception of God. (Short.)

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
The Unitarians.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Faith of Charity.

By Charles C. Everett, D. 1)., LL. D.
The Divine Unity.

By Augustus Woodbury, D. D.
The Radical Difference between Liberal

Christianity and Orthodoxy.
By Thomas L. Eliot, D. D.

The Old Motives and the New Motives in

Religion Contrasted.
By Thomas R. Slicer.

Unitarian Christianity.

By Charles G. Ames, D. D.
Experiencing Religion.

By Seth C. Beach.
The Faith of a Free Church.

By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.

The Punishment of Sin.

By John W. Chadwick.
Our Gospel.

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
The Theology of Unitarians.

By Charles C. Everett. D. D., LL. D.

Unitarianism as a Social Force. (Short.)

P.v Tulian C. Tavnes.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the

American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon

Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the

Unitarian churches of America. It supports

missionaries, establishes and maintains

churches, holds conventions, aids in building

meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.

Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a

book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the

women of the Unitarian churches for mis-

sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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IT is a calumny to say that men
are roused to heroic action by

ease, hope of pleasure, recom-

pense—sugarplums of any kind

in this world or the next. In the

meanest mortal there lies something

nobler. The poor, swearing soldier,

hired to be shot, has his "honor of a

soldier," different from drill, regula-

tions, and the shilling a day. It is not

to taste sweet things, but to do noble

and true things, and vindicate himself

under God's heaven as a God-made
man, that the poorest son of Adam
dimly longs.

CARLYLE.

SAN FRANCISCO
MAY, 19 8
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and leave the citizens of California to

discharge other important obligations.

A bill has been introduced in Congress

that establishes a bureau of health to

whom this important work will be re-

ferred. Every effort should be made
to pass these measures looking to the

general health of the nation through en-

lightened onslaught on disease of every

form.

Politically, Ave have passed through

bitter and humiliating experiences and

made good progress in assuring better

conditions. There seems evident a moral

awakening of great promise, and if it

can be sustained, no material losses that

we have sustained will long count. The

distinct note of to-day is courage, and

we face the future with well-established

hope.

It is sometimes helpful in bearing ac-

knowledged evils to be reminded that

there are other evils incident to condi-

tions that we sometimes sigh for that

are perhaps greater than those we en-

dure. One of the most trying situations

of the present time in this country is

the law's delay, and the defeat of justice

through fine-spun technicalities that are

an offense to the average layman. When
the punishment of the guilty rich who
can command the services of shrewd and

conscienceless lawyers seems practically

impossible, we are drifting onto a dan-

gerous shore, and shipwreck is inevitable.

When a resourceful and pertinaceous at-

torney, without money, can successfully

defy the law and escape punishment year

after year, as has a notorious practitioner

of the San Francisco bar, it is plain that

something is wrong and a reform of

criminal procedure is surely called for.

When our highest courts, composed of

men of unquestioned integrity, are

obliged under the law to acquit men of

crimes that they admit them to be guilty

of, because of some trivial defect in the

pleadings, it seems pretty plain that if

common sense is to have sway, some-

change is necessary in the law's require-

ments. The rights of the individual are

so completely protected under laws

passed at a time when there was danger

an innocent man might be punished

that now it is practically impossible to

punish a guilty man. It seems absurd

that a mayor who has committed a crime

should escape punishment because the

indictment upon which he was tried

did not aver that he was a mayor. It

would seem that no valid right would

suffer if the bounds of judicial cogni-

zance were somewhat extended. Proce-

dure ought to be simplified and made less

expensive and more speedy.

The law's delay was an acknowledged

wrong in Hamlet's time, and has grown

greater as refined conception of individ-

ual rights have increased, but it may be

better than too great speed. We are

so often told of how much better these

things are done in England and the colo-

nies, but there is another side not gener-

ally considered. In countries where there

are class distinctions, there are instances

of swift administration of harsh justice

that make the ills one bear seem slight.

Some years ago in Scotland a blacksmith

and his son, worthy, industrious people,

not given to violence or brawling, heard

the noise of a violent quarrel, and went

out to learn the cause. As they passed

out of the shop the young man picked

up a hoe. Unwittingly, they were drawn

into the melee, and the boy, seeing his

father in danger, struck his assailant with

the hoe and killed him. He was arrested,

tried, promptly convicted, and hanged.

It broke the heart of his father and his

mother, and they both died of grief. The

whole family was wiped from the face

of the earth as a result of the unfeeling

enforcement of a hard law against an

act that generally is a crime, but in this

instance was substantially an accident.

A native of Scotland, now a resident of
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this city, revisited his native land a few

years ago. On the day of re-embarking

Jot- America he had a spare hour on hand

and visited a courtroom where criminal

eases were being tried. The ease of a

young sailor was called. He was accused

of murder. The jury was called and

sworn in without examination. Wit-

nesses established the fact that the sailor,

home from a cruise, had gone on a spree.

In a saloon there was a drunken brawl,

and the accused had struck another man

with a bottle. From the effects of the

blow he died. The facts were undis-

puted. The sailor averred that he was

drunk and did not know what he had

done. The judge said that was no ex-

tenuation, but rather an aggravation

;

that no one had any right to take any-

thing into his mouth that would steal

away his brains. There was no further

defense, and at the single sitting he was

found guilty and sentenced to be hanged.

No one knew him, no one seemed to care.

It was strict, untempered justice. He was

virtually to be hanged for being drunk.

It was a striking instance of the speedy

justice we Americans are crying for, and

yet this son of Scotland left the court-

room with shocked sensibilities and an

aching heart, and thanked God he lived

in a country where a human being was

treated with more consideration and jus-

tice was tempered with mercy.

It is only when a positive stand is

taken by the forces of right against the

forces of evil such as Governor Hughes
of New York has been waging against

race-track gambling in that stale that

the public comes to a realization of how
far-reaching gaming permeates mod-

ern society. More than $750,000 has

been spent by the gamblers to keep ef-

fective the Percy-Gray law, which makes
it impossible for the authorities of the

Empire State to prevent betting at the

track, in the pool-rooms, and in private

books. While Governor Hughes has un-

deniably suffered a setback in his cam-

paign for good morals, it is hardly to

be believed that he is beaten.

Only a few weeks ago, too. the
'

' smart

set" of New York were surprised thai

Governor Hughes should forbid rallies

and similar attractions in the state

armory at Albany. The social leaders

are quite willing that gambling in low

dives should not only be stopped but

that it should be punished ; but that the

class considered to be the "best" should

be placed under the ban of the executive

displeasure was taken as an affront. The

provisions of the Penal Code are under-

stood to apply to the great masses of

people, but not to the socially elect.

Now that the financial condition of

the country, if Dun & Bradstreet are to

be believed, is slowly improving, and will

continue to do so until after the Presi-

dential election, by which time it is as-

suringly prophesied affairs of business

will once more have become normal, it

becomes more and more apparent that

the monetary reaction of last autumn

was unquestionably the effect of an at-

tempt, in certain quarters, to secure

something for nothing. The spirit of

gambling had so far substituted itself

for the spirit of legitimate business that

the necessary outcome of the existing

state of affairs was a panic. From a

vice that characterized individuals, the

mania for gambling had so increased

that entire groups of society and whole

communities had for the time being be-

come affected by it.

In speaking of the desire to gamble

commercially, it is and has been the

habit of many to treat it as though it

were a distinctly modern vice, and that

it is to be found in no other form either

among other present social conditions or

among nations and races of a bygone

dav. The American branch of the Anglo-
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Saxon race is not given to this sport any
more than other peoples. Gambling has

been a characteristic of all nations at all

times. We are essentially a commercial

people, hence the combination of gam-

bling and trade.

It requires but little investigation to

show that other periods have suffered in

this respect as well as our own. It is

an interesting fact that gambling, when
made unlawful under the civil law of

Rome, and the common law of England,

was forbidden, not because of the per-

nicious effects gaming might have upon
the morals of its devotees, but be-

cause it made them poor soldiers, and
he who was the best soldier, in both in-

stances, was reckoned the best citizen.

Instead of riding, hunting, and prac-

ticing with the sword and cross-bow. the

youths of both countries, at the different

dates when these complaints were made,

amused themselves by games of chance,

to the exclusion of those accomplish-

ments, which were not only considered

personally advantageous, but also means
of making their possessors better mem-
bers of the body politic.

In the thirty-third year of the reign of

Henry VIII (1541) gambling was pro-

hibited in England in words that left no

doubt as to the meaning of the House of

Parliament. The purpose of this act was
for the double object of "maintaining ar-

tillery and debarring unlawful games."

By "artillery" it is generally agreed

that the lawmakers of "Bluff King
Hal's" day unquestionably meant arch-

ery. Another act, passed at a later date,

deplored in its preamble that facility in

this warlike accomplishment "is sore de-

cayed, and daily is like to be more and

more minished. " The degeneration that

threatened the growing manhood of

England was ascribed to "many and

sundry new and crafty games" which

deflected the popular taste from those

martial graces which made good material

for the armies of the king. Inducements

in the forms of prizes and honors were

liberally bestowed upon those who be-

came proficient archers of the yew-bow,

and other means, through suitable legis-

lation, were devised for creating a more

military spirit among the flower of

Albion's youth.

Charles II and Anne in their reigns,

heeding the popular feeling, went still

farther, and declared that all bonds, or

like securities given for money won at

gaming, or money lent at the time with

which to play, should be utterly void.

Such was the law until the ninth year

of the reign of Queen Victoria (1845),

when Parliament re-enacted all the pro-

hibitive measures that had been passed

previously; recast the old statutes in

modern language, and attempted to in-

crease their efficacy by a number of new

suppressive laws. That these -enactments

have not been all that their draiighters

hoped for is demonstrated by the scan-

dals that from time to time are exposed

in that portion of English society that

derives its enjoyment in life from the

game of bridge, and an experience that

befell King Edward, while still the

Prince of Wales, when on one occasion

he held a hand at baccarat.

But, as has been already said, gam-

bling is not a sin of the Anglo-Saxon

race alone, neither is it a sin of one

portion of it. The ancients preferred

dice, the modern gamster prefers the op-

portunities offered to him by the stock

market, the lottery, the bookmaker, and

the church raffle. Only the external

forms have changed. Then, as now.

gambling had its champions. It has

long been a defense of those who have

attempted to vindicate gaming that hu-

man life is perhaps the greatest of all

hazards. The only answer to this is,

that it is and it is not. It is true that

a man may struggle for years to gain

something his soul loners for, and vet fail
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in the end. But there is this differ-

ence between such a man and one who
neglects his daily task to puzzle his

brains over sonic overnighl handicap-

per's "special information sheet" at the

nearest cigar store. If the one has

striven and lost, he has at least the con-

solation of knowing that out of apparent

failure has come the development of

character, which in the end is worth

more than all he has attempted to secure.

The other, no matter how great his suc-

cess may he. knows in his heart of hearts

that there has been a disintegration of

moral fibre, and that he is, after all, a

social parasite. He may acquire and he

may lose, but there has been no produc-

tion that will benefit either the race or

himself on the pages of the trial balance

of Time.

Mr. Frank N. Freeman in a recent

article points out the interesting fact

that gambling is anarchistic in its ten-

dencies. There is no mutual exchange.

More than this, the hand of one gambler

is set against the hand of every member
of his own class, and more, against the

hand of every member of organized so-

ciety as well. The hazard of the pro-

fessional wagerer has no relation to life.

It is a purely arbitrary matter, depend-

ing entirely upon chance.

Mr. Freeman further states, that in

the act acquiring ownership there is,

first, a natural right, and second, a

reward of effort. These two principles

do not enter into a bet mutually lost

and won. These laws apply alike to the

spectacular in millions or to the shiftless

waterfront dice-thrower.

That gambling degrades its victims

mentally is almost a superfluous asser-

tion. Belief in hick" is characteristic of

the gambler, no matter to what class he

belongs. It is a noteworthy fact that

there is almost no gambling of any kind

among the classes of society whose time

i> occupied, either by constant work, or

who, during their leisure have something

to interest and enrich their lives outside

of their daily routine. Comparatively

few professional men, musicians or

artists who are at all serious in their

work are given to playing for stakes

either in the form of the "one best bet"

or of '" buying short." It is safe to say

that the diversions gambling afford are

always sought by those who have noth-

ing to draw upon when left to them-

selves.

Legislation will not cure this evil en-

tirely. Preaching may help some. An
education that broadens life and de-

velops ideas and ideals of social and

ethical responsibility is apparently the

only way of eliminating that vice which

consists in "the transfer of property

through the medium of chance."

W. M.

The value of the public services of any

church is in proportion as the worship-

pers go forth after the service into the

practical work of life determined to live

with more of reverence toward God and

man. If the services of a church tend to

make a man feel that God is especially

in the church but not in the world, and

that the Sabbath is a holy day, while the

rest of the week is purely secular, then

the church is placing fetters upon man's

soul. The mission of the church is to

persuade men to seek to be in fellowship

with God, help them to be independent

thinkers, and educate the conscience as

to the right and wrong. Religion, in-

stead of placing fetters on the reason

or being a monster to terrify the con-

science, should make men free.

Our age craves the expression of re-

ligion in terms of democracy. The teach-

ings of the church should be positive

and affirmative. It should persuade men
to believe in the inspiration of all great

bonks, music. ;ind art: that there are

prophets to-day who are as perfectly in
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fellowship with the Infinite as the proph-

ets of the Hebrews; there is inherent

divine worth in every man ; there are not

only two sacraments or seven, but every

true, kind, brave deed of life is a sacra-

ment; there is truth not only in Christi-

anity, but also in Buddhism and Con-

fucianism, in fact whenever any man
has earnestly sought for the truth he

has to some degree discovered it; there

is not only one holy day in each week,

but there are seven, one being as sacred

as another. That there are glimpses of

the same truths in different religions pro-

claims the universal character of truth.

The worst enemies of religion have

been within not without the church. It

was a disciple wiio betrayed Jesus, and

all through the ages professed followers

of Jesus through selfishness, bigotry, and

ignorance have misrepresented the re-

ligion he taught. In the name of Christ

nations have engaged in war. The creeds

that in the past the church has revered

have often been masks that have con-

cealed the truth. Orthodoxy has placed

fetters on the conscience and reason, re-

pressing personal religious aspirations

and declaring the moral life to consist in

obedience to formal rules.

A terrible battle is being waged be-

tween selfishness and scepticism in re-

gard to the existence of national ideals

on one hand and the noblest of demo-

cratic ideals on the other. There are

those who frankly declare that life is a

study in selfishness and expediency and

politics is a trade and game, an office

being something for which men seek on

account of what there is in it. Success

is defined by many in terms of making

and accumulating money, and each man
is expected to push his particular line

of business without regard to others. If

this theory is true, then our age is one

of moral anarchy.

The greatness of America cannot be

fully expressed in material terms. The

wealth of our country has worth in pro-

portion as it is used for the realization

of individual and social ideals. The

invention of labor-saving machinery that

has taken away so much of the drudgery

of life, the tendency to diminish poverty

through savings banks and building and

loan associations encouraging habit of

thrift, and the discoveries in surgery and

medicine by means of which diseases that

once were considered incurable are now
overcome, have great worth. There are

at least a few men in political life who
are absolutely devoted to the interests

of the people and the number of them

is increasing. A number of corporations

recognize that they exist in order to

serve -the people. Our age is not one

of despair, but of hope and great op-

portunities, when the call comes to. men
not to die, but to live for the highest

national ideals. C. R.

As one of the inspiring signs of the

times we note the rising opposition to

race-track gambling now in evidence in

various parts of the country. If Gov-

ernor Hughes of New York can even seri-

ously curb the evil, he will earn the grati-

tude not only of his own State, but that

of the Nation as well.

The recent organization of the Cali-

fornia Anti-Race Track League indicates

that the good people of this section are

at last awake to the enormity of a vice

which threatens all ages and all classes.

By circular letter ministers are invited

to preach on this theme, and all workers

for civic righteousness are urged to unite

to deliver our people from the threaten-

ing danger.

And a very real danger confronts us.

Perhaps no vice so quickly and complete-

ly degrades a man as the vice of gam-

bling. It transforms, almost as by magic,

an honest man into a poltroon and a liar.

Drunkenness degrades, but the drunkard

often retains much of his better nature.
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Sensuality enervates, but many a good

trail may resist its influence. The
gambler soon becomes a beast of prey,

the enemy of his kind.

About plain gambling, that of the

poolroom and the faro-table, there is no

difference of opinion, and never has

been. Aristotle denounced it. Cicero

bewailed its prevalence. All the ancients

feared it. England before the days of

Shakespeare and Milton made it an of-

fence punishable by death. Everywhere

the evil is recognized and condemned.

To-day the gambler's den is rightly

named a "hell" and his victim is known

asa" lamb. '

'

For all this it is not generally known

that the most insidious and deadly form

of this evil is race-track gambling—an

evil now grown to national, even inter-

national, proportions. It is said that

one fourth of England's population

habitually bets on the races. Who could

tell what proportion of the population

of our cities and large towns are falling

into the same folly?

Race-track gambling is peculiarly dan-

gerous for the following reasons

:

1. It is associated with the training

and development of man's best friend

—

the horse. What man is there with good

red blood in his veins who does not love

to draw the reins over a fleet horse. Few
things satisfy the eye better than a

blooded horse in action. We have al-

ways sympathized with the parson who,

when told by his deacons that he must

sell his fast horse, expressed a willing-

ness to do so because a neighbor had

driven by him in spite of all he could

do. The rearing and speeding of horses,

within reasonable limits, is both a legiti-

mate business and an innocent pleasure.

The gambling of the race-track is closely

associated with a business, in itself harm-

less and, rightly conducted, beneficial to

the community, and is all the more all or-

itur on that account.

2. Race-track gambling is ostensibly

an out-of-door sport and so easily acces-

sible. Hundreds go out to the races who

could not be induced to enter a pool-

room, and wager their small earnings on

the result of a race with no thought of

doing harm to themselves or to others.

The thing seems harmless—a friendly bet

in the open on the result of a race.

Nevertheless it is playing with tire—

a

fire that burns often with merciless fury.

3. This "sport" is patronized by so-

ciety. The "400" approve and indulge

in race-track gambling, as in bridge

whist. A great day at the "races" pre-

sents a brilliant scene. Wealth, fashion,

youth, and beauty are delightfully in

evidence. The '

' leaders of our set,
'

' men
prominent in politics, in business, and in

professional life, all attend the races.

An old-fashioned merchant was sur-

prised one afternoon during the "sea-

son" to find most of his clerks absent on

sick leave. Closing his store, he decided

to transact some legal business of im-

portance with his lawyer. The lawyer

was also away—"sick." Not feeling just

right, he next determined to make use

of time thus thrust upon him in con-

sulting his physician. The doctor was

"out." Having now absolutely nothing

to do he took the next car for the races,

and there found not only his clerks, but

his sick lawyer and the missing doctor.

There is a seductive fascination about

this thing when once you are under its

sway which draws men as the flame the

helpless moth.

And it is tame sport unless one has a

wager on the race, and there you are.

The man is mastered. He bets his own

money, stakes that of his employer, in-

tending to refund from those deceptive

"winnings," loses,—and whether pun-

ished or forgiven, goes forth unmanned,

the brand of dishonesty upon him.

0! it is pitiful. Men and women los-

ing honor, losing integrity, losing self-
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respect, losing all that makes life worth

living at the races. And the folly of it

is so plain the "lambs" ought to see it.

For the race isn't even a fair trial with

the capricious god, Chance. Most races

to-day are shams. Organized villany robs

the people. Bookmakers and jockeys,

owners and trainers, often in league,

plundering that gullible fool, the public.

Over the entrance of the modern race-

track might well be written three words

of dread import— Deception, Degrada-

tion, Destruction. Here men are de-

ceived. Here they are degraded. Here

they are destroyed.

Let good men and true, lovers of God
and their fellows, unite—and at once

—

to banish this menacing curse, this gi-

gantic and growing evil. W. D. S.

-35 -5- -^

Round-the-Bay Meeting.

A round-the-bay meeting of the Alli-

ances will be held at the Unitarian

Church, San Jose, Saturday, June 6th.

Train leaves station, Third and Town-
send, 10 :40 a. m. Box luncheon.

The annual meeting of the Round-
the-Bay Conference of Sunday-School
Workers will be held at the First Uni-
tarian Church of San Francisco on Sat-

urday. May 23d, at 2 :30 p. m. At this

meeting the future work of the Con-
ference will be planned. Election of

officers for the coming year will take
place. It is important that all teach-

ers and officers of the Sunday-schools
be present. All those interested in the

welfare of this most important branch
of our church work are urged to attend.

* * *

The First Discovery.

Oh, grown-ups cannot understand,
And grown-ups never will,

How short 's the way to fairyland

Across the purple hill.—Alfred Noyes.

Once again the pine-tree sung

:

"Speak not thy speech my boughs among

:

Put off thy years, wash in the breeze;

My hours are perfect centuries."

—

Emerson.

Unitarian Club.

The Unitarian Club of California held

its eightieth dinner at the Fairmont
Hotel on the evening of April 15th.

There were over a hundred gentlemen
present, including as special guests Mr.
William Kent, Mr. James D. Phelan, and
twelve members of the Board of Super-
visors. The occasion was devoted to a

double purpose—an acknowledgment of

appreciation of the citizens of San Fran-
cisco of the splendid gift of the Muir
Woods to the National Government, and
the discussion of Municipal Government,
concerning which Mr. Kent can speak
with authority. It was believed that a

recital of the facts of the long contest

in Chicago, especially in the settlement

of street railroad matters, might be help-

ful to us in the struggle we sooner or

later must engage in. Mr. Kent was
asked to speak on "What Chicago Had
Done," and Mayor Taylor accepted an
invitation to speak on "What San Fran-
cisco Hoped to Do," but on advice of

his physician was obliged to cancel the

appointment.
President Wheelan, in introducing Mr.

Kent, spoke appreciatively of the gener-

osity of the guest of honor and his gift

of the magnificent grove of redwoods so

accessible to San Francisco, yet doubted
if in value it equaled the service ren-

dered through his persistent fighting for

better municipal conditions in the city

of Chicago. Mr. Kent was greeted with
prolonged applause upon his introduc-

tion. When quiet finally came his first

words gave the keynote of his simple,

straightforward character. He did not

begin in measured tones with '

' Mr. Pres-

ident and members of the Unitarian Club
of California, it affords me," etc. He
did not even acknowledge his pleasure

at his reception. Without any oratorical

frills, he said:

"As to generosity in giving those trees,

there wasn't any. I didn't want to see

them cut down, and so I bought them,

but I couldn 't build a wall around them
or watch all the time to see that no one

cut them, and so I was very glad to get

rid of them. If I had kept them, per-

haps I might some time have been ob-

liged to cut one down to keep from
starving. If one of my children should

ever be hungry, I would rather have
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him steal a chicken and be sent to jail

to be fed by the county than to sec him

cut down one of those trees. Now what

San Francisco ought to do is to buy the

whole of Mount Tamalpais and make it

a park. It would be a great asset, and
something vou would always be proud

of."
As to Chicago, he said he couldn't

tell the story of a twelve years' fight

in the three hours which he understood
was assigned him, but he managed to

tell enough of it to intensely interest his

audience in less than a fourth of the

time. He began at the beginning, when
he entered public life. There were then

a few, and but few, of his associates who
would not steal doormats and milkcans

if they were left out. It was always
possible to pass any measure over the

veto of a decent mayor. After a few
years, when the upright members were
more numerous, the vetos fell off. May-
ors found it wasn't safe. He gave the

unsavory story of the invasion of Yerkes,

his high financiering, and absolute own-
ership of both municipal and state au-

thorities. Franchises were secured run-

ning 999 years. Securities were inflated

to the limit and unloaded on the con-

fiding public. AVhen any effort was made
to correct evils, a cry went up bewailing

the injury to be inflicted on widows and
orphans. Dunne wrote one of his best

Dooley articles showing that there was
no hope for reform until the widows and
orphans were hanged. Matters went from
bad to worse. The service was miser-

able, and investors were robbed. The
city, having no charter, was powerless,

for -the State Legislature was always
corrupt. But through the work of the

Municipal Voters League and the efforts

of other forces for decency, including

many of the papers, the City Council

became upright and independent. Yerkes
was driven out. Then Mr. J. P. Morgan
seemed to think he could show how
traction affairs should be managed, but

somehow his New York lawyers didn't

have things their way. Various enabling
acts were passed to settle the abuses, but

they seemed ineradicable. Finally, an

ordinance was prepared thai seemed to

cover everything, but before passing il

an able lawyer, Mr. Shepard, was called

in to pass upon it. He showed it to be

utterly worthless, and in despair lie was

asked In suggest a plan. He went into

the matter thoroughly. He went to the

bottom and submitted recommendations
that had revolutionized conditions. First,

Valuations were established, and those

charged with making them were so fair,

so Liberal thai the railroads could not

object. Millions of water was squeezed

out, and just values were established.

The city had gained the power to buy
if they felt it necessary. Then Mr.

Hearst came and urged municipal own-
ership, which was simply impossible at

that time. The plan was submitted to

the people, and Mas overwhelmingly car-

ried. Three alternatives were offered.

The first, a virtual partnership between
the traction companies and the city, al-

lows the company five per cent on
the agreed valuation of their property.

Fourteen per cent of gross earnings is

set aside for betterments. Profits in ex-

cess of the five per cent are apportioned
55 per cent to the city and 45 per cent

to the companies. A first-class traction

manager, not a politician nor a promoter,
manages the roads. Perfect satisfaction

has resulted. The roads have realized

eight per cent and their stock is worth
160. During the last year the city has

received nearly a million and a half as

its share of the earnings. The service is

admirable, the earnings are increasing,

and everybody is happy. It is an ad-

justment by which it is for the interest

of the traction companies to behave
themselves, and they are doing it.

In closing, Mr. Kent alluded to the

injury to society through the unjust dis-

tribution of created wealth. While he
admitted that Socialism was carried to

an extreme that to him was idiotic, he
felt that the tendency to give greater

consideration to the rights of society

as contrasted to the rights of the indi-

vidual was helpful and hopeful. The
pendulum might swing back, but too

much had been granted to individualism,

and the community must be more ade-

quately considered.

Mr. Kent's wise, earnest talk was lis-

tened to with alert attention, and inter-

est was kept up by the frequent Mashes

of humor which mean so much when they

come from a man who has been continu-

ously fighting Tor so many years. When
he was through, the hand-clappine; was
long continued.
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Mr. Wheelan made it interesting' by
presenting the danger's of overdoing the

sentimental side of Socialism, reciting

the experience of the First Congrega-
tional Church of Oakland after the great

fire, when the doors were opened and
all comers were fed free. A few days
later a lady wished some work done and
offered three dollars a day for three men.
Dr. Brown called for volunteers, but not

a man responded. Then he gave them
a straight talk and called again. One
man responded and started for the work
three blocks away. He went one block

and then changed his mind. There was
n grave danger of sympathetic reformers

doing more harm than good.

To fill the gap occasioned by Mayor
Taylor's absence, Professor George H.
Boke, of the law department of the Uni-

versity of California, was called upon.
He spoke upon true citizenship, inci-

dentally harmonizing certain references

by the previous speakers favorable re-

spectively to socialistic and to individual-

istic tendencies.

Mr. James D. Phelan was asked to

speak on the bond issue, upon which the

citizens of San Francisco are soon to

vote. He made a clear and forcible pre-

sentation of the matter and urged the

earnest support of the proposed issue.

San Francisco has the smallest bonded
indebtedness of any city in the country,

and her present needs are great. The call

covers things of primal necessity and
practically indispensable — protection

from fire, sewers, school buildings, a hos-

pital, and a modern crematory for gar-

bage. He alluded to the question of the

water supply, which demands immediate
consideration, and urged the acquisition

of the right to use Lake Eleanor and the

Hetch-Hetchy Valley.

The evening as a whole was greatly

enjoyed.
* * *

"We thank thee, God, for that per-

petual springtime with which thou visit-

est the human soul. We bless thee for

the sun of righteousness which never

sets, nor allows any night there ; but,

with healing in his beams, shakes down
perennial day on eyes that open and on

hearts that, longing, lift them up to thee.

—Theodore Parker.

Conference Hrports.

REPORT OF THE PACIFIC UNITARIAN
SCHOOL FOR THE MINISTRY.

The Pacific Unitarian School for the

Ministry is glad to be recognized, as the

place assigned it on this program in-

dicates, as a lawful child of this Con-
ference, and as one of its three most im-

portant general activities. For the

measure of its support in men and in

money, and the rate and permanence of

its growth, and the degree of success

with which it fulfills its mission, will de-

pend to no small extent upon how di-

rectly and heartily the churches and
their people on this coast come to know
about it and to interest themselves in

it.

The school is now four years old, and
is about to yield fruit so long waited
for, and by some perhaps almost de-

spaired of. It has no sensational

achievements to report for the year and
to startle you with. It does not expect

to win or to deserve your interest by
such things so much as by a record of

steady work regularly performed, and
of as high a grade as can be produced
with the facilities at its disposal. In-

deed, at the beginning of the year there

was no encouraging report at all to

give ; for of three excellent men who
had been counted upon to enter, and
for whose original interest in the min-

istry the school was to some extent re-

sponsible, two yielded to the attractions

of eastern institutions, and one decided

not to study for the ministry after all.

Two students entered, however, toward
the middle of the year, so that this

year's total enrollment will be the same
as last year's—six regular students. On
the other hand, one student who had
been with us two years, though doing as

yet almost all his work at the Universi-

ty, did not return at the beginning of

the year; and two others left not long

after the middle of it. High authority

long ago pronounced judgment on those

that put hand to the plow and after-

wards turn back; and I need therefore

only remark in passing that if a man
has not enough depth of earnestness

in his wish to enter the ministry, nor
enough appreciation of the standards

and ideals required in it, nor enough
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persistency of purpose, to keep him at

his tasks until he has made an adequate

preparation for the exacting work be-

fore him, lie probably would not suc-

ceed in the ministry even if he entered

it. And it is our desire, and our ef-

fort, to send forth successful ministers,

or none at all. Indeed, it appears to

be a part of the mission of divinity

schools to sift chaff from wheat, and
thereby save the churches some need-

lessly costly experiments. We shall

have, then, two men next month who
have stood this test, both of character

and of attainments, and who will gradu-

ate after four years' steady work, both

having so high an idea of the require-

ments of the calling before them that

they propose to take a final year at

Harvard before beginning the active

performance of it.

It is too early as yet to forecast the

next year; and I can say only that

there are four candidates for admission

at present on the horizon, of whom two
have expressed the definite intention,

and the other two the hope, of enter-

ing next August.
This is perhaps the place to say that

of those that think they would like to

be ministers, there is a surprising pro-

portion who seem to wish to get into

the ministry on the lowest terms allow-

able. For example, one who has not

even finished the high school writes to

inquire if a college education is abso-

lutely necessary. Another, a graduate

of a high school, asks what is the short-

est possible time that he would have

to spend in study before being admit-

ted to the ministry. A third, without

even a common school education, but

having the ability to stand before an

audience and speak with fluent ease for

half an hour at a time, supposes that in

this superficial gift he has the chief

part of the equipment that a minister

needs: and undertaking to find in the

cursory reading of a few volumes of

popular theology an adequate substi-

tute for a preparation that occupies

most men for sever industrious years-

above the high school, he would offer

himself to churches as a compel ent

Leader in the wide and profound fields

of theology, religious education, ethics,

sociology, and even economics; and, in-

credible as it may seem, he actually

finds a parish willing to take him at his

own valuation, and to submit itself to

his experimenting. I might add other

illustrations to these taken from actual

experience, to show how often the main
question seems to be not, How can I

make the most thorough preparation

possible for the most important profes-

sion among men? but what is the low-

est standard of education that the

churches will tolerate in the men whom
they call to be the leaders of their

thought and the inspirers of their lives?

This question of course only the

churches themselves can answer. But
so far as the Pacific Unitarian School

for the Ministry is concerned, I will

undertake to say that it will put its

seal upon no man whose training has

not been thorough and complete; and if

the churches accept men of another

sort, they do so at their own risk, and
in the face of great preponderance of

experience.

This is one reason why we have so

small a school; for, as my report of last

year said, it might easily have been two
or three times as large, had we only

opened the doors wider, or put the bars

lower. And yet I call your attention

to a fact that ought to give us all great

encouragement about this enterprise.

For how many students, think you,

ought a school of right to expect to

have, which has behind it a constituency

of only twenty-five churches ? If we look

to our own eastern schools for a basis

of comparison we shall discover that our
450 churches east of the Sierras are

represented at Meadville and Harvard
together by fewer than forty-five stu-

dents: that is, not quite one student to

every ten churches. And these schools

are old and famous, and have dis-

tinguished teachers and every material

facility. Or if we look to our Congre-
gational neighbors on this Coast, they

will tell us that their Pacific Seminary
at Berkeley, which has been so fraternal

and hospitable toward our own school,

although it has a full and good faculty,

and has been established for forty years,

has from a constituency of 500 churches

a total enrollment at the present time
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of only 13 Congregational students; that

is, one student to about eighteen church-

es. When, therefore, we set our this

year's enrollment of six over against

our twenty-five churches on this coast,

we have no cause to be ashamed of the

comparison, but may even challenge any
equal body of churches of any denomi-

nation, in the country, to equal or even

approach our record. And this all the

more, when we remember that our school

is still young, and that its facilities are

still meager; that it has no stately build-

ings to attract the attention or appeal to

the imagination, and that the larger part

of its faculty is under the hat of but

one man.
Nevertheless, we would that we had

more students: we believe that we ought

to have more, and we expect that we
shall have more, as fast as our facilities

increase, and when we have attracted to

our school teachers of strength and repu-

tation, and can say to men even by the

poorer medium of bricks and mortar

that here is an institution worthy to be

taken into account—that is, when our

school is as thoroughly equipped person-

ally and materially as a school must be

before it can be expected to do excellent

work. But let me add to these things

one more thing, more important than all

others. "We shall have more students

when more of the parents of our boys

believe in their hearts that the Christian

ministry is a calling of great opportuni-

ty, which it would be a privilege and an

honor to their sons to enter, and when
those boys are more pointed toward it,

and more encouraged in seeking it. This

is a matter that I am very anxious to

present, together with the special mes-

sage of our school, in every one of our

pulpits on this Coast. I have already

done so in four of our churches the

past year; and I hope that eventually

every minister in the Conference will

give me a chance to say it to his people.

In the matter of instruction the school

has been the past year much the same
as before, and as it must be until its

faculty is sensibly increased. We have,

however, added a course in Public

Speaking, to the great profit of our stu-

dents; and they continue to go to the

Pacific Seminary and the University

for supplementary courses. We are at

present endeavoring to find an addi-

tional professor for next year, whose
reputation shall add to the name and
strength of the school.

A very important part of a school's

equipment is a good library. Ours has

been increased within the year by a large

part of the library of Dr. Horatio Steb-

bins, the gift of his family: by a very
valuable gift of periodicals and pamph-
lets from the collection of Dr. Henry
W. Bellows, the gift of his son; by sev-

eral hundred volumes illustrating the

history and literature of English Uni-
tarianism, formerly belonging to the

British and Foreign Unitarian Associa-

tion, and otherwise by gift and purchase.

Our library now comprises about 6,500

volumes, besides a large number of un-

bound pamphlets ; and my visit to east-

ern libraries last summer enables me to

say from personal knowledge that we
have many things not to be found else-

where in the country, and that in some
respects we have the completest Uni-
tarian library in America. This adds
strong emphasis to the fact that our
present building is of wood, and that we
are constantly liable to irreparable loss

through the destruction of the library

by fire.

In the building just referred to, the

school has the past year for the first

time found a home for all its activities

—administration, instruction, library,

dormitory, and commons. A matron has

presided over the house and conducted
the commons, and our students being

under one roof, have had something of

a common center of school life. We
should be glad to have any Unitarian

students coming up to the University

find their home in our building.

It remains for me to speak of the

school's wants, and to ask your earnest

attention to them. If these be men-
tioned in order of size, I should begin

with our want of permanent buildings.

Our present house, though a great im-

provement over what we enjoyed be-

fore, and for the present serving our

purpose tolerably well, can never be

more than a temporary expedient for us,

because it was designed for very differ-

ent needs from ours. I have already

said at what hazard we continue to keep

our library in it. Moreover, our right
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to the superbly located lot given us last

year will lapse in one year more, unless

we erect buildings on it; and the loss

of that would be an incalculable misfor-

tune to the school, which would be more
keenly impressed upon us with every

passing year. But if we are enabled to

erect on it within the year to come a

building providing for at least class-

rooms, students' quarters and a library,

we should not only save tbis unrivalled

lot, but should have the school perma-
nently housed for generations to come,

and should have our income increased

over $1,000 a year from the rental of

our present building.

We also want means to provide addi-

tional instruction. We have a future en-

dowment provided for that will leave

us free from anxiety on this head; but

it is not at present available, and mean-

while the present income of the school

is not equal to its needs. We could with

even a few hundred dollars provide ex-

tra courses of lectures from leading men,

which would add much to our strength

and reputation ; while for lack of a com-

paratively small sum, we are in immi-

nent danger now of having to suspend
instruction in Public Speaking, and to

send out men whose main work is to

be public speakers, yet utterly without

training in the proper and effective use

of the voice.

We could use to great advantage sums
of various sizes for buying valuable sets

of books desired for the library, vari-

ous articles of equipment or furniture,

and the like, which are now beyond our
reach, and for lack of which our work
is hampered.
We need money for scholarships, by

which to enable students of superior

ability and promise without resources of

their own, to pursue their studies with-

out regrettable interruption or serious

embarrassment. We do not waste these

on poor material ; for they are not of-

fered to every applicant, but only to

those of high rank. Individual friends

of the school here and in the east have
already given us some assistance in this

way; and the First Church in San Fran-
cisco has, at the suggestion of its min-

ister, established a First Church Schol-

arship, of the value of one hundred dol-

lars, to be sustained by annual payment.

The givers of this scholarship hope, and
I hope, that other churches or alliances

will follow their excellent example. And
why should not this Conference itself

some time show its interest in its young-

est child in some such way as this? The
sum of $200 is considered a sufficient

scholarship for a single student, and of;

$400 for a married one, during one

school year.

In this report I have given you some
account of the conditions our school has

to meet, of its record for the year, and
of its immediate needs. I beg you to

keep in mind, members of the Confer-

ence, that it is of one of your own in-

stitutions that I have been telling you;
that, as I said at the outset, its success

depends largely upon your sympathy
and support of it ; and that its growth
in numbers and resources will furnish

one of the surest guarantees of the steady

enlargement and permanent influence of

our common work on the Pacific Coast.

The school promises to do its best with

the material and means supplied to it,

in order to furnish the churches a sup-

ply of ministers broadly and deeply

trained for their work. It confidently

looks to the churches for their growing
interest and hearty co-operation.

* « *
It is the beautiful characteristic of

industry that, instead of taking us away
from God and things eternal, it takes us

directly towards him, and puts us wait-

ing on the seasons, the soil, the mechan-
ical powers, which are but the faithful

bosom of God himself; and there we hang
year by year, watching for our supplies

and the nutriment that feeds our bodies.

Our very industry is a kind of physical

prayer, and the business itself of our

busy life is to watch the gates of blessing

he opens to us.

—

Horace BusJmell.

Mirth is like a flash of lightning that

breaks through a gloom of clouds and
glitters for a moment. Cheerfulness

keeps up a kind of daylight in the mind
and fills it with a steady and perpetual

serenity.

—

A ddiso »

.

A childlike trust of heart that can

take a hand, and. wondering, walk in

paths unknown and strange, is a prime

requisite of all religion.

—

Martim au.
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Ojf Pulptt.

What Is in the Fields.

[Conference Sermon by Eev. Maxwell Savage.]

Text: Matt. 9:37. "The harvest is plenteous,

the laborers few.
-
'

Not long ago I read an article on the

more than remarkable way in which
American harvesting machinery, within

comparatively few years, has revolution-

ized the methods of farming the bread

which feeds the body. But that is not

our farming: we seek that which is the

bread of life ; we seek the spiritual

leaven. Our harvesting is different, for

by the experience of the years we have
learned that machinery in our work is

apt to garner only the chaff. Our labor

is different, for in our field God is the

only harvester. "We are but the labor-

ers, nurturing and fertilizing the soil,

eradicating the weeds and doing what we
can to give the seed a right chance. God
alone can harvest in the filed of spiritual

grain, and the homecoming is between

God and the soul.

The world still supports many who
think that religious exercise means to

glean the stubble of dead, past harvests,

they will not let the dead bury the dead,

and to them let us not fear to say.

"As Catholics make of the Eedeemer
A baby at the breast, so ye

Make Cod a dotard and a dreamer
Verging on second infancy."

This being so. the call to us is to go

ahead, led by a God who is neither a

babe nor feeble from age.

If we are what we claim, then we
should rejoice without boa.stfulness that

we belong to the point of the religious

wedge. As any wedge is rendered use-

less if the point become soft or dull, so

it behooves the few who make up this

point of the religious body to keep it

hard and sharp. As there are fewer
particles in the point of a wedge tha?i

in the bulk behind (else it would not

be a point), so there are fewer in the

point of religion, and I for one would
rather be where the harvest is plente-

ous and the laborers few than where
there are many laborers and vast fields

of stubble.

Now. in our work is the harvest so

ripe Those who do the planting must
often be content if others reap. Instead

of our striving for quantity, whereof, if

we insisted on garnering it much would
be but half-ripe, is it not more our work
to prepare the soil and plant the seec'.

serene in the faith that right seed once
planted in human soil must grow to the

perfect harvest? Let us not trouble be-

cause as soon as we sow we do not gather
a large crop of Unitarians. We should
be more content as was Jesus to scatter

the seed and leave the harvest to the

Father.

Some churches try the same methods
in the fields of spiritual grain as the

American machinery does in the fields

of daily bread. It works very well in

the latter, but not in the former, for

while you can cut and bind and thresh

and sack the grain of the earth in short

order, those who are wise know that you
cannot plant and harvest the seeds of

the Kingdom of God after that fashion.

Now, what is in the fields where we
work? In our labor what are some of

the things we meet with? Let us catch

a glimpse if we can. and seeing them
may hint to us how to handle them. I

can only speak for myself, and I search

for individuals who stand ready to put
principle ahead of that expediency which
weakly compromises.
As we experience from day to day we

meet with a condition of atrophied

spiritual life, we see a loss of the prac-

tice of meditation, an unconcern for the

inner verities of life, a tendency to be
short-sightedly content. And from this

is born an intent regard for the super-

ficial and external aspects of life. But
in such a time as this it is needful that

men should be deep as well as broad,

though it is always harder to make the

head and the heart pull evenly than to

drive them tandem with either the one or

the other in the lead. And with this

thought in mind one finds four sorts of

people in the field : First, those who are

narrow and shallow, having but little of

the water of God's spirit: second, those

who are narrow and deep, who have

more of the spiritual water, yet they

still are narrowed in by the artificial

banks of tradition and custom ; third,

those who flow broad and shallow, who
have learned the words "liberal" and
"broad." and have left their once nar-

row bed. but having pained none of the

waters of life their breadth is useless.
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having no depth and easily evaporated
by the heat of any heavy experience;

fourth, there are those who are Eed by

the well-springs of God, who receive

new waters from the many tributaries

of life, and having overflowed the banks
which once confined, they now move for-

ward, broad and deep, held to their

course by the towering banks of God.
Now, it seems to me that it is the last

sort to which we should strive to be-

long and to which we should seek to draw
others, teaching them that it were better

even that they stayed narrow, so long

as they had depth of spirit, rather than
1hat they should broaden merely in the

sense of irresponsibility, and think the

noise of their shallow babbling of sacred

words the voice of wisdom.
Then, in this field we see hard labor-

ing for greatness in the individual in

civic and religious life, inward greatness

of soul that heeds not outward measure-

ments of popularity. It is needed just

as it ever has been, for we have not yet

outgrown the idea of group morality, a

survival of the law of the pack, where
individual morality is secondary and the

strength of the group comes first. This

is to be seen close home in our attitude

toward alien labor on this coast.

Now the individual, with his rights, is

the latest edition from the press of the

universe. The group was earlier and we
see a reversion to it in this present-day
cry of many for a socialism which would
be but tyranny in that it bows to "a
thousand landmarks of old Use," asks

"All men to step alike, and beat
The selfsame music with their feet ";

and the result would be to

" Kennel the eagle, and let loose

On empyrean flights the goose."

Yet, at the other extreme, better to ken-

nel or kill this hawk, this individualism

run riot, this curse anarchy, which in

this country is insanely unnecessary.

What we must labor for is the recog-

nition of the individual as one like unto
ourselves in essential matters; that is

the wedge which must be driven to enter

and break up this exclusiveness which
chokes the stream of sympathy which
alone can save the world for its selfish-

ness. For this disregard for the moral
rights of the individual works out in

that men think it unnecessary to carrv

private morals into public life, results

in such disgraces as we see when a cor-

poral ion official puts up as his defense

for dishonesty that he made money for

the stockholders, or when a trades union
dares stand up for certain of its actions

as a union which would not be tolerated,

in an individual, as when a church exalts

its power as an institution ahead of and
above the simple individual conception

and conviction of truth. We need to

learn that

"Of all men God, makes one demand, '

No coward compromise!"

We need to know of Jesus that whoever
has felt the identities which unite man
and man outweigh the differences which
separate, whoever has seen his fellow
not as a trifle in a general classification

but as his brother in his likeness, has
gained a glimpse of the promised land.

Moreover, with the prevalency of law-
breaking about us, do we not need to

clear our attitude aud take our stand?
Whoever looks deeply sees that the

laws between God and man are without
shadow of turning: we sorely need to

live by that wisdom. But the laws be-

tween man and man are with many
shadows and turnings and twistings.

The laws are made for man, not vice

versa; and when such laws are become
an evil, it is a glad sight, after having
watched many little souls fret and fum-
ble over their untying with weak fingers,

to see a man come along and cut them
with one slash of the sword of courage.

For those who do not stay on the un-
profitable plains of conventional and su-

perficial morality and custom, but who
climb, they constantly see new heights

to be striven for, for they have the

wisdom which knows that it is limitless

Man that counts.

They know that the laws between man
and man are breakable,—in fact, that by
the infusion of technicality they are be-

come brittle; they see that in a popular
sense you can break God's laws, but thai

in any real sense they always and ever
break you; they remember that in the

Greek Pantheon. Nemesis stood above
and behind Zeuz-Pater himself.

But we need to write this wisdom on

the palms of our hands, that if we try to

break God's laws they but break us,

and that man-made laws are good in so
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far as they are conscientious attempts

to put into effect God-made laws.

Then turn and look at the two ideal

actualities which we labor to cultivate in

our fields. I refer to the two hard
gospels, Christianity and Democracy.
Democracy is not the admixture of

slavery, autocracy, feudalism, and true

ideals we have had. Nor is Christianitv

the tangled compromise which is general-

ly offered in the name of Jesus. They
are hard gospels for the soil of human
nature, as it is, to support.

To be a Christian a man must be dem-

ocratic of spirit, and Christianity can

gain its simple, pure expression only

where democratic ideals are striven for.

For both mean to the individual that

true freedom which flows deep and broad

between the banks of God, wherefrom all

forms of tyranny and all might not

founded on right are banished. Men
still confound feudalism with democracy,

theology with religion, and Christianity

with the religion of Jesus ! But the wise

at last see Jesus, not through the dis-

torting medium of some hierarchy, but as

he was and spoke. He emphasized that

God was not a partial Father, that the

kingdom of God was not a kingdom of

favorites, cash and prerogatives, but that

its seed, the seed Perfection, was in all.

to be nurtured until all should come into

the likeness of the Father.

So democracy, with Christianity, be-

lieves in ending all privileges not found-

ed on rights. And it is men that keep

these two gospels from realization. They
are hard because the average man does

not want to shoulder responsibility, but

wants to vote by proxy of priest or boss.

Most men are too long used to the irre-

sponsibility that goes with slavery,

whether the actual shackles of steel bind

their limbs or as actual shackles keep

them enslaved mentally, morally, and
spiritually.

Some men are too used to arrogating

to themselves power without rights, and
this is only because the many have so

long been cringingly thankful for

crumbs! Nor is either attitude, though
prevalent, of the spirit of these two
cospels. For he who is cringingly thank-

ful for a condescending gift of crumbs
when he should be earning n loaf, he

who because of fear or love of comfort

or because of lack of will to assert him-

self and so compromises with what men
call treasure and the gods call dross, he
it is who blocks reform, crying "Let bad
enough alone," and

" No winter blast,

No flood, nor frost, nor famine fast

Leaves half the ruin in its rear

That such a man does year by year.

How many an eager will made numb,
How many a valiant song struck dumb
By such a narrow soul as this!

What fires, in lowly bosoms waking.
What pangs of joy and anger, seed
That might have ripened into deed
Die by that bloodless blade of his!"

Responsibility must be the lot of him
who chooses liberty in civics and religion.

And that sense of responsibility turns a

man from selfishness and materialism in-

to righteousness and spirituality ; there-

fore it is shunned by many.
And as individuals we can see and

can show to others these good seeds with
their promise of future hopes, and these

bad weeds with their threats of past

tendencies, and we can see to it that

we prove all things and hold fast what is

good, not apologetically, for "truth de-

fensive hath lost hold on God, '

' but with
definite assertion which is born of the

inward authority of the spirit ! And we
shall do this in daily life else we can do
it nowhere with good effect.

And thinking of responsibility, we
should no longer question the fact that

feudalism in religion, in government, and
in business was good once ; it broke the

power of popes and kings, but its works
is done ; it cannot live in an era of Chris-

tianity and Democracy. This must be
taught to those whom Emerson said can-

not see truth in secret and so love to be
blind in public : it must be taught to

those who are "closet-naturalists of the

Deity," who pile up his attributes mor-
tared with adjectives, nor ever feel his

spirit ; it must be taught to those who
look on their participation in a religious

service as a sun-lit immunity bath from
the common-day obligations of human-
ity. They must learn that God is, and
that a true view of religion reveals truth

and mercy and love and divinity to be

beside their own doorway or nowhere.

Then they will do what they can to

gain equal opportunity for all, that each

may develop one's self in religion, in

civics, in daily obligations and joys, with

the help of the many, not with the oppo-

sition of a powerful few.
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Now it is no wonder that in such a

land and such a time as this, that gold-

dust h;is blown into people's eyes until

all opportunity has been weighed and
measured by the gold standard; yet is it

not about time that we ceased spelling

Success by drawing two lines down
through the first letter?

If we cannot grow and produce a

higher conception of success than that,

then surely we are poor laborers. Yet I

think our labor is not in vain, for one
sees here and there a lifting of the eyes

from the coin of the realm to see what
can be done with it for the realm. Still.

we always have the agitator with us, he
who is looking with ancient John to see

the City of God descend, all ready made,
from heaven. And because it does not

come he exaggerates depression in things

both material and spiritual. And, at

the other end we have the boomer, he
who hypnotizes us into thinking we see

the city descending, he who exaggerates

prosperity both material and spiritual,

but his ideas are usually low-grade ore,

and he is apt to teach you that "you
spring

" Into the essence of the thing

By grafting Eiches onto Race."

We can beware of all exaggeration,

and though we know that there is too

much political machinery in the field of

government, though there is too much
commercializing of politics, though there

is too much technicality to allow justice

to grow- freely, still let us neither endure
it nor murmur "it is unjust," but do
our best to cultivate the fertile soil of

a public opinion which can nuture jus-

tice, if it only will. And ours is the

business to give strength to the hands
of that Will. The newspapers, unless

they take heed, will soon lose more of

their power to lead thoughtful men : they

have lost much already through their

abuse of truth.

Certainly, "there's something rotten

in the state of Denmark"; point out any
time in the past when there was not.

But one thing is certain, this people is

in the temper to replace ecclesiasticism

with religion, to replace what has been

too often done in the sacred name of

law with deeds that are sacredly lawful:

they are done with murmuring "it is

unjust." and they cry out for wisdom!

What finer work is there (the work itself

its thanks) than planting the seed of

such bread of life wherever we may?

But you may say the seed will too

often fall on barren ground. Then I

say, "Let it fall," birds may gather and
carry it elsewhere to find root. Or if

the ground be barren, irrigate it with the

waters of the spirit before you sow.

You may say. "Many still search the -

heavens for signs and wonders, and fail

to recognize the true seed at their feet

on the earth." And true it is that a

woeful many still do that.

Man was born into a world which
was kaleidoscopic to him, with a nature
of his own which he did not understand,
and in the process of learning about both
he was bound to misunderstand. And
as it has been with the race, so it is with
each individual. And the many grow
tired and look for a panacea, thinking
thus to get a working plan for the ex-

plantation of life. Many still try to

cut corners and they get lost; they try

get-rich-quick experiments, and get-sal-

vation-quick, and get-well-quick relig-

ions, ignoring the teachings of God, of

Jesus and of Fact, that growth, slow yet

sure, step by step, is the law of life.

Evolution, exfoliation, is the simple pre-

cept for those to follow who would attain

with strength.

And by as much as many fail yet to

see this age-long truth, preached by every
true prophet of God in religion and sci-

ence, by that much we should the more
eagerly scatter the seed of that truth,

leaving the harvest to God.

Many are impatient: scarcely a week

passes that I do not diagnose some case

of spirit-weariness as due to restless dis-

appointment at not finding conditions

made actual by mentally or verbally ac-

eeptin< some statement of faith. Many
want to know all at once, want to drop

anchor in the harbor of their heart's

desire without having to sail to it: they

are unhappy because they cannot have

what is impossible, i. e. a life completed

before they have reallv beeun to live.

Show unto such the real life of Jesus.

its influencing power, a few years that

made up "an unfinished life, yet a life

that sways the world." If we can plant

seeds of the truth underlying the mean-
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ing of that life among the credulous who
still look for signs and wonders and
miracles and panaceas and short-cuts,

then we shall be teaching people to be

content with a little well done, and to

leave the rest to the Father, who asks no
more of us than we are able to do.

But more than that, we must stand

without compromise, for ''the devil is

.compromise," against those wolves in

sheep 's clothing and against the ignorant

sheep, the innocent as well as the malevo-

lent persuaders of the credulous, who
offer short-cuts to bliss and thus put a

premium on laziness and incompetency.

We must have the courage, at times,

" Like the Lord's thunder to go forth

And rouse the sleepers of the earth."

and at other times not to thunder, but

by a gentle though straight word of truth

to awaken some one who sleeps, or to send

some quiet hint into their dreams so that

they shall wake to clearer facts.

There is enough for us to do : the har-

vest is plenteous, the Lord stands ready

to harvest it

!

Let us ever remember that as we state

our own mind definitely we will get peo-

ple of like mind. If we have no mind of

our own. but are imitators and waverers,

then we will get people of our own
type, and that means that we will get

nobody permanently.

Our field is large, and by our own
choice we work not with the stubble of

past harvests, but with the newer and
fresher shoots of human thought and en-

endeavor we run our furrows by new-

risen stars: the soil is sometimes rich.

sometimes stony-, the weeds are often

rank and the goodly plants need care

!

But God, the Harvester, has set the

promise of the world in our hearts, and
in that promise are the many seeds of

the Kingdom of Heaven and the

strength of self-reliance, bidding us cul-

tivate in ourselves and scatter broadcast

the truth as we see it, trusting Him to

gather the full corn in the ear

!

Our labor, it seems to me. is to reveal

the Devil to be Compromise and God to

be the Harvester of all that is heroic in

man ; if we reveal that to ourselves, then

our influence will show others that every

man has the power to transmute dross of

every sort into treasure, and seeing that.

they will ripen themselves, in the full-

ness of time, for the methods of God
do not hurry.

I see no better way for us to do our
work than to seek for and help the indi-

vidual, than to be patient and earnest in

the work which must be done by those

who elect to be of the point of the wedge,
yet, no boasting there, simply the obey-

ing of the whisper of the Father who
asks that we do justly and love mercy
and walk humbly with our own concep-

tion of Him.
Then, by night, communing with Him,

we can say,

"I fear not Thy withdrawal, more I fear

Seeing to know Thee not, hoodwinked by
dreams

Of signs and wonders, while unnoticed Thou
"Walking Thy garden, still communst with men
Missed in the commonplace of miracles."

And by day. with renewed strength, we
shall have authority to turn more people

from the stubble of life and set them
to work with gladness in the fields where
the true harvest is plenteous, but the

laborers few.

We may not see them turn from the

dead stubble to the fields where grow
the living interests of to-day.—enough
if we prepare the soil and uproot some
weeds and plant the seed. Unfinished

work means future results ! We have
the example of Jesus our Prophet; he

did not fear to leave the harvest to God,
—nor need we !

* * *

This appeal of the conscience is a sol-

emn summons in the life of every man.

It cries. Art thou ready? Give an ac-

count. Give an account of thy years,

thy leisure, thy strength, thy studies, thy

talent, and thy works. Now and here

is the hour of great hearts, the hour of

heroism and of senilis.

—

Amiel.

May we have the hope and courage to

look through Nature to Nature's inspir-

ing spirit ! and in the beauty and order

and progress of the Universe, find a

symbol of what shall yet be in our own
souls,—if. giving up all the follies and
dishonesties of our lives, we work indi-

vidually, and together, to bring in the

reign of honor, of virtue and truth, and
of obedience to Life's Moral Law!

—

James TI. West.
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Contributed.

The Problem of Church

Attendance.

[Abstracl of Address at Pacific Coast Con-
ference by Rev. W. D. Simonds.]

I propose to treat this problem
frankly, perhaps some of you will think
with even brutal frankness. It will be

remembered that no responsibility rests

upon the speaker except that he attempt
the task of presenting accurately con-

ditions as they exist.

The first fact, and we ma}'- as well face

it now, is this: As representatives of

organized religion, as ministers in charge

of churches, we are doing business on a

fatting market. We are like men row-
ing an unwieldy boat up stream against

a swift and steady current. The prob-

lem of church attendance is not our
problem, as Unitarians ; it is the problem
of every church, even of Christendom
itself. The evidence is overwhelming
that for the last fifty years, probably

for a longer period, the church has been
steadily losing in influence and relatively

in numbers.
To quote some recent authorities

friendly to religion we note that Rev.

R. J. Campbell, of London, states that

nearly seventy-five per cent of the adult

population of England is permanently
out of touch with organized religion,

and that on the continent of Europe
the condition is far worse. The Rev.

Josiah Strong is authority for the state-

ment that if we represent the gain of

the church on population during the

first half of the nineteenth century by
80, the gain for the last half would be

represented by 20, the gain for the last

twenty years by 4, and the gain for the

last ten years by 1. Another careful

authority maintains that the church
population is now actually falling behind
in the general growth. Population in

the United States is now increasing by
a rate of 2.18 yearly, church member-
ship by 1.69.

Another alarming symptom is found
in the number of church reports which
show no increase in membership. Last

year 2.300 Congregational churches were

barren, -11 per cenl of the whole: 2.770

Presbvterian churches and 2,276 Metho-

dist eh n relics were obliged to report ab-
solutely no increase in membership. One
church clerk reported facetiously the
only activity in his church, "Steeple
struck by lightning."

The only church that to-day reports
progressive growth is the Roman Catho-
lic, and here the figures are misleading
because the entire Catholic population

is enrolled, including hundreds who are

indifferent or even hostile to the church,

and because so large a part of Catholic
growth is made up of immigration.
The somewhat startling fact is found

in a recent article which states that

sixty-three per cent of Jewish families

in America are out of sympathy with
their ancient church. When the Jew
wanders from that faith to which he is

wedded by centuries of tradition and
centuries of persecution, what can we
hope from the members of races less

religious? Perhaps the general condi-

tion can be best presented in this final

statement, that in 1850 there was in

America one church for ever thousand
of the population, now there is one
church for every 6,500. A further fact

ought not to be omitted, namely that the

number and quality of men now enter-

ing the ministry is rapidly declining,

and the church without strong and wise

leaders will be as helpless as an army
without able generals. All this is proof

of our opening statement that as minis-

ters of organized religion we are doing
business on a falling market.

It is time, also, that we were fully

impressed with the fact that our position

and work as liberal churches is rapidly

changing. Once we were strong because

we stood in opposition to the dark dog-

mas of Calvinism. Now there is so little

interest in Calvinism that there can be

none at all in mere opposition. Not
long since we derived considerable

strength because we afforded shelter for

men seeking refuge from the crudities

and the cruelties of orthodoxy. Now
the man who leaves his traditional

church takes to the woods. And our
worlc as a kind of gentle imitation of

traditional Christianity is aboul done.

The question, therefore, is imperative.

What is our wurk? What is it possible

for us to do under conditions which seem

so strange and distressing
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So far as show and numbers go, not

much. The one thing possible, and it

is a most sacred and necessary work, is

that we consecrate ourselves to the lay-

ing of foundations upon which the

church of the future may be solidly built.

It is our privilege, as it is our duty, to

prepare the way for better men and the

larger work of the future. Our pres-

ence here is proof that we do not be-

lieve that the world can get on without
religion. It may be seriously questioned

whether the undoubted movement of so-

ciety away from the church is really a

movement away from religion. It may
be true that the world is awaiting an
organization which shall better express

a true and lofty faith. Or society may
continue to grow worse, more irreligious,

until the weakness of humanity will force

it again to its knees in the presence of

irreversible moral law. In either case,

in any case, our duty is plain. A soldier

is not dismissed from the service because

the battle has gone against his cause, it

is rather in that hour that heroism as-

serts itself and snatches victory from the

jaws of defeat, or dies in honorable

battle. It is our high privilege, with

little regard to numbers and popularity,

to carry as far to the front as we may
the banner of rational religion, in un-
dimmed faith that as God is God, and
man is man, so surely the religion of

freedom, fellowship and character, the

religion of brotherhood and service, must
prevail, and become the safety, as it is

now the hope, of the world.

Our Brothers—The Dumb Brutes.

By Eev. Maxwell Savage.

How often in our churches is a ser-

mon preached on behalf of the dumb
creatures, domestic and wild? I know
that there has been, in some cpiarters,

overmuch sentimentality on this subject.

I likewise know that there has not been
one tenth enough sentiment or justice

shown them. Here they are, our poor
relations, some of them domesticated,

most of them used.

Surely they have been treated as hav-

ing no rights of their own, to be used
until they are used up and then too often

sold for a few soiled dollars to some one

who will wring the last ounce of energy
out. of them and then fling them on the
heap. I refer there to horses, for their

maltreatment is all too flagrant.

The first call for charity is toward our
fellowmen, but following closely upon
its heels is the call toward our younger
brothers—the animals.

The Old and New Testaments are sin-

gularly silent upon this subject. It is

hard to find in either more than a few
texts which might apply, and the lesson

from them is always drawn to fit man-
kind.

Then the history of Christendom is

practically barren of any strong teach-

ings on this matter. And not till very
late years has there been anything like

organized effort to give justice, let alone

mercy, to the animals.

All the more, then, it behooves those

who have the privilege of influencing

from the pulpit to turn men and women
toward doing all they can to extend
sympathy and help to those who cannot
appeal for themselves. The appeal of

the dumb creature is not to him alone

who happens to be his master pro tern.;

it is to all. And the more who hear it

the better chance there is for the beast to

be treated fairly.

If our Christianity stops short at the

human line then it is none of God's.

Man has a strain of cruelty in him
which is accounted for in different ways,

but whatever its root its fruits are all

too common. Therefore, what better

message can our churches preach now
and again than one which will shame
that cruelty and deepen that sympathy,
lack of which is the world's greatest

stumbling-block.

No town of any size in this day and
age can call itself modern or civilized

which has no society for this purpose

—

one well supported by the citizens. That
is all that is needed, and one agent to

look up cases reported, for the laws of

most States and counties are on the side

of this work, if only some one will do it.

If only some one will do it,—that's

where the issue lies. And to whom
should we look for the agitating and
carrying on of this work if not to those

who have written such a conception of

religion as ours on the tablets of their

hearts and on the palms of their hands?
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Personal Recognition in Heaven.
By Rev. William 0. Eliot, Jr.,

Minister of the Church of (>ur Father, Port-
land, Oregon.

Every man with normal affections

hungers for companionship with his

friends and loved ones after death. Tint

no one who has "education" eah fairly

evade the difficulty which is raised by
the question, How can we recognize each
other then ?

If the motive of this question were
thai of idle curiosity, or its answer a

mere satisfying of petty selfishness, it

would not be worth while to make reply

;

hut the question, when it is a real ques-

tion, crying out in the night of sorrow,

is a true tragedy if it despairs of answer.

And the answer, when there is an an-

swer, is of present-world value, if it

connects the thought of immortality

more vitally or vividly with our experi-

ence, nay, in the degree that immortality

itself is bound up with the soul's moral
dignity.

Frederick Maurice once replied to the

question we are now considering: "We
do not know each other now ! '

' But the

obvious trouble with this reply is that

we do partly know each other in this

world, and this partial knowledge, all

we have, appears to be possible only by
means of the very instruments which,

returning to dust, cease to be instru-

ments at death.

Anything like a full answer to the

question would require an advance on
several lines and the preliminary estab-

lishment of many important positions.

Indeed, a whole philosophy is involved.

What we may fairly attempt, however,
in the compass of this article, is to

change the presumption which the mod-
ern mind has acquired against the possi-

bility of recognition after death, into

the contrary presumption, entirely fav-

orable to the same.

Let us examine for a moment the na-

ture of this adverse presumption, if only

to be sure that we are not underrating

the difficulty which it presents.

The difficulty inheres in the common-
place of philosophical thought that sight

;iikI sound (and so of course of other

senses) are "subjective." That is to

say: When a gun is discharged, we de-

clare, naturally, that the sound and the

Hash are over there where the gun is.

When better informed we know that the
sound is due to an impression made by
vibrations upon the ear-drum, the flash

to a similar impression upon the eye.

The instructed mind knows that, how-
ever ureal the explosion, there would be
no sound if there were no ear to hear,

and no sight were lliere no eye to see.

The thought of life after death pre-
sents to the instructed mind, therefore,

a double difficulty, or one which by a
paradox may be so stated: First, sup-
posing the departed to have bodies that

can be seen or voices that can be heard,
how can they be recognized by those who
have neither eyes nor ears? and, sec-

ondly, supposing that we had eyes and
ears, what would there be to see or hear,

when, as a matter of plainest fact, death
destroys all that eye or ear can observe?
Now the direction of thought which

would appear to me to lead away from
the unfavorable presumption is that
which tends to show that our knowledge
of each other in this present world is

after all not so much through physical

means as in spite thereof. And if this

suggestion can be made to hold, it is a

fair inference that a diminution of our
dependence upon sense perceptions, or

an entire release from such dependence
may enhance and render more immedi-
ate every personal intimacy.

From this point of view our sense or-

gans are windows and door-ways, though
there are stretches of blank wall be-

tween. With relation to the physical

universe and our observation thereof and
our communication therewith, it may be

said (speaking figuratively still) that

consciousness sits in a room with aper-

tures rather than in a sphere of con-

tinuous transparency.

But let us make this evident by a few

illustrations

:

If a piece of metal is set to vibrating

we have sound and that sound is at a

certain pitch, designated according to

the rate of its vibrations per second. If

that rate is increased the pitch rises

If continuously raised it soon reaches

the point beyond which the ear cannot

follow. Tf still continuously raised it

would finally attain to a point where

the vibrations would begin to appeal to

the eve.—the metal would begin to glow.
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The vibrations between the point where
the ear can no longer follow and the
point where the eye begins to heed are
lost upon us.

Further to illustrate, the ultra-violet

rays, whose existence is revealed by the
spectrum, are not discernible by the

human eye. It is an interesting fact that
they are perceived by certain species of

ants.

The microphone enables the normal
ear to hear sounds so minute that they
could not otherwise be noticed: and the

telephone sounds so distant as to be
otherwise unheard. The microscope and
telescope perform similar services for
the eye.

Certain kinds of light (as the so-called

X-rays") penetrate where other kinds do
not and enable the eye to see through
what would otherwise be opaque.

Further examples are hardly neces-

sary to show how singularly arbitrary

are the limitations in our observation of

the physical world. The important idea

at this point is that our knowledge of

each other, of human beings in general.

in this world partakes necessarily of the
limitations that belong to the senses,

and yet goes beyond those very limita-

tions.

For instance, what do I mean when I

say I know a man. I may signify at

first only that I could identify him at

the bank. But after that there may
develop any degree of recognition up to

imperishable intimacy.

How do degrees of intimacy greater

than merely superficial acquaintance
come about? Undoubtedly, when we
think of it. only at best under circum-

stances of extraordinary difficult^. The
eyes see what they may see; the ears

hear what they may hear. There is the

smile and the voice. There are words.

the signals of thought. There is the

hearty hand and the overt deed of good.

These by themselves would be nothing.

They are valuable only because they are

signals of inward impulses and meanings.
These impulses and meanings are form-

less and silent. By degrees and in spite

of obstacles which would be insuperable

but for inherited capacities and latent

sympathies, acquaintance passes from
less tn more, and affections of trust and
love are developed and confirmed, until

soul is knit to soul.

By as much as this process is easier
for a man normal in his sense-organs
than for Miss Helen Keller, by so much
is it conceivable that it would be yet
easier for beings with sense-organs cor-

responding more nearly to the sphere of
glass than to the windows in a room.

The real difficulty for those who in-

quire how can the departed recognize
each other is now seen to spring from
a confusion of the si<m with the thing
signified, or of the instruments of the
signals with the maker and receiver of

the same.

Ordinarily when we think of some one,

let us say John Smith, we have in mind
an image of what the eyes have seen.

But that is not what John Smith is to

Miss Helen Keller. Or, if I go farther

I recall his voice. But John Smith ex-

ists for Miss Keller in neither sight nor
sound. And yet there is really after all

the same John Smith for Miss Keller

and for me.
Again, suppose that I had senses go-

ing beyond sight and sound. I would
undoubtedly think of John Smith in

sense terms as different from sight and
sound as mine are from Miss Keller's.

But it would be the same John Smith
in any case, the same person, the same
character, and essentially the same mu-
tual personal relationship, only made
manifest and developed by different sig-

nals through different windows and
walls.

You and I long for the bright vision

and the familiar voice of the departed

when we shall join them. But Miss Kel-

ler, whose affections are in no sense less

or different, longs for recognition in

those terms to which her experience has

limited her. From which we perceive that

mutual recognition is what we all alike

really crave and that the terms of that

recognition are quite secondary.

If a solitary captive's only communica-
tion with any other human soul were
established by means of signals through

a thick partition wall between his own
cell and the next, words could not tell

how precious that wall and those signals

would become. The other walls would

be dead matter. That wall would quiver

with life. Delicate differences in the

signals would convey all shades of emo-

tion, and become well nigh inseparable
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from the companionship and the affec-

tion itself. Jt is for us who are not in

quite so circumscribed a prison to see

how erroneous it would be for thai pris-

oner to identify the signals, or the walls

themselves, with the living agent invisi-

ble behind the walls and back of the sig-

nals. Communication was established in

spite of walls, and yet the walls were the

means and instrument of that very com-
munication.

Or by another parable : Let us, if we
can, imagine another solitary prisoner,

born in the very cell where his life thus
far had been spent, and whose only
knowledge of the outer world was what
could come to him through one narrow
window in the wall. And suppose some
day the turnkey should come to release

him. If the lonely captive had known
no other life, might he not hesitate?

Might he not be filled with apprehen-
sions? Would he not ask: "Are you go-

ing to take me away from this window
in which my mind and heart have the

only center of their knowledge and love?

Thence I have listened to the voices of

birds and the moaning of the wind;
there I have seen the play of light and
shadow ; now the blue of the sky, now
the gray of the cloud ; now by reflection

the golden dawn or the crimson evening

;

now the sun, now the stars. Through
the window and from no other place

comes the very air I breathe. I cannot

part from that which has given me all

I have and has constituted most of what
I am."

TIow pathetically strange this would
sound to the merciful turnkey! How
hard it would be, in any terms that the

prisoner could understand, to supplant
his adverse presumptions! Nevertheless,

the turnkey would try to explain that

the window through which the prisoner*

did in fact receive all that he could re-

ceive was in reality but an aperture in

walls that shut out immeasurably more
than the aperture could let in. He would
try to make clear to the prisoner that

his knowledge of the world was. it is

true, because of the window, and yet at

the same time in spite of the walls by
virtue of which that window was only a

window. How impossible to convince

the prisoner that that which made the

window lovely was its revelations and

not its boundaries! How hard to show
that the full-orbed vision would include
all the window had permitted, that the
window as such would be obliterated
only by the inclusiveness of the larger

sight !

Instead of asking how we shall look

and how our voices shall sound in Heav-
en, it is essential that we steadfastly re-

fuse to define the soul in terms of length,

breadth and thickness at all. We can-

not truthfully define the soul in any
terms drawn from the physical order ex-

cept as these terms are sheer metaphors.
Peril to our meaning lurks even then.

And so, if we ask how can the soul seem
real to us, I answer: In the same way
that the most important facts in the

soul's life, even now, though equally
formless and invisible, seem real to us.

It is perfectly naive to puzzle over the

shape of the soul, and yet raise no ques-

tion as to the shape of honor, or the

length, breadth and thickness of hope,

or the geometry of peace.

Our purpose in this article was to

offer suggestions which would tend to

supplant those presumptions which were
adverse to the possibility of mutual rec-

ognition after death. If my meaning has
been followed I do not see how the fav-

orable presumption can be reasonably re-

sisted.

The tragic question was :

'

' How can
we know and be known in Heaven .'"

The joyful answer may rightly be:
'

' Shall not the release accord us the pos-

sibilities of an intimacy with our beloved

so much more perfect and full-sphered

than any report of eye or ear, that we
shall be satisfied, satisfied beyond all our

present longings and narrower hopes?"'

« * *

Only a Little Leaf.

It was only a little leaf;

But on it did shine the sun.

The wind did caress, the biids did sing

And it lived till its work was done.

It was only a little leaf;-

But it took its gladsome pari

In the great earth's life'; and at last

Earth clasped it to her heart.—Minot J. Savage.

The tidal wave of deeper souls

Into our inmost being rolls.

And lifts us unawares
Out of all meaner cares.

—

Emerson.
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Ct)ilDrcn'0 ©epartmcnt.

The Use of Pictures in the Sun-

day-School.

By Eev. Clarence Eeed.

Few teachers systematically use pic-

tures in the religious and moral instruc-

tion of the pupils in their classes in the

Sunday-school. Bare facts, moral coun-

sels, and rules are soon forgotten, but

enable a child to really see a picture

and the memory of it abides for years.

Jesus was a great educator in that he

was ever seeking for the point of con-

tact between him and the people with

whom he conversed. He was a genius in

the art of word-painting, continually

endeavoring to express what truth is

like. He talked of sheep and goats,

fig- and palm-trees, the wine and the

wild flowers, a cloud and a tempest, a

coin and a candle.

It is customary to have a number of

pictures on the walls of the Sunday-
school room, but picture work is rarely

made a fundamental element in instruc-

tion. The teaching has appealed to the

reason and conscience of the child, de-

veloped the faculty of memory, and
much information has been imparted.

The aesthetic education of the pupil has

been greatly neglected, for in many Uni-
tarian Sunday-schools there is little

appeal to the imagination, although it

is in the realm of the imagination that

the child lives and thinks.

A strong yet unconscious, silent influ-

ence is exerted over the child, tending to

cultivate his taste, through constantly

seeing the most beautiful pictures. In
addition to this there is needed some
method of instruction whereby enthusi-

asm for the beautiful is aroused. A
prevalent mistake is to state many facts

in regard to a picture and its painter,

and little concerning what is really in

the picture. Pictures are not primarily
for the purpose of increasinc' the amount
of information possessed by the ob-

server, but their great worth is in the

development of the artistic imagination
and the appreciation of the beautiful.

The supreme purpose of all great art

is to express the universal. The many
pictures of the Madonna and Child do
not pretend to be representations of an
actual mother and child, bul they em-

body the universal ideals of motherhood
and the worth of childhood. Instruction

in the Sunday-school should largely be
synthetic. Keen analysis has its place

in adult life, but in childhood imagina-

tion gathers together the tangled threads

of life and endeavors to mold them into

a perfect whole.

The face of Jesus, whether seen on
the highly decorated walls of stately

cathedrals, hung in art gallery, or treas-

ured as an ornament for the home, has

been the greatest theme of art and a

source of inspiration to men through
many centuries. Although largely the

product of imagination, the pictures of

Jesus form a better biography of his

life than the words of the four gospels.

In these paintings the face of Jesus ex-

presses intense emotional power, radiant

beauty, and sublime self-sacrifice. Art-

ists have given to mankind in the pic-

tures of Jesus their conception of ideal

manhood, combining the sympathy, self-

sacrifice, and refinement of woman with
the courage and convictions of man.
Every great artist has, to some extent,

painted his personal ideals and also

reflected the thought and life of his age.

The pictures of Raphael are filled with

the joy of living; Michael Angelo's
works reflect a soul touched with
grandeur and sublimity; Correggio por-

trays purity of imagination and real

happiness; the glowing colors of Rubens
speak of the pleasures he enjoyed in

life; Murillo holds before mankind the

most beautiful angels from heaven and
ragged beggar-boys from the street ; and
Millet dignifies and spiritualizes the life

of toil.

Many artists have portrayed Jesus as

a good shepherd leading his flock, and
others have placed about his head a halo

i of radiant light in order to emphasize
his relationship to God.
"The Great Physician" of Gabriel

Max depicts a face of strength—one who
ministered not only to the soul, but also

to the body of man. The Russian artist.

Vladimir Makovsky, paints Jesus as a

young man swayed with noble purposes,

his eyes full of frankness and love for

mankind. Looking at Da Vinci's "The
Last Supper," the words can almost be

heard, "One of you shall betray me."
Rembrandt, in shadows and lights that
are eloquent, painted Jesus in sympathy
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with poor people sharing their hard

crusts of bread, and thankful for the

hospitality extended to him.

The childhood of Jesus is especially

rich in paintings, by means of which an

appeal may be made to the imagination

of the pupil in the Sunday-sehoul

One of the most beautiful paintings in

the world is Murillo's "The Holy Fam-
ily." In the foreground are Joseph and
Mary, seated, with Jesus standing on a

pedestal between them, one of his hands
in the right hands of his father and
mother. The father seems to be looking

to the future, seeing his child in rela-

tion to human conditions; the mother's

attention is completely absorbed in her

child, while Jesus is looking into the

world with eyes full of wonderment.
The boy Jesus was painted by Murilld

as a healthy boy like other boys, with a

touch of seriousness and thoughtful ness

on his face, suggesting the ideal that

inheres in each person which may be

realized by training, environment, and
personal decisions.

Murillo paints the subtle element of

mystery that inheres in childhood.

Above the child Jesus is the symbolized
form of the Universal Father, looking

down with benediction on the holy fam-
ily. The relationship of parent to child

defies analysis. Love cannot be defined,

and only those who have really loved

another human being are conscious of

its reality.

This painting of Murillo is the ideal

representation of the family—-father,

mother, and child—united in a fellow-

ship of perfect love, which is eternal,

unselfish, and pure. Where such a fam-
ily dwells, there is a sacredness that

exceeds any temple, cathedral, church,
or shrine. The holiest places are not

those externa] to man, but the home in

which lie dwells. In every family there
inheres the possibilities that were real-

ized in the holy family at Nazareth.

# * *
The world moves by personality. All

the great currents of history have flowed

from persons. Organization is powerful,

but no organization has ever accom-
plished anything until a person has stood

at the center of it and filled it with his

thought and with his life.— Henry Van
Dyke. i

jftclD fiotf0.

BeLLINGHAM, Wash. The BOCiety ap-

preciates the purchase of a site for a

chapel in this city by the A. U. A. The
lot is admirably situated for the use of

the society, opposite the block upon
which the new high school building will

he erected, and convenient to car lines.

The society hopes to construct a chapel

in good time.

Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of Chicago,

preached on April 5th, in the Club

House, to a congregation that filled the

room. In the evening he spoke at the

Congregational Church upon the "Over-

lapping Territory in Religion" to a

representative audience that tested the

capacity of the auditorium. Mr. Weil

took part in this service through the in-

vitation of the pastor, Rev. William Orr
Wark. It is the first time a Unitarian

minister has occupied another pill pit

than his own in Bellingham. Mr. Jones

delivered six addresses while in this city.

Rev. A. P. Reecord, of Springfield.

Mass., Billings lecturer for the A. U. A.,

gave an inspiring talk at a recent even-

ing meeting. His visit proved of decided

value to the society.

A Children's Service is now held after

the morning service, and a dozen chil-

dren are enrolled.

The Young People's Study Class

meets every Sunday evening and con-

siders the lives of great reformers.

The Alliance has reorganized and

meets alternate Wednesdays for study

and church work.

The annual meeting and church sup-

per, in January, was well attended, and

the work of the new year taken up in

hopeful and earnest spirit.

The society has been growing, slowly

but steadily, during the winter months.

The interest that the people of Belling-

ham are beginning to take in Unitarian-

ism was well shown by the unusually

large attendance on Easter Sunday, al-

though this society was unable to offer

any special musical attractions on that

occasion, such as were presented by

nearly all the other churches of the city.

Los Anceles— First Church.— Easter

Sunday was observed in a beautiful

service, with a full congregation, not-
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withstanding the fact that the day be-
fore had been the very strenuous begin-
ning of "Fleet Week" at Los Angeles.
Mr. Morgan, the ever faithful janitor of
the ehureh, had decorated the room lav-
ishly with flowers from the church gar-
den, which he cultivates with such skill

and wise judgment that a supply of
flowers is always at hand for the church
decorations.

The choir rendered several numbers
from Shilley's "Life and Death," and
about twenty persons were received into
church membership, most of whom were
present to receive the "right hand of
fellowship."

Following the reception of new mem-
bers, Dr. Howard delivered an impres-
sive sermon, full of faith and hope, on
"Immortality."
Tuesday evening. March 24th. a meet-

ing was held in the church parlors to
organize, on a business basis. "The
"Woman's Alliance Maternity Hospital
Association." That name, in'all its full-
ness, was adopted, as was also a set of
by-laws to govern the society. Mrs. Wil-
liam Baurhyte was elected president,
Mrs. H. C. Dillon and Miss Belle I.

Smith vice-presidents, Mrs. W. H. Fox
secretary, and Mrs. C. J. Fox treasurer.
Two ladies from "The Sunshine Socie-
ty." and two from the Universalist
Church were elected on the board of di-
rectors, but the last-named withdrew
their names, thus leaving two vacancies
for the board to fill.

The Sunshine Society is ready to fur-
nish a room and to materially assist in
building an addition to the cottage, the
work of which will be prosecuted with-
out delay, as another room is much
needed.

Oakland.—A new feature in the work
of the Oakland Unitarian Church is the
Religious Study Class, which meets after
the morning service every Sunday. The
organization is simple, consisting of a
president and secretary. The minister
acts as leader of the class conversation.
The attendance averages between fifty
and sixty. The first ten minutes are de-
voted to an impersonal discussion of the
sermon. This is proving very interesting
and profitable. The rest of the time is

devoted to the discussion of and conver-
sation upon some recent important book

or address along lines of social better-
ment and applied religion.

"Beacon Lights of Christian History"
has been selected as the series to be used
in the Sunday-school for the coming
year. The teachers are looking forward
to a pleasant year 's work.

Redlaxds.—The Alliance gave an
Easter fair and musical entertainment
April 10th. over which they are justly
proud, the receipts being far in ad-
vance of expectations and the entertain-
ment a social success. The decorations
were beautiful, carrying out the symbols
of Easter in a charming manner.

Santa Cruz.—Wilton Lackaye is not
only a great actor, but also a student
of social conditions. He refers approv-
ingly to the effort being made in Santa
Cruz by Dr. Stone towards maintaining
a seven-day church. Said Mr. Lackaye

:

"I like the idea of the Unitarians
building a hall for plays and dancing. It

shows that the churches are getting into
closer touch with the real life of the peo-
ple. This example ought to be followed
by thousands of other churches in the
United States, and I am sure that the
stage would benefit thereby.

"I remember a story of one of the

Bishops of London, who asked David
Garrick why so many people went to

the theater and so few went to church.
Garrick answered: 'Because we present
fiction as if we believe it. while you tell

the truth as if you did not.

"I believe with Talleyrand, who said:
' Every people gets as good a government
as it deserves, and so every audience gets

as good a play as it deserves. As Bron-
son Howard recently said at a dinner to

American authors, the remedy for poor
and salacious plays lies in the hands of
the audiences.

"Yes. the churches and the theaters

are coming closer together and the
theater is no longer considered the ves-

tibule to hell. T hope that this Church
Home in Santa Cruz, with its stasre for

high-class plays, will be a big success."

Sax FR\xnsco

—

First Church.—The
First Unitarian Church has held its

usual meetings during the month of

April. The Charming Auxiliary on the

6th had a most interesting paper by Mrs.

E. X. Whitcomb on "Old Newspapers,"
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followed by Bongs by Miss Fernanda
Pratt. The Society for Christian Wosk
on the 13th enjoyed a talk by Mr. Horace
Davis on ."The Nile and Egypt," and
on the 27th Mrs. P. B. Cornwall will

tell us of her trip to Europe. On the
ISth. that being- the second anniversary
of onr great disaster, a tnosl interesting
and instructive lecture was given by
Professor Fairbanks on the whole rift

of the earthquake, for the benefit of tin-

Sunday-school. The Easter service this

year was one of tin- most delightful ever
held here, the sermon and nnisic being
fine and the decorations though simple
were very effective, and a large congre-
gation filled the church. On the 12th
the contribution for the A. U. A. was
taken, a good amount being subscribed
for the cause.

San Jose.—At the annual business
meeting of the First Unitarian Church,
held Tuesday evening, April 13th, an im-
portant change was made in the hour of

service. Commencing on Easter Sunday,
the service begins at 5 p. m., instead
of 7:30 p. m., as heretofore. The change
is made to accommodate many members
who reside out of town. Reports were
received from the church treasurer, the
Ames Alliance, and the Unity Club. Five
new trustees for the ensuing year were
chosen.

Santa Rosa,—There was a large at-

tendance at the regular meeting of the
Starr King Club Thursday evening in

the parlors of the Unitarian Church. The
session was devoted to a consideration of
Shakespeare and his works, with Miss
Ethel T. England as leader. There were
vocal solos by Mrs. Pomroy and Miss
Pedigo. Following the program, the of-

ficers were elected for the ensuing year.
A social bom- and refreshments con-
cluded a most enjoyable evening.

Spokane, Wash.—At the annual meet-
ing of the Alliance, in April, officers

were elected as follows: President, Mrs.
W. H. Lucas; first vice-president, Mrs.
E. R. Week

:
second vice-president,

Mrs. C. W. Fuller: treasurer, Mrs. M.
B. Gardner; secretary, Mrs. Thomas
McCart.
A successful Easter sale was held on

April 10th. Afternoon tea was served
five to all who attended.

Rev. A. P. Reecord visited Spokane
on April 13th, and a social gathering
was held at the church in the evening.
Mr. Reecord gave a spirited address on
the Unitarian message, which was re-

ceived with great interest. It happened
that a Large part of the audience were
people who have recently come to us.

The Easter services were very encour-
aging to minister and people. The day
began with a bright musical service in

the Sunday-school, and there was the
usual distribution of eggs and plants,

prefaced by a few remarks from Mr.
Fuller on the mean in? of Easter. A
large congregation heard Mr. Fuller's
sermon on "The Eternal Substance of

Life," and special music was furnished
by an augmented choir. The offering
for the A. U. A. amounted to $25. At
the close of the service five new members
were received into the church. In the
evening Mr. Fuller gave an address at

the Universalist church on "Liberal I><

ligion in Foreign Lands."

* * «

Everybody Come!
The annual picnic of Unitarians about

San Francisco Bay will be held on Sat-
urday, May 2d. This will be an oppor-
tunity to renew old and to make new
acquaintances. It will also give us a
chance to show our colors and interest in

the Sunday-schools.

The outing is planned for Dimond
Canon, a beautiful, shady ravine reached,
from Fruitvale Station by a short car
ride and a delightful walk.
From San Francisco take the S. P.

no : 4i) or 11) broad gauge to Fruitvale
Station. Take Fruitvale Avenue car to

the end of the line. Then follow the
guide signs until you find us. Fare 15
eents each way.

* * *
Home and home life must never be-

come common-place. The little surprises,
the remembrance of the birthday, the
unexpected treat, the pleasure earned
for one by the sacrifice of another.—all

these belong under our head of spiritual
exercises. Nor is there any scene of our
life which so demands such exercise as

this familiar scene of home, which was
to be reset everv dav.

—

Edward Everett
Hah.
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This department conducted by William Maxwell.

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,
the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

Freedom and Fellowship in Eeligion. Pro-
ceedings and Papers of the Fourth Inter-

national Congress of Religious Liberals held

at Boston, U. S. A., September 22-27, 1907.

Edited by Charles W. Wendte. With forty-

five portraits. Boston. Published by the

International Council. $1.00.

Although this book sells for one dollar, it cost

more than twice that sum to place it before
those who are interested in such subjects as are
here discussed. The volume comprises nearly
six hundred and fifty pages, devoted to the pro-

ceedings, addresses, and papers of the Fourth
International Congress held in Boston during
the latter part of September of last year. The
International Council seeks to bring into closer

union, for exchange of ideas, mutual service,

and the promotion of their common aims, the

historic liberal churches, the liberal elements
in all churches, the scattered liberal congrega-
tions, and isolated workers for freedom and
progress in many lands.

To promote these ends it holds a biennial or

triennial congress in some acknowledged seat

of religious enlightenment and freedom, the

general arrangements for which are intrusted

to the liberal bodies and communities who have
extended the invitation.

The next session of the Congress is to be held

in Berlin, Germany, in 1910, by invitation of
several liberal associations in that country.

A limited number of these books have been
placed on sale at the Pacific Unitarian Head-
quarters. Those desiring them should order
through Miss Mary B. Presson, of the Head-
quarters.

New Worlds for Old. By H. G. Wells. New
York: The Macmillan Company. $1.50.

Mr. Wells, the novelist, has written a book
on Socialism that is at once scholarly, opti-

mistic, and broad-minded. The author freely

criticizes existing political conditions, but in

doing so refrains from calling unpleasant
names or slinging economic mud. According to

this writer, the doctrines of Socialism stand not

for gain, but for service.

For example, we make innumerable laws
for the safe-guarding of private property, both
personal and real, but the children that are

growing about us receive scant attention from
the lawmakers. Society does not sufficiently

protect children from negligent, incompetent,
selfish, or wicked parents. Neither does society

as it now exists sufficiently aid and encourage
good parents. Parentage nowadays is as much
a matter of private adventure as establishing a
grocery store, incorporating a railroad, or out-

fitting a piratical expedition. The individual

family is altogether too responsible. The re-

sult is, a huge amount of avoidable privation,

suffering, and sorrow. A huge proportion of
the growing generation is drifting into lives

that are stunted and limited. Such children

are badly educated and incompetent, in com-
parison with the strength, training, and beauty
with which a social training, better than the

higgledy-piggledy aggregation of human beings
we now call "the State" can endow them.

The Socialist contends that the community as

a whole should be responsible, and every indi-

vidual in the community, married or single,

parent or childless, should be responsible for

the welfare and upbringing of everv child born
into the community. This responsibility should

be assumed in part by parent, teacher, or

guardian. The primary responsibility should

rest with the state, whose duty it should be to

direct, to inquire into and intervene in any
default that might threaten the child's welfare.

"Parentage," says Mr. Wells, "rightly un-

dertaken, is a service as well as a duty to the

world, carrying with it not only obligations but
a claim, the strongest of claims upon the whole
community. It must be paid for like any
other public service ; in any completely civilized

state it must be sustained, rewarded, and con-

trolled. And this is to be done, not to super-

sede the love, pride, and conscience of the

parent, but to supplement, encourage, and
maintain it.

The idea of private ownership of things is

enormously and mischievously exaggerated in

the contemporary world. The conception of

private property has been extended to land, to

materials to the values and resources accumu-
lated by past generations, to a vast variety of

things which are properly the inheritance of the

whole race. As a result of this, there is an

enormous obstruction and waste of human en-

ergy, and an entire loss of opportunity for the

mass of mankind. Progress is retarded ; there

is a vast amount of avoidable wretchedness,

cruelty, and injustice.

The Socialist holds that the community as a

whole should be inalienably the owner and ad-

ministrator of the land, of all raw materials,

of all values and resources accumulated from
the past, and that all private property nrst

be of a terminable nature, reverting to the

community and subject to the general welfare.

But Socialism is not a synonym for the

millenium. It is but one step, though a long

one, towards the establishment of the city that

is to lie four square.

Socialism gives unbounded hope, but it does

not give positive assurance. It gives an up-

lifting confidence for that which is to come,

not a presumption of absolute finality as to

what that future is to be.

Old and New Unitarian Belief. By John
White Chadwick. Boston: George H. El-

lis. $1.00.

The chapters in this book were written for

Dr. Chadwick's Brooklyn congregations during

the years of 1S93 and 1894. They awakened so

much interest that they were printed.

Wards of Liberty. By Myra Kelley. Illustra-

tions by Frederic Horr Steele. New York:
The McClure Company. $1.50.

A new collection of stories dealing with the

same types and introducing many of the same
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characters even, which made Miss Kelley's

former book one of the most notable of the

season in which it appeared. All, or nearly all,

of these new stories have appeared ill McCltin's

Magazine, where they have attracted no less

attention and favorable eommenl than the first

which she contributed to that publication; in-

deed, more than one of these sturies, notably

"Little Bo- Peep," far from betraying any ex-

haustion, lias revealed a new quality and a new
power that had not hitherto been suspected in

this author. Hitherto she lias been most suc-

cessful in treating the humorous aspects of the

alien life that have been revealed to her
through her observations as a school teacher in

New York's ghetto. In "Little Bo-Peep," how-
ever, that so simple and yet so terrible little tale,

she has shown an ability to handle an episode

of the most tragic significance with the most
profound pathos, yet with the most artistic

restraint.

Into the Primitive. By Robert Ames Bennet.
Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Company.
$1.50.

Three people have been wrecked upon a par-

ticularly uninviting shore near the southern

coast of Africa—a resourceful American en-

gineer, a young woman of great wealth and
beauty, with a corresponding ignorance of the

rougher side of life, and an Englishman whose
training has unfitted him for any sort of hard-

ship. This is the situation at the beginning of

Robert Ames Bennet's new story, "Into the

Primitive." Sole survivors of a foundered pas-

senger steamer, they begin a life struggle

against what appear to be hopeless odds. No
land of infinite resource is this, such as that

so kindly provided for Robinson Crusoe, but
one that taxes the ingenuity of the trained

engineer to the utmost to keep the little party
alive. The rough life, however, with its trials

and hardships, is really the making of the

American and the girl. His somewhat uncouth
nature develops gradually into something bet-

ter and finer; while her naturally strong char-

acter, hitherto lacking the opportunity to assert

itself, finds the necessary incentive in the

exigencies of an unprecedented situation. Nat-
urally too, their peculiarly intimate situation
ends romantically.

The author has a straightforward, incisive

style which seems particularly well adapted to

the vigorous story he tells, and the illustrator,

Allen T. True, has caught the spirit of the
narrat ive admirably.

The Elimination ok the Tramp. By Edmund
Kelly, M. A., F. fi. s., Sometime Lec-

turer at Columbia University. New York

:

G. P. Putnam's Sons. $1.00.

The tramp forces himself upon our attention

—not only because of his own misery but
because of the evil he occasions to others.

Railroad officials are concerned at the damage
he inflicts—damage estimated by one of them
at $25,000,000 in a single year. The police are
concerned because it is in the host of tramps
that clues to criminals are lost. And society
is concerned because the most harmless tramp
tends to breed disease and crime. Mr. Edmund

Kelly's suggestions are not theoretic or a priori
;

but. on the contrary, are borrowed from a

system thai lias actually proved effectual in

Holland, Belgium, and Switzerland. He recog-

nizes the difference between conditions in Amer-
ica and Europe and his suggestions for

Hindi tying the European system accordingly

are perhaps the most interesting part of his

contribution. Mr. Kelly suggests that the Gov-

ernment improve its waste and uncultivated

lands by giving employment to the vast army
of vagrants. The tramp is to be given a fair

wage for his services, with the understanding

that such work is not, in any way, to reflect

upon his manhood or his social standing.

Plays OF Moliere. A Metrical Translation.

Bj' Curtis Hidden Page, Ph. D., Professor

of Romance Languages, Columbia Univer-

sity. New York: (i. P. Putnam's Sons.

Fight volumes, $2.00 each.

It seems strange that up to the present no

attempt has been made to translate Moliere's

verse plays into English verse. It was no easy

task which Dr. Page set himself,—namely, to

say in good English dramatic verse exactly

what Moliere had said in good French dramatic

verse. Tt will, however, be the universal ver-

dict that Dr. Page has succeeded admirably.

The plays have been given complete with not a

line changed or omitted.

In his scholarly introduction to the book,

Professor Brander Matthews sums up as

follows:—
"Moliere is for all ages of man. In youth,

we may enjoy him unthinkingly, amused by his

comic invention, his rollicking drollery, his

frank fun. As we grow older, his charm over

us grows also ; and we see the finer qualities

of his work,—his insight into human motives,

and his marvelous skill in exhibiting these on

the stage. And in old age, we may refresh our-

selves once again with his unfailing and un-

fading humor, and with the true wisdom which

underlies it. At one time, the 'Bourgeois Gen-
til horn me' may please us, and at another the

'Misanthrope' j but at all times a man who takes

interest in the comedy of human endeavor may
find in Moliere what he needs.'*

When Things Were Doing. A novel. By C
A. Steere. Chicago: Charles H. Kerr &
Company. $1.00.

This is a novel with a purpose,—the teach-

ing of certain reforms in the body politic.

The author, unfortunately, makes his pur-

pose too apparent, ami renders almost useless

material which, with a little more art. would
be most telling. The title of the book is un-

fortunate. The English language, whatever its

defects may be, is old enough and comprehen-
sive enough to enable any one to express him-

self at least with dignity. To descend to the

Colloquialisms of the curbstone is neither good
art nor good taste, especially in a book such as

this. Whatever the shortcomings of the book

may be, however, Mr. Steere has the knack of

telling a story well, and with his technique

more under control, and more respect for good
English, will undoubtedly make a name foi

himself.
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Eeserved for Company.—The teacher
asked: "Elsie, when do you say 'Thank
you'?" Elsie's face lighted up, for that
was one thing she knew, and she confi-

dently answered, "When we have com-
pany.

*

'

—

Ch icago Tribti n e

.

As She Is Spoke.—"Can I have a
piece of pie, mother?" "Say 'may I,'

Johnny, not 'can I.' " "Well, mother,
may I have a piece of pie?'' "Xo.
Johnny, you can't."

—

Lippineott's.

Many years ago. when the first steam
shovel was set to work in a railway cut-

ting, an Irish laborer, after watching it

a while, broke out with wrath. "Ye
blathering old stame engine, ye can take
bread out of honest men's mouths, but
ye can't vote."

—

The Christian Register.

A Delphic Response.—"It's hard,"
said the sentimental landlady at the din-

ner table, "to think that this poor little

lamb should be destroyed in its youth,
just to cater to our appetites." "Yes,"
replied the smart boarder, struggling
with his portion, "it is tough." — The
Covgregationalist.

The Difference.—What is the dif-

ference between (1) a gardener. (2) a
billiard player. (3) a gentleman, and (4)
a sexton? Answer—The first minds his

peas : the second minds his cues ; the
third minds his p's and q's: the fourth
minds his keys and pews.

—

The Catholic
Fort nigh tig Review.

Looked Like It.—A little boy from
the Far South, visiting Chicago, on see-

ing the first snow-storm, exclaimed. "0
mamma, it's raining breakfast food."

—

Chicago Tribune.

Bt't Wait for Vacation.—A country
clergyman, on his rounds of visits, inter-

viewed a youngster as to his acquaint-
ance with Bible stories. "My lad," he
said, "yon have, of course, heard of the
parables?" "Yes, sir." shyly answered
the boy, whose mother has inducted him
in sacred history. "Yes, sir." "Good,"
said the elergvman. "Now, which of

them do you like the Inst of all?" The
boy squirmed, but at last, hooding his

mother's frowns, he replied. "I guess
I like that one where somebody loafs and
fishos."

—

The, Argonaut.

LIST OF BOOKS ON SALE

At Unitarian Headquarters.
Post-

Price, age.
Freedom and Fellowship in Re-

ligion $1 00 $0 22
Edited by Chas. W. Wendte.

Soul of the Bible 125 15

U. G. B. Pierce.

The New Theology 150 09
R. J. Campbell, M. A.

College and Man 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

Life's Enthusiasms 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

The Shepherd's Question 80 05
Burt Estes Howard.

The Temple of Virtue 1 25 09
Paul Revere Frothingham.

The Bible — Its Origin and
Growth 1 25 13

J. T. Sunderland.

Ralph Waldo Emerson 50 05
Edward Everett Hale.

Happiness 1 25 09
Carl Hilty. Translated by

Francis G. Peabody.

The Way to Happiness 1 25 09
Thomas R. Slicer.

The Message of Man 60 05
Stanton Coit.

Living Largely 75 06
Charles G Ames.

One Upward Look Each Day. . 75 06

J. T. Sunderland.

A Martineau Year-Book 75 06
Arranged by F. L. Weaver.

Minister's Hand-Book 75 05
M. J. Savage.

Anchors of the Soul 1 25 09
Brooke Herford.

Tides of the Spirit 1 00 09
Selections from Writings

of James Martineau.
Albert Lazenby.

The Understanding Heart 1 00 09
Samuel M. Crothers.

Apples of Gold 1 00 10

Selected Verse.

C. B. Beattey.
"True American Types" series. 60 05

Cap'n Chadwick.
John White Chadwick.

Father Taylor 80 05
Robert Collver.

David Libbey 60 06
Fannie H. Fckstorm.

Channing's Works 1 00 24
New and complete edition.

Four American Leaders 80 08
Charles W. Eliot.

Letters to American Boys... 80 08
W. H. Carruth.

Sources of Our Knowledge of

the Life of Jesus 1 00 10

Paul Wernle.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
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The Real Presence of the Living God.
By Edward Everett Hale, 1). D.

The Power of an Endless Life.

By Paul Revere Frothingham.
Is there a Righteous God?

By Thomas Van Ness.
The Unitarian Purpose.

By Howard N. Brown.
What Is "Evangelical"?

By Augustus P. Reccord.
Real Christianity.

By Edward Everett Hale.
The Bible in the Light of Modern Thought.

By Henry Wilder Foote.
Divine Because Human

By Ulysses G. B. Pierce.

The Five Fundamental Principles of Our
Faith.
By Charles W. Casson.

Good Tidings.
By Ellen S. Bulfinch.

Concerning Religion.

The Jesus of the Gospels and the Jesus of

History.
By J. Estlin Carpenter.

A Brief Account of Unitarianism.
By Bronke Herford.

Twentieth Century Revelation.

By Edward D. Towle.
The Fatherhood of God.
The Brotherhood of Man.
The Leadership of Jesus.
Salvation by Character.
The Progress of Mankind Onward and Up-
ward Forever.
By Charles E. St. John.

A Statement of Unitarian Belief.

Seeing Jesus.
Bv Frederic H. Kent.

From "the Old Faith to the New.
By Five Ministers.

A Little Catechism.
The Highest Criticism.

By William H. Lyon, D. D.
The History of Unitarianism in the South-

ern Churches.
By Arthur A. Brooks.

What Is It to Be a Liberal in Religion?
By Charles W. Wendte.

The Story of the Resurrection of Jesus.

By Joseph May, D. D.
Wonderful Hope.

By Charles F. Dole.
Church-Going.

By Hon. George F. Hoar.
The Fulfilment of Citizenship.-

One Hundred and Fifty Laymen on Church
Attendance.
Lewis G. Wilson.

Human Nature.
Rev. George W. Stone.

The Christ Child.

Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Man.
Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Spirit.

Rev. Reed Stuart.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the

American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the

Unitarian churches of America. It supports

missionaries, establishes and maintains

churches, holds conventions, aids in building

meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.

Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebblns.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-

lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a

book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.

Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the

women of the Unitarian churches for mis-

sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Mist Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and

commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
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OHE Church is the one institu-

tion especially set apart

and preeminently qualified
" to teach this Western Goth

that nothing pays but God"! There
never was a time in the history of the

world when the Church was a greater

necessity than at present, because
human society was never in more need
of the moral quality which it con-
tributes to man's life. Not more legis-

lative statutes, but more of the spiritual

convictions of a rational piety ; not
more luxuries, but more of the ethical

motives that flow from the Christian

nurture of the Church ; not more
wealth, but more of the moral power
bestowed by the gospel of Jesus
Christ,—this is the one supreme prep-

aration for life today.

JOSEPH HENRY CROOKER.

SAN FRANCISCO
JUNE, 1908
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The firsl duty of the Editor, who finds

thai during his absence his work has been

more than acceptably done by his asso-

ciates, is to make his best bow in ac-

knowledgment. To any one not abnor-

mally conceited it is a great satisfaction

to find that he is not indispensable and

that the cause he serves will be steadily

and strongly sustained when he drops

from the ranks.

The recent division of work in the eon-

duct of the Pacific Unitarian justified

its wisdom when the paper temporarily

lost its head. Its sanity was not dis-

turbed, and little worth considering was

sacrificed. The dreaded vacation months

have lost their terror to the vacationless

editor, from the seasonably expressed

sense of responsibility that prompts those

permitted to turn from their ordinary

cares to make provision for the extraor-

dinary duties they have assummed.

The coming and going of the fleet has

been the event of the past month in the

life of San Francisco, and it has left

no unpleasant taste in the mouth. It

was a great event with possibilities of

danger, but it leaves an impression of

wholesome enjoyment and cleanliness.

The city was resplendent and the fleet

magnificent and impressive. The wel-

come given was exceedingly cordial, but

in good taste. The tendency to Outdo

and overdo was held in cheek. The men

were given a good time in a sensible way

that comported with their self-respect.

The guests were exemplary in their be-

haviour. Some fears had been enter-

tained by those responsible for good or-
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der. The Chief of Police felt he would

need reinforcements, but those to whom
he appealed had faith that the navy

would care for its own, and results fully

justified them. Excesses of any kind

were so rare as to provoke comment. It

was found that the manhood represented

was far finer than the traditions allowed

us to expect. In the main they were

young Americans of the better sort, quite

capable of thoroughly enjoying them-

selves while entirely sober and of con-

ducting themselves with admirable self-

restraint. In acknowledgment of this

and in accord with a rational democracy

that really approximates equality, the en-

listed men shared quite fully in the

social entertainment offered. One of the

most successful affairs, unique in its sig-

nificance, was the grand ball given to

the jaekies, when the Mayor's wife and

the Admiral's wife were escorted in the

grand march by plain men of the fleet.

The fair maidens of San Francisco, with

no air of condescension, danced freely

with the boys in blue and seemed to get

as much enjoyment as they gave.

public and not the advantage of public-

service corporations shall be the object

sought by the servants of the people.

Among many indications of an aroused

public conscience are recent results at

the polls. When San Francisco threw

aside political considerations and fol-

lowed the issue of good government at

the hist municipal election, it seemed

encouraging, but left in doubt whether

it was an emotional burst or a real and

permanent gain of moral consideration.

But when a party long dominated by a

railroad corporation meets the issue at a

primary election, and of elected delegates

to a State convention sends two to one

of the "regulars," it reveals a spirit

of courage and independence that brings

hope of purer political conditions. It is

matter of small concern what individuals

hold public office, but it is of vital im-

portance thai the best interests of the

San Francisco may be indulged in a

feeling of relief and satisfaction that

its voters so overwhelmingly authorized

the issuance of bonds to the amount of

$18,000,000 for the most urgent of its

needs. It shows that the city is deter-

mined to bear the burden entailed by

even more than complete rehabilitation.

It is to be better equipped in every way
and free from the shame it has too long

felt for its school-buildings and hospi-

tals. It has embarked on a hard and seri-

ous undertaking, not with reckless en-

thusiasm, but with deliberate purpose

and a full realization of what it means.

The people are willing to increase the

tax rate because that by no other way
can the city be lifted up to the standard

that good citizenship demands, and they

feel confident that the money they raise

will be honestly and judiciously ex-

pended.

The death of Rabbi Jacob Voorsanger

is a loss to the entire community, as well

as to the congregation Emanu-El, which

he served so ably. A man of unusual

power and virility, he was a force for

righteousness and an efficient helper of

any cause he espoused. He was public-

spirited, and always ready to do his

part. This was strongly exemplified in

the trying days following the earth-

quake and fire. He was a tireless work-

er and a man of great resource. He was

fortunate in commanding the respect

and confidence of his people, and when

he wanted money for any cause he did

not need to beg for it. A suggestion

was sufficient. At the last Pacific Coast

Conference of Unitarian Churches at

Alameda he read a wise and compre-

hensive paper on religious education. At
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the recess he chatted freely with the min-

isters, and said, referring to the reports

he had heard read: "What is the matter

with your Unitarian laymen? They do

not seem to give freely. I never have

any trouble with my people. As a gen-

eral thing, when a Jew is asked to con-

tribute to any cause, he does it."

The relations of the rabbi with our

Unitarian ministers were very friendly.

His people cordially threw open their

temple to the First Church when it was

building the present structure—a cour-

tesy gladly returned last year when the

temple was being restored after the fire.

Rabbi Voorsanger was a very forcible

speaker, well-equipped, and with a fine

vocabulary. He spoke vigorously and

with a strong voice, always leaving the

impression of power. Until within 'the

last year his health was robust, and he

seemed the personification of the vigor

of his race, but of late he had shown

the inroads of serious illness, and his

death, while sudden at last, was not

wholly a surprise to those who knew him

well.

Decoration Day loses none of its true

sentiment as the years go by. It grows

more pathetic as the ranks grow thinner

and the veterans who a few years ago

marched with firm step and erect forms,

smile bravely from the carriages time

has forced upon them. It may not be

remembered that the custom was insti-

tuted through an order issued by Gen-

eral N. P. Chipman, formerly of Red
Bluff, now residing in Sacramento as

presiding judge of the Court of Appeals.

Early in 1868 General Chipman, Adju-

tant-General of the Grand Army of the

Republic, commanded at that time by

General John A. Logan, received a letter

from a member of the organization who
had served as a private in the war of

the rebellion, in which the writer men-

tioned a German custom of honoring

departed heroes by decorating their

graves with flowers, and suggested that

il would be a fitting practice for mem-

bers of the various posts to place such

tributes on the graves of their comrades.

The suggestion commended itself to him,

and after consulting his commander,

General Order No. 11 was issued, calling

upon all members to observe May 30th

in the manner suggested. It was thought

that late in May would be most favorable

in the country as a whole. The last day

would have been selected, but in 1868

it fell on Sunday. Forty years have

passed, and the custom has become as

general as the celebration of Indepen-

dence Day, and its manner is much
more rational. It is always associated

with tender appreciation of sacrifice,

and tends to foster patriotism and grati-

tude for heroism. Would that some

modern Moses could lead us to a happier

way of marking the nation's birthday.

Yankee Doodle is somewhat threadbare

and Chinese fireworks ought to suffer ex-

clusion.

Dr. Joseph Henry Crooker, in "The
Church of To-day," has achieved more

than one notable result. Primarily he

has put in a concise form a very clear

and forcible plea for the need of the

church. He has stated the problem fair-

ly, pointing out the obstacles, and out-

lining the present situation with its dan-

gers and its demands. The purport of

his inquiry is to "create and spread

abroad widely among men a clearer un-

derstanding and a deeper conviction of

the need and worth of the Christian

Church as an institution." He has suc-

ceeded so well that the book has been

accepted by both the Congregational and

Universalist fellowships, and is simul-

taneously published by each headquar-

ters, as well as by the American Unitarian
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Association. This is the first time that

such co-operation has occurred, and it is

distinctly encouraging. Such friendli-

ness in a common purpose is eminently

wise and sensible, but as a practice it is

absolutely new. As Dr. Crooker puts it,

"the present demand is not so much for

'creed revision' as for creed subordina-

tion." And again: "A second-class faith

backed by a first-class enthusiasm will do

the world more good than a first-class

faith backed by a third-class enthusi-

asm."' He makes it clear that the vital

object of religious effort is to make the

spirit of Jesus prevail on earth, and that

the true church must be an effective

agent of that spirit. The church is in-

dispensable in uplifting mankind. "The
only adequate substitute for a poor

church is a better church. . . . The

church administers life to those in

need, because the servant of One whose

life abounded in love. The love which

his heart felt and the love which our

hearts need is the measure of what the

church is worth to humanity."

C. A. M.

mentals of free government, a three

months' discussion of the policies neces-

sary to our growth and progress as the

foremost nation of the world.

The political prophet is abroad in the

land. With unusual assurance nomina-

tions can be now foretold, as it seems

at this writing plain sailing for William

H. Taft and assured victory, so far as

nomination is concerned, for William J.

Bryan. If the probable should happen

the coming campaign will bear hard

upon the spellbinder whose stock in

trade is personal abuse.

Both of these men are above reproach

in private life and personal character.

They are good men, good citizens, good

churchmen—Secretary Taft a Unitarian,

Colonel Bryan a Presbyterian. They

have been long in public life. They can

be trusted to carry out, so far as may be,

the policies they champion. Let us hope

then for a campaign of principles a

campaign of education in the Eunda-

But what if the unexpected should

happen in the June conventions? What
if the Republican nomination should go

to Senator La Follette and the Demo-

cratic to Governor Johnson of Minne-

sota? Then again there is no place for

the mud-slinger in the coming campaign.

The Northwest, great and magnificent

as it is, peopled with a mingling of the

best races on earth, contains few braver

or better men. La Follette has honestly

earned the admiration of his large fol-

lowing by heroic efforts to preserve to

the people their constitutional rights, and

Governor Johnson is, indeed, a newer

man, but with a clean record.

We may wisely rejoice that no man
to-day prominently seeks the presidential

office whose life will not bear investiga-

tion along the lines of good citizenship

and correct living. Whatever the result

of the coming campaign, the high stand-

ard of morality and manhood established

by our later Presidents is likely to be

maintained. Such being the case, we
decline to despair of our free institu-

tions.

Foreign dispatches inform us that

Germany is at present agitated on ac-

count of conditions as alarming as they

are new in the Fatherland. The first

is race suicide. Germany, the proud

land of sturdy fathers, of splendid

mothers, is now lamenting a marked de-

cline in the birth-rate, especially in the

southern provinces.

But far more startling is the problem

of child suicide. If our information is

correct, children in very unusual num-

bers and for the most trivial reasons are

making way with that life we were all

once taught to believe a sacred gift of

God. With true German thoroughness,
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scholars and officials are seeking for the

cause and remedy of these unfortunate

conditions. Some find that cause in

economic hardship; others in parental

carelessness or severity ; others in over-

1 raining and the nerve strain of modern

life; a few suggest that this withholding

of life and rushing on death comes from

Lack of proper religions training.

May it not be true that all of these

i in favorable conditions combine to de-

stroy the natural love of life with which

the normal man is endowed? Especially

may it not be most seriously true, that

the experiment of trying to get on with-

out religion is a fatal experiment? Do
we not rob our children, not only need-

lessly but unendurably, when we so

train them that no thought of God's

protecting care and love shields them

from temptation and sorrow? Does it

not begin to look as though faith in the

Heavenly Father was a kind of natural

right which Ave deny to any man, woman,

or child at heavy cost to the individual

and the State? Perhaps Voltaire was

right in saying that if there was no God
it would then be necessary to invent

one.

It is interesting at times to return to

that faith with which we entered upon

active life, and to note in how far it

has been justified. When the writer

began to "preach the gospel" he was in

doubt about many matters, but of two

things he was delightfully certain,—viz.,

the speedy overt li row of the saloon and

the early enfranchisement of women
Well, the years have not brought either

to pass as soon as young hopeful expect-

ed, but he consoles himself with the re-

flection that the world moves his way

—

somewhat slowly, and with an occasional

halt of the column, but on the whole

forward, right forward.

The revolt against the whiskey-bottle

and the beer-mug reaches deep and far.

Government, business-houses, giant cor-

porations, city and country, church,

school, and home, appear to unite to cur-

tail or destroy this miserable traffic,

based on man's avarice on the one hand

and pitiable weakness on the other. More

than one half the territory of the United

States swept clear and clean of the

saloon gives reason to expect that the

dream of young manhood may yet come

true.

And the women are marching on to

the privileges and duties of citizenship.

When a staid old journal like Harper's

Weekly gives large space to an inspiring

record of the triumphs of woman suf-

frage the radical reformer can begin

to feel quite respectable. Why, benight-

ed friend, do you know that this blessed

month of June will witness the gathering

of the greatest convention on behalf of

equal suffrage ever convened on this lit-

tle planet? TwTenty-two countries will

be represented at Amsterdam when the

International Woman's Suffrage Alli-

ance meets on the 15th inst. And almost

every delegate, no matter from what

quarter of the globe, will be able to re-

port progress. In many countries prog-

ress justifies the saying of a distin-

guished European publicist that "The
whole civilized world is now agitating

the question which must be settled in

favor of women sooner or later."

What's the matter with the world?

Nothing. Except that it moves forward

at a snail's pace when it ought to run

with fleet foot and stout heart the path

of progress. W. D. S.

If some of our good friends who be-

stirred themselves to furnish matter for

this issue fail to find themselves in print,

they can be consoled in knowing that the

necessity for eating their cake not having

arisen, we are very happy in having it,

and our anticipatory enjoyment will ex-

tend till it is tasted.
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fiotrs.

Rev. John Howland Lathrop has ar-

ranged to keep the Berkeley church
open during the entire summer. He ex-

pects to join the Annual Outing of the

Sierra Club, but has secured acceptable

supplies.

Rev. Clarence Reed proposes spend-

ing his vacation at home. Why not?

Are not the beaches of Alameda as fair

as those of Jordan? There are ad-

vantages in staying in a comfortable

home.

Rev. Bradford Leavitt takes a trip to

Honolulu for a change. During June
his pulpit will be filled bv President

Wheeler, Rev. W. M. Guthrie, Rev. Earl

M. Wilbur, and President Jordan.

At the recent commencement exer-

cises of the Pacific Unitarian School at

Berkeley a certificate of graduation was
conferred on Naokatsu Kubushiro. of

Kumamoto. Japan, and the degree of

Bachelor of Theology upon Vernon
Mosher Cady of Berkeley.

The Rev. Drs. Worcester and McCoomb
of the Emmanuel Church of Boston are

probably two of the busiest ministers in

the United States at this time. They are

receiving invitations in large numbers
to address different churches and so-

cieties on the teaching of "Modern
Therapeutics" as it is practiced to-day

at Emmanuel Church. Arrangements
are now being made for a summer school

of Christian mental therapeutics, to be

held at Emmanuel Church from June
1st to 12th.

Rev. Dpvid Leisk. of the Spiritualisl

ministry, having satisfied the Committee
on Fellowship for the Pacific States, is

hereby commended to our ministers and
churches. In accordance with the vote

of the National Conference, at the ex-

piration of six months from the date of

his acceptance (April 10. 1908.) by the

Pacific States Committee, he will be re-

ceived into full fellowship, unless, mean-
while, the Executive Committee shall

take adverse ad ion. Earl M. Wilbur,
Thomas I.. Eliot, Benjamin A. Good-
ridge, Committee.

The Sunday-school of the Alameda
church has for its purpose the develop-

ment of moral character and the prep-

aration of the pupils for the duties of

life and citizenship. In furtherance of

this it is proposed that all the money
that is contributed by the school will

be given to philanthropic institutions

and charitable causes. A course of

study is being outlined which will be
published before the school opens in

August.

At a meeting of the Unitarian Club, of

New York, at the Hotel Manhattan, held

May 6th, following the annual dinner of

the club, a resolution was unanimously
adopted for the appointment of a com-
mittee to confer with a committee of the

Unitarian ministers of Greater New York
as to the feasibility of holding the 1910
May meetings of the Unitarian churches
in New York instead of in Boston, as-

heretofore. "I think," said Rev. John
Hayne Holmes, the introducer, "that
it would be a good thing for Unitarian-

ism if it were detached from Boston

;

to show others that Unitarianism was
not simply an adoration of the New
England conscience. It would be a

good thing for Unitarianism to take it

away from its local color and put it in

New York. It would be inspired, thrilled,

and made attractive."

On Easter Sunday Rev. W. D. Si-

monds. of Oakland, preached a sermon
on "The Evolutionist's Faith and Life

Immortal." It made a profound im-

pression and has been published by his

people in a very attractive form. Copies

may be had at Unitarian Headquarters.

The Unitarian Headquarters will be

open all summer. Mr. H. M. Eastman
will have charge of the office in June
during Mrs. Presson's vacation.

Owing to a lack of space, matter

furnished for this issue by some of our

good friends will appear in a subsequent

number.

The universe is keyed to righteous-

ness, and. whenever and wherever a

human soul turns toward the light, the

work of recovery, of rebuilding- a life,

has begun. By toilsome ascent up the

steps of virtue even a Lady Macbeth
may at last find peace.—W. D. Simonds.
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ContrtbtttrD.

Liberalism and the Christ.

By John Howlaud Lathrop.

The theological world has been inter-

ested of late in a movement in liberal

English evangelical circles known as the
'

'New Theology. '

' This movement, head-
ed by the Rev. R. J. Campbell, of the

City Temple in London, has had a pow-
erful effect upon the religious life of

many, and men have been giving it

close scrutiny to discover if possible the

secret of its power. There are some in

our body who have smiled both at the

name and at the teaching, saying that

the news in it is nothing but what we
have been teaching for the past century.

But the leaders of the New Theology
rightly, I think, protest against this

claim. They are radicals in many re-

spects, as we are. They welcome mod-
ern Biblical study, they hold an evolu-

tionary cunception of "creation, and they
find the essence of Christianity in the

teachings of Jesus to be the Father-

hood of God and the kingdom of right-

eousness. But besides these points of

contact with our mode of thought, they

lay great emphasis upon one all-impor-

tant conception which is seldom if ever

dwelt upon by us. This conception may
best be expressed by the term that is so

often in their months— "the eternal

Christ."

The New Theology has pretty much
the same starting-point as we. in its

notion of the life of the historic Jesus.

but from that starting-point it builds

up a reality in the ideal world, a Christ

above the order of time, which is the

eternal word of Cod. and which is relat-

ed to the historic Jesus, as to a mo-
mentary expression in the world of

human history. This doctrine of an In-

carnation does not necessarily imply that

Jesus was more than man, the perfect

man ; and, in fact, it is just the perfect

man that is needed, in order that the

ideal son of God may show himself. Va-
rious interesting arguments, which may
be convincing or not. are advanced to

connect the historic Jesus with an un-
seen and eternal reality his place in

history and his influence upon the course

of history, the part that Ins influence

lias played in shaping the characters of

all the great and good men and women
that we revere. With some right, the

historic Jesus seems an expression of

that ideal type of humanity which must
have lain in the bosom of God in the

beginning and to which we are all being
slowly conformed.

In America this school of thought is

best represented by Dr. Gordon of 1 Jo-

ton in her book, "The Christ of To-

day," and one in our own midst, who has

recently published a volume entitled

"Christ and the Eternal Order." In
an address before the Unitarian minis-

try in London last spring the Rev. Rich-

ard W. Boynton comments at length

upon this theology, and finds its value

to consist chiefly in its appeal to the

romantic sense of the people, who are

thus played upon by an imaginary crea-

tion that has nothing to do with the

realm of fact; and he feels that most
people prefer fancy to truth. To quote
one sentence from him, "The New The-
ology springs from a pure romanticism,

which mingles all the slowly accumulat-
ing spiritual treasures of the race in

the capacious crucible of its dissolving

fancy, and pours out the result as what
it calls 'the Eternal Christ'."

Prom the standpoint of our modern
inductive philosophy—that is, from our
habit of looking at the concrete world
and tabulating only what we find there,

Mr. Boynton 's criticism of any such
speculation as an Eternal Christ might
seem justified. And yet I do not feel

that this great spiritual ideal can be

brushed aside so easily with a few con-

demnatory phrases. We believe in the

actual existence of the Father, and yet

we can only find scattered and individ-

ual revelations of goodness. Neverthe-
less, we do not hesitate to conceive of a

great goodness which embraces them all

and of which they are only broken lights.

May it not be just as reasonable for

those who are so inclined to conceive of

an ideal Son that embraces all that is

highest and most sonlike in man? How-
ever this may be, there is great spiritual

value in such a conception held as an

eternal reality or as an ideal merely,

which, as Unitarians, we are apt to lose;

and while our orthodox brethren are in-

debted to us for bringing the doctrine

of the Divine Fatherhood out into the
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clear light of theological thinking, may
we not in turn owe them a debt of grati-

tude for holding before our minds the

ideal of a Divine Son?
There is good reason why the word

"Christ" should have been upon the

lips of Christians through all these cen-

turies, and to such an extent that a

Unitarian reaction was necessary. "Why
was it that saints meditated upon the

"Imitation of Christ," rather than the

effort at likeness to the Father? Was
it not that in the ideal Christ they had a

definite pattern of their aim which filled

out all the details of the picture in a very
concrete way? And they knew that, if

this ideal were attained, then likeness to

the Father was at the same time realized.

The truth is. that the ideal man is what
has burdened the mind of Christianity

and has rightly received its adoration

and worship. This it is that the Ne^\

Theology, together with the Modernists
of the Roman Church, aim to keep
operative in the Christian world to-day.

In spite of what we may say as to the

essence of the teachings of Jesus him-
self, the Christ idea has been the spirit-

ual reality which has bound the Chris-

tian ages into one. The synoptic Jesus
—that is, the Jesus of the first tbree

Gospels—said very little of himself and
spoke chiefly of the Father; but his im-
mediate followers. Paul and John and
the rest, felt that such a life as that

of Jesus, out of which such teachings

could grow, was the all-important thing,

and so held that up before men above
the teachings themselves. And each suc-

ceeding Christian age has done the same
and preached "Christ" rather than the

Father.

Our hain't has been to do rather as

Jesus himself did. and preach the

Father, feeling that the Christian ages
have erred in dwelling upon the guide
rather than the end guided to. But is it

so clear that they have erred ? We all be-

lieve that life is first and doctrine second,

that a man's beliefs grow out of his

manner of life, and that if his life be
high then his perception of ethical, spir-

itual truths will be keen. On this prin-

ciple. Jesus's conception of the Father
"must have resulted from the sort of life

he led. ami for any one who would attain

to the same conception, such a life as his

must be the way and the feet must be
planted in that way. Historic Christi-

anity has held its attention to the way,
while Unitarianism has riveted its gaze
upon the end. and it is a serious ques-

tion if the first method may not ultimate-

ly prove the safer and more successful.

Take Jesus's life and teachings as an
illustration of what I am saying. All

the elements of the Fatherhood as he
taught it were first elements of his own
human experience. He went out to

seek those who had strayed and were
lost, and out of that blessed experience

he pictured God as doing the same ; so

that we have the immortal parable of the

shepherd and the lost sheep. He forgave

those who had abused him, and again
he likened God to the father of the

prodigal. He loved his fellowmen, and
so God became in his heart chiefly a God
of love. Out of his own active life there

grew his fundamental teaching, and the

history of saints has pretty well proven
that this is always the way.
But the Christ ideal, while historically

having its origin in Jesus, is not to be

identified with him. Into it has been
gathered the best of all best men. Paul,

regarding and glorifying Jesus in- his

mind, contributed the best that was in

Paul. And this process, once begun,

has continued through the Christian

centuries. As has been said, the Christ

ideal is a composite photograph of all

noble Christian lives from earliest time
down to the present. The great service

of the conservative forces of religion, as

I conceive it, is the preservation for us
of this human ideal, and when once our
work of firmly establishing Jesus among
his fellows has been completed, the

Christ, freed from its moorings to our
specific person, will come back to us

as a religious force for all. whether of

believing or of agnostic tempers. In

the worship of the Christ lies the only

possibility of reconciling all forms of

religion. Those who regard it as a pure-

ly ideal construction can bend their ef-

forts to actualize it, together with those

who consider it a substantial reality and
attach it to a person in history, and
devotees of any God or none must feel

a like compulsion to push the moral evo-

lution of mankind to that ultimate issue

for which the word "Christ" stands.
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Plea for the Radical in Religious

Bodies: An Application in

Unitarian History.
By Rev. Fred K. Gillette.

Mr. Stone's article in the March Pa-
cific Unitarian on "The Value of a

Conference" seemed so wise that further

discussion may help toward the freer

facility for ideas in Conference that he
suggests. 1 hough it lets in the crank

and the bore, or the real or supposed
extremists.

Emerson and Parker, at first virtually

read out of Unitarian fellowship, were
then gladly and now are eagerly claimed

for it. Abbot, Frothingham and the

Free Religionists, though to date not

specifically endorsed, effected needed en-

largement in the thought and action of

the denomination. Emerson's mind, it

is recognized, by keeping Unitarianism
a movement, saved it from becoming
the "Unitarian Orthodoxy" that Chan-
ning in his later years so deeply feared.

Is it not time to see that to keep a

church or an institution to a growing
life the radical and conservative minds
are complementally indispensable? That
the pale negations of Emerson's Unitari-

an Boston have become inspiring affirma-

tions in to-day's Unitarian pulpit can

be tested wherever a community is so

happy as to have one of its pulpits.

Yet it will hardly be contended by
I'nitarians that their local societies.

though doing valuable and necessary

work, make the impression that should
have been expected upon the religious

and civic life around them. Equipped
by its intelligence, freedom, and up-to-

date knowledge for strong pioneer work,
it is not securely evident that Unitari-

anism voices a compelling or major note

of leadership in the world church and
world state insensibly rising in the bosom
of society.

If this be so may not at least part of

the lack of aggressive leading of spiritual

and social forces be attributable to the

action of which Mr. Stone speaks, whore
to conserve smoothness of internal de-

nominational life the disturbing radical

is put into the relative impotence of un-
churched isolation by the rule of com-
mittee-limited Conference thought and
action ?

Surely the lesson should be learned

thai forward movement in church or in

si ale cuiiics from the radical mind! On
the other hand, what does the radical

himself so much need as the winnowing
of liis impulsive perceptions or personal

vision from idiosyncrasy through con-

tact with the body of conserving mind;

to be in proportioned relationship with

which is his sanity.

To refer again briefly to American
Unitarian history, in taking up the pos-

sibilities in denominational history-

making ahead of us, Dr. Bellows and
James Freeman Clarke, with the conser-

vatives, lost to the denomination in its

theological era or phase part of the bril-

liant radicals of the Free Religious move-

ment. With "the recession of the theo-

logic tide" in Christendom, began to

come in the sociologic tide, washing now
up to the threshold of the whole church,

bringing with it the searching social-

economic question upon which the world

is turning. In the lack of understanding

this profound movement in the mind of

the people, or in default of sympathy
with it, the church in losing the great

and determinate section of society is

losing its own soul.

What is to be the attitude of the de-

nomination toward the social radical in

pulpit or pew, who, himself morally and

intellectually constrained to face the

crucial situation, would urge reasons

upon occasion, why the church as a body
should specifically face it?

To point the moral : Expect the radi-

cal, want him, winnow him, and keep the

organization and him in a mutual salva-

tion.

South Bellingham, Wash.
* * #

To a Pine Tree.
If T could stand in such a plain.

With such bright sap in every vein;

Could throw upon so blue an air,

Branches so light and strong and fair;

If I could sink my roots so deep

In darkness when the spirits creep,

So broadly base, so firmly rear

My stem in such an atmosphere;

Tf I could balance and reveal

So utterly from head to heel

The music I was born to be,

In strophe and antistrophe

Thou 'dst not more nobly stand and shine

Than T, proud Atlantcan ]>ine.—Philip Savage.
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Editorial Journeyings.

A journey due east iu these days of

regulated schedule and guarantee of all

requisite comfort is apt to be so unevent-

ful as to verge on monotony, but in a

considerable degree it is what is made
of it. One may find rest or unrest, inter-

est or ennui, depending on temperament
—and other things. The two important

contributory factors are nature and hu-

man nature. Of the first, surely, the

test is appreciation. Two persons see a

stately tree in a meadow. The first is

nothing if not practical. His thoughts

go to material value—how much lumber
will it make and what will it bring? The
second has a sense of beauty. His feel-

ing is stirred and he sees the majesty, the

symmetry and grace, and bares his head
in reverence and joy. One sees a hillside

with no other thought than as to the

number of cows that could feed from
it. Another sees an integral part of a

beautiful landscape and his soul is made
glad. In a measure familiarity dulls

the edge of appreciation, but at this

season of the year few can fail to be

impressed with the vernal loveliness of

the valleys and foothills of California

as they unfold in a daylight journey to

and over the Sierra. The carpet of soft

and flower-starred green, the blooming
fruit-trees, the freshness of foliage, the

warmth of the brown, upturned fields,

roses climbing over comfortable cottages,

men and women honestly at work, chil-

dren at play, or wending their way to

or from school, speak appealingly of a

world at peace and the simple, wholesome
surroundings that ought to imply good
homes and people of character, unspoiled

by the feverish turmoil or the paltry

frivolity of a more artificial life. Especi-

ally beautiful are the foothills of the

Sierra, with their varied orchards and
their picturesque features of rolling hills,

sheltered valleys, massive boulders, and
lovely trees. Soon the scene changes and
the wooded hills and deep canons sur-

round the train that worms its way
through mountains that seem to block its

onward course. Snow covers the sum-
in iK and by and by the feathery flakes

remind us of elevation gained and bring

hope that in the "West we have left be-

hind us welcome showers, making glad

the hearts of men.

Night falls as we bid farewell to Reno,
with its rows of apparently superabun-
dant saloons. Morning comes on the

semi-desert that soon may be a garden.

Later the ashen alkali looks less hopeful,

but occasional oases where water has
been found remind us that it is not safe

to say that anything is impossible. When
noon comes it finds the train half way
across Salt Lake on the wonderful Lucin
cut-off that seems to stretch interminably

in either direction, but not so far as the

wonderful lake transversely to north and
south.

And soon it is humming Ogden, with
its centering lines from Oregon and
Southern California, followed by the

gentle climb up the AVeber Canon, with
its weird slide where the devil is sup-

posed to have enjoyed tobogganing, and
so on through country less interesting

from its treelessness, and the monotonous
ranges, where cattle must get sustenance,

but it is hard to see how they can. Night
comes beyond Cheyenne, where the Den-
ver contingent leave us. The great valley

of the Platte, with increasing fertility

and more frequent towns, takes a good
part of the next day, and night finds us
at Omaha, a really great center, where
new combinations are made and compet-
ing trains head for Chicago, with sched-

ules that vary from one to three minutes.

In the morning we are in the great Mis-

sissippi Valle3r
, crossing the broad river

at a point where two islands divide it into

three streams, each surprisingly large.

Then the cornfields, and thriving towns
growing larger and more frequent, till

the borders of Chicago are reached and
at last its retreating center is found. It

is Sunday and at noon, and it is raining

gently, but four hours soon speed.

Comparisons are odious, but I can but
wish that San Francisco had such a har-

bor for the unemployed as the Chicago
Art Institute on the lake front. It is

free on Sundays and it was interesting

to see the people of all nationalities wan-
dering through its Galleries. Men,
women, children. Americans, Germans,
Scandinavians, Poles. Chinese, Japanese
—all sorts and sizes, dressed in every

garb, interested in all sorts of things,

but all surrounded with the best in art

in all its phases. Plaster casts of all the

Old World left, not alone in single fig-
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ures, but great groups and friezes, and
even sections of temples. Relics from
Egypt and the Orient dating back 4,000
years, bronzes, marbles, tapestries of

priceless value, and a floor devoted to

paintings, old and new, of the world's
masters—one room filled with good ex-

amples of the old masters, Italian, Dutch,
and Spanish ; another with the best the

modern world lias to offer—Corot, .Mil-

let, Breton, Tryon, Vibert, Whistler,

Chase, and all the rest. Etchings and
engravings without end and beauty
everywhere. And all this without money,
given to the city by its public-spirited

citizens.

And then on to Washington. The
night is oblivion to the fortunate who
sleep. Pittsburgh in the early morning
is interesting. Its 700,000 are getting

to work, and the forge of the world is

soon in action. The daylight trip over

the mountains and down the Potomac
is fascinating. Starting up a stream,

one by one its forks are followed until

at the summit five distinct streams have
been accompanied with varying but
beautiful scenery. Several considerable

towns are passed, cultivated fields al-

ternate with well-forested hillsides, all

covered by graceful little things called

trees, but to a Californian apparently

shrubs just graduating. But they are

beautiful, freshly green with slim dark
trunks interspersed with lovely bunches
of white dogwood and some flowering

shrub of vivid pink, with not a green
leaf. A surprising number of brilliant

flowers, laurel, trilium, etc., decorate the

ground. The streams are gentle and pic-

turesque and occasionally the mountains
stretch up to quite decent altitudes. Al-

most imperceptibly we pass the summit
and follow a stream that soon reaches, or

is from the first, the historic Potomac.
At Cumberland we seem to see Stonewall

Jackson's troops coming through the

gap, which immediately proclaims itself.

No one needs ask. It is a gap; you see

it against the bold horizon, and you know
it is a gap. But Harpers Ferry, with

its granite monument on the spot of

John Brown's fort, and its five tablets

giving particulars of the many times it

was captured, bring one into the midst

of war memories.
Following down by the side of the

canal, the intervening distance is soon

passed and by half-past four Washing-
ton is reached. Its majestic Union Depot
is wonderfully Large and fine, but is yet

awkwardly remote from the street-cars.

The era of government improvement is

very evident in Washington. The build-

ing for the Congressmen, southeast from
tiic Capitol, is complete and occupied.

The building for the Senators, southwest

from the Capitol, is in progress. The
new governmenl buildings are beautiful

in outline and the city grows more
stately as the years go by.

But this is quite enough for onee. The
main thought in mind at starting—con-

siderations of human nature as suggested

by an overland trip—has escaped treat-

ment, but that will keep. Washington is

lovely, the East is full of charm, but as

for me, I am "true to Poll." San Fran-
cisco— earthquakes behind her, earth-

quakes in front of her, graft-tainted, rat-

threatened, scarred by fire, depressed by
bank failures, almost out of patience with

the bluster and blunders of those prose-

cuting the plunderers, keeping a stiff

upper lip when faint at heart, and smil-

ing through her tears

—

is the place to

live. Life is real, even if it is real hard,

and one who has tasted it finds no abid-

ing satisfaction elsewhere.

This much was found time for in the

three crowded days in Washington, and
now it is home once more. When one has

played the bobbin in a shuttle that

traverses a continental web in twelve

days, it is with a somewhat confused feel-

ing as to experience. But a few events

are clear. One feels a little unreal when
he looks down from the Senate gallery

and sees the too much caricatured Vice-

President conducting the routine busi-

ness of the day in a very expeditious and
dignified manner. To see the Senator

from New York present a petition in the

usual manner, and observe Senator

Lodge sauntering among his fellows quite

unconcerned, and all the other nearly

great looking very much as other ordi-

nary men would under like circumstan-

ces, carries with it a bit of disillusion, but

to chance on Dr. Hale as he leaves the

chamber, to grasp his hand and to be

spared self-introduction, was the real

thing. His word of inquiry was as to
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the Pacific Unitarian Divinity School.

He bears his years well, and his robust

voice has not reached a quiver. Cali-

fornia's senior Senator is always in his

seat. With him, his office is his business,

and he attends to it with the assiduity

of the trained business man. Early
morning finds him at his committee work.

which is important by reason of the posi-

tion won by his senority and his assi-

duity. His hospitality at the perfectly ap-

pointed Metropolitan Club was an agree-

able feature of the visit, especially as it

included the meeting of Thomas Nelson
Page.

The man who made the strongest im-

pression at this visit was Secretary Gar-
field of the Department of the Interior.

Straightforward, clear - headed, fair-

minded, he seems to grasp the subject in

hand with quick intelligence and leaves

the conviction that his decision will be

just and wise. There is nothing of pre-

tense in his manner, no touch of egotism

or condescension. He is a manly man
and a gentleman, earnestly engaged in

the discharge of a public duty with con-

scientious thoroughness.

A charm of Washington is its outdoor
life. Ladies in light dresses, perhaps
hatless, walking or riding, in the day-

time or in the evening, give an idea of

comfort and enjoyment. If a shower
comes up, no one minds it, for it is gentle

and soon passes. In such a climate and
with such convenient adjuncts of circles

and squares, trees and statues, lovers

seem abundant, and the fourth of the

population which are dark of color fur-

nish at least half of them.
"Washington is a great place for re-

unions and gatherings. On this occasion

the Daughters of the American Resolu-

tion were very much in evidence and
having a particularly good time. The
Xew Willard was alive with them, and
with the supposedly sons of the Revolu-

tion who revolved around them. Even
the old Ebbett House was well filled from
the overflow, and the army of dusky
waiters was outnumbered by guests.

San Franciscans were numerous on the

streets and in the corridors. Not all of

them were happy. Quite a number of

witnesses in the land-fraud cases were
waiting to be called. Some of them had
been waiting for weeks, with the munifi-

cent allowance of $1.25 per diem for

subsistence, and were inclined to feel that

their Uncle was pretty hard on them.

It is not in accord with one's idea of

wise economics to be forced to travel

across the continent and back for the

opportunity of spending ten minutes in

telling what you do not know about the

celebrated cause. But it is all in the day 's

work—and there are compensations.

Returning, a snowstorm was found as

the Alleghenies were surmounted, and
the ground was white nearly to Cincin-

nati. A little time only was available

here, but the impression of a live and
growing city was good. St. Louis for-

tunately furnished a longer time between
trains and allowed a very pleasant call

on Rev. George R. Dodson. who so en-

deared himself to his people in Alameda
and all who knew7 him in that pastorate.

He is unchanged, excepting as to normal
maturity, and wholly unchanged in his

interest in and affection for his Cali-

fornia parishioners. He has a pleasant

home, and has evidently formed a strong

attachment for St. Louis. He is in touch
with its best life and. in addition to his

church work, is doing his part in its

municipal interest. He spoke with pride

of its schools and its very large expendi-

tures for them. It is his present purpose
to visit California during his summer
vacation. His mother is here, and he
will also renew his friendship for his

Alameda followers. St. Louis is growing
rapidly, and so also is Kansas City, a

railroad center of surprising activity.

When one takes a car-ride to the highest

part of the city he looks down on acres

and acres of cars. Its business activity

is tremendous, and it is strongly imbued
with that very obtrusive spirit, the West-
ern consciousness.

The trip by the Santa Fe is a luxury
on wheels. One enjoyable feature is an •

observation-car and reading-room, where
ladies can escape the man-who-smokes-
continuously. There are men, too. who
do not enjoy being smoked upon, and
they can be comfortable at one end of

the train when the devotees of the weed
can pursue their vocation at the other

end. Another contributor to comfort is

a table d'hote dinner, where one can

find relief from choosing what one can

afford to eat. There apparently are peo-
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pie who can eat all they think they want,

and whatever they want, without qualms
of conscience or fear of bankruptcy, but
one wonders what business they are in.

Here one gets a really good dinner for an
even dollar and feels self-satisfied.

Kansas in the spring-time is attracts

ively green. One views the vanishing
rails iu a line stretching straight to the

furthest horizon and all seems fertile

and productive. Towns are pretty fre-

quent and the country looks prosperous.

And then comes the climb into Colorado
and on to New Mexico and down to A I-

buquerque, with its picturesque hotel and
station.

The climb up to the continental divide

brought us into a good-sized snow-storm.

At Gallup the ground was white, and it

was said to have exceeded any like storm

for the season. But coming down, we
left it behind, and soon Needles and then

Barstow and finally Tehachapi Pass, and
we are again in "God's country." The
San Joaquin Valley was mostly done in

the night, the train gathering seekers of

the fleet as a snowball swells on its course

down hill. The morning found us in

sight of the bay, and what a bay it is!

One needs to go away now and then to

learn what blessings other people do not

have.

And to find the old battered town
decked out in much bunting, brave in its

splendor, and with a big WELCOME
stretching the length of Telegraph Hill.

It seemed possible, almost, to forget

plucky Bob Evans and to appropriate it

all. Grateful and happy, we could say.

"The same to you."

* « *

It is to you, who are grown men, noble

and honorable, that the whole world calls

for new work and nobleness. Oh, it is

great, and there is no other greatness,

—

to make human hearts a little wiser.

manfuller, happier and more blessed.

—

Thomas Carlyle.

The normal man is not intended to go
through this world without learning

what happiness means. If he does so,

he misses something that he needs to

complete his nature and perfect his ex-

perience.

—

Henry Van Dyke.

Ctjfnts.

Death of Enoch Knight.

Judge Enoch Knight, one of the best-

known and highly respected citizens of

Los Angeles, has passed from earth. Be-
fore his death he made arrangements for

his funeral to insure their simplicity.

He was the first President and a devoted
member of the Sunset Club, and he re-

quested that a few of his old friends,

members of the organization, join

their voices in two favorite hymns, one
of Whittier's, and one of John White
Chadwick's. The services were con-

ducted by Rev. Burt Estes Howard,
who, after the Scriptural reading and
prayer, spoke tenderly of his friend,

saying:
" 'Know ye that a prince and a great

man is fallen this day in Israel?' I can
recall no words which fit so perfectly

the present moment, as this cry of an
ancient king over the loss of one of his

chosen. They express the sentiment
that is in every heart, as we gather to

pay our last tribute of love to our big-

brained, big-souled brother, who has
fallen asleep. Following out his own
desires, I shall speak only a word or
two before we lay him to rest, a little

word of appreciation of what he was
and of what his life meant to us who
were near to him.

With a splendid mental equipment,
and with rare gifts of intellectual in-

sight and clarity of vision, Judge Knight
was simple as a child, possessing those

single-hearted qualities which give to

childhood its subtle charm and lovable-

ness. Had he been ambitious, there is

no position that he might not have had,
for the strength of his mental faculties,

his breadth of outlook upon life, his

judicial temper, his moral sanity and
poise, fitted him for great things.

"But his tastes were essentially quiet.

He shrank from the noise and confu-
sion and riot of the strenuous life, pre-

ferring his books, his home and the love

of his friends to all that the world had
to offer.

"While Judge Knight was gentle and
kindly, showing, in many respects, the

tenderness and concern of a woman, he
was pre-eminently a man's man. Men
loved him and were not ashamed to con-
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fess it. He had characteristics of

staunch and sturdy strength, coupled

with modesty and unobtrusiveness, that

drew the hearts of men and bound them
to him with the cords of steadfast

friendship. He possessed the unusual
faculty of combining the spirit of gen-

uine good-fellowship with the love of

home, which endeared him alike to the

men of his club and to the inner circle

of his family.

"Speaking for the Sunset Club, whose
first President he was, . giving to that

organization much of the spirit that has

animated it through all the years of its

existence, I can only repeat the words
of Antony over his dead friend: 'My
heart is in the coffin there with Caesar.'

"And now we take leave of him, glad

that we knew him, glad that we have felt

the uplift of his strong nature, glad

that he was spared to us through the

long years of our friendship, glad for

the heritage of splendid memories that

we shall cherish always, till we meet
him again, somewhere, some day. Good-
bye, brave old friend, good-bye.

'

'

Pacific Unitarian School.

The annual meeting of the Board of

Trustees of the Pacific Unitarian School

for the Ministry was held in San Fran-
cisco on May 12. The officers of the

board and the three outgoing Trustees

were re-elected, and the old committees

reappointed, except that on the Visiting

Committee the name of Rev. W. D.

Simonds was substituted for that of Rev.

C. C. Smoot. The reports for the year
were received. The Visiting Committee
called attention to the need of an in-

crease in the faculty, of permanent fire-

proof buildings, and of funds for schol-

arships. The Treasurer's report showed :

RECEIPTS.

From the Founders $5,610.00

Donations to general fund 405.00

Donations for scholarships 302.00

Donations to library 200.00

Donations to building fund 125.00

Rent of rooms 295.00

EXPENSES.
Salaries $3,926.70

Repairs 1,091.22

Contingent expenses 1,312.74

Library 608.72

Scholarships 302.00

The Dean's report for the year fol-

lows :

REPORT OF THE DEAN.

I have the honor of submitting my re-

port for the fourth year of the school.

In the summer following the last annual
meeting, the school moved from the tem-
porary quarters it had occupied for a

year into its own building, which was
repaired, put in order, and partly fur-

nished for it, at an expense of something
over $1,000. Here for the first time the

school has had a satisfactory classroom,

and sufficient space for its library; and
its work has been carried on at much bet-

ter advantage than hitherto. Our stu-

dents also have been accommodated with
dormitory privileges; while the employ-
ment of a matron who has had charge of

commons has made the school some-
tbing of a home, and has helped to create

the atmosphere we desire. Some of the

rooms not wanted for our own purposes
have been rented, and have been a source

of revenue, but the income from this

source has been very much smaller than
it might have been, had we been able to

offer furnished rooms instead of bare
ones. Funds for furnishing, however,
were not available.

At the opening of the year we were
disappointed at not having any new stu-

dents, since one of those on whom we
had relied decided not to study for the

ministry, and two others chose to go East
to study; and one who had been enrolled

with us for two years withdrew owing
to a change of purpose. Before the mid-
dle of the year, however, two new stu-

dents entered, one of them to stay

through the year, and the other for only
two months; while another severed his

connection in the second term. The year
therefore began and ends with four stu-

dents, and the year's enrollment is six,

the same as last year; to which should
be added four special students from an-

other school, taking instruction with us.

This record illustrates the fact that our
work is not only to train men for the
ministry, but also to sift candidates for

it. The end of this year finds us with
two students at the end of their course,

as candidates for graduation, and thus
begins the fulfillment of the hopes of the

founders. Present indications are that
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at least four excellent men will enter

at the beginning of the coming term;

and I am in communication with several

others who expect to enter in later years.

In the matter of instruction, I have

given one new course, in Pastoral Theol-

ogy, and have much strengthened three

others previously given; while an im-

portant new branch of instruction has

been given in Public Speaking, in which

all the students have taken part, and
most have made marked improvement.

I shall regard it as a real misfortune to

the school if this department cannot be

continued without interruption; and the

expense of it is comparatively small.

With regard to the permanent equip-

ment of the school for doing its work, we
have reason to look with great satisfac-

tion on our library. In the main
branches of Theology we have a collec-

tion of standard works and of recent and
current literature that meets very well

the requirements of teachers and stu-

dents ; while in the history and literature

of Unitarianism in America and in Eng-

land, we have a collection of books

remarkable for its completeness, in view

of the fact that it has all been gathered

within less than four years. I refer in

particular to the works of the earlier

period of Unitarianism, when the de-

nomination was forming'. to the literature

of the period of controversy, and to files

of Unitarian periodicals, and the reports

and publications of various denomina-
tional organizations. In these lines we
have much that is not to be found in the

Eastern libraries. These things are not

to be found in the market, and could not

be duplicated at any price; and they

have been gathered partly through the

kindness of friends, and partly through
diligent watchfulness. To preserve them
properly, we ought to spend several hun-
dred dollars in binding.

Among the notable accessions of the

year may be mentioned 565 volumes from
the library of Dr. Horatio Stebbins, an
invaluable lot of periodical and pamph-
let literature from the library of Rev.
Henry W. Bellows, and 363 volumes of

English Unitarian literature formerly

belonging to the library of the British

and Foreign Unitarian Association. I

was also able to acquire from various

sources an important store of books on

my Eastern trip last summer, and we
have effected some advantageous ex-

changes of duplicates.

The librarian 's report is as follows

:

Volumes added within the year

:

By purchase 954

By gifl 750

By exchange 128

Total
" 1,832

Total [lumber of bound volumes. . . . 5,706

Immediately after the last annual

meeting, I went East to represent the

cause of the school at the meetings of

the denomination in Boston, and else-

where; my immediate object being to

arouse intelligent interest in the school,

and especially in its plan for suitable

permanent buildings. No direct and
tangible results were expected or aimed

at ; but much interest was excited, and I

am confident that the way was paved for

a substantial expression of it later. I

have also sought an opportunity to pre-

sent the cause of the school in several of

our churches on this Coast, and at the

Pacific Unitarian Conference, and have

everywhere found as hearty a response

as could be desired. Friends to whom
appeals have been made have responded
generously, whether for the general sup-

port of the school, or for scholarships;

and several unsolicited gifts have been

received as a nucleus for a building fund.

It remains for me to speak of the most
urgent needs of the school. First and
most pressing is that of additional teach-

ers, both to attract more and better

students to us, and to give them better in-

struction when once here. The time has

now fully arrived when the teaching

force of the school needs to be increased,

and that without unnecessary delay. It

may have answered tolerably well, so

long as the school was confessedly in an
experimental stage, for one man to at-

tempt to give instruction in branches

that are usually divided among four dif-

ferent men; but that could be regarded

only as a temporary makeshift. To con-

tinue such a state of things longer will

be to retard the growth and injure the

character of the school. For we can
hope neither to attract to the school the

kind of men we desire, nor make them
contented to remain in it, without a larg-

er faculty. It is highly desirable, there-

fore, to call another full professor
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during the next year; and meanwhile to

add to our facilities by taking advantage
of special lectureships of a temporary
character, when such are to be had.

Next to this need is that of permanent
buildings. It is true that we are not at

this moment cramped for suitable accom-
modations; though if the library con-

tinues to grow at the rate of over a

thousand volumes a year, it will have out-

grown its space by the end of another

year. But the building is of wood,
liable at any time to be destroyed by fire

;

and if our library were thus lost, no
amount of insurance money could replace

it, and we should not be, nor deserve to

be, forgiven for our negligence. More-
over, we shall in a few years see our
present lot shut in between business

blocks on a noisy street. If we remember
that the school is not for these few years,

but for generations to come, these con-

siderations should make us feel the

importance of making sure of the lot

conditionally given us last year, by find-

ing means to erect buildings upon it at

an early date. It is not reasonable to

suppose that another lot so desirable

could be obtained again. I hope, there-

fore, that, without in any way encroach-
ing upon funds that may become
available for endowment or maintenance,
we shall soon be enabled to take the first

steps toward satisfying this need. "What
better monument could be erected by the

friends of our cause than a Starr King
Hall, or a Horatio Stebbins Chapel, or an
Eli Fay Library?
To speak of more modest wants, we

need an addition to the funds available

for current expenses, which tend to in-

crease with the age and development of

the school. The report of the Finance
Committee presented to-day shows the

disparity between what is required to

maintain the school advantageously, and
the sum apparently at its disposal. A
thousand dollars a year should be allowed
for contingent expenses, unless our work
is to suffer hurtful restriction. If we
had the new buildings I have spoken of,

this amount could be produced from the

rental of our present building.

Another need is that of scholarships.

The financial question is in the ma-
jority of cases the determining one, as

to whether a student can enter the

school or not. I consider $200 a fair

scholarship for a single student, and
$400 for a married one. I have hitherto

succeeded in raising money for this

purpose by personal solicitation ; and
persons in the First Church, San Fran-
cisco, have undertaken to support a

scholarship of $100 by annual payment,
hoping that other churches will follow

their example. But a permanent fund
for this purpose is to be desired. By
way of comparison it may be noted that

our neighbor, the Pacific Theological

Seminary, has a scholarship endowment
of over $40,000.

The financial needs of the school led

the Executive Committee a few months
since to take advantage of an oppor-
tunity to employ a Financial Agent to

solicit funds for it. He has already

occupied himself to good purpose, has

got some contributions, has done much
to arouse lively interest, and has hopes
of much better results yet to be realized.

It would be of great advantage if he
could be sent far afield in our interest.

The success and growth of the school

will henceforth depend largely upon two
factors. The first is the degree to which
we offer such facilities for study as shall

attract and keep superior men. The
responsibility for this factor rests

largely upon the members of this board.

The other factor is the degree of inter-

est taken in the school by the people

of the churches on the Pacific Coast,

for whose sake it has been founded. It

is encouraging to report that there are

signs from many quarters that their

interest in it, and their sense of respon-

sibility for its welfare, are thoroughly
aroused. We could desire no better

guarantee for its future.

COMMENCEMENT.

The exercises of the first commence-
ment of the school were held in the

Berkeley Church at three o'clock, Tues-

day, May 12. In spite of the distrac-

tions caused by the fleet and by Uni-
versity Class Day, a good attendance

was present. The exercises were carried

out with full academic ceremonial, and
were commented on for their impres-

siveness. The procession, consisting of

the Faculty, Trustees, members of the

faculties of the University and the co-
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operating divinity schools, candidates for

graduation, and invited guests, many of

them in cap and gown, formed at the

school building, and proceeded to the

church. In the pulpit were seated Rev.

William D. Simonds of Oakland, Dean
Nash of the Pacific Theological Semi-

nary. Rev. John H. Lathrop of Berke-
ley, and the President. Prayer was
offered by Mr. Lathrop.

The President then spoke on "The
I londition and Needs of the School," re-

hearsing its history, and calling atten-

tion to the needs discussed in his report

to the Trustees. He said that he felt

no shame, but rather pride, in saying

that the school needed so many things.

It was an evidence of growth. The
school was in the condition of a grow-

ing boy, whose clothes were getting

short, and whose parents rejoiced in the

fact, in spite of the expense of getting

longer ones. So these growing needs of

the school should make its friends re-

joice, and be considered the best possible

warrant for their further interest in it

and support of it.

Professor Nash then spoke on "Behalf
of the Co-operating Institutions." He
spoke in the finest vein of the harmony
of action that existed between the sev-

eral divinity schools at Berkeley, in spite

of their difference of views, and said

that it was a real co-operation that

existed here, and not merely a formal
one. He paid a handsome tribute to the

President, with whom he had lived in

the same family for a year, and ex-

pressed his congratulations at the

achievements of the school thus far, and
his hearty wishes for its prosperity in

future.

The Commencement Address was then
delivered by Rev. William Day Simonds
of Oakland, who spoke with inspiring

effect on "The Pulpit of Power." An
abbreviated report of the address fol-

lows:

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS.

Perhaps the humblest man living
cherishes in his secret soul the longing
to do something in Cod's world worth
doing. The supreme failure is to die
utterly without achievement, to be com
pelled to question to what purpose we
have cumbered the earth.

.My Brothers : After due deliberation

you have chosen as a Life work the lib-

eral Christian ministry. You desire to

stand, so I devoutly believe, not in a pul-

pit of fashion, nor in a pulpit of

tradition, but in a pulpit of power. The
lew words I am to speak suggest the

path by which you may attain to that

I' ul pit of Power."
That such a pulpit has existed in the

past no sane man denies. But we are

told that the day of the preacher is over,

that he is already a vanishing figure.

We hasten to admit that preaching
which is merely dogmatic, theological,

apologetic, elegant, is rapidly waning.
On the other hand, preaching which is

natural, modest, real, vital, enthu-

siastic,—in short, powerful, is as endur-
ing as man. Such preaching' was never
more necessary to society than to-day.

What constitutes then the Pulpit of

Power? What is essential in your
thought and life if you would stand on
that throne of blessing and privilege?

The first requisite is. I take it, a sin-

cere and" earnest desire to help your
fellowmen, — a desire so sincere that

no personal consideration can cloud it;

so earnest that no necessary self-sacrifice

will be withheld. The desire to serve

and uplift your fellowmen through the

ministry constitutes your call to the

sacred office. For I hold that the min-
istry is something more than an attrac-

tive, bread-winning occupation for young
men of studious habits and imperfect
health. It is a high and holy mission,

so difficult, so exact i ng, that no man
should enter upon it save as conscience,

I hnnders "This is your duty."
Without this overmastering desire to

really serve your fellowmen all attain-

ments and accomplishments are vain.

With it almost any personal disadvan-
tage may be overcome. This whole-

hearted, deep-seated, persistent ambition
to move your age to bless it will beget

on your part, sincerity, earnestness,

courage, and these unite to form the

Holy Trinity of Pulpit Power.
With such a desire you will seek

naturally all legitimate sources of influ-

ence. Knowing that scholarship is a

power, you will consecrate yourselves to

life-lone- studentship. The busy min-
ister may never dare to say. "I am a
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scholar," but he should always be able

to say, "I am a student." You are un-
der obligation to know more, if possible,

concerning every subject you elect to

preach upon than those who hear you.

You should be able to command their

respect, their confidence, by the extent

and exactness of your knowledge. About
many things your people will possess

greater knowledge than you can possibly

attain, but concerning the things you
assume to teach, in these be masters. As
life-long students, your minds will be
ever fresh and growing, as you study not

books alone, but men and affairs.-—that

history in the making which is ever more
important than the annals of the past.

As students you will be led to cultivate

originality of thought and effectiveness

in expression. The real student is forced
to become, to some extent, an original

thinker. Finding himself in a world of

conflicting opinions, of seemingly an-

tagonistic facts, he is compelled to a

personal choice. He works out his own
creed. He becomes possessed of certain

convictions. These he soon recognizes as

his message to the world. The real stu-

dent can never drift into the sorry ranks
of the borrowers and imitators. He is

himself a real man, with a real gospel.

Therefore, his expression is direct, posi-

tive, convincing. He is too much in

earnest to degenerate into a pink tea

prophet. He will never preach in a man-
ner which suggests to some simpering
sister the withering compliment, "

!

that wTas such a beautiful sermon." Said
Robertson of Brighton,—"I wish I did
not hate preaching so." Surely there is

a kind of preaching a man may well hate.

Preaching that is an end in itself, and so

is a show and a sham. The sermon is

not a lecture, an address, or an essay.

The true sermon is never consciously a
work of art. The end and aim of preach-
ing is to cause the people to feel as you
feel, and to think as you think, well
knowing that then their conduct will ac-

cord with what to you is the law of
righteousness. And what a task is this!

Hardly did John Ruskin exaggerate
when he said,

—"The preacher is given
thirty minutes in which to raise the
dead." Thirty minutes in which to

change indifference to attention, moral
atrophy to moral earnestness, worldliness

to spirituality, perhaps, despair to hope,

or fear to faith. Surely this is not a

work for weaklings.

I do not wish to discourage you. No
duty devolves upon you, but to do your
best. I ask only that it be your best.

Luther, the lion-hearted, who faced em-
perors and cardinals with never a fear,

always trembled as he mounted the pul-

pit stairs, yet Luther's rule of preaching
is the best ever given, and breathes a

quiet confidence.
'

' Stand up cheerfully

;

speak up manfully; leave off speedily."

In your earnest desire to serve your
fellows as ministers of truth, you will

look well to the development of a strong

and gracious personality. It is the man
behind the sermon, the man physical, the

man mental and moral, who in the last

analysis moves as a leader among men.
And remember the minister is a leader,

or he is nothing. He cannot escape re-

sponsibility for results, he ought never to

shrink from necessary decisions, or hesi-

tate to take the required initiative. Can
anything be more fatal than an atmos-

phere of timidity and fog? A mental
condition where one-half of the mind
says, "I will," and the other half says,

"I won't." Let the man behind the

sermon be a live man, contradicting by
the virility of his manhood the cynical

saying that the human race is divided

into men, women, and ministers.

Above all, if you are to stand in the

Pulpit of Power, the conviction must be

yours, that the gospel you are commis-
sioned to preach is of vital concern to

the age in which you live,—a gospel so

essential to human welfare that you can
make your own the language of Paul,

—

"Woe is me if I preach not the gospel.
,r

For it is within your province to feel

that the gospel of liberal religion is abso-

lutely necessary to the continued life and
influence of the church. If organized

religion is to prevail .imong men, then
the truth of our gospel of freedom, of

progress of salvation by character, of

social regeneration, must come to speedy
acceptance by the great historic boding

of Christendom. Otherwise, the church
as we know it must pass away, to the

untold loss and harm of millions who
not only need a church, but an historic

church, rooted and grounded in the life

of generations.
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Seldom in the long history of the world

has a nobler task been assigned prophetic

men: to reform religion, to the end thai

religion may reform the world.

After GounodVAve Maria," sung by

Mrs. H. B. Sproule, of Berkeley, the

President conferred diplomas upon the

graduates, both of whom had studied in

the school and in the University for the

past four years. A Certificate of Gradua-

t ion (not implying a college degree) was

given to Naokatsu Kubushiro of Kuma-
moto, Japan ; and the degree of Bachelor

of Theology upon Vernon Mosher Cady
of Berkeley, who also graduated at the

University this year. As the latter re-

ceived his diploma, a bachelor's hood

was placed over his head, displaying to

the public for the first time in its lining

the colors of the school lately adopted,—

a chevron of Harvard crimson upon a

background of California gold, symboliz-

ing the purpose of the school to trans-

plant the ideals, standards, and tradi-

tions of the Harvard Divinity School

to the neighborhood of the University of

California. • The Benediction was pro-

nounced by the President. Both gradu-

ates expect to continue their studies for

another year at the Harvard Divinity

School. * # *

An Appeal.

The Pacific Unitarian School appeals

to individuals interested in it, or to Alli-

ances or other organizations, to help it

furnish the rooms in its building. Furni-

ture is wanted for six rooms, to be used
as students' dormitories, or to be rented

to others. If all the rooms are properly

furnished, the rental of those not needed
by students will materially help to meet
running expenses. For lack of this, con-

siderable loss was suffered last year.

Each room should have a single or double
bed. with springs and mattress, or else a
couch, bedding, a bureau, a table, a
bookcase, a washstand, three or four
chairs, and a rug. Father furniture or

money for the purchase of it will be ac-

ceptable, and the furniture need not be
new. Several friends have responded
since the Conference; but more is ye1

needed, and should be in hand by August
1. For further particulars address Rev.
Earl M. Wilbur. 2417 Bancroft way,
1'erkelev.

The Unitarian Club.

The eighty-first meeting of the Uni-

tarian Club was In-ld at tlie Fairmont

1 1,, I,. I on the evening of May 26th. It

svas the annual Ladies' night, and the

tables were resplendent with flowers of

many kinds, but all aglow with golden

yellow. The attendance was not as large

as il ought to have been. What it is that

moves people who happen to be Uni-

tarians, or who imagine that they are

Friendly to Unitarians, to come out or

not to come out—no one may hope to

know. Apparently they act from some

conception of cause, but its nature defies

penetration. Independence is so evident

that it suggests indifference. At any

rate "The wind bloweth where it

lisleth," and in this instance there was

no list toward a discussion of the very

important topic of Immigration.

ADDRESS OF HON. WILLIAM R. WHEELER.

The guest of honor was Mr. William

R. Wheeler, a member of the club, for-

merly a.business man of San Francisco,

selected by the President as a member
of the Labor Commission, and lately pro-

moted to be first assistant to the Secre-

tary of Commerce and Labor. He was
warmly welcomed upon his introduction

by President Whelan, who improved

the occasion to speak forcibly of the evils

and dangers of unrestricted immigra-

tion. Mr. Wheeler explained the history

and the functions of the Commission,

and outlined the objects it had in view.

He began by referring to the important

part played by immigration in the his-

tory of the country. It had been esti-

mated that if there had been no immigra-

tion from the time of the adoption of the

Constitution that the Nation would now
number but thirty millions of people, so

that we owe two-thirds of our population

and two-thirds of our development to im-

migration. He gave the important

statistics of the countries that had con-

tributed, showing the remarkable change

of the past few years with the large pre-

ponderance of immigrants from South-

ern Europe, especially Austro-Hun^ary,
Montenegro and Turkey He stated that

85 per cent of the immigrants were be-

tween the ages of 14 to 40, and repre-

sented the best that Europe had to give.

They were men who came as "hewers of

wood and drawers of water," and the

percentage of old and decrepit and unfit
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generally was very small. Immigration

was the best barometer of industrial con-

ditions. It was significant that in the

fonr months of the present year more
than double the number have returned to

Southern Europe than have come in

from there. The most efficient promoters

of emigration are the letters that come
back from those who have been bettered

by the change.

Early last year the Commission sailed

for Europe, dividing into three parties

upon their arrival. It was his fortune to

visit Italy, Austria, Hungary, Bussia

and Scandinavian. He found that the

rulers viewed the extent of the emigra-

tion from their countries with a good
deal of apprehension. The interview

with the King of Italy was very interest-

ing. He was found to be the most
approachable of men, courteous and
straightforward of speech. He said he
thought such emigration was not a good
thing for his country. "When reminded
that 500,000,000 lira, about $100,000,000
a year was sent back to Italy, -he said

:

"But we need the men. They are needed
to harvest the crops. And think of my
father-in-law [the King of Montenegro].
He has only 280,000 people and 10,000
went to the United States last year.

There are nearly 7,000 in San Fran-
cisco." He found His Majesty better in-

formed about conditions in California

than he was. Italy sends a commissioner
with each steamer to see that her laws
are respected and her people protected.

In every country visited it was found
that the government did not wish to part
with the people, and emigration was in

no instance encouraged.

Mr. Wheeler referred to the tendency
for immigrants to herd to together. The
problem of distribution was a serious one.

New York is the second largest Italian

city in the world. Chicago has more
Poles than any city in Europe, and there

are 500.000 Hungarians in the Pennsyl-
vania coal fields. Efforts were being
made to gather and publish information
that would enable immigrants to know in

what part of the country there was the

best demand for their special labor.

He was of the opinion that the Isth-

mian Canal would be a factor in securing

a better distribution of the stream of

laborers pouring into the country.

President Whelan, in the absence of

the author, read a thoughtful study of

emigration in the light of history, by
Mr. Whitman Symmes. It was original

in treatment, considering emigration as

a continuation of the general movement
that began back of the earliest recorded

history, and had so modified races and
changed the civilization of Europe.
America is the stage of a great world
drama about to be played, and the situa-

tion to-day was full of interest to the

student of history, and not devoid of seri-

ous dangers.

ADDRESS OF JOHN P. IRISH.

Mr. John P. Irish was introduced as

the last speaker, being received with the

applause reserved for established favor-

ites. He spoke with even more than his

customary vigor and with that ease and
readiness that always occasions delight,

irrespective of agreement with the senti-

ments expressed. He said that the time
had undoubtedly come when some restric-

tion should be placed on immigration,

but all persons and all nations should be
treated with terms of absolute equality.

There was no more reason for excluding
the two great nations of Asia, than for

excluding the nations of Southern
Europe. It had been said that it was the

policy of the Nation to exclude the Chi-

nese and Japanese. Who determined
such a policy ? On what ground ? If the

rural population was consulted no such
course would be taken. The sentiment

among the farmers and fruit-growers was
entirely different. Everywhere the cry

was going up for labor. Who will handle
the coming bountiful fruit crop ? White
men will not do such work as weeding
sugar beets and picking grapes. They
are not built for it. The short-backed,

short-legged Japanese do not have to

stoop as a white man does. White men
object to working in the asparagus field,

in the celery trenches, and in the vine-

yards. Millions of dollars worth of fruit

will go to waste this year from a lack of

labor to save it. We want immigrants
who will distribute themselves and go
where they are wanted, and perform non-
competitive labor to save our crops.

We are suffering under a brutal law of

exclusion, brutally administered. He re-

cited an instance of a Chinese lady, a

woman of refinement and education, a

Christian convert, who came to this conn-
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try to visit her husband, a wealthy Chi-

nese merchant. She was placed in a

detention shed while an alien official in-

vestigated the ease. He found that her

husband owned an interest in a laundry

and so was a laborer, and his wife had
no right to visit him. She was detained

six months and then deported. She
finally came through Canada, after two
years' effort reaching her husband.

There were certain acknowledged fesls

of the worth of immigrants. One was the

amount of money they brought into the

country for their maintenance while find-

ing occupation. A second was their cost

to the country in hospitals and asylums.

Illiteracy was another factor. Applying
these tests the Japanese stood at the

head.

At the beginning of 1906 there were
in the United States 49,598 Japanese.

The per capita of money in possession of

immigrants landed in 1906 was: Japa-
nese, $31; North Italians, Irish, Scandi-

navians. $26; Russian, $25; Hebrew,
.$15; Magyar, $14; Crotian, Slovak.

$13; Polish, $11; South Italians, $10.

Percentage of immigrants receiving

aid: Hebrew, 1.62; Polish. 1.04; Ger-
man, .99; Greek, .81; Italian, .73;

Irish, .52; Scandinavian, .30; Japa-
nese, .007.

Illiteracy: Portuguese, .68; Ruthen-
ian, .59; Lithuanian, .54; Italian, .54;

Bulgarian, .45; Polish, .36; Greek, .24;

Hebrew, .23; Japanese, .22.

The school system of Japan is sur-

passed only by that of Germany.
These statistics show that the Japanese

are not undesirable as immigrants. Their
presence confers an economic, social and
moral benefit on California, and on
every man, woman and child in it.

He ridiculed the effort to show the
danger of war, and said he had taken
pains to run down the stories of spies

in navy-yards and found them all lies.

He had no fear of press or politicians,

and did not hesitate to say that such a
policy as was being pursued was a shame
and a disgrace to his country. He paid
his respects to the labor unions that pre-
vented an American boy from learning
a trade, and to Mr. Gompers for his

course as a leader of tyrannical organi-
zations, and admitted that when he
began the study of the subject he was

prejudiced againsl Chinese and Japan
immigration. 1 1 is final appeal was for

.just ice. It' you exclude one, exclude all.

If you admit one, admit all. Make such

restrictions as you thing best, but treal

all nations alike.

* * *

fe»ClCCtfD.

Unemployment.

It is a tremendously significant story

which John Graham Brooks tells in his

article on the unemployment problem,
in a late number of the Boston Tran-

script. The chief significance lies in the

fact that English Socialist leaders have
at last come to recognize the folly of

schemes for furnishing work for the un-
employed at public expense and are

grappling with the problem in construct-

ive and conservative fashion. Socialists

have always maintained that unemploy-
ment is a consequence of the faulty or-

ganization of industry on the competi-

tive basis, and not a result of individual

incompetency, shiftlessness and drunk-
enness. Diagnosing the evil as a matter
of social, not individual, fault they have

demanded that the State assume respon-

sibility for its existence and give either

employment or maintenance to the man
out of work. That is the plan for solving

the unemployment problem embodied in

the bill introduced in the last session

of Parliament. It is certain that the

attempt to apply such a solution would
in time bankrupt any government and
demoralize any society. Now it appears

that the most advanced Socialists in Eng-

land, among the number Mr. John Burns,

have thrown over this traditional social-

istic scheme for "something better."

What that means is interestingly told by
Mr. Brooks in his article. The program
embodies four large features: distribu-

tion of necessary public works in such a

way as to cover periods of unemploy-
ment, extension and co-ordinal ion of

public employment bureaus, application

of labor tests and "nationalized compul-
sion" in the ease of vagrants and idlers,

and adequate provision for industrial

education. The acceptance of this pro

gram by English Socialist leaders is an

encouraging symptom of returning

sanity.
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Conquest of Human Intelligence.

The following report of a recent ser-

mon by Rev. E. R. Watson is taken from
the San Diego Union of May 18th

:

At the Unitarian church yesterday

Rev. E. R. Watson addressed his congre-

gation on the conquests of human intelli-

gence versus the conquests of armed
forces.

The minister read as a text the pass-

age, "For the weapons of our warfare
are not of the flesh, but mighty '

'
; also

the words from Emerson, "Electric fire

dissolves air, but the intellect dissolves

fire, gravity, laws, method and the sub-

lime unnamed relations of nature in its

resistless menstrum."
The speaker said in part: "Engaged

in erecting an abode, in shaping an im-

plement with which to ply his trade,

enriching the world's art, science, lit-

erature, or religion through inventions,

creations, compositions, man works,

produces, under the inspiration of the

moment. With all our boasted foresight

we seem really to be aware only of the

need of the hour. The morrow never
dawns quite as the world has provided
for it. AVith sounding of trumpets and
parade and display and much ado, we
bring about our reforms, our reconstruc-

tions when straight-away some new era,

new world, or new time estimates them
lightly, and irreverently.

"The fact is that to the finer human
consciousness there is a great presence

or power pervading the time and place

of human existence; an intellectual or

spiritual activity that keeps circum-

stances, forms and relations, plastic and
solvent, that out of them may be shaped
new times and new men.
"Problems that confront us in such

a grand transition period as the present

must be considered in their large and
universal relations. It is claimed that

at such a time national existence can find

safety only upon a 'war' basis. I do
not attempt to controvert the claim or

point out the fallacy, of conquests by
armed forces, but take rather the op-

portunity to exalt above all war, or

forms of war, the human and divine

economy of conquests by the intellectual

freedom and expansion of mankind.
The intellectual relations are the near-

at-hand universal relations of human life

on earth. Our mental state is recog-

nized as the real life. Our intellectual

activities are determining destiny. A
war basis for the nations of the earth as

a mental state of nothing more, is a

needless and shameful degradation for

the human race to-day, while all great

movements point to the common inter-

ests of the children of men.
"We have arrived at a point in our

development where great economic prob-

lems bearing upon the success or failure

of human existence demand solution.

There is no doubt but that the first great

demand of the age is the prevention of

the waste of the higher expressions of

life on the earth. The loss in physical,

intellectual and spiritual force, through
the human being, the most riotous spend-

thrift under God's generous heaven, is

something appalling. We are turning

attention, only too late, to the first great

social and cosmic economic problem. We
are endeavoring as never before to save

the life of the child, the life of the

motherhood, the life of the producing
forces of the world.

"From every aspect of our life prob-

lems the 'war basis' is a contradiction.

Principles upon which we base the prog-

ress and welfare of mankind have never

been put in operation by the authority or

prerogative of armed forces. No army,

however well disciplined, no imposing

array of battleships, not even our 'big

sixteen,' with monster guns and the men
behind the guns, can persuade a way-
ward soul or carry conviction to the

human heart and mind. No armed ranks

a hundred thousand strong ever origi-

nated an idea or left with the hearts of

men a great poem or a masterpiece in art

or literature.

"It is claimed that wars advance the

commerce of the world, break down walls

of separation, and develop international

understanding and respect. We have

been accustomed to speak of holy wars

and wars in the interests of religion,

and of truth, armed forces that have

kept the institutions of man in a state

of dissolution and reconstruction. In the

light of slow processes of natural de-

velopment hosts of human beings bear-

ing arms might be regarded as coarse

forms of solvents. In periods of unrest
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and transmutation they aid in breaking

up the fixed material and social state

but are nevertheless the most crude and
costly mediums of human progress.

Think of a great non-productive institu-

tion in a country of industrial, moral

and intellectual possibilities, such as ours

in a time of peace and good-will, such
probably, as the world has never known
before, spending sixty-five per cent of all

government expenditures for our war
footing

!

"I would like to remind you of the

intellectual conquests of mankind. From
limited resources, from obscurity and
privation, from the homes of the humble
with the most meager advantages have
arisen the intellectual forces that have
made the noblest conquests for human-
ity. Here, through the ages man has
found a comradeship world-wide and
helpful; here, the finest enthusiasms
that never decline. The highest outcome
of the ever increasing and expanding in-

tellectual life of humanity is this divine

vision of peace. The greatest intellectual

life among men, gaining the greatest in-

dividual conquest the world has ever

witnessed said, 'My peace I give unto
you; not as the world giveth, give I

unto you.'
"

4 A |

Boston Tea Party's Import.

The character of a community, like

that of an individual, depends upon its

self-respect. It must have a capacity

for wholesome and persistent, resent-

ment against those who corrupt or per-

vert its institutions. There are those

who care more about the enactment of

particular laws than they do about the

means that are taken to secure them.

I am not one of those. The most im-

portant thing is the moral force, the

moral stamina of the community which

lies back of the laws—which makes nec-

essary their enactment, which compels

their enforcement after they are enacted.

The protest of the Bostonians and the

indignation that was displayed in dump-
ing the tea into Boston harbor were

worth more to the cause of independence

than any amount of astute and political

manipulation which would have carried

the repeal of the iniquitous taxes.

—

Governor Hughes, of New York.

Lines on a Cameo.

Beautiful, fragile thing,

Carved from a shell!

The master workman hath wrought thee

—

I lath wrought thee well.

Didst thou lie fat hum- deep 'neath the waters,

In ocean's dark night,

Till one plucked tlioe up and brought thee

Up to the light?

Whence came thy marvelous tinting

Of rose and of pearl?
Didst thou catch the sunset's glinting

Weath the waters' swirl?

Life, thou art fragile as this,

That is carved from a shell.

The Master Workman wrought thee;

He wrought thee well.

But half-effaced are thy carvings;
Thy tinting is marred;

And dull is thy pearly surface,

—

Thou art broken and scarred.

But the touch of the Master Workman
Can make thee whole.

His hand shall restore thy beauty,

—

Thou human soul!

-Walter Samuel Swisher.

Meadville, Pa.

* * *

CtjilDren's Bcpartmrnt.

Conducted by Bev. William Day Simonds.

A Modern Creed.

The stars shine over the earth,

The stars shine over the sea.

The stars look up to the mighty God,
The stars look down on me.

The stars shall live for a million years,

For a million years and a day:
But God and I will live and love

When the stars have passed away.

A Word to Our Readers.

We wish to call the attention of all

who are interested in the Children's De-
partment to the very excellent article

which follows upon "A Wholesome
Enthusiasm" in religious training.

The writer, with rare skill and thor-

oughness, discusses the chief failure in

our liberal work both in church and Sun-
day-school. Read this illuminating

article carefully, and then send the

Pacific Unitarian your best thought

relative to the question. "How shall we
develop the warmth and glow, the power
and beneficence, of 'A Wholesome En-
thusiasm'?"
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A Wholesome Enthusiasm.

By Mary L. Boynton.

Many of us who now find ourselves in

the liberal fold have entered it after

maturity. We may say like the Captain

to Paul. "With a great sum, obtained I

this freedom."
A part, perhaps, of the price which we

pay is a lack of adjustment in our reli-

gious thought. Liberal philosophy pene-

trates our religious entrenchment at some

single point, and then must follow a long, •

slow process of harmonizing, which shall

build up a homogeneous body of belief

instead of a warring company of tenets.

There are many parents who find

themselves bitterly perplexed in the mat-

ter of giving religious instruction to

their children. There are long periods in

which they are sorely in doubt what to

teach. Our Sunday-school teachers are

hampered by the same difficulties.

And if the subject-matter of the in-

struction offers ground of anxious

thought a more than equal difficulty

presents itself with regard to the tone of

that teaching.

Sternly as logical thought may com-

pel us to lay aside certain of the old

beliefs about Jesus, and what is called

the Atonement, there were certain con-

comitant emotions which, as a stimulus to

conduct, are a distinct loss.

If you can believe that the most High
Hod abandoned his majesty and omni-

potence and limited his power to accept

the lot of a mortal, and finally to submit

to death for the sake of inspiring you,

your very self, to right living, and of

securing for you immortal happiness,

there is roused a gratitude and a passion

of devotion that one could with difficulty

equal as an impetus to right. What have

liberals to offer as a motive power that

can compare with it ?

Now, it is easy to say that in fact,

emotion, even the noble emotion of grati-

tude, is not a permanent thing, and to

say that a cultivated conscience and a

sense of duty must be the real governors

of conduct; and, no doubt, that is true.

And yet. perhaps, we Unitarians un-

derestimate the value of emotion. It is

true that enthusiasm cannot take the

place of drndsrery. bnt it does often com-

mit men to drudgery. For instance, it is

true that in a soldier's life, the dull, cold

round of sentry duty, the dogged, plod-

ding march through mire or sand, are

of equal necessity with the fiery glory of

the assault, and in neither is there any
conscious glow of patriotism. But after

all, it was the emotion of patriotism that

sent the volunteer to enlist, and all the

hard, stubborn tasks of his life are done

for the flag.

The question that presses on religious

teachers of our school of thought, is how
to stir in our young people the passion

of righteousness, the patriotism of the

Kingdom of God. Here lies the material

before you, impressible, malleable, duc-

tile,—where are the tools with which you
are to make it into what you want ? How
shall you best seize your opportunity?

Educators unite in telling us that in

the early teens—the period when our

young people beo-in slipping away from
us—is the time when they are most
powerfully influenced for good, the

moment when the stream at full flood is

ready to rush through the sluices skill-

fully opened for it. My indictment is,

that we do not take advantage of this

tide ; we do not raise it ; we do not use it.

Well, we stand where we are. We must
work with our own limitations. Not one

of us would go back to the old illogical

system with its narrow view, its back-

ground of fear, to regain a certain sweep
of feeling. It is ours to seek a new basis

for the thing we desire. We must work
out our own means of utilizing these

early periods of development, with their

ready idealism, their susceptibility of

noble enthusiasm.

Let us go back to the matter of patriot-

ism. How is it learned? How do we
instill it into our children 's minds. First,

we sing it into them with the old

patriotic songs. "The Star-Spangled

Banner" sets their hearts beating. Their

cheeks grow red with "Columbia" and
the

'

' Red, White and Blue.
'

' What they

express in singing, they come to mean
Avith intensity.

Then, they learn from our lips the old

hero tales of Lexington, Bunker Hill and
Valley Forge. They note the glow with

which we tell them of Washington and
Franklin; of Commodore Perry and
Paul Jones: of Farrasrut. Grant, and
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Lincoln. They know the look in our eyes

when the Flag goes nj>

!

Il is largely, is il not, a matter of that

old friend in a new guise, called sugges-

tion? We can pul into our children's

hearts what we have in our own. If the

love of righteousness is a passion with

ns; if we believe that a good man is the

best revelation of God; if those who are

really seeking to better the world and
make it indeed a Kingdom of God, con-

stitute our dearesl brotherhood; will it

not be easy to make our children feel it?

In building this spirit of enthusiasm,

we must not forget the power of music.

I do not think it is given to everyone to

select songs for children. Many hymns
of the church, stately and poetical

though they be, are not adapted to chil-

dren's use. I do not know of a better

collection than the dear old "Carol" in

use so long among us. I wonder that

there are not more musicians with a

sense of the opportunity for service in

this direction. Perhaps, because, as I

have often reflected—so few musicians

are men and women of trained faculty in

any other direction.

Then, as to the life material with which
we must work, if new modes of thought
have destroyed our reverence for some
of the old heroes, they have also broad-
ened our field of choice. And our
freedom of view enables us to make a

nobler ethical use of the old hero stories

thai] we could formerly.

One caution I would like to suggesl :

In. recognizing the new philosophv, do
not let us lay stress on what is not true.

Particularly, don'1 let us build a little

sectarian fence as we mighl incline to do.

I heard an excellent teacher say once.

''As I 'nilari.-ins we do not believe this.

"

I would rather say. "As the world has
grown wiser, we see that this is impos-

sible." I *
1 1 1 whenever obliged to dwell

on a negative, T would promptly insist

on some truth, imbedded al its side.

A brighl child protested lately againsl

learning the Bible stories. "When they're

not true." We must no) forget, first of
all, that they are gems in the story line.

They could not have lived three thou-
sand years, if they were Dot. brothers
quotes a favorite child who said, the
best stories she knew, were "Joseph"
and "The Probable Son."

We have then. Adam, afraid of < rOtl

because he had disobeyed; Abraham.
the Prince <>!' Nomads, generous and
brave, surrendering firsl choice of land

lo Lot; rushing with his three hundred
armed slaves on the night skirmish to

rescue his kinsman from the Elamite
aimy. willing late)' to yield up his dear-

est, because however wrongly, he be-

lieved that he ought; Joseph, the

forgiving, risen from slavery to power
and benefiting ihe brothers who had

wronged him; .Moses, counting place

and power but loss if he mighl raise

his mother's suffering race to a plade

among the nations. How hum con-

tinued his gentleness and patience with

their stubbornness and cowardice! We
have Jesus, the lover of men, dying
rather than cease to proclaim that re-

ligion is no matter of exactions, nor

God a hard master but rather • lov-

ing father, and that all we are brethren;

Paul, fearless and sagacious, leaving the

companionship of the great among his

people to face stones and flogging, exile

and imprisonment for the sake of

spreading the same ideas.

Of Inter times, we have Ambrosius,
the £ood Bishop who died in the arena

to protest against the fights of the

gladiators; Luther with his "Here 1

stand! Before God, I cannot other-

wise," choosing penury and disgrace

before ecclesiastical distinction, for the

truth as he saw it. There are John
Ilnss. and William the Silent, and
Coligny; Jean Waldo and Wickliffe;

Mrs. Fry and Florence Nightingale and
Sister Dora ; Dorothea Dix. worn and
weary, but undaunted in her fight for

Ihe abused insane. . Lovers of God and
lovers of men. the list is too long to

enumerate. You see that even as it is.

our materia] is almost more extensive

than we can handle.

Our problem comes back to the per-

sonality of (hose who do the work. In
our fear of sloppv excitability we must

not bar out just and wholesome enthu-

siasm. We cannot and should not force

a feeling, but We Heed not check- the

glow we feel. We can let the lighl shine.

We need ourselves to he touched with

a coal from the altar—and to remember
that "we live by Admiration. Hope and
Dove."
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jficlD fiotrs.

Alameda.—With the service of Sun-
day. May 31st, the work of the Alameda
church is suspended for the summer va-
cation of eight weeks, to be resumed on
the first Sunday of August. The year
just closing has been one of steadily in-

creasing interest in church activities and
of growing confidence in the leadership
of our pastor, Mr. Reed. Not only has
he been the projector of most of the
plans for church work which we hope to

carry out next year, but he has in addi-
tion assumed the responsibilities of the
superintendent of the Sunday-school for
the past five months, and expects to de-

vote a part of his vacation to the prep-
aration of a course of study which shall

make the school more truly an educa-
tional institution.

This department of the church life

has made most gratifying progress in

the year. A charity in Oakland has
been assisted by the contribution of one
Sunday in each month. Next year all

the money given by the children is to be
devoted to organized charities, and the
expenses of the school will be met by
other means. In this way, the children
will he given a sense of real usefulness
and responsibility to those less fortunate
than themselves; they will have the priv-
ilege from time to time of hearing of

the work being done with their aid, and
thus gain some of the ideas of broad
citizenship, which our religious training
should o-ive them if it is to be worthy
of our church ideals.

On Sunday. May 24th. the Vesper
Service was given over to the closing
exercises of the school. The program
of music and recitations by the children
was remarkable, both for its merit and
for the earnest spirit with which it was
carried out.

T
T
nity Circle continues in its usual

brisk and effective condition It now
rejoices in a home of its own, for the
annex, heretofore known as the '"Gym-
nasium." has been rechristened "Unity
Circle Hall," and has been delightfully
furnished and remodeled, so that it

forms an ideal meeting-place.

At the annual church meeting, held

on the evening of April 22d, short ad-

Iresses were given bv Mr. Simonds of

Oakland and Mr. Lathrop of Berkeley.

All the reports were interesting ; the elec-

tion of trustees provided another efficient

board for the year's work, and the even-

ing closed with a pleasant supper.

On some Sunday in August we hope
to have the great pleasure of listening

once more to our pastor of ten years,

Mr. George R. Dodson. of St. Louis, who
is to be visiting in California during
the month. His welcome will be heart-

felt indeed, for the lapse of years has
not diminished the affection in which he
is held bjT all who knew him.

Berkeley.—The church at Berkeley
expects to remain open all summer for

Sunday morning services. Indeed, there

is little reason why it should be other-

wise; for the summer population is al-

ways large and the Summer School in

June and early July brings many hun-
dreds of students from all parts of the

State. The pulpit will be supplied by
several ministers of the vicinity. Visi-

tors from the other churches around the

bay are invited to attend these services.

On the first Sunday after Commence-
ment the preacher was Mr. Vernon M.
Cady. who had graduated the previous

week from both university and School

for the Ministry, and who preached a

very thoughtffll and inspiring sermon on

the Christian attitude toward the prob-

lem of evil.

On the evening before Good Friday
the Lord's Supper was observed for the

first time in this church, but in a new
form. The minister first gave an inter-

esting account of the original form of the

Supper, so different from its later ob-

servance, and then proceeded to observe

it after the original form, according to

which the bread Avas broken and the

wine poured out upon the ground merely
as symbols of the death of Jesus. In
the dim candle-light of the church the

service was deeply impressive to the con-

siderable congregation in attendance.

At the Easter service the church was
crowded, and many had to go away for

lack of room. A class of about a dozen
new members was received into the

church, and one infant was christened.

A reception was given to the new mem-
bers at the first monthly social following:

and at this meeting the practice was in-
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stituted of having a statement by the

trustees of the condition of the church,

with an opportunity for discussion of its

affairs by the members. It is believed

that the continuance of this practice will

tend to make the members of the church

much more interested in it.

At this meeting I here was vigorous dis-

cussion whether the church should take

action protesting against a proposed ac-

tion of the Town Trustees which would
in effect make it possible to open saloons

in Berkeley under another name. The
protest of those presented was voted by
a large majority.

Rev. Mr. Hosmer is much missed from
the church while he is absent at Harvard
University to deliver a course of lectures

on llymnody. It is hoped that he may
be induced to give them in Berkeley in

the coming year.

Eureka.—Rev. Philip S. Thatcher, of

San Diego, filled the pulpit of the First

Unitarian Church of Eureka for the

month of April. The church had been

without a pastor since the first of the

year and welcomed the coming of Rev.

Thatcher, who, during his brief stay,

won for himself a warm friendship in

the heart of the church, as well as exert-

ing a strong influence on the outside. He
is a powerful speaker, plain and con-

vincing and has withal the gift of reach-

ing his audience and presenting his argu-

ments without raising antagonism, while

he mingled in the social life of the

church and community with ease and
affability.

He made a thorough study of the field

and needs of the church, realizing the

splendid opportunities for a liberal or-

ganization and the earnestness of the

small band of workers who, pastorless

and houseless, have kept up their Sun-
day-school and choir and kept the lamp
of religious freedom burning steadfast-

ly in their loved city.

Los Angeles— First Church.—Sun-
day, May 10th, Rev. George Heber Rice,

of Pomona, preached in this church.

having exchanged pulpits with Dr.

Howard.
On Tuesday, May 12th, sixteen mem-

bers of the Woman's Alliance were in at-

tendance at a meeting of the Woman's

League of Liberal Faith held at Santa
Ana. and which was one of the most
successful meetings in the history of

thai organization.

Tuesday evening, .May 21st, Mr.

Marshal] Taylor, for years a resident of

India, delivered in the church and under
the auspices of the (Jhanning Club a very
interesting illustrated lecture on ''The
Tea Industry in India," and incidentally

showing many striking and picturesque

features of widely different phases of life

in that far distant country.

Portland.—The various activities of

the church are moving along in a very
satisfactory manner. At the last meet-

ing of the Alliance it was reported that

the membership had reached one hun-
dred, which we felt was truly a cause

for congratulation. The Postoffice Mis-

sion and the Alliance together have taken

up the work of the "Paragraph Pulpit."

A call has been extended to Mr. N. A.
Baker of the graduating class of the

Meadville Theological School to become
assistant pastor to Mr. Eliot. He has

accepted the call and is expected to ar-

rive by the first of July.

San Diego. — Although our society

here is still laboring under the disad-

vantage of having no meeting-place of its

own, over which it can have entire con-

trol, it nevertheless continues to con-

tribute its share of helpfulness in the

moral and intellectual life of the com-
munity. The work in each department
has been well sustained.

In the Woman's Alliance new officers

have been recently elected for the en-

suing year. The ladies are now making
arrangements for an entertainment and
supper for the men of the society, the

primary purpose being to bring the gen-

tlemen into more intimate relationship.

They also have visions of material results

greatly to their advantage.
The young people's organization. The

Outlook Club, has been doing a most
satisfactory season's work in the study
of Old Testament history or literature

and Old Testament characters. The club

meets every Sunday evening. Usually

papers are prepared by the members of
the club. Their are now over one hun-

dred members. The president of the

club is a trustee of the church organiza-
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tion also. Another member, also a trus-

tee, is president of the Juvenile Court
Association. Others are active in various

enterprises in the community. The sec-

retary of the club read a paper this week
before the students of the Normal School

on the peace conferences of The Hague.
Tlh' paper was given before the Outlook
Club.

Next Friday evening the officers of the

club give a reception at the pastor's resi-

dence in honor of the members of the

club, their parents, and friends.

The Channing Club has just completed
a most interesting and helpful season's

work. The annual outing was held at

La Jolla. At the closing meeting, the

president reported over seventy mem-
bers.

Under the faithful and efficient su-

perintendency of Dr. Bessie Peery, the

Sunday-school is doing good work.

Santa Cruz.—Since Rev. George W.
Stone took up the work of All Soul's

Church at Santa Cruz in February there
has been a marked increase of interest in

the society. During March thirty-three

persons were enrolled as members, and
there has been a gratifying attendance
at the Sunday services.

Tn April Mr. Stone sustained a serious

injury to his right hand, which resulted

in acute suffering extending over a

number of weeks, and for a time caused
grave alarm among his friends. Readers
of the Pacific Unitarian will be glad

to know that. while Mr. Stone has not
yet entirely recovered, there is every
indication that before long he will be
fully restored to health.

The visit of the Atlantic fleet to Santa
Cruz will long be regarded as one of

the notable events in local history. To
those who heard Mr. Stone's address on
"The Significance of the Great Fleet."
the imposing display of material strength
and power acquired an added and deeper
interest. The address referred to was
delivered a1 the church service on Sun-
day. May ")tli. and created a profound
impression on all who heard it. Two
days later, on the day following the de-

parture of the fleet from Monterey Bay.
it was repeated a1 Odd Fellows' Hall by
request of the school authorities for the

benefit of students From the High School,

the eighth-year pupils of the grammar

grades, and the teachers of the depart-

ment. The Mayor and other city officials

attended, and all appreciated the strong,

clear, and convincing exposition of this

country's position and responsibility

among civilized nations, the duty devolv-

ing upon it to assist in maintaining
peace and furthering the interests of jus-

tice and civilization, and the necessity

under present conditions of maintaining
a powerful navy for these great pur-

poses.

Plans and specifications for the new
church home have been completed, and
it is hoped that building operations will

be commenced in the near future.

San Francisco—First Church.—May
has been a quiet uneventful month, with
fair congregations.

The Channing Auxiliary held its last

meeting for the season on May 4th. An
enjoyable program of songs wras given

by Miss Coleman.
The last meeting of the Society for

Christian Work was held on May 25th..

Mr. Rosborough, of Oakland, entertained

with a fine selection of songs. The sew-

ing committee will meet for work each
Monday in June, preparing for the usual

fall sale. The regular meetings will re-

sume the fourth Monday of August.

* * *

25ooks.

This department conducted by William Maxwell

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,
the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

The Problem op Age, Growth, and Death.
By Charles Sedgewick Minot. LL.D.. D.Sc.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. $2.00.

This book is the latest addition to the popu-
lar "Putnam's Science Series," edited by Ed-
ward Lee Thorndike, Ph. D. In securing the

services of Professor Minot, of Harvard, the
editor has been most fortunate in his selection.

The author of this book sees with the eyes of a
scientist, and expresses his thoughts with men'
than usual literary grace.

This volume deals with some of the funda-
tnental problems of biology, and presents views
which tlie author lias correlated for the first

time in systematic form in the prcseiit work.
These views deal with some of the most im-

portant questions of life and represent the
results of nearly thirty years of study.

Dr. Minot maintains that some of the estab-
lished notions concerning the process of grow-
ing old are incorrect, and he presents new
scientific conceptions tn take their place. He
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asserts, for example, that most of the change
which results in old age goes on exceedingly

early in the life of the individual, and that

in old prisons the process of growing old is

slower than .it any other period. The book
centers about the determination of the rate of

growth, which has been supplemented by a
study of the microscopic changes in the cells of

the body which accompany advancing age.

The book is so wide in its scope that it has

a Im:i ring upon almost every branch of bio-

logical inquiry. It is based upon a series of

lectures delivered before the Lowell Institute in

Boston, and the original form of the lectures is

closely preserved; hence the subject-matter,

tl gli treated in the most scientific spirit, is so

presented as to appeal to general readers with-

out special knowledge of biology. The illustra-

tions will be found to render it easier to fol-

low the author, and add much to the interest of

the volume.

The Eeligion of a Democrat. By Charles

Zueblin. New "Vork: B. W. Huebsch.
$1.00 net.

This is a frank and courageous discussion of

the demands made upon religion by Hie spirit

of true democracy. The author points out that

every man must have his own religion with the

stamp of his personality upon it, and that,

alt hope i, religion is universal, it is only vital

when it is a conscious, personal possession, a

living faith being more important than any
special faith.

The church, he asserts, is inadequate for the
expression of democratic religion because it de-

pends upon dead formulas, fears to trust the

instincts of the people and is separated from
industry and politics. Only through the demo-
cratic state can democratic religion be attained.

A democratic state is one in which no man is in

economic, physical, political, aesthetic, intellec-

t ual or moral subject ion.

The state should synthesize and democratize
all human wants, which involves the interrela-

tion of religion and all other human interests.

The church may be a co-operative agent, sub-
ject, however, to the state; and democratic
religion will be organized through the parish
and the municipality, by democratizing art,

education and morality, in the public galleries,

libraries, school houses, town halls and churches.
The dawn of democratic religion will be seen
when the wants of the people are harmonized
and vocalized and all good human work is

aspiral ion.

No one i> better fitted to express the senti
ments of the radical social reformers than Pro-
fessor /neblin. and in this book he justifies all

expectations by a lu ninous review of the subject-

as outlined.

The manner in which he has divided his study
is indicated by the chapter titles: Tompora-
ineni and Personality; The Constraint of
Orthodoxy; The Decay of Authority: Religion
and the ("Torch ; Religion ami the State; Tm-
personal Immortality.

Professor Zueblin was educated in the public
Schools of Philadelphia, the University Of Penn-
sylvania, the Northwestern University (Ph. B.,

1887), Vale University (D. B., 1889), and the

University of Leipzig. He founded the North-

western University Settlement, Chicago, 1891;

was appointed instructor in sociology, Univer-

sity of Chicago, 1892; assistant professor,

1895; associate professor, 1896; professor,

1902; first chairman School Extension Com-
mittee, Chicago, 1901; president American
League for Civic Improvement, 1901-1902; has

been a member of the Chicago Special Park
Commission, 1902-5; and a director in the

Municipal Museum of Chicago, 1904-05, the

Chicago Consumers' League, Chicago Vacation

School Board, the Chautauqua Press, and the

American Civic Association. He is now a resi-

dent of Boston and will devote himself largely

to independent lecture work in which he has

become so popular.

Voices and Visions. A Book of Poems. By
Clinton Scollard. Boston: Sherman, French
& Company. $1.50.

This is the first extended collection of Mr.
Scollard's lyrical work since the publication of
" The Lyric Bough " in 1904. The delicate and
imaginative word-pictures give voice, with true

poetic sympathy, to the varied moods and per-

ceptions of a nature open to a wide range of

impressions and observations.

The groupings of the contents into three

parts, "Of Life and Nature," "From the

Book of Love," and " Out of the Orient," fur-

nishes an excellent idea of the admirable
character of the volume as a whole. For an
adequate conception, however, one should have
the titles of the individual poems under each
head, were there space to quote so fully.

The nature poems breathe the spirit of the
open air and the unfettered spirit, and are alike

admirable in conception and literary finish. The
verses grouped under " From the Book of Love "

are compelling of the highest praise for nobility

of feeling, vitality of thought, and lyrical ex-

pression. " Out of the Orient " contains
selections indicative of the bewitching imagery
and atmosphere which casts a charm and spell

over the Oriental subjects here pictured. They
possess all the color, melody, and feeling of the

well-known "As I Came Down from Lebanon"
of twenty years ago.

Altogether Mr. Scollard's new book is a
splendid volume of fresh, original and felicitous

verse.

The Common Sense of Socialism. By John
Spargo. Cloth, $1 ;

paper, 25 cts.

This book is composed of a series of letters

addressed to Jonathan Edwards, supposedly a

worker in a steel plant at Pittsburg. The writer
explains in simple language the fundamental
principles of the movement with which Mr.
Spargo is identified. The book is not written in

a manner calculated to arouse the prejudices of
the man to whom the idea of the class struggle
is a new thing.

Evolution, Sonu, and Obo/otic. By Arthur
M. Lewis. 50 cts.

The material composing this book was first

given to the public in a form of connected lec-

tures in the city of Chicago last year. Their
excellence induced Kerr & Company to give
them a u ider field of Influence.
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Sparks.

Famished. — Student—'

' Something is

preying on my mind." Professor W.—
"It must be very hungry."

—

Yale Rec-

ord.

"Do you know of anything that is

harder to get than money?" asks an ex-

change. No; we do not, but Mr. Bryan
does.

—

Washington Post.

Double - Crossed : The Daffodil—
Great petals! Rosey, old chap, what
happened you? Got the spotted fever?

The Pose (fiercely) — I've been Bur-
banked, that's all.

—

Puck.

She (on her bridal tour)—Oh, Dan,
I'm so unhappy. Dan—Why, what is

the matter, darling? She—If I am as

much to you as you say, you can't be

sorry your first wife died, and that makes
you too brutal for me to love.

—

Life.

The pupils in a school were asked to

give in writing the difference between
a biped and a quadruped. One boy gave
the following: "A biped has two legs,

and a quadruped has four legs: there-

fore the difference between a biped and
a quadruped is two legs."

—

Tit-Bits.

Elbert Hubbard says he was nearing
the end of a lecture before one thousand
attentive inmates of a State insane asy-

lum, when an old woman came screaming
down the aisle, waving her arms frantic-

ally. ''My God! I can't stand this non-
sense any longer." "That." said the

superintendent to Mr. Hubbard, "is the

first sign she has shown of returning
sanity.

'

'

The semi-annual examinations were
held at a well-known West Side private

school the other day, and while inspect-

ing the papers the teachers found many
humorous answers to some of the ques-

tions. A class of boys averaging about
twelve years of age had been examined
in geography, which had been preceded
the day before by grammar. Among the

questions in the geography paper was
the following: "Name the zones." One
promising youth of eleven years wrote
this answer: "There are two zones, mas-
culine and feminine. The masculine is

either temperate or intemperate; the

feminine is either torrid or frigid."

LIST OF BOOKS ON SALE

At Unitarian Headquarters.
Post-

Price, age.

Freedom and Fellowship in Re-
ligion $1 00 $0 22

Edited by Chas. W. Wendte.

Soul of the Bible 1 25 15

U. G. B. Pierce.

The New Theology 150 09

R. J. Campbell, M. A.

College and Man 80 05

David Starr Jordan.

Life's Enthusiasms 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

The Shepherd's Question 80 05

Burt Estes Howard.
The Temple of Virtue 125 09

Paul Revere Frothingham.

The Bible— Its Origin and
Growth 1 25 13

J. T. Sunderland.

Ralph Waldo Emerson 50 05

Edward Everett Hale.

Happiness 1 25 09

Carl Hilty. Translated by
Francis G. Peabody.

The Way to Happiness 1 25 09
Thomas R. Sheer.

The Message of Man 60 05
Stanton Coit.

Living Largely 75 06
Charles G. Ames.

One Upward Look Each Day. . 75 06

J. T. Sunderland.

A Martineau Year-Book 75 06
Arranged by F. L. Weaver.

Minister's Hand-Book 75 05

M. J. Savage.

Anchors of the Soul 1 25 09

Brooke Herford.

Tides of the Spirit 1 00 09
Selections from Writings

of James Martineau.
Albert Lazenby.

The Understanding Heart 1 00 09
Samuel M. Crothers.

Apples of Gold 1 00 10

Selected Verse.

C. B. Beattey.
"True American Types" series. 60 06

Cap'n Chadwick.
John White Chadwick.

Father Taylor 80 06
Robert Collyer.

David Libbey 60 06
Fannie H. Eckstorm.

Channing's Works 1 00 24
New and complete edition.

Four American Leaders 80 08
Charles W. Eliot.

Letters to American Boys.... 80 08
W. H. Carruth.

Sources of Our Knowledge of

the Life of Jesus 1 00 10

Paul Wernle.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

God or Man? A Brief Examination of the

Doctrine of the Deity of Jesus Christ.

By Herbert H. Mott.

The Divine Meaning of Life.

By Richard W. Boynton.

Bringing Immortality to Light.

By Charles E. St. John.

The Thirst for the Living God.
By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.

The Interpretation of Life.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Divinity of Jesus.

By Alexander T. Bowser.
The Worth of Enthusiasm.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
Why Unitarians Observe the Lord's Supper.

By lohn W. Day.
What Think Ye of Christ?

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Jesus of the Gospel and the Jesus of

History.
By J. Estlin Carpenter.

A Brief Account of Unitarianism.
By Brooke Herford.

Twentieth Century Revelation.
By Edward D. Towle.

The Fatherhood of God.
The Brotherhood of Man.
The Leadership of Jesus.
Salvation by Character.
The Progress of Mankind Onward and Up-
ward Forever.
By Charles E. St. John.

A Statement of Unitarian Belief.

Seeing Jesus.
By Frederic H. Kent.

From the Old Faith to the New.
By Five Ministers.

A Little Catechism.
The History of Unitarianism in the South-

ern Churches.
By Arthur A. Brooks.

What Is It to Be a Liberal in Religion?
By Charles W. Wendte.

The Story of the Resurrection of Jesus.
By Joseph May, D. D.

Wonderful Hope.
By Charles F. Dole.

Church-Going.
By Hon. George F. Hoar.

The Fulfilment of Citizenship.

One Hundred and Fifty Laymen on Church
Attendance.
Lewis G. Wilson.

Human Nature.
Rev. George W. Stone.

The Christ Child.
Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Man.
Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Spirit.

Rev. Reed Stuart.
Prayers.

By Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Religion of Fear or the Religion of Joy.
By Henry Wilder Foot.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the

American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the

Unitarian churches of America. It supports

missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building

meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.
Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a

book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Morton.

Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the

women of the Unitarian churches for mis-

sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to tl\e Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1S96.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Mist Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 18S6.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.
Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.
Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and

commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Kates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
"Look for the Watermark."

UNEQUALED FOR BUSINESS
CORRESPONDENCE

Manufactured for

BONESTELL, RICHARDSON & CO.
California's Leading Paper House

473 to 485 Sixth Street.

Geo. H. Murdock C. Percy Murdock

GEO. H. MURDOCK £& SON

INSURANCE

FIRE — MARINE — LIFE—
ACCIDENT— LIABILITY

Room 91 Bacon Block Oakland

LAKE TAHOE
LAKESIDE PARK
E. B. SMITH £8, CO., Proprietors

Hotel, Cottages, Livery, Furnished Tents and
Lakeside Camping Grounds. The

Popular Family Resort

SEVENTEENTH SEASON OPENS JUNE 1st

For illustrated booklet and terms address

ARTHUR M. HILL, Manager
Stateline P. O., Lake Tahoe, Cal.

Geo. H. Buckingham

STOCK AND BOND BROKER
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

423 Kohl Building

Member of Stock and Bond Exchange.

Fisher C& Co. (inc.

HATTERS AND
FURNISHERS

728 Market St San Francisco

W.W. MONTAGUE <^ CO.

STOVES, METALS,
IRON PIPE, MANTELS,

GRATES AND TILING

Manufacturers of

STAMPED CORRUGATED IRON

TURK AND POLK STREETS
San Francisco California
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DEVOTED TO RELIGIOUS TRUTH AND HIGHER LIFE

IF I see a man living out of an
inner spring of inflexible right
and pliant pity ; if he refuses
the color of the low world

around him; if his eye flashes with
scorn at mean and impure things
which are a jest to others; if high
examples of honor and self-sacrifice

bring the flush of sympathy upon his
cheek; if in his sphere of rule he
plainly obeys a trust instead of enforc-
ing an arbitrary will, and in his sphere
of service takes his yoke without a
groan, and does his work with thought
only that it be good,— I shall not pry
into his closet or ask about his creed,
but own him at once as the godly man.
Godliness is the persistent living out
an ideal preconception of the Right,
the Beautiful, the Good.

JAMES MARTINEAU.

SWWwJWSK^QK^BiSJSHfcKM^KiMS

SAN FRANCISCO
JULY, 1908
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ORDERS FOR BOOKS SOLICITED. If not in stock, all such

promptly procured from publisher, without extra cost, and at lowest retail

rates.
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The Boston Ma^ meetings seem to

have been fully up to the best on record
Business address : Franklin and Geary Sts., S. F. and gratifying in showing a good deal

Editorial address: . . 68 Fremont St., S. P. of vital interest and the right sort of

spirit. The discussions were rather more
One dollar per year Single copies, 10c. earnesl than usual, but ended in liar-

Club rates on application mony and good feeling. The concluding

banquet was enlivened by a delightful
Editor: Charles A. Murdock , . ,

passage at arms between two clever men
bditobial committee : representing opposite tendencies that

clarence Reed John Howiand Lathrop are indispensable to life and health in
William I). Simonds William Maxwell , , ,.,. , ,,

every body-politic and otherwise.

Entered as second-class mail matter at the Post-office Mr. John Haynes Holmes raised a

ringing protest against the conservatism
—~ = that holds back from direct action. He

(JTontfnftf
sees ev^s '—social, economic and political,

—and he wants the church to go for

_,.. . ,
them, hot and strong. He thinks it is

Editorials page
. / °

Boston May Meetings, etc 257 missing an opportunity when it does not
A Call for Plain Speaking . . . 259 be at the front of the fi ht ]eading
Progress Toward Social Reform . . 260
Suspicion and Receptivity .... 261 the hosts who shall right the WTOngS.

Notes 261 His speech was well seasoned with wit.

tributed but he was dead in earnest and stirred
Equal Suffrage Eev J. A. Cruzan 264 things up in a wfty that does good
Encouragement in Church Work—

A

*

Symposium 265 whether all that is sought is won or not.

Events Then comes Dr. Crothers, no less

Semi-Annual Meeting of Bay Alliances 268 witty, no less earnest, but tempered by
Resignation of Rev. Burt Estes

i • • .

Howard 268 longer experience, with a larger patience.
Second Unitarian Church Farewell Re- and perhaps a deeper insight. He sees

ception 269
, . n .

l
,

°
,

Origin of Decoration Day—Original the immediate wrongs, but he has learned
Documents 2d ^a^ some things can not be done in a

The Pulpit hurry, and that it is not always wise
"The Great Unknown." Rev. C. H. f ' ,

, /

n\ce 272 to yield to an impulse to rush in with-

Selected °ut counting the cost. He has learned

Charge to a Minister. Horatio Steb- ^ to value very greatly individual liberty.

Our Universities Contrasted '.
'. '. '. 279 and feels that a church is not to trans-

Children's Department 279 form itself into a reform club, but should

Field Notes 281 hold to a high, distinct ethical standard,

Books 284 and allow the fullest freedom for each

Sparks 286 individual.
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The two addresses make very interest-

ing reading, and it may be possible to

embalm them in a future issue.

The next best thing to hearing all the

good things that Boston is flooded with

when our bright spirits indulge in their

annual scintillation is to read the fine

reports supplied by the Christian Reg-

ister.

It is a blessed provision of nature that

good things spread as well as bad things,

and that we can communicate health as

well as disease. Probably Judge Lind-

sey, of Denver, had no thought of laying

the corner-stone of a magnificent temple

of justice and beneficence when he estab-

lished a juvenile court. He simply did

the nearest duty in a sympathetic and

sensible way, and its result followed,

without effort, as a matter of course.

Distance does not limit the application

of ideas, and oceans form no barriers to

the spread of improvements, but it is a

little surprising that in so short a time

this Denver notion should have spread

from the Galilee of Colorado to the far

city of Berlin. Late advices inform us

of the opening of the first juvenile court

in the German capital. It is frankly

admitted to be copied from the Ameri-

can model. If it is the success it ought

to be, the whole continent will be sure

to catch it.

Mr. Thomas W. Lawson ought to give

up trying to be a prophet. He felt so

sure that the Republican Convention

would be stampeded for Roosevelt that

he erected on his estate a flag-pole 169y2

feet long, and on June 17th flung to the

breeze a pennant with "Roosevelt and

Taft" emblazoned thereon. But it

didn't work. Once again he finds him-

self unjustified by the subsequent fact,

but probably undisturbed. The man

who always manages to think well of

himself suffers little from anything else.

When he is incapable of admitting his

mistakes it is the rest of the world that

suffers.

Large men are readily interchange-

able. Those who heard President Ben-

jamin Ide Wheeler preach in Mr.

Leavitt's pulpit had no doubt that he

could have reaped equal honors had he

chosen the ministry as his profession

instead of teaching. He spoke without

manuscript and was completely at his

ease. He quite redeemed Jeremiah from

the bad reputation of always being pes-

simistic.

The Eastern papers find in the spread

of the nickelodeon a powerful compet-

itor for the saloon as a place of amuse-

ment, and believe it to be an encourag-

ing form of harmless entertainment and

helpful education. At first it was un-

deniably bad— a carnival of vulgarity,

violence, and vice ; but while it has been

making good it has also been getting

good. The New York committee now

gives it a clean bill of health. A visit to

more than two hundred nickelodeons

failed to detect one indecent or immoral

feature of any sort. Its patrons, more-

over, see something of history and travel,

of industry and commerce, of good

comedy and real drama. It is displac-

ing forms of amusement far more harm-

ful, and if rationally supervised will

prove a strong force for good.

If the Unitarians are to win the presi-

dency in the person of William H. Taft,

they will have a truly liberal represen-

tation. Some of his Washington friends

who are anxious to show that there is

nothing dangerously bigoted in him call

attention to the fact that he frequently

attends the Episcopal church, of which

his wife is a member, and that at his

summer home in Murray Bay he has

taken great interest in the Presbyterian
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church. His action in the Philippines

friar land cases has shown his friendship

for the Catholics, and he is said to often

speak highly of the Methodists. As a

boy at Cincinnati, he often attended the

German Lutheran Sunday-school, and

among his most valued advisers are sev-

eral Baptists of prominence. He has

occasionally accompanied President

Roosevelt to the Dutch Reformed church

—but still he is a loyal but naturally

broad Unitarian. ~ . ,,
C. A. M.

There may be many wrong ways of

doing a right thing, but there is never a

right way of doing a wrong thing. It

does not change the character of a

transaction to baptize it with a Christian

name. Lying is lying, though it hide

behind the phrase "diplomacy." Steal-

ing is stealing though it masquerade as

"high finance." Public institutions

which obtain aid under the cover of

benevolence from questionable sources

are receivers of stolen goods. This may
be a blunt way of putting it, but the

more we think about it, the more will

we be impressed with the truth of it.

The subtle and polite phraseology of

the modern world covers a multitude of

evil. We need to come back to good

old Anglo-Saxon terms in our treatment

of wrong-doing. We have had a deli-

cate, Latinized mode of speech with

which we have tried to whitewash mod-
ern methods that are abominably and
grossly wicked. We have ceased to call

a spade a "spade" and have styled it

"an implement used in excavation."

We have replaced the old-fashioned,

blunt expressions that have force and
vigor in them, with a lot of cushion-

framed, jar-absorbing terms to eliminate

the jolts of our awkward, but definite,

English. It is only the rude, unlettered

man who steals. Your modern man of

lirs "embezzles." He "promotes"

rather than defrauds, he is 'short in

his accounts," or he "hypothecates

alien securities." He is no longer a

pick-pocket, he is a "broker." If we
would clean up the social skirts, we-

must stop this everlasting nonsense about

"prevaricators" and "peculators" and
"operators in high finance," and begin

to talk about liars and thieves and.

swindlers. 15. E. H.

Boston is a, Long way from San Fran-

eisco and the Pacific Coast, yet echoes of

Anniversary Week reach us, and we note

with hearty thanksgiving that "rarely

has more enthusiasm been aroused '

' than

at the festival this year. Enthusiasm,

it appears from report just at hand, not

on account of denominational progress or

prospects, but because of a vision of that

social service it is the province of the

Unitarian Church to render our age.

We read that the Rev. John Haynes
Holmes, "brimming over with righteous

wrath, stirred the meeting by his thrill-

ing appeal for the righting of wrongs
which he depicted in public and social

life." We read also that Dr. Crothers

later "eulogized the speech as an epoch-

marking speech."

If these words mean anything they
must mean that in the opinion of so-

"safe and sane" a thinker as Dr.

Crothers we are now at the beginning of
a new epoch in religious work.

To the same effect, and even more sig-

nificant, the resolution unanimously
adopted,—"That the Association heart-

ily approves the establishment of a de-

partment of Social and Public Service,

to the end that our churches may be
assisted, individually and collectively, tc-

take part in all endeavors for civic

reform and economic justice."

If anything, at the same time, so rad-

ical and so sensible, has been adopted by
any church convocation in the country,
such action has escaped our notice.
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The ancient error that religion is some-

thing apart from the every-day interests

of human life dies hard, but it is

doomed nevertheless. A church that does

not stand for the Service of Man as

well as the Worship of God,—in other

words, for clean politics, for honest gov-

ernment, for the "economic justice"

which shall ultimately abolish the bane-

ful extremes of vast wealth and debasing

poverty,—is already dead and should be

awarded decent burial.

In this connection we discern signs of

progress in our general denominational

attitude toward social reform, altogether

cheering. Nine years ago a preacher

from the "wild and woolly" West gave

utterance at the May Festival to senti-

ments strikingly similar to the strong,

true message so bravely given last month

by Mr. Holmes. The meeting was not

"stirred," either to approval or disap-

proval. Perhaps the word was feebly

spoken. Perhaps the psychological mo-

ment had not arrived.

In any case, we may rejoice that as a

church we are facing the light.
'

' Where

are you going?" asked a timid friend,

addressing David Livingstone. "Any-

where, so it is Forward," replied the

intrepid old man. "Forward," into the

Kingdom of God, which is the Kingdom

of Brotherhood, is the word of the spirit

to the church of to-day. And it is to the

last degree inspiring to some of us
'

' radical fellows,
'

'—now, alas ! no longer

young,—to feel that men just fairly com-

ing upon the stage of action are to do

the work to which, it may be, our work

thus far has been merely preparatory.

The remarkable exhibition of physical

endurance on the part of Robert M. La

Follette, in addressing the Senate almost

continuously for eighteen and one half

hours, recalls to the writer a period—not

so long ago—when Senator La Follettte

was supposed to be a physical wreck. At

that time the Senator was a member of

my congregation, though not often in at-

tendance, and a personal friend. To all

appearance his health had been perma-

nently sacrificed in those early political

battles of which the world knows little.

Standing, as we all believed, at the very

verge of the grave, he manfully resolved

that he would not die; that a work

awaited him which made death simply

unthinkable. Then followed an intelli-

gently planned, and faithfully executed,

campaign for the recovery of health and

strength. No struggle of his stormy and

strenuous life equaled this hand-to-hand

conflict with disease. Thus a good and

brave man consecrated himself to the

task of recovering his working power,

and then consecrated that power to the

public welfare, to the overthrow of un-

just privilege in State and Nation.

The philosopher was right. '
' Great is

he who consecrates himself.
'

'

W. D. S.

You can divide men into two classes

wherever you find them—the suspicious

and the open-minded. It is not a di-

vision between the ignorant and the wise,

the foolish and the prudent; those dis-

tinctions exist plainly enough, and no

one would care to defend the ignorance

or the foolishness. But there are two

distinct ways of looking at life and of

using knowledge. One man holds his

knowledge as a shield against deception.

He knows his Latin, so that you could

not deceive him with bad Latin prose;

or he knows cottons and woolens, so he

cannot be deceived as to texture or

value.

Another man, the more Latin he

knows the more he admires the language,

the more possibilities are opened up.

He is not thinking he knows so much
that no one can deceive him, but he is

thinking he knows enough to be ready
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to know more. His mind is not con-

tinually on its guard, but is more and

more receptive.

One man studies the Bible to learn

what not to believe, what there is to

distrust, where he may find a weak spot,

and there are plenty of these quite easily

found; but how much more that man
gets out of the great book if he uses his

knowledge to appreciate its poetry, its

truth, its splendid common-sense; if he

finds comfort for sorrow there and peace

for troubled souls.

How often we find men looking at the

church and all her institutions and aims

and plans in these two ways. One man
says, "You can't fool me; look here

and here and there, and see this weak-

ness and that superstition." He prides

himself on that knowledge, so easily come

by, if one wants it, wherewith a man
can make himself suspicious and find

mistakes and blunders.

But there is another knowledge far

more difficult to attain, and with this

another man sees how the church has

through the ages knelt beside the wound-

ed man in the road and soothed his

wounds. He sees that in spite of super-

stitions and deceptions and bloody blun-

ders sometimes, the institutions of the

church have been a center of peace to

troubled hearts.

It all depends whether one's knowl-

edge has made him suspicious and cavil-

ing, or receptive and forgiving.

It is the man of partial experience, of

partial knowledge, who is suspicious. It

is the man of narrow and provincial

mind who looks askance at everything

he does not know and throws out suspi-

cions as a guard against harm. Men of

wide experience are not harsh judges

of men, they are charitable. It is partial

knowledge that smiles patronizingly or

sneers suspiciously. The man of much
learning welcomes knowledge, and is

never suspicious of her.

We breed at present a great surplus

of smart people—people who take pride

not in finding much to believe in, but

in seeing how much they can underrate

things and men. We think it far more

sagacious to appear knowing and to in-

timate our suspicions of something un-

derneath than to take things for the

best and open the mind to a frank recep-

tion of information. Not only do we lose

much by this attitude, but we are often

mistaken. All men are not working

with a hidden motive, all politics are

not petty and personal, all charities are

not for ostentation.

We have all been deceived many times,

but we cannot suspect all men for all

that ; we must accept the next man who

comes. It is probably true that the mer-

chant who has been open and fair with

his people, who has trusted them, in the

long run has profited more than he has

lost.

It is men who know little who are

suspicious of learning, not men who

know much. It is the boor who has

swallowed some book of etiquette who

is awkward, not the simple unconscious

man ; it is he who is always thinking of

precautions who is weak and sickly;

—

it is he who opens his life to men and

the world who is strong and happy.

* « * B. L.

£ote*.

The Santa Crux papers tells us that

Rev. George W. Stone is about to build

an attractive residence on a lot which he

recently purchased at the corner of

Storey and High streets, opposite the

Judge Storey place, from which a splen-

did view can be obtained of both city

and bay. The house will be on the

bungalow order, but of considerable size

and mosl modern and detailed in its ap-

pointments. We are glad Santa Cruz
is In keep him and that he is to be

appropriately housed.

ReV. Burt Estes Howard delivered, in

Pomona, on June 16th, a lecture on
"Omar Khayyam," which was warmly
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commended. It is a striking fact that

great fame is sometimes so very long

delayed. Over a million copies of the

"Rubaiyat" have been sold, though no
one can tell how much of the vogue is

due to Fitzgerald.

Since our last number the rooms of

the School for the Ministry at Berkeley,

for the furnishing of which an appeal

was made, have all been furnished, part-

ly by the kindness of friends, in re-

sponse to the appeal, and partly by pur-

chase. Gifts of money to cover the

cost of furnishing will still be accept-

able. The school will have several at-

tractive rooms for rent during the com-
ing year, and would be glad to have them
occupied by Unitarian students coming
to the University. Mr. Wilbur has re-

turned from a short vacation in the

Giant Forest, and is spending the sum-
mer in classifying the books in the

school library.

Rev. David A. Leisk, who has been in

attendance at the Pacific Unitarian Divin-

ity School, occupied the pulpit of the San
Diego church on May 24th, speaking on

"The Enthronement of Peace in the

Kingdom of the Soul." From a gener-

ous report in the Union we take this

pregnant sentence :

'

' To be sound phys-

ically means, first, that we are sound
mentally, that we are in possession of

mental peace, not the peace that is the

result of exterior environment or of

worldly wealth, for that peace would be

liable to change with the loss of these

things, but the peace which has its foun-

dation in religious faith and unwavering
belief in the wisdom and love of God."

Rev. William G. Eliot, Jr., in a late

sermon on "The Church and the Saloon
in Politics," urged his hearers to work
earnestly to free the community and the

country of the liquor traffic, but asserted

that each man ought to work in his own
way. All men could not use the same
methods, and fanaticism had been a

great check on prohibition. He said:

"As for me, I believe most heartily that
where public sentiment will stand for

it the saloon should be abolished. T

am in favor in general of what is known
as local option, moving inch by inch

;

gaining ground where it can be held.

In any locality where public opinion is

not strong enough to put out the saloon,

it is my judgment, as well as that of

careful observers, that it is a mistake to

do it, and that more harm is done than
good. We shall never have a substitute

for the saloon until we abolish it. When
that time comes, the demand for some-

thing better will create it. The substi-

tute cannot possibly compete on a com-
mercial basis with the saloon, and that

is the only basis upon which to place it.

There is no getting rid of the saloon

except inch by inch, where public senti-

ment will hold the ground. '

'

Rev. William Day Simonds delivered

a lecture on "Thomas Starr King" be-

fore the Fellowship Club of San Fran-
cisco on June 14th. He said: "Beside
the three great names, Channing, Emer-
son, and Theodore Parker, no fourth has

yet been found worthy of a place. But
if there be anywhere such a name, it is

surely Starr King's. The sources of his

power over men were a sweetly persua-

sive personality, a voice which William
Everett pronounced the sweetest he ever

heard, a purity like that of eternal

youth; the strength which comes with
sacrifice to a great cause and the nature
of his message." Mr. Simonds dwelt
upon King's patriotism, upon the un-

selfishness which led him to turn his back
upon the cultured Boston of 1860 and
become the pastor of the First Unitarian
Church in San Francisco, when the me-
tropolis of the Pacific Coast was still a

rough mining town.

Rev. George W. Stone, in a recent

sermon on '

' Present Business Methods, '

'

takes comfort in believing that "the
tiger, the fox, the hyena, is gradually
dying out of humanity. The best men
are not gamesters, they are only work-
ers. They don't care for the scramble
for wealth or preferment. Few men
whose views are of consequence are sat-

isfied with present conditions. I believe

that the spirit of true Christianity is

coming into the hearts of men with suf-

ficient force to develop a better system."

The Salvation Army is demonstrating
the value of husbanding unconsidered
trifles. In Boston they have started

what are known as "one-cent-a-day
boxes." Little boxes are distributed to

the houses, and the receiver promises to
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keep them for three months, contribut-

ing one cent a day. This, if rigidlj

adhered to, means less than a dollar for

the three months ; but, while that is a

small sum to the giver, and separately

small to the beneficiary, by this means
they have lately raised over $30,000 for

the People's Palace. The scheme has

spread from Boston all over the conn! i\

,

and has become a good source of income
to the Army.

The Boston Transcript of May 23d
publishes a three-column article of Rev.

Charles W. Wendte, on " Has Unitarian-

ism Failed?" Its character is well set

forth by the editorial summary :

'

' Perti-

nent and concrete statements and statis-

tics brought forward to show that

Unitarians are more numerous, more
financially responsive, and more persist-

ently constructive than ever before.

Their percentage of growth is small, but
it is larger than that of the growth of

the church population in this country.

Win- Unitarians are not numerous in pro-

portion to their intelligence and influ-

ence. The obvious reasons supplemented
by other ingenious arguments. '

' The con-

cluding paragraph reads: "Unitarians
do not imagine that they hold a monop-
oly of these opinions, or that the church
of the future will be identical with their

denomination, or any other now existing.

But they do believe that the gospel of

freedom, reason, and charity is to in-

herit the earth. Believing this, they do
nut greatly concern themselves with the

question whether their church is to long
endure, or whether it is to be merged in

some larger movement of man's religious

spirit which the future will reveal. On
this point opinions will differ. The up-
holders of the principles of the free

reason in religion are not much con-
cerned about this issue. They occupy
themselves with their present privileges,

duties and opportunities, and leave the

outcome to a higher ordering. They
have faith that God's truth will be

crowned victor over all at last, and that
when that day shall come men will look
back with just appreciation upon the
Unitarian movement as one of the provi-
dential agencies by which this divine
result was accomplished."

The Boston Journal recently pub-
lished, side by side, pictures of Julia

Ward Howe at twenty-seven and at

eighty-nine. As a young woman her

profile shows clear-cut features of classic

nut line and a well-poised head, beautiful

and highly intellectual. She seems to

face life with firm composure and
strength of purpose. Few lives have
been so steadily held to a high ideal, and
so serenely and beneficently spent.

The late Frederick Madge, who died

at Berkeley on May 28th, at the age of

86, left a bequesl of $500 to the Pacific

Unitarian School for the Ministry. Mr.

Madge had for many years been a resi

dent of San Francisco and employed in

the secretary's office of the Southern
Pacific Company. He was the last sur-

viving son of the Rev. Thomas Madge,
who in the early part of the past cen-

tury wras one of the best known Unita-

rian ministers in England and minister

of the Essex-Street Chapel in London
from 1825 to 1854. His brother, Travers

Madge, whose life was written by Brooke
Herford, was also a minister in England
a generation and more ago.

Boston leads in many things, and it is

no surprise to learn that she has devel-

oped a fine style of apartment house,

built around an open court filled with

tall trees and shrubs, turf, and park
settees. One at the corner of Harrison

Avenue and Lenox Street Lady Henry
Somerset has pronounced superior to

anything of the kind she had seen in

England. It has been a perfect success

in all ways and for all the various ages

and conditions of men, women, and chil-

dren housed there, as well as a triumph-

ant demonstration of the possibility of

the union of "benevolence and three per
cent."

The plan for Mr. Stone's unique aux-

iliary building for the Santa Cruz
church is being steadily worked out. An
obstacle has been removed through the

helpfulness of Mrs. Harriet Blackburn.
That the buildings might not be crowded
it was hoped to buy the rear portion of

the lot at the back of the church; but
the owner was unwilling to sell a part of

the lot. At this juncture Mrs. Black-

burn offered to buy it all and resell the

amount desired by the church. Plans
are being made for a building to cost

from $10,000 to $12,000, and the money
to pay for it is in the bank. Selah!
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Contributed.

Equal Suffrage.

By Eev. J. A. Cruzan.

Four years ago Finland was without

a Constitution, a Parliament or an

army; her newspapers were suppressed

and her schools closed; she was ruled

over by insolent Russian officials. Choos-

ing the psychologic moment, at the close

of the Russo-Japanese war, by the

united effort of every man, woman and
child, a colossal boycott, which brought

all business to a standstill, so frightened

the Czar that he granted them home
rule and restored their Constitution.

And the men of Finland, knowing that

they could not have won back their

rights without the help of the heroic

women, gave to them the franchise. On
the 27th of May, 1907, when the new
Parliament of 200 members marched
through the streets of Helsingfors to the

capitol nineteen women representatives

were in the line. This Russian province

gives the world the true political ideal,

a Parliament in which men and women
join heart and brain to solve the great

problems of government.
At the Pacific Coast Conference re-

cently held in Alameda, the following

resolution was adopted :

'

' Resolved,

That we favor the submission to the

qualified electors of the State of a consti-

tutional amendment providing for the

extension of the suffrage to women."
This action of our Conference is in ac-

cord with justice. Women should vote

not only in Finland, but in California,

because it is their right.

In our Republic, the franchise belongs
of right to every citizen. Who are citi-

zens? The Constitution gives answer,
"All persons born or naturalized in the

United States are citizens thereof, and
of the State in which they reside."

Women are persons and therefore citi-

zens, and the franchise is as much their

right as it is man's. The right of every
citizen to a voice in making the laws
under which he must live is the Golden
Rule of political justice. Deny this

right and you justify despotism. In de-
fense of this right our fathers fought for
seven long years. To their heroic
maintenance of this principle we owe all

the liberty we possess. As Samuel

Adams put it, "No man can be justly

taxed by or bound in conscience to obey

law to which he has not given his con-

sent in person or by his representative.
'

'

Jefferson, Madison, Otis, Franklin, all

the fathers affirmed the same truth and
to its maintenance they "pledged their

lives, their fortune, and their honor."
The old maxim, '

'Law to bind all must
be assented to by all,

'

' is the basal prin-

ciple of democracy. Just government
rests upon the consent of the governed.

Women are governed. Suffrage is the

only recognized form of political con-

sent. Therefore, women equally with

other citizens have a moral right and
should have a legal right to vote. The
right of suffrage may be regulated but
not abrogated. It may be nullified by
force or fraud, but the right remains.

It inheres in American citizenship.

Abraham Lincoln said that this Re-
public is "A government of the people,

by the people, for the people." No; it

is a government of men. by men. for

men ; it is a male oligarchy. One-half

of the people, the purest and best half,

have nothing to say about what laws
shall be made or who shall execute them.

Politically. American women are under
the dominion of millions of males of

every condition and degree of life, from
every land under the sun. A refined,

cultivated, educated American woman is

the political inferior of the lowest man
outside iron bars. In the great debate

upon equal suffrage in 1894 in the Con-
stitutional Convention of New York,
Hon. J. L. McKinstry, of Chautauqua,
related this incident: "A lawyer gave it

as his opinion that the old Colonial

Charter of New York gave women the

right to vote, and I saw some ladies try

to exercise that right. The inspectors

refused to receive their votes and the

ladies turned quietly away. While the

discussion was going on an old town
pauper stood by intently interested in

the proceedings. His large family had
been a charge upon the town for years.

These very women had given of their

time and money to preserve that family
from starvation ; had paid their taxes

year after year to enable the poormaster
to honor the drafts of the old pauper
and keep him alive. And yet as these

ladies turned away sadly with their un-
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used ballots in thoir hands the face of

the besotted old brute was wrinkled with

smiles. He had been declared their

superior before the law! All their

knowledge, their patriotism, their phil-

anthropy, their good citizenship, went

for nothing in the scale weighed against

the fact that he was a male! No depth

of mental, moral, physical degradation
could disfranchise him. No Aveight of

Learning, refinement, moral worth, de-

votion to humanity and country could

enfranchise them. And when I saw that

old wretch laugh, and realized the injus-

tice of the law," said Mr. McKinstry, "I
resolved that while I had a voice and a

vote they should be given at every oppor-
t unity to right this greal wrong!" Yes.

the pauper in the almshouse may vote;

the woman who devotes herself to mak-
ing the almshouse habitable may not.

The tramp who begs victuals at the

kitchen door may vote; the owner of

the kitchen, who pays taxes to maintain
the jail in which the tramp lodges at

night, may not. The immigrant, with
his lifelong monarchical training, the

Indian who has left his tribute, and the

negro, upon whom still rests the degra-

dation of 200 years of slavery, all may
vote; but the American woman in whose
veins runs the blood of revolutionary
sires may not vote. To-day in free

America only three classes of sane peo-

ple are disfranchised: Tribal Indians.

Chinamen, and women! This is a mon-
strous anomaly and a great wrong.
San Jose, California.

Her Fruits.

These are the fruits, kindness and gentleness,
A ml gratefully we take them at 1km- hands;

Patience she lias, ami pity for distress,

And love that understands.

All. ask not how such rich reward was won,
ITow sharp the harrow in tho former years,

Or mellowed in what agony of sun,

Or watered with what tears.—Muni Eleanor "Roberts in McClure's.

Our lives are well worth the living

When we lose our small selves in the whole,
And feel the strong surges of being
Throb through us, one heart and one soul.

Eternitv bears up eaeh honest endeavor;
The lite List for love is life saved and forever.— Lucy Larcom.

Encouragement in Church Work.

A Symposium.

[The ministers of our churches on the Pacific

Coast have been requested to contribute for

this number of the Pacific Unitarian a

symposium in regard to the most encouraging

features of the work of their churches during

the past year. The following replies have been

received.—C. R.]

The most encouraging feature of our

work here in Salem is thai we are really

encouraged ;
that we have ceased talk-

ing and thinking of ourselves as "has

beens." The golden age for us has

shifted from the past to the present

and near future. Confidence of the

positive sort is fast possessing heart and

mind. Conscious power is creating a

self-reliant spirit that is and will con-

tinue to achieve Truly, one encourag-

ing feature is that we are encouraged.

Paul S. Bandy.
Salem, Oregon.

It is very difficult to say what are the

most encouraging features of church

work during the past year. This church

lias grown along all lines. Our member-

ship has increased by something in the

neighborhood of sixty: our new Chan-

ning Club, a society of young people,

has had an average of from forty to

fifty at their meetings, and there has

been an increased attendance at church.

The Maternity Cottage (hospital) has

been put upon a sound basis, both finan-

cially and as an organization. In every

respect the church is stronger, relig-

iously as well as otherwise. It is exert-

ing an influence in the city such as il

has never before exerted. There are no

frictions or factions, and the outlook is

admirable.

Burt Estes Eoward.
Los Angeles.

The different organizations of the

church actively at work, the steady

growth in interest and attendance in

the church services, the perfect har-

mony in the relations of the member-

ship, the inspiration given the church

by the Pacific Coast Conference, and

the general feeling of hopefulness in re-

gard to the future arc among the most

encouraging features of church work in

Alameda.
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If one feature stands out more en-

couraging than any other it has been
the work of the Sunday-school. An
effort has been made to discover methods
of self-expression on the part of the

pupils in the study of religion and
morality. The response to this effort

has been very gratifying.

Clarence Reed.
Alameda.

The most encouraging thing about
the work of this church in the past year
is the slow though sure increase of in-

terest, shown by the numbers who at-

tend; by the work well done in the

different departments; by the finances

being on the right side of the debit and
credit line; and by our annual meeting,
which was the best in the five years I

have been here.

Our church has gained influence such
as it never had before in the town, and
this I hold to be due in greatest measure
to the attitude of its members toward
their own church and toward their

neighbors. Behind the sort of success

which endures must be the right motive.

I believe I have found it in this church.

Maxwell Savage.
Redlands.

A recent number of the Literary Di-

gest contains the wail of Dr. Aked, of

the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church, New
York, over the waning power of the
church in that city. Another article

upon "Discouraged Preachers" cites

The Standard, a Baptist paper of Chi-
cago, to the effect that the preachers in

that region are in a permanent state of

'"Blue Monday"; that they are "prac-
tically hopeless of accomplishing any-
thing worth while."

In happy contrast to these lamenta-
tions on the part of those preaching the

"gospel once delivered to the saints"
is the experience of most of those who
are trying to teach the people a rational

faith. Our recent Conference, with its

happy, forward-looking spirit, afforded

delightful evidence that Unitarian min-
isters on this coast are not discour-

aged. The future belongs to our liberal

and reasonable interpretation of reli-

gion, and we know it.

Asked to give here a word about en-

couraging features of the Oakland work,
I hardly know where to begin. Vaca-
tion marks the close of the first ten

months of the present pastorate,—evi-

dently too short a period to afford much
ground for assurance touching the

future. All we know is that we appear
to have been doing well so far. and we
have been very happy working and
planning together.

The most encouraging fact is the

hopeful enthusiasm of the people. The
minister is not permitted to doubt. He
is told to just be patient; that success

is in the air; that the immediate future

will bring generous results. How this

helps the "man at the helm" only min-
isters know.
Not only is faith large and anticipa-

tion keen, but fruits already gathered

warrant expectation of reasonable har-

vest. Morning congregations are large

(for this church) and very dependable.

The Woman's Alliance and all asso-

ciated organizations are at the end of

one good year's work and are planning
for still better things next year.

The unexpected success of Sunday-
evening services brought new confidence

to many, seeming to prove that under
proper management this church might
take honorable place among the civic

and religious forces of the city. The
very unusual response that greeted the

minister's suggestion that a religious

study class, meeting immediately after

church each Sunday morning, would be

helpful to many has afforded new proof

that our people are in earnest and mean
business. The further fact that the

social life of the church has been quick-

ened, our financial resources largely in-

creased, and above all that fifty-six per-

sons have joined the church during the

last ten months, all seem to promise that

if we behave ourselves and work good
and hard we shall together accomplish

something worth while.

W. D. SlMOXDS.
Oakland.

You ask me to write "concerning the

most encouraging features of the work
during the past year." I have spent
most of that time taking a vacation from
all work. I have been in this parish

but little more than three months, and
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most of that time disabled by an acci-

dent. Therefore I can hardly make
much of a contribution to your sym-
posium. The most encouraging feature

I have observed in this parish is the

interest manifested in the social Life of

the church. The activity of the

Women's Alliance. The increase in

membership has been encouraging also,

thirty-three persons having signed the

Covenant since March 1st of this year.

The city is growing and we seem to be
gaining from that source. I am glad

you ask for encouraging features, and
not the discouragements. I hope we
shall be attentive to those things that

help and do not hinder. I find encour-

agement in the results of experiment.

We must find new ways of doing things.

The old ways were well enough for the

old times, but times have changed, if

we do not change with them we shall be
left in the rear of the procession. We
have only to look carefully after our
own work, regardless of what others are

doing, and all will be well, I am sure.

George W. Stone.
Santa Cruz.

You ask concerning the most encour-

aging features of my work during the

past year. Just what one is apt to

think about at this time.

What if there be no encouraging
features ? Why, then the best one could
do would be to make room for someone
to work out some of these features.

But there are many things to encourage
any one whose privilege it is to serve a

group of such excellent people as make
up the little church at Santa Ana. Let
me name some of these.

1. We have grown a little in numbers.
But better far than the lengthening of

the membership-roll is the evidence of

growth within the church. A larger

faith, a deeper trust, a firmer hope, a

broader outlook, a more tender love of

Cod and of each other these are some
of the things that have come to us in

B larger measure than ever before.

2. All financial obligations met
promptly and cheerfully, and fragments
not a few left over.

3. The Sunday-school, under excel-

lent and enthusiastic leadership with a

number of capable and devoted teach-

ers and helpers, has more than doubled
its membership, and its future useful-

ness seems assured.

4. One recent occurrence has given us

proof, if any is needed, that when an

issue is fairly and squarely placed be-

fore the people they will support the

liberal view. Even orthodox church

members forgot their orthodoxy for a

day or two. If then the voice of the

people be the voice of God, our friends

on the other side of the fence might well

do a little figuring.

5. The preacher's fruit-trees are bear-

ing abundantly, his chickens are lay-

ing, his cow is giving the richesl of

Jersey milk, his children are happy.
He feels rich even in the absence of

any bank account. Encouraging feat-

ures, did you say?
Francis Watry.

Santa Ana.

The encouraging features of the

work in Bellingham the past year began
with a meeting of seven people last fall,

when it was decided to resume services

after a lapse of a considerable period.

It is gratifying to know the transition

has been made from services alternate

weeks to weekly services, and that these

have continued without interruption

since fall. There is encouragement in

an increased attendance, in more of an
organization, and in taking a recognized

place in the life of the city, even though
the latter has to be accomplished despite

the protests of orthodox friends. The
purchase of a fine corner lot, centrally

located, by the American Unitarian As-

sociation for the use of the society has

done much to establish a feeling of per-

manency in the movement. It is also

a cause of satisfaction that the society,

with new members, has more than

doubled its subscriptions of last year,

but there remains for immediate solu-

tion a financial problem of decided mag-
nitude to Bellingham, in order to meet

running expenses. Personally. I have

appreciated the opportunity to make sev-

eral addresses which tended from their

public nature and place to identify t'u-

society with the community.
Fred Alban Weil.

Bellingham, Wash.
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events.

The Semi-Annual Meeting of the

Bay Alliances.

For the first time in the history of

the church the ladies of the Ames Alli-

ance of the First Unitarian Church of

San Jose entertained the women of the

Alliances connected with the churches of

our denomination around the bay. The
day was perfect and the climate a reve-

lation to the dwellers in the bleak coast

cities.

Representatives from the two churches

of San Francisco, our churches in Palo

Alto and Los Angeles were present and
added much to the pleasure of the occa-

sion by their enthusiastic appreciation of

the entertainment provided for them.
The churches of Oakland, Alameda,

and Berkeley were not represented,

doubtless owing to the inconvenient

train schedule on that side of the bay.

Delegates arriving on the early trains

enjoyed excursions about the historic old

town and through one of the most won-
derful valleys of the world.

Shortly after twelve o'clock luncheon
was served in the banquet room of the

church, which was tastefully decorated
in red and green. Although the

luncheon was a basket lunch, the ladies

of the Ames Alliance provided coffee,

salads, and fruit for the guests of the

day. After the meal was over the ladies,

about seventy-five in number, returned
to the parlors, which were beautifully
decorated with sweet-peas in such pro-
fusion as to astonish the visitors. A fine

program was rendered, consisting of so-

los sung by Miss Gertrude Abbott, Mr.
Harold (Yuzan, Mrs. Hillman-Smith,
and Mrs. Putnam. The president. Mrs.
Laura Watkins, made an address of

welcome, in which she expressed the
hope that tbis meeting should be an in-

spiral ion to all and should cement the
lies of fellowship. Mrs. Cruzan spoke
on "Post-office Mission Work." and
urged the societies represented to make
much of this special work as a legitimate

outlet for and a quickener of missionary
zeal. Mrs. Presson, our indefatigable
superintendent of Headquarters, fol-

lowed in an appeal to the ladies to con-
centrate their efforts on some particular
field where they might assist struggling

Unitarians and others liberally inclined

in forming societies that might event-

ually develop into churches. Mrs. Adele

Buzzo made an earnest address on the

all-important question, "What shall we
do with our young people ? " In response

to questions from the audience, Mrs.

Curtis, president of the Society for

Christian Work, replied in a manner
that showred the subject to be a riddle

unguessed by most congregations on this

coast. Mrs. Andrew Hill read an admir-

able paper entitled "Reminiscences of

Rev. Charles Ames," which it is hoped
will appear in these columns. The pro-

gram was closed by a brief but witty

paper by Dr. Bearby, on "Why I Am
a Unitarian." Then there was a brief

moment for congratulations, hand-shak-

ings, and for loading the departing

guests with flowers, whose fragrance

typified the depth of our good wishes,

and the long-looked-for day was over.

But in our hearts remained a spiritual

uplift and an inspiration that will cheer

and encourage us to greater efforts.

A. I. C.
San Jose, June 8, 1908.

Resignation of Rev. Burt Estes

Howard.

Rev. Burt Estes Howard has an-

nounced his acceptance of the professor-

ship in Political Science at the Leland
Stanford Junior University, to take ef-

fect September 1st. It is one of those

events that summon mixed feelings.

From the standpoint of loss to the

church it occasions deep regret, but from
the side of gain to Stanford it is matter
of congratulation.

The Los Angeles papers are unani-
mous in their tribute of respect and
admiration. The Express of June 13th
well summarizes the feelings of his

friends :

—

"The announcement that Dr. Burt
Estes Howard, pastor of the First Uni-
tarian Church, has decided to accept the

chair of political science at Stanford
University is received by Los Angeles
with mingled feelings of satisfaction

and regret. His fine character and
admirable abilities have won for him the

distinctive regard and affectionate ap-

preciation of the people of this city.
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Los Angeles is loth to lose him. It will

say good-by to him with sorrow. It has

need of manly men who show the way
to other men to lead clean, wholesome
lives, and teach them to walk erect in

the fear of God. The loss Los Angeles
sustains is the direct gain to Stanford

University. Dr. Howard's special fitness

for the labor he there undertakes was
demonstrated several years ago when he

temporarily occupied the chair to which
he now returns. And perhaps his in-

fluence there, directly exerted upon
young men and women who will in turn

disseminate it throughout the State, may
achieve a larger benefit than could be

possibly attained in this field of localized

endeavor.
'

'

The Graphic says: "It is with deep
regret that the many friends and ad-

mirers of Dr. Burt Estes Howard have
learned of his resignation from the

pastorate of the First Unitarian Church.
Dr. Howard is to leave Los Angeles next

September to take the chair of political

science, a new department added to the

curriculum of Stanford University.

What is distinctly Stanford's gain is

also Los Angeles's loss. It is not too

much to say that there has not been a

greater factor in the intellectual and
spiritual life of Los Angeles during the

hist four years than that found in Dr.

Howard's ministration. Churchmen of

the breadth of vision and liberality of

thought which distinguish Dr. Howard
are few and far between. A deep
scholar and an eloquent preacher, Dr.
Howard has drawn many men and
women to religious worship, who other-

wise would shun a church. The dogmata
of other churches, dry, dreary, and dis-

couraging, were only conspicuous by
their absence in Dr. Howard's discourse.

And yet the essentials of the Christian
life and of the highest spiritual teaching
were never overlooked but eloquently
urged.

"Burl Estes Howard's name is well

known in the Held of political science

and economics. His volume on the Ger-
man empire is recognized as the most
authoritative work extant on the subject.

Dr. Howard will be warmly welcomed
back to Stanford, where he is no
stranger. On his resignation some ten
years ago from the pastorate of the First

Presbyterian Church, after a historic

controversy, he was appointed a lecturer

at Stanford University in the depart-
ment of economics. Subsequently he
spent several years at Harvard and tin

German universities perfecting himself
in the study of political science and
economy, and winning the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy in the University
of Berlin. To-day his eminence as an
authority in political science is unques-
tioned. The addition of this department
to the Stanford curriculum is a progres-
sive sign. There is a higher 'polities'

than that of the boss and the 'ward
heeler." and perhaps its study by
the coming generation may be of avail
in undermining the maneuvers and
evil accomplishments of 'professional
politicians'."

4 4 4

Second Unitarian Church Fare-

well Reception.

Mr. C. Calvert Smoot, whose resigna-
tion as minister of the Second Church
took effect on June 30th, was banqueted
and toasted by his many friends on
Friday evening, the 12th of June.
The church auditorium and banquet-
rooms were tastefully decorated with
flowers and evergreens sent from Oak-
land, Alameda, Berkeley, Davisville,
Los Gatos, and Burlingame. as tribute
to the esteem in which the guest of the
evening was held.

The Woman's Auxiliary of the Sec-
ond Church, that stalwart body of busy
workers who have ever responded to the

church's call for help, acted as hostess
of the evening, Miss Delia Emmons offi-

ciating as master of ceremonies. An ex-
cellent and varied program was ren-
dered, consisting of vocal selections by
.Mr. J. F. Grant, of Woodland: Mr. Ben-
jamin Franklin and Mr. .1. Murphy, of
San Francisco; recitations by Miss Ida
Day, of San Francisco, and Dr. Grant
of Woodland.

At the conclusion of the program Mr.
Smoot was called to the platform and
jocosely informed by the master of cere-

monies that this was his party. After
a few words of acknowledgment from
Mr. Smoot, he was invited to fall in

line and lead the grand march to the

banquet-room below.
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After all were seated at the festal

board, President M. G. McClinton, on
behalf of the board of trustees, called the

assemblage to order, saying in part that

Mr. Smoot's fealty and devotion to the

church had been proven time and time
again, and that his work for the church
had been one of self-sacrifice since the

calamity of April 18, 1906, since which
time the church, by reason of the loss

of so many of its supporters, had gone
from bad to worse, until to-day it faced

a crisis from which there seemed to be

no relief. During all this trial Mr.
Smoot had stood firmly at his post, as

the storm-battered captain at his helm,

aiding by his helpfulness and cheering

by his words of hope those who had less

stout hearts than he. Many another

man in his place would have abandoned
the platform, just as others before him
had done for less cause, but Mr. Smoot's
high appreciation of duty was to him
of paramount importance, and he
offered his resignation only when all

hope of resuscitating the church seemed
in vain.

Miss Emmons was then called upon
for a few remarks, and introduced as

one who embodied the twin vices,

—

being vice-president of the Woman's
Auxiliary and vice-president of the

board of trustees.

Miss Emmons's response was spirited

.and fairly bristled with wit and humor.
After dwelling upon the "distinguished,

•self-sacrificing services that Mr. Smoot
had rendered the church." and recount-

ing the fact that through rain or shine,

sunshine or shadow, his splendid mind
had always given to his congregation

the best of which it was capable, she

expressed the gratitude of the church
and on behalf of the "Woman's Auxiliary

presented to him and his good wife a

solid silver service consisting of sixty-

seven pieces, beautifully engraved, ad-

monishing him to keep it and use it.

and hand it down to his children, a

constant reminder of the love his con-

gregation bore for him.

When the generous, heartfelt ap-

plause which accompanied this beauti-

ful token of friendship and love had
subsided. Mr. Smoot in a few appro-

priate words spoke the thanks of him-

self and wife ('who was at home verv

ill) and then delivered one of his

earnest, heart-to-heart talks, a talk

which bespoke the sorrow of a good man
who had labored long and faithfully,

closing with an earnest plea for the

future. "The failure of our endeavors
must not be interpreted to mean defeat.

but rather a temporary embarrassment,
for no truly good or righteous cause

goes down to utter defeat," His words
found a responsive echo in every heart,

and the applause that greeted him was
genuine and prolonged.

Mr. John W. Cornell then read the

following resolutions, which were beau-

tifully engrossed and bound in leather,

and the same were presented to Mr.

Smoot by Mrs. John B. Kider.

Whereas, by Inexorable Fate, or rather, the

direct result of the catastrophe of April, 18,

1906, the members and congregation of the

Second Unitarian Church of San Francisco
have been forced to accept the resignation of
their eminently efficient and much beloved
minister, C. Calvert Smoot, be it therefore

Resolved—First : That in his resignation the

Second Unitarian Church has suffered an irre-

parable loss of leader, teacher, and faithful

friend

;

Second: That the members of the Second
Unitarian Church appreciate the struggle he
has made in their behalf to maintain the church
in the face of most adverse circumstances;

Third : That the members of the Second Uni-
tarian Church realize and appreciate his nobility

of character and his having given to them at

all times the best, the highest, the noblest that

is in him ;

Fourth : That we extend to him our love and
our gratitude, earned many times o'er by his

gentle, lovable nature, his patient fortitude,

and noble work.
Fifth : That he goes from us as a dear

friend and brother, with whom we desire for-

evermore to retain this relationship. Be it

further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be suitably engrossed and presented to Mr.
Smoot in recognition of his distinguished ser-

vices and that a copy of the same be spread
upon the minutes of the Board of Trustees.

F. C. Russell,
Tdella C. Emmons,
Mrs. John \V. Cornell.

Committee.

The Rev. Mr. Whitaker. of Los Gatos.

then spoke a few words of testimony to

the love and friendship he bore Mr.
Smoot. and ended by saying that he
loved the man Calvert Smoot for his

many <rood. generous deeds and his

noble, self-sacrificing nature.

Mrs. Skinkle. one of the original

founders of the church: Miss Ruth
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Mitchell, one of the Sunday-school
lassies who had grown to womanhood in

the church; Mrs. Gray, of Oakland, and
others followed in tributes to the past

of the church and well-wishes for the

future of the pastor.

At a late hour the assembly dispersed

and "Auld Lang- Syne" rang through
the corridors of the church, the last

echoes carrying the hearts' throb of best

wishes for the future of Mr. and Mrs.

Smoot. May their sun of happiness and
usefulness never set!

* * «

Origin of Decoration Day.

In the June issue we referred edito-

rially to the origin of Decoration Day,

and are so fortunate as to be able to pub-

lish the official record. The following

letter from General Chipman is self-

explanatory :

—

"Sacramento, Cal., May 18, 1908.

"Rev. Dr. Bradford Leavitt,

"San Francisco, Cal.

"il/y Dear Doctor Leavitt: Comrade
A. D. Cutler informs me that you are to

preach the Memorial Day sermon to the

members of the Grand Army of the Re-

public and have chosen to take the Gen-
eral Order instituting Memorial Day as

your text. He also requests me to give

you briefly the facts as to the origin of

this memorial observance. Let me do
this in as few words as may be.

"Tn 1868 I was Adjutant General of

the Grand Army of the Republic, over

which General John A. Logan was then

Commander-in-chief. Among the first

days of May. 1868, I received a letter

from a private soldier of the late Union
army, residing in Cincinnati. Ohio, call-

in.<: my attention to a German custom of

decorating, in the springtime, with flow-

ers, the graves of fallen heroes of past

wars, and suggested thai some such ob-

servance would be a grateful tribute to

our hoimred dead of the Union army.
This letter and its suggestion were the

inspiration of the General Order which
I drew up and, by direction of General

Logan, issued on May 5, 1868. My idea

was to have the day fall within a spring
month on account of its appropriateness

and the poetieal and tender thoughts to

which that season erives rise. As the time
was short to give notice to distant posts.

and as flowers do not bloom fully in the

New England States until late in spring-

time, 1 fixed upon the 30th day of May.
and would have designated the 31st, had
it not fallen upon Sunday.

"This, my dear doctor, is the simple

story of the origin of a holiday which has

become as precious to the loyal people

of this country as Christmas is to the

Christian world.

"You will not fail to notice that the

motive of the observance, set forth

plainly by the language of the order,

was to commemorate the noble deeds and
sacrifices of those who had died in de-

fense of the flag during the great Civil

War, or who, of that mighty army, might
thereafter be called by death to share the

immortality of their glorified comrades.
"Memorial Day, as observed by mem-

bers of the Grand Army of the Republic.

will, therefore, lose its significance and
the profound lesson it was designed to

teach wrhen it ceases to be observed dis-

tinctively as a tribute to those who took

up arms in defense of the American
Union.
"Whatever of personal bitterness was

engendered between the contending
forces in that Titanic struggle, or be-

tween their respective sympathizers, has

almost entirely faded away; and I be-

lieve that all sections are now loyally

devoted to the Flag as against any com-
mon enemy. Let us all rejoice that this

is so. But so long as Memorial Day is

rooted in the General Order of our or-

ganization which instituted the observ-

ance, the members of the Grand Army
cannot, in their organized capacity, unite

in paying like tribute to the memory of

those who fought to destroy the Union,
as it is called upon to pay to the memory
of those who died to preserve it. Any
other view of Memorial Day as we now
have it is contrary to the history of its

origin and subversive of its fundamental
teachings and purposes.

"Sincerely your friend.
' "N. P. Chipman."

"Headquarters Grand Army of the
Republic,

"Washington, D. C. May 5, 1868.

"General Order No. 11.

"I. The 30th day of May. 1868. is

designated for the purpose of strewing
with flowers or otherwise decorating the
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graves of comrades who died in defense

of their country during the late rebellion,

and whose bodies now lie in almost every

city, village and hamlet churchyard in

the land.

"In this observance no form of cere-

mony is prescribed, but posts and com-

rades will in their own way arrange such

titting services and testimonials of re-

spect as circumstances may permit.

"We are organized, comrades, as our

regulations tell us, for the purpose,

among other things, 'of preserving and

strengthening those kind and fraternal

feelings which have bound together the

soldiers, sailors and marines who united

to suppress the late rebellion.' What
can aid more to assure this result than

by cherishing tenderly the memory of

our heroic dead, who made their breasts

a barricade between our country and its

foes. Their soldier lives were the reveille

of freedom to a race in chains, and their

deaths the tattoo of a rebellious tyranny

in arms.

"TVe should guard their graves with

sacred vigilance. All that the conse-

crated wealth and taste of the nation can

add to their adornment and security is

but a fitting tribute to the memory of

her slain defenders.

""Let no wanton foot tread rudely on

such hallowed ground. Let pleasant

paths invite the coming and going of

reverent visitors and fond mourners.

Let no vandalism of avarice or neglect.

no ravages of time testify to the present

or to the coming generations that we
have forgotten as a people the cost of

a free and undivided republic.

"If other eyes grow dull and other

hands slack, and other hearts cold in the

solemn trust, ours shall keep it well as

long as the light and warmth of life

remain to us.

''Let us. then, at the time appointed

srather around their sacred remains and
garland the passionless mounds above

them with the choicest flowers of spring-

time : let us raise above them the dear

old flag they saved from dishonor: let

us in this solemn presence renew our

pledges to aid and assist those whom they

have left among us. a sacred charge

upon a nation's gratitude.—the soldier's

and sailor's widow and orphan.

''II. It is the purpose of the Com-

mander-in-Chief to inaugurate this ob-

servance with the hope that it will be

kept up from year to year while a

survivor of the war remains to honor
the memory of his departed comrades.

He earnestly desires the public press to

call attention to this order, and lend its

friendly aid in bringing it to the notice

of comrades in all parts of the country

in time for simultaneous compliance

therewith.

"III. Department Commanders will

use every effort to make this order

effective.

"By Command of John A. Logan,
"Commander in Chief.

"X. P. Chipmax. Adjutant General."

€\)t Pulpit.

"The Great Unknown/
1

By Eev. G. H. Kice.

Comfort ye. comfort ye my people, saith

your God.—Isaiah xl:l.

Nowhere in the Old Testament has the

spiritual concept of God risen to such
lofty heights, nowhere have such amaz-
ing expressions of tenderness and com-

fort been made, as are found in this

wondrous prose-poem written by the

great unknown prophet-patriot of the

Babylonish captivity, called by us the

Second Isaiah.

From the opening words. "Comfort
ye. comfort ye my people, saith your
God." to the closing vision of the new
heavens and the new earth revealing the

universal worship of the Lord on the

holy mountain of Jerusalem, the suprem-
est heights of religious imagination are

revealed in a dazzling succession of word-
paintings setting forth the beauty of

Zion. the power of God. the praise of

worship, the sanctity of man. the glory

of religion, the mission of the church,

the redemption of the world, the uni-

versal reign of peace. It outranks in

sublimity of expression all other prophe-

cies in the Old Testament, places its

author on the highest pinnacle of lit-

erary and religious fame, and invests

his personality with a power that after

twenty-five centuries of speculation is

still a theme of increasing interest.

Xo wonder that its appeal to the in-

spired genius of Handel was so resist-
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less ! No wonder that from it he evolved

the world's masterpiece of oratorio, thai

no audience can listen to its effective

presentation without emotion testifying

In the power of the aria, "I know that

niy Redeemer liveth," and being in-

stinctively brought to its feel when the

majestic strains of the Hallelujah chorus
seem to rend the veil between earth and
heaven and reveal the glories thai siir-

i ound the throne of God !

When we consider the condition of

humiliation and suffering in which Israel

was plunged when the words of this

majestic prophecy were writ 1 en, it adds
fresh wonder to the genius of its author

that he was enabled, out of circumstances

so depressing, to weave the glorious hopes

and coin the deathless promises that

make this prophecy so remarkable. ( )ther

great national epics have sounded the

praises of heroes and marked the tri-

umphs of conquest. They have taken

the national life at its highest flood and
in immortal song glorified its permanent
progress.

But such were not the times or cir-

cumstance that stirred the soul of this

great unknown prophet to its deepest

depths. The theme that appealed to

him was the translation of Israel out

of her helplessness and captivity. The
exaltation of despair, the rejuvenation
of defeat, the apotheosis of sorrow,

—

these were the ground-work of his theme,
from which he reached his splendid
climaxes of national restoration, religious

supremacy, world-wide and undying in-

fluence. It mattered not to him that the

light of Israel's greatness under David
and Solomon had been eclipsed by the

captivity in Babylon; that light was to

be restored in more than all its original

refulgence. It mattered not that Israel

had fallen into religious apostasy; she

was to carry the revelation of God to the

entire world and become a house of

prayer to all nations. It mattered not
that the old covenant had been broken
and Israel had perished as a nation: a

new covenant was to be made which
would bring Israel once more into

league with God; captivity would give
way to freedom ; the temple would be
rebuilt and the ruins of defeat be con-

verted into triumph. These were some
of the visions that filled his mind, but

in order to have them realized it was
first essential that the captive people be

roused to a belief in them.
With what adroitness and pathos does

he address himself to this task! The
people are slaves, utterly weary and
despondenl. They have ceased to have
faith in God. The power of Babylon
encompasses them. The conquering fig-

ure of Cyrus looms in the distance. He
is benl on the conquest of Babylon

; but
what if he succeeds? Would it mean
deliverance for Israel, or only a still

more hopeless captivity? Would the

God they had abandoned still rescue

them '! Yes, provided they might once
more proclaim their allegiance to him,
revive their consciousness of him, and
become impressed with their power and
destiny.

And so, in some of the tenderest words
that ever fell from mortal lips, they
hear the proclamation, "Comfort ye,

comfort ye my people, saith your God.
Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem and
cry unto her that her warfare is ac-

complished, that her iniquity is par-

doned; for she hath received of the

Lord's hand double for all her sins."

What a proclamation was this, made
to people who felt that they were with-

out hope in the world ! It was the first

word of comfort that had come to them
during the exile. It roused them out

of their apathy; it fixed their attention

upon the bearer of the strange but glad
tidings, who, with all the impassioned
eloquence of which he was the unrivalled

master, then proceeded to set before them
his spiritual concept of God. With some-
thing of irony and scorn he arraigns

the powerlessness of the idols of Baby-
lon; he contrasts their weakness with
Jehovah's strength; he calls upon the

wretched captives to lift up their eyes

to their God who giveth power to the

faint and increaseth their strength so

that they shall mount up with wings .is

eagles; they shall run and not be weary
;

they shall walk and not faint. With
thrilling words he depicts the omnipo-
tence and glory of the God they had for-

gotten in their sorrow and calamity. He
revives in their consciousness the sense

of his presence with them; and then, in

phrases exquisitely beautiful and tender,

he ;iddresses them in personification as
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the suffering servant of Jehovah: "Be-
hold my servant, whom I uphold; mine
elect in whom my soul delighteth : I have
put my spirit upon him: he shall put
forth judgment to the gentiles : a bruised

reed shall he not break : the smoking flax

shall he not quench : he shall bring forth

judgment unto truth. He shall not fail

nor be discouraged, till he hath set judg-
ment in the earth; and the isles shall

wait for his law. I, the Lord, have called

thee in righteousness and will hold thine

hand and give thee for a light of the

gentiles to open the blind eyes, to bring
out the. prisoners from prison and them
that sit in darkness out of the prison

house. . . . New things I declare ; before

they spring forth I tell you of them. '

'

What marvelous words to be addressed
to a body of discouraged and heart-

broken slaves ! Never, before or since,

were such words spoken in such circum-
stances. No wonder that their effect

was electrical and that Israel became
assured that the hour of deliverance was
at hand. Their belief was rapidly real-

ized. Cyrus, the Persian, the only man
outside of the Jewish pale recognized in

the Old Testament as "the Lord's Shep-
herd" or "the Lord's Messiah," was
destined to bring it about. His conquest
of Babylon forms one of the most dra-

matic events connected with ancient war-
fare. It put an end to the kingdom of

Nebuchadnezzar, whose glory has ever
since been hidden under the dust and
ruins of the ages. It established the

power of the Medes and Persians. It

freed the Jews from their captivity and
by the decree of Cyrus 50,000 of them
went back to Jerusalem, taking with
them the golden vessels of the temple
service, which Nebuchadnezzar had de-

spoiled.

It fulfilled the great prophecy which
we are considering, and while it only

partially accomplished the restoration of

the Jews to any degree of political pres-

tige, it assured to them that religious

supremacy which no rival of ancient

times was ever permitted to overthrow.

It changed the heart-broken lament,

"We hung our harps upon the willow

and wept as we remembered Zion," into

the exultant chorus, "Arise, shine, for

thy light is come and the glory of the

Lord is upon thee."

Who was the author of this peerless

prophecy? The most that can be said

about him is that he was "a scholarly

and patriotic Jew, unswervingly loyal to

his belief in God, retaining amidst the

horrors of the captivity an undimmed
faith in ultimate deliverance." He felt

that the first essentials towards bringing
about such deliverance were the revive-

ment of courage, the reawakening of the

consciousness of God, and a firm belief

not only in the power but in the cer-

tainty of God's will to effect their re-

demption. It was a sublime concept to

appeal to their courage and faith by
personifying the captive people as the

suffering servant of Jehovah.
There is no parallel to this concept

in the world's literature. It stands by
itself unique. That in all of its essential

features it was personally realized in

the life of Jesus seems self-evident. But
it is irrational to suppose that the writer

had anything else in mind than the Is-

raelites whom he was distinctly address-

ing. Any other supposition divests the

personification of its evident purpose and
neutralizes the mission imposed upon
the people. It is only by assumptions
impossible of verification that this per-

sonification has become popularly ideal-

ized as having its literal fulfillment in

Jesus. That was an error easily believed

during the uncritical and credulous times

that gave it acceptance. During later

times no single production has so ef-

fectually served to fasten this error in

popular belief as the "Oratoria of the

Messiah." The genius of music pre-

vails where critical scholarship fails to

win its way.
Handel took this flaming theme and

set its matchless words to music that has

belted the world with its harmonies. It

has so played upon the gamut of emo-

tion, appealed so powerfully to the

heart feelings, excited so vividly the

imagination, interfused itself so tender-

ly with the idealization of Jesus, that

the fact that it is not true as applied to

him has been largely lost sight of in the

exaltation that has been roused in its

presentation.

But the suffering servant of Jehovah

was no dim figure outlining itself upon

the dim horizon of the future; no Mes-

sianic dream to be realized aares after-
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ward: il was the chosen people then

and there in durance, personified as a

man despised and rejected and ac-

quainted with grief.—a man of sorrows
stricken of God,—wounded, bruised, op-

pressed, afflicted, brought as a lamb to the

slaughter, taken from prison and judg-
ment. It is easy to see how, in later

centuries, the Christians, reading into

the Old Testament the events of the

New Testament, seeking to substantiate

the doctrine of the vicarious atonement,

adopted this "prophecy" as one of the

most important pillars of the new faith.

But they imagined that they saw in it

more than was really there. Some of its

statements have no application whatever
to Jesus, such as the one which promises

"a share with the mighty in the spoils."

or that which promises to "wash out his

trespasses as a mist," or that which de-

scribes the suffering servant of Jehovah
as being "deaf and blind and exhorting

him to turn again unto the God whom
he had abandoned." There is no de-

scription of the perfect righteousness of

this suffering servant, such as has been
ascribed to Jesus and it certainly cannot

be considered as in any way derogatory

to Jesus that a mistaken claim concern-

ing him should be removed. His unique
perfection needs no fictitious supports;

and no honor can be rendered him by
violating the truth.

The fact stands clear that the writer

is here describing the actual sufferings

of Israel, and appeals to Israel in the

sublimest language of patriotism and
religion to stand steadfast in the faith,

to revive courage and belief in the

mighty power of God to deliver ; because
the day of redemption was at hand, the

renewal of faith was assured, the return

to Zion was promised.

A patriot-prophet whose love of

country no misfortune could dim, whose
belief in God no calamity could shake,

whose confidence in his people not even
apathy or apostasy could kill, proclaimed
il in words so potent, in visions so splen-

did, in beliefs so exalted, that they have
lived and will live so long as language
endures as the apotheosis of suffering

and the enthronement of faith.

He is called "The Great Unknown."
All that can historically be ascertained

about him is that he was one of the Jew-

ish exiles, a man of rare literary ability,

whose patriotism and religious zeal

stood firm amidst what seemed the most
hopeless conditions and that he wrote
his great work in or about the year 540
B. C., the concluding year of the exile.

He was the most brilliant of the proph-
ets, a literary genius of tlie first rank,

the highest exponent of what is called

"the theology of history." His monu-
ment is one of the world's masterpieces

of literature. Upon the canvas of time
his words are indelibly written; and
while no one can call him by name, "we
know him as our brother in the mystic

bonds of the spirit," and realize our kin-

ship with him in the universal truth that

out of suffering comes the deepest spir-

itual blessings of mankind.

* * *

My feeling is that any weakening of

the power of our great court is a

strengthening of anarchy, and therefore

of the worst of all tyrannies possible.

The history of mankind is before us to

show how republics have perished, and
no cause of such catastrophes recurs

more frequently than the interference

with the steady, strong rule of law dur-

ing gusts of public opinion originated

by irresponsible masses of people. I

speak reverently when I say that the

supreme court of the United States was
designed and created by the founders of

our republic in a moment of divine in-

spiration, that it is the great original

fundamental and central feature of the

constitution and that we interfere with

it at our peril.

—

Andrew D. White.

What we have a right to demand from
our religion is that it shall give to us

daily strength. It is not enough that it

should prepare us for death. It is a

mere paltry thing if it simply gives us

the power to evade the just penalty of

our sins on the day of judgment. It is

of use and value when it makes us strong

to do the common deed, to bear the daily

burden, and to make every day a day of

progress and achievement. —Paragraph
Pulpit

It is ever an abiding faith in the

ability to do, to overcome difficulties that

gives strength for noble realization.
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Charge by Horatio Stebbins, D.D.
[Given at the ordination of his son at Milton,

Massachusetts, in 1886.]

I am glad, sir, to have the oppor-

tunity to say a few words to you in the

presence of this people, who have paid

you the respect and placed in you the

confidence to ask you to be their min-

ister, and in the presence of God, after

the ancient and venerable custom of what

is called the charge, which is a reminder

of some things that a man like you will

always do well to consider.

First, let me congratulate you that

you have come to this ministry by the

growth and unfolding of your own ex-

perience, and not by overbearing coun-

sels or persuasions. My notion is that

the prime credential for this vocation is

a genuine love of human nature; a con-

viction glowing with enthusiasm that

human nature is the best thing God has

ever made, as far as we know ; that this

human world, with all its experience of

good and ill, and grief and victories,

is no lost world by any means, but the

theater of infinite power, wisdom, and

love, to raise up an eternal divine so-

ciety of beings that share the Maker's

glory, and find their sufficient reason

for being in his being. The man who
wants to be a minister according to my
view should have a special love for this

aspect of the world. There are other

things that are good—farming, mining,

building, mechanics, banking, literature,

—these are all good, and may be car-

ried on to the same great end; but the

minister, as we call him, should have a

special liking and love for human be-

ings; for simple, common, every-day

human nature and human life. I trust

that something of this sort has attracted

you to this vocation. And now that

you have come to this hour, let me give

you a few practical suggestions.

In our present state of being, our

bodies are the instruments of our souls.

Therefore, it is the part of wisdom to

reverence and respect the body as the

noble instrument of the mind. Treat

it well, -with firm and gentle kindness.

Check its waywardness, prick its dull-

ness, and shame its self-indulgence. Eat,

drink, and sleep well, and take such ac-

tive exercise as your natural tempera-

ment and constitution require, and do
not mistake violence for exercise, neither

the health of a horse for the health of a

man. Find out for yourself what is best

for you, and carry it out in your own
way. In the matter of exercise, manage
to get it in cheerful ways; not taking

as much as you can get, but as little as

answers the purpose, and avoid that

heavy physical weariness that degrades

the mind.
Manage your little affairs of business

and exchange with simplicity and com-
mon sense. I said treat your body with

respect and reverence, and now I say,

treat money so. Money is the symbol

of a great ethic ; and misconceptions,

frivolity, ignorance, and insincerity

about it are a source of some of the

heaviest calamities that fall upon men.
That which we must all have is not

evil, and men are rarely more innocent-

ly engaged than when industriously

making money. Therefore, while we de-

plore all human weakness, avarice, pas-

sion, pride, and self-will, let us never

speak contemptuously of money, or han-

dle it frivolously.

Live within your means, and be benifi-

cent. In regard to your habits and ways
of working, they are so much a matter

of personal ingenuity and skill that to

go into any details of direction would
be quite useless. One or two general

hints may be good. In your studies,

work with a purpose and an end, but

give yourself also a playground of desul-

tory reading, in which you may catch

the aroma of literature and have a kind

of bowing acquaintance with the noblest

and loveliest minds.

According to my view, what a minister

wants is a resume of human thought, a

knowledge of the fortunes of the human
mind in the past, and a lively sympathy
with the spirit and activities of the

present, To put it in the briefest style,

he wants to know the thought and ac-

tion of the human world, that his mind
may be a seed-plot of principles and

methods, so that, when any theory of

human things is presented, he may be

able to discern its affirmations and its

negations. In theology, use your pure

heart and your common sense freely and
coiirageously ; and then if you do make
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a mistake, it will be a true human mis-

take that God can sympathize with, and
no monstrous crocodile thought that lie

can only pity and grieve over. I treat

theology ;is a branch of philosophy,

and f confess that there is no depart-

ment of philosophy that so wins inc.

yet tries my feelings. If half the theol-

ogy that has been written is true, God
has been engaged since creation was
begun in doing what would ruin the

reputation of a respectable business man.
And it would have ruined His reputa-

tion were it not for the inextinguishable

heart of man that has protested against

it. Therefore, be bold, sir, to trust your
own pure heart and your common sense;

and don't be sarced because your mind is

not made up on everything; there are

some things concerning which to be pos-

itive is sure evidence of a sterile mind.
You cannot cultivate the whole domain

of truth in one summer. Plow up a

part of it, then, and let it lie fallow;

let sun and wind and rain, and day and
night rest on it. Get into relation with

Jesus of Nazareth as best you can, re-

siled fully, reverently, without intruding
on him, and never claim an acquaintance
thai don't exist, for the reputation of it.

Let your relations with him be square.

upright, sincere, simple; do not treat him
with weak sentimentality and sickly piet-

ism, as if he could not stand on his own
feet, nor carry heavy trouble; but speak

his name with the ring of honor and the

revering modulation of love. Cultivate

your imagination to restore his period,

—

to walk with him in company with the

family to the synagogue (when the doves
were cooing on the roofs of the cottages

and the sunlight east quivering shadows
through the olive trees) ; on the shore of'

the lake where the millstones lay on the

ground, when he told the men of the

time that it were better Eor them to

he weighted with one of those, and sunk
In the bottom of the lake, than to casl

a blight upon a spotless hearl ;
in Solo-

mon's Porch, amid the throng of the

temple. Or see him amid moonlighl
shadows, withdrawing himself to spend

the nighl in prayer, lie will grow upon
you, beyond the limitations of his earth-

ly form; and his spiritual being will

bloom in your heart, the "awful dawn"
of a possible humanity.

The special field of your work is among
this people; and while you are alive

to all human interests and sympathize

with every vocation, you cannot do

everything.—you will work in your line

of human good. I charge you by all

means to cherish pure and simple rela-

tions with the poor, and cultivate kingly

manners that can go into lowly doors

without being embarrassed and without

embarrassing the family; and by your
ways and manners toward all—high, low,

rich, and poor—show that human nature

is your field, and that while convention-

alities are convenient sometimes, they

can play no tricks with your spirit. If

this vocation has any mount of vision,

any height of observation, it is that em-
inence of thought and pure moral insight

from which we see and know that the

chief distinction of any man is that he

is human. Learn this, and you are at

ease in all company, a son of consolation

in time of sorrow, a genial gladness in

days of peace.

Do not let your social talent lead you
astray. I preach no asceticism, no mo-
nasticism. Bring your contribution to

pleasant occasions. Enter with hearty

and true feeling into all that is cheer-

ful and good-natured ; don 't be eternal-

ly useful, but sometimes let go and be

ornamental. Yet, I charge you to cherish

the ability to be alone ; cultivate solitari-

ness—the lone study, the lone thought

—

the lone God.
You may have heard it said that this

parish is a peculiar parish. We always

hear that. It seems to be a phrase for

general use when there is nothing else

to be said. I don't think you need to

make any special preparation on account

of the peculiarity of this people, if the

people will excuse me for saying it.

Go right on about your business, just as

if you were a Christian, a man of sense

and discretion. When you come to your
duties here, go and see the people. Tell

them that you come on purpose for that,

and have not made an accidental call.

In all your intercourse with the people,

pay them the respect of assuming their

simplicity of feeling and purpose, and
don't be flying around like ;i feather in

a vacuum, but carry the weighl of an

earnest, serious, cheerful heart.

You will have some difficulties, and
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what we call trials. Do not whine about
the difficulties, nor be discouraged by
the trials. The only creatures that are
without difficulties and trials are pigs
and such other creatures as are most like

them. This world seems to be so made,
beset with difficulties and trials, to the
end that the works of God should be
manifest in us, that by consecrated will

and pure affection we may achieve a
greater good in our being. As a drop
of water by hydrostatic law will balance
the ocean, so the consciousness of duty
done will balance the world. And so, on
whatever cross we are stretched, if we
can say, "Father, I have finished the
work thou gavest me to do," we are even
with ourselves, even with the world, and
even with God.
The strong citadel of a minister's

mind, amid indifference around him, and
the consciousness of his own work, is

that in every man's inmost soul he has
an advocate with the Father, that says
amen to all eternal truth, and that his

own imperfect work partakes of the im-
perfection of all human things, and yet
the word of God shall prosper. The glory
and crown of this human world are re-

ligion, the spiritual and divine relations
of man, and it can never cease to be his

great social and personal interest, but
its influence is subtle, silent and un-
known. Take the long-minded view of
it, and do not be out early on Monday
morning to learn what people think of
your Sunday sermon. You will some-
times be depressed in regard to your
sermon, and somebody may make an
unkind criticism; but take the criticism
as good-naturedly as you take the
weather, and clear your mind with the
thought that a poor sermon is better
than most men practice and that honest
and patient work suffused with earnest
human sympathy and enthusiasm will

tell, and you may have no more trouble
about it than you do about the vernal
equinox.

Cherish your great convictions, stand
by your guns; don't apologize for those
great beliefs that were never reasoned
into you and can never be reasoned out
of you ; and don 't be thrown out of bol-

ance by the suspicion or doubt which
some men, abler, or more learned than
you, may cast on great spiritual verities.

Individual men are only segments of the
fill circle of human nature, varying from
thirty, forty-five, ninety to one hundred
and eighty degrees. "Whole areas are

wanting in some very highly endowed
men. I knew a very learned judge who
had not music enough in him to keep
time with a fife and drum; but is that

an impeachment of Beethoven? John
Calvin could ride all day amid the love-

liest scenery with apparently as little ap-

preciation of it as the beast he strode;

but does that wipe out the beauty of the

world, symbol of God's inaccessible per-

fection ? It is possible, if we may judge
from the posthumous writings of John
Stuart Mill, that if he had lived till

he was an hundred and twenty-five years

old, he would have attained some of those

great convictions concerning God and
the soul which nearly every pure-minded
woman has before she is forty.

It would seem as if Mr. Robert Inger-

soll could laugh a whole town out of their

faith, and yet, so utterly wanting is he
in what is called the historic sense, that

he cannot appreciate his great-grand-

mother, who had a superstition concern-

ing the influence of celestial bodies which
led her to plant her garden in the first

quarter of the moon. Respect the opin-

ion of other men, and if any man says

anything that requires you to re-examine

the foundation of your faith, do it, and
thank him who compels you to do it.

But remember that when a man— any
man, philosopher or Egyptian— ques-

tions the great moral and spiritual reali-

ties of being, the probability is that he

is color-blind in that domain, at least

ninety degrees of human nature are

wanting in him.

One more thing I want to say, and let

me say it quickly, lest I weary you with

much speaking: Our office and privilege

as Christian ministers and teachers is to

idealize the real. The pattern is forever

in the Mount. Some minds get weary in

the sockets of their wings, drop to a

lower level, and begin to play upon the

senses. I do not think that you are par-

ticularly disposed to take up sensational

methods. But if it ever does cross your
mind to take a short cut, and storm the

senses to carry the soul, quit here, go

join the minstrels, get the management
of a circus, whip elephants, tame alliga-
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tors, keep house with a lion and a tiger,

sharpen the wit of a striped clown, and
do a Legitimate business of curiosity, fun,

and Eear; but do not stand here, do not

be here, for any other purpose than to

appeal in all your bearing and speech to

the reason, the intelligence, the faith, and
the love of men and women.

I commend you to the Almighty Be-
ing in whose hand w-e live; and without
intruding here the personal tie that binds

us, I commend you confidently, and with-

out anxiety to your fellow-men.

* * *

Our Universities Contrasted.

In Putnam's Magazine, ^lr. Henry
Holt tells of a visit to Stanford Univer-

sity and the University of California,

and contrasts the two in the following

manner: "There could hardly be a

greater contrast between two establish-

ments for kindred purposes. I under-
stand, however, that the kindred pur-

poses are pretty well differentiated

—

that Natural Science leads at Leland
Stanford, and the Humanities at Berke-
ley. Stanford is mapped out on a plain

;

Berkeley is tumbled in almost at hap-
hazard on rolling ground which has
barely enough level spaces here and
there for the buildings. Berkeley has,

running through the grounds, little

wooded canons and, if I remember
rightly, brooks; Stanford would hardly
give water a chance to run down hill.

Stanford riots in formal gardening;
Berkeley glories in untamed Nature, or

at least in Nature tamed only far enough
to help practical uses. Stanford with its

universal yellow building-stone, being
what Altera calls 'too glaring'—espe-

cially on the open plain—to be sure of
approval by her and other superior

persons, is nevertheless one of the archi-

tectural glories of the earth: while
Berkelev's buildings have all colors tbat
brick and wood can take, largely veiled
by foliage, and no architecture, unless

tbat of tbe Greek Theatre, that rises to

the neighborhood of glory. Stanford's
cbief structures illustrate the ideas of
the last half dozen centuries worked over
in Boston: Berkeley's cbief structure is

a motive over two thousand years old.

The Stanford schemes are all wrought
out in stone; the Berkeley theatre, in

plaster. At Stanford the names oftenest

heard would probably be Speneer and
Darwin: a1 Berkeley, Sophocles and
^schylus. The total impression left by
Berkeley is that of the self-denying

struggle that true education has long

had to make in a world given over to

baser interests, while the impression left

by Stanford is one of magnificence

—

perhaps the greatest magnificence yet

shown through the new tendency of the

powers of that practical world to ally

themselves with education, and to their

own greater development."

6 * *
Chilorcn'0 Brpartmrnt.

Conducted by Rev. William Day Simonds.

Give the Boys Room.
Birds from their nests in the wildwoo'l are

flying

Hither and thither—a rapturous throng;
Eagerly, gladly their young pinions trying.

And higher extending their flight and their

song.

Out in the fields—amid Nature's dominions

—

Gaining an insight to wonderful things,

Free as the birds on a?rial pinions,

Give the boys room to develop their wings.—Josephine Pollard.

Vacation Thoughts.

For the faithful Sunday-school teach-

er and worker, vacation is a period both

of rest and reflection. Of rest from
labors that if pleasant sometimes weary
one, and of reflection upon the coming
year of responsibility and duty. No
sensible worker is satisfied with results

thus far obtained. The whole vast sub-

ject of child instruction is under search-

ing review these days, and we have pro-

ceeded just far enough to know and feel

our ignorance. We are in the stasre of

experiment. We are asking not so much
for theories as for new methods adopted
and desirable results achieved.

Tt is, therefore, in confidence that we
are rendering a real service to the faith-

ful few who read the Children's De-
partment, because it deals with their

problem,—the greatest of all problems.

—

that we publish the experience of two
earnest men who have dealt first-hand

with the religions training of the young.
The experience of a father in his own

home and with his own daughters, ami
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the experience of an earnest and talented

minister with a class of boys who, under
usual conditions, would be anywhere
rather than in Sunday-school. To these

experiences your attention is directed.

HOW I EDUCATE MY DAUGHTERS.

Children are natural pietists. They
are affectional beings, and to such a

degree that they love all amiability as

soon as they apprehend it. Goodness,
gentleness, sincerity, love.—these they
scent instinctively and without blun-

dering.

At first, to a child, parents stand for

God. home for heaven, and nature for

the Bible. They cannot in the begin-

ning of life get knowledge out of books.

They get at the heart of God through
the hearts of their parents, their own
hearts, and the heart of things.

In accordance with these views and
feelings I have permitted my children

to develop naturally in piety. I have
told them whence they were, and whence
all thimrs were : that all that was lovely,

all that was good, all that was pure, all

that was pleasant and helpful to them,
were from Him and for them,—His gifts

to them that they may become wise and
good and happy. Beyond this I said

little. They did not need that I should
tell them more. I was not sure that I

bad more to tell.

When the older ones came to the

knowledge of words, and could learn

wisdom from words. I told them of a

book in which were printed the teach-

ings of the wisest man that ever lived:

that his name was Jesus : when ho was
born and of what race, and in a simple
way the story of his birth. T told them
that be was called the Christ and why.
and that the religion bo established was
called Christianity, and that it was the
religion of their parents and their coun-
try, and that by bis words and manner
of life he gave the best illustration of
his religion ever given to men ; thai

many bad tried to explain it better but
had never succeeded, and that T bad no
greater wisb in their behalf than that
they should know what Jesus said and
did and shape their own conduct in har-
mony with bis teachings, and follow the

example of his life.

This, then, briefly stated, is what I

have done touching the religious educa-

tion of my children. Through parental

love, through a sweet home life, through
a nourishing food supply, the loveliness

and the glories of nature, they have
come, by natural process of thought and
growth, into the knowledge of and com-
panionship with their Creator.

Murray.

a word from the berkeley sunday-
SCHOOL.

It may be some encouragement to

Sunday-school workers to know that

boys from the ages of thirteen to fifteen

can be interested in the methods of the

Higher Criticism and find a real pleas-

ure in following them out. This winter

I have had such a class, numbering
about a dozen, and, with no induce-

ments save the interest of the Sunday-
morning hour. I am happy to note that

no class in the Sunday-school has been
more regularly or faithfully attended.

Boys at the period of adolescence are

characterized by intellectual curiosity

—

they "want to know." and if the work
they pursue in the Sunday-school sets

them to thinking for themselves, if it re-

quires that they do a certain amount of

investigating and come to conclusions

which have the interest of discoveries for

them, then no urging is required to hold

them to their tasks. The failure to in-

terest the class of boys of whom I speak,

in Sunday-school work, results, I think,

from the mistaken notion that it is the

part of the teacher to pour information

into them rather than to lead them on to

the discovery of facts.

Our subject has been the life of Jesus,

and no sub.iect is better fitted to the

purpose. "We have the four records of

that life, all more or less conflicting, and
a first-rate opportunity is offered for set-

ting the wits of a class to work.

I have not required home work, but
have found the twenty-five minutes of

study in class sufficient to read all the

varying accounts of the particular sub-

ject, to point out clearly the differences.

to suggest a development in the story if

any is manifest, and then to put them to

the task of informing me as to which
account is probably nearest the fact, or

what the fact underlying all accounts
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might have been, and of giving me the

reasons that lead them to their conclu-

sions. It is interesting to note how
clearly boys can think, and what excel-

lent Biblical critics they make with a

little guidance, and it is gratifying to

see how great their interest in the life

of Jesus is when they discover it for

themselves after this fashion.

I have asked the boys at the end of the

course what they thought of the life of

Jesus as a study, and their enthusiastic

replies have led me to feel that the feel-

ing of hero-worship has been awakened
in them at just the right time, and that

they will go on, as a result, to get more
and more of the influence of the per-

sonality of Jesus as they grow older. I

am also confident of another thing, and
that is that they can never be led astray

by any of the allegorical methods of in-

terpreting scripture such as are current

in Christian Science and mystic cults,

where the natural method of treating

the Bible has been followed by them at

such an early age.

Never was it as easy for the church to

instruct its young in the beginning of

Christianity as at present, when the

method for all of us must be the stim-

ulating one of discovery.

This is but a word out of my year's

experience, and I hope it may be sug-

gestive to some one who is also strug-

gling with the difficult and all-important

problem of religious education.

John Howland Lathkop.

9 9 9
jftelD fLQtCti.

Berkeley. — The month has gone
quietly with the Berkeley church. It

is vacation season, and many of the peo-

ple are out of town; but the opening
of the University Summer School on the

22d of June has brought hundreds of

students to Berkeley for six weeks from
all parts of the Coast. All church ac-

tivities are suspended except the Sunday
morning services, which have been well

attended. Mr. Lathrop is taking his

vacation with Mr. Snow of Palo Alto

in the Giant Forest. On June 7th the

Rev. Mr. Ebina, of Tokyo, one of the

leaders of liberal Christianity in Japan,
preached ; on the 21st the pulpit was
supplied by Dr. W. W. Lovejny. of Oak-

land, who was recently admitted to Uni-

tarian fellowship; and on the 28th, by
the Rev. Clarence Reed, of Alameda.

The Rev. Earl M. Wilbur will preach

on the first two Sundays in July.

Los Angeles.—It is with deepest re-

gret that the First Unitarian Church
learns of Dr. Howard's decision to go

to Stanford University the 1st of Sep-

tember. During their stay in Los

Angeles Dr. and Mrs. Howard have made
for themselves a secure place in the affec-

tions of this congregation, and they have

done much toward increasing the mem-
bership, which has more than doubled

since they came.

On Sunday, June 7th, Dr. Howard
preached the baccalaureate sermon be-

fore the graduating class of the Pacific

College of Osteopathy, the members of

the class attending the church in a body.

The sermon was on "Searching for

Truth," and while it covered a wide

field, it was made to especially apply

to the occasion.

Sunday, June 14th, was "Rallying

Day," and a very good congregation

was in attendance to hear Dr. Howard's
sermon on "Unitarianism. " It is

greatly desired that this sermon shall

be printed, as it would be a valuable

addition to Unitarian literature of ref-

erence. It makes one glad to be a Uni-

tarian.

The Men's Unitarian Club, which has

during the year had a monthly banquet

and meeting in the church, closed their

year with a "ladies' night" Friday,

June 12th, on which occasion the

Woman's Alliance served a chicken-pie

supper, with other good things in abun-

dance. Over two hundred were in at-

tendance and it proved to be an exceed-

ingly enjoyable social occasion, of which

during the past year there have been

too few in this church.

Portland, Ore.—There have been, to

speak only of specific incidents, at least

two encouraging features in our work

here the past year: First, the ready and

hearty way in which the people re-

sponded in the payment of the street-

paving bill of about twelve hundred dol-

lars; second, the action of the trustees

and society in calling an assistaril min-
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ister, Mr. Nehemiah A. Baker. Mr.
Baker's acceptance has already been

published in the Pacific Unitarian. Mr.
Baker has had thorough training in

Meadville for four years. During the

summer vacation a year ago he supplied

the Pittsburg pulpit. He is now spend-

ing a few weeks in his home in Everett,

Mass., prior to beginning his work here

July 1st. His coming will greatly in-

crease the working efficiency of this

organization.

San Francisco—First Church.—The
regular church vacation will be taken

during the month of July. Mr. Leavitt

feeling the need of escape a little earlier,

made it quite complete by taking

steamer for Honolulu. It is hard to go

on land beyond the reach of the tele-

phone, but wireless calls are not yet ap-

plied to ministers' duties. He was fort-

unate in the variety and ability of his

supplies. President Wheeler discussed

very encouragingly the question of the

"Decline of Religion," and, after en-

lightening his hearers on what religion

really is, quite satisfied them that it

could not decline.

On the second Sunday, Rev. W. M.
Guthrie, of the First Presbyterian

Church, preached a sermon on "Barna-
bas," which was unanimously com-
mended as a model of what a sermon
should be. It was in matter and manner
convincing, helpful, and uplifting.

On the third Sunday Dean "Wilbur

very impressively contrasted the distinct

meanings of "Thy will be done" in the

Lord's Prayer, and "Thy will be done"
at Gethsemane, and set forth the two
thoughts of active effort and passive

surrender.

Dr. Jordan was to have been the

fourth substitute, but he was called East
and his place was taken by Professor
Murray, of Stanford University, who
drew his lesson from the life and char-

acter of Paul.

The usual church activities are quies-

cent, and even Mrs. Presson has taken
a vacation. With August there will be

resumption all along the line.

Santa Barbara.—As the church year
draws to a close we naturally look back
to see what has been done or left un-

done. The number of visiting ministers

who have preached for us has been
larger than usual, and minister and peo-

ple have gained pleasure and profit from
their services. We have had Rev. Mr.
Marsh, of Lincoln, Neb.; Rev. G. W.
Stone two Sundays; and Rev. Mr.
Wendte, Rev. Mr. Reccord, and Jenkin
Lloyd Jones, once each.

The parish supper and meeting for

business in January were well attended
and much interest expressed. Twelve
new members united with the society at

that time.

The Sunday evening Bible class, con-

ducted by Mr. Goodridge, has continued
through the year, and will doubtless be
continued next year.

The Browning Club has finished its

fifth year with no abatement of interest.

The Women's Alliance has had the

largest average attendance, both at the

study class and sewing meetings, at any
time during the last seven years. The
Christmas sale, our only effort at money-
raising, was as successful as usual. The
expense of the "Paragraph Pulpit" for

three months in a morning and an even-

ing paper was met by the Alliance. This

received a cordial greeting from many
outside as well as inside the church, and
we hope that others who have not ex-

pressed themselves gained at least a

momentary uplift in thought and per-

haps a juster idea of what our church
stands for. The "Church Door Pulpit"
is one of our most effective means of

spreading our gospel of good news. One
of our earnest laymen has found great

interest awakened by Savage's "What
'clock Is It in Religion ? '

' several copies

of which he has distributed.

The Sunday-school has the largest en-

rollment and the best attendance for

some time. Indeed it increases every
year in numbers, and it was especially

gratifying to the teachers and superin-

tendent that many of the pupils did not

wish to close for vacation. The system
of "honor books" has been continued,

and is doubtless a help in keeping up
the attendance. We have no paid teach-

ers, and we could find no better ones

even if we offered them a salary. It

has seemed best to hire a pianist this

year. The older girls of the Sunday-
school have snng in the choir, repeating

an experiment which was tried a few
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years ago. Circumstances were not alto-

gether favorable then, but tins year the

result has been most satisfactory. Be-
sides leading- the hymn singing- they

chanl a response to the prayer, remain-

ing in their scats and unseen by the

congregation.
Like mosl Unitarian ministers, Mr.

Goodridge gives some time and attention

to town affairs. He is secretary of the

Board of Trustees of the Public Library,

and helpful in various other directions.

He gave the address to the graduating

class of the High School at Santa Maria
on June 2d, and on June 19th gave a

talk on "Starr King" to our G. A. R,

post of that name in celebrating the

twenty-fifth anniversary of its founding.

This is the record of some of the

things done
;
those left undone who could

record ?

San Jose.—On Sunday, June 21st,

three persons connected themselves with

the church. Others will unite after the

summer vacation, which begins after the

second Sunday in July.

Seattle.—The interest in the church
continues unabated. Although so many
of our members have gone to their coun-
try lmmes for the summer, their places

are mere than filled by newcomers, who
seem very much interested. Mr. Powers
gave five excellent sermons during the

month, of which two were of especial

interest. "A Religion for Mankind,
The Coming Faith," and "The Larger
Brotherhood."
The addresses by university professors

given before the adult class of the Sun-
fhiy-school continue to interest a large

number each Sunday, being upon live

topics and open to discussion.

On May 20 the minister reviewed
"The Barrier," by Rex Beach, and, by
request, re-reviewed "Brain and Per-

sonality." by Dr. W. Hanna Thomsen.
These book- reviews are well attended and
afford much pleasure not only to the
ladies of the church but to many of the
teachers in our public schools.

The Woman's Alliance has elected the
following officers for the ensuing year:
President, Mrs. L. S. Rowe. re-elected:

Vice-President. Mrs. O. F. Hutchinson:
Secretary. Mrs. 0. France: Treasurer.
Mrs. Jesse K. AYhilmore.

May Tlh Mrs. Mary Webster and Mrs.

G. B. McCulloch gave a reception for the

Indies of the church, which was enjoyed

by a Large number.
May 11th a musicale at the home of

Mrs. Rose Simmons, the program ar-

ranged by Mrs. Mary Carr Moore, netted

$23 Tor the benefit of the P. 0. Mission.

Another of the "Mile of Pennies"
socials was given May 18th. A pleasant

evening was spent, and eigthy-seven feet

of pennies added to the organ fund.

The music, under the direction of Mr.
Boardman, the precentor, with Mr. Relf

at the organ, gives much pleasure to the

congregation and adds much to the

beauty of the service.

The Young People's Fraternity gave
their annual May party on May 15th.

it was a success both financially and
socially.

Spokane, "Wash.—The Universalist

congregation united with us for the

morning service of May 7th, and their

minister, Rev. A. C. Grier, preached the

sermon. This was a return of the visit

paid to their church by the Unitarians

in January.

The Alliance is preparing to do its

share in the union Christmas shop, to be
conducted by over twenty churches next
December, and one of the committees
gave a picnic dinner on June 17th at

Natatorium Park, to raise funds for the

purchase of materials.

The recent meetings of the Alliance

have been well attended. The ladies me1

at the new home of Mrs. M. B. Gardner
on June 8th and brought a gift of cut-

glass as a token of personal regard and
of appreciation of Mrs. Gardner's loy-

alty to the society.

Among the Rev. Mr. Fuller's recent

sermon topics were: "The Larger Hope
Revised." "Religion and History.

"

"Homesick in Heaven.*' 'Absolute
Wealth." "Life and Vision."

The church will be closed during July
and August, nine Sundays, and Mr. and
Mrs. Puller plan to repeat their camp-
ing trip of last summer, at Priest Lake,

in the Cabinet Range of Idaho. Ar-
rangements have been made by which
Mr. Puller will devote all his time to the

church in the fall.
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This department conducted by William MaxwelL
[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-

rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,
the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

Sin and Society. An Analysis of Latter-Day
Iniquity. By Edward Alsworth Koss, Pro-
fessor of Sociology in the University of
Wisconsin. With a Letter from President
Eoosevelt. Boston and New ^ork: Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Company. $1.00.

When it is said that President Eoosevelt has
placed the stamp of his approval upon Professor
Boss's book, about all is said of it that need be
said. To be guilty of a poor epigram, the pro-

fessor writes with a big stick. Although one
of the leaders of economic thought in the
United States to-day, the author's style is any-
thing but academic. The volume is virile rather
than polished in its method, forceful rather
than conventional in its manner of expression.

To quote the writer's preface: "This book
deals with sin, but does not entreat the sinner

to mend his ways. It seeks to influence no one
in his conduct. It does seek to influence men
in their attitude toward the conduct of others.

Its exhortation is not Be Good, but Be Rational.

To modify conduct one touches the heart. To
modify the judgments on conduct one speaks
to the intellect. The latter is the method of
this book. It aims to enlighten rather than to

move."
President Eoosevelt says in part, in his letter

to Professor Boss concerning this book: "With
almost all that you write I am in full and
hearty sympathy. Your book is wholesome and
sane, and I trust that its influence will be
widespread."

Karl Marx. Biographical Memoirs. By Wil-
helm Leibnecht. Chicago: Kerr & Com-
pany. 50 cents.

Karl Marx was born May 5, 1818, at Treves,
the oldest town in Germany, dating back to the
days of the Eomans. His father was a Jewish
lawyer; his mother came from a line of Hun-
garian Jews who, like her husband, descended
from a long line of rabbis, who had settled in

Holland in the seventeenth century. The family
name was Mordechra, but the grandfather
adopted the name of Marx. About the time of
Karl's birth his father became a Christian. The
son never forgave this, deeming it a slight to
his race, although he was as much of a material-
ist as his father, and cared nothing for the re-

ligion of his ancestors.

In 1841 Karl Marx graduated from Bonn,
acquiring distinction in history and philsoophy.
From the first he was a radical, and in this he
was encouraged by his wife, Jenny von West-
phalen, a young woman of the nobility. In 1843
Marx went to Paris, and met others who were
dissatisfied with existing political conditions.
Among these new friends was Frederick Engels,
who was to become the other self of Karl Marx.
It was in 1847 that they issued "The Commer-
cial Manifesto." For this they were forced to
flee to Brussels, and then to London—the pole

star of all European political exiles at that

time. Here Marx and his family suffered un-
told privations. They lived in his rooms, suf-

fered sickness and even death. Finally Marx
became the London correspondent for the New
York Tribune, and the £4 a month it brought
ameliorated their sufferings considerably. In
London, Karl Marx wrote that Bible of Social-

ism, "Das Kapital," or "Capital," as it is com-
monly called in England and the United States.

This work gave the Socialists a scientific work-
ing hypothesis upon which to build their

theories, something they had until then lacked.

The private life of Karl Marx was singularly

pure and beautiful. He was a loving husband
and father. He was not a Jew of the modern
commercial type, but one who showed develop-

ment on the intellectual side only. He was, as

it were, the embodiment of such a spirit as is

found in the Hebrew prophets, save that he had
no religion except his own economic views, if it

be possible to call them a religion.

Karl Marx died in 1882.

Materials and Methods of Fiction. By
Clayton Hamilton. With an Introduction

by Brander Matthews. New York : Baker
& Taylor Company. $1.50.

Mr. Clayton Hamilton, whose scholarly dra-

matic criticisms form such an instructive and
interesting part of each number of the quar-

terly Forum, is the author of this book. To
those who are fortunate enough to have fol-

lowed Mr. Hamilton's reviews of the current

drama, the statement that he is author of "Ma-
terials and Methods of Fiction" will be recom-
mendation enough. To those who have not
been so fortunate, suffice to say that his abili-

ties as a critic of the stage have placed him
among the best half dozen judges of the

contemporary drama in America, and that in

the book Mr. Hamilton has just finished he
demonstrated that he is equally able to discuss

and analyze those forms of fiction that express
themselves in narative form, the short story and
the novel. The author has approached his sub-

ject seriously, and from the exhaustive treat-

ment it has received it demonstrates that

before setting himself to his task long and
thorough preparation was made.
A brief essay on the short story, by Professor

Brander Matthews, of Columbia University,

serves to introduce Mr. Hamilton's text. Chap-
ters among which are those bearing titles such

as these indicate the character of the volume:
"The Purpose of Fiction," "Eealism and Eo-
mance," "The Nature of Narrative," "Plot,"

"The Study of the Short Story,' and "The
Factor of Style."

Literature and the American College. By
Irvine: Babbitt. Boston: Houghton, Mif-
flin & Company. $1.25.

Five or six essays, all more or less related,

appearing from time to time in different pub-
lications of recognized literary worth, with a

sufficiency of new matter introduced to give

them a sort of unity, have been published under
the above title by Professor Babitt. The author
regrets that the old love of "the humanities,"
which once formed so large a part of the courses
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of American colleges, and which made primarily

for culture, is fast being overshadowed, if not

stilled, in the intellectual life of the colleges

and universities of the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. The greater numlier of college

students of to-day have bul one object in ac-

quiring an education, and that is, to secure

something thai will return a good interest on
the time and money spent in acquiring it. The
mad pursuit of the doctor's degree for the

pleasure, honor, or both, it gives its possessor

to write it after his name, instead of attempt-
ing to assimilate and re express what that

degree should represent, is also criticized

sharply. "The source hunter," who believes

thai he is studying literature when he traces

what is given him, in the name of letters, to

its fountain head, without ever once asking him-
self whether his investigations are worth while,

or whether it is, after all, literature, receives

his share of condemnation. Such a student may
be thoroughly familiar with the inflections of
obscure Gothic verbs, and yet be indifferent to

the deeper 7neanings of Dante, Chaucer, or

Shakespeare.
Tt is but fair to the American college, how-

ever, to say that doctors' degrees are not giver

to encourage creative literature, but that re-

search work and literary criticism may be con-

ducted systematically. Few indeed are they
who will be helped towards gaining powers of
literary expression by continuing academic pur-

suits beyond the years of undergraduate study.

But the number, who by so doing, will obtain
a comprehensive survey of what has already
been accomplished in literature, and who may
possibly obtain such a knowledge as will enable
them to .judge fairly and impartially of the

worth of what others have produced, will be
measured.

The Naturalization of the Supernatural.
By Frank Podmore, Author of "Modern
Spiritualism," "Studies in Psychical Re-
search," "Apparitions and Thought Trans-
ference." New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons. $1.50.

Mr. Podmore's "The Naturalization of the
Supernatural," which the Putnams have .just

published, is a skillful and scholarly present-
ment of an able materialist, whose main con-
clusions are those of an intelligent scientist.

After tracing in a lucid and vigorous style the
history of the spiritualist movements, the au-
thor gives some rather surprising exposures to-

gether with explanations of some of the ghost
stories which have hitherto been accepted by the
followers of psychical research as incontrovert-
ible. Mr. Podmore has written an intensely
interesting book and has certainly been
successful in exposing many frauds.

The Cambridge History of English Litera-
ture. Edited by A. W. Ward, Lift. D.,

Master of Peterhouse, and A. R. Waller,
M. A., Peterhouse. New York: G. P. Put-
nam's Sons. Price per volume $2.fi0.

The second volume of "The Cambridge His-
tory of English Literature" has ,iust made its

appearance under the title "To the End of the
Middle Ages." This history of English letters

will certainly henceforth for many a long
year be the one work of its kind quite indis

pensable to the student. When completed it

will cover the whole course of English literature

from the origins 1o the close of the Victorian
age. Each division will be the work of a
writer who has been accepted as an authority
on the subject, while the editors will retain the

responsibility for the character of the work as
a whole. The list of contributors includes
American as well as English and Continental
scholars.

The work will appeal to readers in general
as well as to the literary student. Facts that
have been duly verified rather than surmises
and theories, however interesting, form the
foundation of the work. Controversy and par-
tisanship of every kind arc scrupulously
avoided. It is believed that the work will

furnish a comprehensive, strictly accurate, im-
partial, and impersonal study of the develop-
ment of the English language and literature.
"The Cambridge History of English Liter-

ature" will be in fourteen volumes of about
(i00 pages each. Subscriptions received for the
complete work by Mrs. Mary B. Presson, Uni-
tarian Headquarters, at $31.50 net, payable at
the rate of $2.25 on the notification of each
volume.

The Next Step in Evolution. By I. K. Funk.
New York and London: Funk & Wagnalls
Company. 60 cents.

A most suggestive and inspiring book is this
little volume by Mr. Funk, now in its fourth
edition. The argument in this book assumes
that we have capacities for truth which tran-
scend the senses. Too close attention to the
physical sciences often dulls and sometimes de-
stroys all appreciation of music, painting,
poetry; the faculties that have to do with
these things become atrophied. Yet their king-
doms are real, but there has ceased to be that
within which responds. Many have eyes but see
not, ears but hear not.

As the author says: "If there is not that in
the reader which responds to the argument,
quite likely this book is not for him. I simply
express these truths as I understand them, not
stopping to give syllogistic reasons. They are
true to me." This small volume should have
a wide reading. It will appeal strongly to the
idealistic mind.

Goethe's Faust: A Study in Socialist
Criticism. By Marcus Hitch. Chicago:
Kerr & Co. Cloth 50 cts.

Mr. Hitch contends that much of Goethe's
writings are related to the economic foundations
of the society in which he lived and wrote. In
proving his contention, the author has written a
very interesting little volume, which demon-
strates the relation of the Socialist movement to
art and ethics.

Stories of the Struggle. By Morris Win-
chevsky. Chicago: Kerr & Co. 50 cts.

These are strong stories full of dramatic in-

cidents, dealing with the life and hardships of
the working class.
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g>parfcs.

Truthful.—Small Boy—I want some

medicine to reduce flesh. Drug Clerk—

Anti-fat? Small Boy— 'So, uncle —
Judge.

pR00F .

—

Mrs. Eastend—You '11 not

find me difficult to suit. Nora. Nora

(the new maid)—I'm sure not, ma'am;

I saw your husband as I came in, ma'am.
—Pittsburg Observer.

His Charity.—Closefist—No, sir; I

respond only to the appeals of the de-

serving poor. Openhand—"Who are the

deserving poor? Closefist—Those who
never ask for assistance.

—

Tit-Bits.

"He called me a coward because I

would n 't fight him. " " Yes ? And what

did you say?" "I called him a coward

for trying to fight with a man he knew
was afraid of him."

—

Cleveland Leader.

The Lack.—Knicker—There are plen-

ty of books telling how to save life while

waiting for the doctor. Bocker—Yes.

What we need is one telling the young

doctor how to save life while waiting for

the patient.

—

Harper's Bazar.

In Her Favor.—First Little Girl—
Your papa and mamma are not real

parents. They adopted you. Second

Little Girl—Well, that makes it all the

more satisfactory. My parents picked

me out, and yours had to take you just

as you came.

—

Chicago News.

"I was a little surprised." observed

the new minister, "to see your husband

get up and walk out of church during

my sermon." "It's just as well you

mentioned it," replied the lady. "I

ought to tell you that my husband often

walks in his sleep. "—Pick-Me-Up.

A man was going down into the New
York Subway, and, the stairs being wet

and slippery, he lost his footing, slipped

to the bottom, and, as he went down,

tripped a lady, who fell into his lap.

When they reached the bottom, she was

a little dazed and did not immediately

get up. Whereupon the man politely

remarked, "Madam, this is as far as I

go."

LIST OF BOOKS ON SALE

At Unitarian Headquarters.
Post-

Price, age.
Freedom and Fellowship in Re-

ligion $1 00 $0 22
Edited by Chas. W. Wendte.

Soul of the Bible 1 25 15

U. G. B. Pierce.

The New Theology 150 09
R. J. Campbell, M. A.

College and Man 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

Life's Enthusiasms 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

The Shepherd's Question 80 05
Burt Estes Howard.

The Temple of Virtue 1 25 09
Paul Revere Frothingham.

The Bible— Its Origin and
Growth 1 25 13

J. T. Sunderland.

Ralph Waldo Emerson 50 05
Edward Everett Hale.

Happiness 125 09

Carl Hilty. Translated by
Francis G. Peabody.

The Way to Happiness 1 25 09

Thomas R. Slicer.

The Message of Man 60 05

Stanton Coit.

Living Largely 75 06
Charles G. Ames.

One Upward Look Each Day. . 75 06

J. T. Sunderland.

A Martineau Year-Book 75 06
Arranged by F. L. Weaver.

Minister's Hand-Book 75 05

M. J. Savage.

Anchors of the Soul 1 25 09

Brooke Herford.

Tides of the Spirit 1 00 09
Selections from Writings

of James Martineau.
Albert Lazenby.

The Understanding Heart 1 00 09

Samuel M. Crothers.

Apples of Gold 1 00 10

Selected Verse.

C. B. Beattey.
"True American Types" series. 60 06

Cap'n Chadwick.
John White Chadwick.

Father Taylor 80 06
Robert Collyer.

David Libbey 60 06
Fannie H. Eckstorm.

Channing's Works 1 00 24
New and complete edition.

Four American Leaders 80 08

Charles W. Eliot.

Letters to American Boys.... 80 08

W. H. Carruth.
Sources of Our Knowledge of

the Life of Jesus 1 00 10

Paul Wernle.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

God or Man? A Brief Examination of the

Doctrine of the Deity of Jesus Christ.

By Herbert H. Mott.

The Divine Meaning of Life.

By Richard W. Boynton.

Bringing Immortality to Light.

By Charles E. St. John.

The Thirst for the Living God.
By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.

The Interpretation of Life.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Divinity of Jesus.

By Alexander T. Bowser.
The Worth of Enthusiasm.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
Why Unitarians Observe the Lord's Supper.

By John W. Day.
What Think Ye of Christ?

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Jesus of the Gospel and the Jesus of

History.
By J. Estlin Carpenter.

A Brief Account of Unitarianism.
By Brooke Herford.

Twentieth Century Revelation.
By Edward D. Towle.

The Fatherhood of God.
The Brotherhood of Man.
The Leadership of Jesus.
Salvation by Character.
The Progress of Mankind Onward and Up-
ward Forever.
By Charles E. St. John.

A Statement of Unitarian Belief.

Seeing Jesus.
By Frederic H. Kent.

From the Old Faith to the New.
By Five Ministers.

A Little Catechism.
The History of Unitarianism in the South-

ern Churches.
By Arthur A. Brooks.

What Is It to Be a Liberal in Religion?
By Charles W. Wendte.

The Story of the Resurrection of Jesus.
By Joseph May, D. D.

Wonderful Hope.
By Charles F. Dole.

Church-Going.
By Hon. George F. Hoar.

The Fulfilment of Citizenship.

One Hundred and Fifty Laymen on Church
Attendance.
Lewis G. Wilson.

Human Nature.
Rev. George W. Stone.

The Christ Child.
Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Man.
Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Christ Spirit.

Rev. Reed Stuart.

Prayers.
By Rev. Reed Stuart.

The Religion of Fear or the Religion of Joy.
By Henry Wilder Foot.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the
American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the
Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building
meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.
Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a
book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the
women of the Unitarian churches for mis-
sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,
Worship, and Service."
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the
Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.
Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent. Mr. C. L. Stebbins.
Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and
commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
"Look for the Watermark."

UNEQUALED FOR BUSINESS
CORRESPONDENCE

Manufactured for

BONESTELL, RICHARDSON & CO.
California's Leading Paper House

473 to 485 Sixth Street.

Geo. H. Murdock C. Percy Murdock

GEO. H. MURDOCK <^ SON

INSURANCE

FIRE — MARINE— LIFE—
ACCIDENT— LIABILITY

Room 91 Bacon Block Oakland

LAKE TAHOE
LAKESIDE PARK
E. B. SMITH (S. CO., Proprietors

Hotel, Cottages, Livery, Furnished Tents and
Lakeside Camping Grounds. The

Popular Family Resort

SEVENTEENTH SEASON OPENS JUNE 1st

For illustrated booklet and terms address

ARTHUR M. HILL, Manager
Stateline P. O., Lake Tahoe, Cal.

C. A. Murdock & Co.

"MURDOCK PRESS"

Printers for Particular People

and Others

68 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

Fisher C& Co. ono

HATTERS AND
FURNISHERS

728 Market St San Francisco

W.W. MONTAGUE £8, CO.

STOVES, METALS,
IRON PIPE, MANTELS,

GRATES AND TILING

Manufacturers of

STAMPED CORRUGATED IRON

TURK AND POLK STREETS
San Francisco California
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the Minister's Study of the First Unitarian Church, corner of Geary

and Franklin Streets.

ORDERS FOR BOOKS SOLICITED. If not in stock, all such

promptly procured from publisher, without extra cost, and at lowest retail

rates.

ORDERS FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL SUPPLIES filled with as little

delay as possible. Catalogues furnished on application.

ALL TRACTS published by the American Unitarian Association, and
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The value of thorough scientific train-

ing, aud the growth of respect for theo-

retical knowledge based on demonstrated

facts is well illustrated in a recently re-

corded instance of a farmer's son who
took a college course in agriculture.

When he finished his studies he told his

father lie proposed trying out what he

had learned in a position offered him.
'

' Why do you want to go away .

7 Why
not take our farm ?

'

*

"I am willing to. if I can have full

charge and do just what I please."

This presented a trial to the father,

for he was the most successful farmer in

the community, and did n 't really want

to let go, but he was a wise man, and

he said. "All right: go ahead."

The young man took over the manage-

ment. His father reported the result to

a friend.
'

" The first thing he did was to hitch

three horses to the plow. I had never

done it. nor heard of it. but I saw right

away it was the thing to do. Then he

took much more trouble in getting

strong and clean seed than ever I had

done, and the result was that the first

year his crops were far better than mine

ever were. The next year they were bet-

ter yet. Our neighbors began to copy his

ways, and now the farmers round here

get fifty thousand dollars a year more

out of the ground than they did before

my boy went to college."

And yet there are human moles who

say we are suffering from too much
education.

for the ideal he has chosen ought to be

indifferent to praise or blame, and to

feel nn resentment or disappointment if

no appreciation is expressed or evidence

of success is apparent ; but most of us

are sufficiently human to be pleased

when we win the approval of those whom
we respect and they are moved to ac-

knowledge it, A friend writes, "Would
you like to know that I am enjoying

very much the Pacific Unitarian .?

There is good reading in it—not because

it is Unitarian, for I care nothing for

sectarianism, as you know, but because

it—or so much of it—appeals to the

common need. Life is so hard, so cruel

to most of us, that we care nothing for

controversial religious (?) literature.

What we want above everything is the

strong, helpful, inspiring word that

shall give us courage to Jive, and to bear

our burdens with a smile : next to that,

something to stimulate thought. And
that is what I find in large measure in

your Pacific Unitarian."

This is cpioted. not as evidence that

the publication is appreciated, but from

satisfaction that in some degree the pur-

pose that inspires it is realized. It ex-

presses very well the platform on which

we stand, and it affords us the oppor-

tunity to say that the Unitarian position,

as we see it. is not one of controversy

and not sectarian. The interrogation

mark after the word "religious" is not

misplaced if it is intended to imply that

there can be no controversial religious

literature.

Eeligion and theology are often used

interchangeably in a way that contrib-

utes to confusion. There can be no con-

troversy as to religion, though there is

room for much gain in agreement as to

what it really is.— in what it really con-

sists. Religion in a broad sense is life

inspired by devotion to the highest and

best. Latimer's vision was not obscured

by theological fog when he said, "For

religion, pure religion, standeth not in

wearing of a monk's cowl, but in right-

eousness. justice, and well-doing."

Let no one speak contemptuously of

theology. It is a noble science. We need

the clearest and truest conceptions of

God and of our relation to him. which

are possible to the human mind, but let
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the saints and scholars search, differing

where they must and agreeing where

they can. We can use our judgment in

choosing whom we will follow, but the

essential thing is to compass the right-

eous life,—to strive unceasingly to be

true to oni- best impulses, to bear life's

trials well, to complain sparingly, to

judge not too harshly, to be as cheerful

as we may, and to trust fully in the

goodness and wisdom of God.

Unitarians put this first, and to make

it secondary to any success of the Uni-

tarian church is to be false to its prin-

ciples.

It is with deep regret that we record

the closing, for a time at least, of the

Second Church of San Francisco. It has

had an honorable history, and been a

battlefield of many brave fights. It be-

gan with a courageous struggle for life,

and by dint of heroic sacrifice and hard

work it succeeded. It was in 18!)1 that

Rev. Thos. Van Ness during his super-

intendency established a mission, which

grew into a church. He served as the

minister until Mr. Wells was called.

After Mr. Wells's long pastorate Mr.

Sprague tilled the pulpit for a consider-

able period. Rev. Wm. Jay Hudson and

Rev. E. P. Dinsmore succeeded, and both

did n'ood work. About four years ago Mr.

Smoot was called, and a new lease of life

seemed gained. He was from the first

dearly beloved by his people, and every-

thing was bright and promising till the

greal calamity of April, 1906. The

church escaped the (ire, but was on the

edge of the burned district and suffered

very severely in many ways. The whole

character of its surroundings changed.

That portion of the city was practically

submerged by the influx of the burned-

out residents of the south side of San

Francisco, and became a cheap business

section. Then many of the parishioners

moved to distant parts of the city and

away from the city, so that, the old

guard who had been its sure defense

from the lirst were scattered, and it has

been harder and harder to keep up the

church.

Mr. Smoot preached his farewell ser-

mon on dune 28th, and its tone reveals

another source of weakness. Ms note

of despair is pathetic He feels that

the church itself is a good deal of a

failure in that it is losing its power

and is nol a leader in social reforms. His

loss of faith in the church and what it

must stand for if it is to be a church is

one cause of the failure of this particular

church. He has worked hard. He has

done all in his power to arouse his church

into action in relief of the wrongs he so

keenly feels, but he has not found that

the appeal to right social injustice and

economic wrongs is a sufficient founda-

tion on which to build or sustain a

church. Like the honest and honorable

man he is he has resigned his pulpit

and will no doubt take other means to

gain the end he seeks. He will preach

his gospel in some way. He will work

valiantly for the relief of his fellow-

men, and to urge the substitution of a

better economic social system, and some

way, some how, he will do good, for he

is good.

He is to be commended for turning

from what he has lost respect for. He
iioes out with the warm regard of all

who know him. He is a man in dead

earnest, but his interest is in socialism

and not in religion, and as long as it is,

his place is not in the pulpit, as he evi-

dently feels.

However one may differ in judgment,

there is something that stirs admiration

and pulls at the heart strings when a

man makes great sacrifice for a prin-

ciple. And when one turns to the suf-

fering in the world and dwells on thai

alone, it justifies almost any response to

the call it makes. There must be no
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censure for the man who does the utmost

his judgment approves to right the

wrongs he recognizes. To give up an

assured place and a high office at the

call of conscience and from a burning

purpose to serve a great cause is the

highest proof of character and deserves

our admiration and our sympathy. Each

soul settles its own course and deter-

mines its allegiance. Every honest,

earnest individual seeks the same end,

desires the same purpose, but we differ

in judgment. We discriminate and

place our faith and give our service va-

riously. The church has for its end the

promotion of righteousness, the quick-

ening and strengthening of religious

life, the bringing in of the Kingdom of

God. It has to do with the individual

soul and seeks to promote justice by

inspiring men and women with higher

ideals and greater love. It believes the

world will be better when the people

who compose it are better, and not till

then, and it knows of no better or

speedier way than patiently and persis-

tently working for that end. It has no

quarrel with those who place reliance on

some change of system or who forsake

all to bring it about ; but it claims equal

right to pursue its own course without

being charged with indifference or

judged as unsympathetic. C. A. M.

There is grave danger in these days

of economic intensity and of the domin-

ance of "Big Business," not alone of

losing one's money and one's good name,

but of losing one's moral standards and

one's sensitiveness to moral values.

We, in America, are rapidly gaining the

world, but it is a question whether we

are not gaining it at the expense of our

souls. We are becoming a nation of

animated cash registers and of incar-

nate stock-tickers. Our young men and

young women are being taught, by

direction and by indirection, principles

of conduct fundamentally unsound in

their ethics, and, because ethically un-

sound, profoundly immoral. We have

focused our eyes upon individual wrong-

doing, we have accustomed ourselves to

passing judgment upon flagrant and

overt sins, we have confined our attention

to grilling the personal vices of men.

But there is a far profounder immoral-

ity than that which crops out in the

superficial sins of individuals, an im-

morality that burrows down into the

heart of the social life and gnaws at

the foundation of society. We have

less to fear from the specific sins of

individuals than from the general policy

that dominates the social, political, and

business world. We have less to fear

from thieves and thugs and murderers

than from the subtle forces that are

poisoning the springs of ethical activity,

shielding graft behind the cloak of social

position and eminent respectability, con-

doning fraud by the flimsy excuse of the

"system," white-washing the dishonest

with a thin covering of good-fellowship,

or making the possession of some

"show" virtue of generosity counter-

balance a lifetime of greed and injustice.

In Tennyson's Idylls of the King,

there are two lines which are rather

startling when one first hears them

:

" God fulfills himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world."

Is it possible that virtue, on occasion,

may become a menace to a larger mor-

ality? Is it possible that the glitter of

an unimpeachable quality may blind the

eyes to gross and palpable evils with

which it is associated ? A little reflection

will demonstrate the truth of this mat-

ter. "The foundation of healthy, sane

life, and of right public law and gov-

ernment," as one has well said, "is jus-

tice. This is trite and platitudinous

enough, but it is dangerous to forget it.
'

'

Anything which lends to befog our

ideals of justice is a social menace. We
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arc in serious peril, in these days, of los-

ing sighl of rank and arrant injustice,

of unscrupulous greed, and of con-

scienceless indifference to ethical prin

ciples in the transactions of daily life

because our eyes are dazzled by the vir

lue of generosity. So Long as the great

captains of industry arc generous, they

need, not be just. So long as the great

political leaders are big-hearted, they

need not be fair. From whom much is

received, to him much is forgiven, and

the colossal fortune wrung from the

over-tempted consciences of public ser-

vants, or from the exploitation of de-

fenseless interests, is not scanned too

closely, if the possessor of it "recognizes

what the college presidents call The Re-

sponsibility of Men of Wealth." The

generosity of the unjust muzzles criti-

cism, and puts a gag in the mouth of

pulpit, professor and press, whose voices

might otherwise be raised in effectual

protest against public wrongs and

defects. B. E. II.

The problem of our time is, How are

men who are sons of God to live and

work together in one great human
Brotherhood? The question of the

Brotherhood of Man is the live problem

of the twentieth century, and here in

America humanity must come to its own
;it hist or fail.

Turn where you will, our problems are

those of human brotherhood, are there-

fore essentially religious, and cannot be

solved until this element is made cen-

tral. The question in 1784 was a ques-

tion of brotherhood,—how shall these

colonies with their diverse interests,

their petty jealousies and their animosi-

ties live together as one free nation?

The question of the Civil War was the

same,- Whal shall we do with these

slaves? What does brotherhood require

of us? The problem of education is the

same.—What does brotherhood demand

that we do for the ignorant and the

weak .' 'I'hc public scl 1 is our reply to

that, and no one doubts the wisdom of

the fathers. So, too, all the social and

industrial questions of the times are hut

oilier forms of this one fundamental

(pies) ion. How shall a great, mixed

population, diverse in race instincts, in

religious training, in political traditions,

in social and industrial conditions, live

together in human brotherhood so that

each shall have wide, unhampered oppor-

tunity to develop and live the best and

noblest in him? One of the greatest of

these questions, if the conditions of

humanity are to improve, is, How shall

we live together peacefully? "In these

piping times of peace" this may seem

trifling, but a few sturdy facts may
dispel that notion. And it is one which

concerns the greater question of the

Brotherhood of Man. Is that an irides-

cent dream?

I trust that as our fleet has swept

around America wTe have all felt the

good red blood tingle and glow, that we
have paid our meed of tribute and

patriotism, second to none, for what our

navy has done for civilization, and have

paused to ask, What shall it mean for the

future of man ?

The startling fact is presented by .Mr.

Carnegie that from the year 1496 B, C.

to 1861 A. D., a period of 3,357 years,

there were only 227 years of peace, or

for each year of peace during all that

time we had thirteen years of devastat-

ing war ; and yet we wonder why the

world has not improved faster than it

has—the wonder is that we have made

any progress at all.

The pecuniary burden,—to mention

only the least,—thus placed upon the

toilers is almost past conception. Just

to keep the armies of Europe on a peace

footing it costs $1,400,000,000 annually.

Oie-third of this is devoted to the pay-

ment of interest on old war debts ami
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one-third to the maintenance of military

equipment. Let the reader imagine what

would be the condition of private indus-

try if every man had to devote one-third

of his income to pay interest on old debts

and another to protect his business !

Let us make it more vivid for us here

in America, where we are supposed to

be on a peace footing. Not counting the

interest and the enormous pension bills

since the Civil War, it cost the United

States $3,418,000,000 to set free slaves

whose market value at the highest esti-

mate was only $1,200.000—a somewhat

costly transaction just from a money
point of view ! And all those who
have anything to eat and drink

and wear are paying that bill to-

day in increased cost of living. And
yet we are paying out more today

for military and naval purposes than for

civic advancement. When the results of

this Congress come home to us in taxes

we shall pay out 70 per cent for military

and 30 per cent only for civil purposes.

What might we not do for humanity if

we were to reverse those figures? We
do not feel it much, but each man,

woman and child has to pay $4.50

annually for this one purpose. We
spend no end of ink and paper and wind
when we endow a university with ten

million dollars, and say nothing when
we spend each year just to keep ready

to kill some one enough to establish and

endow thirty-six such universities.

Great as have been the work of the

army and navy in the past, and import-

ant as their place is now, if we continue

to spend more to inspire awe and fear

in other races than to cultivate intelli-

gence and character in our own we are

on the road to the worst kind of bank-

ruptcy— a bankruptcy of men. Facts

like the above are enough to make us

pause, to shock us into better judgment,

to make us consider the larger question

of brotherhood, to make us ask in all

soberness are we. too. to reduce the great

mass of mankind to the level of the old

world? Is the Fatherhood of God and

Brotherhood of Man but an iridescent

dream? Is the God of all the world to

fail? We shall see. and sooner than we

know. J. D. O. P.

The therapeutical work in Emmanuel
Church, Boston, appears to be upon a

scientific basis, and. we may well believe,

is doing '

' much good and no harm. '

' And
yet the foremost word to the churches

must be one of caution. The total

impression received from the writings of

the leaders of this movement makes the

undertaking appear to be easier than it

is. and so possibly may tempt ministers

into ill-founded and ill-prepared action.

Most ministers have never had scientific

training and have little capacity for

scientific thought : those who have the

requisite training and capacity are likely

to be over-burdened already with tasks

that are more nearly central to the pur-

pose of the church ; and in comparatively

few places would it be possible to find

physicians at once of genuine scientific

capacity and willing to co-operate.

On the other hand, the conditions

which practically prohibit the incorpora-

tion of systematic therapeutical work

into the organization of our churches

should not blind us to the good to be

gained by a study of this movement, and

of the facts and principles upon which it

is based. Such reading will tend to

establish clearly the radical differences

between the ''Emmanuel movement"
and other scientific systems on the one

hand and Christian Science or other un-

scientific and semi-scientific systems on

the other hand : it will enable the min-

ister to influence the physicians of his

community by personal word and by

commending to them such books as Pro-

fessor Paul Dubois's "Psychic Treatment

of Nervous Disorders," or the official
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book of the Emmanuel movement, "Re-

ligion and Medicine"; it will bring him

facts and principles that cannot but be

of service to him in his visits to the sick,

and in his thought upon many phases

of the problems incidenl to charities and

corrections: it may even add to the ef-

fectiveness of his preaching.

The possibilities of co-operation be-

tween minister and physician ought not

to be dismissed upon a priori views as

to their distinctive duties. Psycho-

therapy in so-called functional disorders

is likely to rank with modern surgery

and preventive medicine in the evolution

of medical science. In all functional

nervous disorders the moral element is

important, if not paramount. Between

"nervous system" and "mind" and

"morals" and "religion" there are con-

nections which make it almost impossible

to draw hard and fast lines dividing the

physician's part and the minister's part

in the world's work. Do the problems

of intemperance, drug vice, social vice,

quackery, child-labor, public health, and

all the charities-and-correction problems

belong exclusively either to physicians or

ministers? Co-operation between physi-

cians and ministers is necessary in all

these directions, so it may well be in

the profoundly important matter of the

nervous health of the nation ; although

such co-operation need not involve for-

mal organization in the churches, and all

such words as "clinics." "treatment."

and "healing" should be avoided.

W. G. E., Jr.

In order to put a stop to the large

and constantly increasing number of

doubtful so-called "mail-order" publi-

cations that have flooded the country

during recent years, the post-office offi-

cials have decided that papers and maga-

zines sent to persons not actually sub-

scribers, or to subscribers after certain

periods, must be paid for by the pub-

lishers, at the rate of one cent for each

four ounces or fraction thereof. While

The Pacific Unitarian is more than

willing to extend unlimited credit to its

subscribers, and resents mildly but firmly

the righl of the < rovernment to constitute

itself in this case a self-appointed censor

and collector, mild and firm protest is all

that can be done, and the new postal reg-

ulations must be obeyed, no matter what

constitutional rights of this journal or

of its subscribers are being violated. To

the honest newspaper and magazine, such

an edict is an undoubted hardship. But

at this time nothing else avails but to

obey the law.

The Pacific Unitarian asks, there-

fore, in the light of these facts, that all

subscribers who are indebted to this pub-

lication for six months or more will settle

such delinquencies at once. To force

this paper to pay additional postage on

numbers mailed to overdue subscribers

under existing conditions suggests add-

ing insult to injury, and leaves the busi-

ness department to the unpleasant choice

of being out of pocket for excess postage

with little hope of reimbursement, or of

adopting the equally unpleasant alterna-

tive of dropping the names of such

persons from the subscription lists.

* * *

Much so-called piety is very little more

than sickliness of soul. Many people

fancy that because they talk and worry

about the state of their souls, they are

giving evidence of being religious. It

is a mistake. They are simply troubled

by theological dyspepsia, not religion.

What they need is the tonic of clear-

sightedness and hard work. When they

become strong and active, they will not

think so much about their spiritual con-

stitution. It is only sickly people who

fuss ami worry about their salvation.

Those who are doing their duty in life,

and are helping others to live more easily

and nobly, have no time or inclination to

indulge any fears about being saved.
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If Eev. A. P. Reccord, of Springfield,

Mass., accepts the call extended by the

Los Angeles church, the Pacific Coast
will have cause for gratitude and be

open to warm congratulations. He
would be a distinct acquisition, and his

stepping into the place made vacant by
Dr. Howard's return to Stanford will go
far to reconciling us with the loss to us
involved therein.

During the summer vacation the inte-

rior of the Pomona church will be ex-

tensively improved. The walls and
ceilings will be redecorated, electric

lights will be supplied, and the pulpit

and seats modernized.

Rev. Geo. W. Stone is planning for a

separate organization to interest the

young people in the Santa Cruz church.

His address on July 12th was directed

to that purpose.

The church at Portland is to have an
assistant minister. Mr. N. A. Baker,

who graduated in June from the Mead-
ville Theological School, began his work
as Mr. Eliot's assistant on the first of

July. We remember that Dean Wilbur
came to Portland eighteen years ago in

a similar capacity, and we hope that

Mr. Baker may likewise become perma-
nently associated with our work on this

coast.

Over thirty years ago Judge Paul R.

Wright, whose death is referred to else-

where in this issue, became one of the

organizers of the Unitarian church at

Santa Barbara, and remained an in-

trusted member of the board of trustees

until his removal to Berkeley. He was
very highly respected in that commu-
nity, being looked up to as a man of

sterling integrity and lofty character.

Rev. Bradford Leavitt returned from
the Hawaiian Islands full of enthusiasm
for their physical charms, and the hos-

pitality and kindliness of the people.

His visit to the volcano was especially

impressive. After his return he spent

with his family a pleasant visit at Tahoe.
He resumes preaching the first Sunday
in August.

Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higgin-
son, of Boston, in reply to James
Creelman's late article on "America's

Trouble Makers," proclaims himself a
Socialist at least to the extent of urging
its study. He says : "I think Socialism
should be studied in every college. It is

vital to the interests of the country that
its people should look into this great
movement, which, I believe, has in itself

a remedy for many of the great existing

evils.
'

'

The Seattle church is consistently es-

tablishing its purpose to be of service.

The Sunday-school room will hereafter
be used for a sort of a free public li-

brary. Arrangements have been made
by the minister, Rev. J. D. 0. Powers.
and the board of trustees to have books
on various subjects on hand, and men
and women with idle time on their hands
can go there at all reasonable hours and
read. Writing materials will also be
kept on hand, so that those away from
home may conduct correspondence from
the church. A volunteer librarian will

be continually in attendance.

Chaplain Drahms, of the San Quentin
Prison, addressed the Unitarian Club of

Alameda lately, and contrasted the El-

mira Reformatory, where eighty per
cent are reformed, with the over-

crowded prison at San Quentin, where
1,674 are confined and little can be done
for them. He reports liquor as the

cause of about half the crimes, and
nearly thirty per cent are committed in

the saloons. The probation plan appears

to be working satisfactorily.

The Oakland Enquirer commends the

action of the late meeting of the Uni-
tarian Association in the matter of the

resolution pledging loyalty "to that love

of man, which, because it means uni-

versal brotherhood, works for inter-

national peace, honest government, the

suppression of child labor, and all forms
of industrial servitude, the lessening of

class distinction and of race prejudice,

and, in general, the upholding of the

dignity of man." It says editorially:

"There is a magnificent humanitarian

platform that is broad enough for every

Christian in Christendom to stand upon.

If the churches would get together in a

movement like that, what a tremendous
thing religion would be for the realiza-

tion of the kingdom of Cod on earth

here and now."
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The new Register of the Pacific Uni-
tarian School for the .Ministry lias just

been issued from the Murdoch Press.

It is ;i handsome pamphlel of forty-six

pages, containing, together with the reg-

ister Eor the pasl year, the annual

reports and the announcement of the

courses of instruction for the year to

come,—all of which should make inter-

esting reading for Unitarians on the

Pacific Coast and elsewhere. It is

noted that the standard of graduation

for those without a college diploma has

been raised from eighty to ninety units

of work: that two new courses of in-

struction in the Xew Testament have

been added: that Rev. John Howland
Lathrop, of Berkeley, becomes lecturer

in New Testament Theology; and that

increased provision has been made for

scholarships; and attention is called to

several pressing needs of the school,

which its friends are asked to help meet.

Co] lies of the Register will be sent to

any applicant, and to any one thought

to be a likely candidate for the minis-

try, upon request addressed to the

school. 2417 Bancroft Way, Berkeley.

The dedication of the Thomas Bailey

Aldrich Memorial in Portsmouth. N. H.,

on June 30th, brought together the most
remarkable gathering of theory celebri-

ties of any event of modern years.

There were Howells, Clemens, Dunne,
Trowbridge, Pane. Sanborn, Van Dyke.

Bartlett, Dole. Mead, Moody. Mabie,

Gilder, Higginson, and many others,

with Miss Jewett, Miss Proctor. Mrs. De-
land, and other notable women. Mayor
BTackett, Governor Guild, Hamilton
Wright Mabie, Colonel Higginson, Rich-

ard Watson Guilder. William Dean
Howells. Samuel L. Clemens. Thomas
Nelson Page, and others paid tributes of

respect and affection. The memorial
consists of the old Bailey Homestead
with all of its belongings and a fireproof

museum erected in the fine old garden in

its pear, wherein are stored a priceless

collection of manuscripts, autographs,

pictures, and first editions, mostly pres-

entation copies from all American
authors of note.

The following books have lately been

added to the Henry Pierce Library and
are available to the first applicants:

"Sin and Society." Edward A. Ross;

"Philosophy of Loyalty," Josiah Royce;

"Through '

Scylla and Charybdis,"

(ieorge Tyrrell: "The Resurrection of

Jesus ( 'hrist." Lake; " Discourse on Re-

ligion," "Matter and Spirit," "The
American Scholar.'" Theodore Parker

(Centenary Edition): "Dictionary of

Hymnology," John Julian, I). D. ; re-

cent numbers Hibberi Journal.

Presbyterian reflection on Congrega-

tionalism is jilmost amusing. "It is cer-

tainly a matter of historic irony.*' says

the New York Observer, "thai Andover
Seminary, which was founded in 1808

by conservative Congregational ists as a

bulwark against the growing influence

of the Harvard Divinity School, then

aggressively Unitarian, should now he

removed to a situation where it will

largely be influenced and dominated by
that divinity school. It will now be al-

most impossible to prevent Andover
from becoming Harvardi/.ed. which will

mean simply playing second fiddle to

the Harvard Divinity School, and being

influenced by the anything-wiTl-do-so-

long-as-you-believe it Harvard spirit. It

is to be deeply regretted that poor

Andover, reduced to a corporal's guard

of students, should now be added prac-

tically, despite all protestations of au-

tonomy, to the bailiwick of President

Eliot, to send out in future years a

string of young men who. without taking

the name, will many of them help to

"Tnitarianize and emasculate New Eng-
land Congregationalism, which, if it is

not Unitarian, is nothing."

Whatever is wholesome is holy. Such

is the new conception. Not always was

this the popular view. Once holiness

was something unnatural and unwhole-

some, as illustrated in the hermit life

of the monks of old. But to-day we
cannot consider such life to be holy or

even religious. We know that the man
who is living a natural, wholesome, full-

orbed, helpful life is much nearer our

ideal of the holy man. It is such holi-

ness that the Unitarian church endeavors

to develop in the lives of its members.

Paragraph Pulpit.

The Society for Christian Work will

hold its first meeting after the vacation

in the parish rooms of the First Uni-
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tarian Church, corner of Geary and
Franklin streets. Monday afternoon,
August 24th. The members of the Work
Committee have continued all-day ses-

sions during- every Monday of the vaca-
tion and will have about one hundred
aprons to their credit and ready for

the November sale.

Rev. Burt Estes Howard preached his

final sermon on June 28th. speaking on
the theme "A Unitarianism for To-
day."* It was a discourse bristling with
vital truths. "Unitarianism has a right

to live, not as the negation of an out-

grown metaphysic, but as the exempli-
fication of a positive and practical ethic.

To combat old creeds is the least of its

tasks, if indeed it be its task at all. To
criticise by creation, to demonstrate in

its own pure, high living the celestial

possibility of the human soul, to lead
men to divine heights of thought and
action—this is its sacred mission. If

there be not in Unitarianism a positive

residuum of spiritual truth at the heart
of it, after eliminating the unessential

and incredible, if there be not a great
taproot of moral affirmation which beds
itself in the eternal verities, then it de-

generates into a species of hypocrisy and
moral impotence worse than that against

which it has revolted. The world has no
need of a new church, but it does need
a new spirit, a quickening spirit in the

heart of the old. It is prophets the
age cries for. We have too many
preachers." In his parting words, the

pastor expressed satisfaction that in the

three years of his ministry there had
been no suggestion of discord in the con-

gregation. The membership had been
doubled, and the church was in a pros-

perous condition. "Show your loyalty

to me," he said, "by standing steadfast-

ly behind the work which I have tried

to do. Not by talking and grieving over
my departure can you prove the genu-
ineness of your regard for me or your
appreciation for my ministry, but by
bringing to fruition the seed which I

have planted. There is no reason for

being down-hearted. The work remains.

though men come and go. Duty still

makes her insistent demands, whoever
may chance for the moment to lead the

hosts."

The Alameda Argus notes the fact

that a few years ago a quartet of Amer-
ican born Chinese boys sang before the

Unitarian Club. It gives this record of

their present status: "Dr. S. Sing Young,
second bass, has since graduated from the

universities of California and Columbia
and is now. at twenty-four years of age,

president of the famous Tientsin Uni-
versity, where he has already won much
renown for his scholarly attainments;
and is the highest paid official for his

age in China. Chea Soo Lowe, who sang
second tenor, graduated from the Uni-
versity of California, receiving the de-

gree of mining. He is mining engineer

in charge of the mines of Sin Chein
province, also in Tibet. Mr. Y. Young,
M. A.. Universities of California and
Columbia, is doing research work in

England on the metals zinc and cobalt.

He is to return to Shang Tung Province,

where there are rich mines, and will be
entrusted with the development of the

syndicate property. His brother is

equally renowned; was senior scholar at

Yale in 1906 and is at present entrusted

with the translation of the German code
of laws into Chinese. Dr. P. M. Gee,

graduate in medicine in the University

of California, is taking a postgraduate
course at Harvard and is gazetted for

the army medical service in the imperial

Chinese army."

In his first sermon before All Souls'

Junior Church Dr. Stone maintained
that doing good is our first duty, and
losing one's soul simply means ruining

one's happiness by self-seeking. "God
makes no bargains." declared the speak-

er. "Live your best and do not let the

apostles of gloom, however sincere,

frighten you with the bogies and ghosts

of an outgrown theology. Find your
heaven in forgetting self, and you will

have heaven indeed." Dr. Stone de-

clared that the ideas of original sin. eter-

nal damnation, and vicarious atonement,

commonly taught in Christian churches.

are totally false and are driving young
people away from the churches.

Rev. Fred Alban Weil, of Bellingham,

being asked to send a word about his

summer vacation, writes, "Any cards

that I send out concerning it must bear

the words 'At Home'."
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Mr. Vernon Mosher Gady, graduate of

the Pacific Unitarian School for the

Ministry, having satisfied the Committee
on Fellowship for the Pacific States, is

hereby commended to our ministers and
churches. in accordance with the vote

of the National Conference, at the ex-

piration iiL' six months from the date of

his acceptance | May L'o, 1908,) by the

Pacific States Committee, he will be re-

ceived into full fellowship, unless, mean-
while, the Executive Committee shall

take adverse action. Earl M. Wilbur,
Thomas L. Eliot, Benjamin A. Good-
ridge, Committee.

Rev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale, chap-
lain of the United States Senate, in

addressing the National Alliance of Uni-

tarian and Other Liberal Christian

Women said: "All churches must main-
tain worship, but they must also be
ready in virtue, education, charity, and
hospitality. I believe this church is

equipped with three of these, but I be-

lieve no church in America has sufficient

equipment of education." This is a sug-

gestion worth thinking about. Nearly
every church is closed a large part of

the time. Comparatively few churches
utilize the equipment which they have
for educational work. Every church
auditorium ought to be available during
every day of the week for public lecture

courses upon civic, ethical, moral, and
sanitary or other healthful topics. In
California, where churches cannot be
utilized for pay entertainments, there

ought to be local educational bureaus
connected with every church, in which
membership payments and fees might be

arranged to cover the cost of such edu-
cational lectures and entertainments,

which could thus be open to the general

public.

In an editorial discussing "Religion

—

The Most Practical Thin-- in the

World," Appleton's Magazine for Au-
gust says: "The churches suffer from a

terrible blight, the blight of Sunday re-

ligion. You can't be religious on Sun-
day and irreligious on Monday. You
can't, any more than you can be a tall

man on Tuesday and a short one on
Wednesday. We talk of religion as if

it were a separate department of life.

We label it and bottle it and prescribe

it for use mi certain occasions. We par-
ticularly recommend it to old ladies,

children, and invalids. Religion is

either good for everybody, at all times,

or for Qobody at any time. We talk of

religious and irreligious men, but every

man has in him a spark of the divine
which he can either kindle into a living

flame or neglect until it is all hut extin-

guished. Religion is a spur to all that
is best in life, a spur to those things

without which life is not worth living.

A democracy must have religion as a

check on the one hand and a spur on the

other." Appleton's announces that it

will publish each month an article on
some practical phase of Christianity.

The first of these, by Rev. Charles F.

Aked, appears in the August number,
and is entitled "The Salvation of

Christianity."

Every woman member of the Unita-
rian congregation of Seattle is expected
to make at least six articles during the

summer for the bazaar that is to be held

in the church next December. Rev. J.

D. 0. Powers suggested this method of

getting the material for a first-class dis-

play and the women have entered heart-

ily into the scheme. The purpose of the

bazaar is to raise funds for the payment
of the remaining indebtedness against

the church, and the board of trustees

expects by this method to wipe out all

obligations. The church, as far as

preaching services are concerned, is

closed for the summer, but other activi-

ties will continue unabated.

This year's Grove meeting at Santa
Cruz will be held on Sunday, August
16th. Mr. Stone will preach in the

morning on "Public Morals," and, as

he is apt to say what he thinks, and quite

apt to think strongly on such a subject,

there will be no cooing-dove tones float-

ing up through the oaks that morning.

In the afternoon, laymen or ministers

will follow the key-note without flatting.

# « *

It is immoral to do clumsily that which

we ought to do skillfully, to do carelessly

that which ought to be don.' with con-

summate patience, to be satisfied with

ugliness when beauty is within reach.

—

Hamilton Wriglti Malm .
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ContributfD.

Death of Paul R. Wright.
By Eev. John Howland Lathrop.

In the death of Mr. Paul R. Wright,
in Berkeley, July 15th, we have lost
from our ranks one of those clear, stal-
wart minds wherein the strength of our
independent body lies. It is such men
as "Judge" Wright, with his fearless
freedom and conscientious thoroughness,
that makes our church, so few in num-
bers, as effective as it is. Mr. Wright
was born in Rome, New York, in 1819,
of rigidly orthodox parents and was in-
tended by them for the ministry. Early,
however, his independence of mind as-
serted itself, and the scrupulous con-
science which he inherited from his fore-
bears, together with the inability of
his brother to send him to college, as had
been planned, put an end to these de-
signs. After a year at St. Lawrence
Academy he went with his parents to
live in Illinois, where he taught school
for two years. He then decided to study
law, and entered the office of Edward
Harvey, in Elgin. Here he was made
assistant postmaster, then justice of the
peace, and later clerk of the Circuit
Court. In 1846 he married Mr. Harvey's
sister, Miss Emily G. Harvey, by whom
he had three children, two 'sons and a
daughter. He lived at Geneva, where
he became affiliated with a Unitarian
church for the first time, having by him-
self worked his way out of the orthodoxy
in which he was reared. His health
compelled him to move south and he
bought a fruit ranch at Cobden, forty
miles from Cairo. Here he remained
until coming to Santa Barbara in 1875.
At Cobden the inhabitants of all denom-
inations met weekly in what was known
as the Free Religious Association and
conducted services for themselves, tak-
ing turns in reading sermons from the
great preachers whom they most ad-
mired. Robert Col Iyer, who was then in

Chicago, used to send Mr. Wright the
manuscript of his sermons to read at

these meetings, and through Mr. Wright
Theodore Parker and other prominent
liberals were given a hearing from their

writings. During the Western Contro-
versy Mr. Wright, who was thoroughly
radical, was a strong supporter of the

Western side. In Santa Barbara Mr.
Wright remained in the active practice
of the law until he was eighty-one years
old, when the stress of work caused the
bursting of a blood vessel in the brain.
Mr. Wright was esteemed as a thorough-
ly reliable lawyer, a reputation which
makes his full and active life of highest
worth as an example. And with all his

duties his interest in religion and phil-

osophy found for him opportunity for a
wide and thorough knowledge of these
subjects. To a minister there is no
greater encouragement than such a
parishioner as Mr. Wright, who earnestly
sought to lay deep and solid foundations
for all his thinking and who above all

felt that interest in the welfare of an
institution demanded a faithful and
active participation in all its services.

He was both loved and respected by
those who knew him and has made more
honorable the company of devotees to

"the faith that makes faithful."

# -* *

A Religion for Mankind—The
New Catholicism.

By Eev. J. D. O. Powers, Seattle, Wash.

What does the Lord require of thee but to do
justly, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with
thy God?

—

Micah.
'

In a book just from the press Pro-

fessor Newman Smyth, one of our lead-

ing orthodox theological teachers and
writers makes three somewhat startling

assertions.

First, he maintains that Protestantism

has accomplished its mission and its

work in the wTorld. Its mission was to

protest against the intellectual and
spiritual slavery which had grown up
under the Roman Catholic church ; its

work was to free the mind to seek the

truth and to give it the opportunity to

grow in grace and wisdom and stature

as the plant grows and to liberate the

soul itself from the moral and spiritual

bondage which had developed under a

priesthood and an institution. No one

now doubts who has had open eyes that

that mission and work have been grandly

achieved for mankind— so thoroughly

done indeed that no backward steps will

ever be taken by society as a whole.

Second, he argues that in accomplish-

ing its primary task the Protestant
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church has itself losl its religious and
spiritual authority. Nor can any honest
man doubl this; i1 is but bold statement
of bald fact. And why not.' It met the
problem but half way and sought in

turn to dictate whal truth should be
accepted. The free mind and soul can
recognize no authority save thai of truth
itself, and the Protestant church in

stopping short of this has robbed itself

of its divine power and given religion

a minor place in the thought and life of

men when it should he the supreme
power. It has not only done this, but
it has done injustice to some of the

noblest members of society and it has
lost them. "A mighty throng- of states-

men, of lawyers, of doctors, of scientific

men, of readers and thinkers, have quite

deserted the chureh—a throng mighty in

their power not only over the present
but over the future. This Large and
valuable company may be seen going
away from the church. Not in the least

should the zeal of the pulpit be abated
toward the multitude, but toward the

educated class it is high time there were
flung out some kind of invitation that

might touch their intellects and their

souls.
'

'

Third, he asserts that there is coming
to the world a New Catholicism, which
shall seek and maintain those truths

which are fundamental and universal

and which must therefore unite the

world in one great brotherhood of faith.

This New Catholicism, he maintains, is

coming through the New Modernism,
which is so hated by the Protestant and
put under the ban by the Roman Catho-
lic. He goes so far as to believe that

even the Roman Catholic church itself

will be compelled by the rising tide of

modernism to accept the great funda-
mental truths about life as revealed by
modem science. It is not to he expected

that sects will disappear and that there

will be unity of belief, but we may rea-

sonably expect unity of faith, of inter-

ests, of spirit, and co-operation for the

uplift of mankind.

TTow radically and profoundly modern
science has undermined both Protestant-

ism and Catholicism may he seen in a

contrast of their teachings as to law

and righteousness in the universe ami
in life.

First —Religion has believed in and
taught a lawless universe run by magic
and miracle. Everywhere law may be
transacted and abrogated by God both
in the universe at large and in human
life itself, and multitudes still tding to

that teaching. Religion has moved for
centuries in an unreal world governed by
a whimsical, capricious, arbitrary Cod.
or by Satanic wiles. It has been a

miracle world, where the laws of the
universe and the laws of human life

could be set aside at any moment by
God or devil—a world of witches and
ghosts and hobgoblins and miracles

—

much of which still lives in our so-called

occult sciences.

Second—Science, on the other hand.
has discovered and revealed that "new
heavens and new earth wherein dwelleth
righteousness and law." which was seen
in prophetic vision by an ancient seer.

It has discovered that the empire of law
and order, of justice and righteousness
is eternal and universal. It has re-

vealed the fact that universes are held

in their orbits and in planetary systems
not by an arbitrary God but by an in-

finite law of gravitation, of attraction

and repulsion ; that the sad, bitter fact

of death is controlled and made divine

by the infinite law of conservation of

energy, through which no slightest or

ugliest atom of life can ever be destroyed

or lost to the universe: that this per-

plexing diversity is really a marvelous
unity, that star-dust, distant sun and
remotest planet are composed of the

same simple elements which surround
us; that motion, heat-rays. Roentgen
rays. Cathode rays. Marconi waves,

electricity, ether, et cetera, can he turned

by the will of the chemist or physicist

from one into the other without any loss

of power or energy, revealing that the

infinite and eternal energy is all one

and subject to immutable laws which
will obey our least behest when we be-

come its master through knowledge. It

was no vision of a disordered brain when
the old prophet saw a time when even

the very deserts ami waste places should

be made to blossom as the rose and

brine forth fruit in abundance, but it
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was an intuitive recognition of the fact

that the reign of beneficent law is uni-

versal and that man would some time
learn how to utilize all the forces of the

material world. The microscope, chemi-
cal science, bacteriology, and embry-
ology have revealed the most marvelous
and fascinating world of law and order
and beauty in colors of a butterfly's

wing, in a germ of protoplasm, in the

bacteria of disease, in the electrons of

an atom, in the yeast which makes our
bread, and have discovered with Emer-
son that " in the mud and scum of

things something always sings"; and
that that something is a divine element.

The telescope and the spectroscope have
swept the most distant planets and be-

yond the milky way, have tested the rays
of light and the elements which com-
pose other worlds than ours only to re-

port the same great world of order and
law and beauty till indeed we have "a
new heaven and a new earth wherein
dwelleth law and righteousness "— a

world which can be trusted from the

solid earth beneath our feet to the star-

dust seeking its home in infinite space.

Nor is this all. The long sweep of the

history of the ages of man, the com-
parative study of his moral and spiritual

and mental evolution as revealed in his

religions, in his political and educational

and social institutions, the more recent

revelations of psychology, a larger ap-

preciation of literature and science and
philosophy, must prove to any sane

mind that in the constitution and de-

velopment of man there is the same mar-
velous and even more fascinating world
of law and order and beauty which can
be trusted to produce divine results from
the lowest Hottentot to gifted Shakes-

peare.

Thus one by one every miracle and
witch and ghost and hobgoblin have dis-

appeared from the only place where they

ever existed—the brain of man, who,
unable to account for things mysterious,

adopted this explanation which has

caused such disaster and sorrow in the

religious world and stayed the tide of

progress for centuries. So too shall they

depart from the world of man's moral

and spiritual development as they have
from his mental life. It will be seen

that man's mental and moral and

spiritual growth proceed along univer-
sal and unchangeable laws, and laws
which can be trusted from the beginning
to the end—if end there be or begin-

ning. It will be seen that there can be
no place in such a world for the old

doctrine of atonement, that no power in

the universe can vicariously suffer the

result of another man's wrongdoing,
that no power in the universe can make
up the results of another's disobedience,

that neglect of mental or moral or

spiritual culture cannot be made up by
Christ ; that there is only one royal road
to power, physical, mental, or moral,

and that is along the broad highway of

the law which governs such develop-

ment, and any individual in the uni-

verse who obeys such law will grow in

grace and knowledge and wisdom so

long as he remains true.

What a wonderful universe it is in its

unity, its infinity, its sublimity. Mys-
tery still stretches out beyond mystery
as it files its solitary way up the stair-

way of life and trembles back again to

death and dust only to enter once more
on the endless cycle of life, "no less

than on the frontiers of that night

which barricaded the advance of knowl-
edge." But it is the mystery of the

unknown natural ; it is the realm of the

superhuman, not the supernatural and
unnatural ; and man to-day knows that

his endless search for knowledge and
power and life will be rewarded at last

and that mystery after mystery will ex-

ult to yield its lesson and secret to him
who will have it. Thus faith has a new
field, a new reason, "a universe of

lengthening vistas and lifting skies."

II.

Third — Thus by this scientific di-

vine revelation of the empire of law in

this and all worlds we have been carried

to a deeper appreciation of the empire
of righteousness, Tightness, which is the
empire of love in this and all worlds.
If the universe, if life, if atom and
planet, if physical and mental, develop
according to imperative law, then right-

eousness must be the all-pervasive prin-

ciple, coextensive with law, obedience of
which will lead to power and complete-
ness, disobedience of which will lead to

disaster.
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Unity and universality of law, unity

and universality of righteousness, here

are the cornerstones of the universe, of

life, of mora] as well as mental power,
of business as well as religion, which
have been rejected by the builder for

ages. We have now accepted them both

as they apply to the material universe

and to all of man's life save the moral
and spiritual. The hour has now come
for that. II' we are to convert and bold
the great world of thinkers and make
them active and enthusiastic workers in

and for the supreme interests of the

world, which are to be found only in

the imponderable and immaterial, in the

mental and moral, then we must affirm

that man's divine development proceeds

along orderly lines, that man comes to

complete stature and achievement only
by the royal highway of law and right-

eousness.

The vital and enduring power of what
we call religion is all stored away in

four simple words: God, Law, Right-

eousness, Love. If there were angels or

men living on the earth a million years

ago they had no more perfect law of

conduct than we find announced in that

word of the prophet, "What doth the

Lord require of thee but to do justly, to

love mercy, and to walk humbly with

thy God ? '

' And should there be men on
the earth a million years from now, they
will not be able to announce a creed

truer than we find in the words of the

Sou of Man. "Thou sbalt love the Lord,
thy God, with all thy heart and soul and
mind and strength, and thy neighbor as

thyself." The new spiritual and mental
riches which alone we can bring to these

new scenes and times is a new love of

God founded on a deeper and pro-

founder knowledge of the universe, a
new love of man founded on a wider and
more intimate knowledge of mankind, a

new devotion to the moral life because

we have come to know that that holds

in embryo all there is divine in man
and all there is eternal.

So this is what we plead for; not uni-

formity, for that would be monotony
and stagnation; not conformity, for thai

would lie death to the truth which makes
us free; but unity—not of belief, not

of opinion, but unity of faith, of spirit,

of aim. We can to-dav begin with the

unity of law and righteousness and rev-
eivnci things the most i dful and
about which there can be no debate
and on this common ground move
toward that unity of vision which is the

grand destiny of humanity. There may
be and must be varieties of opinion, hut

there may he and must be unity of fel-

lowship and love as we journey toward
the higher unities of the perfect life.

There may he and must be varieties of

belief, hut in it all and through it all

there is one God, one law, one righteous-

ness, one spirit, one love—which is the

religion which binds together our com-
mon humanity.

* * *

The Tramp.
By Edward G. Spencer.

Wise persons who get their wisdom
cheaply, and who bestow it lavishly upon
those who welcome it, as well as upon
those who do not, have summary reme-
dies for all our harassing social ills.

Social and political institutions are to

be safeguarded against destructive criti-

cism by restrictions upon the liberty of

speech; the criminal, the imbecile, and
the incurably diseased are to be forbid-

den to wed; and workmen who are dis-

satisfied with their wages are to be

starved into submission.

Much might be said by way of com-
ment upon the reflexive aspects of this

alleged wisdom, but that would carry us
too far afield. It has more obvious and
more humorous aspects of which one may
become possessed with the minimum of

mental effort.

There is food for entertainment as

well as for reflection in its fine disregard

for the stubborn facts of history and
of life; its incapacity to perceive that

the suppression of criticism is always

fatal,—not to the critic, but to the thing

criticized ; that wedlock is not necessari-

ly a condition precedent to reproduction
;

and that the starvation of individuals

is rare, and the compulsory starvation

of classes impossible so Long as earth

yields her increase and men have eyes

to see and hands to gather what is more
or less abundantly produced.

The conclusive answer to the program
of compulsory starvation is the tramp,

—
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a being who without labor, and without
responsibility, contrives to eat three sub-

stantial meals a day and often with sun-

dry "snacks'
7

between, to clothe him-

self with ample protection against the

rigors of even a northern climate, and
to travel by rail from one end of the

continent to the other without cost to

himself.

The tramp, in the personal aspect,

which is positive, and in the social pre-

sentment, which is negative, is a curious

and pathetic commentary upon civiliza-

tion and its adjustments. He is an ex-

ample of its failure, and an index to

its impotence. He is an outlying prov-

ince over which its influence does not
extend, and he is a menace to its health,

its peace, its prosperity, its life, against

which it is powerless to protect itself.

He is an outcast from society, evading
its obligations, defying its laws, and con-

temning its restraints; and yet he com-
pels society to feed him, to clothe him,

to shelter him. to provide his daily allow-

ance of alcoholic refreshment, and to

carry him whithersoever it is his will

to go.

The American tramp, like debt, dis-

ease, deformity, dissipation, destitution,

widowhood, orphanage, the negro prob-

lem, and the pension list, is a legacy of

war. Before the Civil War, if we may
believe Josiah Flynt. there were few
tramps in this country. In 1860, it is

said, there were practically none. The
disbanding of the two great armies at

the close of the war turned loose upon
the country a horde of men inured to

idleness, to hardship, and to irregularity

of habit in the military camp. Many of

these men took to the road, where they

became the nucleus of an army of men-
dicants, bums, and criminals which has

been recruited in various ways, and from
numerous sources until it now reaches

the impressive total of about 500,000.

The American tramp is unlike his

European counterpart in this, that he
is not so much a tramp. He is a prac-

tical economist who shrinks from the

needless waste of time and strength and
footgear which the primitive mode of

Locomotion would entail. lie walks when
he cannot ride, and he has acquired the

art of accommodating his necessities to

his inclinations in this particular to a

degree which would make him the ap-

propriate object of admiration were his

talents more honorably employed.
In the extent to which his use of the

railroad has developed, the American
tramp is a notable example of that pro-

gressive adjustment of the organism to

its environment which is so essential a

factor in the evolution of every form of

life. The railroad is not only his con-

venience, but, to a considerable extent, a

contributory cause of his existence. It

has moulded him and modified him in a

manner ominous of his survival, and it

has so baited and tempted the latent tend-

encies toward vagrancy and adventur-

ousness in certain types of American
youth as to insure to the army of tramps
an apparently inexhaustible supply of

recruits. It is hardly an exaggeration to

say that this fruitful source of annoy-
ance and expense to the railroad busi-

ness of the United States is in a very

real sense its product, or, more accurate-

ly perhaps, a by-product ; for it is the

ready access of the tramp to this swift

means of transportation which makes his

mode of life alluring to the type of youth
whom he entices to the road.

A casual partnership has grown up,

involuntary on the part of the railroad,

the net outcome of which is loss to both.

The army of tramps increases. On some
lines in the more populous sections of

the country there is said to be one tramp
for every mile of track. The depreda-

tions keep pace with the increase, and so

does the loss of life and limb to which
the vast army of vagrants is perpetually

exposed. A representative of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, quoted by Or-

lando F. Lewis, estimates that the loss

to the railroads of the country from
vagrancy would total at least ^25,000.000

for the year 1907. On the other side of

the account there were killed on the

railroads of the United States in the five

years ending June, 1905, 23.971 tres-

passers, most of whom were tramps,

while the number of such trespassers

injured in the same period was 25.236.

Figures of this magnitude tell their

own story. There may be some to whom
the story will bring no mitigation of the

coarse humor which the mere mention of

the "hobo "excites. Others, differently

trained, and differently constituted, will
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feel the infinite pathos of the spectacle

of half a million homeless wanderers
Whose mode Of existence seems so nillell

worse than the violent death which so

large a percentage of their Dumber
achieve. Still others in whom the prac-

tical economic temper is (lomimint will

deplore the loss to productive industry
of a multitude greatly outnumbering the

entire population of San Francisco.

When there is added to this the cost of

supporting this v;ist army of irresponsi-

bles,—a cost which somebody has to meet,

— it will appear that the "hobo" is an
object of merriment who has the last

laugh himself.

Setting aside altogether the responsi-

bility which the problem imposes upon
us upon purely humanitarian grounds,

there is food for sober reflection in the

fact that we are doing nothing toward
solution. These men are classifiable into

groups representing various degrees of

capacity for labor, and the capacity, in

each instance should be determined, and
the proper measure of encouragement
or of coercion applied. Society must as-

sume this responsibility because society

carries the burden of the maintenance of

these men, and because vagrancy is often

the intermediate step to criminality, and
in forestalling the final step society is

but obeying the impulse of self-preserva-

tion. Even where there is no marked
tendency toward further degradation,

there is a menace to the health of com-
munities in the cheap lodging-houses
frequented by these men in all large

cities. Here their surroundings embrace
every unsanitary condition. Many of

the men are in various stages of com-
municable diseases. They are crowded
together with the healthy under condi-

tions peculiarly favorable to contagion,

and thence they go forth over the entire

bind, into the country as well as into

the city.

What motives of humanity will not

prompl ns to do for these men, motives

of self-interest oughl to incite ns to do
for ourselves. The ultimate sources of

infection are often too remote to be
traced, and these plague-spots at the con-
gested centers of population are a menace
the radius of which no man can compute.

The ordinary local method of dealing

with the tramp tends to aggravate rather

than to ameliorate the condition. To
keep him moving is the ureal desidera-

tum. In some instances the local officials

make ;i practice of helping him on to

the freight trains, in others he is led to

the town boundaries and released.

Whither he may move, or what may move
with him as he moves, there is not even
the wish to determine.
Whatever may have made him a tramp.

however temporary, however incidental,

his appearance in that character, the

whole weighl of the local governmental
machinery is brought to hear to confirm

and perpetuate the character. He may
be honestly seeking work, the job may
be awaiting him just around the corner,

but he falls into the hands of the local

Dogberry, is baled before the local Jus-

tice Shallow, and suffers what would
make vagrants and misdemeanants of

many whose only salvation from that

issue is that they do not come to that

chance.

Dogberry, of course, is not to blame;
Shallow is not to blame. They but do

what they are paid to do, with prudent

forethought for the Day of Judgment.
when they must appear before that

Grand Assize, their constituency. It is

the system that is at fault ; and the sys-

tem, in this country, is what the people

make it, or suffer it to be made.

There would be little ground for criti-

cism if the utmost were being done

toward solution, but the utmost is not

being done. Nothing is being done, and
our claim to superior enlightenment

breaks down when, in the face of a

human problem of this magnitude, from
which we suffer as no other nation suf-

fers. We permit other nations to excel

ns and to succeed where we do not even

try. We are wont to sneer at the slow-

ness of the "effete" East, but in many
respects we do bu1 enact the old fable

of the hare and the tortoise, finding the

fleet foot outmatched by the nimble wit.

and the tortoise first at the goal.

Holland, Belgium, and Switzerland

have dealt with the problem in a spirit

both scientific and humane, and have

solved it. wholly or in part, in a manner
creditable alike to their hearts and to

their heads. Switzerland especially, by
its system of Labor colonies, has not only

eliminated the tramp, bnt eliminated him
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in the most rational and fruitful way by
assimilating back into the body politic

as a self-supporting-

, productive factor in

its economic life. Those who care to

verify this statement may do so by ref-

erence to Dr. Edmond Kelley's, "The
Elimination of the Tramp.*' The subject

cannot be treated adequately here.

Woodland. Cal.

* * *

Friendship.

For I have always loved you for many rea-

sons and in many ways.

—

P. B.

By S. Weir Mitchell.

The daily tribute of the sun

Lives on, in tree, and fruit, and flower;

Lives on, with subtle change of power,

When the last hour of day is done.

And what the kindly sun has given.

Reborn in many a varied form.

Is in the wind, the sea, the storm.

And when the lightnings flame through heaven,

And is itself again ; and so

Through many ways of diverse change
Has love equality of range.

And back again as love may flow;

For deathless, as God's sunlight still.

Its tender ministry renewed
In each divine beatitude.

Shall love its purposes fulfill.

.—From Everybody's for May.

AAA
My Choice.

It ain't no use to grumble and complain

;

It's just as cheap and easy to rejoice;

When God sorts out the weather and sends rain,

W'y, rain's my choice.

In this existence, dry and wet
Will overtake the best of men

—

Some little shift o' clouds '11 shet

The sun off now and then

;

They ain't no sense as I can see,

Immortals such as you and me.
A-t'aultin' Nature's wise intents.

And lockiif horns with Providence.

It ain't no use to grumble and complain;
It's jest as cheap and easy to rejoice;

When God sorts out the weather and sends rain,

W'y rain's my choice.—James WMtcomb Riley.

* * *
Rejoice! we are allied

To That which doth provide
And not partake—effect and not receive!

A spark disturbs our clod;

Nearer we hold of God
Who gives, than of His tribes that take,

I must believe. —Unix rt Browning.

California Redwoods and William

Kent.

In the last number of the Sierra Club
Bulh tin. the line publication of the great

California organization for worshipping
Nature and climbing her mountains, the

place of honor is given to articles appre-

ciative of the great gift of William Kent,
who has an habitation in Chicago, where
he makes it uncomfortable for grafters

and comfortable for Jenkin Lloyd Jones,

and another in Ross Valley at the foot

of Mt. Tamalpais. His splendid gift has

been referred to before, but by the cour-

tesy of the Sierra Club we are permitted
to reprint its articles and reproduce the

fine illustrations of the wonderful woods.

William Kent's Gift.

By E. T. Parsons.

[Reprinted from the Sierra Club Bulletin of

June, 1908.]

The peculiarly enlightened and sig-

nificant gift of Muir Woods, the Red-
wood Caiion grove on the flank of Mount
Tamalpais, to the National Government
by William Kent, of Chicago, is a trans-

action worthy of record in these pages.

This, the only remaining nearby for-

est of the kind, easily and cheaply ac-

cessible to nearly three quarters of a

million people, rich and poor alike, was
in imminent danger of destruction. Ap-
parently not a single Californian of suf-

ficient means either perceived or under-

stood this opportunity for the greatest

benefaction the bay region can ever re-

ceive.

The architraves of these groveland

temples were already emplaced when Co-

lumbus first sailed the ocean. King
Arthur's Round Table might have been

made from one of their pillars. Our
Druid ancestors might have celebrated

their mystic rites beneath these lofty

arches. Had the prevailing shortsighted

commercialism succeeded in overthrow-

ing these canopied columns centuries

could not have replaced their grandeur
and beauty. So that the gift of this

easterner of fine perception and ideals

is beyond compare, inestimable and
priceless.

That we may better know and under-

stand the giver, I introduce an apprecia-
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MUIR WOODS.
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tion of the redwoods by William Kent
and his correspondence relative to this

gift with our worthy President and the

Secretarv of the Interior:

Redwoods.

By William Kent.

In the hospitable country of the Cali-

fornia coast range dwell the redwood.
They cluster in the sheltered valleys and
climb part way up the deep-soiled north

hill slopes. Through their tops sift the

mild sea fog, and at their roots flow

trout streams that they have condensed
for the benefit of all living- creatures.

Salmon visit them from the neighboring
ocean, deer trip and bear shuffle down
their aisles.

Viewed from without, the forest shows
a rich and varied coloring. The ruddy
tinge of the redwood foliage makes
sharp the brighter green of Douglas fir,

while softening all is the silver gray of

mountain oak.

There is none of the solid rounded
surface of the jungle, nor the ragged
gray outlines of the leafless winter
woods. Strong and delicate show the

individual trees living at peace, each his

own life. Beyond the ridge at the back
of the forest shines the sunlit sea. The
landscape gives scarcely a hint of the

size and proportions of the trees.

As we go clown the slope the redwoods
increase in size until in the flat bed of the

valley we reach their perfection. Our
ideas of dimension are all at fault. We
expect something that will strike and
challenge the eyes in trees that measure
their diameter in terms of fathoms and
that climb as straight, clear columns two
hundred feet without a limb, with tops

reaching yet a hundred feet or more. We
must compare these heroic proportions

with our own stature before we can
realize the symmetrical grandeur of the

redwoods. The thick, soft, warm-tinted
bark, with its vertical corrugations, sug-

gests the clear, clean wood within. The
delicate foliage sifts the sunlight, not

precluded, but made gentle.

"Live and let live." say the redwoods.
"Sun. air, water, soil, and shade for

all." But they say more than this.

Mountain oak and laurel that would
share the foresl life, these because thev

are able to grow tall—if they have the
will—these, if they would enjoy the

commonwealth of the sky. must grow
straight-trunked and clean.

For the moment the redwoods seem to

us the stoics of the forest, teaching that

life is for the strong, the self-reliant.

Then beneath our feet we find the most
delicate forest carpet of shy wood violets

and oxalis. Lilies that need the deep,

cool epiiet are here and many a rare small

thing that cannot live elsewhere. Ferns
and maidenhair bank the slopes.

"Stand straight and strong, who can,"
say the redwoods; "protect and shelter

the weak." This is the chivalry of the

forest; it is a chivalry the Christian

world has hardly learned, despite the

Master.

Brave trees, the redwoods. Burned
of all their leaves, they fight for life

and bourgeon out again. Around the

fallen parent grows up a stately group
of children.

Long life, well lived, strength and
resultant quietness; modesty, courage,

beauty, and the kindliness of infinite

hospitality

!

An American Wordsworth will one day
come to sing these noble tree" as teach-

ing the ideal of the social and individual

life of the American.

The Correspondence.

Hox. James R. Garfield,

Secretary Interior, U. S.

Dear Sir: I herewith enclose a deed of gift

to a tract of land in Marin County, California,

more fully described by accompanying docu-

ments, and request that you accept it as pro-

vided for by the Act of June 8, 1906. . . .

After having traveled over a large part of

the open country in the United States. T con-

sider this tract, with its beautiful trees, ferns,

wildflowers, and shrubs, as the most attractive

bil of wilderness I have ever seen.

In tendering it I request that it be known
as Muir Woods, in honor of John Muir. . . .

Yours respectfully.

William Kent.

The White House. Washington.

3/.;/ dear Mr. Kent: I thank yon most hearti-

ly for this singularly generous and public-

spirited action on your part. All Americans
who prize the natural beauties of the country
and wish to see them preserved undamaged,
and especially those who realize the literally

unique value of the groves of giant trees, must
feel that you have conferred a great and last-

ing benefit upon the whole country.
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I have a very great admiration for John
Muir; but after all, my dear sir, this is your
gift. No other land than that which you give
is included in this tract of nearly three hundred
acres, and I should greatly like to name the

monument the Kent Monument if you will

permit it. Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To the President, Washington.
My dear Mr. Eoosevelt : I thank you from

the bottom of my heart for your message of
appreciation, and hope and believe it will

strengthen me to go on in an attempt to save
more of the precious and vanishing glories of
nature for a people too slow of perception.

Your kind suggestion of a change of name
is not one that I can accept. So many millions

of better people have died forgotten that to

stencil one's own name on a benefaction seems
to carry with it an implication of mundane im-
mortality, as being something purchaseable.

I have five good, husky boys that I am try-

ing to bring up to a knowledge of democracy
and to a realizing sense of the rights of the
"other fellow," doctrines which you, sir, have
taught with more vigor and effect than any
man in my time. If these boys cannot keep the
name of Kent alive, I am willing it should be
forgotten.

I have this day sent you by mail a few photo-
graphs of Muir Woods and trust that you will

believe, before you see the real thing (which I
hope will be soon), that our nation has acquired
something worth while. Yours truly,

William Kent.

The White House, Washington.
My dear Mr. Kent: By George! you are

right. It is enough to do the deed and not to
desire, as you say, to "stencil one's own name
on the benefaction." Good for you, and for
the five boys who are to keep the name of Kent
alive! I have four who I hope will do the
same thing by the name of Eoosevelt. Those
are awfully good photos.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

* * *

The Faith of An Optimist.
By Charles F. Dole.

I believe that this is a good world,
and that goodness is at the heart of it,

I believe this on the basis of facts and
of experience. The world is good to him
who faces it like a man and tries to do
good in it. I find that men also are

good if we are good to them. I believe

that the motion of the world urges, like

gravitation, in the way of goodness.

I believe that a man's right is to ex-

pect happiness, as he ought to expect to

be well. I believe that happiness ought
to be the rule and not the exception.

For happiness is the health of a man's
inner life.

I am an optimist, not only because I

have tried the experiment of using the
world as good, but also because I have
been with the pessimists. I have tried

living in doubt whether or not this is

God's world. I know what it means to

be cynical. I have traveled in the way
of suspicion and distrust, I have found
that it is the way of death.

I have discovered that the words, acts,

and thoughts of ill-will, self-will, egotism,

conceit, arrogance, and selfishness act

like poison. They hurt the working of
the mind so that we cannot think
straight. They throw the body out of

gear and make it liable to accident,

weakness, and disease.

I believe in the highest kind of happi-
ness. It is like music; it satisfies the

whole of a man, and not his body or

senses alone. It satisfies his intelligence,

his conscience, and his heart, and it cer-

tainly quickens every pulse in his body
with life.

I am happy whenever my whole and
real self acts. I am happy whenever
I obey the voice of God in me. I am
happy whenever, seeing the way of

truth, I follow it, not asking where it

will go. I am happy whenever, seeing a

duty, I give myself entirely to do it, not

asking for any reward. I am happy
whenever the spirit of good-will possesses

and rules me. I am happy whenever I

give up my own will to follow a better

will and make the better will mine. I

am happy when I trust men most, and
trust the Universe likewise. The Uni-
verse answers to my trust, and men too

answer to my trust in them.

I believe that there is one remedy,
when the current of my happiness fails.

I must turn on the power of good-will

and do at once whatever good-will re-

quires. My happiness then is restored,

and I become invincible against evil. I

believe that in every hour of active good-

will we enter into the immortal life.

I believe in the right to be happy,

but I do not dare to ask for happiness

for my own sake. I ask it for the sake

of love and humanity. For the world
needs happiness more than anything

else. Whenever I ask for happiness,

wherewith to bestow it, I believe that I

draw on the inexhaustible fountains.
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Securing of Temperance.

In the August McClurt 's Professor

Hugo Munsterberg has an article on
"Prohibition and Social Psychology"
that is well worth careful reading. He
is a firm advocate of temperance, but is

distrustful of the results of what he re-

gards as the hysterical wave of prohibi-

tion that is sweeping over the country.

As indicating his general solution, we
print the concluding paragraph :

—

"... First of all. the beverages of

strongly alcoholic nature ought to be

fought by those of light alcoholic effect.

The whiskey of the laborers must be

fought by light, healthy beer and per-

haps by light American wines. Further,
a systematic education in self-control

must set in ; the drunkard must not be
tolerated under any circumstances.

Above all. the social habits in the sphere

of drinking must be entirely reshaped.

They belong to a period where the Puri-

tan spirit considered beer and wine as

sinful and relegated them to regions hid-

den from decent eyes. The American
saloon is the most disgusting product of

such narrowness: its dangers for politics

and law. health and economics, are

alarming. The saloon must disappear

and can be made to disappear perhaps
by higher license taxation and many
other means. And with it must disap-

pear the bar and the habit of drinking
standing and of mutual treating. The
restaurant alone, with the hotel and the

club, is the fit public place where suests

sitting at tables may have beer and wine
with their meals or after meals—and all

controlled by laws which absolutely for-

bid the sale of intoxicants to certain

groups of persons, to children, to inebri-

ates, and so on. As long as drinking
means to the imagination of a consider-

able well-meanimr minority of the nation

tic present-day repulsive life of saloons

and bars, the minority will find it easy to

terrorize ami to whip into line the whole
country. But if those relics of a narrow
time disappear and customs grow which
spread the suirit of geniality and
friendly social intercourse over the foam-
ine cup. the spell will be broken. In-

stead of being tyrannized over bv
short-sierhted fanatics on the one side

and corrupt saloon-keepers on the other,

the nation will proceed with the unani-
mous sympathy of the best citizens to

firm temperance laws which the sound
instinct of the masses will really respect.

Training in self-control as against reck-

lessness, training in harmless hilarity

and social enjoyment as against mere
vulgar excitement and rag-time pleas-

ures, training in respect for law as

against living under hysterical rules

which cannot be executed and which in-

vite blackmail, corruption, and habitual

disregard of laws—these are indeed the

most needed influences on the social

mind of the country."

The Value of Good Manners.

The thirteenth chapter of First Corin-

thians has been called the "Good Man-
ners"' chapter in the Bible. Why not

memorize this chapter, and repeat it

every day with an earnest prayer that

you may fulfil its requirements ? If you
think that you already do this, put
yourself to the test, and don't be too

merciful in offering excuses for your
failure to meet this or that obligation

;

and don't think of other people who
violate this code of courtesy even more
shamefully than you do. Yourself and
your conscience and your Bible, for a

quiet half-hour, with no one by except

God. from whose presence none may
escape, will perhaps be a revelation: it

is sure to be a command with the best

of authority. The grace of courtesy will

not become a lost art if you insist upon
its preservation and practice on your
own life among all the people with

whom you have to do. A good example
is contagious and makes for rightness of

life, and for the coming of the kingdom
of heaven in every heart.

—

From the

JJnivi rsaJlst Li ach r.

This appeal of the conscience is a

solemn summons in the life of every

man. It cries. Art thou ready? Give

an account. Give an account of thy

years, thy leisure, thy strength, thy

studies, thy talent, and thy works. Now
and here is the hour of great hearts, the

hour of heroism and of genius.

—

Ami' J.
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Sermonette.

They are the wise ones who have
learned to serve their God by serving
their common humanity. The poet
Tennyson said that "Merit lives from
man to man and not from man to thee,

God!" We best serve ourselves by
considering the welfare of our neigh-
bor. 'T is a short-sighted policy, and a
bad investment, if we only work for our
own good and advancement. The whole
human race is suffering to-day through
the selfishness of its progenitors: let us
help to lift the incubus of pain and sor-

row from off the shoulders of burdened
humanity.
Some are looking for heaven and peace

in some far-off state beyond the grave,
forgetting that a heavenly condition can
be cultivated here and now. God is

within us and heaven waits for our lag-

ging footsteps to take possession of it.

Others would pray themselves into
heaven, but the universal key given to
all humanity is that one of work.
Prayer and faith are good assets when
balanced by the activities of honest en-

deavor: "the life more abundant" be-
longs to the worker.

Illiberal creeds and theological dog-
mas were born in the muddy soil of
man's enslaved mind, and they are the
shackles which bind his soul to earth.

Remember, uncompassed love is at the
center of life, and that wisdom binds all

things about the feet of God. If life

jars thee, adjust the mechanism of thy
soul—something is wrong with the
works. Pour lots of oil of the milk of
human kindness into your tank: it has
a world-wide reputation as being the
best lubricant of the wheels of life. Stop
and think occasionally: put on the
brakes, too much speed is as bad as too
little. Preserve an even equilibrium
through the introspective analysis of
spiritual exercise.

Remember, the dollar was made by
man. as a temporary expedient and ad-
junct to life: it is not the end but a

means to use and not to abuse.

'T is better to live in the consciousness
of having accomplished some g 1 than
to attain to either wealth or fame.

* # «
He lia< doI learned the lesson of Life who does

not every day surmounl a fear.- Emerson.

[For the Pacific Unitarian.]

A Thought.
How much must go for naught ! How many

tears,

All wept in silence, arc yet wept in vain;
Unmoved go on the swift, relentless years;
The one we pray for never knows our pain.

How much must go for naught : E'en beauteous
Youth

Turns from his Kingdom, laving down his
crown.

Crying for what he yields. It went in sooth
The promised fruitage, with the flowers first

down.

How much must go for naught : The summer
years,

So rich in struggle, rich in hoarded faith

;

E'en Fulfillment—failure, stings and sears;

Slain Expectation died reluctant death.

Yet somewhere, somehow, most tender Lord!
Sure thou dost count them for us, treasure

all-
Life's futile toil, joy missed, the sweet last

word,
The love that loves in vain, the tears that fall.

—Elmira Wright.

* # *

jfielD $otc0.

Alameda.—The regular work of the

church begins August 2d, after a vaca-

tion of eight weeks. Most of the mem-
bers of the parish >~ave been away from
town for a part of the summer; but all

will soon be returning, refreshed in body
and spirit, and. by all informal report,

enthusiastic for the coming year. Mr.
and Mrs. Reed have made no long stay

from home. Mr. Reed has been so busily

occupied with organizing and planning
for the various activities that he has

made only occasional short trips away.
He has cheerfully assumed once more
the duties of superintendent of the Sun-
day-school, and, among other things, has

prepared a very interesting leaflet, con-

taining the course of study to be pursued
and the main ideas to be carried out in

the children's religious training. Copies

are to be given to the parents and to

persons whose children are not attending
any school at present. In this way it is

hoped that a clearer idea will be gained
of the school as an educational in-

slitntion.

The Alameda church is also very much
interested in the establishment of an

Associated Charities Branch, through
which the benevolent work of all the

churches can be systematized and regu-
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lated. The plan is regarded with favor

by the ministers of the town, who meet
occasionally to discuss matters of com-
mon interest ; and it is expected that a

practical effort will be made early in

the fall.

LosAngeles—First Unitarian Church.
—Sunday, June 28th, Dr. Burt Estes

Howard preached his last sermon as the

pastor of this church, before taking up
his work at Stanford University. His

subject was "A Unitarianism for To-
day," and supplemented the first sermon
that he preached on assuming the pas-

torate three years ago. At the conclu-

sion of the sermon he spoke with appre-

ciation of the pleasant relations that

had uniformly existed between the con-

gregation and himself, and asked that

the same loyalty be extended to his suc-

cessor, whoever that may be.

Wednesday June 28th. a reception to

Dr. and Mrs. Howard was held in the

church parlors from 8 to 10 p. m. Elab-

orate floral decorations, good music, and
light refreshment were features of the

evening, and the occasion was a happy
one, notwithstanding the universal re-

great that Dr. and Mrs. Howard are

going away.
The church will be closed during July

and August for the usual summer va-

cation. The Woman's Alliance will not

be wholly idle during vacation. They
meel at least once in two weeks at the

home of some member to sew in prepara-
tion for the bazar to be held before

Christmas; On July 0th this meeting
was made an all-day affair, with box-

luncheon, when, on invitation of Miss

Bennett, the Alliance spent a delightful

day at her pleasant home in Pasadena.

Portland, Ore.—Our Alliance has

adjourned for the months of July and
August. The meetings for the past

month have been of unusual interest. A
very interesting talk on "Spain" was
given by a lady who has spent consider-

able time there; a very full and compre-
hensive report of the May meetings in

Boston was made by one of our Conner
members who is now residing there. One
was a real missionary meeting. We voted
to send seventy-five dollars to Mr. Wil-
bur for the Unitarian School for the
Ministry, ten dollars to the National Alli-

ance to aid them in missionary work ; and

at our Inst meeting Mrs. Eliot gave us a

summary of "Current Events."
The Sunday-school closed on June

"Jlst for the summer vacation.

On last Sunday the service was very

impressive; the music was unusually

good, the Scripture reading was a ser-

mon of itself, commencing with one of

the grand old Psalms, continuing with

that touching incident in Elijah's life

under the juniper tree, and closing with

Jesus' words, "Are not five sparrows

sold for a farthing?" The sermon was
entitled, "Land and Sea," noting first

the sharp contrasts in nature—the bril-

liant, glorious sunset and the howling

storm of a dark, starless night; then he

spoke of the relationship of the utter

indifference of nature and the care of

a Heavenly Father. He compared it to

the warp and woof of the weaver's loom

—each incomplete of itself; woven to-

gether producing a fabric of great value

and developing designs of great beauty;

later, dwelling on the spiritual nature

of man, that only by its greater develop-

ment could we discern the spiritual.

There must be a sense of love of beauty

in the soul before it can be discerned in

nature. The glorious sunset does not

appeal in the least to the brute creation.

so we must become spiritually minded
before we can enter into the full recog-

nition of the spiritual. The sermon
throughout was full of deep thought.

Seattle, Wash.—Rev. J. D. 0. Pow-
ers, minister. Services closed for the

vacation the last Sunday in June with a

large audience. The hopeful and inspir-

ing fact of the last six months is the

large and increasing audiences. Espe-

cially to be noted is the attendance of

men and young people. Nearly forty

have joined in that time and many new
families have come in. Pulpit services

will be resumed toward the last of Au-
gust. The Woman's Alliance, however.

meets every other week for sewing, and

the minister has been unusually busy

with funerals and the work of prepara-

tion for another year. The work in

course of preparation for the Young
People's Literary Club is a study of

the modern drama—Tbsen. Maeterlinck.

Stephen Phillips. ITauptmann. Plans

are being made also to have the church

open every afternoon, and an active, ag-
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gressive post-office misison work is to be

carried on in the city and State for the

purpose of spreading our liberal faith

and strengthening the church. This.

with the many other good things in store

for us, promises an active, helpful, and

inspiring year of service and growth for

the faith committed to ns.

Sax Jose.—Vacation in the San
Jose church did not begin until after

Sunday, July 12th. The next day Mr.

and Mrs. Cruzan started on a trip with

a camp wagon, going via Mountain View
into the Portola Valley, thence across

the mountains, through the La Honda
Canon, which they found so beautiful

that they remained two days: from there

they passed through Pescadero. with its

famous Pebble Beach, and down the sea

coast to the mouth of Libbell Creek, and
up that stream and across the mountain
range, via Boulder Creek, to the famous
Redwood State Park, where they spent

four delightful days, and broke camp
most reluctantly in order to enable Mr.
Cruzan to keep an engagement to de-

liver an address at the Pacific Grove
Chautauqua. They resumed their camp-
ing trip on the 25th, going across the

mountains from Santa Cruz to Lexing-
ton, thence along the crests of the range
to Black Mountain and Saratoga, and
back to San Jose for a wedding. Dur-
ing the month of August Mr. Cruzan
will go to Eureka, and Mrs. Cruzan will

be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Fickenscher, of Oakland.

Spokane, Wash.—The Spokane church
closes for July and August,—nine Sun-
days this year. A shorter vacation

seems unwise, as the summers are hot,

though dry. in the city, and many of

the people are away. The church, an
unshaded wooden building in the busi-

ness district, is uncomfortable for serv-

ices in warm weather. As it is. the

attendance in September is usually

small. While there are some people

everywhere who feel that it is a mistake

to close the church, the Spokane minister

thinks that more harm would be worked
through the impression given to stran-

gers, who always notice the empty seats.

Mr. and Mrs. Fuller have departed for

an eight weeks' camping trip in the

National forest about Priest Lake.

Idaho.

Eoofes.

This department conducted by William Maxwell

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,

the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest

corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

Things Worth While. By Thomas Wentworth
Higginson. In " The Art of Life Series'';

Edward Howard Griggs, Editor. New
York: B. W. Huebsch. 50 ets. net.

If it could be said that any one man links

the literature of the nineteenth century to that

of the twentieth, the distinction would belong

to Colonel Higginson. After a rich and full life

as an author, soldier and man of affairs, at

84 he gives us a volume which, though small in

size, is full of reminiscence, wise counsel, criti-

cism of life and manners, and homely
philosophy.

One will enjoy reading this book, but one

will enjoy even more reading it a second time.

Colonel Higginson writes in such a quotable

style that the reader will find himself making
constant reference to the book because it

touches helpfully on so many of the perplexities

and joys in life. And patriotism of a refined

kind marks the volume throughout.

There is nothing old or old-fashioned about
it except in the virtues that if possesses. It is

like an echo of the best days in the New Eng-
land school of literature, and the style carries

the reader back to thought of Emerson, Lowell
and Longfellow. In this day of " best sellers,"

" largest circulations " and machine-made litera-

ture, it will prove mental refreshment to spend
an hour under a shady tree with " Things Worth
While."

It may be added that this is a worthy third

to the books which have already appeared in

"The Art of Life Series,"—namely. "The Use of

the Margin," by Edward Howard Griggs, and
" Where Knowledge Fails," by Earl Barnes.

The Soul of Spain. By Haveloek Ellis. Bos-
ton and Xew York: Houghton, Mifflin &
Company. $2.00.

Haveloek Ellis, who knows more about a
dozen different subjects, apparently unrelated to

each other, than most men ever knew about any
one of them, has again demonstrated his won-
derful versatility of mind by writing a book
of Spain and her oeople, sympathetic in its atti-

tude, and scientific in its treatment and its

research. Mr. Ellis asserts that the Spaniard
of to-day is the product of three distinct elim-

inative force-.: First, unnumbered wars took the

"blood of the nation." as it were, and left be-

hind a degenerate, unprogressive stock: second,

the Holy [nquisition extirpated the questioning
mind, leaving in its stead an intelligence that

accepts without question whatever authority,

either political or religious, dictates to it: third,

the colonies consumed the enterprising and
adventurous, leaving behind the slothful and
timid. Although the Spaniards are Romanic in

speech. Mr. Ellis claims that they are Berbers,

and not Latin, in origin. The Spaniards, he

proves, at least to his own satisfaction, are

Catholic Moors, and the Moors. Moslem
Spaniards.
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The Christian Faith axd the Old Testa-
ment. By John M. Thomas, Presidenl of

Middlebury College. New York: Thomas
V. ( !rowel] & < lompany. $1.00 Del

.

There is a good deal of honest doubt and
serious inquiry among eonscientious people

to-day in regard to the Old Testament. Many
arc disturbed over the results put forth by the

higher critics, and some have been led to believe

that the discoveries of archaeologists and the

conclusion of scholars have destroyed the

religious value of this portion of the Bible. A
clear statemenl is n Led as to what. Chris-

tianity has gained from its acceptance of the

Old Testament, and a frank confession as to

what is no longer of vital coi rn. This vexed

question Dr. Thomas answers in untechnical

terms and in interesting style. Thoroughly in

sympathy with religion, he recognizes frankly

the difficulties of the subject and discusses it

from an advanced standpoint. He shows why
many persons find it hard to understand the

Old Testament, and how modern scholarship has

made it a new book, of living interest and
power.
The book will repay the reading. A brave

statement of the case from " one of our pro-

foundest and clearest scholars in Biblical

criticism " (to quote one reviewer) is worth a

score of apologists and pulpit defenders who
pound upon the covers of their Bible and affirm

that it is " the Word of God "—without stating

why.

The Chttech of To-Day. By Rev. Joseph H.
Crooker, D.D. Boston: American Unitarian
Association. 75 cts. net. 82 cts. by mail.

Of immense value to the cause of the Chris-

tian church is this new book by Rev. Joseph H.
Crooker, D.D. Without exaggeration or undue
praise, it may be termed the most searching
analysis and the most satisfactory solution of

the modern church problem ever published. In
a remarkably logical and lucid manner, Dr.

Crooker has so splendidly outlined the function
of the church as the institution of paramount
importance in modern life that new conceptions
of it and new loyalty to it must inevitably fol-

low its reading. Could it lie read by all, it

would work a revolution of thought and habif

among those who to-day are indifferent to the
claims of the church, and whose indifference

forms the greater part of the problem. The
best evidence of appreciation of its value is

found in the unique arrangement made by the
Unitarian. I'niversnlist and Congregationalist
Associations to unite in its publication, each
having a special edition bearing its own imprint.
Let the book speak for itself in the following

excerpts from its pages, which will give an idea

of its brightness of thought, clearness of state-

ment and genera] fineness of treatment:
"It was when the torches were hunched

together that a light was made large mul bright
enough to attract the attention of tin- Los1

wanderers ami tell them where their friends
were on the distant hill in the dark night,—

a

welcome signal of cheer and hope! This is

what the church does: it bunches the good,
the true, the noble together, so that the weak

may have encouragement and the lost may
know where to find friends. Kvery person added
to tin' church helps to make this signal of cheer
and hope la rger and brighter!"
"The church rests on human i><<<l; it is

created and sustained by human need. It i-- the

'Church of Cod," because it ministers to those
Supreme necessities of the Bpiritual life which
God has implanted and organized in human
nature. Deeper than this we cannot go; wider
than this we cannot reach; a foundation more
precious or permanent than this we cannot
imagine."
"Astronomers tell us that a planet must reach

a certain si/.e before its force of gravitation
would lie sufficient to retain an atmosphere and
make life possible. So, likewise, then- must be
a certain aggregation of people before the re-

quired psychic atmosphere is produced in which
precious forms of religious life—aspiration,
enthusiasm, worship—become spontaneous and
vigorous."

Since the above was written the Episcopal
Church has ordered an edition of "The Church
of To-day" to be published, bearing the stamp
of approval of that denomination.

The Union Pbayer-Meeting Helper for 1908.
New York: Funk & Wagnalls. 25 cts.

Frankly, this is not a book that means much
to Unitarians. To those, however, who find
mid-week prayer meetings a means of grace
it will be most helpful.

Mr. Crewe's Career. By Winston Churchill.
New York: The Macmillan Company.
$1.50.

Those who keep pace with current fiction do
not need to be informed that Mr. Churchill has
written another novel. This time he deals with
political conditions in the State of New Hamp-
shire. The domination of state politics by a
railroad corporation is the general theme of the
book, which might better be called a tract than
a novel. Mr. Churchill has drawn largely upon
his own personal experiences as an active poli-

tician in his native State, and has given to
many scones he depicts a verisimilitude that
comes only through personal experience. Judg-
ing from .Mr. Churchill's latest work, corpora-
tions are much the same in New Hampshire as
in California, and are not subject to the
changes incident to geographical distribution.
Mr. Churchill has sugar-coated his moral with
a most engaging love story, which to suggest
here might destroy the charm of the book for
those who have not yet read it.

HUMAN, All too Human. By Friedrich
Nietzsche. Chicago: Kerr & Company.
.">() cents.

Alexander Harvey is the translator of this

little work, which first appeared in the German.
The volume examines the motives of many
causes of human conduct, that center in the
moral feelings and the religious life. The
title of the book, which is one to attract atten-
tion, is hardly suggestive of its contents, which
is Burprisingly light in style, while still express-
ing the exact meanings of Nietzsche. Credit
for this is undoubtedly due Mr. Barvey.
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sharks.

All ix Oxe.—Sunday-School Teacher

—And you have no brothers or sisters?

Litth Edna—No, ma'am. I'm all the

children we've got. — New Orlecms

Tinii s-D( nun rat.

"I wonder," said the philological

boarder, "why a fight is called a scrap ?"

•"Because it is a broken peace." the

Cheerful Idiot explained, with his usual

promptitude.

AVhen J. A. Fronde was a. student at

Oxford the controversy about faith and

works ran high. An examiner asked a

candidate what was the value of works.

Not knowing the theological views of the

question, he carefully and cautiously re-

plied, "A few of them would do a man
no harm."

His Exercise.—Faddist Visitor—Are
you allowed in this prison any exercise

beneficial for your health? Convict—
Oh. yes. ma'am. By advice of my coun-

sel I have been skipping the rope.

—

BaJ-

timore American.

Among the questions in the geography
paper was. "Name the zones." One
promising youth of eleven years wrote:

"There are two zones, masculine and
feminine. The masculine is either tem-

perate or intemperate : the feminine is

either torrid or frigid."

A Good Story.—"Was the picture

yon just sold a genuine work of art?"

"No," answered the dealer, "but the

story I told about it was."

—

Catholic

Mirror.

"Please, ma'am." said the maid,

"there's a colored man and his wife at

the door in answer to your advertise-

ment." "But I advertised only for a

laundress." "Yes, ma'am, them are

her."

—

En rybody's Magazine.

"Ami when," said Airs. Xuvoreesh,
"those French pheasants came by sing-

ing the Alayonnaise. it was too deeply
touching for words."— Success Maga-
zine.

THE YOUNG MAX FROM DULUTH.
There was a young man from Duluth.
Whose manners were very uncouth.

Being :iskr.l by hi* wife
Why lie are with his knife,

He said: "'Cause I'm hungry, forsooth!"—Princ( ton Tig* r.

LIST OF BOOKS ON SALE

At Unitarian Headquarters.
Post-

Price, age.
Freedom and Fellowship in Re-

ligion $1 00 $0 22
Edited by Chas. W. Wendte.

Soul of the Bible 1 25 15

U. G. B. Pierce.

The New Theology 150 09
R. J. Campbell, M. A.

College and Man 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

Life's Enthusiasms 80 05
David Starr Jordan.

The Shepherd's Question 80 05
Burt Estes Howard.

The Temple of Virtue 125 09
Paul Revere Frothingham.

The Bible— Its Origin and
Growth 1 25 13

J. T. Sunderland.

Ralph Waldo Emerson 50 05
Edward Everett Hale.

Happiness 1 25 09
Carl Hilty. Translated by

Francis G. Peabody.

The Way to Happiness 1 25 09
Thomas R. Slicer.

The Message of Man 60 05
Stanton Coit.

Living Largely 75 06
Charles G. Ames.

One Upward Look Each Day. . 75 06

J. T. Sunderland.

A Martineau Year-Book 75 06
Arranged by F. L. Weaver.

Minister's Hand-Book 75 05
M. J. Savage.

Anchors of the Soul 1 25 09
Brooke Herford.

Tides of the Spirit 1 00 09
Selections from Writings

of James Martineau.
Albert Lazenby.

The Understanding Heart 1 00 09
Samuel M. Crothers.

Apples of Gold 1 00 10

Selected Verse.

C. B. Beattey.

"True American Types" series. 60 06
Cap'n Chadwick.
John White Chadwick.

Father Taylor 80 06
Robert Collyer.

David Libbey 60 06
Fannie H. Eckstorm.

Channing's Works 1 00 24

New and complete edition.

Four American Leaders 80 08
Charles W. Eliot.

Letters to American Boys.... 80 08
W. H. Carruth.

Sources of Our Knowledge of

the Life of Jesus 1 00 10

Paul Wernle.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

By 1 toward X. Brown.
What Is Christianity?

By Minot J. Savage, I J. D.
A Plea for Sincerity in Religious Thought.

By Joseph 1 1. Crooker, D. D.
The New Inspiration of Religion.

By Thomas K. Slicer.

Baptism and the Lord's Supper as Interpre-
ted and Observed by Unitarians.
By Augustus P. Reccord.

The Heritage of Liberal Christianity.
By Lc>lie \\ . Sprague.

The Church of the Spirit.

By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.
Progressive Liberalism in the Closing and
Opening Century.
By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.

Our Beliefs; and Some of the Reasons for
Them.
By James T. Bixby.

An Introduction to Unitarianism.
By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.

The Power of Jesus' Life.

By Vrindall Reynolds, D. D.
Why Go to Church?

By Herbert H. Mott.
The Simplification of Life.

By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.
The True Basis of Religious Unity.

By Charles \Y. Wendte.
The Divinity of Man.

By George W. Kent.
God or Man? A Brief Examination of the
Doctrine of the Deity of Jesus Christ.

By Herbert H. Mott.
The Divine Meaning of Life.

By Richard \V. Boynton.
Bringing Immortality to Light.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Thirst for the Living God.

By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.
The Interpretation of Life.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Divinity of Jesus.

By Alexander T. Bowser.
The Worth of Enthusiasm.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
Why Unitarians Observe the Lord's Supper.

By John W. Day.
What Think Ye of Christ?

By Edward E. Hale. 1). D.
The Religious Gains of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury.

By W. H. Lyon, 1). D.
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

By Edward E. Hale. I). D.
The Place of Jesus in the Religion of To-

day.

By Julian C. Jaynes.
Was jesus God?

By J. T. Sunderland.
The Unitarian Vantage-ground.

By Professor Francis A. Christie.

The Common Faith.

By Samuel M . Crothers, D. D.
The Gospel of Personality.

By Howard X. Brown.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the
American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the
Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building
meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.
Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a
book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the
women of the Unitarian churches for mis-
sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth,

Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and

commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Bank Bond
"Look for the Watermark."
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DEVOTED TO RELIGIOUS TRUTH AND HIGHER LIFE

FTEN we may fortify our minds
with the thought that the real

triumph of our lives may be, not
in our doing, but our enduring.

You could be a hero in battle; can you
take life's losses and trials and be the hero
with them? We talk of success, and
measure it by what our hands or brains

accomplish. Yet, after all, life's higher

success, as God regards it, is not measured
by what we do, but by what we bear.

You celebrate the courage and endurance
of our soldiers at Lookout Mountain.

"Oh, the wild charge they made !
"

I celebrate the soldier at the foot of the

mountain, who, maimed, could only fol-

low the battle with his eye, yet with
cheerful patience possessed his heart.

—ABRAHAM W. JACKSON.

I
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THE UNITARIAN HEADQUARTERS is temporarily located in

the Minister's Study of the First Unitarian Church, corner of Geary

and Franklin Streets.

ORDERS FOR BOOKS SOLICITED. If not in stock, all such

promptly procured from publisher, without extra cost, and at lowest retail

rates.

ORDERS FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL SUPPLIES filled with as little

delay as possible. Catalogues furnished on application.

ALL TRACTS published by the American Unitarian Association, and
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CDitorials.

AN OPPORTUNITY.

The Board of Directors of the Pacific
Business address: Franklin and Geary Sts., S. F.

Coast Conference haye unanimously
Editorial address: . . 68 Fremont St., s. f. adopted a resolution increasing the sub-

_ , „ „. , . -« scription price of the Pacific Unitarian
One dollar per year Single copes, 10c. ^ ^^ ^^^ tQ take effect Nq

Club rates on application vember 1st, with the new volume. This

editor: chanes a. Murdock action is declared to be subject to the

approval of the Publication Committee.
Editorial Committee : tit-xt. h. i-a x-uWith the purpose sought the committee

Clarence Reed John Howland Lathrop . . f
,, j Th rppp^fc miKt hp

wiliiam d. simonds William Maxwell ls in Imi accora. ine receipts must oe

made to equal the expenditures. But
Entered as second-class mall matter at the Post-office . « « .««• ,• .

at San Francisco, Cal.
We d° not feel Willing tO resort to this

expedient until one more effort is made
to increase the subscription-list at the

Contents. present rate. Considerable gain has

Editorials been made during the last year, and
An Opportunity ....... 321 with the hope that a final earnest effort

SchoTof Life
UrtS '.'.'.'.'.'.

Ill
wiU enable us t0 maintain tne rate es-

Canned Music in Church .... 32.} tablished sixteen years ago, it is hereby

*£&«&£. : : : : : 324
announced that if before November 1st

Surgery and Crime 325 one hundred additional subscribers can

Notes 325 be secured, the price will remain at $1.

Contributed This is an instance of the referendum.
interpretation of Life 327 While the gain will not completely
Conceptions of Religion .... 329 A , , _ ., ., .,, , ,

cover the deficit, it will so nearly do so
Christian Science 331 ^ ^ discrepancy will not be em-
Hetch-Hetchy and Beyond 332 . . . . *

, . , ,

Eventg barrassing; and if the mark is reached,

Edward ilsley Galvin 335 it will be considered as an expression
Annual Meeting at label Grove 335 of a strong desire that the paper shall

Public Morals 338 be kept within the reach of the largest
Practical Religion 342 possible number of readers, and we are
Children's Department 343 confident it Will be found possible to

Selected continue at present rates.
The Heart's Return 345
Apology for Graft 3-15

while We're Passing On .... 346 One of the most threatening aspects of
How to Pronounce Los Angeles . . 346 . , ... . ., . , . ,. , -i , i

Woodlots in Japan . .... 347 social lite is the evident distrust and lack

Field Notes 347 of respect for the courts. No country is

Books 348 at all safe where law and its admin-
sParks 350 istration fail to command the confidence
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and allegiance of the people. The stand-

ing of courts is easily tarnished. It takes

but a few instances of the failure of jus-

tice to discredit the whole, and it is

probable that the decisions of courts are

often called in question undeservedly.

But the uninformed judge as they im-

agine they are judged, and their severi-

ty robs them of the respect they ought

to feel. In a measure the extreme tech-

nicality of interpretation is responsible

for the growing discontent with judicial

procedure and the dangerous tendency

to seek relief or remedy by means not

countenanced by law. With law as

with religion the letter killeth and the

spirit bringeth life.

Whatever changes in government may
be demanded by new conditions can only

be safely made through the means pro-

vided by law. Constitutions may be

more easily violated than changed, but

they cannot safely be set aside or con-

veniently construed. Only a law-abiding

people can expect to prosper. Short

cuts, however promising, lead to danger.

The only way of real progress is through

strict respect for lawful methods. It is

no doubt true that the National Govern-

ment has outgrown, in some directions,

the instrument given us by the farmer

fathers of the olden days, but let us

emulate the Chambered Nautilus and

build "statelier mansions," however much
it may tax our patience, and not imagine

thai we can safely burst out of the re-

straining walls and live a safe and pro-

tected life without any shell whatever.

When one considers the people of a

great city, wonder is about equally divid-

ed between the question of how so many
people have so much money to spend,

and how so many others can live at all

on the little they earn or without appar-

ently earning any. The extravagance of

expenditure so apparent on every hand
-—the crowded hotels and apartment-

houses, the high-priced restaurants

thronged by lavishly dressed men and

women, the aggressive automobiles

threatening the lives of those who use

the ground to walk on and must cross

streets when they come to them, the

packed vaudeville shows or the well-filled

theaters which have been approved and

stamped by society,—how are they sup-

ported? What do the people who can

satisfy all their fancied necessities do for

a living that self-denial seems never nec-

essary? And then when one works hard

at some legitimate, non-unionized busi-

ness or profession, receiving what seems

a fair return, struggles hard to make in-

come match very moderate and seemingly

necessary expenditures, he can but won-

der how those who receive far less can

manage to exist—with or without com-

fort. But it is all a part of the school

of life. Some can get and some -cannot.

Some will spend, others can live without

spending. Some save, some cannot.

Some might so succeed, but are restrained

by considerations of conscience. Some

are dishonest, and can well afford ex-

travagance. Some are honest and un-

thrifty. Some have little capacity for

earning, but large capacity for saving.

Some give all their life to gain of wealth

;

others think it not worth while. Some

get more than they deserve; some deserve

more than they get. But in the long

rim. or in the bulk, one reaps what he

sows, gets what he seeks, and gets paid

for what he really contributes. Cause

and effect have their sway, but accident

plays its part. Appearances are often

deceitful. What one really has is not

always apparent. Happiness is an inde-

pendent fairy, and blessedness is little

concerned with what one is able to spend.

It has remained for the North Con-

gregational Church, of Lynn, Mass., to
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take a forward step in substituting a fine

phonograph for a choir and organ. At

a late service, with fear and trembling

at the possible effect, the numbers usu-

ally provided by the choir were supplied

by a big talking-machine as perfect as

could be manufactured, which from a

side room produced sacred music origi-

nally sung by the great singers of the

world. The result seems to have been

highly satisfactory. The selections were

of the best, and the novelty was com-

mended by the congregation.

There is a measure of satisfaction in

feeling that the advance of science and

mechanical perfection will tend to free

churches and their governing bodies

from the tyranny of the church choir.

It is not likely that the human singer

will be wholly eliminated. There is a

source of satisfaction in seeing men and

women sing, provided they are reason-

ably good looking and do not unduly

distort their features in doing it; but

there is satisfaction in having something

in reserve. If they are so dull and life-

less as to produce music that is essen-

tially mechanical they might better give

way to a real machine that approximates

their virtues and is wanting in such ob-

jectionable respects as flirting or quar-

reling. The machine, if properly charged,

will not sing its tenor parts through its

nose, nor bellow in the bass. The screech-

ing soprano can be suppressed and the

guttural alto will be heard no more.

If a real machine lacks reverence, it

is incapable of displaying irreverence,

and to that degree is less objectionable.

But all choirs are not in danger. The

music in a church ought to be a helpful

feature, uplifting the hearer, and when
shared in, loosening the soil for the re-

ception of the spoken word. Worship

is a part of the purpose of a church, and
it cannot be inspired by a "record."

And the precedent of machine-music

might suggest further encroachments.

No doubt we might provide prayer rec-

ords that would sound as well as some

that flow from the faltering lips of

doubt, and even the preacher might be

dispensed with. Canned sermons would

be quite acceptable on many accounts.

They could be run off before a parish

committee, and if anything unevangeli-

cal or otherwise dangerous were discov-

ered, other approved records could be

substituted. The double set of records

would be of great advantage to the

poor church which finds it impossible to

further reduce the minister's salary. It

would reduce pew rents and bring the

scientific gospel within the reach of all.

There would be something lost of

course. A parishioner in trouble would

not go to a machine for comfort. Some
do not go to the minister for needed

comfort, but others do, and are blessed

thereby. Many of us would regret be-

ing married by a justice of the peace,

and funerals would all be on the dead

level of the form prescribed by some

fraternal organization or the church that

modestly appropriates the "the."

After all, there is something in per-

sonality and individuality and the hu-

man heart, even when it throbs feebly,

and the only moral to this long story is

that singers and preachers have no need

to fear the machine unless they allow

themselves to be machines. C. A. M.

The vacation season, nowr drawing to

a close for California ministers, prompts

the suggestion that our work-a-day civ-

ilization is a very artificial affair after

all. TTow easily we busy people drop back

into the careless happiness of the savage,

and delight ourselves with the simple

habits of primitive man. For a time we
actually prefer a tent, or the shelter of

a friendly tree, to the fashionable home
on the city street, and we are more in-

terested in birds, and fishes, and squir-

rels than in presidential candidates. We
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even shake off, with surprising facility,

the pernicious work habit, enjoying

—

though we may be not a little ashamed

to own it—the bliss of idleness.

Was dear David Swing right when he

said in gentle criticism: "Man is not

totally depraved, only totally lazy."

As we men of the pulpit return to

the work that is never done, the work

that weighs on heart and conscience

from year's end to year's end, doubtless

some wise man of the press will remind

us that "Satan never takes a vacation."

This sapient remark is resurrected every

year, and has acquired the importance

which attaches to many a tough old

falsehood. Satan never takes a vaca-

tion ! Why, Brother Knight of the

Quill, if he did not he would have worn

himself out, and the rest of us, long

ago. If you mean anything by the

phrase you have printed so many times,

"Satan never takes a vacation," you

mean to assert that evil influences are

perpetual and permanent. Thank heav-

en, that is just what they are not

!

Sensuality sweeps over the soul and

manhood is degraded, but a better day

dawns and the man despises the cheap

temptation that entrapped him. Satan

is taking a vacation. Avarice clutches

a man or a nation, and the almighty

dollar is kind. Enthusiasm for human
liberty fires the heart of a people and the

cotton-choked North pours out blood and

treasure with divine prodigality. The

Satan of slavery had n 't counted on

that,—caught napping, as it were. Evil

is not perpetual and permanent. Only

the good, like the great forces of nature,

wrorks without haste, without rest, and

without pause.

One celebration of this golden sum-

mer the writer would have given much,

and traveled far, to attend—the tercen-

tenary observance of the founding of

Quebec by Samuel Champlain. Eng-

land, France, and America united in

this noteworthy celebration, our country

being represented by Vice-President

Fairbanks.

Champlain was the last of a long line

of dauntless voyagers and discoverers,

and in some respects the greatest of

them all. Twenty times he crossed the

Atlantic, once in a shallop of barely

twelve tons. He was the true explorer,

seeking not gold or lands, but the un-

known, ever the unknown. The untrod-

den mountain, the pathless forests, the

unexplored seas, the hidden lakes and

rivers— to sail, to see, to know, to feel,

to live,—this was the ambition of Samuel

Champlain. Hats off to the sturdy old

voyager

!

And Quebec—there is not another city

like it in America. So quaint and old

that some one has called it an injection

of the fifteenth century into the bosom

of the present. Clinging like a weather-

beaten giant to her mighty rock, Quebec

suggests age, dignity, and such historic

memories as delight the scholarly im-

agination. Old warriors and priests

seem still to tread her narrow streets.

Jacques Cartier, La Salle, Frontenac,

Breboeuf, Wolfe, Montcalm, Montgom-

ery,—what majestic figures ! We take

from the dusty shelf Parkman's roman-

tic story (how shamefully we have ne-

glected Parkman of late—much to our

loss) of a half-century of conflict for

the possession of Canada, and the Mis-

sissippi Valley,—once more as in college

days we follow Wolfe and Montcalm to

that bleak plain whereon both died, pass-

ing to the immortality of fame. The

long struggle is over ; the Saxon has won.

Liberty and not Catholic Absolutism is

to bear sway on this continent.

That is, if we degenerate sons of noble

sires take good heed to guard the free-

dom won for us in the brave days of

old. W. D. S.
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Surgery has its fads, as well as poli-

tics, dress, and fiction. Just now opera-

tive medicine is paying close attention

to the tonsils, and if the reported results

of close observation are to be taken ;is

true, and they apparently are, medical

science has made some valuable discov-

eries relative to the control of these

glands over human conduct. In the

City of New York, where the physical

examination of school children is carried

further than elsewhere in the United

States, little ones, apparently suffering

from incurable congenital stupidity,

have been converted into model pupils

by the removal of growths that clog the

nose and upper respiratory passages,

thereby retarding breathing. Like in-

vestigations, conducted with scientific

accuracy at the Sorbonne, Paris, under

tlic direction of Professor Alfred Binet,

have achieved results that to the lay

mind are little short of belief. Only

recently, in Oakland, two boys, consid-

ered as incorrigibles, had their tonsils

removed, with no inconvenience to them-

selves, and are said to be much improved

in scholarship and in deportment, The

stupid child, like the criminal adult, if

certain modern theories hold, is often

not so much the victim of its own per-

verseness as it is of its physical short-

comings. W. M.
* * *

We, I conceive, are justified in hold-

ing clearly and boldly, as the very core

of our faith, that God loves eternally

and unalterably every creature he has

made: and that onr sin, while it draws
a thick veil over our eyes and makes it

impossible to give us the joy of com-
munion with him, yet never changes

him, never blackens that sun of love in

the heavens.

—

Frances Power Cobbe.

Nothing is so contagious as enthusi-

asm ; it is the real allegory of the tale of

Orpheus: it moves stones, it charms
brutes. Enthusiasm is the genius of sin-

cerity, and truth accomplishes no vic-

tories without it.

—

Buhvrr Lytton.

fiOtC0.

Rev. George R. Dodson must be en-

joying the sincere pleasure his visit is

giving to his many friends in Califor-

nia. Seven years is something of a test,

but it lias not dulled the admiration

and regard held for Dr. Dodson by all

who knew him in his pastorate at Ala-

meda, and his old parishioners are vying

for the privilege of entertaining him.

Rev. William Day Simonds, of Oak-

land, supplements religious training and
inspiration by week-day enlightenment.

He frequently reviews important books

and keeps his people in touch with the

best in literature. On August 12th he

discussed Edith Wharton's "The Fruit

of the Tree" and Eugenia Brooks Froth-

ingham's "The Evasion."

"The Paragraph Pulpit" has gained a

firm foothold as a means of disseminat-

ing a wider knowledge of what Unitari-

ans stand for and are trying to extend.

The American Unitarian Association has

recently placed contracts with thirty-two

daily papers and twenty-one weeklies for

the insertion of these brief statements.

The ladies of the Los Angeles church

are doing a fine practical work in much
needed relief. Two years ago they be-

gan an effort to help poor women, and
among other things established a free

maternity cottage. The benefits proved

so great that they have now leased a lot

and built and equipped a small building-

providing for these patients. A store

where second-hand clothing and domestic

articles are bought, repaired, and sold is

also maintained. Mrs. Wm. Baurhyte,

formerly of Alameda, is president of

the Board of Managers.

The Alameda church resumed services

on August 2d, Mr. Reed preaching on "A
City Without a Church." A vesper ser-

vice will be held on the last Sunday of

each month at 5 P. m. Much interest is

felt in the carefully worked-out plan for

more effective Sunday-school work, one

feature of which is a systematic training

in helpfulness. The expenses of the

school will lie borne by the ehnrch. while

the collections from the pupils will be
devoted to charitable and philanthropic

purposes, especially designated month by
month.
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Rev. A. P. Reccord, of Springfield,

Mass., who is spending his vacation in

England, sent a cablegram in reply to a

call from the Los Angeles church, ex-

pressing his inability to accept. It was
one of the pleasing dreams "too good to

be true" that he might come. We must
now await with patient hope for some
approximately satisfactory reality.

The six weeks' vacation of the Santa
Ana church closed on August 16th. Dur-
ing the following week a social gathering

was held in the church parlors, to which
the Sunday-school as well as the congre-

gation were invited. There was a large

attendance and an enjoyable evening.

Rev. J. D. 0. Powers returned from
his vacation, spent largely in California,

and preached in the Seattle church on
the morning of August 23d a sermon on
"The Power of the Noble Purpose,"
citing Tolstoi as a striking example.

The Unitarian Club of Alameda
broadly discussed the subject of divorce

at its meeting of August 21st. There was
general agreement that sex relations

should be taken up primarily in the home
and also in the school. Dr. H. S. Buteau,
a prominent physician of Oakland, in

an address on "Divorce: Some Causes
and Treatments, from the Viewpoint of

a Physician." said that "divorce is mor-
phine administered to quiet the pangs
of diseased social conditions."

The Santa Barbara church resumed
service on August 16th. Rev. Benjamin
A. Goodridge preaching on the topic, "A
New Song Unto the Lord." The Sun-
day-school reopened on August 30th.

Rev. Heber Rice, of Pomona, with his

wife, spent the last part of August at

Baynham's Camp. The call of the woods
is strong at midsummer, and those who
can respond to it are fortunate, while
those who do arc wise.

The Society fur Christian Work re-

sumed ils regular meetings Monday,
August 24th. The three meetings of the
day were all well attended -the sewing
meeting in the rning, with its box
Luncheon, directors' meeting at 2 p.m.,
and business meeting al 2:30. This was
followed by a mosl interesting talk by
Mrs. Alberl Gerberding, "A Winter in

a Paris Pension."

The Summer School has become a very
valuable feature of educational life. It

means much to many hungry people who
make great sacrifices for the uplift it

gives to meet the selected leaders in va-

rious paths of learning. And it is of

distinct advantage for the Unitarian
Club of California to pick up the crumbs
that fall from the Berkeley table. The
last meeting, held on July 30th, was most
enjoyable in every way. The speakers

were Professor Charles Henry Rieber,

dean of the faculty, Professor Calvin
Thomas of Columbia, Professor Charles

Theodore Burnett of Bowdoin, Professor

Andrew C. McLaughlin of Chicago, and
Professor William Lyon Phelps of Yale.

Unity of Chicago speaks thus of two
sermons recently preached in All Souls'

Church by Mr. V. M. Cady, a recent

graduate of the Pacific Unitarian School

:

"The two succeeding Sundays we lis-

tened, in company with a goodly number,
to two most helpful sermons by the Rev.
V. M. Cady, of Berkeley, Cal. The first

one, on 'Ghosts,' caused us to see how
very much of all our habits of thinking
and living are but ghosts of many dead
quotations, and that true progress can
never come to a soul until it leaves the

outgrown past and boldly faces and
charges the future with the keys of hope
and fearlessness. The second sermon
was particularly helpful and inspiring,

and certainly one most needed to-day.

. . . These are just a few of the lessons

that Mr. Cady so clearly and strongly

brought to us, and all his hearers went
away greatly stimulated toward stronger
efforts to find the good that is meant for

them to be. to do, and to pass on."

Whatever separates religion from life,

or makes it only a part of life, is dis-

tinctly an evil. All of life is religious,

just as all of one's body is alive. There
is no distinctively religious realm, as

apart from other realms. A man is just

as religious in his office or his factory
as lie is in his church. Religion is like

a sea that inundates all of life. It finds

no higher level in a man's worship than
it does in his work. Reality is to be
gauged by the lowest level. It cannot
rise higher elsewhere, except in waves of

feeling. I do not ask concerning your
religion. Your Life reveals it.

—

Para-
graph Pulpit.
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ContrtbutcD.

The Interpretation of Life.

By Rev. Clarence Reed.

The ureal est thinkers of all ages and
religions have sought a rational inter-

pretation of life. What is the meaning
of the ceaseless procession of events and
persons? What gives to life worth?

Life has often been compared to ma-
terial things and relationships. It seems

at times like a grain of sand, a drop of

\\:iler, or as a flowing river. It may
be likened to a journey across a desert

in which poisonous snakes hide behind

rocks, vultures are overhead waiting for

(heir prey, lions are ready to pounce on

the straggler, and scorpions crawl into

lh«' tent by night. Men are held at

times as in a vise, and at other times

appear to be adrift on a boundless sea,

some rowing in one direction and others

in another, and some refuse to row at

all.

Life seems to many as a merry-go-

round in which all is excitement, motion,

and noise, and suddenly it stops ; or, like

a narrow path with a thorny hedge on

either side, so that when the traveler

endeavors to avoid the thorns on one side

he runs into them on the other.

Life is as a tale that wras told and is

now forgotten, a swift messenger going

from city to city, or a ship in the breeze,

soon lost to sight. It has been compared
to a handbreadth because it can be meas-

ured; a dream, that may be pleasant or

disagreeable; or a sleep from which man
soon wakens. It is like the grass that in

winter time springs forth on the moun-
tains, but when the rains cease it soon

withers; or vapor, such as a soap bubble,

that for a momenl is radiant with bril-

liant colors and then disappears, or

water spilled on the ground that can

never be gathered together.

Life often has aboul it the monotony
of the weaver's shuttle, and it ends much
like the weaver cuts the thread. It is

as a shepherd's tent that to-day is

pitched in a valley and to-morrow only

the ashes of last night's campfire re-

mains.

Life may be compared to a gesture

thai leaves no impression in the air;

writing in the sand that is soon effaced

bv the incoming tide: a meteor which

flashes across the horizon for a moment;
the dust of the road and the fallen

leaves of the forest blown hither and
thither by every gust of wind; or to the

unwinding of a reel, the cord of which

snaps when the end is reached.

Life is as a wreath of smoke that casts

its shadow on the earth and then disap-

pears; a candle, the light of which is

easily extinguished
;
the golden clouds of

sunset that look beautiful for a moment
and then pass away; a single wave on

the face of the ocean ; a piece of sea-

foam left on the shore after a storm ; or

the fireworks that make the heavens radi-

ant with light and color, only to be lost

again in the darkness.

Defined in terms of religion, life is

a pilgrimage and men at their best are

travelers toward the city of the ideal.

It is a never-ending struggle to realize

that which has worth, being also a dis-

cipline, its primary purpose not to make
men happier but to develop moral char-

acter. Like a flower, it is possessed with

the law of growth.

Keligion is the great interpreter of

life, for it is the expression of the

friendship of God and man. It inspires

men to endeavor to realize their ideals.

God being as evident in life here and
now as in any place or time.

Life has been a consistent pursuit of

the ideal to a few of the world's noblest

men. Tsaiah. Socrates, Buddha, Jesus,

and Epictetus were apparently free from
selfish ambitions and animated with the

highest ideals. Such men by their lives

proclaim Ihe inherent greatness and di-

vine worth of human life.

Life is a study in contradictions— some

days being radiant with sunshine, filled

with the melody of song, transfigured

with visions of the ideal, and glorious

with hopes; while other days have in

them naught but gloom, sadness, disap-

pointment, tears, despair, hatred, and

doubts. Evil is present in life as well

as the good. Centuries of striving to

overcome evils separate the man of to-

day from his brute-like ancestors. Evil

is the shadow of the good, the back-

ground of the picture that eives it con-

trast, the element of imperfection out of

which goodness is developed.

A fundamental law in the interpreta-

tion of life is that a man gets that for
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which he is willing to pay,—nothing

more, nothing less. He who expects to

get something for nothing will fail as

certainly as the man who falls over a

precipice will be injured. It is neces-

sary to pay for the elements of worth
in life in the gold of love, self-sacrifice,

and courage. After making all due
allowances for the influence of environ-

ment and heredity in the limitation of

personal freedom, a man's character is

what he makes it. What a man does is

temporary, but what he is is eternal.

There is always danger of reducing

life to a mere mechanism. The minister

may become a worshiper of a creed or

ritual, rather than a passionate lover of

truth, goodness, and beauty ; the lawyer
a student of precedents, and not a lover

of justice: the business man an accumu-
lator of money, and not an interpreter

of honesty ; the workingman only a cog

in the machine, and not deeply in love

with his work.
The literature that expresses life as it

is lives forever. Homer portrayed the

inspiring traditions, heroic deeds, and
aspirations of his age ; Plato and Xeno-
phon recorded the eternal words of Soc-

rates: Dante pictured the religious and
political ideals of Italy in the thirteenth

century ; Chaucer described the life of

England of the fourteenth century: and
Shakespeare represented so perfectly the

men and women of his age, that they
represent eternal types of character.

This principle is also true in art.

Phidias made immortal in marble the life

of the age of Pericles: Raphael, taking
peasants as models, painted madonnas as

the idealization of motherhood: Murillo

transferred to the canvas the beggar
children of Spain, making them seem to

breathe: Millet will live on account of

picturing the hard life of the peasantry
of France ; and Turner made immortal
Italian and English sunsets.

Shakespeare was the master inter-

preter in regard to the meaning of life.

He saw the inherent Goodness in man,
and also his weaknesses: heard the voice

of conscience proclaiming the eternal

worth of the virtues, and felt the weird
fascination of sin ; held a mirror before

his a ere. recording not only external acts,

but also portraying inner motives, and
described life as a seeking for the shad-

ows of place and power as well as a

heroic struggle against apparently hope-

less odds to realize in life the loftiest

ethical ideals.

Shakespeare touched the whole range
of human life, from the serene peace of

the "Tempest," the light comedy of

"Love's Labor Lost," the delicate hap-
piness of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," the ecstacy of the all-absorbing

love of Romeo to the shallowness of the

friendship described in the "Sonnets,"
the hesitation in the face of the apparent
impossibility of righting great wrongs as

portrayed in "Hamlet," and those aw-
ful tragedies that leave in their trail

only desolation and death, as in

"Othello." "Macbeth," and "Lear."
Carlyle, Ruskin, and Matthew Arnold

were the three best interpreters of life

to the nineteenth century. Carlyle drew
his inspiration from the philosophers of

Germany, Ruskin from the artists of

Italy, and Arnold was cosmopolitan in

the sources from which he obtained his

message. Carlyle, the son of a working-
man, was instinctively fond of history.

He pleaded for those who were spirit-

ually outcasts, and appealed to the con-

science of mankind. Ruskin was the son

of a rich wine merchant, and as a young
man was passionately fond of art, la-

bored to open the eyes of those blind to

beauty, laying emphasis upon the need
of the education of the emotions.

Arnold, the son of a scholar, and by in-

stinct a literary man, sought to enlighten

the ignorant, and based his appeal upon
the reason.

The deepest joys of life come not from
realization but from the effort to express

man's truest self. Only by self-directed

deeds in the service of the ideal, and
through the assertion of personal free-

dom, can man progress toward complete
self-realization. Man wins his freedom
by the development of right relations to

the real facts of life. He asks not to

see the goal, nor for rewards, nor rest,

but only for the privilege of eternal

striving to realize the ideal, and the pos-

sibility of progress onward and upward
toward the perfect moral character of

God.
Life has supreme worth because each

man is free to choose the good or evil,

the moral laws of the universe being
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organized within each soul. Man is

saved not by obedience to any external
law, institution, ritual, or creed, but by
his own mental and moral determina-
tions, as expressed in words and deeds.
All the elements that enter into the
moral character of God inhere within the
soul of man. The Christian church was
right when it declared that Jesus was
divine, but it failed to realize that every
human soul is inherently divine. Jesus
endeavored to be like God by expressing
the goodness, love, and truth that belong
to the soul of man ; but this should also

be the aim of every man. He who is

true to the idea of duty here and now
is as much in communion with God as he
ever will be. "Whatever noble work he
performs, his appreciation of the beauti-

ful, and the deep affections that possess

his soul, are expressions of the life of
God which dwells in the soul of man.

The Aristocratic and Democratic

Conceptions of Religion.

By Daniel Rowen.

There are two sharply contrasted con-

ceptions of religion competing to-day for

supremacy which may be fittingly desig-

nated as the aristocratic and the demo-
cratic. According to the former, the Di-

vine Reality, the Absolute Person, the

knowledge (?) of which is gained only

by metaphysical reasoning, is the only
legitimate object of worship, the immuta-
ble foundation of religion ; therefore,

only those skilled in metaphysics may be
properly termed religious. This claim is

put forth more or less clearly by many
philosophers, but by none with such

frankness as by Professor McTaggart :

"It follows that a man is not entitled

to believe a dogma except insofar as he
has investigated it for himself. And
since the investigation of a dogma is a
metaphysical process, and religion musl
be based upon a dogma, it follows fur-

ther that no man is justified in a re-

ligious attitude except as a result of

metaphysical study. . . . Thus we are
driven to the conclusion that, whether
any religion is true or not, most people
have no right to accept any religion as

true'' ("Some Dogmas of Religion," p.

292.

Another professor of philosophy, only
a. little less celebrated than McTaggart,
said to a friend of mine that no minister
had a right to admit to church member-
ship any one who had not passed an ex-

amination in metaphysics. Similar state-

ments without number could be cited.

One can imagine himself hearing these
apostles of this exclusive and aristocratic

idea of religion saying with fervor: "We
thank thee, Father, that thou hast re-

vealed these things only to the wise and
the prudent, to those who know Plato,

Hegel, and Bradley."
This aristocratic conception of religion

is strongly intrenched in our Unitarian
body, and I am bound to say that it does
not seem to me to be one of its elements
of strength. In fact, it was because of
this that Matthew Arnold was provoked
to say that Unitarianism has doomed it-

self to hopeless impotency. It has been
our boast that we have had almost a
monopoly of the democratic conception
of religion. We have proudly held aloft

our banner on which is inscribed our
grand affirmation, "Character, and not
belief, is the test of a man's religion."

However, many of our teachers have
strongly affirmed this with one breath
while with the next breath explicitly

or implicitly denied it.

In our great and good Dr. Martineau
we find a striking example of this strange
inconsistency. In one place he says: "If
T see a man living out of an inner
spring of inflexible right and pliant pity

;

... I shall not pry into his closet or ask
about his creed, but own him at once as

the godly man. Godliness is the persist-

ent living out an ideal preconception of

the right, the beautiful, the good." In
another place he says, however high your
ideal, and however strenuously you fol-

low it, unless you have "conscious per-

sonal relation with the Divine Spirit.

. . . personal surrender to immediate
communion with Infinite Perfection. . . .

you do not so much as touch the thresh-

old of religion."

A friend of mine, who occupies an
honored place in our body, in his preach-

ing generally identifies "goodness"
with "religion," but he insists on defin-

ing religion in what he calls its highest

terms. His definition of religion accord-

ing to these highest terms is extremely
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exclusive. Another of our most promi-

nent and most gifted preachers, in a

letter to a friend expressed his conviction

that the Divine Reality arrived at by
metaphysical reasoning- is the only legit-

imate object and foundation of religion.

He goes on to say: "'If we have any
reason for existing it is . . . that we
may speak the plain truth of reason to

those who are disciplined enough in

mind to hear. Of course there are

never many such, but they are the salt

of the earth, and always have been."
(Italics are mine.) This is aristocracy

in religion with a vengeance.

Now. according to the democratic con-

ception, religion is not so much a theory

as a mode of directing life practically by
the light of experience. There are mul-
titudes who have moral earnestness and
love of truth and an ardent desire to

discover whatever of truth they may.
and in the light of that truth live their

lives faithfully in the position in which
they happen to be placed, yet who have
no talent whatever for metaphysical rea-

soning. And when such turn to us for

guidance they meet with infinite discour-

agement when told by our highest au-

thorities that however strenuously they
follow their highest ideal, unless they

have "conscious self-surrender to Infi-

nite Perfection they have not touched the

threshold of religion." The result of

this is that multitudes to whom we ought
to effectually appeal are repelled and
drift away into indifferent agnosticism.

Did we consistently adhere to our stand-

ard, we would proclaim to such that

religion is simply the Higher Life, and
that whatever nourishes the higher life,

—be it love of nature, love of beauty.

love of truth, love of goodness.—has re-

ligious value—is a means of grace. But.
as Matthew Arnold loved to reiterate.

"Conduct for most is three fourths of

life," therefore religious culture for

iimst must come from love of and prac-

tice of righteousness.

Our message to this storm-tossed.

doubt-distracted aire, if it is to be ef-

fective, must be. "Let go everything
else if yon must, but hold fast to the

errand, simple landmarks <>f morality.

Do the duty that lies nearest to thee!

Do it with a will ! Let your whole soul

be put into the doing of it ! Then the

next duty will become clearer and easier

to do. and many things dark and inex-

plicable will become bright and clear,

and the distracted, divided, weakened
souls will receive a mysterious influx of

peace and power. By unflinching loy-

alty to conviction, by patient,, persistent.

loving service, one may come to an im-
mediate knowledge of God,—not. per-

haps, as the absolute person, but rather

as that power not ourselves which makes
for righteousness, which ever works in

and through and around us when we are

striving with our might to know the

truth and do the right. As Emerson
puts it: "If one will only rise to a cer-

tain moral altitude he feels that he is in

a breath of will that blows eternally in

the direction of the right and the neces-

sary. "' or. as Dr. Bushnell has said, "be-
comes conscious not of himself alone, but
of a certain otherness moving in him

;

some mysterious power of good that is to

him what he is not to himself: a spring

of new-born impulse: a living of new
life. It is not that he sees God without
by the eye. any more than he sees him-
self without by the eye. when he has a

consciousness of himself. It is not that

he has any mind-view of God awakened
in him. It is only that he has a sense

of a sublime other not himself, which is

really and truly God."
If one were making a full statement

of what makes for the higher life, which
is the substance of religion from the

democratic point of view, he would
give the foremost place to the con-

templation, the admiration, the worship
of the ideal. Every earnest man, what-
ever his beliefs or disbeliefs, has

a profound dissatisfaction with his

life as it is, and a vision, dim or

clear, of what his life ought to be. This
vision we call his ideal, which is nour-

ished and enriched by the noble souls

with whom we have come in contact, by
the biographies of the great and good.

by noble characters in fiction, but most
of all by that supreme character, the

Christ. This ideal springing spontane-

ously from the earnest soul, enriched by
all the means which we have enumerated,
must be for multitudes the guiding star

and inspiration, the highest revelation of

the Divine, the supreme object of wor-
ship, the power of God unto salvation.
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Perhaps <>ur I fnitariai] prejudice will

rise up here and protesl thai we are

approaching dangerously oear to Trini-

tarianism, but il would be shallowness
in us to pretend that Trinitarianism con-

tains no truth. Whoever has heard

Phillips Brooks' appeal to youngmento
build their characters after the pattern

of the Christ could not fail to be con-

vinced of (his appeal's compelling power.

Do our metaphysical friends rise up and
assert thai this ideal has no metaphysical

reality? Our reply is that it is an effi-

cient moans to the noblest end—that end,

the Higher Life.

If I have seemed to disparage meta-
physical reasoning I would not be so

understood. When metaphysical reason-

ing is used to gather up and co-ordinate

all our life's experience and trace out all

their gracious and far-reaching implica-

tions {vide "Royce's Philosophy of

Loyalty"), then metaphysical reasoning-

has the highest religious value and be-

comes a means of grace. But when it is

used after the manner of Professor Mc-
Taggart and bis school, it is a stumbling-

block over which, I am sure, multitudes

fall.
* * 4.

Christian Science.

Editor the Pacific Unitarian.

Dear Sir: In your August issue there

appeared an article on the subject of

"The Therapeutical Work in Emmanuel
Church, Boston," in which the statement
was made that it "appears to be upon
a scientific basis," and the further com-
ment is made that a study of this move-
ment "will tend to establish clearly the

radical differences between the 'Em-
manuel movement' and other scientific

systems on the one hand and Christian

Science or other unscientific systems and
semi -scientific svstems on the other

hand."
In making such distinctions it should

be clearly seen what constitutes a "scien-
tific system." The Standard Dictionary
defines "science" as: 1. "Knowledge of

principles and causes; ascertained truth
or facts. 2. Accumulated and estab-

lished knowledge, which has been sys-

tematized and formulated with reference
to the discovery of general truths or

the operation of general laws." Ac-
cording to these definitions Christian

Science is scientific, for it is knowledge
of the divine principle and cause, or

God, and of His spiritual laws, which

has been systematized and is being ap-

plied to the healing of disease and sin.

All Christians will concede tlial Christ

Jesus understood and demonstrated the

Law of God in his mighty works among
men, and he said of his disciples win.

believed for 1 1 nderstood) "the works

that T do shall he do also." .Jesus used

no drugs, hypnotism, or suggestion in his

healing work, but relied entirely upon

the truth and power of God, and those

who would follow his example should do

the same. He made no distinction be-

tween "functional" or "organic" dis-

eases, but healed "every sickness and

every disease among the people," and in-

structed his disciples to do likewise.

Through Christian Science this injunc-

tion is being fulfilled, in the healing of

both functional and organic disease- nf

every kind.

When Jesus called his disciples and
sent them on their mission, "He sent

them to preach the kingdom of Cod and
to heal the sick," and they fulfilled their

mission. This shows that the work' of

the Christian ministry is both teaching

and healing through spiritual means, and
there is no warrant in the teachings of

Christ Jesus for the separation of this

work, the minister to preach only and
the healing to be left to the doctor who
uses material means; or the minister to

treat "functional" diseases by "sugges-
tion" and leave all other cases for the

doctor. The spiritual understanding of

God and His law is sufficient to solve

all the problems of life and to heal

every phase of disease without recourse

to material methods. While Christian

Scientists recognize and commend the

humanitarian motives of physicians in

their efforts to alleviate human suffering,

yet they also recognize that the spiritual

method taught and demonstrated by
< !hris1 Jesus is the most effectual and
the one to be followed by those who
understand it. Sincerely yours,

Frank W. Gale,

Stati Committet on Publication.

San Fkax< isco, Cal., August 29, 1908.

* * *

(in, | is in all that liberates and lifts;

In all that humbles, Bweetens, ami consoles.—Janus "Russell Lowell.
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To Hetch-Hetchy and Beyond.
By Charles A. Murdock.

It is hard to understand how any man
of approximately average intelligence

could have lived in California for fifty

years and not have found it possible
to see the Yosemite Valley. Having seen
it, the admission seems a disgraceful con-
fession, and would not be made did it

not seem possible that some other "vile
sinner" might by it be encouraged to
improve the remaining moments wherein
the "light holds out to burn."

Lest the final going might be con-
sidered as an offset on the credit side,

let the further admission be made that
the trip was in the line of duty imposed
by a municipal position accidentally
held.

The matter of a water supply is of
such transcendent importance that the
Board of Supervisors felt impelled to
supplement the reports of engineers by
a personal visit to the sources of supply
made possible of utilization through an
offer of the Secretary of the Interior
representing the Federal Government.

The Hetch-Hetchy Valley is within the
Yosemite National Park, being separated
from the Yosemite Valley by a range of
mountains dividing the drainage basin of
the Merced River from that of the Tuol-
umne, the next stream north. The
Tuolumne, which flows through it, has
a drainage area of 452 square miles,
practically uninhabited and uninhabit-
able; and after exhaustive examination
had been pronounced by far the best pos-
sible source of supply for San Francisco
and vicinity. To see the possibilities
and to convince the doubting a visit was
arranged.

On Tuesday, August 18th, thirteen
members of the Board, accompanied by
the City Engineer and other interested
officials, with representatives of the press,
numbering in all twenty-three persons,
left the city for the examination. Paren-
thetically, it may be said that the two
fateful numbers were unavailing as
causes of disaster. No mishaps of any
kind marred the felicitious trip.

For a person adjusted to the fog and
winds of a San Francisco August, the
San Joaquin Valley is not to be called
comfortable at midday. It might with-
out exaggeration be called hot. Even

night and El Portal, the fine new hotel

at the terminus of the Yosemite Rail-

road, did not bring much comfort. But
the next morning was bright and fresh,

and "The Gate" was left in comfort.

Stages were provided, but a few of us

chose to walk a way and let the stage

overtake and pick us up. The road
follows the Merced River, which in the

never comprehensible manner of a moun-
tain stream has cut its way through the

solid rock that rises on both sides. It

is a beautiful stream of crystal purity,

dashing, and foaming in its rapid de-

scent. Its banks are well-wooded with
evergreens of many kinds and great

beauty. A fine opportunity for tree

study is afforded when one's companion
knows intimately every specimen. A
challenge to name an apparent conifer

met with dire disaster. Wild guesses

were not to hit the truth. "That," said

the Engineer, "is one of the rarest and
most beautiful of trees, and probably
not one in ten of our party ever heard
of it. It is the Tumion Californicum,,

popularly called the 'California nut-

meg,' " and then came its interesting

story. It was well known as a fossil,

but no living trees were supposed to

exist. Along in the forties some one re-

ported that in the swamps of Georgia

a pine tree bore a plum. Professor

Torrey, then an old man, rode down to

see the new tree, and by him it was class-

ified as one of the yew family. In the

Wasatch Mountains it was subsequently

found as a shrub, while in California it

grows to a large, symmetrical, beautiful

tree. Its fruit is a shell-enclosed nut
somewhat resembling a nutmeg, but with

no flavor. Samples with the green nuts

attached submitted to the stage occu-

pants found few to recognize. Discus-

sions on trees, geology, water-rights, etc.,

engrossed about half of the fourteen

miles between El Portal and Sentinel

Hotel in the great valley. Then the

stages overtook us, and we exchanged
Nature for Human Nature.
When one reaches the Yosemite itself,

the first surprise is the surprise itself.

Every Californian has lived on photo-

graphs, and seen numberless paintings,

and heard descriptions again and again;
but the preparation for the real thing
is painfully inadequate. When one gets

abreast of El Capitan and gazes up-
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ward at half a mile of smooth and solid

granite standing so straight that it leans

forward, and reaching another half a

mile along the valley, he realizes that his

sight and the mind back of it must be

readjusted. He mentally piles ten Call

Buildings one on top of the other, and
then finds he has feet to spare. The
driver points to a recess 1,000 feet up
in which grows a pine that looks like a

nice little Christmas-tree, but measure-
ments make it 150 feet.

The water-falls, so late in the season,

must be supplemented by the imagina-
tion to make any great impressions. The
Bridal Veil is more suggestive of a white

shoe-string and the famous Yosemite is

little more than moisture, but Nevada
and Vernal, the double act of the un-
quenchable Merced, are very beautiful

and satisfactory.

The valley was a mere stopping-place,

and no time was allowed for seeking its

beauties. Early the next morning stages

were taken for the Oak Flat road that

crawls up the west wall and meanders
the ridge when it is gained, by the way
of Gin Flat and Tamarack Flat to the

hospitable spot, famed far and near as

Crocker's. Shortly before reaching it

the road passes through the Tuolumne
Grove of Big Trees, and respect is paid

to "General Lawton," the largest of the

trees, while a slight detour permits the

stage to drive through the dead giant.

The trees are comparatively few in num-
ber, but very impressive and satisfac-

tory. It is somewhat reassuring, in view
of the occasional reminders of the unsta-

bility of the section of the earth on which
our lines are cast, to see something that

was growing when Cornelia spanked her

jewels, and is still at it. It is gratifying.

too, to learn that the noble genus that

survived only in California, is now grow-
ing finely all over the globe, adapting
itself to varied conditions, flourishing in

the San Joaquin Valley, in British Co-

lumbia, in England, and on the Con-
tinent.

Crocker's is a spot once seen never
to be forgotten. Thirty years ago Mr.
and Mrs. Crocker, newly married, set-

tled there, and established this delightful

stopping-place between civilization and
the Wonder of the World. Now the road
is little traveled, Mr. Crocker has passed

to the world of spirits, but the kindly,

motherly woman holds on, and by the

lovely green meadows, amid the pines

and the oaks maintains the home and
sustains the fine hospitality. Such good
things to eat, such comfortable beds, such
cheerful service!

The next morning early we are off

to Hetch-IIetchy by the way of Hog's
ranch. Following the Tioga road to

the ranch, we forsake the wagons and
are assigned to mules, our light baggage
and sleeping-bags being transported by
pack-train. Before starting we dispose

of the lunch brought from Crocker's, and
incidentally rally to save a noble yellow
pine burning fiercely, the forest fire

having reached the ranch the night be-

fore. What seemed hopeless was accom-
plished without great difficulty by a

bucket brigade of willing workers.

The smoking remains of yesterday's

fire did not add to the pleasure of the

trip, but all is a part of the day's work,
and on and down we go. The Tuolumne
Canon is boldly sculptured—great gran-

ite mountains or wooded slopes on either

side, an impassable channel, and not a

human habitation. About four hours on
mule-deck and Surprise Point is reached.

Another Yosemite bursts on our view.

The Hetch-Hetchy is not unlike the bet-

ter known valley in its general aspects.

The same bold sides and lofty buttes,

the Tuolumne, a half larger than the

Merced, flowing through it, and Vernon
Creek leaping into it with a volume
much larger than the corresponding Yo-
semite falls. The floor is not so level,

great bosses of granite occasionally ris-

ing. The distinguishing difference is

the closing in of the walls at the lower
end of the valley, the solid walls coming
close together, as though inviting man
to use the incomparable dam-site.

We make camp half-way up the valley

and get "close to Nature," which after

a few days' experience one of our num-
ber characterized as principally consist-

ing "of getting as dirty as the law al-

lows." We sleep in our clever bags.

In the early morn a Supervisor calls

aloud for a "can-opener," saying he
wants to get out.

A day is spent in inspection, both ends

and the middle are examined ; but more
especially the dam-site, where a dam 250

feet high can be built at very slight cost,

which will impound twice the quantity
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that is now stored in the famous Croton

Reservoir in New York. The quality of

the water leaves nothing to be desired.

One drinks with delight and craves more.

On the morning of the second day all

the party save five, who prefer rest to

further venture, take mules for Lake

Eleanor, about five miles north as the

crow flies, but many more as the mule

crawls. As in Yosemite, the north wall

is surmounted over a pretty steep and

very dusty trail. Midday finds us at

McGill's meadow, with another forest-

fire near at hand. As we lunched it

came threateningly near, and breaking

through it was neither comfortable nor

agreeable, but it was finally ran out of,

and soon there burst upon us a glimpse

of an entrancingly beautiful lake, with

wooded hills rising to the east, north,

and south. About two miles long and
half a mile wide, with sandy shore, it

was very inviting, and not many minutes

elapsed after dismounting before every-

body was enjoying a most refreshing

swim. At the lower end of the lake is

an ideal camping-ground, with a group

of little shacks under the lovely pines.

Here we were royally entertained by Mr.

Win. Ham Hall, who has large holdings

around the lake. Trout without limit,

venison, and all sorts of good food, with

beds of pine-needles on which to stretch

our sleeping-bags, made our stay most

enjoyable. On the afternoon of our ar-

rival we examined the dam-site, and the

next morning we explored the upper end

of the lake and then started homeward.
Without adventure we returned to

Hetch-Hetchy, finding a belated Super-

visor who had arrived in our absence.

One more evening around the camp-fire,

where song and story and fun were

varied by earnest discussion on the

weighty problem presented, and in the

early morning we retraced our steps to

Crocker's for another night of real com-

fort. One of our number on being asked

the next morning how he slept, replied:

"Not very well. It was so soft I had
a sensation of being afloat on the clouds

and felt that I might light at any mo-

ment."
An early start bronghl us back to Yo-

semite early in the afternoon, and the

official tour was over. Some left at once

for the city. Six of us took Hie short

trail for Glacier Point, where we passed

the night. To look down over three

thousand feet to the floor of the valley

as we reached the end of the trail was a

revelation of its extent and variety and
the relation of its varied features and
their unity as a wondrous whole. The
view from the comfortable hotel toward
the high Sierras is most comprehensive
and magnificent. In the foreground the

tumbling Merced, with Nevada and Ver-
nal falls in view and ceaselessly heard.

To the left the noble Half Dome and
towering Cloud's Rest, in the far hori-

zon Lyell and Ritter, and to the right

Mt. Starr King, overtopping even Half
Dome by a hundred feet. At night it

was deeply impressive, but in the early

dawn, on through the rosy coloring till

the risen sun lights up peak upon peak,

the view was entrancing. Then a detour

by Illouette, and a steady descent by
the long trail over Nevada Falls and
down the east wall, and in about five

hours you are again on the valley 's floor.

The trails seem almost as wonderful as

the mountains or waterfalls. How man
dared do such things is past compre-
hension. Seven thousand people this

summer either have or may have paid

him tribute. That many have seen the

valley, and still they come.

At half-past two we left for El Portal,

where a comfortable night was spent,

and in good time for dinner the follow-

ing night we reached home. Eleven

days of complete change, of pleasant in-

tercourse with congenial spirits, filled

full of information and inspiration,

wherein the walls of memory were hung
by pictures of incomparable loveliness,

beauty, and awe-inspiring majesty never

to be blotted out while life endures.

* * #

The Lesson of the Trees.

Master, 1 learn this lesson from the trees:

Not to grow old. The maple by my door

Puts forth green leaves as cheerily as I,

When I was taller than this self-same tree,

Put forth my youthful longings. I have erred,

Standing a bleak and barren leafless thing

Among my hopeful brothers. I am shamed.
I will not be loss hopeful than the trees;

T will not cease to labor and aspire;

I will not pause in patient his'h endeavor:

I will be young in heart until I die.—Eichard Kirk, in Lippineotfs Magazine.

God will not mock the hope He givoth.

No love He prompts shall vainly plead.—Whittier.
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Edward llsley Galvin.

Many persons in our Pacific Coast
churches will grieve to hear of the recent

death of Mr. Galvin, who died suddenly
of angina pectoris at Belmont on t lie

2ls1 of August.

Mr, (lalvin was born at Calais, Maine,
April 3, 1838. He graduated at the

Philadelphia Central High School, with
the degree of A. B., in 1857, and entered
the Harvard Divinity School in 1862. Ik-

was ordained as the minister of the Uni-

tarian Church in Brookfield, Mass.,

which he served from 1863 to 1867, in-

terrupting his ministry there, mean-
while, by five months of service as a

member of the Forty-second Regiment,
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, which
he mustered with the rank of Second
Lieutenant, and of which he afterwards
became chaplain. He was mustered out

on account of a severe attack of rheu-

matism, which followed him until a few
years since.

His second pastorate was at Peabody,
Mass., 1868-1871. He also served the

church at Brighton, Mass,, from 1872 to

1876; supplied the pulpit at Portland,

Ore., for nearly a year during Dr. Eliot's

absence in Europe, and established a

church at Walla Walla, Wash., of which
he was the only minister from 1877 to

1879, when he was compelled to go East
on account of illness in his family. After
ministering to the Third Unitarian
Church in Chicago for two years, 1880-

1881, he was urged to become superin-

tendent of the Chicago AthenaBum, and
here was the main work of his life. For
over twelve years, from 1882 to 1894,

he did much to develop the work of the

Athenamm, to increase its material pros-

perity and to broaden its influence.

Having resigned this position he re-

moved to California in 1896, and pur-
chased a fruit ranch at Fair Oaks, Sac-

ramento county, to which he devoted
much attention, at the same time being
engaged in business in Sacramento. In
1903 he removed to Berkeley in order
to educate his daughter, and resided

there until his death.

Mr. Galvin was a man of the fines!

type of Christian character, gentle and
lovable in his disposition, generous to a

fault, deeply interested in every form
of private and social betterment, and
strongly indignant against every form
of wrong. He won hosts of friends for
himself and gave himself to them with
unsparing devotion; and after refiring
I'rnm I lie ministry, long carried on a
private ministry, not only in acts of
kindness but by introducing many pri-

vate circles to the appreciation of good
literature. After his experience in the
army he was a patriot of unexampled
fervor, and took great pleasure in the
associations of the Loyal Legion. In the
later years of his life he enjoyed very
greatly his work of fruit culture upon
his fine ranch.

Mr. Galvin was thrice married ; in 1865
to Anna M. Stambach; in 1874, to Nel-
lie Crafts, and in 1879, to Mary E.
Mack, who died six years since. Two
children survive him: Carroll, a son by
the first wife, a mining engineer of Oak-
land; and Reba, who is one of the teach-

ers in the Belmont School. The funeral
services were held in the church at

Berkeley on the 24th of August, and
cremation followed at the Oakland
crematory. * * <»

Annual Meeting at Isbel Grove.

The annual grove meeting held in San-
ta Cruz has become one of the established

customs of the Unitarians living therein

and thereabouts. It was established by
Rev. George W. Stone six years ago, and
every year the interest seems to increase.

This year it was held on August 16th,

and from all accounts was the best meet-
ing ever held. 11 is matter of regret

that the editor was prevented by an
imperative duty from attending and
must rely on the newspaper accounts for
this report. The attendance was large

and the interest manifested was most
gratifying. All the papers had liberal

reports, but the Surf "exeeedeth them
all," and we copy it.

There were ten musical numbers and
three addresses. These were all along
the lines of present-day public morals,

and were listened to with a profound
attention, which bespeaks ;i vital interest

in the subjects, as well as in the speakers.

Mr. Stone's sermon in the morning
was a masterly discussion of personal

responsibility for public morals, and the
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demand of the times for attention to

this matter.

By request of many listeners it will

appear in full in the Surf. [It did, and
elsewhere we present it.]

The afternoon services were prefaced

by an address of welcome by Mr. Stone

to the increasing number of those af-

filiating with the Unitarian Church, and
also to those "not of our fold," at the

grove meeting, and added:
"In looking over the record of the

sermons I have preached in this grove

during the past six years, I find that

nearly all of them have been upon sub-

jects of general rather than denomina-

tional or theological character. This is

natural, as these meetings have been

largely attended by representatives of

every school of thought, theological and
political. I hope these meetings will

keep that characteristic always. We
come out here to get in closer

touch with nature and to get the up-

lift that always comes from the woods
and groves. Nature is our first and
last companion, and we are better

-for the companionship. She is sometimes

awful and severe, but her prevailing

mood is one of beauty and affection.

"This is the list of subjects treated

from this grove pulpit during the past

six years: 1. 'Beauty'; 2. 'Nature'; 3.

' God in American History
'

; 4. ' Thy
Kingdom Come

'
; 5. ' The Ideal Life

'

;

6. 'Human Nature,' and to-day, the sev-

enth, 'Public Morals.' In the sermon on
'Thy Kingdom Come,' preached in 1905,

I ventured to indulge in prophecy, and
in the light of recent history, both na-

tional and local, what I said then seems
worth repeating today. The speakers

today will be very likely to go further

than I did on that August day three

years ago, but no one can be more cer-

tain than myself that there will be no
peace in this nation, or in this State,

or in this city and county, until the

people put on righteousness as a robe,

and keep it on when they go to the polls,

as well as when they go to ehurch.

"In August, 1905, I spoke these words
from this pulpit: 'Whatever may be on
the party banners, the real issue in this

country to-day is that of GRAFT. It is

greater than any question represented

by the political parties. The grafter is

a greater foe to the nation than any po-

litical party can be. Honest adminis-

trative officers, in town and city, State

and nation, means more to the comfort
and prosperity of the masses than any
possible tariff legislation. It is foolish

to ignore the danger that threatens so-

ciety. We are headed in the same direc-

tion that Russia is going; we have not

gone so far, but we are headed in the

same direction. I firmly believe that

the destruction of the whole system of

graft, in the city, in the State, and in

the nation, is more important to the mor-
al, and even to the religious, welfare of

the republic, than any possible political

issue upon which the parties can divide.'

And much more of the same import.

Since those words were spoken the people

have been made painfully aware of the

presence and the corrupting influences

of graft. The sermon was delivered be-

fore the earthquake and fire, even while

the grafters were having their own way
almost everywhere in California. You
know what has happened. If California

is to become what nature seems to have
intended she should become, she must
have individual initiative, and equality

of opportunity. I have no fear of the

result, IF the people will only act intelli-

gently and will listen to the voices of

those who can and will tell them the

truth concerning what is going on in our
midst.

'

'

This was followed by a reading from
"Justice and Conscience," by Theodore
Parker.

An anthem by the choir preceded the

address of Rev. Bradford Leavitt of San
Francisco on "Signs of the Times."

Mr. Leavitt as a thinker and a speaker

is clear, chaste, concise, and it is a dis-

tinct intellectual pleasure to follow his

thought, whether expressed in print or

speech.

Opening he alluded to the common
habit of scanning the sky for signs of the

weather. Nowadays the official weather
observer has a wider range, and we
look in the newspapers for his predic-

tions. Thinkers and observers now have

wide range of vision upon human life,

and the signs of the times were so numer-
ous in a multiplicity of directions that

he could only touch upon a few.

At the recent Olympian games, the
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winner had thrown the discus 30 feet

farther than it had been by the ancient

Greeks, indicative of our athletic devel-

opment.
Health was coming to be regarded as

a matter of personal control Largely, ill

health due to disobedience of physical

laws, not a visitation of Providence.
.Money, never so sought, never so im-

portant, never commanded so much,
never worshipped as now.

Pleasure, never so pursued, entering

into national life, as never before.

Prohibition, the phenomenal abate-

ment of drinking customs, the uprise

against intoxicants and stimulants ex-

tending to the Orient in its effort to

throw off opium, was a phenomenal sign

of the times.

The unemployed—the idle rich—were
an ominous cloud upon our future sky.

Commercialism of the press, which
choked out all open, free discussion and
made newspapers simply purveyors of

news, and suppressors of truth, another

ill-boding sign.

But of relatively greater magnitude
and significance than all these was the

tremendous moral awakening, the out-

gushing of a new moral life, transcend-

ing the limitations of churches and
creeds.

Theodore Roosevelt had struck a new
note in public life. He was more than
a President, and Hughes of New York
was more than a Governor. They were
preachers. This idea was enlarged upon
somewhat, and it was shown that the

appeal of Taft and Bryan in this cam-
paign was to moral sentiment.

He did not say, but he implied, that

if the church, or the churches, if that

phrase will be better understood, did

not get out of the narrow path, the very
narrow path, they were following, and
come abreast of this great moral current,

it would overwhelm them; they would
be submerged by what some writer has
felicitously termed the Big Church.

After a duet by Mrs. Wanzer and Mr.
Mosher, Chester H. Rowell, editor of the

Fresno Republican, was introduced to

speak upon "Political Reform in Cali-

fornia."

Our necessarily compressed resume of

his remarks will be painfully inadequate.

Up to within very recent years it had

been- deemed unpatriotic to question the

success of our democratic form of gov-

ernment.

We were boasters, proud of and prof-

Ligate with onr freedom.
It was discovered about ten years ago

that we were very badly governed, that

our municipal governments were corrupt

as well as extravagant.

The church had concerned itself solely

about the personal salvation of individ-

uals, seeking to pluck men one by one,

as brands from the burning, but paying
little attention to men in the mass and
their conduct.

Thus it came about that a good church
member, a good husband and father, an
agreeable companion, might be at long
range a thief.

Men who would revolt at the murder
of an infant killed babies by the thous-

ands with impure milk. Several illus-

trations of the modern Christian gentle-

man-scoundrel were given.

Before the people had become aware
of it, corporations, trusts, and combina-
tions of trusts, had captured control of

trade and the government. Some
sought escape from these conditions

in socialism. Some pessimistic think-

ers thought socialism inevitable, but
if so we ought to contest it and delay it

as long as possible. It had been consid-

ered that what was good for business

was good for the country, for so long
that it had been accepted as a maxim.

Surprising changes had developed
in ten years. City governments had been

renovated. Some had tried one experi-

ment and some another. Some had put
power in a council, others in one man,
the mayor; others had vested to the com-
missioners, but while we may not have
found the best way, or an only way, yet

the majority of American cities had im-

proved their governments, many were
clean and honest and efficient, and cities

which had not yet moved for reform
were ashamed of themselves.

Coming to California, it was to be

confessed that the Southern Pacific Com-
pany was stronger than the State gov-

ernment. It wielded more power, had a

firmer grip upon the people, than the

government.
California was peculiarly obligated to

the railroad. What we produce must
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mainly be marketed through the railroad,

and what we consume must largely be

brought to us by the railroad. We were

dependent upon transportation, owing to

our geographical position, to a remark-

able degree.

But for business should we surrender

manhood ?

He traced recent efforts to assert sov-

ereignty by the people through the pri-

mary elections, giving Berkeley as a

concrete illustration.

The people of Berkeley had carried a

primary after months of hard work and
much expenditure by patriotic, unselfish

men. The effort and the expense was
altogether disproportionate to the result.

Such sacrifices as had been made in

Berkeley rose to political heroism. Pri-

mary elections, as now provided for,

must be won by heroes or grafters, none
others could make the sacrifice.

He called attention to the fact that al-

though the modern athelete had thrown
the discus farther than his Greek com-
petitor, yet the average man to-day could

not throw it as far as the average Greek
<>f two thousand years ago.

We are specialized on everything.

Specialization in politics begot the

grafter.

It remained to be seen whether politics

could be made everybody's business, and
whether, through the direct primary, the

people should rule themselves.

If this result was brought about, there

must be constructive faith—faith that

democracy could cure the evils that be-

set it: faith that would not flinch at

seeming failure. Such faith was essen-

tial to political or religious success.

* A *

Public Morals.

By Rev. George W. Stone.

[Sermon delivered at Isbel Grove, Santa
Cruz, August 16, 1908, and reprinted from the
Santa Cruz Surf.}

Text : Righteousness and justice are the

foundation of thy throne; loving kindness and
truth go before thy face. Blessed is the people
that know the joyful sound. They walk, O
Lord, in the light of thy countenance. In
thy name do they rejoice ;<11 the day. And
in thy righteousness are they exalted— Psalm
Ixxxix: 14-1 7.

The word "morals" is of Latin origin,

meaning customs, habit, practice- but it

has a deeper significance, one which im-

plies the principle of right. The word
"moral" does not occur in the Bible,

but it is not unlike that familiar word
"righteousness"' we find commonly used
in the old Hebrew writings. I like the

term "righteousness" better than "mor-
als," and would prefer to use it as my
subject, but modern custom has substi-

tuted the word "morals," still, we usu-

ally mean "righteousness," public

righteousness, when we use the phrase.

The standard of public morals is es-

tablished by those "who lead the masses,

and not by the average morality of the

people. When we speak of the skill or

genius manifested in a work of art, or

in the production of some wonderful
piece of mechanism, we do not refer

to the manipulation of the brush or tools

by the hands of the author; we are

thinking of the brain, the mind. In a

democracy the leaders represent the

brain of the body politic, and public

morals depend, therefore, upon these

leaders, their moral conceptions, and
their faithfulness to them. These lead-

ers are chosen by the people, and when
the choice is unfettered they represent

the actual intentions of the people. The
masses, generally speaking, are well in-

tentioned and honest, but they are used
occasionally by partisan leaders to per-

petrate injustice and condone all sorts

of bad administration. It is also true

that designing men sometimes creep into

places of power with the full consent of

the masses. This is difficult to prevent,

but the actual morality of a community
is illustrated by the action it takes when
those who have betrayed their trusts are

discovered and their deeds exposed to

light. That is the real day of judgment
for a city, a state, or a nation.

"The stream cannot rise higher than
its source," says the old proverb, nor can
the morality of a community, be it large

or small, rise very much above the moral
average of its citizens. There are men,
and women too, wrho are practically

without moral perceptions. They are in

the condition of the pair who occupied
Eden, in the old story,—they "know not

good and evil." We shall make a just

estimate of the morals of a community
when we learn how and to what extent

they punish their convicted criminals.

In one of the judicial decisions handed
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down to posterity by the loving Law-giver

of Nazareth, we may discern the princi-

ple that '"to whomsoever much is given,

of him shall much be required." We
learn from this that punishment should

be meted ou1 inversely to tin* intelligence

of the criminal; the "higher up," more
severely dealt with than the "low
down." The consciousness of crime is in

proportion to the possession of moral
intelligence, and the responsibility is

therefore greatest with those who are

most intelligent. This is the ground
upon which the statement in the open-

ing sentence of this discourse is found.
I have spoken of it in my sermons for-

merly, as the responsibility of the com-
petent. No one can escape that re-

sponsibility, and no worthy citizen will

attempt to do so.

I assume, therefore, at the outset, that

the title of my discourse, "Public Mor-
als," is synonymous with the phrase:

The morals of those who lead the people.

I hope I have made this plain, for I wish
to put the responsibility for the morals
of the public just where it belongs,

—

namely, upon those who lead, or seek

to lead, the people. But remembering
human imperfection, let us not judge
harshly, but rather let us approach the

subject in a spirit of mercy, tempering
justice with mercy, knowing that Portia

spoke truly when she said "In the course

of justice none of us should see salva-

tion." We should also remember that

the growth of morals began not long ago,

and if we have been fortunate enough
to learn its laws and share its benefits,

others have not been equally favored.

To each one is given the measure of

responsibility proportioned to his knowl-
edge. Ours is much greater than those

who preceded us, by as much as we have
added to their stock of knowledge.

Leadership, in this sense, is a broad
term and covers every department of

human activity; the church, the state,

and society. The ministry is supposed
to constitute the leadership of the
church, and the church ought to repre-
sent the highest development of morals;
T think it does, but it is far from per-

fect. The teacher leads the educational
life of the school, but the largest num-
ber of leaders come from society, which
comprises the professions, the men of

business, and especially those who lead

the political parties. In a popular gov-
ern ineiit like ours leaders are supposed
to be chosen by the people. We have
no hereditary class entitled to say what
shall or shall not be done. The masses,

nominally at least, determine the policy

to be pursued and they are reached now
and then by some natural born leader

who commands their confidence and wins
their support. This country is governed
by a democracy and is capable, therefore,

of making rapid changes in its policy,

restrained only by wise provisions

against undue haste. Let us turn aside

and consider for a moment how we came
by this popular government, that we may
understand better the need for those re-

straints; also that we may more intelli-

gently determine whether the time has

come to change and alter somewhat these

checks upon too great exercise of liberty.

First—As Americans,' we determined

to have liberty. This was necessary for

personal development. One must be free

to grow in any direction, physical, men-
tal, or spiritual. But liberty has its lim-

itations, else it might destroy itself, for

absolute liberty carries with it liberty to

overpower and oppress others. Restraint

is indispensable, therefore we chose de-

mocracy, which means government by
majorities. But even this was found
inadequate, for the majority might op-

press the minority and thus produce
another kind of variety of tyranny. A
• •heck must be found for this, and it

was found in constitutional law. Cer-

tain fundamental principles of liberty

are guaranteed to the individual, and
these cannot be taken from him, even
by the majority. This republic started

out with this system for safeguarding
the liberties of its people. We have used

it now something over a century. It is

not perfect, but it is vastly better than
anything that has preceded it.

It has had several severe strains put
upon it, and is now undergoing another

that may develop the necessity for some
unusually extensive repairs.

Constitutional protection is good, but

a single generation should not be per-

mitted to frame an unchangeable consti-

tution, for no one generation can provide

for changes in conditions that must in-

evitably take place in a progressive na-
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tion like our own. For example, it did

not occur to those who made our present

constitution that an artificial person,

known as the corporation, would usurp,

or in some way secure to itself the rights

and privileges of an individual. Yet
such is the case now, and we are paying
the penalty for it in the business and
in the political world. We have learned

that there has been one standard adopted
for morals in private, and another, and
quite a different one, adopted for cor-

porate and political life. Men will do
things as members of a political party,

or as directors of a business corporation,

they would never think of doing as

private individuals,—that is, assenting

to methods and practices they would
never approve as individuals. Their
moral sense seems to suffer a temporary
eclipse when they enter the councils of

the corporation or the political caucus.

They have apparently made themselves
believe that one may be immoral or un-
just by proxy; that a political party or

business corporation may defy the laws
of God and man, without suffering the

usual penalties. This is possible because
it is common to regard the corporation

as an individual. The constitution will

need to provide a status for corporations

that will correct this evil, unforeseen by
those who framed it.

If you will review, carefully, the his-

tory of politics and business for the past

twenty years you will discover that most
of the trouble we have encountered in

our national life has been caused by the

assumption that corporations are entitled

to the privileges and rights of the indi-

vidual. The artificial man can never be
the equal of the natural man. It is

practically impossible to locate the re-

sponsibilit}'' of a corporation. Those who
have followed the course of judicial pro-

ceedings in recent days need not be re-

minded that what I have just said is

true. The graft cases, for example, are

one continuous game of "hide and seek"
among the catacombs which the corpora-
tions have constructed for refuge when
the hand of the law was stretched out to

seize them. We may well wonder that

there is still left in the minds of thought-
ful men any great reverence for law.

The law, with its antiquated and stilted

phraseology, seems to the ordinary lay

mind about as intelligible as Sanskrit; it

may almost be classified with the dead
languages; for one, I would be glad if it

was dead. Much of its pompous verbage
is simply grave and reverend nonsense.

This may be treason, but it seems rather
late in the day to preserve such a lan-

guage, when a modern and intelligible

method of writing law, and of adminis-

tering it in the courts, is feasible, unless

the race has so deteriorated that it is in-

capable of expressing its wishes in its

everyday language.

And again : Every legislature adds to

the mysteries which have already made
it practically impossible for one to

clearly understand what his rights are

in any case that calls for the administra-

tion of justice. It may be only a coin-

cidence, but it appears to be true, that

the more lawyers we send to the law-

making bodies the more it becomes neces-

sary to employ lawyers to understand
the laws they have placed on the statute

books.

There is no unity of opinions among
lawyers themselves, concerning these

laws ; at least there seems to be no unity

that cannot be shattered by a retaining

fee. I know of no greater blessing that

could be conferred upon society than the'

appointment of a commission of "good
men and true," who were also compe-
tent, to re-write and simplify the laws
under which we live. Then if we could

devise some simpler and more expedi-

tious methods of administering justice,

we should take a long step towards social

perfection. I suppose that there are

wise, patriotic, and good men in the legal

profession, but the profession is just now
under obligation to manifest a somewhat
different spirit towards the highest inter-

ests of society. It cannot be denied that

some of the most competent and skillful

in the legal profession devote their time

and talents to devising ways to evade
justice and law. On the whole, alas ! the

tendency is too plainly manifest to bring

all law into contempt by the frequent

and glaring violations of its spirit, if not

of its letter. Public morals are cor-

rupted every time injustice is done in

the courts, whether a criminal escapes

punishment or an estate is looted by the

law's delays, and the shrewd devices of

unprincipled attorneys. The recent rev-
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elations of the possibilities of technicali-

ties in the matter of defeating justice in

the courts may well awaken a real alarm.

And this, nol in one case, or two, but in

many. It is notoriously true that many
men and women submit to injustice

rather than invoke the law's protection

through the courts, originally intended
to afford relief to those suffering from
injustice and wrong. Between the fees

and the services of the attorney, the only

relief possible is absorbed by those hav-
ing no personal interest in the case.

There is a wide field for reform indi-

cated in what I have just said. The
signs of the times indicate that this re-

form will be reached at no very distant

date. The so-called "corporation law-

yer" has brought the law into disrepute,

whether it is the fault of the lawyer or

the law remains to be seen. There is a

growing lack of confidence in our ju-

dicial system that cannot be disregarded

with safely. Is the fault in the system,

or in the administration of justice under
it? This is a question worthy of close

study, for it is impossible to reach a

high standard of public morals without

absolute confidence in the laws and those

who interpret them, as well as in those

Avho administer them.

There is another department which
comes even nearer the people and affects

more deeply the fortunes and the com-
fort of the masses. The department of

business. In the last decade of the nine-

teenth century there began a period of

progress and prosperity never before

equaled in history. This was accom-
panied with an increase of wealth and
power that placed this young nation at

the head of the business interests of the

world. I need not describe it, for you
are .-ill familiar with Hie details. But
with this growth came a development of

business methods thai caused much anx-

iety and no little alarm. Thoughtful
men regarded with uneasiness the rapid

formation of various combinations under
many names, but really the same in

nature, and having (lie same dangerous

characteristics. The corporation lent it-

self readily to this new method of carry-

ing on business. It was not long before

the corporations began to combine, and
soon the rage for monopoly became gen-

eral. The rewards for success were

tempting and the leaders in finance, in

manufacture, in commerce, and espe-

cially in transportation, joined hands to

utilize this new method of getting rich

quick. Corners in materials, corners in

money, both became frequent, and the

favored few grew more powerful than
the unorganized forces of the people who
were everywhere exploited by some
species (if combination. The new sys-

tem grew with astonishing rapidity, like

"Jonah's gourd," it sprang up in a

uighl almost, and in its working the in-

dividual was completely overwhelmed.
The corporation or combination could,

and actually did. do things that no indi-

vidual had ever been able to do. New
powers were discovered in existing laws,

by the able counsel employed by the corn-

bin es. Legislatures became part of the
organized forces of monopoly, and even
the courts seemed unable to reach the

merits of cases brought before them, be-

cause of the consummate skill manifest-

ed by the corporation lawyers, who were
paid to prevent rather than to secure
justice. Money was diverted from its

natural channels and made to flow into

the coffers of the few who had captured
the machinery of business, and were run-
ning it in their private interests. Not-
withstanding the injustice of it all, one
can hardly withhold a certain admira-
tion for the bold and skillful manage-
ment that produced these astonishing

results. Such gigantic operations had
never before been dreamed of. Never
before had the possibilities of organiza-

tion been understood. In this way the

closing years of the nineteenth century
became distinguished by these two al-

most marvelous developments,—namely,
the power of organization and the accu-

mulation of enormous wealth in the

hands of the few.

(To l>e concluded.)

* «

There is a wonderful power in simple,

pure veracity, thai knows its own pre-

tenses and can tell its seeing from its

dreams; that has an ear for the still

voice of Qod, instead of drowning it in

the hum of its own sophistries: and an
eye to watch his Lights and shades, in-

stead of suffusing all things with its own
coloring Martin* <m

.
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Practical Religion.
[Eeprinted from the Eureka Standard of

August 16th.]

Rev. J. A. Cruzan's sermon yesterday
morning in Pythian Castle to the Uni-
tarian church, held the closest attention

of the congregation. He chose for his

texts, Micah vi : 8 : "What doth the Lord
require of thee, but to do justly, and to

love mercy, and to walk humbly with

God.'' and saying of Geo. Macdonald,
"Life and religion are one or neither is

anything.
'

'

The speaker said in part: "Never
was there so little theology and so much
religion as to-day. Dogmatism is dying;
faith is living, vital. The old creeds no
longer satisfy. The twentieth century
brain is vigorous, assertive, free. It be-

lieves with Tennyson that there is more
real faith in honest doubt than in half

the creeds. This crumbling of the old

faiths has caused consternation. Men
ask, 'Is Religion about to die?' No;
religions die, but Religion lives. In
the spiritual as in the political kingdoms
the herald cries, 'The King is dead ! Long
live the King!' Religions die in order

that a nobler, truer religion may be born
—to give place in its turn to a higher
and nobler faith.

"It's not forms, ceremonies, creeds.

In the evolution of religion there have
been three stages : First the emphasis
was laid on forms and ceremonies. The
next stage put belief, creeds in the fore-

front, while forms and ceremonies fell

into the background. "We are passing

out of the creed stage ; now the empha-
sis is being laid upon life. More and
more Christianity emphasizes Macdon-
ald 's saying, 'Life and religion are one,

or neither is anything.' The twentieth

century answer to the question 'What
is Religion?' is clear and emphatic: 'Re-

ligion is life—it is rightness, justice,

truth, service, love. ' That is why though
religions may die. Religion is immortal.
As Whittier sang,

From scheme and creed the light goes out,

Tin 1 saintly fact survives;

The Mossed Muster cone can doubt
Revealed in holy lives.

"This Religion demanded by our
twentieth century will manifest itself in

certain ways. First, it will be rooted

ami grounded and outflower in love.

Moses was the law-giver. Jesus the love-

bringer. You can sum the Old Testa-

ment in one word, Law; and the New
Testament in one, Love. 'By this shall

all men know that ye are my disciples.

if ye have loved one another. ' There is

the essence of Jesus' Gospel, love. He
said all the law and the prophets hung
on love. Mrs. Wilcox puts it truly,

So many gods, so many creeds,

So many paths that wind and wind.
While just the art of being kind

Is all the sad world needs.

"Second, the twentieth century relig-

ion must put on its work dress and
serve. It must 'do justly, love mercy
and walk humbly with God. ' Selfishness

is the survival of the animal : altruism

is the beginning of humanity, sonship.

Religion begins with thought for others

instead of self. The man who thinks

himself a Christian because his name is

on the roll of some church and regularly

attends services but who does nothing

to make life better and sweeter for his

fellows, in the clear light of eternity

will not stand an even chance with the

infidel who believes nothing, but who
lends a hand. The field for religion is

not the church or the prayer-meeting,

but the home, the sidewalk, the place of

business, society. That man is a Chris-

tian who is working every day (not just

one in seven) not only for a 'Larger

Eureka,' but also for a sweeter, cleaner,

purer Eureka.

I deem his faith the best

Who daily puts it into loving deeds

Done for the poor, the sorrowing, the oppressed;

For these are more than creeds.

And though a blinded reason oft may err

The heart that loves is faith's interpreter.

"All-roundness will be another char-

acteristic of the twentieth century re-

ligion. It will touch and mold man, that

many-sided, noblest work of God, at all

points. It will satisfy, not stultify, his

reason; it will make him 'stand four-

square to all the winds that blow,' and
welcome them all. Religion based on
love co-exists with the highest sanity. Tt

only is sanity. It will bring the man into

right relations with God. with this world.

and with all worlds. The man who lives

a religion of love will dwell in a sound

body; his mind will spread free and un-

fettered wings; his soul will grow in

Godlikeness. He will become an all-

round man. 'perfect even as God is

perfect.'
"
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CtjilDmr'tf JDrpartmrnt.

[Conducted by Rev. William Day Bimonds.]

THE EDGE OF THE NIGHT.

O the edge of the night is blue and dim,

With a great white star on its silver rim,

And under its spell we long to creep

Back to our happy cradle sleep.

For earth wooes life to her warm, green

breast,

And mother comfort at dusk is best

To her children left by the day's swift flight

On the edge of the night.

O the edge of the night is cool and still,

And over the fretted heart and will,

And over the life undone by wrong
Steals once again our lullaby song.

Then we are children who "will be good";
And slip to our knees in our tenderest mood,
For memory sways us with love's own might

—

On the edge of the night.

the edge of the nighl brings no alarms

To those who learned in their mother's arms,—
The dark is the shadow beneath Cod's wings,

The wind His angel who softly sings,

The star in the sunset His taper tall

Sei high for us on the Eeavenly wall.

Ah! faith is mingled with dreamy sight

On the edge of the night.

() the edge of the night is mystic, strange,

The soul looks out to its after-change,

Yet how can it fear, with the mother-croon

Of brooding love 'neath the rising moon?
The dusk is holy with children's prayer,

Safety and sleep are everywhere;

And God blends evening with morning light—
On the edge of the night.

—The Congregationalxst.

AN ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM.
A very attractive program of Courses

of Study adopted for use in the Ala-
meda school has just reached our desk,

and we hasten to lay the same before

the readers of the Children's Depart-
ment. Just what to do for the coming
year, the something better we all long
to do, is the ever-present problem with
conscientious workers in all our schools.

Sometimes we are severe,—unjustly crit-

ical with ourselves. We are pioneers in

the liberal religious training of the

young, and pioneers who must blaze a

way through an unknown country often

take the wrong trail. To drop the fig-

ure, we are experimenting in a new de-

partment of moral effort,—namely, how
to make rational and scientific religion

attractive to immature minds. We <';m

no longer teach the old fables in the old

way. Yet the old fables are dear to the

child heart, and often contain whole-

some lessons.

But obviously the Sunday-school

should yield richer results. Haphazard
methods are just as unsatisfactory here

as in any other educational field; there-

fore we turn with interest to a care-

fully arranged program of effort such

as that prepared for the Alameda school.

The Rev. Clarence Reed is to be en-

vied in the fact that it is possible for

him to give close personal attention to

his school, to ad both as superintendent

and teacher. It is not possible for all

ministers to do this, however desirable

such a course may be; but whenever this

arrangemenl is possible it seems to us

ideal. Under Mr. Reed's personal di-

rection the school is carefully graded

into Primary, Intermediate, and Senior

departments. A Kindergarten Class is

in session during the regular church

service. This class is for children from
three to six years of age, and by the use

of games and stories "religious ideas are

made real to them."
A "Pansy Class.'' including children

from five to eight years of age. are told

Bible and nature studies, taught to mem-
orize selections from the Bible like the

Twenty-third Psalm, and songs.

The Intei-mediate Department, divid-

ed into four classes, containing pupils

from eight to thirteen years of age, will

study "Child Religion in Song and
Story." Old Testament narratives illus-

trated by the paintings of Tissot, "The
Parables of Jesus" illustrated by copies

of paintings, and, in addition, a course

of study will be given in birds and
flowers.

The Senior Department, composed of

pupils from thirteen to seventeen years

of age. are to study: 1. "The Life of

Jesus"; 2. "The Practical Teachings of

Jesus"; 3. "Nineteenth Century Types

of Manhood and Womanhood"; 4. "The
Heroic iii Every Life"; 5. "Our
Country."
We are further informed that the

school aims to develop moral character,

to prepare its pupils for the duties of

citizenship, and that it devotes its reve-

nues to charitable and philanthropic

purposes.

Here, in brief, is a most admirable

outline of work for a modern Sunday-
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school. Followed with enlightened con-

secration to the higher needs of growing
children, the results must be good for

the church, the community, the children,

and, not least, for the teachers them-
selves. We find but one thing lacking.

Where is the class for adult men and
women? Are we ever too old to learn;

and is there for any of us a greater

study than the development of the moral
life? There is need in all our churches
for a suitable provision, under skillful

leadership, for sincere and temperate ex-

pression of religious thought and feel-

in l;-. The old-fashioned prayer meeting
was not without its justification in psy-
chology. We think more clearly and
feel more justly under the impetus of

expression,—so the expression be given
with the conviction of duty, and in

obedience to the law of truth. To share

a real experience with a fellow mortal
is oftentimes to help him, while it

strengthens the impression in our own
hearts, and creates a bond of brother-

hood between those who were otherwise
strangers. If our liberal religion is so

grand and true as we claim it to be,

then the silence of our laymen and lay-

women is unnatural and unhealthy. It

is a false rebound from the old, wordy,
meaningless "profession of religion"

which trips so lightly from the sancti-

monious tongue.

Because many lovers are false, shall

the dear old story of the heart be told

no more? Rather let the true, modest,
real word be spoken, for love is sweet,

and human hearts are hungry. Let the

men and women of our churches gather
for instruction, discussion, investigation,

and sincere affirmation, and the liberal

cause "will come to a new birth of rich-

ness and influence.

A RENEWED APPEAL.

The humble individual who conducts

the Children's Department of this maga-
zine makes one more appeal to all super-

intendents, teachers. Sunday - school

workers, and parents, to help him make
this department worth while. It would
be easy—dead easy—for the writer to

sit in his chair and spin out theories

about the religious instruction of the

children and youth of our liberal congre-

gations, and once in a while he might
write something of value ; but this is not
his idea of what this department of the

Pacific Unitarian is for. Over and over
again let it be said that in liberal Sun-
day-school work we are in the age of

experiment. We must learn to do by
doing. Now, brother, what have you
done that counts? What are you plan-

ning to do? We all want to know.
Send on at once your program for the

coming fall and winter. Send on your
best thought as to what it is possible for

our ministers and churches to do for

the children and youth, who need so

badly something that the average home
and day-school does not give them. The
greatest questions sometimes go by de-

fault. There has been too little interest

among us, where interest should have
been keen and strong. Let us wake up
and get busy, and let us help one an-

other by the interchange of thought and
experience.

* * *

A Cow's Gratitude.

When I lived on a ranch in western

Colorado I saw a remarkable thing done
by a cow.

Each season our hay, on being mowed,
was stacked in a field about two hundred
yards from the house. We had a milch

cow named Turvy. One winter Turvy's
calf, which had not been weaned, was
kept tied, a part of the time, to a post

near the hay.

One morning my attention was at-

tracted by the persistent cries of the cow.

I looked out and saw Turvy standing at

the bars. She was calling me and was
almost frantic. I snatched up a shawl,

threw it around me. and ran to see what
the matter was. Quick as she saw me
coming she turned and ran back to the

si neks. When T reached the place I

found her calf almost choked to death.

He had wound the rope, with which he

was tied, round and round the post, and
twisted it so tight that his tongue was
lolling out and bloody foam dripping

from his mouth and nose. T quickly un-

tied him, and his mother, by her every

action, showed her joy at his rescue.

—

C.

Mitchell.
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6>electeD.

The Heart's Return.

When darkened hours come crowding East,

A thought—and all the dark is past!
For I am back a boy again,
Knee-deep in heading barley in a Mendocino

glen.

1 cannot ever be so sad
But one thing still will make me glad

—

That hid spring in the Suisun hills:

My heart keeps going back to it through all the

earthly ills.

How often when the brood of care

Would hold me in a hopeless snare,

My soul springs winged and away,
Remembering that wild duck's nest above Be-

nicia bay!

Or when night finds me toiling still,

I am back again on the greening hill,

A shepherd boy at set of sun,

Folding his happy sheep and knowing all his

tasks are done.

—

Edward Marlcham.

Thou who hast set Thy dwelling fair

With flowers beneath, above with starry

lights,

And set Thy altars everywhere—

-

On mountain heights.

In woodland valleys dim with many a dream,
In valleys bright with springs,

And in the curving capes of every stream

—

Thou who hast taken to Thyself the wings
Of morning, to abide

Upon the secret places of the sea,

And on far islands where the tide

Visits the beauty of untrodden shores,

Waiting for worshippers to come to Thee
In Thy great out-of-doors!

To Thee I turn, to Thee I make my prayer,

God of the Open Air!—Henry van "Dyke.

Apology for Graft.

I don't like the Steffens article in the

June number. There isn't any more
"Apology for Graft" than there is for

picking pockets.

The corroding effect of this particu-

larly treasonable crime is much worse

than pocket-picking, as Steffens knows.

The argument that we must be delivered

from temptation presupposes (what I

heard Darrow say) that where there is

property there will the buzzards be gath-

ered together; and Proudhon's dictum,

"Property is theft." •

Steffens knows, as I know, that public

opinion creates morals, and public opin-

ion is the fellow we must educate, and
we cannot educate public opinion by
apologizing for graft.

Harriman isn't driven any more than

I am driven to employ Herrin to employ
Ruef to employ supervisors to rob the

public. There is a "vicious" circle, but

it is a circle; of ignorance and greed and
ethical blindness.

There is no natural compulsion that

ought not to be overcome by education

and public opinion.

The lust for blood, the savage passion

of reproduction, the cruder forms of

theft are well subdued in the average

man by the force of public opinion.

Why doesn't Steffens turn gentle an-

archist and open up by his charity of

judgment the whole category of crimes

against person and property?
We all know that the grafters are kind

men, and as good or better men in some
respects than those of us who would
punish them. It is all a case of public

policy. This doctrine of omnibus charity

is self-defeating.

For if we hold men guiltless as beins-

"bound to the wheel" and mere crea-

tures of circumstance, we are forced to

admit that public opinion is one of the

more powerfully active circumstances.

To deal with charity in cases of the

most destructive social treason is to

weaken the only agency that can pre-

serve democracy.
No one should want to punish the

man; all should desire to punish the

crime. If we could open the man and
clean out the crime as we would clean

the tamale from the corn-husk wrapper,

that would be sufficient, But it can't

be done. We can be as soriy as we like

for the man, but he mnsl go along with

his crime to the place of punishment.

As a practical and theoretical matter,

there is no question that public utilities

should be owned by the public. But the

grounds for their ownership are more
than the "temptation" argument.

I doubt if life would be good for much,

or men either, if we were delivered from

temptation. The temptations we have

resisted have given us fiber.

As an ex parte explanation Steffens'

apology is good, but no one knows as

well as he does that educating the peo-

ple to know their rights and their inter-

ests and to judge sternly those that

wrong them, this is the only path of

democracy.— WilMa/m Kent, in Septem-

ber American.
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While We're Passing On.
Have charity forever more,
Hope and love for every one,

—

Then we shall say. "Thy will be done.'

"While we go forth till life is o'er,

As we're passing on.

All things on earth we will abide,

Faith and duty shall never cease.

These are true messengers of peace,

At morn, at noon, and even-tide,

While we're passing on.

—

S.M.B.

How to Pronounce Los Angeles.

It is a curious predicament when the

very inhabitants of an American city call

its name in no less than twelve different

ways, of which eleven are wrong and five

are barbarous. This unhappy and
probably unique distinction belongs to

Los Angeles, Cal. Yes, it is old enough
to be known better. It was properly
pronounced for more than a century be-

fore the new immigration set up so tall

a Tower of Babel.

The commonest and worst atrocity

sounds like "Lost Angie Lees," as dis-

tinguished by stress from a presumptive
Seraphina Lees, or Kittie Lees—flat o,

jelly g, and those flowery beds of Ees
upon which philology will never be car-

ried to the skies. I cannot recall that
any other city in the world is so blith-

ered, even by its strangest visitors. Here
are three massacres in four syllables.

There is in Spanish no flat o ; there is no
'

' Oh, Gee ! '

' and while there is our sound
of double e, it is written with an i. It

is upon this special boggle-pronunciation
that the Merry Widow mind predicates
its sorry jest of "City of Lost Angels."

Other pronunciations current even
here—besides the "Loss Anjeloss" prac-
tically confined to a few unacclimated
persons—are

:

Loss Angie Less ; Loss Ang-el-eez ; Loss
Ang-el-ess; Loss Ann-Hell-Eez ; Loss
Ann-Hell-Ess ; Loss Ann-Hay-Lace; Loce
Arm-jell-Ees; Loce Ann-Jell-Ess; Loce
Ann-Hay-Lace; Loce Ang-El-Eez.

It is providence that no one yet (so

far as I know) lias come to "Lost Angel
Ease." Bnl an Kastern paper, sitting

in judgmenl on onr attempt to clinch
the fit pronunciation, solemnly and edi-

torially (if this be not tautology) as-

sured us that the accent of the word
must come on its second syllable; and

that it is "ann-Hail-ace. " So it is only

a question of time when some Abner
Dean of Angel's shall "raise his point

of order, when—

"

As this city was founded in 1781, and
then christened by a name already

ancient in a language which is one of

law : and as that name has only one
correct pronunciation, it seems to be
time to establish and make official the

due concord of sweet sounds. The pop-
ular difficulty lies chiefly with the g.

Spanish g before e has no precise equiva-

lent in English. It is almost exactly the

German ch in "buch. " Those who call

the name "Ann Hell" are less outland-

ish than the "Angie" people; but they
are still far from the fact.

Quite as bad are those who give the

two e's the "day" sound (which e in

Spanish has only when accented) and
call the last word "Ahn-hay-Lace.

"

This is indeed a commonplace of the

two - bit,
'

' Spanish-in-twenty-four-les-

sons" vocabularies; but is as offensive

to the critic as the jabber g. Despite

notable geographic differences, the e

sounds are identified in "Heaven,"
"Hell," and Los Angeles.

The nearest that can be asked of a

busy American population, is our hard
"g" as in "anger"—and it's near
enough. For precisionists, it needs only

to add a certain nasal to the hard "g,

"

bringing it toward the German "ch.

"

The "o" is long and the first word
rhymes with "dose." The "e's" are

almost exactly like "e" in "bed" and
"yes."

There is an attempt locally to secure

an official pronunciation of this honor-

able name—historic to this city for more
than a century, and of course of fame
long before Portola picked and named
the site, and De Neve founded this par-

ticular pueblo. The folloAving local

jingle covers the case reasonably well:

The lady would remind you, please,

Her name is not

Lost Angie Lees.

—

Nor Angie anything whatever.

She hopes her friends will be so clever

To share her fit historic pride

The "g" shall nut be jelli

"O" long, "g" hard, and rhyme with "yes,"

And all about
Loce Ang-El-Ess.

—Charles F. Lummis in the "Pacific."
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Woodlots in Japan.

In these times of great drains on the

timber supply, caused by the heavy de-

mand for forest products of all kinds,

Americans may see in Japan an example
of what can be done in growing wood on
small plots. That country contains

twenty-one million woodlots, about three

fourths i»f which belotm to private per-

sons and one fourth to communes.
The average size of the plots is less

than nine tenths of an acre. They usu-

ally occupy the steepest, roughest, poor-

est ground. In this way land is put to

use which would otherwise go to waste,

and if miwooded would lose its soil by
the wash of the dashing rains.

From Japan's woodlots the yearly

yield of lumber is about eighty-eight

feet, board measure, per acre, and three

fourths of a cord of firewood. In many
eases the yield is much higher. More
than half a billion trees are planted

yearly to make up what is cut for lum-

ber and fuel. Assessment for taxation is

low, averaging for the twenty-one mil-

lion lots less than a dollar an acre.

With all the care in cutting, and the

industry in replanting, it is by no means
certain that Japan's forests are holding

their own. If the preservation of the

forests is doubtful there, it is evident

that depletion must be alarmingly rapid

in other countries which cut unsparingly
and plant very little. On the other

hand, it is encouraging to see what can
be done with rough, steep, and poor

land. The United States has enough of

that kind, without touching the rich ag-

ricultural acres, to grow billions of feet

of lumber.
* # #

Sorrow, grief, agony are realities.

And no vote of the company that they
ought not to exist is going to lighten

their pressure or soothe their pang.

Wha1 the good God offers is strength to

bear sorrow. In place of happiness,

which is gone, very likely forever, he
offers blessedness he offers the cer-

tainty of his infinite help and present

stay.- Edward Evt n // Hale.

Life is not so short but that there is

always time enough for courtesy.—

-

F.nn rson.

jftflD ilotr0.

Alameda.—The month of August has

begun the church year most propitious-

ly. Thanks to .Mr. Heed's efficient direc-

tion, all of our activities are in brisk-

working order; and the members of the

congregation are earnestly united in the

effort to make our society more and more

a power for usefulness in the community.
On Aimusl 9th we listened once more

with ureal pleasure to Rev. Eliza Tupper
Wilkes, who had so large a share in the

upbuilding and encouragement of the

church in its earliest beginnings. Tier

sermon was one of uplift and cheer—

a

broad interpretation of what Unitarian-

ism ought to mean at our present day.

We are doubly fortunate this month,
since Dr. Dodson, our beloved pastor

of ten years, has I n visiting in Cali-

fornia, and has given generously of his

time to his friends in Alameda. We
rejoice greatly with him in his continued

success in the seven years since we part-

ed. Two years were spent at Harvard in

the intense study necessary to the at-

tainment of the degree of doctor of

philosophy. Since then he has been pas-

tor of the Church of the Unity of St.

Louis, and has been vitally concerned in

civic and industrial betterment and in

literary and ethical activity even beyond
the limits of his congregational duties.

He spoke at the 5 o'clock vesper service

on A
i
must 30th, and will also address the

Unitarian Club before his return.

Los Angeles—First TJwitariam

Church.—There is little to report during
this vacation time, when no church serv-

ices are held: but the summer has been

marked by unusual activity on the part

of the Woman's Alliance, which has met

almost every week at the home of some

member. These meetings result in not

a little work accomplished for the com-

ing bazaar, and in much good fellowship

among the women of the congregation.

On August 6th the day was spent

very delightfully ;it La Pintoresca Hot.],

Pasadena, where the Alliance had for

guests at luncheon the Etev. Mr. Bodgin
and wife, of Minneapolis, Minn., who
were visiting friends in Pasadena.

The Alliance observed the custom of

sewing on "fifth Thursdays" at the

Orphans' Home, by spending July 30th
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in that work. The need of assistance

there is not in any way diminished in

vacation times, and, although not a great

number of the members go there to sew,

the management counts among that in-

stitution's most valued helpers the

Woman 's Alliance of the First Unitarian

Church.

Santa Barbara. — The church in

Santa Barbara closed for summer vaca-

tion on the last Sunday in June. It

will reopen on the 16th of August. Mr.
and Mrs. Goodridge have spent part of

their vacation at Catalina and other

Southern resorts.

San Francisco—First Church.—The
month has seen increasing congrega-
tions and many instances of renewed
interest. Mr. Leavitt has preached
each Sunday excepting on the occasion
of the Santa Cruz grove meeting, when
Rev. Sydney B. Snow supplied the pul-

pit. The music has been very excellent,

the church having the benefit of two of

the best church singers of the East

—

Mrs. Beatrice Priest Fine, of New York
City, and Miss Anna Miller Wood, of

Boston, both of whom are spening their

vacation in California.

Mr. Leavitt has taken charge of the
Junior Church, meeting with them at

half-past ten for a brief service, and in-

ducing them to attend the church serv-

ice at eleven o'clock.

All the societies have renewed their

meetings, and there is every indication
of an active and prosperous year.

Rev. John Van Neice Bandy, of
the Congregational-Trinitarian ministry,
having satisfied the Committee on Fel-
lowship for the Pacific States, is hereby
commended to our ministers and church-
es. In accordance with the vote of the
National Conference, at the expiration
of six months from the date of his ac-

ceptance (Aug. 16, 1908) by the Pacific

States Committee, he will be received
into full fellowship, unless meanwhile
adverse action shall be taken by the ex-

ecutive committee.
Earl M. Wilbur,
Thomas L. Eliot,
Benjamin A. Goodridge,

Committee.

This department conducted by William Maxwell-

Theough Scylla and Charybdis, or The Oli>
Theology and the New. By George
Tyrrell. London and New York: Long-
mans. $1.50.

This book, written by the Eev. George Tyr-
rell, an English Catholic priest now under the
ban of Pope Pius X for daring to express
opinions included under that somewhat vague
term " Modernism." " Scylla and Charybdis "

is not a literary unit, but represents a series
of articles published at different times in the
Catholic World and the Quarterly Review. To
give them an external unity a preface and short
notes on each chapter have been added. The
real unity of the book lies in the spirit which
prompted these essays, that of " honest doubt "

and a courage to ask and to demand an answer.
Such a literary method leaves certain incon-

sistencies, but these may be easily excused when
it is remembered that originally the different

articles were published with no thought of
being gathered into book form.

Philosophically Father Tyrrell is a prag-
matist ; he is enough of a liberal to set his

face against the infallibility of the Pope, and
of the glaring faults of priesthood he is not
backword in speaking. Yet for all that, he
insists in remaining a Jesuit. To present ade-

quately within the limits of such a review as
this the many interesting subjects upon which
this author writes is impossible. Few books
have appeared within the last year that have
a stronger appeal to all classes of sincere re-

ligious thinkers.

Essays on Evolution. By Edward Bagnall
Poulton, D. Sc, M. A., Hon. LL. D.,

Princeton. Oxford University Press. New
York and London. $4.00.

The first essay is concerned with the time in

which evolution took place, and is a reply to

the late Lord Salisbury's contention that the

age of the habitable globe is not sufficient for

the process as conceived by Darwin and Wal-
lace. The second attempts to define the ma-
terial which has been subject to organic evolu-

tion—species. The third contrasts the Darwin-
Wallace with the Lamarck-Spencer theory of
evolution. Heredity, the arbiter between the

two rival theories, forms the subject of the
fourth and fifth essays. The sixth deals with
a neglected episode in the history of modern
views on heredity and evolution, and shows
how they were born out of due time, but
afterwards died in the mind of James Cowles
Prichard, the great anthropologist. The
seventh, discussing Huxley's attitude towards
natural selection, maintains that it is above
all' the experience of the student of living

nature which inspires confidence in the theory.

The eighth and ninth essays form the natural

continuation of the argument of the seventh,

and show that the immense number of facts

grouped under mimicry are consistent with an
interpretation based on natural selection, and
inconsistent with other attempted explanations.

The argument of the seventh, eighth, and ninth
essays being concerned with the value of the
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visible surface of animals in the struggle for

life, it was considered appropriate to include

under the tenth head, and to illustrate by many
examples a comprehensive classification of the

various uses which external coloring and ap-

pearance may subserve.

The relation of Memlelism and mutation to

older theories of evolution is nriefly discussed

in an introductory chapter, in which it is

maintained that the conclusions supported

in the present volume are inconsistent with

a theory of evolution by mutation, incon-

sistent with the views often expressed by Men-
delians, but not inconsistent with the discoveries

of Mendel himself.

Narcissus and Other Poems. By Grace Denio
Litchfield. New York: G. 1'. Putnam's

Sons. $1.50.

Miss Grace Denio Litchfield needs no intro-

duction ; a previous volume of poetry, " Mimosa
Leaves," two novels in " The Crucible " and
" The Moving Finger Writes," and other stories

have made her well known, and have com-

mended her to the world of letters. Now G. P.

Putnam's Sons, the publishers of her earlier

works, have brought out a new book from her

pen, entitled " Narcissus and Other Poems."
This volume includes a narrative poem, that

has for its title the first word in the title of

the book, and a collection of lyrics. The long

poem tells once again the story of Narcissus,

and the beautiful old myth serves with the help

of Miss Litchfield's fresh and lovely imagery
and the music of her verse, to embody and illus-

trate an idea of her own. It is written in coup-

lets that happily escape entirely from the

monotony that, in unskilled hands, is sure to

make this form of verse a "rocking-horse"
meter. Not only do these couplets escape
monotony; they are, indeed, characterized by a

delightful and surprising variety of cadence.

The lyrics, song-like and spontaneous, draw all

of them upon springs of genuine emotion, and,
by their form, expression, and imagery, are seen

at once to be the work of an accomplished
artist. Below are a few lines from a lyric by
Miss Litchfield, entitled " Like a Garden "

:

Like a garden of marvelous midsummer blooms,
In a tangle of twilights and sunfloods and

gloom

—

A riot of raptures in scarlet and blue
With blisses of purple and gold breaking

through

—

A temple to passion, with mossbanks for stairs,

And colors for anthems, and perfumes for
prayers,

Where all longings, all dreams, all desires that

be
Exhale in the breath of each blossoming tree,

Such, O Love, is my heart's love—my heart's
love for thee

Like a mist, fallen soft as a sleep o'er the land,
A peace all-compelling, too vast to withstand
Wherein dreams lie undreamed and all prayers

rest unspoken

—

An impalpable hush from man's own heart
ovoken,

Holding passion and sense in divinest control

By the touch of God's finger laid white on his

soul

—

A holiest calm, a supreme ecstacy
Where heaven begins and earth ceases to be,

Such, Love, is my .soul's love—my soul's love

for thee!

The Wagner Stories. By Filson Young. New
York: The McClure Company. $1.30 net.

The ever-increasing hold taken by Richard
Wagner's operas on the public of Europe and
America lias inevitably produced a large num-
ber of volumes devoted to commentary and
explanation—for the most part the work of
enthusiastic amateurs whose knowledge and in-

telligence lias not always been on a par with
their enthusiasm. The fact remains, however,
that there exists no volume that is entirely

satisfactory as a simple introduction to Wag-
ner's operas. The task is by no means so easy
as it appears, and to accomplish it perfectly, it

is m ssary that the writer should not only
be a practical musician and a writer of first-

rate ability, but should also have a thorough
knowledge of Wagner's works and the circum-
stance in which they were written. Mr. Filson
Young has special advantage for the adequate
treatment of this subject. Before he had made
a reputation as an author, he had devoted some
ten years of his life to the study of music,
intending to devote himself to composition ; and
in that branch of art his work was distinguished
by very successful achievement, and, in the
opinion of experts, a still greater promise. He
had moreover the special advantage of intimate
contact with Dr. Hans Richter, whose work both
in the rehearsal and performance of Wagner's
music he constantly witnessed. He is thus deeply
imbued with the Wagner spirit. As his book
is intended primarily as an introduction to

Wagner's operas, it is addressed primarily to
the lay mind. It is entirely and refreshingly
free from any technical jargon; but the narra-
tive of each opera is presented in a pure literary
form, the materials of which are drawn entirely
from Wagner's own works, which will place
anyone who reads it in possession of all the
knowledge necessary to a complete and intelli-

gent enjoyment of the opera to be witnessed.
Additional value is given to the volume by the
metrical translation into English verse of many
of the lyrical passages from the operas, by Mr.
Young's friend, Mr. Eric Maclagen.

The Hibbert Journal. Boston: Sherman
French & Company. 75 cents.

It is with sincere regret that the reviewer
announces the arrival of this quarterly at a
time too late to permit it to be given such
notice as its merits deserve. All that can be
said now is, The Tlibbcrt Journal for the quar-
ter beginning with the month of July will

prove of interest to a large number of readers.

This is a publication that continues to improve
on acquaintance.

All the sunshine does not come out of

the sky: the hest kind comes out of the

heart.

—

Southern Presbyterian.
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Sparks.

Rev. Joseph Worcester, minister of

the Swedenborgian Church, is one of the

best-known and warmly loved citizens of

San Francisco. As he alighted from a

street-car a few days since the conduc-

tor said to a passenger: "Who is that

man ? I have known him by sight for a

long time. " " That is Mr. Worcester of

the Swedenborgian Church on Lyon
Street. " "Is that so

?
" Why, he doesn 't

look at all like a Swede."

In the Department Store.—She—

I

want to see some Brussels. He—Yes,

madam. In—er—carpets, sprouts, or

point lace?"

—

London Tatler.

No Doubt of It. — Teacher—Now.
Johnny, what was Washington 's farewell

address? Johnny-—Heaven.

—

New York
Sun.

A boy was asked to explain the dif-

ference between animal instinct and
human intelligence. "If we had in-

stinct, he said, "we should know every-

thing we needed to know without learn-

ing it; but we've got reason, and so

we have to study ourselves 'most blind

or be a fool."

Mark Twain has the right idea of liv-

ing. He says: "I don't eat according

to the food experts, and I don't do any-
thing according to rule, but I take

precious good care to do the things that

agree with myself, and not the things

that somebody else has found good for

them. '

'

The winter Madge was six years old

she spent in California, and after hear-

ing people say "Back to the States," she

soon came to know that it meant the

same thing as going East: so. when
her Sunday-school teacher asked her.

"Where did the Wise Men come from?"
she answered, "Back from the States."

A Birmingham man recently wrote to

a Liverpool lawyer asking for informa-
tion touching the standing of a person
there, who had owed the Birmingham
individual a considerable sum of money
for a long time. "What property has

he that I could attach?" was one of the

questions asked. The lawyer's reply was
to the point. "The person to whom you
refer," he wrote, "died a year ago. He
has left nothing subjed to attachment
except a widow."

—

Christian Life.

LIST OF BOOKS ON SALE
At Unitarian Headquarters.

Single Per
copy, dozen.

Each in His Own Tongue $0 10 $0 85
William Herbert.

The Two Handles 10 85
Charles F. Dole.

The Faith of an Optimist.... 10 85
Charles F. Dole.

A Litany of Thankfulness... 10 85
W. C. Gannett.

After Death in Arabia 10 85
Edwin Arnold.

The Human Christ 10 85
Charles F. Dole.

The House by the Side of the
Road 10 85
Sam Walter Foss.

"Hullo!" 10 85
Sam Walter Foss.

Comrades 10 85
Charles F. Dole.

The Obstacle 10 85
Charlotte Perkins Stetson.

All These Put Their Trust in

Their Hands 10 85
From the Apocryphal Book

of Ecclesiasticus.
The Wisdom of Folly 10 85

Ellen T. F. Felkins.
The Order of Peace and
Good-will 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
How Do You Fight? 10 85

Elizabeth M. Fortler.

Once Doing Will not Suffice. . 10 85
Josephine Pollard.

Waiting 10 85
John Burroughs.

Invictus 10 85

William Ernest Henley.
I'll Soon Be Coming Up Your
Way 10 85

E. S. Goodhue.
Home 10 85

Charles Swain.

On orders sent by mail, postage is

charged in addition to prices named, as fol-

lows: Postage on single copy, one cent;

postage per dozen, five cents.

Geo. H. Murdock C. Percy Murdock

GEO. H. MURDOCK £& SON

INSURANCE

FIRE — MARINE — LIFE —
ACCIDENT— LIABILITY

256 Montgomery Street, San Francisco
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

The Wonderful Hope.
By Charles F. Dole.

Church Going.
By Hon. George F. Hoar.

Fulfilment of Citizenship.

Ten Leaders of American Thought.

Church Attendance.
Investigation Conducted by Lewis G.
Wilson.

Miracles in the Light of Modern Knowl-
edge.
By J. T. Sunderland.

Christ Birth-Poem.
By W. C. Gannett.

The Liberal Church of To-day—Its Min-
istry.

By F. W. Perkins.
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

By Howard N. Brown.
What Is Christianity?

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
A Plea for Sincerity in Religious Thought.

By Joseph H. Crooker, D. D.
The New Inspiration of Religion.

By Thomas R. Slicer.

Baptism and the Lord's Supper as Interpre-
ted and Observed by Unitarians.
By Augustus P. Reccord.

The Heritage of Liberal Christianity.

By Leslie W. Sprague.
The Church of the Spirit.

By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.
Progressive Liberalism in the Closing and
Opening Century.
By Charles W. Eliot, LL. D.

Our Beliefs; and Some of the Reasons for
Them.
By James T. Bixby.

An Introduction to Unitarianism.
By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.

The Power of Jesus' Life.

By Vrindall Reynolds, D. D.
Why Go to Church?

By Herbert H. Mott.
The Simplification of Life.

By Samuel M. Crothers, D. D.
The True Basis of Religious Unity.

By Charles W. Wendte.
The Divinity of Man.

By George W. Kent.
God or Man? A Brief Examination of the
Doctrine of the Deity of Jesus Christ.
By Herbert H. Mott.

The Divine Meaning of Life.

By Richard W. Boynton.
Bringing Immortality to Light.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Thirst for the Living God.

By Francis G. Peabody, D. D.
The Interpretation of Life.

By Charles E. St. John.
The Divinity of Jesus.

By Alexander T. Bowser.
The Worth of Enthusiasm.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
Why Unitarians Observe the Lord's Supper.

By John W. Day.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the
American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New

York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.:

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the
Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building
meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. Wilson.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.
Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to
promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a
book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the
women of the Unitarian churches for mis-
sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth.
Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Miss Grace R. Torr.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,
Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 1886.

The practical working committee of the

Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.
Address correspondence to the Publication

Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.
Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT HOTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist Hotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and
commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, - - Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Under a recent ruling of the post-

office department, whenever a sub-

scriber to a monthly magazine or

periodical is more than six months in

arrears, such magazine or periodical

will not be accepted at the postoffice

for mailing at the second-class postage

rate of one cent per pound, but will be

subject to the rate of one cent for each

four ounces or fraction thereof. The

effect of this ruling will be to either

greatly increase the postage on papers

addressed to such delinquent subscrib-

ers or to force the publishers of maga-

zines and periodicals to drop from the

mailing-lists the names of those in-

debted persons.

"Pacific Unitarian" subscribers are

requested to examine the dates when
their subscriptions expire, appearing on

the colored slip pasted on the envelope

in which the periodical is mailed, or

appearing on the periodical itself. Do
not allow your subscriptions to become

overdue for more than six months.

THE PACIFIC UNITARIAN.

I pray not that

Men tremble at

My power of place

And lordly sway.

I only pray for simple grace

To look my neighbor in the face
Full honestly from day to day.—James Whitcomb Riley.
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NO age, since the Reformation, has

been so marked by idol-worship

as our own;— so prolific of

favorite and one-sided schemes
of social improvement, founded on the

sense of some solitary want of human
nature, but barren of good from neglect of

all the rest. Our Christianity is no longer
catholic, rich in provisions for the whole
faculties and being of man. With the ex-

pansion and complication of our life,

religion has lost its comprehensive grasp
of all the elements of our well-being, and
permitted them to escape and break up in

mischievous analysis, and consign them-
selves to separate trusts. In answer to the
earnest cry of society, " What shall we do
to be saved from all our miseries and
sins?" there are countless fragmentary
answers, in place of the deep full harmony
of response from the soul of Christian

inspiration.
—JAMES MARTINEAU.

SAN FRANCISCO
OCTOBER, 1908
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€Ditorials.

Last month's appeal for new sub-

scribers is receiving encouraging re-

sponse, but it is confined to the spots

where some man in earnest does some-

thing. Berkeley will bear the banner

unless very extraordinary effort else-

where snatches it away. Mr. Lathrop has

sent in ten new names, and is in danger

of sending more. Such acts are mega-

phonic in comparison with the embar-

rassingly copious words of praise that

flow from all sides at every conference.

If the friends of the Pacific Unitarian

wish to show their love by deeds that are

__ =- heartfelt tears, they must "prepare to

.. shed them now."
Contents.
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must go with it obligation as to manner

of life. Jesus reduced the whole matter

to its lowest terms when he told the

young man that the law and the proph-

ets were fulfilled in love to God and love

to man. If we truly worship we must

truly serve, and to those who have not

risen to the height where worship is the

natural expression of emotion, there re-

mains the call to the upright life as the

reasonable and well-proved way to the

best that life can offer. Righteousness is

justified by all experience, and follows

the promptings of every heart when at

its best. The doing of God's will need

not wait until God is seen, felt, or under-

stood. It is the reasonable service of

every earnest soul and will lead to

clearer vision.

No one need be versed in ecclesiastical

lore, or clear in theological conviction,

to learn what is the will of God. His

conscience tells him that it is doing the

right thing. There was wisdom as well

as wit in the reply of Bishop Wilber-

force to a man who thought to stump

him by asking the road to heaven, when
he said :

'

' Turn to the right and keep

straight on."

The world would be made over in a day

if every one would begin in the morning

and keep at it. All the problems would

be solved or solvable; all the horrible

conditions that fill us with despair or

sympathetic suffering would be wiped

from the face of the earth. But they

will never be so speedily disposed of.

The most important step is to be assured

that the causes are primarily moral

rather than material; then we will aim

at the real difficulty and not tinker with

symptoms. Of course, men need to be

made wiser as well as better; hence, edu-

cation is a main reliance, and if it is

what it ought to be they will become

better because wisdom will teach them

that it is worth while.

Moral education is what the world

most needs, and while it is not all that

the church should aim for, it ought to

be the direct effort of every church.

Methods must differ, but the purpose

must be one. And in the moral educa-

tion of mankind can the church be

spared ? What other agency can take its

place? Will the press, as we know it,

suffice? Does the day-school seem to do

all that needs doing? Children's play-

grounds, and sympathetic settlement ef-

forts, and special movements for reform

have their place and play their part, but

can the church, that frankly aims at the

moral and spiritual welfare of man, be

dispensed with? It would seem not. It

has not done all it ought to have done,

but its record is not to be ignored. Its

lesson of self-sacrifice and service is not

to be blotted out by individual instances

of bigotry or hypocrisy. It has been a

great restraining and uplifting force,

and it has not lost its power. It is on a

changed basis and has lost factitious

strength. People no longer flock to it

from fear of consequences if they neglect

it. They demand more than they did.

They weigh it rather critically, and their

loyalty has suffered in the glamour of a

material and pleasure-loving age, but it

is not dead. It will not die. Man will

be forced to come back to it, for he needs

it. He cannot live on pleasure alone.

Baseball and duck-hunting and automo-

biles do not build the kind of manhood

that the twentieth century needs, and

will have. The great moral verities must

be upheld, and they demand allegiance

from men in earnest. Society rests on

a basis of morality, and it does not ap-

pear that morality can be sustained

unless touched with the glow of emotion

that transforms it into religion.

Since the resignation of Rev. George

W. Stone as Field Secretary, over a

year ago, the work of our churches on
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this coasl has been conducted without

local superintendence; and it will be

remembered that one of the resolutions

passed at the conference at Alameda
hist April urged upon the American

Unitarian Association the appointment

of a new Field Secretary at the earliest

possible time, and after consultation be-

tween the officers of the association and
of the Pacific Conference. Our people

will be glad to note that this resolu-

tion has been heeded, and that at the

meeting of the directors of the associa-

tion on September 8th, the vacancy was
filled. Rev. Earl M. Wilbur, of Berke-

ley, has been appointed Field Secre-

tary, and Rev. J. A. Cruzan, of San

Jose, Field Agent, both these appoint-

ments having received the approval of

the directors of the conference.

The Avork of the department will be

carried on somewhat differently from

heretofore. Mr. Wilbur will have gen-

eral responsibility for the work and

supervision over it, will conduct the

correspondence and make the plans,

and come into relation with the

churches in every way that is possible

;

but it is understood that as his para-

mount duty is to the School for the

Ministry at Berkeley, his duties as

Field Secretary will not be allowed to

interfere in any way with the former.

He will therefore not undertake to

found new churches in person, nor to

give personal attention to the strength-

ening of feeble ones. He will visit the

churches in the department as much as

is possible during the months when the

school is not in session, which will be

something over four months of the

year. During term time he Avill have

to be in continuous residence at Berke-

ley. Mr. Wilbur's entire stipend as

Field Secretary will be turned into

the treasury of the school, and will en-

able it to take immediate steps looking

toward the increase of the faculty.

Mr. Cruzan, on the other hand, will

have direct charge of the field work,

and will take up in turn the places

where need is greatest or the oppor-

tunity is most attractive. He has re-

signed his pastorate at San Jose, and
on the first of October takes charge

of the church at Eureka, which it is

expected that he will serve until it is

firmly established, and its future placed

beyond question, and an acceptable

permanent minister is found. In the

meantime, he will not be obliged to di-

vide his time or attention with any other

place, to the possible disadvantage of

both. It is hoped that this new division

of labor will prove satisfactory to the

churches and will produce effective

results.

Mr. Wilbur is at the service of the

churches of the department for any ad-

vice or other assistance he may be able

to render them, as the representative

of the American Unitarian Association.

He will probably visit the churches in

Oregon and Washington in the Christ-

mas vacation.

Both these new appointees are well

known upon this coast, and have had

long experience here. Mr. Wilbur's

connection with our work on the Pacific

Coast dates back further than that of

any one else now in active service here,

for he came in 1890 to Portland, where

he served for eight years; and he has

been during the last four years at the

head of the Divinity School at Berke-

ley. He is personally acquainted with

nearly all the churches of the de-

partment.

Mr. Cruzan is a man of thorough

training and wide experience, most of

which has been upon the Pacific Coast.

He served the Congregational Church
in Portland for five years, the Third

Congregational Church in San Fran-

cisco for three years, the Congrega-

tional Church at Santa Cruz for three
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years, and was editor of our Congrega-

tional contemporary, The Pacific, for

one year. He was also minister of the

Central Union Church at Honolulu for

six years, and of the Union Church at

Hilo for four years. He has been in

Unitarian fellowship since 1902. and

has served our churches at Great Falls.

Montana, Santa Rosa, and San Jose,

besides rendering important service at

Eureka in the past few months.

Mr. Cruzan is a man of pleasing per-

sonality, of power in the pulpit, and

of administrative capacity, and is thor-

oughly familiar with the Pacific Coast,

its needs and characteristics. A better

selection for this important position

conld not well have been made.

C. A. M.

The country is nearing the close of a

singularly quiet political campaign. It

is' safe to assume, however, that what the

campaign lacks in vigor and rigor, as

Matthew Arnold would say, is more than

compensated for by the tumult in those

manly breasts in which hope and fear,

heavy doubt and nimble assurance, are

playing hide-and-seek.

Ambition is an uncomfortable tenant,

as well as a troublesome neighbor, and so

long as some deem it "Better to reign in

hell, than serve in heaven" the devil will

be to pay by those who have played the

devil.

Of course there is no purpose here to

impute to either candidate for the presi-

dency ambition of this low yet vaulting

kind. It is to be assumed that both have

enough of the instinct and motive of

service to leaven whatever coarser per-

sonal consideration urges them into the

race. Once in the race, however, the

spirit of rivalry is evoked, and the prize

borrows worth for each from the attrac-

tion it possesses for the other; so that

the lower motive is, for the nonce, a

little more potent than the higher.

We may fancy our political Antonios

"Still plucking the grass to see where sits

the wind,"

and if, while the local elections are

"on," the "wind" of the one or the

other,
'

' cooling his broth,
'

' do not
'

' blow

him an ague," he may safely be credited

with as much fitness for magisterial hon-

ors as resides in the quality of self-

control.

One or the other, of course, is des-

tined to see his

" Wealthy Andrew dock'd in sand,

Vailing her high-top lower than her ribs,

To kiss her burial."

But it is comforting to reflect that to

whichever political adventurer this

chance may fall, it will not be wholly

a mischance. In the one case it will

serve as wholesome discipline ; in the

other it will come decked in the shabby

but familiar garments of Lang Syne,

smiling cheerful recognition.

Another comforting reflection is that

to whichever candidate the prize may
fall there will be no overwhelming

calamity. There will still be cakes and

ale for those who have wherewith to pur-

chase them, and if here and there a job

is lost and gained, the loser will carry

no stigma of dishonor; having himself

unwound each separate strand of the

rope by which the job was held in tow.

The shield of Truth is not the only

thing which has both a gold and a silver

side: and though the "field or" and the

"field argent" no longer represent the

chief bones of contention in our politics,

they still symbolize certain permanent

aspects and conditions of our lives.

For him to whom the golden guerdon

of attainment is denied, there remains

always the paler, more modest, but

withal more serviceable silver mirror of

comforting reflection. E. G. S.

We Unitarians have a beautiful gos-

pel. It is in line with the best thought
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of to-day. It satisfies man's reason and
meets the wants of his soul. Why does

this gospel of ours make such slow

progress .' May not the open secret be

found in the fact that we give so little

money for its maintenance and advance-

ment ? A Unitarian millionaire who
twenty years ago gave three hundred

dollars per year for the maintenance of

the orthodox church in which he then

worshiped, now pays only seventy-five

dollars per annum into the treasury of

the Unitarian church of which he is now
a member. Another Unitarian known to

the writer, whose income is over fifteen

thousand dollars a year, gives one dol-

lar per month to the support of the

Unitarian church of which he and his

wife are members. The fact is, the aver-

age Unitarian lacks training in giving.

The orthodox Congregational churches

take six missionary offerings every year.

If the pastors do their duty, regularly

every two months the thought of their

people is turned outside of their own
church walls to the greater field of com-

mon endeavor. In this way the mission-

ary spirit is cultivated, and their people

are trained in the grace of giving.

Heretofore we Unitarians have had one

annual missionary offering, that for our

common work through the American

Unitarian Association. Our people are

to be congratulated on the fact that the

last Pacific Coast Conference restored

the annual collection for special work

on the Pacific Coast, and now we are to

have two missionary offerings each year.

The money raised by the churches on

October 4th will be a means of great

good to our common cause, but the

greater good will come to our people in

a quickened missionary zeal and in

training in the grace of giving.

rians, especially those who were reared

in orthodox churches, having lost faith

in the old traditions, have not passed

beyond doubt and are trying to stand

upon negations. They have halted at

the t fii th in Tennyson's noble lines—
"There lives more faith in honest doubt.

Believe me, than in half the creeds."

They forget the grander truth in the

next stanza, where Tennyson tells of his

hero, that

—

"He fought his doubts and gatherYl stivnyth.

He would not make his judgment blind,

He faced the specters of the mind
And laid them: thus he came at length

To find a stronger faith his own."

The function of doubt is temporary,

provisional. The opposite of belief is

not disbelief (that if the man is wise as

well as honest means another belief),

but doubt. Robust disbelief is one thing

;

but quibbling analyzing, playing dilet-

tant, skeptic, and sophist, is quite an-

other. What sense of reality can there

be for such minds; what truth; what

reverence; what enthusiasm; or what

purpose ? A strong life, the power to be

and do, are born of strong convictions,

not "pale negations." As Charles

Wagner put it in his appeal to the

youth of France: "Enough of nega-

tions, enough, above all, of jugglers and

poseure. Give us men of faith and ac-

tion, of love and hate, with a clear-seeing

eye, a breast that throbs, and a vigorous

arm; men who, emancipated from idle

fancies and the empty din of words, are

silent, and, putting their hands to the

plow, drive, as their witness, a straight

furrow in the field of life." If a man
would live a strong, helpful life, ho must

work his way out from the bog of nega-

tions and plant the feet of his faith on

solid convictions. J. A. C.

The man who would stand securely,

and who would lift, must have something

solid under his feet. Too many Unita-

The tidal wave of deeper souls

Into our inmost being rolls,

And lift us unawares
Out of all meaner fares.—Emerson.
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The Santa Cruz church is reported
to have latelv given a most successful
'

' Scotch Night '

' at Seabright Hall. Mr.
Samuel Leask was master of ceremonies,
and was very happy in his introductions.

Recitations and songs by and about the
Scotch were greatly enjoyed by a large

audience of varied creeds and national-

ities, but for the time being sympathet-
ically Scotch and practically Unitarian.

The Pacific Unitarian School for the
Ministry has opened its new term with
the most encouraging outlook of any
year thus far. Four new students have
entered the school, and a fifth is expect-
ed and is supposed to be on his way now
from New Zealand. The school building
has been put in order during the sum-
mer, and the vacant rooms furnished.
Several courses of special lectures are
planned for the coming year, of which
the first, given during the first week
in September, was five lectures on the
"Psychology of Religion" by Dr. George
R. Dodson, of St. Louis.

Rev. Bradford Leavitt, having been
asked to visit the churches in the North-
west as a Billings lecturer, will spend
the month of October on a tour includ-
ing Salt Lake City, Utah; Helena and
Great Falls, Montana ; Spokane. Belling-
ham, and Everett, Washington; and
Hood River and Portland, Oregon. He
hopes to be in his pulpit by October 25th.
During his absence his place will be
filled by President Wheeler, Rev. W. D.
Simonds, and Rev. Burt Estes Howard.

Rev. E. S. Hodgin, of Minneapolis,
has accepted a call to the vacant pulpit
at Los Angeles, and will assume his
duties there by December 1st. Mr.
Eodgin was, several years ago, the min-
ister of the Second Church in this city,

and was much liked. He has been
success Pnl in Minnesota, and was lately

chosen for the sermon at the May meet-
it ig in Boston. He will be a welcome
addition to our Pacific Coast fellowship.

Rev. Sydney B. Snow, of Palo Alto,
began a series of Sunday evening ad-
dresses on September 13th. They are to

deal with the problems of the personal
religious life.

Preaching services at San Diego were
resumed the last Sunday in August, the

Sunday-school, under the superintend-
ency of Mrs. Kauffman, opening on the

following Sunday. The Outlook Club
announces a fine program for the new
season. The Channing Club resumed its

meetings on September 28th. Fine con-

gregations have marked the reopening
of the church.

Rev. W. D. Simonds makes it a prac-

tice to preach an unusual sermon on the

public schools as the foundation of

American institutions. On September
13th he preached his second sermon on
this important theme.

The ministers of Seattle seem to be
holding a jousting tournament on the

woman question. Rev. J. D. 0. Powers,
our Unitarian representative, wears the

glove of the Suffragists, while the Pres-

byterian, Dr. Matthews, has the hardi-

hood to oppose him. According to the

papers, Sir Knight Powers unhorsed his

opponent. He seems to have fought fair

and kept cool, and won all the honors.

Rev. Dr. Dodson addressed a laree

audience at the Unitarian Club of Ala-

meda on September 2d. After a very
hearty and flattering reception he spoke

very earnestly and seriously of the

varied aspects of American life. He
alluded to some things that troubled

him.—the waste, the decline of family

life, dissipation and disease in the college,

and the lowering of standards: but he
found signs of better things and many
causes for encouragement. He spoke of

improved conditions in the South,

through the extension of factories, and
the consequent brighter homes with
pianos and pictures, formerly very rare.

In Chicago he was much impressed with

the many ten-acre parks scattered all

over the city for the use of the children.

What we want is more and better schools,

more playgrounds and more American
school children ; better homes for men
who work and better factories where
they work. In conclusion he said that

the person with the hopeful view is the

only one to listen to. and his the only

policy to adopt.

Rev. J. A. Cruzan has resigned his

pastorate at San Jose to accept the place
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of Field Agent for the Unitarian Asso-
ciation, and until a permanent minister

is secured will fill the pulpit of the

Eureka church. It is hoped that Rev.
Burt Estes Howard may fill the San
Jose pulpit temporarily, as it will not
interfere with his duties at Stanford
University.

The Woman's Alliance of the Oakland
church inaugurated the second year of

the pastorate of Rev. William Day Si-

monds by a banquet in Wendte Hall on
September 15th. John W. Stetson pre-

sided and delivered the address of

welcome. The following toasts were
responded to: "What the Church
Means to the Busy Man of Affairs," A.
N. Elliott; "The 'ideal Layman," Rev.
John Howland Lathrop; "Place and
Work of the Minister in the World of

To-day," Rev. Earl M. Wilbur; "The
Churches and Oakland's Prosperity,"
Edwin Stearns; "The Women of the

Church," John P. Irish; closing words
by Mr. Simonds.

Rev. B. A. Goodrich, of Santa Bar-

bara, delivered the Admission Day ad-

dress before the students of the high
school. Mr. Goodrich's subject was
"Patriotism, and the Making of a Good
Citizen." He urged his hearers not to

lose sight of the plain, homely qualities

which have always been considered the

fundamentals of American citizenship.

and to judge others by their real merits

without regard to wealth or social posi-

tion. "California attracts many by its

perfect climate and the easy conditions

of life here who lack those good Amer-
ican qualities, and whose only claim to

consideration is the possession of

money." said Mr. Goodrich. "By teach-

ing in the schools the supremacy of real

merit and the fundamentals of good

citizenship, we can bring up our children

to distinguish between the true and the

false and to counteract the influences

which attack the citizenship of the

State." Mr. Goodrich paid a tribute to

the high character of a great majority

of the people who have settled in Cali-

fornia, and spoke hopefully of the

future.

On August 28th Rev. Thornton An-
thony Mills delivered before the Good
Cheer Club of San Jose an address on

"The Best Governed City in the United
States." Cleveland was it, and Mayor
Tom Johnson was the principal cause.

After speaking of all he had done for

the control of the street railroads, he
said: "But greater than all of Cleve-

land's parks and streets and municipal
plants, is its plan for the punishment
and reform of criminals. The city jail

has been abandoned for a farm of nine-

teen hundred acres, where violators of

the laws are allowed to work in the open
air and to live under healthful and
pleasant surroundings. There are no
guards, no walls, no restrictions what-
ever, except the sense of honor of the

prisoners. How well the system works
is shown by the fact that out of 1,150

imprisoned only eighty-four have tried

to escape. Another farm of 285 acres

is devoted to juvenile court offenders."

The San Francisco Fellowship Circle

was organized on September 7th by Rev.

Benjamin Fay Mills, organizer of the

< ! reater Fellowship of Los Angeles. Mr.
Mills will remain in the city for several

weeks in the interest of the new move-
ment. He has also addressed audiences

a l Alameda and elsewhere.

Rev. Dr. Dodson, of St. Louis, deliv-

ered a series of lectures before the

Pacific Unitarian School for the Minis-

try of Berkeley early in September.

The first two were upon "Biology and
Morals" and "The Practical Value of

Psychology in Its Present State." The
course was highly commended.

The Pacific Unitarian School for the

Ministry has taken another step forward.

Through the generosity of several of its

friends, it has been enabled to purchase

a building, which is being moved upon
the lot which the school already owned,
facing the University of California.

This will be at once refitted for the use

of the school, and will be occupied in

the Christinas vacation. The school will

thus planl its roots upon its permanent
site; will have its Library where the

danger of its being destroyed by fire

will be greatly reduced
;
and it will be

able to derive ,-i substantial income from
the rent of the building which it now
occupies. This move, although it marks
progress, is not. however, to be consid-
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ered as an abandonment of the plans

published last year for durable and
handsome buildings. Efforts will still

be made for the realization of that plan
at as early a date as possible, and the

building1 recently acquired will be so

placed that the plans referred to can be
executed without interference.

The following books have been added
to the Pierce Library and may be drawn
on application to the librarian at

Unitarian Headquarters, Franklin and
Geary streets

:

History of New Testament Times. Dr. A.
Hausrath. 6 vols.

Eeligion and Medicine. Dr. Elwood Worcester.
What We Know About Jesus. Charles F. Dole.
Historical Bible. C. F. Kent. 2 vols.

Psychical Eesearch and the Eesurrection. J. H.
Hyslop.

The Ideal Ministry. Herrick Johnson.
Eeligion of a Democrat. Zueblin.
Life of Christ in Eecent Eesearch. Sanday.
Christianity and Social Crisis. Eauschen

Bausch.
Substance of Faith Allied with Science. Sir

Oliver Lodge.
Paul. Wrede.
Studies of Christianity. Drummond.
Church and Changing. Mathews.
Luke the Physician. Harnack.
Apologetics. N. T. Scott.

Paul the Mystic. Campbell.
Story Eevised New Testament. Eiddle.
Immortality of the Soul. Lodge.

* * *

Thanksgiving.

I thank Thee, Lord, that I am straight and
strong,

With wit to work and hope to keep me brave

;

That two-score years, unfathomed, still belong
To the allotted life Thy bounty gave.

I thank Thee that the sight of sunlit lands
And dripping hills, the breath of evening

grass

—

That wet, dark rocks and flowers in my hands
Can give me daily gladness as I pass.

1 thank Thee that I love the things of earth

—

Eipe fruits and laughter lying clown to sleep,

The shine of lighted towns, the graver worth
Of beating human hearts that laugh and

weep.

I thank Thee that as yet I need not know,
Yet need not fear, the mystery of the end;

But more than all, and though all these should
go—

Dear Lord, this on my knees!—T thank Thee
for my friend.—Juliet Wilbur Tompkins.

Contribute.

Recipes for Leadership.

By Eev. George W. Fuller.

Wliosoever would become great among you,
let him be your minister; and whosoever of
you would be the chiefest, let him be servant of
all.

—

Jesus.

A large part of the blame for the

abuses that disfigure the history of re-

ligions may be laid to wrong conceptions
of leadership. The people look for lead-

ers and gladly accept leadership in the

region of religion, which seems to so

many to be an unmapped country, where
guides are sorely needed. More listen to

those who are willing to give circum-

stantial accounts and to speak with a

"Thus saith the Lord," than sit at the

feet of scholars and thinkers who claim

less, but often teach things that are more
valuable.

Religions start well, with a great lead-

er, a masterly teacher, and then deteri-

orate because fortune grants no apostolic

succession; and the church becomes an
ordinary following. The faithful get in-

to some blind alley, off the main line of

religious progress, and they stay there.

The high altar of their worship stands

across their way, and they kneel in ado-

ration, ignorant of the emptiness behind
the altar and oblivious to the conquests

of the children of the light outside.

Many intelligent people know nothing-

whatever about the nature of the work
done by modern scholarship and do not

realize how much wider than theirs is

the horizon of the free thinker, or how
much more vital and interesting are the

problems that now engage his attention.

The multitude never dream that they

too are to be free, and that their venerat-

ed leader is, in the course of nature, "the
first born of many brethren.

'

' They find

excuse for their own lameness in the

supernatural endowments of the Master;
surely no one expects them to follow

in his footsteps. All power was given

unto him, while they are only poor sin-

ners, willing in spirit, but weak in the

flesh. His office is to lead ; theirs to fol-

low as best they may. But we see, by
studying the great religious leaders, that

spiritual leadership is really intended to

make leaders, to make free souls. The
Master in religion expects to do this

—
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not to found a cult; it is the ecclesiastic

whose first demand is for followers. In-
dependence of judgment, freedom of

thought,—these are the nightman's thai

disturb his peace. His passion is for

sameness and uniformity, in the name
of unity of the faith, and so he often

clothes his disciples alike, and he ar-

ranges "services" in which all the faith-

ful go through the same motions and say
over the same words, words calculated

to impress them with their nnworthiness
and inefficiency. They are taught to re-

peat such confessions as "There is no
health in us."
A modern teacher with a knowledge of

psychology would never think of select-

ing affirmations of moral sickness for

public use,—but that is another story.

Such repetitions, week in and week out,

produce the mental conditions most hos-

pitable to belief, and in a large percent-

age of cases produce the belief itself, or

at least tie the person to the system by
an invisible bond, which he doesn't clear-

ly sense, but finds uncomfortable to

break.

There is, of course, a field for the legit-

imate use of spiritual exercises, the sole

requisite being that they be truly spirit-

ual ; and this means that they must not
be petrified into forms imposed by ex-

ternal authority, or kept because ancient

rather than because true. It is an in-

spiration for a gathering of people to

read in unison beautiful and uplifting

utterances of religious genius. But the

readings must have intrinsic merit. It

makes all the difference whether sugges-

tion through ritual or spiritual exercises

is employed to tie up people or to free

them, to break their wills or to develop
their wills.

Leadership isn't irresponsible. It is a

superstition of the ignorant that the high
and mighty, the rich and the educated,

need not feel responsible to any one.

And it is a theory of leadership held by
the Czar of Russia, the Vicar of Christ,

and a few others, that the real leader

must not be held responsible to any one
save God. But it is not hard to see what
happens to a man who tries to lead with-

out regard for the rights and happiness
of others. We have to obey the rules.

Three essential conditions of leader-

ship are freedom, fearlessness, and fair-

ness. Bv freedom I mean freedom from

the compelling force of custom and tra-

dition, as far as possible,—the rare abili-

ty to defy Ihe tyranny of the past, to gel

out of its ruts and be a pioneer. By
fearlessness I mean unconcern about the

"clutch of circumstances," being sure of

ourselves, sure what we shall do when
the time comes for us to do. By fairness

1 mean the faculty for seeing events and
men in their true proportions, not dis-

torted by any emotional stress within us.

There are two great phases of leader-

ship. The first is prophecy. The term
is much abused among religious people,

and it usually suggests the miraculous
prediction of future events. We think

of the prophet as a glorified fortune-

teller. But when we learn to recognize

the great lines of expression in religion,

we see that the prophetic spirit plays a

most important part in religious develop-
ment. It is the spirit of the man who
is controlled by his ideals and feels that

he must speak and does speak in the
name of the Highest, that he is the

mouthpiece of the divine. This is indeed
one of the most ancient ideas of the
prophet's function.

Leadership in religion is conferred up-
on men who speak freely and with per-

sonal authority, and not as the scribes,

who quote their authorities. Jesus of

Nazareth was a true successor to the
prophets of his people, who often left

their occupations, or came in from some
remote town, to utter their protests and
warnings. There is in the Old Testament
scriptures an instructive saying about
prophets. We are told how we may rec-

ognize the true prophet of religion

:

"And if thou say in thine heart, How
shall we know the prophet, that the Lord
hath sent him? Hereby shall ye know:
the prophet that prophesieth of peace, of

truth, and of righteousness, when the

word of the prophet shall come to pass.

then shall the prophet be known, that

the Lord hath truly sent him."
Notice that the message is to be of

peace, truth, and righteousness. This is

the feature that makes so much of Jewish
prophecy worth reading to-day. We
don't care about the success or failure of

the prophets when they tried to forecast

petty events. Their moral and spiritual

interest, however, made some of these
men excellent students of the "signs of

the times."
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The message of a liberal minister is

distinctively prophetic. He is accorded
the right of private judgment and free-

dom of speech. He has all the past to

instruct him and nothing in his training

or office to hide its meaning from him.

He has all the present to interpret and
no one to dictate how he shall adjust his

thinking to it.

The other phase of leadership is serv-

ice. It used to be thought that a leader

was to be served. A Christ was to be
worshiped. But Jesus explicitly de-

clared that he came not to be ministered

unto but to minister. This was a new
idea, and it failed to take. I cannot
conceive of any reason for leadership

unless it is good for something, unless it

serves the general welfare. I cannot
conceive of any detached leadership.

The primacy of Jesus over the church
has generally been thought of as exalted

above imitation or approach,—in spite

of what he said. But this kind of leader

is little different from an idol, which
cannot help its worshipers in any vital

way.
We know, besides, that we must no

longer think of a divine nature which is

different from ours and inaccessible. We
know that there is one truth, one love,

one moral order; and it is our privilege

to enter into these things as quickly as

we care to do so. Spiritual leadership

is preparatory; the great teacher is our
elder brother. So every man must seek
the leadership,—that is, the help,—which
his needs require and his temperament
permits. He will probably find, as he
progresses, that no single prophet or
saint can meet all his requirements. He
will see that he must create his own ideal

of leadership and strive to grow into it.

Let us endeavor to be leaders of our-
selves, at least and any way,—organizing
our forces on the principles of freedom,
fearlessness, and fairness, and so provid-
ing the necessary conditions of helpful-

ness to others. And though it is not
given to all to deliver the message of the
prophet, no one can possibly excuse him-
self from service. Be a leader; be one
of the faithful ; live the affirmative life.

Spokane, Wash.

* * «
To get good is animal; to be good is

human ; to be good is divine.

—

Ma/rtineau.

Why I Changed.
By W. W. Lovejoy.

The removal of Andover Theological

Seminary to Cambridge and in prox-

imity to Harvard University may be
said to have taken place in the natural
and inevitable course of things. Twice
before the trustees had been invited to

transfer the site of the institution—first,

to the campus of the University of Illi-

nois and, again, by President Angell to

Ann Arbor. Now by the inexorable logic

of events apparently, nor waiting for

invitation from far-seeing large-minded
educators, of their own motion and fit-

tingly, it is to Harvard they return.

It is but Modernism and the Pope, in

petto, with the Pope yielding. The au-

tonomous position of theological thought
and theory could not longer last ; it was
obstructive and injurious to the forward
movement of the church, and through it

we all were suffering, liberals and ortho-

doxists alike.

Orthodoxy had grown sterile on the

Hill. The seeds sown ever by the winds
of God found lodgment there and showed
some power of germination in "The An-
dover Movement" of almost a generation

ago, but the new growth had died down,
while the roots had "their silent under-
growTth." And now we see what we
have lived to see.

But the Divinity School at Harvard
had during the same period not remained
stationary in thought, nor wholly fossi-

lized, and in its new departure was ready
to extend a cordial sympathy to the re-

turning "elder son." In other words,

the times were ripe for these changes,

and all must rejoice that they are

taking place.

Not quite all : It was significant, too,

—

the character of the protest by the alum-
ni against the removal. It lacked true

weight. It was sentiment dressed up as

zeal for truth; egotism posturing as the

true spirit of a noble institution: "We
are Andover men ; taught under Dr.

Parks. Make not void so sacred a part

of our lives.
'

' Who of us does not sym-
pathize with this so natural feeling and
attitude w7hich yet in its self-regard is

blind to the real interests of the Coming
Day and of those who are to follow us.

Our personal experience has meaning in

relation to the race. The far-away look
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in the eyes of the child of the Dresden
Madonna, the highest feature of the pic-

ture, is humanity's gaze dreaming of

things to come.
.May we say that we find some sort of

analogy between this stroke of the hour
on the dial-plate of church history, and
our own petty time-mark in our per-

sonal theological position. For years we
stayed in what Unitarians call "ortho-

doxy'' (would there were another name
if this connotes aught of contempt)
and learned to honor to the full the

spirit of many prominent in our past

associations. Our place we thought was
where we might do the most good. But
it was just here where the ground caved
in under our feet. Had not orthodoxy

been to us, in about equal proportions,

a help and a hindrance, a food and a

poison, a means of growth and an arrest

of development? "Why? Because Tra-

dition, the Past, were All, and gave the

law. discounting the living Present, and
giving birth to no hoped-for future. It

was the failure of the system after I

had outgrown it. I could not but recog-

nize that somehow those I was about to

leave made better use of the past and
of church history and of the Protestant

system than do some Unitarians, but they

seemed so much in the grasp of the past

as to be unable to move. To me ortho-

doxy touched only one side of reality,

and so was unreal. There was too much of

stagnation and powerlessness in thought
and feeling and preaching. It was all

too evident; it was oppressive to one's

spirit. Who of us does not feel it and
see it if once he gain a little perspective ?

One question only remained to be set-

tled. Was the condition in which we
found ourselves true of many others,

consciously or unconsciously? If so, we
must separate from it all; go into exile.

Wir Konnten nicht anders. In religion

of all things must we find reality, the

truth of life, of which all past expres-

sions of the soul's life were but partial;

as in their place are ours of to-day. But
our debt to the past, great as it is. is not

so exorbitant as the claim for our fidelity

to the future. So we changed our rela-

tions and associations; but less our dog-

mas, if we had any. To declare oneself

by the dogmas one professes is ever a

sham thing, which the world is growing
tired of. Because of the future and our

relation to it,—which is the reality of

our personal life; that we may,—God
help us !—get nearer the Jesus of his-

tory, while we venerate and use the Jesus

of myth—this is "Why 1 am a Liberal."

« * *

The Juvenile Court: Science vs.

Superstition.

By Christopher Ruess,

Chief Probation Officer Alameda County, Cal.

Judge Lindsay is a born missionary.

His enthusiasm has advertised and
planted the juvenile court idea far and
wide. Indeed, every juvenile court

judge and probation officer should, at

this stage of the movement, be a mission-

ary. To write for the press, to speak

in public on occasion, is, in fact, as

much the duty of an efficient juvenile

judge or probation officer as to be pres-

ent at court sessions. For public educa-

tion is the best preventive of juvenile

delinquency, and prevention is the best

cure.

Now. the most important thing for

the people to learn about juvenile court

and probation work is that it is. a pro-

fession, that it is the study of a science

and the practice of an art. Magic it is

not; it is not boy-charming. Secrets it

recognizes, but no mysteries; and all

these secrets are sooner or later to be

found out.

Men like Judge Lindsay of Denver,

Judge Mack of Chicago. Judge Murasky
of San Francisco. Judge Wilbur of Los
Angeles, are not magicians ; they are

scientists and artists. They are physi-

cians, not medicine-men. Judge Lind-

say's unusual success is not mysterious.

It is due to unusual industry, unusual
patience, unusual ability, and humility

in learning from the boy, unusually high

personal ideals, and unusual faith in

hoys ami love for them-, unusual courage

and wisdom to say "Yes" and to say

"No," to trust one boy and to prescribe

other medicine for another. These are

the qualities essential to any success in

this work.
For even - boy is a problem. Bad hoys

there are none: and there are no good
l>o\s

: but there are difficult hoys and
easy hoys. Problems are neither bad nor

good, but difficult or easy. Boy-study
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is a science and man-making an art ; and
whether by tuition, intuition, or both,

the father and mother who bring up
their boys in a wholesome way to become
wholesome men deserve the gratitude of

the community.
What makes juvenile court and pro-

bation work so interesting and worth
while is not merely the large percentage

of successes, but the fact that the boy-

problem is related to nearly all the other

live social problems of the day. The
divorce question, the enlargement of

public education, the church, unemploy-
ment and industrial depression, amuse-
ment and recreation.—all are inter-

twined in the boy problem.

Cures are apt to be temporary, and
the more you cure the more you may.
It is prevention which is the aim of sci-

ence. The cure of the diseases and ab-

normalities of the growing boy may be

through the juvenile court with its pro-

bation and disciplinary institutions; but
this is not the great task. The great

business of the juvenile court is to make
its work less necessary. Prevention is

the best cure. Merely to conform the

natural child to unjust and unnatural
social conditions and conventions is far
from being the aim or use of the juvenile
court.

This will appear more clearly from a

study of the following partial list of
causes, effects, and preventives, which
speaks for itself:

—

EFFECTS.

1. Stealing. Some varieties: Petit

larceny; grand larceny: day burglary,
night burglary, of inhabited and unin-
habited buildings : robbery: embezzle-
ment : obtaining money or property un-
der false pretenses: forgery.

2. Punning away. Some varieties:

Truancy from school; disappearance
from home: repeatedly quitting good
positions, with result of sleeping in

cheap lodging-houses, barns, outhouses,
cellars, caves, wagons, parks, hallways,
boxes, and enforced idleness, stealing.

and begging.

3. Malicious mischief, ete. Some vn-

rieties: Annoyance of aired people.
iH'i<_'hbors. girls, and smaller boys:
throwing stones at passing pedestrians.

children, wagons, cars, trains; destroy-
ing property: battery.

-1. Unmentionable filthy and sexual

misdoings.

GENERAL CAUSES.

1. Poverty of life.

2. Love of excitement and adventure.

3. Following the leader.

4. Love of activity.

5. Desire for fun.

6. Physical and nervous sickness or

abnormality.

SPECIFIC CAUSES.

1. Causes of stealing : Actual material

need (rare).

2. Causes of running away, etc. : The
desire to go to work. Unwillingness of

backward pupils to compete with normal
school children. Eesentment or fear due
to unwise corporal punishment at home.
Desire of change.

3. Causes of malicious mischief, etc.

:

Desire for combat.
4. Causes of fourth effect mentioned

above : Physical inheritance of exces-

sive sexuality.

GENERAL PREVENTIVES.

1. The home should develop (a) self-

restraint, the ability to withstand temp-
tations and to do without; (&) independ-
ence, lest the child all through life be a

follower of the crowd: and (c) should
accustom the child to authority, reason-

able and sure, the basis of all discipline

whatever, and the most conspicuous
lacking element in the home of the de-

linquent child.

2. First offenses should be treated

seriously, then being the psychological

moment for moral instruction and treat-

ment, on the same principle that it is

wise to call the doctor before the disease

makes headway or becomes chronic. Re-
peated arrests and dismissals with "lec-

tures." whether by police, by judge, or

by probation officer, create justifiable

contempt of authority.

3. The community should not degrade
or demoralize any child by newspaper
publicity, or by open court hearings, or

by confinement in common jails, or even
by herding arrested children together in

detention home or other enclosures with-

out oversight, entertainment, or employ-
ment, other than mutual education in

crime.

1. Whatever will decrease or prevent

divorce, separation, alienation, or quar-
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reling of parents will diminish juvenile

delinquency. Where mother and father

have each a different law, the child soon

concludes that three contradictory laws
are not much worse than two.

5. All placements on probation or in

institutions should be ''during minority

or till further order of court," that the

idea of "doing time," common to jails

and penitentiaries may be kept from the

child, and that only fitness for complete

liberty shall gain liberty. This is
'

' inde-

terminate" probation and commitment.
6. In all such court commitments

to institutions parental responsibility

should be inculcated by charging part

or all of the expense of maintenance to

the parents, if at all able to pay. If

necessary, the parents' visits to the child

should be limited. But to put the pa-

rent in jail and throw the family on
charity as a means of parental discipline

is a most questionable proceeding.

7. Childless people, especially aged
childless people, who are apt to be like

easily teased children, should cultivate

remembrance of their own childhood

days, and sympathy with the bubbling
spirits of the neighbors' children.

SPECIFIC PREVENTIVES.

1. For poverty of life: Steady work
and good wages for all child-sup-

porters. Cutting off of saloon and gam-
bling opportunities from child-support-

ers, at least in great part. Pensions to

child-supporters in sickness, unemploy-
ment, and widowhood.

2. For love of excitement and advent-

ure gone astray: Public play-leaders,

not only for public play-grounds, but
for outings and trips.

3. For following the wrong leader:

Removal of family to different neighbor-

hood, or removal of undesirable leader

to appropriate disciplinary institution.

4. For desire to go to work: Public
industrial training, the only and the

proper educational and remunerative
child-labor for the children of both rich

and poor.

5. For unwillingness of backward
child to compete with normal child in

school : Special classes for all backward,
forward, and abnormal school children.

6. For love of activity and desire of
chance gone astray: The playground
and industrial education.

7. For desire of fun gone astray : The
play-ground and the play-home,—that is,

the open-door for playmates, and the
fireside substituted for the street as a
place to spend evenings. Mothers, fa-

thers, and older children should be play-
mates of the young children.

8. For physical and nervous sickness
and abnormality: Medical inspection

and the visiting nurse in the public
schools.

9. For the unmentionable filthy and
sexual misdoings : The first person to tell

the child plainly and cleanly of the sex-

ual life should be the father and mother.

Oakland, Cal.

$> g *

A Pastoral Letter.

San Francisco, Sept. 1, 1908.

To All the Members of the Church and
Congregation.

Dear Friends: The end of summer
marks the real beginning of a new year's
work in our church. This will be for
me a test year. In a few months begins
my tenth year of service as your min-
is! er. With your help this shall be the
best year's work we have had together.
We will strengthen the church all along
the line, especially in the departments
for the ethical and religious training of
our young people. But all must help.
Good friends who stood by faithfully in
the past, helping generously, have been
taken from us, and we cannot supply
their places or make good their loss. But
new friends come in one by one, and
join our forces and give us renewed
hope.

Now for this new year we need a
whole-hearted resolution on the part of
all the friends of the church to do every
one his best, I earnestly urge upon you
to take your responsibility for this' di-
vine institution seriously.

I am going to make this church while
I am in it as helpful and as interesting
aa I can. I hope people will want to
come to it. But I shall not try to fill

the pews, so much as to fill the people
in the pews. But if the people do not
come to church, I shall go with the peo-
ple. I will work in my pulpit while the
people want me.

I want to make men see that the pulpit
of a Unitarian Church is the fairest
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platform in the world to-day. Some min-

isters hereabouts have left their pulpits

recently because they did not feel free

to speak the truth as they saw it; and
men have also left the pews because

they suspected the ministers were muz-
zled and their sermons censored by those

who paid the bills. Our pulpit is a per-

fectly free pulpit, and our people are

the kind of people that would not stand

for any other sort.

I believe that a church is a necessity

in the lives of men and women, and never

more so than to-day. A successful busi-

ness man told me the other day, speak-

ing very seriously, that he would rather

give up every dollar he possessed (and

he is a rich man) than to lose out of his

life the benefits that had come into it

from the First Church. Of course you
understand he had been in the church
under Dr. Stebbins's ministry for many
years. Others could no doubt say much
the same thing.

The church is not above criticism, and
yet there is no other organization which
even attempts what the church attempts.

Neither society, nor school, nor the press,

makes any attempt to promote the life

of God in the soul of man. If this is

worth expressing, then the church is

worthy of support. Is it not worthy of

your support? Will you not give it the

help you give to other institutions you
believe in?

With this word of greeting and kindly

counsel, I leave without further ques-

tion the result to the individual con-

science and judgment.
Faithfully, your minister,

Bradford Leavitt.

* * «

events.

Pacific Coast Officials of Ameri-
can Unitarian Association.

At a late meeting of the directors of

the American Unitarian Association the

Board carried out the. plan agreed upon
with the directors of the Pacific Con-
ference, whereby Rev. Earl M. Wilbur
becomes Field Secretary in the Pacific

Department and Rev. J. A. Cruzan Field

Agent. These appointments take effect

September 15th. It is understood that

Mr. Wilbur is to be the responsible exec-

utive officer in charge of our work in

California, Oregon, and Washington.
He will conduct the correspondence, visit

the churches when possible, and be the

executive chief. This will not involve

his giving up the office of dean of the

school. Mr. Cruzan will be the active

worker in the field, carrying out Mr.
Wilbur's suggestions and taking imme-
diate charge of such new movements as

may be decided upon.
The board further appointed Mr.

Leavitt to be Billings lecturer in the

Rocky Mountain Department. He has
accepted that appointment. The idea

is that he will spend the month of Oc-
tober visiting the churches in Utah,
Idaho, and Montana, and probably also

visiting Spokane and the churches on
Puget Sound.

Finally the board appointed Minot 0.
Simons of Cleveland to be the Billings

lecturer in the Pacific Department for

the present year. It is understood that

Mr. Simons will go to the Coast shortly

after Christmas and place himself at the

service of the Pacific Department for a
month or more.

Professor Geo. B. Foster's Visit.

Many persons in Berkeley and in San
Francisco enjoyed the rare privilege last

month of hearing Professor Geo. B.

Foster, of the University of Chicago,

well known both as Professor of the

Philosophy of Religion at that institu-

tion and as author of "The Finality of

the Christian Religion," which has been
discussed perhaps more than any other

religious book published in America
within the last decade.

Professor Foster came to California

as the guest of the Philosophical Union
of the University in order to give the

annual address before the Union. These
addresses are always notable events, and
Professor Foster's came well up to the

usual standard. It would be impossible

to give any adequate report of a long

address on a deep philosophical theme
within the compass of a paragraph. Suf-

fice it to say that the subject was "The
Function of Religion in the Struggle for

Existence," and that the main conten-

tion was that the function of religion

was to serve the uses of fuller life. The
address was one of remarkable depth and
breadth of thought, and was listened to

attentively by a large audience. On two
evenings following, Professor Foster

held conferences with the members of

the Union upon his book, which the
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Union had made the subject for its dis-

cussions during the Last year. And these

conferences proved, to those who heard
them, the most enjoyable features of
Professor Foster's visit. His philosoph-
ical views were by no means of the same
sort with those that have been most in

vogue at the university, and his clear

expression of them drew forth from Pro-

fessor Howison a sharp fire of criticism,

which led to one of the most spirited

and brilliant debates that the Union has

heard for years. It was a stimulating

thing to see two of the keenest and most
powerful philosophic minds in the coun-
try cross swords with each other upon
the most fundamental questions.

The four divinity schools co-operating
at Berkeley also took advantage of Pro-
fessor Foster's presence by getting him
to make a public address under their

auspices. He spoke in the Unitarian
Church one evening upon "The Func-
tion of the Church in the Life of To-

day," and in his address made a strong

plea for the position that the church,

instead of trying to spread itself out

over all of modern life, must, if it

is to succeed, leave education, philan-

thropy, government, and other things

to the State or other agencies to attend

to, and must confine itself exclusively to

the sphere of religion, and be content

with the high office of being the inspirer

and stimulator of lives, which should ex-

press in other directions the practical

sides of the truths which religion teaches.

The church at Berkeley and that at San
Francisco also had the privilege of hear-

ing Professor Foster preach. At Berke-
ley he gave an extremely able sermon,
in which he dealt with the problem of

the man set adrift from the religious

moorings of his youth, wandering
through radicalism back to a sane relig-

ious basis, as he comes to realize that

socialism and irreligion have "their
orthodoxy also" and fail to satisfy the

needs of the inner life.

At San Francisco his sermon was such
as one might expect from a religious

philosopher,—a powerful discussion of

the grounds of religious belief and of

the place of religious conviction in the

ground-work of life.

Professor Foster's visit will long be

remembered, and many in the Univer-
sity and in our churches will hope that

they may have the opportunity of listen-

ing to him again.

North End Union School of

Printing.

i A successful Boston experiment.)

Among the different Unitarian insti-

tutions of Boston intended to help young
men make useful and upright citizens

of themselves none deserves higher
praise than the training-school for

printers' apprentices conducted by the

North End Union, 20 Parmenter Street.

Like many other trades, printing is

feeling the need of some plan whereby
the apprentices to that craft may be
properly taught. Too often the begin-

ner is Little more than an errand boy,

selected with no regard for the vocation
he is to follow. What they learn, boys
of this type are compelled, by force of
their environment, to acquire piece-

meal and superficially.

It was in the winter of 1900 that the

North End Union School of Printing
was started as an evening class by Mr.
Samuel F. Hubbard. Several small
presses were installed, a liberal supply
of type was placed at the disposal of

the beginners, and the usual supply of

furniture was purchased. Accommoda-
tions for ten students were provided.

Sessions were held three evenings a

week during the winter and spring.

"The object of the school," to quote
Mr. Hubbard, "was not to make more
but better printers—to give the ambi-
tious beginner an opportunity to sup-

plement the instruction and practice of

his every-day work,"—for most of the

boys were employed during the day in

different printing establishments in

Boston.

After some time it was found that

this plan was not altogether a success,

for the boy who had worked all day was
too tired to be an ambitious student at

night. In 1904 the school was turned

into a day school, with a term of one

year, with three additional years in the

office of a practical printer. Conse-

quently an indenture form was adopted,

drawn up on modern lines, with terms

and conditions liberal enough to attract

any ambitious boy who wished to Learn

the trade. A new and greatly increased

scale of wages was offered, and a closer

scrutiny of the applicant's qualifications

for the work was instituted. This ap-
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prenticeship agreement covers a term of

four years, the first year of the term to

be spent in the school of printing. No
wages are paid for this first year, but a

tuition fee of $100 is charged. At the

beginning of the second year the appren-

tice enters his employer's workroom and
receives nine dollars per week for the

next half year, then ten dollars per week
for the next half year, and is gradually

advanced until in the last half of the

fourth year he receives sixteen dollars

per week.

The policy of the school has always

been guided by a board of leading mas-

ter printers. Much time and thought

are given to the school.

The instruction of the school embraces

book. job. and advertising composition,

and platen-press work. The students

are furnished with written copy, and
each one is required to do all the opera-

tions necessary to complete any given

piece of work. The character of this

work is best evidenced by samples of it

which are on exhibition and for sale at

the Unitarian Headquarters, San Fran-

cisco. These books and booklets are ad-

mirably suited for holiday and birthday

souvenirs, and far above the usual

Christmas and birthday cards sold in

the stores, both in typographical execu-

tion and in literary merit. Below is

given the titles of such products of the

press of the North End Union School of

Printing as are now on sale at the

Headquarters :

—

Single Per
copy, dozen.

Each in His Own Tongue $0 10 $0 85

William Herbert.
The Two Handles 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
The Faith of an Optimist 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
A Litany of Thankfulness... 10 85

W. C. Gannett.
After Death in Arabia 10 85

Edwin Arnold.
The Human Christ 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
The House by the Side of the
Road 10 85

Sam Walter Foss.
"Hullo!" 10 85

Sam Walter Foss.
Comrades 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
The Obstacle 10 85

Charlotte Perkins Stetson.
The Wisdom of Folly 10 85

Ellen T. F. Felkins.

All These Put Their Trust in

Their Hands 10 85
From the Apocryphal Book

of Ecclesiasticus.
The Order of Peace and
Good-will 10 85

Charles F. Dole.
How Do You Fight? 10 85

Elizabeth M. Fortler.
Once Doing Will not Suffice. . 10 85

Josephine Pollard.
Waiting 10 85

John Burroughs.
Invictus 10 85

William Ernest Henley.
I'll Soon Be Coming Up Your
Way 10 85

E. S. Goodhue.
Home 10 85

Charles Swain.

On orders sent by mail, postage is

charged in addition to prices named, as fol-

lows: Postage on single copy, one cent;
postage per dozen, five cents.

* * *

Some when asked, "What is Unita-

rianism?" simply point to the New Tes-

tament. "That is our only creed," they

say. A terser description was that of

an old friend of mine who used to say,

"Unitarianism. sir, means one God, no
devil, and twenty shilings in the pound."
And not a bad creed either, as times

go.

—

Brooke Herford.

Unitarian Christians want to start

afresh with the simple and beautiful

truths which Jesus taught, and putting

away the tangled and complicated creeds

which grew out of the conflicts of suc-

cessive generations of theologians in an
ignorant and unscientific age, to call on
men as the chief thing of all to put into

practice that Law of Love which we
have straight from the lips of Jesus, and
which he set forth in his pure and gra-

cious life.

—

B. A. Armstrong.

One God, whose nature is goodness

and love: the oneness of man with God,

and, therefore the immortality of the

soul, and the final triumph of good over

evil in the universe. These are not dog-

mas: they are the eternal truths about

which dogmas are made.

—

Stopford A.

Brooke.

If God visits the sins, he also visits

the holiness, of the fathers upon the

children, unto the third and fourth gen-

eration.-

—

Bobert Collyer.
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Public Morals.
By Rev. George W. Stone.

[Sermon delivered at Isbel Grove, Santa
Cruz, August 16, 190*, and reprinted from the
Santa Cruz Surf.]

{Continued from, last month.)

The administration of President Mc-
Kinley was peculiarly adapted to this

development. The President himself,

free from any suspicion of wrong, at

Least of intentional wrong, was of a nat-

urally confiding disposition and loyal to

his friends. Among his friends were
many leaders in this new method for

growing rich quick. These friends acted

as "buffers," so to speak, between "the
interests," as they are known, and the

legislative, judicial, and executive ma-
chinery of the government. The Presi-

dent apparently believed what was told

him by his friends; the legislatures were
dominated by the "interests," and the

courts were filled with legal experts, who
seemed able to prove that everything was
going on according to law; to show that

it had always been so, and the venerable

conceit, that whatever was according to

precedent was all right, was worked to

its limit In this way politics, never any
too good, became reduced to a game in

which the winners were sure of great

gain. Men were not bought outright,

with very few exceptions, for a better

way was discovered. Self-interest was
utilized, and our imperfect human na-

ture is prone to consult its own interests

as the sparks are to fly upward.
No better illustration of this can be

found than in the case of the express

companies. It is asserted by those in

a position' to know, that there is hardly

a director of any railroad in the United
States that is not personally interested

in the stock of the express companies,

which has maintained the most success-

ful lobby in Congress ever known with

the veteran Senator Piatt, from New
York, at its head. This lobby has been

able, by appeals to the selfishness of in-

dividuals, to prevent the establishment

of a "Parcels Post" and to keep this

nation a long way in the rear of the

other nations of the earth in the matter

of transportation. Nothing stranger

than this marvelous misuse of power has

ever appeared on the pages of fiction. If

the people ever find out the truth about

this gigantic monopoly, a movement will

be set in motion that will speedily termi-

nate this monopoly.
During this period business was

"booming"; the country was growing
rich rapidly, but it was not observed at

the time, so vigorous was the general

scramble, that most of the wealth was
steadily accumulating in the hands of

a small number of self-appointed custo-

dians of the nation's wealth, who
apparently intended to retain it perma-
nently. The railroads, the manufactur-
ers, and the kings of Wall Street com-
bined, and the nation was given a course

of instruction in management, in the

possibilities of organization, which I

make bold to affirm is worth all it cost,

notwithstanding the price was high. But
surely the people will never be willing to

consent to a permanent condition, such
as the one created by these men, who
were first known as "stand patters,"

and then as "the interests." The nation

has had an education worth its enormous
cost, as I have said, but the country
cannot afford to continue the course of

instruction; our democratic institutions

will not bear a continuous strain, like

that put upon it by these recent experi-

ences. Organization in the interests of a

pure democracy will be a boon to the

country, but the power of the people

must not be loaned, much less given per-

manently, to private parties for personal

profit. Such an act would strike a fatal

blow at public morals.

It was at the high tide of this ex-

ploitation of the public for private profit

that Theodore Roosevelt appeared upon
the scene. It is worth remembering that

one of the most prominent leaders of the

"interests" was chiefly instrumental in

making Roosevelt the candidate for vice-

president on the ticket with McKinley,
remarking at the time that it would be
the end of Governor Roosevelt, polit-

ically. The relative positions of the two
men to-day is the best illustration of the

way justice does its work, that our polit-

ical and personal history affords. The
friends of the President may well rest

satisfied with his standing and reputa-

tion compared with that of Senator

Piatt.

The policy of President McKinley was
continued, loyally, by his successor, un-
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til the close of the term for which Mc-
Kinley was elected. But when President

Roosevelt came into power, at the solici-

tation of the people, on his own account,

he at once began a course of instruction

in public morals that has not yet ended.

It is entirely unique in character. The
public has been given lectures and ser-

mons, at short intervals, upon ethics and
morals as applied to national as well as

political life. In the executive depart-

ment recourse was had to an old code,

quite dusty with neglect, known as the

"Ten Commandments," also a Golden
Rule for use in the State Department
and elsewhere. But what was more ef-

fective in the field of public morals, it

was given out that the laws must be

obeyed. Our distinguished preacher had
the advantage of his less distinguished

associates, for he could practice as well

as preach. He could enforce his teach-

ings, having at his command not only
the army and navy, but the services of

lawyers who could match the attorneys

for "the interests," in ability and skill.

The President also insisted that his ante-

election record was to be continued; that

he was bound in honor to stand on the

platform of the party that elected him,
and not observe the rule as interpreted

by the conductor of a train on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. It seems that a man
who enjoys a national reputation as a

"smooth political" was riding on a train

going over the Alleghany Mountains in

Pennsylvania. He was standing on the

rear platform enjoying the scenery,

when the conductor of the train came
along and said to him that it was against
the rules of the road for passengers to

ride on the platforms. Wishing to jus-

tify himself, the distinguished politician

said : "What is a platform for if not to

stand upon?" and the conductor quickly
replied: "Mr. Johnson, you are a poli-

tician. You should know that a. platform
ain't made to stand on; a platform is

made to get in on." But Roosevelt in-

sisted upon it that platforms were made
to stand upon, and to work upon.

In regard to the advent of Roosevelt
as the beginning of a new epoch, not only
in politics, but in morals, and especially
in public morals, just how much credit

is due the President we cannot now de-

termine. History will no doubt do him

justice, but whatever may have been the

direct cause, Roosevelt began his work
with a vigor that startled the old-school

politicians, and made even his own
friends fear that he was going too fast.

Those who sympathized with his acts

wondered if he would have the power to

carry out his designs; the timid were
alarmed and ready many times to re-

treat. But with a courage grander than
any ever displayed on the field of battle

he led the attack upon law-breakers and
their allies. He never has faltered, or

hesitated to face the consequences of his

acts. The conditions were favorable for

a disturbance of colossal proportions,

and the disturbance materialized prompt-
ly. The financial scientists who were
raising stocks writh hot-air balloons and
by hydraulic powr

er, found their markets
interfered with so much that they gave
up the occupation. The wild animals in

the Wall Street menagerie uttered growls
and finally howls, because their supply
of juicy and tender lambs was suddenly
cut off. The railroad manipulators, who
were gambling with the proceeds of wa-
tered stock sales, found themselves under
arrest. The roads, most of them, were
built with money raised from the sales

of bonds, and the stocks were divided
among the promoters, their attorneys, as-

signs, and friends who helped to navigate

the charters safely through the legis-

latures, and to keep them out of the

courts. In this way the roads were com-
pelled to earn dividends on quite twice

their cost, and the earnings came from
the ordinary business of the country that

had no means of doubling its revenues.

These roads naturally felt the change,

when they were required to conform to

the ordinary methods of business and be

content with legitimate earnings on the

capital actually employed in their busi-

ness. All these dropsical securities were
compelled to undergo treatment, and in

the meantime business suffered. The
remedy was violent, but the disease was
dangerous. The business that was most
seriously interfered with was one that

ought never to have been undertaken.

Doubtless innocent persons were made to

suffer, but that was inevitable. Inno-

cent persons suffer every day from the

carelessness or evil conduct of others. It

is absurd to blame those whose sworn
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duty it is to execute the law for the rep-

rehensible conduct of those who violate

the laws. As well blame the fire for

burning the child who innocently thrusts

its fingers in the flame.

Meantime, while the captains of indus-

try had been busy with schemes for in-

creasing- the power of capital, the classes

that make capital profitable became rest-

less and resolved to protect themselves

from the arbitrary use of power by those

who controlled the money and markets of

the country. Out of this agitation came
the gigantic combination of labor which
took its stand alongside the other con-

testant for leadership. These combina-
tions were natural ; they were invoked by
the conduct of capital. These two classes

(capital and labor) formed a small part

of the population. The main body of the

people was not directly interested in the

struggle for mastery in the fields of com-
merce and manufacture. But that same
public was being exploited, greatly to its

cost. The real cause of the difficulty was
quickly discerned by the President and
those who were in sympathy with him.

The effective remedy was at hand and it

was applied,—namely, the rigid enforce-

ment of the law. The firm insistence that

plain every-day morals should govern
public as well as private conduct, that

law should be observed by the rich and
the poor alike, by corporations as well as

individuals. In short, the President was
simply making good his oath of office to

abide by the laws of the land and to en-

force them according to the measure of

his ability.

But the influence of all this did not

end with the attitude of the chief execu-

tive of the country, nor with his acts.

His example, and its results, put new life

into the masses ; the dormant moral sense

of the plain people was aroused and in-

spired by the example of the President.

They proceeded to investigate the con-

duct of semi-public corporations under
suspicion of graft and secret violations

of law. The results of this awakening
afford an idea of the extent to which this

moral revival has affected public life.

We all remember the mismanagement of

the great insurance companies which was
exposed, and the reform that followed.

We also remember the combinations be-

tween corporations and the managers of

the great political parties, and what that

ine.int in the way of corruption. The
abolition of the railroad pass, and the

greater publicity required from all pub-

lic service corporations; the publicity

given to election expenses; the action of

the courts in c.-ises before them for viola-

tions of the laws, forbidding rebates; the

passage of the "Pure Food Laws"; the

u n pi'ec.edented movement for the destruc-

tion of the saloon, throughout the South
and the country generally; the wide-

spread reforms in the large cities; the

attacks upon graft and grafters, and out-

spoken criticism, and opposition to im-

morality of every description.

Nor is this moral revival restricted in

its effects to negative or punitive meas-
ures. It has inspired many new efforts

to better social conditions and encourage
new industrial enterprises. The South
has entered upon a new industrial career,

and the evils of child labor have been

greatly overcome. All this has estab-

lished confidence in the future sufficient

to encourage the leaders of the people to

project vast schemes for the improve-
ment of the inland waterways and land
ways also. This demonstrates the close

connection between public morals and
public prosperity.

Take it all in all. it is true that this

nation has made greater moral, indus-

trial, and political progress in the right

direction during the years of this young
century than during any half century of

its existence. The moral atmosphere has
been cleared by the storms through which
we have passed. We have learned that

it is possible to secure honest men to

serve the public, in any capacity, high
or low. We are not likely to overesti-

mate the value of this increased faith

in the moral possibilities of public life.

It is equally unlikely that we will over-

estimate the consequences of this tri-

umph of ethical principles over the

popular traditions concerning the neces-

sity of duplicity and trickery in politics.

We have proved, by experience,

—

that

is, by the example of President Roose-

velt,—that the road to the greatest

popularity lies by the way of the highest

development of moral character. The
two-faced man. who shows one counte-

nance to his associates in private and
another to the public whim on exhibition,
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is no longer either popular or powerful.

The successful man of the future must

be the same in public as in private, and

always moral and courageous.

Another gain made by this develop-

ment of public morals is that the masses

have learned a lesson not likely to be

forgotten. There has been a perceptible

raise in the moral tone of the nation. In

the not very remote past one might al-

most despair of the Republic, for in every

department of public service might be

found evidences of corruption and im-

moral conduct. Doubtless such condi-

tions still exist, but not to the same ex-

tent as formerly ; and even these will be

eradicated in the ' end, if the private

citizen does his full duty.

Here is a word for you who listen to

me this morning. There is no man so

humble, so far removed from public of-

fice or its temptations, as to be without

responsibility for the morals of the pub-

lic. We eagerly respond to the call for

distinguished service, but here is a field

for real heroism; the little duties that

meet us every day are after all the most

important. If the neighborhoods are

kept free from immoral influences, the

state will also be free. The tippling shop

will not infest the place if there is no

one to patronize it and no one willing

to sign for it. If you do not furnish the

outside of the bar with your presence,

there will be no one willing to furnish

the inside with the means for destroying

personal morality. It is, after all, a

personal matter, a plain commonplace
duty; there is no glamour over it; it is

simply the duty of doing right.

We are many times disposed to weave
about our public duties an imaginary

heroism, and to indulge in mock heroics

;

but there is no occasion for it. We can

find use for all our heroism in the fear-

less discharge of our daily duties. I am
reminded of an incident related in a re-

cent work of fiction, which presents the

condition of a mind under the influence

of mock heroics. "Will he not fail me
in a great moral crisis?" asks the hero-

ine in a recent novel, of her sister, who
is urging her to accept a match which
seems to be advantageous. The reply is,

"I cannot say; but- he has good manners
at his meals. I do not think wo have
ever had a 'great moral crisis' in our

family, and you have to eat meals three
times a day." We do not, all of us, have
to stand in the limelight of publicity;

we are not charged with the determina-
tion of public policies, nor required to

prepare the laws under which the re-

public must live; but nevertheless we
must live under whatever administration

we place in power, and in a democracy
the power rests with all the people. We
take our meals of justice and privilege

three times each day, and therefore we
are immensely interested in the quality

of the food prepared for us. We all love

our country, but we do not always see its

dangers, or appreciate the approach of

calamities. Our eyes become fixed upon
the interests of some political party, and
we fear that our party will not get its

share of power or spoils. Like the little

girl who saw a picture of Daniel in the

den of lions, and her sympathies were
drawn, not to the prophet, but to a little

lion in the corner, who, as she exclaimed,

was not likely to get much, if anything.

But our democracy may be improved
by making it more democratic. Some
application of the "Initiative and Ref-

cable under our form of government, will

erendum." that may be found practi-

relieve us greatly from the evils which
have appeared under our outgrown
forms of government by party. The
measures known by the names just given

are well worthy the study of every one

who really believes in democracy. The
express monopoly, of which mention has

been made, could not survive very

long under the working of the I.

& R. The people would make short

work of it, if they could have the

chance to do so. But while we are wait-

ing for the people to invent and adopt

such a system let us make the best of the

one we have, and, above all, let us rid

ourselves from the evils which an excess

of partisanship has created ; among these

that ancient heresy, implied in the

legendary motto, "Our party, right or

wrong." We have already grown
ashamed to repeat this motto in words,

but we still act as if we believed it to

be true. Measures are important, but

men are still more important. The man
who never splits his ticket is usually

without the disposition or capacity for

thought. If he has a mind, he does not
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weary it with study of his political du-

ties. The man who "takes program,"
as the phrase goes, is playing with fire,

and it is simply a question of time when
he will be morally scorched, and pos-

sibly consumed.
Finally—There is no subject of more

importance to us as a people than the

public morals. This cannot be said "too

often, nor with too much emphasis. We
believe that our country and our gov-

•ernment is beyond all danger, but that

was the boast of ancient Greece and
Home. Yet, those brilliant republics, in-

vincible in war, with an intellectual de-

velopment never excelled before or since

I heir day; cultivated, rich, and power-
ful—those republics went down to death

"by diseased morals, by moral corruption.

The decline began with disregard for

law; then followed indulgence in luxury
and sensuality; the family tie was light-

ly considered; marriage was little more
than an empty form ; divorce was so

frequent as to attract no attention. St.

Jerome tells us of a wife who had mar-
ried her twenty-third husband, and she

was his twenty-first wife. Private mor-
als grew from bad to worse, and finally

the republic collapsed, falling a prey,

first to the tyranny of emperors, and
later passing under the yoke of bar-

barism.

We have seen the first symptoms of

the decay of public morals in the prof-

ligacy of official life in San Francisco,

and now we see another dangerous
symptom,—namely, defiance of law, un-

der color of legal forms, or the still more
flagrant violation of justice, escape

through technicalities. There we have
it, guilt confessed and still unpunished,
and the criminals still free to repeat

their deeds of infamy. These are alarm-

ing symptoms and ought to call for

prompt and vigorous treatment. There
is no danger, if good men and women
will only assert themselves. This young
republic is safe when it knows it is in

danger. The "plain people," as Presi-

dent Lincoln used to designate them, are

still sound, morally. The public danger
comes from the spoiled and over-

indulged children of wealth and those

who live by vice and fatten on corrup-

tion; these are stealthily sapping the

foundations of public morals. The cow-

ardice and blunders of the good add to

the difficulties we must encounter. Our
greatest danger at this time, as I see it,

is in a disposition to compromise with

vice; to treat vicious institutions with

consideration for the sake of the reve-

nues they may bring the state or com-

munity, giving them the same standing

before the law occupied by those which

are moral and useful. The times de-

mand moral rather than physical cour-

age; they also require an increased sense

of individual responsibility for the

morals of the public. There is an awak-

ening throughout the land of this feeling

of responsibility, and the signs are fa-

vorable for the elevation of public

morals to a greater height than ever

before attained. We stand pledged by
all our professions to contribute our in-

fluence to the support of every measure

that promises to assist in this elevation

of public morals.

* « *

It is to me one of the most cruel and
inhuman things that is ever done, to

make a man an outcast from Christian

society and sympathy, who, sincerely

seeking to know the truth about God
and the soul and immortal life, still has

to tell us he cannot believe it.

—

Robert

Collyer.

Make the larger faith your own:
The power is with you in the night

That makes the darkness and the light.

And dwells not in the light alone.— Tennyson.

"Joy is a duty";—so with golden lore

The Hebrew rabbis taught in days of yore,

And happy human hearts heard, in their speech,

Almost the highest wisdom man can reach.

Rut one bright peak still rises far above,
And there the Master stands whose name is

Love,
Saying to those whom weary tasks employ:
"Life is divine when Duty is a Joy."

Henry Van Dyke in "Joy and "Duty."

Oliver Herford is a philosopher as well

as an artist. In his mythological zoo

in the July Century he cheerfully re-

flects :

" We only have, I'm glad to say,

Two kinds of human birds to-day

—

Women and warriors, who still

Wear feathers when dressed up to kill."
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The Greatness of Motherhood.
By President Theodore Roosevelt.

When addressing the members of the

First International Congress of Mothers
in the White House, at Washington,
President Roosevelt said in part:

"I receive many societies here in the

White House, many organizations of

good men and women, striving to do all

that in them lies for the betterment of

our social and civic condition, but there

is not other society which I am quite as

glad to receive as this. This is the one

body that I put even ahead of the vet-

erans of the Civil War; because when
all is said it is the mother, and the

mother only, who is a better citizen even

than the soldier who fights for his coun-

try. The successful mother, the mother
who does her part in rearing and train-

ing aright the boys and girls who are to

be the men and women of the next gen-

eration, is of greater use to the com-
munity and occupies, if she only would
realize it, a more honorable, as well as a

more important position, than any suc-

cessful man in it.

"Nothing in this life that is really

worth having comes save at the cost of

effort. No life of self-indulgence, of

mere vapid pleasure, can possibly even
in the one point of pleasure itself, yield

so ample a reward as comes to the

mother at the cost of self-denial, of ef-

fort, of suffering in childbirth, of the

long, slow, patient, trying work of bring-

ing up the children aright.

"No scheme of education, no social at-

titude, can be right unless it is based
fundamentally upon the recognition of

seeing that the girl is training to under-
stand the supreme dignity, the supreme
usefulness of motherhood.

"Unless the average woman is a good
wife and good mother, unless she bears

a sufficient number of children so that

the race shall increase, and not decrease,

unless she bring up these children sound
in soul and mind and body—unless this

is true of the average woman, no bril-

liancy of genius, no material prosper-

ity, no triumphs of science and industry,

will avail to save the race from ruin and
death.

'

' The mother is the one supreme asset

of national life; she is more important

by far than the successful statesman or

business man or artist or scientist.
'

' I abhor and condemn the man who is

brutal, thoughtless, careless, selfish, with
women, and especially with the women
of his own household. The birth pangs
make all men the debtors of all women.

'

' The man is a poor creature who does
not realize the infinite difficulty of the

woman's task, who does not realize what
is done by her who bears and rears the

children ; she who cannot even be sure

until the children are well grown that

any night will come when she can have
it entirely to herself to sleep in. I ab-

hor and condemn the man who fails to

recognize all his obligations to the woman
who does her duty. But the woman who
shirks her duty as wife and mother is

just as heartily to be condemned. We
despise her as we despise and condemn
the soldier who flinches in battle.

"A good woman, who does full duty,

is sacred in our eyes; exactly as the

brave and patriotic soldier is to be hon-

ored above all other men. But the wo-
man who, whether from cowardice, from
selfishness, from having a false and vacu-

ous ideal, shirks her duty as wife and
mother, earns the right to our contempt,

just as does the man who, from any mo-
tive, fears to do his duty in battle when
the country calls him.

"Because we so admire the good wo-
man, the unselfish woman, the far-sight-

ed woman, we have scant patience with

her unworthy sister who fears to do her
duty; exactly as, for the very reason

that we respect a man who does his duty
honestly and fairly in politics, who
works hard at his business, who in time

of national need does his duty as a sol-

dier, we scorn his brother who idles

when he should work, who is a bad hus-

band, a bad father, who does his duty

ill in the family or towards the State,

who fears to do the wrork of a soldier if

the time comes when a soldier's work is

needed.
"All honor to the man or woman

who does duty, who renders service; and
we can only honor him or her if the

weight of our condemnation is felt by
those who flinch from their duty."

9 *9 9
He prayeth best who loveth best

Both man and bird and beast.—Coleridge.
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Taft as a Unitarian.

[Extract from a sermon delivered recently by
Dr. J. \Y. Caldwell, Dean of the Ryder Divin-

ity School, Lombard College, Galesburg, 111.]

There are a few preachers and so-

called religious editors who are weak
enough to attack a man's religious views

in order to hurt his political prospects.

I know and admire both Taft and
Bryan, but I want to say I think more
of Taft's religion than 1 do of Bryan's.

I am almost ashamed to call myself a

preacher when 1 see some things preach-

trs are doing. Don't these critics of

another man's religion know that what
they are doing is contrary to the spirit

of American institutions, to the Declara-

tion of Independence, and to the con-

stitution ? No man has a right to at-

tack that liberty of conscience guaran-
teed him by the constitution. Wherever
that has been done there has been revolt,

persecution, and bloodshed. Your fore-

fathers realized the menace in a union
of church and state and wisely provided

against it.

CJnitarianism means liberalism. Mr.
Taft is a Unitarian. Unitarians believe

in one God. They believe he is the

father of the universe. They believe

that God is love. They believe man has
been endowed with reasoning faculties

and that reasoning faculty is as divine

as the faculty of faith. Unitarianism
stands for rationalism, science, and com-
mon sense in religion. As to Jesus,

every man in the Unitarian church is

left that question to decide for himself.

Harrison D. Boyer, of Washington, D.
C, holds that as Taft is a Unitarian no
true believer in the divinity of Christ

may conscientiously cast a vote for the

Republican nominee. A lengthy article

on this subject appeared from Mr. Bor-
er's pen in the Homiletic Review recent-

ly. The writer was strongly opposed to

the support of Christian citizens being

extended to Taf1 at the polls, and cited

to sustain his position the following
passages from the Scriptures: II Tim.
ii:12 and 10 : Col. ii:l-18; Col. iii : 1-2

and 17: 1 Cor. xvi : 22 ; Matt. v:16,
vi : 24. x : H2. and xxiv : 12 ; I John i : 7,

and ii:4 and 28: Acts iv:12. viii : 37,

and xiii:47: Bom. x : 9-10. and chapters

xii and xiv; Eph. vi : Joshua xxiv: 15;

John xii: 26; Heb. xii: 24-25; II Cor.

vi: 14-18 ; and Rev. vii : 15.

* * *

What the Church Should Do.
[Extract from sermon by Rev. Clarence Reed,

of Alameda, September 6th, as reported in the

Argus.]

AVhat the church endeavored to do for

men as individuals in the past it must
to-day seek to accomplish for society.

Its great aim should be to inspire en-

thusiastic devotion to social ideals. The
church should give new ideals to art and
universalize beauty, so that in every
home there will be copies of the master-

pieces; inspire public officials with de-

votion to principle and a consciousness

that they are the representatives of the

people; give a broader outlook and a
diviner consecration to those engaged in

the work of education ; teach arbitration

as the rational means for the settlement
of disputes between nations, and the
establishment of courts for the determi-
nation of disputes between employers
and employees; encourage the eradica-

tion of many diseases through obedience

to hygienic and sanitary laws, and the

use of medicines and surgery; and pro-

claim the worth of thrift as a means for

the conquest of poverty.

What the law of gravitation is to the

physical world, that unselfish devotion

to social welfare is to the life of man-
kind. As family life is a place for

training in mutual respect, so the church
should lift men above a purely selfish

individualism to the larger ideas of serv-

ice and sacrifice for the welfare of man-
kind. The fundamental purpose of the

church is not to gather men together for

public worship, but to inspire them with
ethical and religious ideals that they will

express in the ordinary relations of life.

Every aspiration toward goodness, what-
ever truth has found expression in dif-

ferent religions and philosophies are

expressions of the moral order of the

universe, which is onlv another name for

God.
* * *

There is only one way to get ready for

immortality, and that is to love this life,

and live it as bravely and cheerfully and
faithfully as we can. -Van Dyke.
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Noble Ideals Key to Success.

[Seattle Times report of sermon of Eev.

J. D. O. Powers.]

"'The Power of a Great Purpose in

Life." was the subject of an instructive

and interesting sermon delivered by Rev.

J. D. 0. Powers at the First Unitarian
Church yesterday morning. Mr. Powers
said in part:

—

"

" A great and noble purpose earnestly

pursued through life, a purpose involv-

ing much renunciation and discipline of

self, if needed, has been the salvation of

all successful men and women. Lack
of evil intentions redeems no life from
failure. One may indeed be white, and
yet be nothing but a whited sepulchre,

a dead, inert thing. Indeed, negative
morality is usually the buttress of evil.

To be good one must be actively good
for something. There must be intelli-

gent purpose steadily pursued to the

end. Conscience is the judge, mind is

the legislature, and the will is the chief

executive. "What if the conscience is un-
spotted, if the legislature is foolish, and
the chief executive is inert?

"Dante noted the fact that Italy was
living under the noblest code of the

Roman laws, but the country was going
to the dogs because the people had no
noble ideals of national life and no per-

sistent purpose. This is the trouble
with some otherwise excellent people
whose negative morality is beyond criti-

cism.—they are not in the saddle of

their own virtues. A current of conse-

crated energy must fill the channel, and
the channel must aim always toward
the great sea, if we would save self and
others to any worthy life.

"There are many businesses in life,

but only one business—that is. to do the
will of Cod: to be or to become a man.
Livelihood is not life—a truism that
many in our bustling time do not dis-

cover until too late. Josus was a car-

penter, but whoever thinks of that when
he learns of the influence, altogether

superhuman, which he has had on the

world? St. Paul was a tentmaker, but
who cares what canvas lie pricked with
his needle, when we are stirred to action

by his burning zeal and lofty faith

Epictetus was a slave: Homer a de-

elaimer: Socrates a sculptor; Bunyan a

tinker: Shakespeare a theater manager:

Bacon a lawyer; but their influence will

extend through the ages.

"Life is made great not by its com-
merce piled high as the heavens, but by
the silent thoughts and the great life

purposes which are using the material

things for some noble end. Man and his

civilization is measured in the end by
God by the noble thought which its men
and women have translated into noble
actions.

"Tolstoi, one of the greatest and most
influential men in the world to-day, di-

vides his day into four parts—first, hard
manual labor, which will help to produce
his daily food; second, mental labor;

third, work upon some handicraft

:

fourth, to social intercourse with his

fellows. This has brought to him peace
and joy and strength. It would cer-

tainly help cure many of the ills of men
and society if we would all pursue some
such plan.

"The question haunting every man
and woman with divine insistence, and
which he must settle right before happi-
ness and power comes to him, is: 'What
am I in the world for; what is the pur-
pose of my life: what am I to do with
my opportunities?' Any lot in life is

common if we choose to have it so. and
any life can be redeemed and made di-

vine if we will it so. It all lies in the

man or woman. A throne occupied by
a Czar Nicholas is a disgrace to human-
ity; a hell to its occupant. A fisher-

man's boat with a carpenter seated in it

uttering noble speech to poor people has

changed the destinies of nations. A
vine-covered hut occupied by Marthas
and Man-s, doing with love the simplest

duties, are havens and heavens, while

palaces occupied by gilded butterflies be-

come hells to all who enter."

4. « «

Kindness.

Why do we look for ever

Seeking for flaws to find ?

Surely we know 'tis better

Just to be kind.

Let us to faults and foibles

Pretend that our eyes are blind.

And train the hearts in our bosoms
Just to be kind.

—

Christian Life.

Life has been awfully injured when it

looks only back.

—

David Swing.
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The Possibilities of the Church.

We took occasion recently to point out
certain weaknesses and inadequacies of
organized Christianity. We believe that
these imperfections are not irremovable,
and that an institution is best served
when criticized in a spirit of charity and
good-will. There can be no worthy crit-

icism without genuine appreciation.

Hence we desire to emphasize the grand-
eur of the idea for which the church
stands. To put it briefly, it is the idea
of an organized body whose aim and
function is to transform human society;

to penetrate it with the spirit of broth-

erhood so beautifully exhibited in the

life and teaching of the Founder of
Christianity. In other words, the church
is an altruistic institution ; it exists that
it may serve men. Again and again the

church has forgotten this ideal, and has
compromised with the world, the flesh,

and the devil, but again and again it

has returned to the spirit and thought
of Christ, has taken up his reproach, and
has lifted high his banner in the pres-

ence of his enemies. The great men of

the church have been her great reform-
ers. Savonarola, Luther, Wesley recalled

the church of their time to its true

genius, and they were churchmen.
When we look at the church of to-day

there are signs that even more it is about
to put forth its ancient power, that it

is tiirding itself to meet the problems
of the hour. For one thing, the church
has a new social consciousness. It has

a mission to the community in which its

lot is cast, and no longer regards the

edification of its members as the be-all

and the end-all of its existence. Jack
London, in his rather lurid romance
"The Iron Heel," condemns the church
on the ground of its indifference or even

hostility to social needs. He does not,

apparently, know that the most ardent
students of sociological problems to-day

are in the ranks of ministers of religion.

The problems of poverty, crime, and
other soeial evils are being studied by
religious men. and the most powerful
impetus to lift the burden of disability

from the lives of the masses comes from
within organized Christianity.

Another sign of promise is the new
interest which the ehureh is taking in

the sick and in those who have fallen

under the power of degrading habits.

The Gospel is preached as a redeeming
form of the whole man.—body. soul, and
spirit. The message to-day of the men
within the church who have the ear of

the people is indeed "good news."' We
hear of the rise of a new phenomenon
in our time which recalls the life of the

apostolic and post-apostolic age
—"the

church clinic"

—

within which the theo-

logian and the physician strive together

to save souls from the bottomless pit

of despair. The Christian religion is re-

vealing its incurable optimism once

more, is facing the standing discourage-

ments of humanity with boundless hope
and resistless energy. The very exist-

ence of such a power has no small social

significance.

It is true that the complaint is some-

times made that the voices of the proph-
ets are no more, that the days of a

Beecher or a Phillips Brooks are no
Longer with us. Apart from the fact

that men of this order appear only at

rare intervals, we must not forget that

at. least in the majority of prominent
pulpits there are men who speak to the

needs of the present time, with less

genius, it may be, but with as much
sincerity and thoughtful earnestness as

these great masters of the preaching art.

Pedants and traditionalists we have still

with us, no doubt; yet no one can deny
that in all our large cities there are

preachers who will compare favorably

with the foronost men in law or medi-
cine. And after all, this is the only true
method of judging the work of any man,
be he scientist, artist, or divine.

Perhaps the most encouraging token

of the church's vitality is the increasing
emphasis which the pulpit is putting
upon the original gospel. It is the sim-

plicities, not the enigmas, of faith that
are being proclaimed. The representa-
tive preachers no longer weary their

hearers with artificial and barren dialec-

tic or with the clamors of sectarian dog-
matisms. More and more they seek for

spiritual satisfaction in the great ideas

of Christ, the infinite worth of the soul,

the love of God to man. the law of self-

sacrifice, the advent of the divine king-

dom, a new social order within which
the spirit of brotherhood will prevail.

These and allied ideas, rich in blessing.
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are immortal. They constitute the es-

sence of the Christian faith, and the

church, amid weakness and shortcoming,

feels that this is where her real strength

lies. Any man who is possessed by them
will command a hearing even in this

practical and materialistic age.

—

Boston
Transcript.

9 9 9

Christian Register.

A leading paper of Boston lately paid
this well-deserved tribute to our central

luminary, that rises in Boston and sets

everywhere

:

With a corps of writers that is hardly
surpassed by any of the secular maga-
zines, the Christian Register, the only
Unitarian paper in this country, not only
enjoys the reputation of being the only
weekly journal which adheres strictly to

the principles practiced by this denom-
ination, but also enjoys the reputation
of being one of the best edited of all

weekly papers. Its circulation figures

are such as to make it a leader with ad-

vertisers among papers of its class.

The Christian Register was established

in 1821 by William Howard Reed, who
acted as its first editor and publisher.

At the time it was founded the outlook

was of such a discouraging nature that

a man of less courage than its first

editor would have abandoned the idea.

Mr. Reed continued as its editor and
publisher for the first forty years, and
through his diligent labors it became one
of the greatest religious journals that is

now published.

The Rev. Dr. Charles Batchelder,
D. D., is the present editor of the paper.
Many departments give weekly to its

readers literature of the highest order,

stories contributed by prominent mem-
bers of the denomination and able edi-

torials.

Dr. Batchelder contributed many of

the editorials, and his colleagues give

their opinions on subjects with which
they are well acquainted.

Although the Christian Register is a
religious paper, there is always room in

its editorial columns for sound comment
upon topics of general interest.

The Rev. Edward Everett Hale, dean
of the Protestant ministry in America,
contributes to the readers of this paper

each week a column called "Good
News," in which he treats national

affairs from a religious standpoint.

President Samuel A. Eliot of the Uni-
tarian Association, son of Harvard's
president, writes the "Current Topics."
The Rev. Charles W. Wendte, secretary

of the National Council of Unitarians,

writes the foreign notes, and Professor

W. W. Fenn of Harvard, the Rev. M.
0. Simmons, Miss Ophelia Brown and
Harriet A. Comstock and the Rev. Ed-
ward A. Horton, chaplain of the Kings-
ley Post, G. A. R., are all writers for

this paper.

Miss Harriet A. Comstock, who is na-

tionally known as a writer, began her
career with this paper, and continues as

one of the editorial staff.

The present living editors of this pa-

per are the Rev. Charles G. Ames, D. D.,

Samuel J. Barrows, D. D., and the Rev.

Charles Batchelder, D. D., the present

editor, who has been acting in that ca-

pacity since 1898.

From the beginning this paper has
scrutinized the advertisements printed

in its columns with great care.

The literary review, published weekly
in this paper, is one of the best-known
features.

Ss -§£ -©

The Naughty Flowers.
Some naughty flowers one summer said:

"We'll stay here all the year.

We will not mind the chilly snow,
Or days so dark and drear."

When autumn came, they said, "Oh, this

We will not mind one bit";

But when it came to winter,

They wished that it would quit.—William G. Eliot, in St. Nicholas.

* * *
The Earth at Play.

Acres of daisies,—buttercups between,

—

And over them the sunny Sunday sky!

Daisies as thick as stalks in fields of rye

;

More buttercups than eyes before had seen

Though love had measured tenfold; spires of

green
The gowans gay uptossing,—straight, awry,
O'erswung, upsoaring,—endless to the eye

;

The yellow crowfoot hordes enmeshed serene.

I think if I could count those blooms afield,

Which yesterday the wanton breeze o'erswept
In billows white, green, golden, I could say

How many love-lights children's faces yield

When kisses greel them after they have slept,

And they go out to join the earth at play.—James H. West.
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Los Angeles—First Unitarian Church.

—This church reopened for services on

September 6th, Dr. Howard coming
from Palo Alto to occupy the pulpit.

At the close of this service a meeting of

the members was called to ratify the

action of the trustees in extending a

call to the Rev. E. S. Hodgin, of Minne-
apolis. This was done without a dis-

senting voice. Mr. Hodgin has accepted

the call and will come to Los Angeles as

soon as he can be released from his

present charge.

The Rev. Dr. Dodson, of St. Louis,

occupied the pulpit on September 13th,

and Dr. Howard will supply the remain-

ing Sundays of the month.
The Woman's Alliance held its annual

meeting September 10th, when the year-

ly reports were rendered. Little work
is as yet planned for the coming year,

aside from the bazaar that at present

fills all the spare time. An all-day meet-

ing, with box luncheon, at the church is

arranged for September 24th, for the

double purpose of social intercourse and
bazaar sewing.

Palo Alto.—The year has started in

a very satisfactory manner for the Uni-
tarian church of Palo Alto. Since the

opening of the University late in Au-
gust congregations have averaged higher

than ever before.

The Sunday-school has started its

work with about twenty-five pupils and
five teachers.

The Alliance has begun a new plan of

meeting, going to members' houses every
other lime for an all-day session with

baskel luneheons. the morning being

given over to sewing and the afternoon
to a program. The alternate meetings,

held in the church parlor for the after-

noon only, are reserved for business.

The Alliance has set a date for a fair, to

be held just before Christmas, the pro-

ceeds to help towards the installation of

an electric motor and blower for the

church organ—a much-needed improve-
ment.

The minister, on the second Sunday in

September, began a course of leetnres

on "Problems of Religion." which have
been attended by audiences of about
fifty people, many of them not regular

attendants at the morning service. The
minister has devoted the opening lectures

of the course to a discussion of the vari-

ous orthodox positions, but is leading

gradually to the presentation of con-

structive ideas.

Pomona.—During the vacation the

church walls and ceilings have been

tinted, the entire building renovated,

new carpets laid for the pulpit, audito-

rium, and Sunday-school, and electric

Lighting installed.

Since the opening service on Septem-
ber 13th four new families have been
received ; the Sunday-school has been

reorganized with a corps of four profes-

sional teachers and an enrollment of

twenty-six children; and an adult study
class of sixteen members formed.

The Y. P. R. IT. has adopted as its line

of study for the coming quarter. "Great
Modern Types of Religious Develop-

ment"; one of the chief purposes being

to obtain a comprehensive and sympa-
thetic understanding of the faiths other

than our own, in order that we may the

better appreciate our own. One evening

in each month is devoted to music, when
a paper will be presented on one of the

standard oratorios, illustrated by music
from the oratorio selected.

The condition of the church finances

insures the report of "free from debt"
at the annual meeting in December.

Portland.—Services have been held

in our church throughout the summer
with very good congregations. During
the month of August the pulpit was very

acceptably filled by Mr. Baker, the new
assistant minister. He gave us excellent

sermons; one of the last, on "Oppor-
tunity," was one of the real practical

kind which, if we could only live up to,

our church would feel the benefit of.

Mr. Eliot returned the first of Sep-
tember, looking refreshed for his

vacation.

The Sunday-school opened on the sec-

ond Sunday with a large attendance
and a spirit of very encouraging enthu-

siasm seemed to prevail among teachers

and pupils, arguing well for a successful

year's work in the school.

The general activities of the church
have all been resumed. On Wednesday,
the 15th. Miss Spaulding, president of
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the Alliance, held a reception, which was
largely attended and very much enjoyed
by the ladies of the Alliance and from
the church, and was one of the most
pleasant social gatherings that has been
held for a long time. Miss Spalding
has been president of our Alliance for

several years, and all were glad of this

opportunity to show their regard for her
and their appreciation of her work.

Spokane.—Services were resumed on
the tirst Sunday in September, when Mr.
Fuller preached on '

' Soul and Body. '

' A
large congregation heard his sermon on
Tolstoy September 13th.

The Sunday-school opened on Septem-
ber 13th. with a fine staff of officers and
teachers, but with few children. The
down-town location of the church makes
it difficult to build up a school. The
lessons for this season are Dr. Lyon's
"Later Old Testament Narratives." A
children's social was held in the after-

noon of September 19th.

Over sixty people attended the first

evening party of the Alliance, which was
given at the home of Mrs. C. S. Mc-
Clusky September 18th.

The Alliance has elected Mrs. Fuller
president and Mrs. Hugo Spannagel as

one of the vice-presidents.

Sax Francisco—First Church.—The
month of September has seen good con-

gregations and general prosperity. Mr.
Leavitt has preached, excepting on the
6th. when Professor Foster, of Chicago
University, was heard with great satis-

faction. His address was a broad and
able enforcement of the permanent in

religion, and was most impressively de-

Livered. On the following Sunday Mr.
Leavitt spoke on "Signs of the Times,"
giving a comprehensive survey of the
field,—critical at times, but ending in a

clear recognition of the marked ethical

and intellectual awakening of the pres-

ent day from which he hoped for much.
From a sense of duty Mr. Leavitt,

though reluctantly, pays a visit of sev-

eral weeks to the churches in the North.
to give them such encouragement and
help as he may.

The Society for Christian Work is

now well started for the year, and every-
one is busy thinking or working for the
annual sale in November. This year the

proceeds are to be devoted to the fund
for recarpeting the parlors of the church.

The meeting of September 14th was more
largely attended than any since the fire,

though probably it was not so much
the interest in the business of the so-

ciety which drew out so many members
as the talk by Mr. Leavitt of his visit

to Hawaii. All were well paid, how-
ever, by his graphic account of the trip,

the voyage, the various objects of inter-

est in Honolulu, the volcano, and the

leper settlement at Molokai. On Septem-
ber 28th Mr. G. K. Claxton gave a most
interesting and instructive talk on China
and its jade, showing some beautiful

pieces, also fine embroideries. By the

death of Mrs. Peter Van Pelt, the society

lost a valued member. She has been con-

nected with the society for many years

and showed how great her interest was
by the gift of a sum of money which by
her request her son has sent to our treas-

urer, a gift highly appreciated.

Children's Bright Answers.

Here are some teachers' questions and
pupils' answers taken from examination
papers in a Maryland school:

—

What religion had the Britons? A
strange and terrible one—called the re-

ligion of the Dudes.
What caused the death of Cleopatra?

It was because she bit a wasp.
AVhere is the climate hottest? Next

to the Creator.

What can you tell me of BenJonson?
He rivaled Shakespeare in some respects.

What causes perspiration? The culin-

ary glands.

What do you call the last teeth which
come to man ? False teeth.

What is the spinal column? Bones
running all over the body; it is consid-

ered very dangerous.

What is the form of water drops? A
drop of water is generally spherical, for

various reasons, best known to the gra-

cious Providence who made them.

Name a domestic animal useful for

clothing, and describe its habits? The
ox: doesn't have habits, because it lives

in a. stable.

Of what is the surface of the earth

composed? Of dirt and people.
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This department conducted by William Maxwell.

[All books reviewed in the Pacific Unita-
rian are on sale at, or may be ordered through,

the Pacific Unitarian Headquarters, southwest
corner of Geary and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, Cal.]

Counsels by the Way. By Henry Van Dyke.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Com-
pany. $1.00 net; postage 10 cents.

American letters possess no greater master of

the essay than Henry Van Dyke. His subjects

and style are well fitted for this elusive, enter-

taining, and, at its best, instructive form of

literary expression, lie is a man who writes

for men. lie is no philosopher of the decadent,

but of the virile, the manly, and the good. In
"Counsels by the Way," five essays, previously

published in t lie booklet form made popular by
Thomas Y. Crowell & Company, have been col-

lected between the same covers. There are in-

cluded in this grouping: "Ships and Havens,"
"The Poetry of the Psalms," "Joy and Power,"
"The Battle of Life," and "The Good Old
Way." The book will well repay more than
two readings.

The Hibbert Journal. For the quarter be-

ginning with October, 1908. Boston: Sher-

man, French & Company. $3.00 a year; 75
cents a copy.

The "Eeviews" and "Discussions," while a
feature in every issue of The Hibbert Journal,
are, together with the "Bibliography of Becent
Literature," of particular note in the current
October number. The reviews are candid, ju-

dicious, scholarly; the discussions are fair,

courteous, trenchant ; the bibliography fur-

nishes splendid data concerning the new publi-

cations of a serious character issued in Amer-
ica, England, and the Continent. Special care
is taken to have it authentic, comprehensive,
ami reasonably complete.

The International Journal op Ethics. For
the quarter beginning with October, 1908.

Boston: Sherman, French & Company.
$3.00 a year; 75 cents a copy.

Beginning with the October issue of The In-
h matronal Journal of Ethics, Sherman, French
& Company, of Boston, become its publishers.

The journal, which was established eighteen
years ago, has become in its own distinct field

the foremost quarterly of its kind in the world.

It deals with practical ethical and moral prob-
lems from many points of view. The contrib-
utors to the Journal of Ethics are frequently

of international fame, who treat their subjects

with broad tolerance, wide knowledge, and just

discrimination. Under the business manage-
ment of Sherman, French & Company, the jour-

nal looks forward to a still wider circulation

and a correspondingly increased usefulness.

Together. A novel. By Robert Herrick. New
York: Macmillan & Company. $1.50.

An unusually significant book is Robert Her-
rick's novel, "Together," which lias just Keen

published by the Macmillan Company. It is

' b-si-i i I H-. I as a story of married lives in Amer-
ica, ami i he descri pi ion is accurate. Practically

all the important characters are married, and
they include at least half a dozen couples whose
marital experiences are followed during some
years. Mr. Herrick has so chosen these char-

acters that they represent nearly every phase
of American life, and "Together" is, in this

sense, a typically American novel.

The great question about a novel—Is it in-

terest ing .'— can safely be answered in the
affirmative in this case. People may disagree

as to the ethics of "Together"; they may
accuse Mr. Herrick of being a pessimist and
even of misrepresenting American social life;

but no one will say that the book is one to

be thrown aside unfinished, once the reader has
begun it.

Religion and Medicine. By Elwood Worcester,
D. D., Ph. D., Samuel McComb, M. A., D. D.,

and Isador H. Coriat, M. D. New York

:

Moffat, Yard & Company. $1.50 net.

The only official book on the Emanuel
Movement and the only authentic presentation
of the general principles and methods that
underlie this work is presented in Religion
and Medicine. As is generally known, the book
is the result of the joint efforts of three
friends and co-workers, and gives in language
easily understood by one unlearned in psychol-
ogy and nervous disorders the inception, prog-
ress, and ultimate aims of this work, which
promise to be so far reaching.

It is not the purpose of the joint authors
to establish a new dogma. Their motives are
quite separate and apart from anything that
even suggests commercialism, for their services

are given gratutiously, with no other hope than
that those who come to them may be helped.
The two Episcopal ministers, both trained
psychologists, believing as they do in the skill

and training of modern medicine, have accept-
ed the suggestions of certain members of the
medical profession, and chosen as their co-

workers a man of high standing from that
field of scientific research. Most religious heal-
ers, they say, have made the mistake in suppos-
ing that God can cure in but one way, and that
the employment of physical means indicates a

lack of faith. This is absurd. "God fulfills

himself in many ways." There is no peculiar
piety involved in the use of suggestion. The
consumptive may be nursed back to life by
fresh air, abundant food, and kindness. The
spectacular recovery, attributed to the spoken
word, also has its cures. But. say these au-
thors, they have never felt thai the one was
necessarily more the act of God than the
other. The fact remains that consumption can
be cured in no other way, and that those who
take a different view of it do not cure con-
sumptives.

The Emanuel Movement confines itself to
that large group of maladies known to-day as
nervous disorders. Outside of functional neu-
roses it does not attempt to labor, and in that

field only when the applicant for assistance
brings to the reverend gentlemen m certificate

from a reputable physician stating the ,|,

ment is n nervous one and not organic. \-

many a doctor will testify, in the domain of
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these latter complaints his personality is often
of more avail than drugs. However, while the

training of the physician remains strictly ma-
terial, as it is to-day, patients of this character
will continue to baffle the medical profession,

for the reason that moral maladies require moral
treatment.

The Emanuel Movement bears no relation

to Christian Science. Its exponents have ap-
proached disease and sickness from an entirely

different point of view. It is not an imita-
tion ; it is not a protest. It would be what it is

had Christian Science never existed. The relig-

ion of Jesus—as that religion is revealed in
the New Testament, and as it is interpreted
by modern scholarship, and as its exponents
have combined with this the power of modern
science—is its foundation. "This," say the
authors, "we consider a good foundation—the
best of all foundations."

It is evident that to work successfully along
this line two things are requisite—first, a strong
love for humanity; second, a thorough psycho-
logical training; such as only the foremost
schools of this country can afford. The one
without the other will not secure the desired
results.

This book has just been added to the Pierce
Library. The copy may be secured upon ap-
plication to the librarian, Mrs. Presson.

MlRABEAU AND THE FRENCH BEVOLTJTION. By
Fred Morrow Fling, Ph. D. To be in three
parts. Illustrated. Part I, "The Youth of
Mirabeau." New York and London: Put-
nam & Sons. $2.00 a part.

No full and scholarly biography of Mira-
beau has appeared in English, and hence the
raison d'etre for Professor Fred Morrow
Fling's "Mirabeau and the French Bevolution."
The work is in three volumes, and is illustrated.

This first volume is devoted to the youth of
Mirabeau, and closes with the year 1774, when
he legally came of age; the second follows Mira-
beau's fortunes during his confinement in French
prisons, and during his activity as a publicist

and in the time of his residence in Holland,
England, and Germany, ending in 1788, with
the preparations for elections to the States
General; the third deals with Mirabeau and
the National Assembly.

Mirabeau's career is full of the most start-

ling dramatic incidents connected with his own
love affairs and the extraordinary adventures
of his private life, as well as with his acts
and influence as a public man during the
Revolution.

Held our eyes no sunny sheen,

How could sunshine e'er be seen?
Dwelt no power divine within us.

How could God divineness win us?—Goethe.

"Christ," someone says, "was human as we are."
"Well, then, for Christ," thou answerest, "who

can care?"
So answerest thou ; but why not rather say,
"Was Christ a man like us? Ah, let us try
If we then, too, can be such men as He!"—Matthew Arnold.

Sparks.

Taking No Risk.—Worldly Aunt—
See here, Edith! That young man to

whom you've engaged yourself—is his

future assured? Niece—Oh, yes, auntie!

He was baptized as a child.

—

Judge.

An Easy One.—Teacher—Where do
the Greeks live, Henry Hester? Henry
Hester—In behind dere shoe-shine par-
lors !

—

Brooklyn Life.

Omniscience. — Four-year-old Harry
was spending the day with his aunt.

Dinner was late, and the child began to

grow restless. "Auntie," he said, final-

ly,
'

' does God know everything ? " " Yes,
dear,

'

' answered his aunt.
'

' Every little

thing ? " he persisted.
'

' Yes ; every little

thing," was the reply. "Well, then,"
he said in a tone of conviction, "God
knows I'm hungry."— The Sunday
Strand.

Americanization. — '

'What is meant
by naturalization?" "Naturalization is

the process by means of which an evicted

Irish tenant becomes an American po-

liceman. ' '

—

-Cleveland Leader.

Undoubtedly.—"Do you play any in-

strument, Mr. Jimp?" "Yes, I'm a

cornetist." "And your sister?" "She's
a pianist." "Does your mother play?"
"She's a zitherist. " "And your fa-

ther?" "He's a pessimist. "—Tit-Bits.

Looking Ahead.—"Now, Pat, would
you sooner lose your money or your
life?" "Why, me loife, yer reverence;

I want me money for me old age."

—

Philadelphia Inquirer.

Not Intentional.—The little girl was
very fond of pleasant days, and at the

close of a heavy rain-storm petitioned

in her prayer for fine weather; when,
the next morning, the sun shone bright

and clear she became jubilant, and told

her prayer to her grandmother, who
said :

'

' Well, dear, why can 't you pray
to-night that it may be warmer to-mor-

row, so that grandma's rheumatism will

be better?" "All right, I will," was
the quick response; and that night as

she knelt she said :
"0 Lord, please

make it hot for grandma."

—

Pick-

Me-TJp.
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TRACTS FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION
at Unitarian Headquarters

Geary and Franklin Streets, San Francisco.

The Gospel that Jesus Taught.
By Charles A. Allen.

The Main Lines of Religion as Held by
Unitarians.
By Brooke Herford, D. D.

What Think ye of Christ?

By Stopford A. Brooke, LL. D.

Christianity as Christ Preached It.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.
A Word with the Pew; or Helping the Min-

ister.

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
Semi-detached Unitarians.

By Arthur M. Knapp.
The Unitarian Principles.

By Edward E. Hale, D. D.
The Layman's Responsibility for the

Church.
By Hon. George D. Robinson, LL. D.

Church-going, Past, Present, and Future.
By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.

What is Left after the Questionings of our
Time?
By Brooke Herford, D. D.

Christianity Permanent.
By Francis B. Ilornbrooke, D. D.

True and False Liberalism.
By J. T. Sunderland.

Unitarianism and Original Congregational-
ism in New England.
By Edward E. Hale, D. D.

Unitarianism: It is a Positive Faith, and
Rightly Claims Our Loyalty.
By Minot J. Savage, D. D.

Rational Spirituality.

By George Croswell Cressey, D. D.
Keep the Bible.

By James Freeman Clarke, D. D.
The Straight Gate.

By Reed Stuart.

The Little Coat.
Sylvester Judd.

What do the Evangelical Denominations
Hold in Common?
By William II. Lyon, D. D.

Religion Its Own Evidence.
By George Batcheloi.

Religious Habits.
By Thomas R. Sheer.

The Making of a Soul.

By George A. Thayer.
Ideal Substitutes for God.

By James Martincau, D. D., LL. D.
The Relation between Ethics and Religion.

By James Martineau, D. D., LL. D.
The Religious Education of Children.

By Minot J. Savage, D. D.
God.

I'.\ Samuel R. Calthrop,, D. D.
Modern Biblical Criticism.

Bv Crawford II. Toy, LL. D.
The Mind of Christ.

By Brooke Herford, D. D.
Unitarianism.

By Rush R. Shippen.
Co-operation for Holiness.

By Joseph H. Crooker, D. D.

OUR NATIONAL SOCIETIES.

With headquarters in the building of the
American Unitarian Association, 25 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.

Local offices at 104 East 20th Street, New
York City; 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.;

and Franklin and Geary Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

The American Unitarian Association.

Founded in 1825.

The chief missionary organization of the
Unitarian churches of America. It supports
missionaries, establishes and maintains
churches, holds conventions, aids in building
meeting-houses, publishes books, tracts, and
devotional works.
Address correspondence to the Secretary,

Rev. Lewis G. "Wilson.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,
Francis H. Lincoln, Esq.

Publication Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.

Unitarian Sunday-School Society.

Founded in 1827.

Maintained by the Unitarian churches to

promote religious and moral education. Pub-
lishes manuals and tracts, issues a Sunday-
school paper, holds conventions, carries on a
book-room. Branch at 175 Dearborn Street,

Chicago.
President, Rev. Edward A. Horton.
Treasurer, Mr. Richard C. Humphreys.
Superintendent of Book-room, Mr. Philip C.

McMurdie.

National Alliance of Unitarian Women.
Organized in 1890.

Promotes the local organization of the
women of the Unitarian churches for mis-
sionary and denominational work.
Address correspondence to the Clerk, Miss

Florence Everett.

Address contributions to the Treasurer,
Mrs. Lucia C. Noyes.

Young People's Religious Union.

Organized in 1896.

Promotes the organization of the young
people of the Unitarian churches for "Truth.
Worship, and Service."

Address correspondence to the Secretary,
Mist Grace R. Torr.
Address contributions to the Treasurer,

Mr. O. Arthur McMurdie.

Unitarian Temperance Society.

Organized in 18S6.

The practical working committee of the
Unitarian churches to promote the cause of

temperance by publishing and freely dis-

tributing pamphlets and tracts, arranging for

conferences, and sending speakers upon re-

quest to give addresses on various phases of

the temperance question.

Address correspondence to the Publicatlom
Agent, Mr. C. L. Stebbins.
Address contributions to the Treasurer, Mr.

Charles H. Stearns.
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FREMONT ROTEL
Corner Fourth and Olive Sts.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A First-class Family and Tourist lotel right

in the heart of the city. Elevated and
commanding. Appointments and cuisine

excellent. Rates reasonable.

THOS. PASCOE, Proprietor

Send for booklet on California

Geo. H. Murdock C. Percy Murdock

GEO. H. MURDOCK C& SON

INSURANCE

FIRE — MARINE— LIFE —
ACCIDENT— LIABILITY

256 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Pacific

Unitarian School

for the Ministry
BERKELEY, CAL.

Students prepared for the work of

the Twentieth Century Ministry, in

connection with the rich opportuni-

ties offered by the University of

California and by other Divinity

Schools at Berkeley.

For Register and a Pamphlet on

"The Choice of a Life-Work," ad-

dress the Dean

REV. EARL MORSE WILBUR
2417 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, Cal.

Bank Bond
"Look for the Watermark."

UNEQUALED FOR BUSINESS
CORRESPONDENCE

Manufactured for

BONESTELL, RICHARDSON & CO.
California's Leading Paper House

118 to 124 First Street

Fisher C& Co. (inc.

HATTERS AND
FURNISHERS

728 Market St San Francisco

W.W. MONTAGUE C&CO
STOVES, METALS,

IRON PIPE, MANTELS,
GRATES AND TILING

Manufacturers of

STAMPED CORRUGATED IRON

TURK AND POLK STREETS
San Francisco ... California


















